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POKROVITELJ SIMPOZIJUMA: 
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ORGANIZACIJU SKUPA FINANSIJSKI PODRŽALO: 
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II 

 

SPONZORI SIMPOZIJUMA: 

PPllaattiinnaassttii  ssppoonnzzoorrii::  

ŠŠIIRRBBEEGGOOVVIIĆĆ  IInnžžeennjjeerriinngg,,  GGrraaččaanniiccaa,,  BBiiHH  

PPUUTT--IINNŽŽEENNJJEERRIINNGG  dd..oo..oo..  NNiišš  

MMEETTAALL--CCIINNKKAARRAA  dd..oo..oo..  IInnđđiijjaa  

BBAALLDDIINNIISSTTUUDDIIOO  IINNTTEERRNNAATTIIOONNAALL    dd..oo..oo..  NNoovvii  SSaadd  

SSTTRRAABBAAGG  dd..oo..oo..,,  BBeeooggrraadd    

DDEELLTTAA  RREEAALL  EESSTTAATTEE    dd..oo..oo..  NNoovvii  BBeeooggrraadd  

ZZllaattnnii  ssppoonnzzoorrii::  

PPEERRII--OOPPLLAATTEE  dd..oo..oo..  ŠŠiimmaannoovvccii  

PPRROOCCLLUUBB  dd..oo..oo..  BBeeooggrraadd  

DDNNEECC  dd..oo..oo..  BBeeooggrraadd  

MMOORRAAVVAACCEEMM  dd..oo..oo..  PPooppoovvaacc  

AARRMMOONNTT  dd..oo..oo..  BBeeooggrraadd  

MMGG  PPRREECCAASSTT  dd..oo..oo..  IInnđđiijjaa  

GGEENNEERRAALLII  OOSSIIGGUURRAANNJJEE  SSRRBBIIJJAA    aa..dd..  BBeeooggrraadd  

SSrreebbrrnnii  ssppoonnzzoorrii::  

CCEENNRROOPPRROOJJEEKKTT  dd..oo..oo..  BBeeooggrraadd  

EENNEERRGGOOPPRROOJJEEKKTT  EENNTTEELL  aa..dd..  BBeeooggrraadd  

BBrroonnzzaannii  ssppoonnzzoorrii::  

ŠŠIIDDPPRROOJJEEKKTT  dd..oo..oo..  ŠŠiidd  

ČČEELLIIKKIINNVVEESSTT  dd..oo..oo..  BBeeooggrraadd  

PPIIRRAAMMIIDDAA  dd..oo..oo..  SSrreemmsskkaa  MMiittrroovviiccaa  

KKOOLLAARREEVVIIĆĆ  dd..oo..oo..  PPoojjaattee  

DDEELL  IINNGG  dd..oo..oo..  BBeeooggrraadd  

NNOORRTTHH  EENNGGIINNEEEERRIINNGG  dd..oo..oo..  SSuubboottiiccaa  

AASSMMEECC  CCOONNSSUULLTTAANNTTSS    dd..oo..oo..  BBeeooggrraadd  

AADDIINNGG  dd..oo..oo..,,  BBeeooggrraadd  
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DOSADAŠNJI KONGRESI,  

SIMPOZIJUMI I SAVETOVANJA 
 

 

PRVO SAVETOVANJE 

JUGOSLOVENSKIH INŽENJERA KONSTRUKTERA 

ZAGREB, decembar 1953. godine 

 

 

DRUGI KONGRES 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

OPATIJA, maj 1958. godine 

 

Predsednik: akademik, prof. dr h.c. Đorđe LAZAREVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar: prof. Zvonimir PAVLOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. Beograd 

 

 

TREĆI KONGRES 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

SARAJEVO, septembar 1964. godine 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Kruno TONKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. Zagreb 

Potpredsednik: prof. Ljubomir JEVTOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. Beograd 

Sekretar: prof. Zvonimir PAVLOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. Beograd 

 

 

ČETVRTI KONGRES 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

PORTOROŽ, jun 1969. godine 

 

Predsednik: akademik, prof. dr Milan ĐURIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. Miloš MARINČEK, dipl.inž.građ, Ljubljana 

Sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

PETI KONGRES 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

BUDVA, septembar 1974. godine 

 

Predsednik: akademik, prof. dr Milan ĐURIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. Miloš MARINČEK, dipl.inž.građ, Ljubljana 

Sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

 

 

 

 



IV 

 

SIMPOZIJUM 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

"GREŠKE, SANACIJE I ISKUSTVA U INVESTIRANJU, PROJEKTOVANJU, 

GRAĐENJU I EKSPLOATACIJI GRAĐEVINSKIH OBJEKATA" 

CAVTAT, novembar 1976. godine 

 

 

ŠESTI KONGRES 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

BLED, septembar 1978. godine 

 

Predsednik: akademik, prof. dr Nikola HAJDIN, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. Milenko PRŽULJ, dipl.inž.građ, Sarajevo 

Sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar za  

međunarodne veze: prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

 

SIMPOZIJUM 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA I 

INSTITUTA ZA MATERIJALE I KONSTRUKCIJE GRAĐEVINSKOG FAKULTETA 

UNIVERZITETA U BEOGRADU 

"INOVACIJE JUGOSLOVENSKIH PROPISA ZA BETONSKE, METALNE I 

SPREGNUTE KONSTRUKCIJE - ISKUSTVA I NOVA SAZNANJA" 

TROGIR, maj 1980. godine 

 

Na Skupštini održanoj maja 1980. godine u Trogiru, Jugoslovensko društvo građevinskih 

konstruktera je promenilo naziv u SAVEZ DRUŠTAVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

JUGOSLAVIJE - SDGKJ. Na Skupštini je odlučeno da Izvršni odbor, izabran na VI Kongresu 

na Bledu, u istom sastavu obavlja dužnosti Predsedništva SDGKJ do sledećeg kongresa. 

 

Za predsednika i potpredsednika SDGKJ sa jednogodišnjim mandatom izabrani su: 

 

Predsednik: akademik, prof. dr Nikola HAJDIN, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. Milenko PRŽULJ, dipl.inž.građ, Sarajevo 

 

Za predsednika i potpredsednika SDGKJ za naredni jednogodišnji mandat izabrani su: 

 

Predsednik: prof. Milenko PRŽULJ, dipl.inž.građ, Sarajevo 

Potpredsednik: Marijan KOŠČAK, dipl.inž.građ, Zagreb



V 

 

SEDMI KONGRES 

SAVEZA DRUŠTAVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA JUGOSLAVIJE 

CAVTAT, april 1983. godine 

 

Predsednik: prof. Milenko PRŽULJ, dipl.inž.građ, Sarajevo 

Potpredsednik: prof. dr Stanko ŠRAM, dipl.inž.građ, Zagreb 

Sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar za  

međunarodne veze: prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

 

SIMPOZIJUM '85 

SAVEZA DRUŠTAVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA JUGOSLAVIJE 

DUBROVNIK, april 1985. godine 

 

Na sednici Predsedništva SDGKJ, održanoj aprila 1985. u Dubrovniku odlučeno je da se 

predsedniku, potpredsedniku, sekretaru i sekretaru za međunarodne veze, izabranim na VII 

Kongresu SDGKJ u Cavtatu, produži mandat do sledećeg kongresa. 

 

 

OSMI KONGRES 

SAVEZA DRUŠTAVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA JUGOSLAVIJE 

CAVTAT, april 1987. godine 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. dr Franci KRŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Ljubljana 

Sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar za  

međunarodne veze: doc. dr Jure RADIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Zagreb 

 

 

JUGOSLOVENSKO SAVETOVANJE O PRIMENI NOVOG PRAVILNIKA ZA 

BETON I ARMIRANI BETON BAB 87 ZAJEDNO SA JUDIMK, GRAĐEVINSKIM 

INSTITUTOM ZAGREB I GRAĐEVINSKIM FAKULTETOM BEOGRAD 

DUBROVNIK, april 1989. godine 

 

Na sednici Predsedništva SDGKJ održanoj aprila 1989. u Dubrovniku, ponovo su izabrani za 

sledeći dvogodišnji period 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. dr Franci KRŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Ljubljana 

Sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar za  

međunarodne veze: doc. dr Jure RADIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Zagreb 

 

 



VI 

 

DEVETI KONGRES 

SAVEZA DRUŠTAVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA JUGOSLAVIJE 

CAVTAT, april 1991. godine 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. dr Franci KRŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Ljubljana 

Sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar za  

međunarodne veze: doc. dr Jure RADIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Zagreb 

Članovi 

Predsedništva: prof. Vukašin AČANSKI, dipl.inž.građ, Maribor 

 prof. dr Vinko ČANDRLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Zagreb 

 prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dip.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 akademik, prof. dr Nikola HAJDIN, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. Dravan IVANOV, dipl.inž.građ, Skoplje 

 prof. Gojko NENADIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. Milenko PRŽULJ, dipl.inž.građ, Sarajevo 

 Vladimir STANKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Titograd 

 Vidoje ZELENOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Priština 

 prof. dr Stanko ŠRAM, dipl.inž.građ, Zagreb 

 mr Cvetan TANEVSKI, dipl.inž.građ, Skoplje 

Članovi  

Nadzornog  

odbora: Jovan BOŠKOV, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 prof. dr Boris KOLJOZOV, dipl.inž.građ, Skoplje 

 Zvonimir SABLJAK, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 

Posle raspada SFRJ, Savez društava građevinskih konstruktera Jugoslavije - SDGKJ 

transformisao se u Jugoslovensko društvo građevinskih konstruktera - JDGK, koje je 

nastavilo delatnost SDGKJ. Na Osnivačkoj skupštini, održanoj 1.12.1994. godine u Beogradu, 

usvojen je novi statut i imenovano Predsedništvo u sastavu: 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

Generalni 

sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

Predsedništva: akademik prof. dr Nikola HAJDIN, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Milorad IVKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 Miroslav BAJIĆ, dip.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 Veljko BELADA, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 Vidoje ZELENOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Priština 

 prof. dr Mirko AĆIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Aleksandar PAKVOR, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Mihailo MURAVLJOV, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 



VII 

 

Jugoslovensko društvo građevinskih konstruktera, zajedno sa Građevinskim fakultetom u 

Beogradu i Saveznim zavodom za standardizaciju, organizovalo je dva jugoslovenska 

savetovanja: 

 

PRVO JUGOSLOVENSKO SAVETOVANJE 

EVROKODOVI I JUGOSLOVENSKO GRAĐEVINSKO KONSTRUKTERSTVO 

BEOGRAD, jun 1995. godine 

 

DRUGO JUGOSLOVENSKO SAVETOVANJE 

EVROKODOVI I JUGOSLOVENSKO GRAĐEVINSKO KONSTRUKTERSTVO 

BEOGRAD, april 1997. godine 

 

DESETI KONGRES 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

VRNJAČKA BANJA, jun 1998. godine 

 

Na Skupštini JDGK, održanoj juna 1998. godine u Vrnjačkoj Banji, izabrano je novo 

Predsedništvo i Nadzorni odbor JDGK, u sledećem sastavu: 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Mirko AĆIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. dr Radenko PEJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

Generalni 

sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar: Svetislav SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

Predsedništva: akademik prof. dr Nikola HAJDIN, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Milorad IVKOVIĆ , dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dip.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Aleksandar PAKVOR, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Miodrag SEKULOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Arsenije VUJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad  

 prof. dr Živojin PRAŠČEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Dragan BUĐEVAC, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Milić MILIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Niš 

 mr Vidoje ZELENOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Gacko 

 Veljko BELADA, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 Ivan MAMUŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad  

 Dragan VUKADINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 Jožef KERMECI, dipl.inž.građ, Kanjiža 

Članovi 

Nadzornog 

odbora: prof. dr Dušan NAJDANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd - predsednik 

 prof. dr Mladen ULIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 Miroslav BAJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 



VIII 

 

Na istoj skupštini izabrani su za počasne članove JDGK: 

 akademik prof. dr Nikola HAJDIN, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Milorad IVKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Tihomir NIKOLOVSKI, dipl.inž.građ, Skoplje 

 

takođe je izabrano i 14 zaslužnih članova JDGK: 

 prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad  

 Ivan MAMUŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad  

 prof. dr Aleksandar PAKVOR, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Mirko AĆIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 mr Vidoje ZELENOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Gacko  

 prof. dr Boško PETROVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Miroslav DEBELJKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 mr Branislav VOJINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Milić MILIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Niš 

 prof. dr Milan GOJKOVIĆ , dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 dr Vladimir STANKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 Veljko BELADA, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 

 

SIMPOZIJUM 2000. 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

VRNJAČKA BANJA, 1-3. novembar 2000. godine 

 

Na Skupštini JDGK, održanoj 2. novembra 2000. godine u Vrnjačkoj Banji, Predsedništvo 

JDGK je prošireno sa dva člana i njegov sastav čine: 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Mirko AĆIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. dr Radenko PEJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

Generalni 

sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar: Svetislav SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

Predsedništva: akademik, prof. dr Nikola HAJDIN, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Milorad IVKOVIĆ , dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Aleksandar PAKVOR, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Miodrag SEKULOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Arsenije VUJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

prof. dr Živojin PRAŠČEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Dragan BUĐEVAC, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Milić MILIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Niš 

mr Vidoje ZELENOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Banja Luka 
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Veljko BELADA, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

Ivan MAMUŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad  

Dragan VUKADINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Jožef KERMECI, dipl.inž.građ, Kanjiža 

Članovi  

Nadzornog 

odbora: prof. dr Dušan NAJDANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd - predsednik 

prof. dr Mladen ULIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

Miroslav BAJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 

Na istoj skupštini izabrani su za počasne članove JDGK: 

prof. dr Sande ATANASOVSKI, dipl.inž.građ, Skoplje 

prof. dr Dragan IVANOV, dipl.inž.građ, Skoplje 

prof. dr Milenko PRŽULJ, dipl.inž.građ, Ljubljana 

prof. dr Vukašin AČANSKI, dipl.inž.građ, Maribor 

prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

Takođe je izabrano i 10 zaslužnih članova JDGK: 

prof. Dimitrije ĆERTIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Predrag ŽELALIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. Gojko NENADIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Anđelko KOVAČEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Živojin PRAŠČEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Miroslav BAJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Mihailo MURAVLJOV, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Arsenije VUJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

Lazar PRODANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Johan SKLENA, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 

 

JEDANAESTI KONGRES 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

VRNJAČKA BANJA, 25-27. septembar 2002. 

 

Na Skupštini JDGK, održanoj 24. septembra 2002. godine u Vrnjačkoj Banji, izabrano je novo 

Predsedništvo i Nadzorni odbor JDGK, u sledećem sastavu: 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Mirko AĆIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: prof. dr Radenko PEJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 

Generalni sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar: Svetislav SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

Predsedništva: prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 
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prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

prof. dr Arsenije VUJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

prof. dr Živojin PRAŠČEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Dragan BUĐEVAC, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Dušan NAJDANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Đorđe VUKSANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Mladen ULIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

prof. dr Dragoslav STOJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Niš 

mr Vidoje ZELENOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Gacko 

Dragan VUKADINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Ivan MAMUŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad  

 Jožef KERMECI, dipl.inž.građ, Kanjiža 

Članovi 

Nadzornog 

odbora: mr Dragana ČUKIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 mr Đorđe LAĐINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

Igor ĐURANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 

Na istoj skupštini izabrani su za počasne članove JDGK: 

prof. dr Stanko ŠRAM, dipl.inž.građ. - Hrvatska 

prof. dr Miodrag VELKOV, dipl.inž.građ. - Makedonija 

prof. dr Aleksandar PAKVOR, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd  

prof. dr Miodrag SEKULOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Predrag ŽELALIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Veljko BELADA, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

mr Vladimir STANKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 

Takođe je izabrano i 12 zaslužnih članova JDGK: 

prof. dr Dušan NAJDANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Radenko PEJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

prof. dr Mladen ULIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

prof. dr Petar ČOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Dušan SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Svetislav SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Dragan VUKADINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Boško TRIVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Jožef KERMECI, dipl.inž.građ, Kanjiža 

Vukan NJAGULJ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Dragomir LUKIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Miroslav SUBOTIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

SIMPOZIJUM 2004. 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

VRNJAČKA BANJA, 29. septembar - 1. oktobar 2004. godine 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Mirko AĆIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 
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Potpredsednik: prof. dr Radenko PEJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

Generalni 

sekretar: Stojan DINIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar: Svetislav SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

Članovi 

Predsedništva: prof. dr Života PERIŠIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

prof. dr Arsenije VUJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

prof. dr Živojin PRAŠČEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Dragan BUĐEVAC, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Dušan NAJDANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Đorđe VUKSANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Mladen ULIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

prof. dr Dragoslav STOJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Niš 

prof. dr Petar ČOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

mr Vidoje ZELENOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Gacko 

Dragan VUKADINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Ivan MAMUŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad  

 Jožef KERMECI, dipl.inž.građ, Kanjiža 

Članovi 

Nadzornog 

odbora: mr Dragana ČUKIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 mr Đorđe LAĐINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

Igor ĐURANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

 

Na istoj skupštini izabrani su za počasne članove JDGK: 

prof. dr Predrag GAVRILOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

Saško STREZOVSKI, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. Gojko NENADIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Mihajlo TRIFUNAC, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Milija PAVLOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr David LLOJD SMITH, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr. Arsenije VUJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ.  

prof. dr Vlado GOCEVSKI, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Tomislav RADOJIČIĆ, dipl.inž.građ.  

Ivan MAMUŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Takođe je izabrano i 12 zaslužnih članova JDGK: 

Jovo SMILJANIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

Dragan MAJKIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

Lajčo STIPIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Milivoje STANKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Dragoljub DRENIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Dušan PETKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Dragan BUĐEVAC, dipl.inž.građ.  
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mr Dragana ČUKIĆ, dipl.inž.građ.  

mr Milan ĐOKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ.  

prof. dr Božidar S. PAVIĆEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ.  

mr Radivoje MRDAK, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Vojislav MIHAILOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

DVANAESTI KONGRES 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

VRNJAČKA BANJA, 27-29. septembar 2006. godine 

 

Na Skupštini JDGK, održanoj 27. septembra 2006. godine u Vrnjačkoj Banji, izabrano je novo 

Predsedništvo i Nadzorni odbor JDGK, u sledećem sastavu: 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Dejan BAJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: Svetislav SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

Sekretar: prof. dr Snežana MARINKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

Predsedništva: prof. dr Dušan NAJDANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Đorđe VUKSANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

prof. dr Dragoslav STOJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Niš 

prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

doc. dr Đorđe LAĐINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

doc. dr Bratislav STIPANIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

doc. dr Aleksandar RISTOVSKI, dipl.inž.građ, Kosovska Mitrovica 

dr Zoran FLORIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

Ivan MAMUŽIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

Zoran FILIPOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Branko KNEŽEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Slobodan CVETKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Slobodan MITROVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

Nadzornog 

odbora: mr Slobodan GRKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Subotica 

 Gojko GRBIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Loznica 

 Miroslav MIHAJLOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Paraćin 

 

Na istoj skupštini izabrani su za počasne članove JDGK: 

prof. dr Mirko AĆIĆ, dipl.građ.inž. 

prof. dr Radomir FOLIĆ, dipl.građ.inž. 

prof. dr Radenko PEJOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž. 

prof. dr Trifun PASKALOV , dipl.građ.inž.  

Mr Vidoja ZELENOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž. 

 

Takođe je izabrano i 5 zaslužnih članova JDGK: 

prof. dr Đorđe VUKSANOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž. 

prof. dr Dejan BAJIĆ, dipl.građ.inž. 
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prof. dr Dragoslav STOJIĆ, dipl.građ.inž. 

Jožef BARNA , dipl.građ.inž.  

mr Predrag PAVLOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž. 

 

 

SIMPOZIJUM 2008. 

DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA SRBIJE 

ZLATIBOR "ČIGOTA", 24-26. septembar 2008. 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Dejan BAJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: Svetislav SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Podgorica 

Sekretar: prof. dr Snežana MARINKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

Nije bilo izbora za zaslužne i počasne članove Društva. 

 
TRINAESTI KONGRES  

DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA SRBIJE 

ZLATIBOR "ČIGOTA", 22-24. septembar 2010. godine 

 

Na Skupštini DGKS, održanoj 22. septembra 2010. godine na Zlatiboru izabrano je novo 

Predsedništvo i Nadzorni odbor DGKS, u sledećem sastavu: 

 

Predsednik:               prof. dr Miloš LAZOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik:         Aleksandar BOJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar:                   prof. dr Boško STEVANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

Predsedništva: prof. dr Snežana MARINKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Đorđe VUKSANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Mihajlo ĐURĐEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Đorđe LAĐINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 doc. dr Bratislav STIPANIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Dragoslav STOJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Niš 

 mr Slobodan GRKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Subotica 

 prof. dr Aleksandar RISTOVSKI, dipl.inž.građ, Kos.Mitrovica 

 Gojko GRBIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Loznica 

 dr Zoran FLORIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 Đorđe PAVKOV, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 Svetislav SIMOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 Goran VUKOBRATOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 Branko KNEŽEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

Članovi 

Nadzornog 

odbora: Miroslav MIHAJLOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Paraćin 

 prof. dr Zlatko MARKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 Aleksandar TRAJKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 
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Na istoj skupštini izabran je počasni član DGKS: 

 Prof. dr Mirko AĆIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

SIMPOZIJUM 2012. 

DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA SRBIJE 

VRNJAČKA BANJA, 19-21. septembar 2012. godine 

 

Predsednik:            prof. dr Miloš LAZOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik:       Aleksandar BOJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar:              prof. dr Boško STEVANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

Nije bilo izbora za zaslužne i počasne članove Društva. 

 

 

ČETRNAESTI KONGRES 

DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA SRBIJE 

NOVI SAD, 24-26. septembar 2014. godine 

 

Na Skupštini DGKS, održanoj 24. septembra 2014. godine u Novom Sadu izabrano je novo 

Predsedništvo i Nadzorni odbor DGKS, u sledećem sastavu: 

 

Predsednik  prof. dr Đorđe LAĐINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

Potpredsednik:         Aleksandar BOJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Generalni sekretar:   prof. dr Zlatko MARKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd  

Sekretar:                   prof. dr Boško STEVANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

predsedništva: prof. dr Snežana MARINKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Mira PETRONIJEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 doc. dr Selimir LELOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 mr Branko MILOSAVLJEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 prof. dr Dragoslav STOJIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Niš 

 prof. dr Danijel KUKARAS, dipl.inž.građ, Subotica 

 Branko KNEŽEVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ,  Beograd 

 Đorđe PAVKOV, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 Goran VUKOBRATOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

 Gojko GRBIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Loznica 

 Lazar MARKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Subotica 

 Aleksandar ŽIVANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 Goran TADIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Članovi 

Nadzornog 

odbora: Ivan IGNJATOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, predsednik, Beograd 

 prof. dr Dejan DIVAC, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 Zoran KOVRLIJA, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 
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Nije bilo izbora za zaslužne i počasne članove Društva. 

 

SIMPOZIJUM 2016 

DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA SRBIJE 

ZLATIBOR, 15-17. septembar 2016. godine 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Đorđe LAĐINOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Novi Sad 

Potpredsednik: Aleksandar BOJOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Generalni sekretar: prof. dr Zlatko MARKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Sekretar: prof. dr Boško STEVANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

Nije bilo izbora za zaslužne i počasne članove Društva. 

 

Na Skupštini DGKS, održanoj 02. decembra 2016. godine u Beogradu izmenjen je sastav 

Predsedništva DGKS. Umesto Aleksandra Živanovića, dipl.inž.građ. izabran je Duško Tomić, 

dipl.inž.građ. (Energoprojekt Visokogradnja).    

 

Na Skupštini DGKS, održanoj 01. decembra 2017. u Beogradu izmenjen je sastav Nadzornog 

odbora DGKS. Umesto prof. dr Dejana Divca, dipl.inž.građ. i Zorana Kovrlije, dipl.inž.građ. 

izabrani su doc. dr Predrag Blagojević, dipl.inž.građ. (Građevinsko-arhitektonski fakultet, Niš) 

i Vojin Zajić, dipl.inž.građ. (STRABAG, Beograd). 

 

PETNAESTI KONGRES 

DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA SRBIJE 

ZLATIBOR, 6-8. septembar 2018. 

 

Na Skupštini DGKS, održanoj 07. septembra 2018. na Zlatiboru izabrano je novo 

Predsedništvo i Nadzorni odbor DGKS, u sledećem sastavu: 

 

Predsednik: prof. dr Zlatko MARKOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

Potpredsednik: Lazar MARKOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Subotica 

Generalni sekretar: doc. dr Ivan IGNJATOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

Sekretar: prof. dr Boško STEVANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ, Beograd 

 

Članovi 

predsedništva:  prof. dr Đorđe LAĐINOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Novi Sad 

prof. dr Dragoslav STOJIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Niš 

prof. dr Danijel KUKARAS, dipl.građ.inž, Subotica 

v. prof. dr Marija NEFOVSKA-DANILOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

doc. dr Branko MILOSAVLJEVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

doc. dr Selimir LELOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

Branko KNEŽEVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

Đorđe PAVKOV, dipl.građ.inž, Novi Sad 

Duško TOMIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

Dimitrije ALEKSIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 
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Milan GRČIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Šid 

Darko POPOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

Miroslav MIHAJLOVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Paraćin 

Članovi 

Nadzornog 

odbora: doc. dr Predrag BLAGOJEVIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Niš 

 doc. dr Jelena DOBRIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

 Vojin ZAJIĆ, dipl.građ.inž, Beograd 

 

Nije bilo izbora za zaslužne i počasne članove Društva. 
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PRIZNANJA 

SAVEZA DRUŠTAVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

JUGOSLAVIJE 
 

ZA ŽIVOTNO DELO 

U GRAĐEVINSKOM KONSTRUKTERSTVU 

 
 

„Priznanje Saveza društava građevinskih konstruktera Jugoslavije za životno delo u 

građevinskom konstrukterstvu je najviše priznanje koje Predsedništvo SDGKJ dodeljuje 

svojim istaknutim članovima za izuzetan doprinos koji su dogogodišnjim radom i rezultatima 

dali razvoju našeg građevinskog konstrukterstva i napretku Socijalističke Federativne 

Republike Jugoslavije.“ 

 

Priznanje je ustanovljeno 1989. godine. 

 

Dobitnici priznanja SDGKJ za životno delo u građevinskom konstrukterstvu su: 

 

 

1989. 
 

ĐORĐE LAZAREVIĆ 

akademik SANU, profesor dr h.c, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer, 

prvi predsednik Jugoslovenskog društva građevinskih konstruktera, od 1958. do 1964. godine 

 

KRUNISLAV TONKOVIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer, 

drugi predsednik Jugoslovenskog društva građevinskih konstruktera, od 1964. do 1969. godine 

 

BRANKO ŽEŽELJ 

akademik SANU, profesor, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

 

1990. 
 

NIKOLA HAJDIN 

akademik SANU, profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer, 

predsednik Jugoslovenskog društva građevinskih konstruktera, od 1978. do 1981. godine 
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MILORAD IVKOVIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

STANKO ŠRAM 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

 

1991. 
 

STOJAN DINIĆ 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer, 

sekretar i generalni sekretar SDGKJ od 1969. godine - 

 

ZLATKO KOSTRENČIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

FRANCI KRŽIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer, 

potpredsednik SDGKJ od 1987. godine - 

 

PETAR SERAFIMOV 

akademik MANU, profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

 

Od 1991. do 1998. godine nisu dodeljivana priznanja za životno delo. 

 

Jugoslovensko društvo građevinskih konstruktera je 1998. godine donelo odluku o nastavljanju 

dodeljivanja priznanja JDGK za žitovno delo u građevinskom konstrukterstvu. 
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PRIZNANJA 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH 

KONSTRUKTERA 
 

ZA ŽIVOTNO DELO 

U GRAĐEVINSKOM KONSTRUKTERSTVU 

 

„Priznanje Jugoslovenskog društva građevinskih konstruktera za životno delo u građevinskom 

konstrukterstvu je najviše priznanje koje Predsedništvo JDGK dodeljuje svojim istaknutim 

članovima za izuzetan doprinos koji su dogogodišnjim radom i rezultatima dali razvoju našeg 

građevinskog konstrukterstva.“ 

 

Dobitnici priznanja JDGK za životno delo u građevinskom konstrukterstvu su: 

 

 

1998. 
 

GOJKO NENADIĆ 

profesor, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

ŽIVOTA PERIŠIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer, 

predsednik SDGKJ/JDGK od 1987. do 1998. godine 

 

 

2000. 
 

BOŠKO PETROVIĆ 

akademik SANU, profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

MILAN GOJKOVIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

BOŽIDAR S. PAVIĆEVIĆ 
diplomirani građevinski inženjer 
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2002. 
 

MIRKO AĆIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

predsednik JDGK od 1998. godine -  

 

RADOMIR FOLIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

ARSENIJE VUJOVIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

DIMITRIJE ĆERTIĆ 

profesor, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

 

2004. 
 

MIROSLAV DEBELJKOVIĆ 

profesor, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

ALEKSANDAR PAKVOR 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

PREDRAG ŽELALIĆ 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

 

2006. 
 

MOMIR KRASTAVČEVIĆ 

profesor, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 
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PRIZNANJA 

DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA SRBIJE 
 

ZA ŽIVOTNO DELO 

U GRAĐEVINSKOM KONSTRUKTERSTVU 

 

„Priznanje Društva građevinskih konstruktera Srbije za životno delo u građevinskom 

konstrukterstvu je najviše priznanje koje Predsedništvo DGKS dodeljuje svojim istaknutim 

članovima za izuzetan doprinos koji su dogogodišnjim radom i rezultatima dali razvoju našeg 

građevinskog konstrukterstva.“ 

 

Dobitnici priznanja DGKS za životno delo u građevinskom konstrukterstvu su: 

 

 

2008. 
 

MIHAILO MURAVLJOV 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

 

2010. 
 

DANILO DRAGOJEVIĆ 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

VUKAN NJAGULJ 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

 

2012. 
 

LJUBOMIR VLAJIĆ 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

 

2014. 
 

ŠERIF DUNICA 

profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 
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2016. 
 

VANJA ALENDAR 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

SLOBODAN CVETKOVIĆ 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

2018. 
 

DEJAN BAJIĆ 

profesor dr, Predsednik DGKS od 2006. do 2010. godine, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 

 

2020. 

 
DUŠAN NAJDANOVIĆ 
profesor dr, 

diplomirani građevinski inženjer 
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PRIZNANJA 

SAVEZA DRUŠTAVA GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKTERA 

JUGOSLAVIJE 
 

ZA NAJBOLJA OSTVARENJA 

U GRAĐEVINSKOM KONSTRUKTERSTVU 

 

 

„U cilju podsticanja stvaralaštva, boljeg vrednovanja postignutih rezultata i najznačajnijih 

dostignuća našeg građevinskog konstrukterstva, Predsedništvo SDGKJ je početkom 1986. 

godine ustanovilo posebna godišnja stručna i društvena priznanja za najbolja ostvarenja u 

građevinskom konstrukterstvu u republikama i pokrajinama i u Jugoslaviji. Republička i 

pokrajinska društva građevinskih konstruktera dodeljuju svoja priznanja za najbolja ostvarenja 

u republikama i pokrajinama a Predsedništvo SDGKJ dodeljuje Jugoslovensko priznanje 

SDGKJ najboljem ostvarenju izabranom u konkurenciji ostvarenja koja su u toj godini dobila 

republička i pokrajinska priznanja.“ 

 

Priznanja su prvi put dodeljena za konstrukterska ostvarenja u 1986. godini. 

 

Jugoslovenska priznanja SDGKJ za najbolja ostvarenja u građevinskom konstrukterstvu dobila 

su sledeća ostvarenja: 

 

 

1986. 
 

KONSTRUKCIJA NOVOG HANGARA JUGOSLOVENSKOG AEROTRANSPORTA 

NA AERODROMU BEOGRAD 

 

Odgovorni projektanti konstrukcije: 

profesor dr Milorad Ivković, dipl.inž.građ. 

profesor dr Života Perišić, dipl.inž.građ. 

profesor dr Mirko Aćić, dipl.inž.građ. 

profesor dr Aleksandar Pakvor, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Graditelji konstrukcije: 

Živadin Mijailović, dipl.inž.građ. 

Višeslav Milosavljević, dipl.inž.građ. 
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1987. 
 

PROJEKAT KONSTRUKCIJE KOMPLEKSA "CIBONA" U ZAGREBU 

 

profesor dr Milutin Anđelić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

1988. 
 

Naučnoistraživački rad: 

 

POPREČNA RASPODELA OPTEREĆENJA KOD MOSTOVA SA VEĆIM BROJEM 

GLAVNIH NOSAČA U POPREČNOM PRESEKKU 

 

asistent dr Zoran Desovski, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

1989. 
 

TEHNIČKO-TEHNOLOŠKO UNAPREĐENJE GRAĐEVINSKOG 

KONSTRUKTERSTVA NA IZGRADNJI HRAMA SVETOG SAVE NA VRAČARU U 

BEOGRADU PRIMENOM METODA TEŠKE GRAĐEVINSKE MONTAŽE, 

SPECIJALNE TEHNOLOŠKE PODIZNE OPREME, KAO I NOVIH 

KONSTRUKTIVNIH REŠENJA 

 

Vojislav Marisavljević, dipl.inž.građ. 

Dušan Arbajter, dipl.inž.građ. 

Milutin Marjanović, dipl.inž.građ. 

Dragan Kocić, dipl.inž.građ. 

mr Milan Matović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

1990. 
 

HIDROELEKTRANA "VIŠEGRAD" 

 

Mira Pavlica, dipl.inž.građ. 

Fevzija Beganović, dipl.inž.građ. 

Mirza Pašić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Vladimir Vujošević, dipl.inž.građ. 
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PRIZNANJA 

JUGOSLOVENSKOG DRUŠTVA GRAĐEVINSKIH 

KONSTRUKTERA 
 

ZA NAJBOLJA OSTVARENJA 

U GRAĐEVINSKOM KONSTRUKTERSTVU 

 

 

„U cilju podsticanja stvaralaštva, boljeg vrednovanja postignutih rezultata i najznačajnijih 

dostignuća našeg građevinskog konstrukterstva, Jugoslovensko društvo građevinskih 

konstruktera je ustanovilo posebna godišnja priznanja za najbolja ostvarenja u građevinskom 

konstrukterstvu u SR Jugoslaviji. Priznanja se dodeljuju za oblast projektovanja i/ili građenja 

konstrukcija objekata i za oblast nauke i tehnologije u građevinskom konstrukterstvu.“ 

 

Priznanja JDGK za najbolja ostvarenja u građevinskom konstrukterstvu dobila su sledeća 

ostvarenja: 

 

 

1994. 
 

Za projektovanje i izvođenje konstrukcije objekta: 

 

PODZEMNO ŽELEZNIČKO STAJALIŠTE "VUKOV SPOMENIK" 

 

SAOBRAĆAJNI INSTITUT - CIP 

Odgovorni projektanti konstrukcije: 

dr Branislav Popović, dipl.inž.građ. 

Miloje Kandić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Aleksandar Mojsić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

ENERGOPROJEKT HOLDING 

Graditelji konstrukcije: 

mr Dragan Gojgić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Stanimir Mandić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Vladimir Đurić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Boško Grubić, dipl.inž.građ. 
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1996. i 1997. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

IZVOĐENJE KONSTRUKCIJE DVORANE ZA MALE SPORTOVE 

FAKULTETA FIZIČKE KULTURE U BEOGRADU 

 

Živorad Dimitrijević, dipl.inž.građ. 
 

 

IZGRADNJA KOMPLEKSA ZA PROIZVODNJU LAB/LABS 

U KIRIŠU U RUSIJI 

 

Svetislav Simović, dipl.inž.građ. 

Nikola Lujić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Novica Kostić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Iz oblasti nauke i tehnologije u građevinskom konstrukterstvu: 

 

STRATEŠKO-TEHNOLOŠKI PROJEKAT 

„UVOĐENJE EVROKODOVA ZA KONSTRUKCIJE U GRAĐEVINSKO 

KONSTRUKTERSTVO SRBIJE“ 

 

Rukovodilac projekta:  

prof. dr Života Perišić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Rukovodioci potprojekta:  

prof. dr Aleksandar Pakvor, dipl.inž.građ. 

v.prof. dr Dragan Buđevac, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Dragoslav Stojić, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Milić Milićević, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Mihailo Muravljov, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Petar Anagnosti, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Radomir Folić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

1998. i 1999. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

SPORTSKA DVORANA - BEOGRADSKA ARENA 

 

Autori krovne konstrukcije: 

prof. dr Milorad Ivković, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Života Perišić, dipl.inž.građ. 
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prof. dr Mirko Aćić, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Aleksandar Pakvor, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Projektanti krovne konstrukcije: 

Vanja Alendar, dipl.inž.građ., viši stručni saradnik 

asis. mr Snežana Marinković, dipl.inž.građ. 

Odgovorni projektant: 

Savo Formentunović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Saradnik na projektu krovne konstrukcije: 

Bojan Tepavčević, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Graditelji konstrukcije: 

Živorad Dimitrijević, dipl.inž.građ. 
mr Miilan Đoković, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

MOST NA OBILAZNICI AUTOPUTA U BEOGRADU (OSTRUŽNICA) 

PREKO REKE SAVE 

 

Projektanti: 

Za čeličnu konstrukciju 

Slobodan Cvetković, dipl.inž.građ. 

Danilo Dragojević, dipl.inž.građ. 

Za prilazne konstrukcije 

Ivanka Kopčalić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Stanislav Mojsilović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Izvođači: 

Za čeličnu konstrukciju 

Stanoje Petković, dipl.inž.građ. 

Branko Knežević, dipl.inž.građ. 

Siniša Bruski, dipl.inž.građ. 

Za betonskku konstrukciju 

Miroslav Havram, dipl.inž.građ. 

Mihajlo Tadić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Ranko Petrović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

MOST NA BARŽAMA PREKO DUNAVA U NOVOM SADU 

 

Radomir Lukić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Vukan Njagulj, dipl.inž.građ. 

Đorđe Denčić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Miško Gunjača, dipl.inž.građ. 

mr Radomir Potić, dipl.inž.građ. 
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Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „PRILOG ANALIZI STABILNOSTI TANKOZIDNIH 

NOSAČA“ 

 

dr Duško Lučić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

MONOGRAFIJA "METALNE KONSTRUKCIJE" 

 

Autori: 

prof. dr Dragan Buđevac, dipl.inž.građ. 

asis. mr Zlatko Marković, dipl.inž.građ. 

asis. mr Dragana Bogavac, dipl.inž.građ. 

asis. mr Dragoslav Tošić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

2000. i 2001. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

PROJEKTOVANJE I IZGRADNJA MOSTA PREKO DUNAVA U NOVOM SADU  

"PETROVARADINSKA DUGA"  

 

Projektanti mosta: 

prof. Gojko Nenadić, dipl.inž.građ.  

mr Ljiljana Đukić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Projektant donjeg stroja: 

Vukan Njagulj, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Projektanti montaže: 

Dragomir Lukić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Miško Gunjača, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Šef montaže: 

Branko Knežević, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

PROJEKAT KONSTRUKCIJE POSLOVNOG OBJEKTA "ZEPTER" 

INTERNATIONAL - VARŠAVA 

 

Autori: 

doc. dr Miroslav Bešević, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Dejan Bajić, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Dragan Buđevac, dipl.inž.građ. 
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PROJEKTOVANJE I IZGRADNJA MOSTA PREKO REKE VELIKE MORAVE NA 

DESNOJ TRACI AUTOPUTA E70 KROZ MESTO MIJATOVAC 

 

Projektant mosta: 

Vukan Njagulj, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Projektant montaže: 

Miroslav Havran, dipl.inž.građ. 

  

Rukovodilac radova: 

Mihajlo Tadić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „GRANIČNA NOSIVOST PRI PROBIJANJU 

MONTAŽNIH PRETHODNO NAPREGNUTIH PLOČA U OBLASTI IVIČNIH 

STUBOVA“ 

 

dr Snežana Marinković, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „UTICAJ VREMENSKIH DEFORMACIJA NA 

GRANIČNA STANJA ARMIRANOBETONSKIH PLOČA NAPREGNUTIH U SVOJOJ 

RAVNI“ 

 

dr Pero Vujović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

2002. i 2003. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

MOST "UNION BRIDGE" PREKO REKE MORAČE U PODGORICI 

 

Autor idejnog rešenja i odgovorni projektant mosta: 

mr Željka Radovanović, dipl.inž.građ.  

 

Odgovorni projektant mosta: 

dr Pero Vujović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „IZBOČAVANJE LIMENIH NOSAČA POD 

DEJSTVOM LOKALNOG OPTEREĆENJA“ 

 

dr Nenad Marković, dipl.inž.građ. 
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DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „PRILOG ANALIZI VITKIH ARMIRANO-

BETONSKIH ELEMENATA SA KOSIM SAVIJANJEM“ 

 

dr Radomir Zejak, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „VIŠEKRITERIJUMSKA ANALIZA SEIZMIČKE 

OTPORNOSTI KONSTRUKCIJA ARMIRANOBETONSKIH ZGRADA“ 

 

dr Đorđe Lađinović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

2004. i 2005. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

SANACIJA, REKONSTRUKCIJA, ADAPTACIJA I DOGRADNJA KONSTRUKCIJE 

P.C. UŠĆE U NOVOM BEOGRADU, NAKON BOMBARDOVANJA 1999. GODINE 

 

Projektanti: 

prof. dr Ljubomir Vlajić, dipl.inž.građ. 

mr Predrag Blagojević, dipl.inž.građ. 

mr Slobodan Grković, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

iz oblasti nauke: 

 

MAGISTARSKA TEZA „PRILOG UTVRĐIVANJU SEIZMIČKE POUZDANOSTI 

IZVEDENIH ARMIRANO BETONSKIH OBJEKATA“ 

 

mr Nataša STOJANOVIĆ, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

2006. i 2007. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

PROJEKAT DRUMSKOG MOSTA PREKO REKE VISLE U PLOCKU - IZVEDENO 

STANJE 

 

Projektanti: 

akademik prof. dr Nikola Hajdin, dipl.inž.građ. 

doc. dr Bratislav Stipanić, dipl.inž.građ. 
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PUENTE DUARTE REHABILITATION PROJECT IN SANTO DOMINGO 

 

Projektanti: 

Slobodan Cvetkovic, dipl.inž.građ. 

Stanislav Kolundzija, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Branislav Kolundzija, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

PRILOG REŠENJU PROBLEMA STABILNOSTI DVOPOJASNIH LANČANIČNIH 

SISTEMA 

 

Dragan Kostić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

2008. i 2009. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

NOVI TORANJ NA AVALI. KONSTRUKCIJA TORNJA 

 

prof. dr Šerif Dunica, dipl.inž.građ. 

Branislav Životić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Aleksandar Bojović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

SPECIFIČNOSTI IZVOĐENJA OBNOVE TV TORNJA "AVALA" 

 

Goran Milovanović, dipl.inž.građ. 

Zoran Mišković, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

PRERASPODELA UTICAJA KOD NAKNADNO KONTINUIRANIH SPREGNUTIH 

ARMIRANOBETONSKIH NOSAČA TOKOM VREMENA 

 

Snežana Mašović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

PRORAČUN VITKIH DVOOSNO SAVIJANIH AB STUBOVA 

 

Zoran Brujić, dipl.inž.građ. 
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2010. i 2011. 
 

Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „EKSPERIMENTALNO–TEORIJSKA ANALIZA 

GRANIĈNIH STANJA ARMIRANOBETONSKIH LINIJSKIH NOSAĈA OJAĈANIH 

SPREZANJEM SA NSM VLAKNASTIM KOMPOZITIMA“ 

 

dr Slobodan Ranković, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

2012. i 2013. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

NASTAJANJE I RAZRADA IDEJNOG REŠENJA I GRAĐENJE RASKLOPNOG 

MOSTA „PORT MILENA“ 

 

Projektanti: 

Goran Tadić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Duško Bobera, dipl.inž.građ. 

Zoran Luković, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

PONAŠANJE GRUPE ELASTIČNIH MOŽDANIKA KOD SPREGNUTIH NOSAČA 

OD ČELIKA I BETONA 

 

dr Milan Spremić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

GRANIČNA NOSIVOST ARMIRANOBETONSKIH GREDNIH NOSAČA OD 

BETONA SA RECIKLIRANIM AGREGATOM 

 

dr Ivan Ignjatović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

2014. i 2015. 

 
Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

ČELIČNA KONSTRUKCIJA ŽELEZNIČKOG MOSTA PREKO VELIKE MORAVE 

U ĆUPRIJI  

 

Projektanti: 

Siniša Mihajlović, dipl.inž.građ. 

Milorad Markovi, dipl.inž.građ. 
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Biljana Čolić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Dejan Srejić, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Šerif Dunica, dipl.inž.građ. 

Marina Pešić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Branislav Dašić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

ATLETSKA DVORANA "GENERAL JOVAN MIŠKOVIĆ" U BEOGRADU 

 

Projektanti: 

prof dr Zlatko Marković, dipl.inž.građ. 

Milomir Živanović, dipl.inž.građ. 

doc. dr Jelena Dobrić, dipl.inž.građ. 

prof. dr Dragan Buđevac, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „PONAŠANJA CENTRIČNO PRITISNUTIH 

ELEMENATA SLOŽENOG PRESEKA OD NERĐAJUĆEG ČELIKA“ 

 

dr Jelena Dobrić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „NELINEARNA STATIČKA I DINAMIČKA 

ANALIZA OKVIRNIH ZGRADA PREMA PERFORMANSAMA“ 

 

dr Mladen Ćosić, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „NOSIVOST ZAVRTNJEVA KAO SREDSTVA ZA 

SPREZANJE U PREFABRIKOVANIM SPREGNUTIM KONSTRUKCIJAMA OD 

ČELIKA I BETONA“ 

 

dr Marko Pavlović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

 

2016. i 2017. 
 

Iz oblasti projektovanja i izvođenja konstrukcija: 

 

POSLOVNI KOMPLEKS “SIRIUS” U BLOKU 43 NA NOVOM BEOGRADU 

 

Projektanti: 

Vladimir Stefanović, dipl.inž.građ. 

Igor Petrović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

PROJEKAT KONSTRUKCIJE POSLOVNOG OBJEKTA U RAJIĆEVOJ 

 

Projektanti: 
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Aleksandar Trajković, dipl.inž.građ. 

Ivana Leposavić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Tanja Karlaš, dipl.inž.građ. 

Vladimir Trajković, dipl.inž.građ. 

Bojana Žarković, dipl.inž.građ. 

Nenad Nedeljić, dipl.inž.građ. 

Iz oblasti nauke: 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „PONAŠANJE AKSIJALNO PRITISNUTIH 

SPREGNUTIH STUBOVA PRI EKSPLOATACIONOM I GRANIČNOM 

OPTEREĆENJU“ 

 

dr Aleksandar Landović, dipl.inž.građ. 

 

DOKTORSKA DISERTACIJA „EKSPERIMENTALNO ISTRAŽIVANJE GRANIČNE 
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PRIZNANJE ZA ŽIVOTNO DELO U GRAĐEVINSKOM KONSTRUKTERSTVU 

 DR DUŠANU NAJDANOVIĆU, DIPL.INŽ. 

 

 

Rođen je 1949. u Sarajevu. Osnovnu školu i gimnaziju 

završio je u Beogradu 1967., a diplomirao je 1973. na Odseku za 

konstrukcije Građevinskog fakulteta Univerziteta u Beogradu 

(GFUB). Magistrirao je na istom fakultetu 1982., a doktorsku 

disertaciju pod nazivom "Contribution à la vérification de l'état 

d'utilisation des colonnes sous déformations imposées" je 

odbranio juna 1987. na Ecole Polytechnique Féderale (E.P.F.L.) 

u Lozani, Švajcarska, kod mentora prof. R. Favra. Za svoj 

magistarski rad nagrađen je Oktobarskom nagradom grada 

Beograda 1982. godine. Odmah posle diplomiranja zaposlio se 

na Građevinskom fakultetu Univerziteta u Beogradu, najpre kao 

asistent-pripravnik, a zatim od 1984. kao asistent na grupi 

predmeta Betonske konstrukcije. Za docenta je izabran 1988, za 

vanrednog profesora 1994, a za redovnog profesora 2003. 

godine.  

Dušan Najdanović je bio upravnik Instituta za materijale i konstrukcije IMK GFUB (2000-

2012), predsednik Saveta GFUB (2010-2012), dekan GFUB (2012-2014) i član Saveta BU od 

2010-2012. Redovni je član Akademije inženjerskih nauka Srbije (AINS).  

Nastavna, naučna i stručna karijera 

 U nastavnoj aktivnosti, posle održavanja vežbi na fakultetu u Beogradu i povremeno 

na fakultetima u Novom Sadu, Subotici i Lozani, od 1988. je držao predavanja na grupi 

predmeta Betonskih konstrukcija na GFUB. Bio je član u oko 400 komisija za pregled, ocenu i 

odbranu diplomskih radova studenata, a kao mentor u preko 180 odbranjenih diplomskih i 50 

master radova iz oblasti Betonskih konstrukcija. Bio je mentor doktorske disertacije i dve 

magistarske teze. Takođe je bio član komisije za odbranu pet doktorskih i šest magistarskih 

radova. Autor je jednog udžbenika "Betonske konstrukcije" (šest izdanja) i koautor je 

Priručnika za proračun armiranobetonskih preseka, Zbirke ispitnih zadataka i Skripti za 

vežbanje iz prednapregnutog betona. Bio je recenzent više univerzitetskih udžbenika i naučnih 

monografija. 

 Njegovi naučni radovi se odnose na oblast armiranobetonskih i prethodno napregnutih 

konstrukcija. Iz ove oblasti je objavio dva rada u međunarodnim monografijama, tri rada u 

naučnim časopisima međunarodnog značaja, četiri predavanja po pozivu sa međunarodnih 

skupova, u zbornicima međunarodnih naučnih skupova ima 12 saopštenja štampana u celini, 

autor je jedne monografije i poglavlja u četiri monografije nacionalnog značaja, ima 

tridesetjedno saopštenje sa skupova nacionalnog značaja i osam radova u časopisima. Učesnik 

je u 9 projekata Ministarstva za nauku. Održao je predavanja po pozivu na međunarodnim 

konferencijama i bio je član Naučnog odbora na većem broju nacionalnih i međunarodnih 

skupova. Bio je potpredsednik Matičnog naučnog odbora za saobraćaj, građevinarstvo i 

urbanizam Ministarstva za nauku i tehnološki razvoj Republike Srbije, 2006-10. U okviru 

međunarodne saradnje više puta je boravio na E.P.F.L., Švajcarska, 1979-87, gde je u toku 

1981-82. obavljao rad u laboratorijama na eksperimentalnom delu svoje doktorske teze. 
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Studijski boravak od tri meseca je obavio u Parizu 1995. u S.E.T.R.A. i u laboratorijama za 

ispitivanje svežeg i očvrslog betona C.E.B.T.P. u Saint - Rémy lès Chevreuse, Francuska. 

 U inženjersko stručnom radu istakao se kao projektant, ekspert ili kolsutant pri 

projektovanju novih, rekonstrukcijama i sanacijama postojećih armiranbetonskih ili 

prethodnonapregnutih konstrukcija. Ova delatnost obuhvata izradu niza studija, ekspertiza, 

sanacija, ali i izradu preko 160 idejnih i glavnih projekata konstrukcija javnih, poslovnih, 

industrijskih i infrastrukturnih objekata u zemlji i inostranstvu. Tehničkih kontrola i revizija 

projekata je bilo oko 200. Od toga, treba navesti da je bio predsednik komisije za vršenje 

tehničke kontrole projekata izuzetnih objekata: sanacije mosta "Gazela" i 18 pristupnih 

konstrukcija u Beogradu, idejnih i glavnih projekata novog mosta "Beška" na Dunavu, glavnog 

projekta "Mosta preko Ade" i pristupnih konstrukcija u Beogradu, hidro elektrane "Arilje" 

vodoprivrednog i energetskog sistema "Rzav" i član komisije za Tehnički prijem 

Hidroenergetskog i plovidbenog sistema "Đerdap 2" na Dunavu. Projektant je podzemne 

retenzije na Novom Beogradu (60.000 m3) i koautor projekta vodotornja "Progar" zapremine 

2.800 m3 (oba objekta su najveća na Balkanu). Bio je predsednik Republičke revizione 

komisije Ministarstva za urbanizam i građevinarstvo Republike Srbije 2002-04, čiji je član bio 

2001-06. i 2012-15. Za to vreme je izvršio preko 130 revizija različitih idejnih projekata 

objekata koji su od interesa za Republiku Srbiju. Od 1984. godine (sa prekidima) je član 

Međunarodnog društva za mostove i konstrukcije (IABSE). Član je IKS od 2003. godine. Od 

2013. je predsednik komisije ISS KS U250-2 za projektovanje i proračun betonskih 

konstrukcija (EN 1992-1-1, Evrocode 2). Član Predsedništva Jugoslovenskog društva 

građevinskih konstruktera (JDGK), danas DGKS, bio je 10 godina, više godina predsednik 

Nadzornog odbora. Za zaslužnog člana DGKS izabran je 2002.  

Stručne reference-važniji glavni i izvođački projekti izvedenih objekata 

 

1. Izrada glavnog projekta zgrade za trezorsko odeljenje Zavoda za izradu novčanica u 

Beogradu, sa V. Korolijom, A. Pakvorom, D. Bajićem  

2. Glavni projekat Srpskog narodnog pozorišta (SNP) u Novom Sadu sa izvođačkim 

detaljima i projektantskim nadzorom, sa R. Folićem, M.Aćićem, D.Bajićem  

3. Glavni projekt konstrukcije temelja Alu prese u FTK Industrije kablova "Moše Pijade" u 

Svetozarevu, sa V. Korolijom, A. Pakvorom, Č. Vujičićem, V. Alendarom  

4. Glavni projekt armiranobetonske konstrukcije temelja silosa i mašinske kuće objekta 

čeličnog silosa kapaciteta 20.000 Mp u Bačkom Petrovcu, sa V. Korolijom, R. 

Stojadinovićem i A. Pakvorom  

5. Analiza uzroka oštećenja i glavni projekt sanacije nosećih konstrukcijskih elemenata 

Robne kuće "Beograd" u Paraćinu, sa M. Aćićem  

6. Glavni projekt konstrukcije stambenog naselja "Superblok C" u naselju "Sjenjak" u Tuzli 

(deset objekata spratnosti P+6 do P+10), sa M. Ivkovićem, M. Aćićem i D. Ostojićem  

7. Glavni projekt konstrukcije stambene kule G i F spratnosti P+18 u naselju "Sjenjak" u 

Tuzli, sa M. Ivkovićem, M. Aćićem i D. Ostojićem  

8. Izrada glavnog projekta zgrade Ministarstva privrede u Gvineji Bisao površine 26.000 m2, 

sa objektom kongresne dvorane, sa M. Ivkovićem, M. Aćićem 

9. Glavni projekat konstrukcije objekta "Poslovno sportski centar" u Tuzli, korisne površine 

16.000 m2 sa velikom i malom dvoranom univerzalne namene sa A. Pakvorom, Ž. 

Perišićem, D. Bajićem, B. Stipanićem. Konsultant M. Ivković  
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10. Izrada glavnog projekta Sinhrolifata za remont brodova težine do 100.000 DWT i dokova 

"Alajbeg" u Izmiru, Turska, sa A. Babovićem, Ž. Perišićem, D. Bajićem, K. Ilićem 

11. Glavni projekt i montažne konstrukcije skladišta Robnih kuća Beograd (oko 40.000 m2) 

na Bežaniji sa skloništem za 200 ljudi, Industrijska zona, Autoput I, sa M. Ivkovićem, R. 

Stojadinovićem, M. Aćićem, G. Škarom . 

12. Glavni projekt novog rešenja pumpne stanice Beljarice na Dunavu kod Kovilova, sa Ž. 

Perišićem, B. Batinićem  

13. Glavni projekti konstrukcije objekta za medjunarodni aerodrom ANNABA u Alžiru - 

pristanišna zgrada, fingeri, svečani paviljon i ostali objekti aerodromskog kompleksa, sa 

M. Ivkovićem, R. Stojadinovićem, Ž. Perišićem, A. Pakvorom, M. Aćićem, S. Brčićem, D. 

Bajićem, Đ. Dinićem, Lj. Adžemovićem 

14. Glavni projekt spuštanja crpnog bazena pumpne stanice Borča-stara, sa hidrotehničkim 

obezbeđenjem u fazi izvođenja, sa Ž. Perišićem, B. Batinićem . 

15. Glavni projekt sa izvodjačkim detaljima za 27 objekata pumpne stanice Beni Amrane na 

sistemu ISSER-Khedara za snabdevanje vodom grada Alžira, sa Ž. Perišićem, M. 

Avakumovićem, arh. V. Misitom, D. Ostojićem (objekat izveden), 

16. Glavni projekt krovne konstrukcije kompleksa proizvodnih i pratećih objekata fabrike 

aviona "Utva" u Pančevu, površine osnove preko 85.000 m2, raspona glavnih nosača 20, 

25 i 40 m, sa projektantskim nadzorom, sa M. Aćićem i D. Ostojićem  

17. Glavni projekt vodotornja "Progar" zapremine 2800 m3, u okviru sistema za snabdevanje 

sirovom vodom na levoj obali reke Save, sa V. Alendarom i D. Bajićem. 

18. Glavni projekt konstrukcije objekta PTT u Libervilu, Gabon . 

19. Glavni projekt Doma kulture sa bioskopskom salom u Šimanovcima  

20. Glavni projekt sanacije konstrukcije objekta restorana društvene ishrane fabrike 

"Elektroporcelan" u Arandjelovcu, sa V. Alendarom  

21. Glavni projekt Retenzije kišnih voda u bloku 9b u Zemunu (60.000 m3), sa M.Lazovićem, 

B. Milosavljevićem, D. Ješićem,  

22. Glavni projekt kolektora i potisnog cevovoda u bloku 9b u Zemunu, sa M. Lazovićem i M. 

Stojanovićem,  

23. Statički proračun za objekte termoelektrane Al Šemal u Iraku, sa M. Lazovićem, B. 

Milosavljevićem,  

24. Glavni i izvođački projekt "Bolnica S-3, 60 godina oktobra u Šerabadskom rejonu Uz. 

SSR", sa M. Mihajlovićem i S. Veljanovićem,  

25. Glavni i izvođačkog projekt Filterskog postrojenja i aeratora II faze za prečišćavanje vode, 

Zabrežje u Obrenovcu,  

26. Glavni i izvođački projekt zaštite temeljne jame i konstrukcije poslovnog objekta 

"Beobanka na Slaviji", sa 4 podzemne etaže, površine oko 55.000 m2, sa S. Vukelićem, Ž. 

Perišićem, V. Alendarom, N. Ojdrovićem, N. Pecićem, S. Marinković, (izvođenje 

prekinuto) 

27. Glavni i izvođački projekt temelja nove rotacije "Politike" u pogonu u Krnjači, sa V. 

Alendarom,  

28. Glavni i izvođački projekt poslovnog centra "Zepter" u ulici Kralja Petra I 32 u Beogradu, 

sa arh. B.Mitrovićem, V. Alendarom,  

29. Glavni i izvođački prokjekt rezervoara čiste vode u Gabonu,  

30. Glavni i izvođački prokjekt rezervoara čiste vode u Kučevu,  

31. Glavni projekt sanacije Uspenske crkve u Zrenjaninu, sa M. Muravljovim,  
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32. Projekat fundiranja ekscentar prese ARP 800 kN u zgradi Zavoda za izradu novčanica i 

kovanog novca u Sektoru za kovani novac u Topčideru, Beograd,  

33. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta nadogradnje zgrade FON-a u ul. Jove Ilića 154 u 

Beogradu, sa B. Milosavljevićem  

34. Glavni projekat sanacije temelja objekta "Srpsko - amerikanske banke" u Beogradu u 

Devojačkoj ulici, sa M.Lazovićem  

35. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta objekta « Office Complex » u bloku 41a na Novom 

Beogradu  

36. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta poslovne zgrade CCEI banke u Visokoj Bati u 

Ekvatorijalnoj Gvineji, sa V. Kokovićem  

37. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta konstrukcije postrojenja za prečišćavanje vode rijeke 

Save u vodu za piće kapaciteta 330 l/s, Brčko, Republika BiH – objekti: hemijska zgrada, 

taložnik sa rezervoarom vode za piće, rezervoar vode za pranje sa filterima i 

sedimentacija, sa B. Levajcem  

38. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta konstrukcije zgrade sedišta osiguravajućeg društva 

"EGECO" u Malabou u Ekvatorijalnoj Gvineji, sa I. Ignjatovićem  

39. Izrada glavnog projekta sanacije spiralne auto-rampe u objektu RJ "Autoservis" u 

Kumodraškoj br. 248 u Beogradu, sa M.Muravljovim  

40. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta centra aerodromskog kompleksa sa hotelskim i 

poslovnim kulama "Airport city-Malabo Gate" u Malabou, Ekvatorijalna Gvineja, 

površine oko 87.000 m3  

41. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta CCEI banke u Malabou u Ekvatorijalnoj Gvineji, sa 

I. Ignjatovićem  

42. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta sanacije konstrukcije krova u obliku hiperboloičnog 

paraboloida objekta SRPC "Milan Gale Muškatirović" u Beogradu, sa M.Muravljovim  

43. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta CCEI banke u Bati u Ekvatorijalnoj Gvineji, sa I. 

Ignjatovićem  

44. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta sanacije konstrukcije sportske sale SD "Crvena 

Zvezda" posle požara, u Beogradu, sa M.Muravljovim  

45. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta sanacije ploče na koti -3,25 objekta "CELINA I" u 

Bloku 26 na Novom Beogradu, sa V. Kokovićem  

46. Izrada glavnog i izvođačkog projekta sanacije konstrukcije Crkve Sv. Nikolaja u Zemunu, 

sa M. Muravljovim  

47. Izrada Glavnog i izvođačkog projekta konstrukcije zgrade televizije "Africa 24", Malabo, 

Guinée Equatoriale, (2013.), sa B. Milosavljevićem  

48. Izrada Glavnog i izvođačkog projekta konstrukcije zgrade socijalnog osiguranja INSESO, 

Malabo, Guinée Equatoriale,  

49. Izrada Glavnog i izvođačkog projekta konstrukcije poslovne zgrade: BANQUE DES 

ETATS DE L'AFRIQUE CENTRALE (BEAC), Centre Bancaire à Ebebiyn, Guinée 

Equatoriale, (2015.), sa B. Milosavljevićem  

50. Izrada glavnog projekta konstrukcije poslovne zgrade ECO BANK, EBEBEYIN, Guinée 

Equatoriale, (2016.)  

51. Izrada Glavnog i izvođačkog projekta konstrukcije poslovne zgrade KARAKOLAS, 

Malabo, Guinée Equatoriale, (2016.)  
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Aleksandar Bojović1, Zlatko Marković2, Dimitrije Aleksić3, Marko Pavlović4, Novak Novaković5, 

Milan Spremić6, Uroš Kostić7, Boško Janjučević8 

ŽELEZNIČKO-DRUMSKI MOST PREKO DUNAVA U NOVOM SADU 

– SVETSKI REKORD RASPONA  IZ SRBIJE 

Rezime: 

Železničko-drumski most u Novom Sadu otvoren je za saobraćaj 2018. godine. Po svojim 

tehničkim karakteristikama i rasponu jedinstven je u Srbiji. Most je svetski rekorder u pogledu 

raspona (219 m) u kategoriji čeličnih železničkih mostova sa dva koloseka, lučnog sistema sa 

zategom i dijagonalnim vešaljkama. U ovom radu dat je kratak prikaz projekta i izvođenja mosta, 

kao i predstavljanje tima projektanta.  

Ključne reči:  železnički most, čelični most, lučni most sa zategom, dijagonalne vešaljke. 

RAILWAY ROAD BRIDGE ACROSS THE DANUBE IN NOVI SAD – 

WORLD RECORD SPAN FROM SERBIA 

Summary:  

The Railway-road bridge in Novi Sad was open for traffic in 2018. It is unique in Serbia in terms 

of its technical characteristics and span size. The bridge is a world record holder of a steel railway 

bridges with two tracks, a tied arch bridge with network hangers (219 m). The paper gives a brief 

overview of the design and construction of the bridge, as well as a presentation of the design 

team.  

Key words: railway bridge, steel bridge, tied arch bridge, network hangers. 
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1. UVOD 

Železničko-drumski most preko Dunava u Novom Sadu (slika 1) otvoren je za saobraćaj 

2018. godine. Most je jedinstven u istoriji srpskog konstrukterstva po sledećim parametrima: 

- svetski rekorder u pogledu raspona raspona (219 m) u kategoriji čeličnih železničkih 

mostova sa dva koloseka, sistema luka sa zategom i dijagonalnim vešaljkama; treba 

naglasiti da je ovaj most drugi svetski rekorder srpskih konstruktora (prvi je bio Drumski 

most Krk-kopno, Hrvatska, 1980. godine, projekat i izvođenje Mostogradnja, odgovorni 

projektant Ilija Stojadinović); 

- most sa najvećim saobraćajnim opterećenjem u Srbiji; 

- most sa najvećim angažovanim probnim opterećenjem ikad na mostovima u Srbiji; 

- prvi most u Srbiji sa ugrađenim sistemom za monitoring; 

- prvi most u Srbiji projektovan u potpunosti prema evropskim standardima (EN); 

- izuzetno racionalan i jevtin most. 

Autori ovog rada prethodnih godina podrobno su pisali i izlagali o mostu na stručnim 

skupovima i publikacijama u zemlji i inostranstvu (Madrid, Prag, Porto i dr.). Detaljan prikaz 

projekta i izgradnje mosta dat je u monografiji [1]. U narednom tekstu dat je kratak prikaz mosta. 

 

 

Slika 1 - Železničko-drumski most preko Dunava u Novom Sadu. Pogled sa uzvodne strane. 

2. OPŠTE O MOSTU 

Železničko-drumski most preko Dunava u Novom Sadu projektovan je 2011. za samo šest 

meseci, a izveden u periodu od 2012 do 2018. Otvoren je za železnički saobraćaj 7. aprila 2018, 

a za drumski 1. septembra 2018. Izgradnju mosta finansirali su Delegacija EU za Republiku 

Srbiju (oko 50% ukupne cene), AP Vojvodina, Grad Novi Sad i Republika Srbija. 

Generalni izvođač bio je špansko-italijanski konzorcijum tri firme JV AZVI S.A., Taddei 

S.p.A. i Horta Coslada S.L. (Firma Horta Coslada bila je samo u nazivu JV-a, ali ne i u bilo 

kakvom vidu radova). 

Podizvođač za projektovanje konstrukcije mosta bio je DEL ING DOO, Beograd. U gradnji 

mosta učestvovale su firme iz 12 zemalja. Kao podizvođači iz Srbije radile su 43 firme iz 14 

gradova. Kompletan pregled firmi i vodećih pojedinaca – učesnika izgradnje dat je u [1]. 

Cena izgradnje mosta bila je oko 55 miliona evra i obuhvatila je i sistem za monitoring i 

demontažu Privremenog mosta. 
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3. PROJEKAT 

Most je projektovan prema Projektnom zadatku Železnica Srbije (iz 2009. godine), 

zasnovanom na zahtevima Urbanističkog projekta JP „Urbanizam“ Zavod za urbanizam, Novi 

Sad (2006). Osnovne stavke Projektnog zadatka bile su: 

- lokacija mosta je na mestu prethodnog drumsko-železničkog mosta (slika 2), srušenog u 

agresiji NATO-a 1999. godine (neformalni naziv mosta bio je Žeželjev most 1961-1999); 

- most mora da bude lučni i čelični; 

- most treba da sadrži: dva koloseka za vozove brzine 160 km/h za putnički i 120 km/h za 

teretni saobraćaj, dve drumske trake ukupne širine 7,70 m i dve pešačko-biciklističke staze, 

širine 2x2,50 m; 

- iskoristiti, koliko je to moguće, temelje starog mosta. 

 

 

Slika 2 - Lokacija mosta i podela kolovoznih površina. 

Dimenzije konstrukcije: 

- Most se sastoji od četiri nezavisne mostovske konstrukcije: dve prilazne konsrtukcije 

sistema proste grede i dve na glavnim rasponima, slika 3. Osna rastojanja između stubova 

su: 27,0+178,5+220,5+48,0 = 474,0 m. Prilazne mostovske konstrukcije (1-2 i 4-5) su 

spregnute grede, dok su mostovi preko reke (2-3 i 3-4) lučni mostovi sa zategama i 

dijagonalnim vešaljkama. 

- Ukupna širina mosta je 31,440 m, a visine glavnih lučnih nosača su: 34,00 m i 42,00 m. 

Osnovne informacije o projektu konstrukcije mosta: 

- Primenjene su sledeće serije standarda za projektovanje EN 1991, EN 1992, EN 1993, EN 

1994 i EN 1998, takođe i Smernice Nemačkih železnica Ril 804:2003 kao i nemački DIN 

Fachbericht (standardi urađeni na osnovu EN i koji su formalno prethodili DIN EN: DIN-

Fb 101 do 104:2009); 

- Rasponi spregnutih prilaznih konstrukcija su: L1-2 = 25,5 m i L4-5 = 46,5 m; 

- Rasponi glavnih lučnih nosača su: L2-3 = 177,0 m и L3-4 = 219,0 m; 

- Kolovozne konstrukcije su spregnute od čelika-betona; 

- Svih pet stubova su nove armiranobetonske konstrukcije, kao i 4 od 5 fundamenata, pri 

čemu je keson centralnog stuba (osa 3) oslonac nove stope i samo je deo tla, bez 

konstruktivne uloge. 

- Materijali za izradu konstrukcije su: čelik klasa S355 i S460 (samo oko 2%), beton C35/45 

i armatura B500C za kolovozne ploče, kablovi vešaljki sa fu = 1860 N/mm2. 
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- Most je projektovan za sledeća saobraćajna opterećenja: za drumski saobraćaj LM1 i LM4 

i za železnički saobraćaj LM71 (α = 1,0), SW/2 i Tip 5 i Tip 12 za dinamički proračun. 

- Proračun konstrukcije za granična stanja nosivosti, upotrebljivosti i zamora sproveden je 

na globalnim 3D modelima sa promenljivim modulom elastičnosti betona, primenom 

Teorija I, II i III reda (velike deformacije za analizu kablova), kao i na detaljnim FE-

modelima za specifične detalje konstrukcije (slika 4). 

- Izvod iz rezultata proračuna – deformacije konstrukcije: 

Ugibi:  

2-3, L = 177 m: δ(LM1) ≤ 16 mm, δ(LM71/1 kolosek) ≤ 54 mm = L/3278; δ(SW/2/1 kol) ≤ 

57 mm; δ(LM4) ≤ 10 mm; 

3-4, L = 219 m: δ(LM1) ≤ 21 mm, δ(LM71/1 kol) ≤ 65 mm = L/3369; δ(SW/2/1 kol) ≤ 66 

mm; δ(LM4) ≤ 16 mm. 

Rotacije na osloncima od LM71/1 колосек: 2-3: Θ ≤ 1,63 mrad; 3-4: Θ ≤ 1,69 mrad. 

 

 

Slika 3 - Dispozicija konstrukcije mosta. 

Karakteristike konstrukcije i količine materijala: 

- čelična konstrukcija je zavarena u radionici i na montaži; 

- sprezanje spregnutih konstrukcija ostvareno je pomoću moždanika sa glavom; 

- količine materijala: noseće čelične konstrukcije:10.200 t; sekundarne čelične konstr: 400 t; 

kablovi: 2.500 m (oko 190 t); beton i armatura kolovozne ploče: 2.700 m3 i 1.250 t. 
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Slika 4 - Proračunski modeli lučnog mosta, globalni i detaljni. 

Specifične količine materijala (kao t/m1 koloseka, slika 5) i cena (EUR/m1 koloseka) 

mimalne su i manje od onih prema svetskim statistikama. To je rezultat racionalnog 

projektovanja i ispunjavanja zahteva kofinansijera (Delegacije EU za Republiku Srbiju), 

uspostavljen još pre izrade Idejnog projekta – da most sme da košta najviše 60 miliona evra. 

Projektom je potvrđeno da je usvojeni statički sistem mosta optimalan, da je sistem lukova 

sa dijagonalnim vešaljkama izuzetno krut i stoga povoljan za železničke mostove. Sa druge 

strane, nije bilo lako ispuniti sve glavne ciljeve projektovanja: da nijedna vešaljka, ni u jednoj 

kombinaciji opterećenja nije pritisnuta, da je zbir rotacija pod LM71 za 1 kolosek na centralnom 

stubu ≤ 5 mrad i da je širina prslina betonske kolovozne ploče manja od granične.  

 

 

Slika 5. Specifična masa konstrukcije čeličnih lučnih železničkih mostova, iz [1]. 
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4. IZVOĐENJE 

Izvođenje:  

- Čelična konstrukcija radionički je izrađena u firmi Taddei i transportovana kamionima iz 

L’Akvile u Novi Sad. 

- Konstrukciju je sklopila Mostogradnja, sučeonim zavarivanjem montažnih segmenata, vrlo 

kvalitetno i u okviru strogih tolerancija mera prema EN, slike 6 i 7. 

- Kablove je isporučila i montirala firma VSL iz Poljske, slike 8 i 9. Montaža kablova 

obavljena je prema scenariju koji je osmislio i proračunao projektantski tim DEL ING -a. 

- Lansiranje konstrukcije – transport od mesta sklapanja na obalama do centralnog stuba, 

obavila je specijalizovana firma ALE iz Španije u fazama koje je detaljno proračunao 

projektant, slike 9, 10 i 11. Lansiranje lučnih mostova ostvareno je pomeranjem na sankama 

na odgovarajućoj stazi na obalama i na baterijama barži na reci. Čitava operacija pomno je 

i izuzetno precizno geodetski praćena, tako da su odstupanja prostornog položaja 

konstrukcije vrlo mala. Na centralnom stubu je na primer najveće odstupanje od tačnog 

položaja oslonaca bilo 5 mm (gledano po sve tri koordinatne ose). U Srbiji je prvi put 

primenjen ovakav način montaže mosta. 

- Betonske kolovozne ploče betonirane su na stalnoj čeličnoj oplati, sastavljenoj od 3 mm 

limova, hladno savijenih u obliku π-preseka (slika 7). 

 

  

Slika 6 - Sklapanje lučnih mostova. 

 
Montaža oplate u toku. 

 
Oplata sa ovešenim cevima za odvodnjavanje. 

Slika 7 - Oplata kolovozne ploče postavljena pre lansiranja. 
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Priprema strukova na zatezi. 

 
Montaža kablova istog pada u toku . 

Slika 8 - Montaža kablova vešaljki. 

  

Slika 9 - Aktivan kraj (u luku) i pasivan kraj kabla (u zatezi). 

 
Zadnji kraj mosta na sankama na šinama. 

 
Prednji kraj na baržama na reci. 

Slika 10 - Oslonci lučnog mosta na lansiranju. 

Celo izvođenje proteklo je bez i jednog iole ozbiljnijeg tehničkog problema. U samom 

projektu nije ustanovljena ni jedna greška, što se obično pokaže prilikom svake gradnje mosta. 

Kašnjenje radova nastalo je zbog velikih zastoja (od najmanje 2 godine po mišljenju projektanta), 

izazvanih potpuno netehničkim okolnostima i izvan stručne problematike. 
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Delom opuštene vešaljke u jednoj fazi lansiranja. 

 
Spuštanje na oslonce na centralnom stubu. 

Slika 11 - Sa lasiranja lučnog mosta. 

Probno opterećenje realizovano je na osnovu Programa probnog opterećenja i 

odgovarajućeg proračuna konstrukcije koji je pripremio projektant. Konkretan plan opterećenja, 

celu organizaciju izvođenja i Završni izvešaj sa probnog opterećenja uradio je tim Fakulteta 

tehničkih nauka Univerziteta u Novom Sadu. Ukratko o probnom opterećenju: 

- statičko ispitivanje u sedam faza, sa podužno i poprečno nesimetručno raspoređenim 

opterećenjem i u završnoj fazi sa kompletno opterećenom konstrukcijom; ovo je izvedeno 

na svakoj od četiri mostovske konstrukcije sa slike 3; 

- ukupna masa vozila u završnoj – 7. fazi statičkog opterećenja (slika 12), na mostovima 1-

2, 2-3, 3-4 i 4-5 redom: 428 t, 2577 t, 3196 t, 856 t, укупно 7057 t (što odgovara npr. 

dvostrukoj masi mosta u Brankovoj ulici u Beogradu!); uz svo ovo enormno veliko 

opterećenje jedva je pređen prag od 50% nosivosti neophodan po standardu!; 

- dinamičko ispitivanje sa tri povezane lokomotive (slika 12) ukupne mase 340 t, pri 

brzinama V = 10; 55; 80 km/h na uzvodnom koloseku i V = 30 km/h na nizvodnom koloseku 

(koji još nije aktivan u saobraćaju); 

- mereni su: naponi u presecima lukova, zatega, poprečnih nosača i kolovoznim pločama 

(beton i armatura), sile u kablovima vešaljki, pomeranja i rotacije preseka zatega, ubrzanja 

po sve tri koordinatne ose, amplitude i prigušenja vibracija; 

- izvod iz rezultata merenja: 

ugibi lučnih mostova pri punom teretu (7. faza opterećenja): 2-3: δ = 71 mm (L/2493), 3-4: 

δ = 87 mm (L/2523), što se veoma dobro slaže sa proračunom - redom 71,9 i 89,3 mm; 

vertikalna ubrzanja pri V = 55 km/h, na L/2 četiri mosta: 0,27; 0,03; 0,03; 0,07 m/s2. 

 

 
Statičko ispitivanje. 

 
Dinamičko ispitivanje. 

Slika 12 - Probno opterećenje. 
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Sistem monitoringa kontinualno prati napone i deformacije konstrukcije i sile u kablovima 

vešaljki lučnih mostova (slika 13). Program monitoringa pripremio je projektant, a konkretan 

plan rasporeda, izbor i povezivanje instrumenata, instalaciju i poseban softver za obradu i 

skladištenje podataka izveo je Fakultet tehničkih nauka Univerziteta u Novom Sadu. Jedini deo 

opreme neobuhvaćen radom FTN-a bili su senzori za merenje sila kablova vešaljki koje je sa 

kablovima instalirala firma VSL. Ceo sistem koji je uspostavio FTN radi besprekorno.  
 

 
Ekran unutar luka sa podacima o 

temperaturama i silama referentnih 

strukova svakog od kablova. 

 

 

 
 

Monitoring deformacija: Trenutni ugibi zatega mosta 3-4. 

(Sa prikaza na ekranu: Ugib ≤ 9 mm) 

Slika 13 - Probno opterećenje. 

5. PROJEKTANTSKI TIM 

Zadaci: Specifičnost rada projektanata bila je ta što nije bila ograničena samo na izradu 

Glavnog projekta, već i praćenje izgradnje od početka do kraja radova. Poslovi projektanata 

konstrukcije bili su sledeći: 

- Glavni projekat konstrukcije mosta – oko 4.500 strana proračuna i 200 m2 crteža, urađenih 

na osnovu oko 3.000 strana raznih inostranih standarda za projektovanje i izvođenje (EN, 

ISO, DIN) na engleskom i nemačkom jeziku); 

- Tehnologija demontaže čeličnog rama unutar priboja oko centralnog stuba; 

- Glavni i izvođački projekat jarma kao privremenog oslonca u Dunavu mosta 3-4; 

- Projekat za izvođenje plaatforme za montažu horizontalnih oslonaca lučnih mostova na 

centralnom stubu; 

- Glavni projekat privremenih stubova za lansiranje lučnih mostova; 

- Projekat za izvođenje privremenih oslonačkih konstrukcija za vreme lansiranja; 

- Projekat za izvođenje konstrukcija za fino podešavanje položaja lučnih mostova na 

lansiranju, na stubovima 2, 3 i 4; 

- Projekat za izvođenje konstrukcija za lansiranje prilaznih mostova 1-2 i 4-5; 

- Projekat za izvođenje konstrukcija za sidrenje barži tokom lansiranja; 

- Projekat za izvođenje oplata za armiranobetonske kolovozne ploče; 

- Program monitoringa mosta; 

- Program ispitivanja na probnom opterečenju; 

- tekuće praćenje radova sa davanjem mišljenja o svakom pitanju izvođača i nadzora; 

- prezentacije mosta pred mnogobrojnim stručnim delegacijama, naročito iz inostranstva. 

Projektantski tim za konstrukciju mosta činili su (svi su dipl.ing.građ.): 
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- odgovorni projektant: Aleksandar Bojović; 

- projektanti: Prof. dr Zlatko Marković, Dimitrije Aleksić; 

- projektanti-saradnici: dr Marko Pavlović, Novak Novaković, dr Milan Spremić, Uroš 

Kostić, Boško Janjušević. 
 

  

Slika 14 - Završen most posle otvaranja za železnički saobraćaj. 

 

Slika 15 - Most noću, sa dekorativnim osvetljenjem. 
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INOVATIVNI SISTEM ZA SEIZMIČKI OTPORNU ZIDANU ISPUNU 

U ARMIRANOBETONSKIM RAMOVSKIM KONSTRUKCIJAMA 

Rezime: 

U brojnim zemljotresima uočena su značajna oštećenja zidova ispune u armiranobetonskim 

(AB) ramovskim konstrukcijama. Dok je oštećenje usled opterećenja u ravni uzrokovano 

relativnim međuspratnim pomeranjem, kolaps zida van ravni izazvan je inercijalnim silama 

upravno na zid. Pri dejstvu zemljotresa, oba opterećenja istovremeno deluju, što dovodi do 

značajnog smanjenja kapaciteta deformacije i nosivosti ispune. U okviru doktorske disertacije 

razvijen je novi sistem INODIS koji razdvaja ram i zidanu ispunu pomoću elastomera 

postavljenih između njih. Time se smanjuje interakcija rama i ispune a istovremeno oblik 

gumenih/elastomernih spojeva sprečava lom zida ispune van ravni. Sprovedena je opsežna 

eksperimentalna kampanja ispitivanja AB ramova sa zidanom ispunom kako bi se potvrdila 

efikasnost sistema. Eksperimentalni rezultati su iskorišćeni kao osnova za validaciju 

numeričkih modela. Ovi modeli su upotrebljeni za parametarsku analizu sa ciljem izvođenja 

jednostavnih pravila projektovanja za svakodnevnu praksu. 

Ključne reči:  zemljotresi; AB ramovi; INODIS; opterećenje u ravni; opterećenje van ravni 

INNOVATIVE SYSTEM FOR SEISMIC RESISTANT MASONRY 

INFILLS IN REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAME STRUCTURES 

Summary: 

In numerous earthquakes, significant damage to the infill walls was observed in reinforced 

concrete (RC) frame structures. While the damage due to the in-plane load is caused by the 

interstorey drift, the collapse of the wall out-of-plane is caused by inertial forces perpendicular 

to the wall. During the earthquake, both loads act simultaneously, which leads to a significant 

reduction in the deformation and the bearing capacity of the infill. As part of the doctoral 

dissertation, a new INODIS system was developed that separates the frame and the masonry 

infill using elastomers placed between them. This reduces infill/frame interaction and at the 

same time the shape of the rubber/elastomeric joints prevents the infill wall from out-of-plane 

collapse. An extensive experimental testing campaign of RC frames with masonry infills was 

conducted to confirm the efficiency of the system. The experimental results were used as a 

basis for the validation of numerical models. These models were used for parametric analysis 

with the aim of deriving simple design rules for everyday practice. 

Key words: earthquakes; RC frames; INODIS; in-plane loading; out-of-plane loading 
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1. UVOD 

U savremenim konstrukcijama zidana ispuna se često koristi za popunjavanje betonskih i 

čeličnih okvira. Zidana ispuna ima široku primenu zbog odličnih performansi u pogledu 

zdravog unutrašnjeg okruženja, temperature, buke, vlage, otpornosti na požar i trajnosti. Pored 

toga, zidovi ispune u okvirnim konstrukcijama uglavnom se koriste za odvajanje unutrašnjeg 

prostora zgrada i spoljašnjeg okruženja, jer su jednostavni za izgradnju, preuređivanje i time 

atraktivni za zahteve savremene arhitekture. Stoga je upotreba zidanih ispune u 

armiranobetonskim okvirnim konstrukcijama česta u mnogim zemljama. Generalno, ispuna se 

smatra nekonstruktivnim elementom i zbog toga je zanemarena u procesu projektovanja. 

Međutim, zapažanja nakon srednjih i jakih zemljotresa pokazala su da prisustvo ispune može 

značajno izmeniti ponašanje konstrukcije. Zidovi ispune menjaju dinamičke karakteristike 

konstrukcije, što zauzvrat određuje nivo seizmičkog dejstva na konstrukciju. Iako relevantni 

standardi sadrže neke zahteve za zidove ispune, iznenađujuće oni ne opisuju kako se ovi 

zahtevi moraju konkretno ispuniti. To u praksi dovodi do činjenice da elementi ispune nisu ni 

dimenzionisani ni pravilno izvedeni Dokaze o ovoj činjenici potvrđuju nedavni zemljotresi koji 

su doveli do ogromnih šteta zbog neadekvatnog projektovanja zidova ispune. Posledice su bili 

totalni urušavanja zgrada i gubici ljudskih života. Na osnovu izveštaja nakon zemljotresa 

tokom poslednjih godina, kao što su Duzce (Turska, 1999), L'Akuila (Italija, 2009), Lorca 

(Španija, 2011), Christchurch (Novi Zeland, 2011), Emilia-Romagna (Italija, 2012), često su 

zabeleženi primeri nezadovoljavajućeg odgovora zidane ispune (Slika 1). 

Uglavnom se zidana ispuna izvodi u punom kontaktu sa okolnim armiranobetonskim 

ramom, ispunjavajući gornji i bočni kontakt malterom. Ovakav tip izgradnje ispune je u 

nastavku označen kao „tradicionalna“ ispuna. Zbog nepovoljne kombinacije fleksibilnog AB 

okvira i znatno kruće zidane ispune sa krtim ponašanjem, tradicionalna ispuna biva značajno 

oštećena pri zemljotresnim opterećenjem. Istovremeno njen doprinos krutosti konstrukcije 

može dovesti do potpuno drugačijeg prenosa horizontalnog opterećenja i nepovoljnih torzionih 

efekata na nivou zgrade. Slika 1 prikazuje tipična oštećenja zidane ispuna usled seizmičkog 

opterećenja. Kao što se vidi, unutar zida su prisutna velika oštećenja usled opterećenja u ravni 

zidane ispune, ali u isto vreme postoji opasnost da se zid sruši u pravcu upravno na ravan zida. 

Interakcije efekata u ravni i van ravni je izuzetno važna za seizmičku otpornost zidova ispune. 

Ovi efekti su posebno izraženi u slučaju predhodnog oštećenja usled deformacije rama u ravni 

ispune. Značajno smanjenje kapaciteta nosivosti ispune opterećene sekvencijalnom opterećenju 

u i van ravni, predmet je tekućih istraživanja i do sada je zabeleženo u samo nekoliko radova 

na ovu temu [2, 3]. Sve ove studije pokazale su značajno smanjenje kapaciteta ispune van ravni 

usled prethodnog opterećenja u ravni, u nekim slučajevima i do oko 80% [4]. Pereira i sar. [5] 

proučavali su smanjenje nosivosti ispune van ravni usled prethodnih oštećenja u ravni 

tradicionalnih zidova ispune. Eksperimentalna kampanja pokazala je da je primenjeno ciklično 

opterećenje u ravni prouzrokovalo oštećenja na kontaktu rama i ispune što je dovelo do 

značajnog smanjenja potrebne potpore za opterećenje van ravni i dovela do brzog progresivnog 

otkazivanja zidova ispune koje karakteriše potpuno pomeranje ispune iz rama. 

Važan aspekt u ponašanju zidane ispune pri dejstvu zemljotresa jeste istovremeno 

opterećenja u i van ravni zida. U ovom slučaju dolazi do formiranje pritisnute dijagonale u zidu 

ispune, praćene odvajanjem zida ispune od okolnog rama u suprotnoj dijagonali. Ovo se 
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podudara sa nalazima mnogih autora [6, 7] koji su radili na proračunskim pristupima za 

kontaktnu dužinu između rama i ispune. Sva istraživanja  studije i pristupi pokazali su da su 

odvojeni delovi zidane ispune bez kontakta sa ramom kritična mesta za opterećenje van ravni. 

Iako su u prošlim zemljotresima uočena oštećenja i rušenja zidova ispune uzrokovana 

naizmeničnim i istovremenim opterećenjem u i van ravni, jasna pravila projektovanja u 

propisima još uvek nedostaju. 

  
a) b) 

Slika 1 – Oštećenja i kolaps zidova ispune (zemljotres u Albaniji, novembar 2019) [1] 

Kao što je do sada opisano, uložen je ogroman napor kako bi se istražilo ponašanje i uticaj 

zidova ispune na armiranobetonske ramove. U tom smislu su takođe predložena različita 

rešenja za poboljšanje ponašanja ispune. Međutim, poboljšanje seizmičkog ponašanja samo je 

jedan aspekt razvoja rešenja, jer se istovremeno moraju uzeti u obzir aspekti upotrebljivosti, 

toplotna i zvučna izolacija, kao i pitanja zaštite od požara. U odnosu na statički sistem ispune, 

granični uslov definisan vezom ispune sa okolnim ramom je ključni faktor za dovoljnu 

nosivost ispune u ravni i van ravni. Do sada razvijena rešenja za poboljšanje seizmičke 

nosivosti mogu se podeliti u tri kategorije. Jedna od mogućnosti je ojačati zidove ispune 

dodatnim merama u zidu i povezati ih sa glavnim nosećim sistemom [3, 4]. U ovom slučaju 

zidana ispuna postaje deo nosivog konstruktivnog sistema i preuzima deo seizmičkih dejstava. 

Kao posledica toga, zidovi ispune se moraju uzeti u obzir u proračunu i više nije moguće 

promeniti raspored ovih elemenata u slučaju adaptacija bez novog statičkog proračuna. 

Doduše, u praksi je primena ove vrste rešenja slaba, jer su mere ojačanja generalno 

komplikovane i brzo se postavlja pitanje da li je upotreba armiranog betona efikasnija sa istom 

ekonomskom izvodljivošću. Alternativno, moguće je obezbediti mogućnosti deformacije 

unutar zida, tako da se deformacija rama može apsorbovati sa lokalnim oštećenjima. U tu svrhu 
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su potrebne posebne mere poput dodatnih kliznih površina unutar zida [8, 9]. Ovakvinpristupi 

su efikasni, ali ih nije lako primeniti u svakodnevnoj praksi jer zahtevaju preciznu instalaciju. 

Treća mogućnost predstavlja razdvajanje nosećeg sistema i zidova ispune odnosno izolaciju 

ispune od rama. Međutim, iako većina propisa preporučuje razdvajanje rama i ispune, 

praktična rešenja nisu dostupna. Takođe su Paulay i Priestley [10] definisali izolaciju ispune 

kao jednu od opcija za rešavanje nepovoljnih efekata interakcije između zida ispune i AB 

okvira. Predložili su da se između okvira i panela doda fleksibilna traka, ispunjena visoko 

deformirajućim materijalom. Griffith [11] je istakao da zidovi ispune koji nisu celom visinom u 

kontaktu sa ramom smanjuju duktilnost i povećavaju sile smicanja u stubovima. Zbog toga je 

preporučio uvođenje neophodnog razmaka između ispune i stuba. 

 

Presek A-A 

 
Presek B-B 

 
Presek C-C 

 

Slika 2 – Detalji INODIS sistema [12] 

2. PREDLOŽENI SISTEM 

Kao što je već objašnjeno u uvodu, trenutno na tržištu nisu dostupni sistemi zidane ispune 

koji su isplativi i ispunjavaju sve potrebne zahteve. Stoga su u okviru evropskog projekta 

INSYSME [13] razvijeni i analizirani novi inovativni sistemi za povećanje seizmičke 

otpornosti zidova ispune. U okviru doktorske disertacije koje je ukratko predstavljena u ovom 

radu razvijena su dva sistema za poboljšanje seizmičkog ponašanja armiranobetonskih ramova 
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sa zidanom ispunom. Svrha oba sistema je razdvajanje rama i ispune i ujedno pružanje 

adekvatne veze za opterećenje van ravni. U nastavku su predstavljene performanse konačnog 

sistema INODIS (Innovative Decoupled Infill System). Sistem INODIS (Slika 2) ima za cilj 

podizanje kapaciteta ispune u ravni i van ravni pomoću elastomera duž kontakta ispune sa 

armiranobetonskim okvirom. Sistem razdvaja zid ispune od armiranog betona elastomernim 

profilima u obliku slova “U” na vrhu, dnu i duž vertikalnih ivica. Na dnu zida elastomer je 

podeljen na tri trake od kojih su spoljne vezane za zid a unutrašnja za ram. Elastomerni profili 

su konstruisani tako da omoguće pomeranje AB okvira bez izazivanja oštećenja na zidu ispune. 

Pored toga, viskoelastični elastomeri povećavaju prigušenje na nivou zgrade. Kapacitet 

deformacije elastomera bira se u skladu sa projektnim potrebama kako bi se zid ispune zaštitio 

od deformacija u ravni betonskog okvira. Plastični profili su zavrtnjevima pričvršćeni na okolni 

okvir, dok su elastomerni profili zalepljeni zazid  ispune na jednoj strani i postavljeni oko 

plastičnih profila na drugoj strani, čime se sprečava lom van ravni. Na Slici 2 prikazan je 

INODIS sistem sa detaljima. 

3. EKSPERIMENTALNA ISTRAŽIVANJA 

3.1. POSTAVKA TESTA 

Postavka testa je posebno konstruisana za okvir evropskog projekta INSYSME u 

laboratoriji Univerziteta u Kaselu sa ciljem uspešnog sprovođenje testova u ravni i upravno na 

ravan zida. Oprema i instrumenti za ispitivanje prikazani su na Slici 3. Na početku svih testova 

naneto je vertikalno opterećenje od 200 kN po stubu sa dva vertikalna cilindra koji simuliraju 

vertikalno opterećenje sa gornjih spratova. Kapacitet sile dve vertikalne hidrauličke dizalice 

iznosi ± 400 kN. Maksimalni hod iznosi ± 125 mm. Ispitivanja u ravni izvedena su primenom 

cikličnih horizontalnih pomeranja sa tri ciklusa na svakom nivou pomeranja. Za horizontalno 

opterećenje korišćen je cilindar sa maksimalnim kapacitetom sile od ± 320 kN i ograničenjem 

hoda od ± 150 mm. Za ispitivanja van ravni, primenjeno je opterećenje upravno na ravan zida 

pomoću četiri pneumatska jastuka sa ograničenjem kapaciteta od 50 kN/m². 

Sile i pomeranja hidrauličnih cilindara mereni su integrisanim ugibomerima i pretvaračima 

sile. Horizontalno i vertikalno pomeranje zida ispune beleži devet induktivnih ugibomera, koji 

su pričvršćeni na AB ram kako bi bili nezavisni od zida ispune. Pored toga, dva potenciometra 

mere pomeranja u dijagonalnim pravcima zida. Deformacije same ispune beleže se optičkim 

mernim sistemom, uz pomoć mreže mernih mesta. Optički sistem radi sa dve kamere, tako da 

se deformacije u i van ravni mogu istovremeno evidentirati. 

3.2. EKSPERIMENTALNI PROGRAM 

Sveukupno su ispitana četiri različita sistema uzimajući u obzir nosivost i kapacitete 

deformacije armiranobetonskih okvira sa zidanom ispunom od šuplje opeke. Ispitivanja su 

sprovedena na Univerzitetu Kasel u bliskoj saradnji sa SDA-engineering GmbH i 

Arbeitsgemeinsachaft Mauerziegel im Bundesverband der Deutschen Ziegelindustrie eV. 

Tabela 1 prikazuje celokupan eksperimentalni program ispitivanja koji uključuje opterećenje u 

ravni, opterećenjee van ravni i kombinaciju opterećenja u i van ravni zida. Prvi korak bio je 

ispitivanje AB okvira bez ispune (Sistem A) kako bi se utvrdio kapacitet okvira. Sistemi „B“ 
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predstavljaju tradicionalne ispune kod kojih zid u potpunosti ispunjava okvir i u direktnom je 

kontaktu sa stubovima i gredom. Efekti otvora simulirani su u uzorku BO, ostavljajući 

prazninu između ispune i jednog od stubova. Sistemi „C“ predstavljaju sistem ispune IMES 

(Infill Masonry Enclosure System). Ovaj sistem predstavlja međurešenje u toku razvoja 

INODIS sistema. U ovom sistemu, elastomer je postavljen između ispune i okvira kako bi se 

poboljšalo ponašanje u ravni, a čelični ankeri su postavljeni u stubove i šupljine blokova od 

opeke kao veza između zida i rama. Konačno, „D“ sistem predstavlja AB ram sa ispunom i 

novorazvijenim sistemom INODIS. Za ovaj sistem ispitivanja su sprovedena sa opterećenjem u 

ravni, van ravni i kombinovanim opterećenjem na jednom uzorku. U nastavku su predstavljeni 

rezultati sistema INODIS koji su upoređeni sa ponašanjem tradicionalne ispuna i okvira bey 

ispune. Detaljniji opis korišćenih materijala, opisa testova i rezultata dat je u [12, 14, 15]. 

   

Slika 3 – Postavka testa za opterećenje u ravni i van ravni ispune [14] 

3.3. PROTOKOLI ISPITIVANJA 

Tradicionalni sistem ispunea ispitan je na tri uzorka. Uzorak označen kao BI opterećen je 

samo u ravni do nivoa od 1,25% (34,4 mm) relativnog spratnog pomeranja, zatim samo u 

pravcu van ravni, a zatim ponovo samo u ravni do loma. Uzorak označen kao BO opterećen je 

u pravcu van ravni do loma. Da bi se uzeli u obzir nepovoljni efekti zbog otvora (npr. vrata ili 

prozori), između jednog stuba rama i zidane ispune ostavljen je vazdušni razmak. Uzorak BIO 

je prvo bio opterećen van ravni površinskim opterećenjem od 5kN/m2, koji je zatim održavan 

konstantnim tokom istovremene primene pomeranja u ravni (Slika 4, gore). Sistem INODIS je 

testiran sa složenim protokolom (u ravni, van ravni i istovremeno u ravni i van ravni). Čitav 

protokol opterećenja izveden je na jednom uzorku. Ukupni protokol ispitivanja za ovaj uzorak 

može se podeliti u sedam faza kako je opisano u Tabeli 2 i prikazano na Slici 4, dole. 
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Tabela 1 – Pregled eksperimentalnog programa i ispitanih uzoraka 

Sistem U ravni – Van ravni Van ravni U ravni + Van ravni 

A 

 

AB okvir bez 

ispune 
 

  

B 

 

 

Tradicionalan 

   

C 

 

IMES 

   

D 

 

INODIS 

 
 

 
Slika 4 – Protokoli za ispitivanja za test BIO (gore) i DIO (dole) [12] 
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Tabela 2 – Protokol ispitivanja DIO uzorka 

Faza 1 U ravni (IP) do 1.25% relativnog međuspratnog pomeranja (34.38mm) 

Faza 2 Van ravni (OOP) do 5kN/m2 (34.5kN) 

Faza 3 Istovremeno - 1.5kN/m2 (10.4kN) OOP i 1.0% (27.5mm) IP relativnog međuspratnog 

pomeranja  

Faza 4 Istovremeno - 5kN/m2 (34.5kN) OOP i 0.5% (13.75mm) IP relativnog međuspratnog 

pomeranja 

Faza 5 Istovremeno - IP od 0.6% do 1.8% (49.5mm) i 2.5-5kN/m2 OOP 

(menjajući svaku drugu amplitudu, prva 2.5kN/m2 (17.3kN) pa onda 5kN/m2 (34.5kN)) 

Faza 6 Istovremeno - IP do 1.0% (27.5mm) i 6.25kN/m2 (38kN) OOP 

Faza 7 Istovremeno – IP od 1.0% do 3.25% (89.4mm) i 1.5kN/m2 (10.4kN) OOP 

4. EKSPERIMENTALNI REZULTATI 

Efikasnost sistema INODIS se najbolje vidi poređenjem sa tradicionalnom ispunom i 

ramom bez ispune. Poređenje histerezisnih krivih različitih sistema i kombinacija opterećenja 

(slika 5, levo) jasno pokazuje prednost sistema INODIS sa velikim kapacitetom deformacije i 

malim nivoom aktivacije horizontalnih sila sličnih ramu bez ispune. Treba istaći da je odgovor 

sistema DIO u ravni dobijen primenom celokupnog protokola opterećenja, uključujući 

prethodno i istovremeno opterećenje van ravni. Suprotno od tradicionalne ispune (sistem B), 

kapacitet u ravni DIO uzorka nije postignut zbog ograničenja maksimalnog pomeranja opreme. 

Slika 5 (desno) prikazuje anvelope histerezisnih petlji za svaki od sistema. Kako bi se još bolje 

uporedili ispitivani sistemi, određena je razlika između odgovora rama sa ispunmom i bez nje. 

Na taj način se najbolje vidi nivo aktivacije ispune i promene krutosti usled oštećenja. To 

omogućava dosledno upoređivanje eksperimentalnih podataka u pogledu maksimalnog 

opterećenja, krutosti i kapaciteta deformacije. 

  
Slika 5 – a) histerezisne petlje, b)anvelope i krive aktivacije ispune 

Slika 5 pokazuje da je sistem INODIS u stanju da prihvati 1,3 puta veću horizontalnu silu 

od rama bez ispune (A: 120kN / DIO: 155kN). U oba testa sila se neprekidno povećava dok ne 

dostigne maksimalnu vrednost, a histerezisne petlje su prilično slične. Poređenje ponašanja u 

ravni sa tradicionalnom konfiguracijom sistema BI pokazuje izuzetne razlike u pogledu 

početne krutosti, maksimalnog opterećenja i pomeranja. Sistem INODIS se polako aktivira sa 

malom krutošću, a kriva sila-pomeranje lagano raste prema bez naglog pada, koji se javlja u 

slučaju sistema BI. Poređenje nivoa aktivacije ispune pokazuje da je ispuna u slučaju sistema 
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INODIS više od tri puta manje aktivirana. Značajno smanjen doprinos ispune dovodi do 

ponašanja koje je blizu okvira bez ispune, posebno unutar preporučenih opsega relativnog 

spratnog pomeranja datih u Evrokodu 8. Bitno je istaći da se prve pukotine za sistem BI 

javljaju na 0,3% (8,25 mm) a za sistem DIO pri pomeranju 1,8% (49,5 mm). Takođe, 

maksimalni dostignuti nivoi pomeranja su 1,9% (52,5 mm) za sistem BI i 3,25% (89,4 mm) za 

sistem DIO. Dodatno, moramo imati na umu da su odlični rezultati u slučaju INODIS sistema 

postignuti sa samo jednim uzorkom na kojem je naneto opterećenje u ravni i van ravni, kao i 

istovremeno oba pravca opterećenja, što predstavlja gore uslove opterećenja od onih apliciranih 

na tradicionalnoj ispuni. 

   
Slika 6 – a) kompresija elastomera, b)formiranje zazora 

Funkcionisanje sistema DIO prikazano je na Slici 6, gde se vidi kompresija elastomera i 

stvaranjem zazora na drugoj strani. U slučaju istovremenog opterećenja u ravni i van ravni 

sistema DIO se upoređuje sa sistemom BIO. U poređenju sa uzorkom BO (opterećen samo u 

pravcu van ravni), BIO uzorak (istovremeno opterećen u i van ravni) pokazuje smanjenje 

maksimalnog kapaciteta nosivosti van ravni na oko 12,5% (Slika 7a), dok dostiže samo 1% 

(27,5 mm) relativnog spratnog pomeranja u ravni. Nije samo smanjenje nosivosti van ravni 

kritično, već je BIO uzorak doživeo velike deformacije u van ravni sa izraženim naginjanjem 

zida (Slika 7b). Isti nivo smanjenja nosivosti, oko sedam puta, se javlja u slučaju BI uzorka kod 

koga je opterećenje van ravni naneto nakon opterećenja u ravni. U toku ispitivanja uzorka BI, 

pri opterećenju u ravni zida,  uočeno je oštećenje veze maltera između gornjeg reda ispune i 

grede. Usled ovoga je došlo do smanjenja efekta luka u pravcu van ravni, i time do značajnog 

smanjenja kapaciteta nosivosti van ravni. Konfiguracija sistema INODIS (uzorak DIO) 

pokazuje mnogo bolje performanse dostižući 1,8% (49,5 mm) pomeranja u ravni sa 

istovremeno primenjenih 5kN/m2 opterećenja van ravni, bez ikakvih oštećenja. U istim 

uslovima opterećenja, primerak BIO počinje da trpi oštećenja već pri malim pomeranjima od 

oko 0,4% (11 mm) i pri pomeranju od 1,0% (27,5 mm), dostiže se krajnja granica. Suprotno 

tome, uzorak DIO je dostigao 3,25% (89,4 mm) relativnog međuspratnog pomeranja u ravni, 

čak i uz istovremeno primenjeni pritisak van ravni. DIO konfiguracija pokazuje i smanjenje 

pomeranja van ravni (Slika 7b) i stabilne uslove veze zida i rama zbog elastomera u obliku 

slova U u kombinaciji sa plastičnim profilima. Kao što se očekivalo, maksimalna deformacija 

se javlja u sredini ispune (Slika 7b). Oštećenja DIO sistema nastaju pri pomeranjim većim od 

1,8% (49,5 mm). Oštećenje karakteriše oštećenje malterskih spojnica praćeno pojavom 
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pukotine kroz blokove. Duž AB okvira vidljive su samo male deformacije zida i cigle su 

očigledno netaknute. 

Treba istaći značajnu korist oblika elastomera (latinično slovo U), koja se najbolje vidi u 

poređenju sa C sistemom gde su za vezu za opterećenje van ravni korišćeni čelični ankeri. U 

toku CIO testa ispostavilo se da to nije dobro rešenje, jer je dovelo do lokalne koncentracije 

napona u blokovima koji su usled kombinacije opterećenja u ravni i van ravni zida potpuno 

popucali. Time se izgubila veza rama i ispune, što je dovelo do velikih pomeranja ispune van 

ravni (Slika 7b) kao i do značajnog smanjenja kapaciteta deformacije od samo 1% (Slika 5b) 

pre potpunog kolapsa zida. 

 

Slika 7 – a) krive sila-pomeranje za opterećenja van ravni, b)pomeranja upravno na ravan 

zida (pogled sa strane) 

5. REZULTATI NUMERIČKIH SIMULACIJA 

Rezultati eksperimentalnih testova iskorišćeni su za kalibraciju i validaciju numeričkih 

modela, razvijenih na mikro nivou modeliranja. Mikro modeli su korišćeni za modeliranje 

pojedinačnih AB okvira sa zidanom ispunom kako bi se ispitale razne konfiguracije u pogledu 

geometrijskih i materijalnih karakteristika i za simulaciju ponašanja inovativn veze rama i 

ispune. Za mikro-modeliranje korišćen je softverski paket Abaqus, gde se model sastoji od 

trodimenzionalnih kona;nih elemenata za beton i opeku, a linijskih elemenata za armature. 

Armatura se modelira pomoću izotropne formulacije elasto-plastičnog materijala. Armatura je 

integrisana u elemente betona primenom opcije „embedded constraint“. Iako se koristi detaljni 

trodimenzionalni numerički model, određenapojednostavljenja su primenjena kako bi se 

izvršila sveobuhvatna parametarska analiza. Budući da se zid sastoji od cigle i malterskih 

spojnica, to rezultira anizotropnim ponašanjem zida. Ovo se uzima u obzir modeliranjem cigle 

i maltera odvojeno i definisanjem interakcije između njih. Beton i blokovi od opeke modeliraju 

se pomoću “Concrete Damage Plasticity Model”, koji uključuje izotropno ponašanje 

materijala. Za dalje detalje o pristupu modeliranja pogledati [15, 16]. Na Slici 8 je prikazano 

poređenje kriva sila-pomeranje za ram bez ispune i ram sa tradicionalnom ispunom pri 

opterećenju u ravni. Numerički rezultati pokazuju zadovoljavajuće slaganje sa 

eksperimentalnim rezultatima. Slika 9 prikazuje poređenje rezultata simulacije i 

eksperimentalnih rezultata dobijenih za ram sa inovativnim sistemom pri opterećenju u ravni 

(1,8% relativno međuspratno pomeranje). Može zaključiti da sistem INODIS odlaže oštećenje 

ispune i pomera pojavu pukotine u ispuni tako da se javi tek pri visokim nivoima deformacije. 
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Slika 8 – Poređenje krive sila-pomeranje za a) prazan ram, b)ram sa tradicionalnom ispunom 

  

Slika 9 – Poređenje krive sila-pomeranje za a) ram sa ispunom i INODIS sistemom, 

b)deformisani oblik sa oštećenjima zida pri 1,8% relativnog međuspratnog pomeranja 

6. ZAKLJUČAK 

Ovaj rad predstavlja rezultate ponašanja INODIS sistema za zidanu ispunu u AB okvirima. 

Eksperimentalna istraživanja su prikazana kako bi se demonstrirala efikasnost razvijenog 

sistema, koji razdvaja zid ispune i okvir upotrebom elastomerna na spoju okvira i ispune. 

Elastomer je zalepljen za zid ispune i svojim U-oblikom postavljen oko plastičnih profila koji 

su pričvršćeni za AB okvir. Osnovna ideja sistema je da omogući pomeranje ABg okvira u bez 

izazivanja oštećenja na zidu ispune i istovremeno pruži pouzdanu potporu za zid usled 

opterećenja van ravni. Pored toga, viskoelastičnost elastomera će poboljšati ukupni kapacitet 

prigušenja zgrade. Poređenje inovativnog sistema sa tradicionalnom ispunom pokazuje 

nekoliko prednosti sistema: adekvatna seizmička otpornost za istovremeno dejstvo opterećenja 

u i van ravni; Smanjenje napona u ispuni; Sprečavanje nepovoljnih interakcija rama i ispune; 

Transformacija ispune u nekonstruktivni element. Dodatne prednosti su isplativost, 

jednostavna instalacija i pozitivni efekti na zvučnu izolaciju. Sistem INODIS je patentiran i 

zaštićen na evropskom nivou i dalje će se razvijati u cilju unapređenja i primene na tržištu. 
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PONAŠANJE SMIČUĆIH SPOJEVA IZVEDENIH MOŽDANICIMA SA 

EKSERIMA SA EKSPLOZIVNIM UPUCAVANJEM 

Rezime: 

Spregnuto dejstvo između čeličnih nosača i prefabrikovanih ili punih betonskih ploča može da 

se ostvari primenom različitih vrsta sredstava za sprezanje koji se međusobno razlikuju po svojim 

osnovnim karakteristikama, vremenu potrebnom za njihovu ugradnju i opremi koja je potrebna 

za sprovođenje ovog procesa. Mehanički spojena sredstva za sprezanje predstavljaju alternativu 

tradicionalno korištenim zavarenim moždanicima sa glavom ili zavrtnjevima kao sredstvima za 

sprezanje. X-HVB moždanici ugrađeni sa dva X-ENP-21 HVB eksera sa eksplozivnim 

upucavanjem su najznačajniji predstavnici ove grupe moždanika. Ponašanje smičićeg spoja 

ostvarenog pomoću X-HVB moždanika, analizirano je kroz eksperimentalno ispitivanje i razvoj 

numeričkih modela moždanika i eksera sa eksplozivnim upucavanjem. U ovom radu prikazani 

su rezultati sprovedenog ispitivanja, koji treba da doprinesu boljem razumevanju ponašanja X-

HVB moždanika, ali i proširenju trenutno male baze dostupnih eksperimentalnih rezultata.   

Ključne reči: prefabrikovana gradnja, mehanička spojna sredstva, mehanizmi ankerovanja 

BEHAVIOUR OF SHEAR CONNECTIONS REALISED BY 

CONNECTORS FASTENED WITH CARTRIDGE FIRED PINS 

Summary: 

Composite action between steel beams and prefabricated or solid concrete slabs can be achieved 

with various types of shear connectors which differ considering their main properties, installation 

time and required equipment at the construction site. Mechanically fastened shear connectors 

represent an alternative solution to the traditionally used welded headed studs or bolted shear 

connectors. X-HVB shear connectors fastened with two X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge fired pins are 

their main representative. The behaviour of shear connection realised by X-HVB shear 

connectors is investigated through experiments and numerical analysis of both parts: shear 

connectors and cartridge fired pins. Main achievements of this investigation are presented in this 

paper and should lead to a better understanding of X-HVB shear connectors behaviour and 

extension of the currently small basis of available experimental results.  

Keywords: prefabricated construction, mechanical fasteners, anchorage mechanisms 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mechanically fastened shear connectors represent an innovative and relatively new group of 

shear connectors which are fastened to the steel base material with various types of mechanical 

fasteners. They represent a unique system comprised of two elements, shear connector and 

mechanical fasteners. Therefore, understanding of behaviour and failure mechanisms of 

fasteners is essential for the analysis of shear connection with mechanically fastened shear 

connectors. Experimental and FE numerical investigation of X-HVB 110 shear connectors in 

prefabricated concrete slabs, as the main representative of mechanically fastened shear 

connectors, and behaviour of X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge fired pins through shear and tension tests 

is presented in this paper.  

The X-HVB shear connectors are L shaped cold-formed metal connector with 2.0 to 2.5 mm 

thickness which are produced from DC04 steel, EN 10130:2006 [1]. They are comprised of two 

parts: fastening leg with holes for installation of two X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge fired pins and 

anchorage leg with connector head cast into the concrete to prevent separation of concrete slab 

from steel beam, as presented in Figure 1. The main characteristic of X-HVB shear connectors 

is lower installation time in comparison to the welded headed studs or bolted shear connectors 

without welding or predrilling of holes in the base material and profiled sheeting. The installation 

procedure is performed with a simple hand-held installation tool, which does not require 

electrical power supply at the construction site. Since installation procedure does not include 

welding, application of X-HVB shear connectors is also beneficial for the renovation of old 

buildings, where the applicability of welded studs is doubtful due to unknown weldability of old 

steel [2].  

 

Figure 1 – X-HVB shear connectors and pins anchorage mechanisms, adapted from [3] 

Nowadays, application and the main characteristic of X-HVB shear connectors in solid and 

composite concrete slabs with profiled sheeting are defined in ETA-15/0876 Assessment [4]. 

The whole range of X-HVB shear connectors with heights from 40 mm to 140 mm can be used 

for composite steel-concrete construction with normal-weight concrete classes C20/25-C50/60 

and with light-weight concrete classes LC20/22-LC50/55 and can be fastened to the steel base 

material S235, S275 and S355 in qualities JR, JO, J2, K2. X-HVB shear connectors are 

determined as ductile shear connectors considering requirements given in EN 1994-1-1:2004 [5].   

Fastening leg

Anchorage leg

Connector head

Fasteners

clamping

keying

welding
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EN 1993-1-3:2009 [6] defines cartridge fired pins as mechanical fasteners which can be used 

for cold-formed members and sheeting. Failure mechanisms of X-HVB shear connectors are 

mostly related to the shear failure and pull-out failure of cartridge fired pins. Pull-out failure of 

cartridge fired pins is associated with the failure of anchorage mechanisms which are developed 

during the installation procedure. The term “anchorage” refers to the hold obtained by the 

fastener in the base material [2]. Metals with plastic deformation behaviour provide suitable 

anchorage mechanism for this type of fasteners and the most important base material is unalloyed 

structural steel. Anchorage mechanisms are classified as clamping, keying, welding and 

soldering, as given in Figure 1. Anchorage capacity should be determined through appropriate 

testing procedures and the contribution of each type of anchorage mechanism in overall 

anchorage is not constant. It is assumed that clamping obtains the most important influence on 

fasteners pull-out resistance which is a result of the radial dislocation of the base steel material 

resulting in plastic strains and residual stresses towards the body of the protruded pin. Other 

types of anchorage mechanisms such as keying, welding and soldering are the result of high 

temperatures developed during the highly dynamic installation procedure, melting of zinc layer 

on the surface of the pin and micro embossments of the knurled surface of the pin.   

2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

Experimental investigation of mechanically fastened shear connectors in prefabricated 

concrete slabs was separated into two investigation programs: push-out tests of X-HVB 110 

shear connectors and shear and tension tests of X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge fired pins [7]. The 

experimental program was performed at the University of Belgrade, Faculty of Civil 

Engineering. Push-out tests of X-HVB 110 shear connectors were performed to investigate the 

behaviour of shear connectors positioned in envisaged openings of prefabricated concrete slabs. 

Complete insight into the behaviour of shear connection was possible through additional 

investigation of cartridge fired pins. Material properties of shear connectors, steel base material, 

prefabricated concrete slabs and infill concrete were determined through standard testing 

procedures.    

2.1. INVESTIGATION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Material properties of the shear connector, steel beam HEB 260 which is used for push-out 

tests and base material of shear and tension test of cartridge fired pins were determined through 

tension tests of material coupons, as shown in Figure 2. Material properties of X-ENP-21 HVB 

cartridge fired pins were provided by the kindness of Hilti Company and they are considered as 

proprietary. The geometry of the examined tensile coupons is given in Figure 2b. The testing 

procedure was performed according to recommendations given in EN 10002-1:2001 [8]. Round 

tensile coupons were equipped with digital extensometer which was not applicable for flat tensile 

coupons due to the specific geometry. Therefore, flat tensile coupons built from shear connector 

anchorage leg were equipped with two strain gauges for elongation measurements. Similar 

tensile coupons were built from steel base material of shear and tension tests of cartridge fired 

pins, which results are presented in Chapter 2.3. Nominal stress-strain curves are given in Figure 

2a. Material properties of steel beam HEB 260 for push-out specimens correspond to the steel 

grade S235 while testing procedure of tensile coupons built from shear connectors indicates that 
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cold-forming procedure leads to material strength-enhancement in comparison to the average 

material properties of steel DC04 [1]. Material properties of infill concrete and concrete of 

prefabricated slabs which were used in push-out tests were obtained by testing concrete cylinders 

and cubes, as presented in Table 1. 

 

 

 
 

a) nominal stress-strain curves b) testing specimens 

Figure 2 – Examination of steel material properties  

2.2. PUSH-OUT TESTS 

Push-out tests of X-HVB 110 shear connectors were performed through four test series to 

investigate the influence of several parameters on the behaviour of shear connection. Influence 

parameters which were analysed are the orientation of shear connectors relative to the shear force 

direction, the distance between shear connectors in longitudinal and transversal direction and 

installation power level which was used during the installation procedure. The geometry of tested 

push-out tests specimens is given in Table 1 and Figure 3. After the installation of shear 

connectors and positioning of prefabricated concrete slabs, envisaged openings were filled in the 

horizontal position with concrete which material properties are presented in Table 1. Influence 

of shear connector orientation relative to the shear force direction was analysed through HSF 

and HSB test series. The forward orientation of shear connectors adopted for HSF test series is 

characterized with the position of shear connector anchorage leg in front of fastening leg, relative 

to the shear force direction, while fastening leg precede to the anchorage leg in the backward 

orientation of shear connectors for HSB test series, as presented in Figure 3a and 3b. For both 

analysed test series shear connectors were positioned at minimal recommended distances in both 

directions, as presented in Table 1, according to recommendations of ETA-15/0876 Assessment 

[4]. The forward orientation of shear connectors was further analysed through their group 

arrangement in HSFg and HSFg-2 test series, without clear distance between shear connectors 

in both directions, as shown in Figure 3c. For HSF, HSB and HSFg-2 test series, installation 

power level which was set on the direct fastening tool was 3.5 (maximum 4.0), while smaller 

installation power level 2.0 was used for test series HSFg, as presented in Table 1. Four 

specimens were tested for each test series, sixteen specimens in total. 
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Table 1 – Geometry of push-out test specimens 

Specimens 

series 

Connectors spacing (mm) Installation 

power 

level 

(-) 

Properties of infill concrete 

longitudinal transversal 

compressive 

strength 

fcm [MPa] 

elastic 

modulus 

Ecm [GPa] 

HSF, HSB 48 23.6 3.5 28.51 27.61 

HSFg 0 0 2 33.68 33.05 

HSFg-2 0 0 3.5 37.15 35.34 

   
a) HSF series b) HSB series c) HSFg and HSFg-2 series 

Figure 3 – Push-out specimens’ layout  

 
 

a) failure loading b) cyclic loading 

Figure 4 – Force-slip curve for HSF test series  

Each specimen was equipped with seven inductive displacement transducers to measure the 

slip and separation between the concrete slab and steel profile, as presented in Figure 3. The 

loading regime was adopted as force-controlled cycling loading applied in 25 cycles ranging 

from 5% and 40% of assumed shear resistance, according to EN 1994-1-1:2004 [5]. After the 

cyclic loading, failure loading was applied in one step. Results of the push-out testing of HSF 

test series as force-slip curves for failure loading is presented in Figure 4a, while cyclic loading 
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is presented in Figure 4b. Mean value of ultimate shear force Pult for each test series is presented 

in Table 2. Also, this table presents the average value of longitudinal slip measured between 

concrete slabs and steel profile (sensors V1-V4, Figure 3), for each test series. Longitudinal slip 

is separated in two parts, initial slip δinit accumulated during cyclic loading and characteristic 

value of slip capacity δuk which is obtained for 90% of ultimate shear force on descending branch 

of the load-slip curve and used as the main property of shear connectors, concerning ductility. 

Table 2 – Results of push-out test specimens  

Specimens 

series 

Mean value of ultimate shear 

force Pult [kN] 

Average slip 

initial δinit [mm] characteristic δuk [mm] 

HSF 335.4 0.12 9.63 

HSB 300.3 0.15 8.71 

HSFg 284.6 0.11 6.14 

HSFg-2 323.8 0.11 7.60 

 Results presented in Table 2 indicate that the forward orientation of shear connectors (HSF) 

is more favourable, with approximately 12% higher shear resistance in comparison to the 

backward orientation (HSB). Group arrangement of shear connectors in HSFg-2 test series with 

the same installation power level in comparison to the HSF test series does not result in a 

significant reduction of shear resistance, approximately 4%. Lowering of installation power level 

for group arrangement of shear connectors of HSFg test series resulted in approximately 14 % 

lower shear resistance in comparison to the HSFg-2 test series. For all analysed test series, X-

HVB 110 shear connector presented ductile behaviour considering obtained characteristic value 

of slip capacity δuk which is higher than minimal 6.0 mm according to EN 1994-1-1:2004 [5].  

  
a) HSF test series a) HSB test series 

Figure 5 – Failure mechanisms of push-out specimens  

Failure mechanisms of HSF and HSB test series are given in Figure 5, presenting 

prefabricated concrete slabs cut through shear connectors after testing procedure. For all 

analysed test series with the forward orientation of shear connector, characteristic failure 

mechanism is the pull-out failure of most cartridge fired pins and shear failure of few pins with 

small deformation of surrounding concrete and deformation of the shear connector. The 

backward orientation of shear connectors in HSB test series is characterized with pull-out and 

shear failure of cartridge fired pins with significant deformation of the fastening leg of shear 
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connectors and surrounding concrete of prefabricated concrete slabs. Global cracks in 

prefabricated concrete slabs were not observed for any analysed tests series.  

2.3. SHEAR AND TENSION TESTS OF CARTRIDGE FIRED PINS 

X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge fired pins were examined through double-lap shear specimens and 

tension specimens, as shown in Figure 6. The testing procedure was adopted according to 

recommendations given in ECCS publication [9]. Cover plates of double-lap shear specimens 

were adopted with 3 mm thickness while, steel base plate was with the thickness of 30 mm. 

Number of cartridge fired pins per one cover plate was eight, and total number per specimen was 

sixteen, as shown in Figure 6a. Installation of cartridge fired pins was performed with installation 

power level 3.5. Achieved steel grade for the base plate of shear test specimens is S355, 

according to measurements of tensile test coupons. Tensile test specimens were built with the 

installation of one cartridge fired pin over fastening leg of X-HVB shear connector into 20 mm 

thick steel base plate, as shown in Figure 6a. Tensile test specimens were built with the variation 

of base plate steel grade and pins installation power level.  

 
 

 
a) shear and tension test specimens  b) pull-out resistance of tension specimens 

Figure 6 – Experimental investigation of X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge fired pins 

Obtained failure mechanism of all shear test and tension tests specimens was the pull-out 

failure of all pins. Mean value of shear resistance per one cartridge fired pin of four examined 

shear test specimens is 14.11 kN which is approximately 20 % to 30 % lower shear resistance in 

comparison to the shear resistance per one cartridge fired pin in push-out tests specimens, which 

results are given in Table 2. Pull-out resistance of tension test specimens is given in Figure 6b. 

The first number in the designation of the test specimen is the designation of steel grade, i.e. 2 

for S275 and 3 for S355, while the second number represents installation power level, 2.0 or 3.5. 

Lower installation power level 2.0 applied for specimens with different steel grades, resulted in 

approximately 50 % lower pull-out resistance (TT2-2 vs. TT3-2 specimen). Variation of 

installation power levels from 2.0 to 3.5 for specimens with the same material properties of base 

plate increased pull-out resistance for approximately 52 % (TT3-2 vs. TT3-3.5 specimen). 

Results obtained from the examination of X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge fired pins indicate the 

influence of steel material properties on pull-out resistance. Also, it can be expected that driving 

force introduced during installation procedure through installation power levels influence the 

developed clamping, as main anchorage mechanism, between pin surface and surrounding base 

material and therefore defines the overall pull-out resistance of cartridge fired pins.  
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3. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

Extensive finite element analysis was conducted to develop and calibrate FE models based 

on the results of presented experimental research. FE analysis was conducted using 

Abaqus/Explicit code, version 6.12-3 [10]. FE models matching the push-out tests of four test 

series were built with all specimens’ components: prefabricated concrete slabs, reinforcement 

bars, steel beam, X-HVB 110 shear connectors and X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge fired pins, with 

parameters which were varied through experimental analysis, shown in Table 1. Double vertical 

symmetry boundary conditions were applied for all specimens, as shown in Figure 7a and b.    

  

 

a) X symmetry b) Z symmetry c) connector and pin model 

Figure 7 – Numerical analysis of push-out specimens – HSF test series 

Concrete damage material properties were introduced according to recommendations of 

Pavlović et al. [11]. Material models of steel base material and the shear connector were applied 

using a quad-linear material model which includes an elastic response up to the yield point, yield 

plateau and strain hardening up to the ultimate tensile stress [12]. FE modelling introduced two 

loading steps: preloading of cartridge fired pins which simulate the installation procedure was 

introduced as a first step and failure loading applied as a second step. Comparison of 

experimental results with results of FE analysis for HSF test series is given in Figure 8.  

  
a) force-slip curves b) slip capacity δuk 

Figure 8 – Comparison of experimental results with FE analysis – HSF test series 

The main achievement of the performed numerical analysis is the definition of the 

appropriate numerical model which simulates the installation procedure and which was 

calibrated according to the results of push-out tests and shear and tension test of cartridge fired 
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pins with various base material properties and installation power levels. A developed numerical 

approach for simulation of the installation procedure is characterised with prestressing of 

cartridge fired pins in level which amounts approximately 5 kN per one cartridge fired pin in 

overall shear resistance of push-out specimen. Good agreement of FE results with experimental 

results is achieved, considering shear resistance, initial stiffness and failure mechanisms, as 

shown in Figure 8. Obtained ultimate shear force Pult through experimental and numerical 

analysis is higher than characteristic shear resistance of X-HVB 110 shear connector, which 

amounts 280 kN according to ETA-15/0876 Assessment [4]. The obtained ratio between results 

of FE analysis and experimental results for two analysed parameters, shear resistance 

Pult,FEA/Pult,exp  and characteristic value of slip capacity δuk,FEA/δuk,test is 1.02 and 0.87, respectively. 

  
a) 96 % of ultimate shear force b) total slip of 6.0 mm 

Figure 9 – Deformation of shear connector – HSF FE model 

Connectors deformation capacity can be obtained through the difference between shear 

connector displacement at the connector root (displacement at contact with steel profile) and top 

of the shear connector embedded in concrete, in the direction of the shear force. Deformation of 

X-HVB 110 shear connectors for HSF test series is presented in Figure 9 for two loading levels. 

Displacement of X-HVB 110 shear connector is uniform over its height, which was obtained 

through experimental and FE analysis considering achieved failure mechanisms, which is given 

in Figure 5a and 9. The deformation of anchorage leg of the shear connector for HSF test series 

contributes by 8 % to the total displacement of the connector. The remaining, main, part of the 

total deformation is contributed to deformation of cartridge fired pins in the holes, emphasizing 

the influence of the cartridge fired pins and developed anchorage mechanisms on the overall 

behaviour of shear connection.   

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Mechanically fastened shear connectors represent an innovation in the achievement of shear 

connection between steel beams and concrete slabs. Despite undoubted advantages of this type 

of shear connectors, there is a lack of easily available experimental and numerical results in this 

field, which are mostly considered as proprietary. Experimental and numerical analysis of X-

HVB 110 shear connectors and X-ENP-21 HVB cartridge presented in this paper should lead to 

better insight into the behaviour of shear connection achieved with mechanically fastened shear 

connectors. Following conclusions can be drawn from the presented analysis: 
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-  forward orientation of shear connectors can be considered as more favourable in 

comparison to the backward orientation considering shear resistance and failure mechanisms; 

- reduction of distance between shear connectors and their group arrangement in envisaged 

openings of prefabricated concrete slabs does not influence the reduction of shear resistance and 

does not compromise their ductility which is significant feature considering required tolerances 

and dimension of envisaged openings in concrete slabs of prefabricated constructions; 

- shear resistance, ductility and failure mechanisms of X-HVB shear connectors are mostly 

related to the behaviour, deformation capacity and failure mechanisms of cartridge fired pins; 

- pull-out resistance of cartridge fired pins is influenced by developed anchorage mechanisms 

during dynamic installation procedure and properties of the steel base material.  
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EKSPERIMENTALNO ISPITIVANJE BETONA SA VELIKIM 

SADRŽAJEM LETEĆEG PEPELA U KONSTRUKCIJSKOJ PRIMENI 

Rezime:  

Ovaj rad prikazuje glavne aspekte sveobuhvatne analize mogućnosti primene betona sa 

velikom količinom letećeg pepela kao konstrukcijskog betona. Izvršeno je eksperimentalno 

ispitivanje betona napravljenih sa različitim količinama letećeg pepela kako bi se izvršila 

analiza fizičkih i mehaničkih karakteristika kao i ponašanja prilikom savijanja i smicanja 

armiranobetonskih grednih elemenata napravljenih od ove vrste betona. Istraživanje je 

sprovedeno na Građevinskom fakultetu Univerziteta u Beogradu i publikovano u okviru 

doktorske disertacije “Granična nosivost armiranobetonskih grednih nosača od betona sa 

velikim sadržajem letećeg pepela”. Analiza sopstvenih i rezultata iz dostupne stručne literature 

pokazuju da je moguće primeniti postojeće odredbe standarda EN 1992-1-1 na betone sa 

velikim sadršajem letećeg pepela sa istom preciznošću kao i kod tradicionalnih cementnih 

betona. 

Ključne reči: beton, leteći pepeo, granična nosivost, savijanje, smicanje  

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF HIGH VOLUME FLY ASH 

CONCRETE STRUCTURAL APPLICATION 

Summary:  

This paper shows the main aspects of a comprehensive analysis of possible application of high 

volume fly ash concrete as a structural material. Experimental testing of concretes with 

different fly ash quantities was conducted in order to analyze physical and mechanical concrete 

properties, and bending and shear capacity of reinforced high volume fly ash concrete beams. 

This research was conducted at the Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of Belgrade and 

published as a doctoral thesis titled: “Ultimate capacity of high volume fly ash concrete 

beams”. Analysis of own experimental results and the results from available literature shows 

that it is possible to apply EN 1992-1-1 on high volume fly ash concrete with the same 

accuracy as for traditional cement concrete.  

Key words: concrete, fly ash, ultimate capacity, bending, shear 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

“After water, concrete is the most widely used substance on the planet. But its benefits 

mask enormous dangers to the planet, to human health – and to culture itself” as described in 

The Guardian’s article titled: Concrete: The most destructive material on earth. Actually, if 

concrete was a country it would be the third largest carbon dioxide emitter in the world, after 

Chine and the USA [1].  

It is well known fact that the cement is a key harmful concrete component. So, reducing the 

negative environmental effect of concrete in the first place means tackling the cement problem. 

To bring the cement sector in line with the Paris Agreement on climate change, its annual 

emissions will need to fall by at least 16% by 2030 [1]. On the other hand, cement is expected 

to play a vital role in the expansion of the built environment, especially in emerging 

economies. On a ‘business as usual’ trajectory, global cement production is set to increase to 

over 5 billion tonnes a year over the next 30 years (Figure 1) [2]. 

The cement sector is thus facing a significant expansion at a time when its emissions need 

to fall fast. From a technical perspective, there are a number of solutions for reducing the 

emissions associated with cement production: shifting away from the use of fossil fuels, energy 

efficiency, clinker substitution, novel binders, carbon capture and storage.  

 
Figure 1 - Cement production in industrialized and developing countries [2] 
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Clinker substitution involves replacing a part of the clinker content in cement with other 

materials. This could play a greater role than currently expected. Achieving an average global 

clinker ratio of 0.60 by 2050, as set out by the 2018 Technology Roadmap [3], has the potential 

to mitigate almost 0.2 gigatonnes of carbon dioxide (CO2) in 2050 [2]. Clinker substitution is a 

very effective solution that can be deployed cheaply today, as it does not generally require 

investments in new equipment [2]. Currently, the most widely-used substituting materials are 

industrial byproducts such as: coal fly ash, ground granulated blast-furnace slag and silica 

fume. However, the availability of these materials is currently diminishing in different 

countries around the world. 

The coal fly ash, usually referred to as fly ash (FA), is a byproduct of the combustion of 

pulverized coal in thermal power plants. Depending on the type and quality, FA consists of a 

different proportion of oxides—mostly silica, alumina and calcium—and can display 

pozzolanic activity. This allows it to be a substitution of cement and fine aggregate in concrete. 

Large amounts of FA are still being generated worldwide. Despite the modernization efforts 

in many countries, the main energy source globally still remains coal combustion. In Serbia, 

for instance, there are six coal-burning power plants, and their working process has a major 

environmental consequence – 6 million tons of FA is produced per year, while 200 million tons 

of FA is already deposited in landfills [4]. At the moment, only 2.7% of the total FA 

production in Serbia is utilized by the construction industry [4]. Since the 1930s, FA has been 

used as a partial replacement of clinker in Portland cement, or as an addition in concrete to 

improve the material’s durability, while also limiting the amount of early heat generation. In 

1985, the Advanced Concrete Technology Group at CANMENT, Canada, started a project to 

develop structural high volume FA concrete (HVFAC) [5, 6]. Despite the several decades-long 

use of FA in concrete, it is still a subject of much research. A great variety of FA physical and 

chemical properties made it difficult to draw general and unambiguous conclusions about its 

influence on concrete properties. 

2. HVFAC: STATE-OF-THE-ART AND OBJECTIVES 

 

Promising results regarding the use of smaller amounts of FA in concrete encouraged the 

researchers to push the limits further by developing HVFAC. The tendency of using high 

amounts of FA in concrete is also motivated by sustainability and a need to use as much waste 

materials as possible. Studies on HVFAC have been focused on understanding and improving 

physical and mechanical properties of HVFAC through an extensive research mostly based on 

trial and error. Until now, depending on the type and amount of FA, HVFAC that possesses the 

following properties can be produced: good workability, low bleeding and segregation, lower 

air content, low heat of hydration, acceptable early age strength, good 28-day and high late 

compressive strengths, tensile strength and modulus of elasticity comparable with traditional 

cement concrete, and lower creep and shrinkage [7]. Durability of HVFAC is still a question 

that needs more research to be fully answered. The analysis of available results regarding bond, 

flexural and shear strength of HVFAC beams was also done. Based on the collected results 

from the literate it was concluded that no significant difference between bond strength and 

flexural and shear behavior of HVFAC and traditional cement concrete beams exists [7]. 

However, these conclusions were obtained mostly on the HVFAC beams made with class C 
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FA (calcareous FA). More research regarding HVFAC made with class F FA (siliceous FA) is 

needed for general conclusions to be made.  

The aim of the research presented in doctoral thesis [8] was to evaluate and promote the 

application of HVFAC as a structural concrete. The main objective was to evaluate the possible 

application of available code predictions defined for cement concrete on HVFAC. In order to 

draw some general conclusions regarding the mechanical properties of HVFAC, a systematic 

analysis of the experimental results found in literature was conducted. For that purpose, the 

database of all adequate experimental results found in literature was made in order to analyze 

the possible application of available code predications defining the mechanical properties of 

concrete cement on HVFAC. Own experimental research was conducted in order to design the 

structural grade HVFAC. Having in mind the heterogeneity of FA’s physical and chemical 

properties and the lack of reliable predictions for HVFAC mechanical properties, extensive 

experimental research regarding physical and mechanical properties of HVFAC was conducted 

[8]. 

The flexural behavior testing of reinforced concrete beams was analyzed on cement 

concrete and HVFAC beams with equally designed compressive strengths and different 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios. The shear behavior testing of reinforced concrete beams was 

done on cement concrete and HVFAC beams with equally designed compressive strength and 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios but, different shear reinforcement. The evaluation of HVFAC 

beams flexural and shear behavior in comparison with the cement concrete beams was done 

based on the collected results from literature and own experimental results obtained in this 

study. The possible application of available code predications defining the flexural and shear 

strength of cement concrete on HVFAC beams was analyzed on available cement concrete 

beams database and collected HVFAC beams [8]. In this paper, only a short presentation of 

experimental work and the main conclusions were shown.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

 

Program of experimental research was divided in three phases: 

- Testing of concrete component materials; 

- Testing of HVFAC physical and mechanical properties; 

- Testing of HVFAC reinforced concrete beams. 

Having in mind the heterogeneity of FA physical and chemical properties and the lack of 

reliable predictions for HVFAC mechanical properties, an extensive experimental research 

regarding physical and mechanical HVFAC properties was conducted. The main objectives of 

this phase were to produce structural grade HVFAC with the maximum amount of FA and to 

analyze the influence of different FA amounts and design procedures on physical and 

mechanical properties of HVFAC. Prior to this phase, comprehensive component material 

testing (Table 1) was conducted in order to evaluate the applicability of chosen FA in concrete 

according to EN 450-1 code [9]. 

Two different HVFAC mixtures were selected for testing of reinforced concrete (RC) 

beams. The flexural behavior of RC beams was tested on ordinary Portland cement concrete 

(OPCC) and HVFAC beams with equally designed compressive strengths and different 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios. The shear behavior of RC beams was tested on OPCC and 
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HVFAC beams with equally designed compressive strength and longitudinal reinforcement 

ratios differing in shear reinforcement ratios. The analysis of all relevant parameters 

influencing the flexural and shear behavior was done along with the comparison of the HVFAC 

and OPCC beams behavior (Table 1). 

Table 1 – Experimental testing program 

Component materials  Concrete properties  RC beams behavior 

Fly ash 

- Chemical composition 

- Particle size distribution 

- Activity index 

- Radioactivity 

Physical properties  

- Workability 

- Fresh and hardened density 

Flexural behavior of beams  

- Deflection f beam 

- Strains in compressed concrete 

- Strains in longitudinal 

reinforcement 

- Crack width 

Cement 

- Chemical composition 

- Particle size distribution 

Mechanical properties  

- Compressive strength at 1, 

3, 7,14, 28, 90, 180 days 

- Flexural strength at 28 

days 

- Splitting tensile strength at 

28 days 

- Modulus of elasticity at 3, 

7,14, 28, 90, 180 days 

Shear behavior of beams 

- Deflection  

- Strains in concrete 

- Strains in longitudinal 

reinforcement 

- Strains in shear reinforcement 

- Strains in tensioned concrete 

- Crack width 

Aggregate 

- Particle size distribution 

- Density 

- Moisture content 

- Water uptake 

1.1. COMPONENT MATERIALS 

Testing of the chemical composition and morphology of used FA and cement, physical 

properties of coarse and fine aggregate, and the development of mix design are shown in this 

section. 

The selection of FA was done according to mean particle size and some preliminary tests 

on high volume FA pastes with FA obtained from different Serbian thermal power plants. The 

best results regarding FA concrete workability and compressive strength were obtained using 

the FA for "Nikola Tesla B" power plant (FA-2) so it was chosen for further testing in 

HVFAC. The selected FA sample satisfied the requirements defined in the ASTM C 618 [10] 

standard for class F FA: SiO2+ Al2O3+ Fe2O3 > 70% and LOI < 6%. Particle size distribution 

was tested using the Malvern Instruments Mastersizer 2000. The average mean particle size for 

the selected FA type was 8.53 μm. Specific gravity was determined according to EN 450-1 [9]. 

The chemical composition of the FA samples, given in Table 2, was determined by X-ray 

fluorescence analysis.  

The commercially available blended Portland cement CEM II/A-M (S-L) 42.5R was used. 

This type of cement has additions (ground slag and limestone) up to 20% of the total mass but 

it does not contain FA. Chemical properties and specific gravity of cement are presented in 

Table 2 along with selected FA properties. 

It can be seen that the selected FA had a particle size distribution similar to cement. In this 

way, high pozzolanic reactivity of FA-2 with the selected cement was enabled. In order to 

improve the workability of concrete, a polycarboxylate ether polymer-based superplasticizer 
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(Glenium ACE, BASF d.o.o.) was used in some concrete mixtures. The density of the 

superplasticizer was 1070 kg/m3. 

River aggregate was used as both fine and coarse aggregate. 

Table 2 – Chemical and physical properties of cement and FA 

Property CEM II 42.5R FA-2 EN 450-1 

SiO2 (%) 21.04 58.24 - 

Al2O3 (%) 5.33 20.23 - 

Fe2O3 (%) 2.37 5.33 - 

SiO2 +Al2O3 +Fe2O3 - 83.80 min 70 (%) 

TiO2 (%) - 0.45 - 

CaO (%) 60.43 7.62 - 

MgO (%) 2.43 2.01 max 4 (%) 

P2O5 (%) - 0.00 max 5 (%) 

SO3 (%) 3.55 2.21 max 3 (%) 

Na2O (%) 0.22 0.52 max 5 (%) 

K2O (%) 0.70 1.51 - 

MnO (%) - 0.03 - 

LOI (%) 3.53 2.19 max 5 (%) 

Fineness (>45 µm, %) 9.14 10.4 max 12 (%) 

Activity index, 28 days (%) - 87.4 min 75 (%) 

Activity index, 90 days (%) - 101.8 min 85 (%) 

Specific gravity (kg/m3) 3040 2075 - 

 

1.2. CONCRETE PROPERTIES 

 

After the selection of component materials, the second stage of this research was 

conducted: extensive experimental work done in order to define the process of developing 

HVFAC mix design using a class F FA from Serbia’s power plant. The experimental program 

consisted of 17 HVFAC and two OPCC mixtures. Detailed presentation of this process and 

obtained results is shown in doctoral thesis [8] and paper [11]. These mixtures were designed 

to have different cement quantities (150-200 kg/m3), fly ash quantities (150-400 kg/m3) and 

water amount (180-200 kg/m3). They were designed to have from 50% to 70% of FA in total 

amount of cementitious materials (CM).  

The presented results showed that HVFAC suitable for structural use can be made with 

class F FA from "Nikola Tesla B" power plant in the amount equal or higher than 50% of total 

CM mass. Satisfactory early age (3-day compressive strength higher than 10 MPa) and 28-day 

compressive strengths (higher than 30 MPa) were obtained with adequate workability of 

HVFAC mixtures. Since these requirements were met in HVFAC mixtures with different FA 

and CM amount, mixtures with highest FA amount fulfilling requirements of the structural 

testing phase were chosen for further evaluation. It was shown that concrete mixtures with 200 

kg/m3 of cement, 200/350 kg/m3 of class F FA and up to 2% of commercially available 
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superplasticizer could be used to produce structural grade HVFAC. Mixture with 200 kg/m3 of 

cement and 350 kg/m3 of FA was used to make HVFAC for beams tested in bending, and 

mixture made with 200 kg/m3 of cement and 200 kg/m3 of FA for HVFAC used to make beams 

tested in shear.  

1.3. RC BEAMS TESTING AND ANALYSIS 

A considerable amount of research has been performed regarding the physical and 

mechanical properties of HVFAC and some work was also done on the evaluation of its 

material properties through standards for cement concrete. The next step closer to the greater 

practical use of HVFAC is an extensive experimental evaluation of HVFAC structural 

behavior. Therefore, the next step in this research was the evaluation of selected HVFAC 

mixtures in RC beams tested in four-point bending test to conduct a comprehensive 

comparative analysis between OPCC and HVFAC beam behavior. All tested beams were 

casted in wooden molds (Figure 2) with the dimension of 20x30 cm in cross section and 350 in 

total length. 

 

Figure 2 – Experimental set up: four-point bending test [8] 

When structural application of RC beams is in question, gravity load induced stresses are 

first step in every structural analysis. This is why a RC beam loaded with two forces in thirds 

of it span was chosen for the analysis of flexural, and behavior under shear. Figure 2 shows 

chosen beam span and set up for both flexural and shear testing. 

This part of the experimental program was designed to give comparative results of HVFAC 

and OPCC beams’ flexural and shear behavior. Two different set of HVFAC and referent 

OPCC mixtures were chosen for bending and shear, to analyze two FA quantities. The 
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geometry and properties of corresponding HVFAC and OPCC beams along with the 

experimental set-up were designed to be identical, differing only in the concrete type. All other 

factors influencing flexural/shear behavior were the same in the tested HVFAC and OPCC 

beams: cross-section dimensions, shear reinforcement ratio, cement, FA, and aggregate type. 

To address the question of the HVFAC beams flexural behavior, an experimental program 

was designed to give comparative results of the HVFAC and OPCC beams flexural behavior. 

Two groups of beams were made and tested. The first group was made with a minimum 

reinforcement ratio and the second with a five times higher longitudinal reinforcement ratio. 

Beams were tested until failure and presented similar behavior in all steps until failure (Figure 

3). 

 

Figure 3 – Load-deflection curves for all beams tested in flexure 

To address the concern of the shear strength of HVFAC beams compared with the OPCC, 

full-scale shear tests were performed on six beams. All beams in this part of the study had the 

same longitudinal reinforcement and different shear reinforcement ratios. The first group of 

beams was made without shear reinforcement in the tested shear span; the second group was 

made with a minimum shear reinforcement ratio; the third group of beams was made with 

twice the minimum shear reinforcement. After an extensive experimental analysis, it was 

concluded that the difference between the OPCC and HVFAC ultimate shear stress levels was 

not significant. Figure 4 shows the behavior of the first group of beams made without shear 

reinforcement. Failure type was also very similar on all three types of beam compered to their 

referent OPCC beams. Typical failure mode of shear reinforced beam (reinforced with 1.5 

times higher reinforcement compared with minimal) expressed during testing is shown in 

Figure 5.  

Detailed experimental results included measurements of deflection along the beam span, 

strains in compressed concrete, strains in tensioned longitudinal and shear reinforcement, 
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strains in tensioned concrete in the shear span, crack width and pattern and applied force. 

Analysis of all these parameters can be found in detail in [8]. 

 

Figure 4 – Load-deflection curves for beams without shear reinforcement tested in shear 

 

Figure 5 – Failure section of HVFAC beam reinforced with ϕ6/15 shear reinforcement 

The last part of the doctoral thesis [8] was the extensive analysis of possibility to apply 

existing Eurocode provisions for concrete material and structural properties and predictions of 

RC elements ultimate bending and shear capacity. The analysis was conducted based on own 

experimental results and available results from literature using statistical analysis.  

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on own experimental testing and the analysis of the results from available literature, 

the following key conclusions were made: 

- No significant differences between the OPCC and HVFAC beams with regard to the ultimate 

bending moment exist; 
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- HVFAC and OPCC beams tested for shear behavior show similar behavior in all steps until 

failure, with similar ultimate shear stresses differing by not more than 10%; 

- The application of EN 1992-1-1 on the flexural and shear strength prediction calculation 

shows no significant difference between the OPCC and HVFAC beams. 
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ekvivalentne geometrijske imperfekcije pogodne za primenu u neelastičnoj analizi drugog reda, 
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modelling for hot-rolled steel, cold-formed steel and stainless steel, (2) equivalent geometric 

imperfections suitable for use in second order inelastic analysis, (3) consideration of local 

buckling on a full cross-section basis and (4) strain limits to define cross-section resistance and 

deformation capacity in beam finite element models. The proposed approach allows cross-

sections of all classes to be analysed in a consistent manner, and is applied herein to the design 

of a series of steel and stainless steel structural elements and frames.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Traditional structural design is essentially a two-step process involving a simple structural 

analysis, where frame level imperfections and second order effects are typically covered, 

followed by detailed semi-empirical design checks on individual members, with approximations 

made for system interaction effects, to capture the remaining structural phenomena, as outlined 

in Figure 1. This results in steps in cross-section capacity predictions and no consideration for 

the influence of strain hardening, while allowance for plastic redistribution is either zero (Class 

2-4 cross-sections) or 100% (Class 1 cross-sections). In general, the more sophisticated the 

analysis, the fewer the subsequent number of design checks required. In advanced (second order) 

inelastic analysis with imperfections, the erosion of stiffness due to buckling and plasticity is 

explicitly modelled, and consequently the distribution of internal forces and moments within a 

structure are accurately determined [1–5]; similarly, frame and member stability effects are 

directly captured [6], as indicated in Figure 1. This offers the potential for more efficient, more 

sustainable and safer structures, as well as streamlining of the design process. Efficient structural 

design is of particular importance for high value materials such as stainless steel to ensure cost-

effective outcomes [7]. This paper outlines the key components of a new framework for the 

design of metal structures by second order inelastic analysis with strain limits. 
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Figure 1 – Comparison of treatment of key structural phenomena in traditional versus 

proposed design method. 
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2. CONSTITUTIVE MODELLING FOR HOT-ROLLED STEEL, 

COLD-FORMED STEEL AND STAINLESS STEEL 

The most accurate and reliable representation of the behaviour of a structure is achieved 

through the use of second order inelastic analysis. While simplified stress-strain models (e.g. 

elastic or elastic, perfectly plastic) are widely accepted for traditional design purposes, for more 

advanced analysis, an accurate characterisation of material behaviour over the full range of 

strains is required. Hot-rolled steel, cold-formed steel and stainless steel have different material 

stress-strain responses, reflecting the different chemical compositions and production 

techniques.  

Hot-rolled steel is characterised by a linear elastic response up to the yield point, followed 

by a yield plateau and then some strain hardening. Yun and Gardner [8] developed a quad-linear 

material model, based on over 500 experimental stress-strain curves. The first two stages of the 

model define the elastic response to yield and the yield plateau, while the third and fourth stages 

define the strain hardening behaviour, as shown in Figure 2a and described by Eq. (1), where σ 

and ε are the engineering stress and strain, respectively, E is the Young’s modulus, fy is the yield 

stress, εy is the yield strain, εsh is the strain hardening strain determined from by Eq. (2), εu is the 

ultimate strain determined from by Eq. (3), Esh is the strain hardening modulus determined from 

by Eq. (4), fu is the ultimate stress, and fC1εu and C1εu define the stress and strain, respectively, at 

the intersection of the third and fourth stages of the material model. 
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Eqs. (5) and (6) define the two material coefficients C1 and C2; C1 defines the intersection 
between the third and fourth stages of the material model and C2 is used to define the strain 
hardening slope in Eq. (4). 
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(a) Quad-linear material model for hot-

rolled steel 

(b) Two-stage Ramberg-Osgood material 

model for cold-formed steel and 

stainless steel 

Figure 2 – Constitutive modelling for (a) hot-rolled steel, and (b) cold-formed steel and 

stainless steel 

Cold-formed steel and stainless steel exhibit rounded stress-strain behaviour with no clear 

yield point and significant strain hardening [9,10]. The two-stage Ramberg-Osgood material 

model is utilised to represent this response, as shown in Figure 2b and given by Eqs. (7) and (8), 

where fy is the yield (0.2% proof) stress, Ey is the tangent modulus at the 0.2% proof stress, 

defined by Eq. (9), ε0.2 is the total strain at the 0.2% proof stress, equal to 0.002 + fy/E, and n and 

m are the strain hardening exponents. The material stress-strain response of cold-formed steel 

and stainless steel results in early material softening and zones of developing plasticity with 

gradually reducing stiffness. 
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The material models described above are included in the draft Eurocode prEN 1993-1-14 

[11] for the design of steel structures by finite element analysis. 
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3. EQUIVALENT GEOMETRIC BOW IMPERFECTIONS FOR USE IN 

DESIGN BY SECOND ORDER INELASTIC ANALYSIS 

Initial geometric and material (residual stresses) imperfections occur in structural members 

and systems and can have a deleterious influence on load-carrying capacity. To avoid the need 

to explicitly model residual stresses in an analysis, the Eurocodes provides equivalent bow 

imperfections that implicitly account for the combined effects of geometric and material 

imperfections. The existing provisions in EN 1993-1-1 [12,13] for second order elastic analysis 

(GNIA) [14] are generally unsuitable for second order inelastic analysis and can give over-

predictions (i.e. unconservative results) or under-predictions (i.e. conservative results) of 

buckling resistance depending on the form of the adopted material stress-strain curve. 

Equivalent bow imperfection amplitudes for use in design by second order inelastic analysis 

have been developed by Walport et al. [15], as given by Eq. (10). The required imperfections 

e0,req were derived such that the peak axial loads obtained using a second order inelastic analysis 

(GMNIA e0,req) aligned with benchmark ultimate loads NFE obtained from validated finite 

element models with geometric imperfections in the form of a half-sine wave of amplitude 

L/1000 (L being the member length) and residual stresses (GMNIA L/1000 +R.S.), as illustrated 

in Figure 3. The influence of material nonlinearity is directly captured in the analysis while the 

varying influence of residual stresses for different cross-sections and axes of buckling is captured 

through the imperfection factor α [15]. The proposed expression for determining the equivalent 

bow imperfection amplitude (Eq. (10)) was then selected to provide safe-sided and reliable 

predictions of the set of required e0,req values across a range of cross-section types, member 

slenderness values and materials. A reference relative bow imperfection β = 1/150 has been 

proposed for all cross-section types in hot-rolled steel, cold-formed steel and stainless steel and 

shown to yield accurate and consistent results. 

 

Figure 3 – Required equivalent imperfections e0,req determined to match benchmark FE 

ultimate loads NFE as derived using GMNIA with imperfection magnitudes of L/1000 and 

residual stresses (R.S.) 
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The derived equivalent bow imperfection amplitude may be applied by either: (1) direct 

modelling of the imperfection shape as a half-sine wave, or (2) scaling of a suitable elastic critical 

buckling mode [15]. Additionally, it was proposed [15] that the characteristic (fifth percentile) 

value of E should be employed in design by GMNIA to satisfy the reliability requirements of EN 

1990 [16]; this corresponds to values of E = 200000 N/mm2 for steel and E = 191000 N/mm2 for 

stainless steel [15].  

4. LOCAL BUCKLING ON A FULL CROSS-SECTION BASIS 

Local buckling is generally treated on an element-by-element basis through cross-section 

classification and effective width formulae. In reality, a cross-section is an assemblage of plates 

that interact with one another; therefore, it is more appropriate to consider local buckling on a 

full cross-section basis. Formulae for calculating elastic local buckling stresses σcr,cs of full cross-

sections have been developed by Gardner et al. [17]. Plate interaction is implicitly accounted for 

in these expressions through an interaction coefficient ζ. The expressions are based on the 

underlying concept that the elastic local buckling stress of the full cross-section σcr,cs is bound by 

that of the critical plate with simply-supported and fixed boundary conditions along the adjoined 

edges. These expressions have been derived for compression, bending and combined 

compression plus bending and provide accurate predictions of numerical results; ignoring 

element interaction can result in underestimations of buckling stresses by as much as 50% for 

common cross-section types. In the example shown in Figure 4, an IPE 140 is subjected to 

combined compression and major axis bending – considered in isolation i.e. assuming simply-

supported boundary conditions along the adjoined plate edges, the web and flange suffer elastic 

local buckling simultaneously at a stress of 2916 MPa, but considering element interaction i.e. 

local buckling of the full cross-section, this increases by 18% to 3440 MPa [17]. 

Local buckling half-wavelengths are useful in analytical and numerical models for defining 

geometric imperfections, as well as in the proposed method of design by second order inelastic 

analysis with CSM strain limits discussed in this paper and further described in Section 5. 

Formulae for determining elastic local buckling half-wavelengths Lb,cs of full cross-sections 

under compression, bending and combined loading have been developed by Fieber et al. [18]. 

These expressions are based on the corresponding expressions for the full cross-section local 

buckling stress σcr,cs and provide accurate predictions compared with numerical results. 
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Figure 4 – Comparison between local buckling stresses of isolated plates (
,

SS

cr f and ,

SS

cr w ) 

forming an IPE 140 and full cross-section σcr,cs under combined compression and major axis 

bending with a stress distribution of ψw = −0.43 in the web. 

5. STRAIN LIMITS TO DEFINE CROSS-SECTION FAILURE 

Advanced analysis [1,19–23] is commonly carried out using beam finite elements for ease of 

use and computational efficiency but these elements cannot capture local cross-section 

deformations [3,24]. Shell finite elements are able to capture cross-section local buckling 

behaviour, but are computationally expensive. A practical solution is to use beam elements, with 

strain limits applied to define cross-section failure due to local buckling. In this approach 

[3,25,26], the strain limits are taken from the continuous strength method (CSM) [27,28]. Hence, 

cross-section slenderness-dependent levels of spread of plasticity, moment redistribution and 

strain hardening are exploited in a consistent and accurate manner. Additionally, the continuous 

nature of the approach allows all cross-sections (i.e. all cross-section classes) to be designed in 

the same way. 

The limiting strains εcsm, which should be applied to the maximum compressive strains εEd at 

all cross-sections in the structure such that Eq. (11) is satisfied, are determined as a function of 

cross-section slenderness from the CSM base curve, as given by Eqs. (12) and (13) for hot-rolled 

steel:  
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and Eqs. (14) and (15) for cold-formed steel and stainless steel: 
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where p y cr ,csf =  is the local slenderness of the full cross-section, εy is the yield strain, 

εu is the ultimate strain, σ is the maximum compressive stress, fy is the yield (or 0.2% proof) 

stress, n is the strain hardening exponent and Ω is a project specific design parameter defining 

the permissible level of plastic deformation, with a recommended value of 15 to prevent 

excessive deformation [26]. The different CSM base curve equations reflect the differences in 

the material stress-strain behaviour i.e. sharply defined yielding for hot-rolled steel [8] and a 

rounded response for cold-formed steel [9] and stainless steel [10], which should be 

appropriately modelled in the inelastic analysis – see Section 2.                                         

Failure of a member or structure is defined as the point at which the CSM strain limit is first 

reached or, in stability governed cases where the peak load occurs prior to the CSM strain limit 

being reached, the peak load is taken as the ultimate load [29]. The maximum strains output from 

the analysis at each cross-section may be averaged over the elastic local buckling half-

wavelength Lb,cs to allow for the beneficial effects of local moment gradients. The presence of 

stiffeners locally constrains the shape of the cross-section and hence the local buckling half-

wavelength is located to either side of stiffeners. 

Figure 5 shows the results for an example S355 hot-rolled steel RHS 100×40×3 beam-

column with a member slenderness 𝜆̅ = 0.5; the cross-section has a local slenderness 𝜆̅
p equal to 

0.33 with a corresponding CSM strain limit εcsm/εy of 13.8 based on the first order stress 

distribution at the critical cross-section (located at the top end of the member) and an elastic local 

buckling half-wavelength of Lb,cs = 68 mm. Applying the proposed method of design by second 

order inelastic analysis using beam finite elements with an equivalent bow imperfection, as 

discussed in Section 3, and the CSM strain limit of 13.8, results in a resistance prediction close 

to but on the safe side of the benchmark shell FE model prediction [3], while providing a 28% 

increase in capacity over the prEN 1993-1-1 [13] resistance prediction (GNIA + linear plastic 

cross-section check [13,14]). 
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Figure 5 – Design of an S355 hot-rolled steel RHS 100×40×3 beam-column with 𝜆̅ = 0.5 

 

With increasing indeterminacy, which is typically associated with more complex structural 

systems, the benefits of performing design by second order inelastic analysis with CSM strain 

limits tends to increase; while at member level design, the CSM strain limits capture the 

beneficial effects of strain hardening and local moment gradients, at system level, the strain 

limits also control the degree of permissible moment redistribution due to plastification and 

instability. Figure 6 shows the response of an example ferritic stainless steel multistorey 

asymmetric frame; the critical cross-section (with the solid circle) has a local buckling half-

wavelength Lb,cs equal to 444 mm, a cross-section slenderness 𝜆̅
p equal to 0.47 and a 

corresponding CSM strain limit εcsm/εy of 5.85.  

Design by second order inelastic analysis using beam finite elements with CSM strain limits 

(GMNIA + CSM strain limit) results in a system resistance prediction that is close to but on the 

safe side of the shell FE model prediction, while providing a 30% increase in capacity over EN 

1993-1-4 [30], implemented using GNIA + linear plastic cross-section checks [13,14]. Note that 

if no strain limits were applied to the beam FE advanced analysis, the deformation capacity 

would be overpredicted and an unconservative peak load factor of ult/shell = 1.02 would be 

reached. Design by second order inelastic analysis allows the structural failure mechanism to be 

accurately captured and visualised, and has been shown to provide consistent capacity 

predictions for a wide range of steel and stainless steel members and structural systems [3,25,26].  
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Figure 6 – Design of a ferritic (fy = 205 N/mm2, fu = 505 N/mm2, E = 200000 N/mm2, n = 14, 

u = 0.31) stainless steel multistorey asymmetric frame 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Advanced inelastic analysis, including both geometric and material nonlinearities, as well as 

member imperfections, provides the most accurate representation of the behaviour of a structure 

by directly allowing for the effects of instability, plasticity and imperfections. However, since 

beam finite elements do not allow local cross-section deformations, the effects of local buckling 

are not captured. Local buckling is important because it affects not only cross-section strength, 

but also the level of force/moment redistribution around the structure. In the proposed approach, 

cross-section failure due to local buckling is simulated using strain limits, providing an accurate 

and consistent treatment for cross-section of all classes and, indeed, the process of cross-section 

classification is eliminated. As structural systems become more complex, the shortcomings of 

the current design standards become more marked, requiring an increased level of idealisation 

and design assumptions, such as effective lengths. Design by second order inelastic analysis with 

CSM strain limits presents a significant step forward in terms of both a streamlined design 

process, that capitalises on the increasing availability of computing power and digital thinking, 

as well as increased structural safety and efficiency. Second order inelastic analysis with CSM 

strain limits enables accurate predictions of resistance of the structure while allowing for the 

structural failure mechanism to be clearly visualised. 
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OTKRIVENA SMANJENA SIGURNOST KONSTRUKCIJE! I ŠTA 

ONDA? 

Rezime:  

Od 1990. do danas, kao forenzički građevinski inženjer, autor je istraživao nekoliko urušavanja 

i mnoge građevinske greške u Holandiji; prvo kao zaposleni u Holandskom Institutu za 

Primenjene Nauke (TNO), a od 2001. kao direktor / vlasnik konsultantske kancelarije 

Adviesbureau Hageman. Od 2001. do 2019. godine, kao profesor Betonskih konstrukcija, 

mnoga svoja iskustva delio je sa studentima na Tehničkim Univerzitetima u Eindhovenu i 

Delftu. Iako su istraživanja uzroka kolapsa najpopularnija među studentima, suočavanje sa 

posledicama uočene građevinske greške često je teže i mnogo važnije. Ovaj rad to objašnjava i 

ilustruje kroz niz primera. 

Ključne reči:  Sigurnost konstrukcija, Forenzičko građevinsko inženjerstvo, Greške u 

građevinarstvu. 

A REDUCED STRUCTURAL SAFETY DISCOVERED! AND THEN? 

Summary:  

From 1990 till today, as forensic structural engineer the author investigated several collapses 

and many building faults in the Netherlands; first as employee at TNO Building and 

Construction Research and from 2001 as director/owner of the consultancy office 

Adviesbureau Hageman. From 2001 till 2019, as professor Concrete Structures many of his 

experiences where shared with students at, respectively, the technical university of Eindhoven 

and Delft. Although among the students the most popular are the investigations into the cause 

of a collapse, dealing with the consequences of a discovered mistake or building fault is often 

more difficult and much more important. In this paper this is explained and elucidated with a 

number of examples. 

Keywords: Structural safety, Forensic structural engineering, Building faults. 

                                                 
1 Dr.ir., Adviesbureau ir. J.G. Hageman B.V., P.O. Box 26, NL-2280AA Rijswijk ZH, The Netherlands, 
hordijk@adviesbureau-hageman.nl. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is clear that the collapse of a building should always, and by all means, be avoided. 

Though worldwide quite regularly a big collapse is in the news, fortunately, in general 

collapses happen very rarely. This, however, does not mean that all existing structures have the 

structural safety they should have according to the building codes. For several reasons it can 

happen that, even though there are no signs at all of any damage, a structure does not have the 

required structural capacity. This, for instance, can be due to a degradation of the applied 

materials or a mistake in the design or the execution of the building, encountered later on. In 

many cases such a mistake became clear after a forensic investigation into the cause of a 

collapse. 

As soon as it is known for a certain type of structure that there is a lack of structural safety, 

or if there are serious doubts about it, action has to be taken. Sometimes it is possible to 

demonstrate that, despite the fact that the general rules in the building codes (performance 

requirement) are not obeyed, there is still enough structural safety (the functional requirement 

is fulfilled). Sometimes, however, the structure has to be strengthened.  

For laymen it is generally difficult to understand the real situation concerning safety of 

structures. On one hand, when talking about insufficient structural capacity, it is often thought 

that the structure is near to collapse. On the other hand, it is difficult to explain that a certain 

type of structure has to be strengthened, when many structures that are the same, have 

performed very well for decades. In order to explain that even with insufficient structural 

capacity the structure can still be far from collapse, and also that strengthening can be required 

for structures that seem to perform adequately, insight should be given in the design 

philosophy for building structures. In Chapter 2 the basics of it are shortly recalled. To 

elucidate the big margin that exists between the loading that a structure should be able to resist, 

and the loading at which a collapse can occur, it can be mentioned that for several collapses the 

author observed that the structure had an actual strength which was only around one third of 

the average strength it should have had according to its design. So, when for instance the 

capacity of a structure is only half of the capacity it should have, it might still be able to 

function properly, and sometimes even without any damage. However, in that case there is a 

serious lack of structural safety and action has to be taken. 

2. STRUCTURAL SAFETY 

For structures, the maximum load during its design or technical life, as well as the real 

strength, are not exactly known. For both, loading and strength, a probability distribution 

applies with a mean value and a standard deviation. So for a structure there is a certain chance 

for a certain loading to happen and the same holds true for strength. It may be obvious that a 

structural element fails when the effect of loading (the actual load and/or stress) is equal to the 

actual strength of the element. The probability of failure has to be small. In order to achieve 

that, first, for both load and strength, characteristic values with a certain small chance of 

respectively exceeding and falling below that value, are determined. Subsequently, the 

characteristic loads (Ech) are multiplied with a load factor and at the strength side the 
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characteristic value (Rch) is divided by a material factor (Figure 1). The partial safety factors 

are calibrated such that the level of reliability according to NEN-EN-1990 [1] is achieved. In 

general the chance of failure of a structure should not be more than 1 on 10000 for a design life 

of 50 years. It can be mentioned that in practice for several reasons, the real chance of failure 

can be smaller. 

 

Figure 1 - Probability distribution for loading effect and strength and structural safety Ed ≤ Rd. 

3. DEALING WITH  INSUFFICIENT STRUCTURAL SAFETY 

Though a lack of structural capacity for a certain type of structure, or structural element, 

can be discovered in several ways, often it is when a damage or collapse of a structure is 

analysed. For the structure that collapsed, the observed building fault is important to explain 

the cause of failure, and possibly to judge who is responsible for it. However, with the 

knowledge gained by the analyses of the cause of failure, a very important question is whether 

there are more structural elements, or structures, with a similar reduced structural capacity and 

increased chance of failure.  

When the collapsed structure was unique, there are no consequences for other structural 

elements or similar structures. However, when the failed structural element is similar to many 

other elements in a building, as far as composition, applied materials and loading situation is 

concerned, all these elements are suspicious. It is an even bigger challenge when it is 

discovered that there is a systematic fault in a structural element that is being applied for many 

years in many different applications all over the country. No matter what the scope of the 

possible consequences of a discovered lack of structural capacity is, action has to be taken.  

The action that has to be taken after a building fault is discovered, should result in a 

situation that the structures concerned, are regarded to be safe enough again. This can possibly 

be achieved by: 

- demonstrating that, despite the building fault, there is still sufficient structural capacity; 

- applying a strengthening method; 

- demonstrating sufficient structural capacity by a proof loading; 

- for certain reasons accepting a somewhat smaller structural capacity. 
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 With respect to the latter there can, for instance, be pointed to the fact that for existing 

structures a smaller level of reliability is accepted, because of the possible economic impact it 

may have when keeping the same level of reliability as for new structures and also because of 

‘proven strength’ by the fact that the structures has been functioning properly already for many 

years . 

Though there is no clear transition from safe to unsafe, in Figure 2 three different situations 

with respect to structural safety are shown to illustrate the difference between safe and unsafe. 

First, the situation of Figure 2a is according to the requirements and is therefore ‘safe’. In case 

of the situation in Figure 2c, the chance that the load effect is higher than the actual strength of 

the element, or structure, is very high and so this should be seen as ‘unsafe’. Figure 2b 

represents the situation that the design value for the load effect is smaller than the design value 

for the strength, and so there is insufficient structural safety. However, the chance that failure 

or collapse occurs, is still rather small. In the investigations, it is first of all important to get 

insight in the load effects and strength values and in case of a situation like that one of 

Figure 2b, the important question is, what to do. 

 

a.    b.   

c.  

Figure 2 - Examples of the distribution of strength (resistance, R) versus the distribution of 

load (effect, E), shown by the mean, characteristic and design values. 

In the subsequent chapters, examples are presented of a structures, or structural elements, 

with a lack of structural safety, how is was discovered and actions that were taken.  

4. THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS 

Detailing of reinforcement is a very important issue and wrong detailing is one of the major 

causes for a collapse. A typical mistake in detailing can be seen in the wall-floor connection of 

retaining walls. The applied reinforcement in a retaining wall that collapsed in 2014 (Figure 3) 

is shown in Figure 4a. When a strut-and-tie model is drawn for this situation (Figure 4b), it 

can clearly be seen that the compression-compression-tension node at the position A is not 

good. The tensile reinforcement is not adequately anchored in, or beyond, the node. As a result, 
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a crack can develop, as sketched with the green dashed line in Figure 4b. In a not collapsed, 

but damaged, retaining wall element such a crack could be seen (Figure 4c).  

For column-beam connections, the effect of detailing was investigated by Nilsson [2]. For 

the wrong ‘outward bend’ reinforcement, the strength was approximately only 40% of the 

strength of correct ‘inward bend’ reinforcement (Figure 5). Via the manufacturers, among 

whom at least two had made this mistake, and a publication in Cement (the Dutch journal for 

concrete structural engineers) [4], practice was informed about this detailing issue. 

 

      

Figure 3 - Failure of a retaining wall in the Netherlands in 2015 (left deformed wall and right 

collapsed element). 

 

  
a.                                         b.                                                    c.  

Figure 4 - Applied reinforcement (a), strut-and-tie model (b) and observed cracks (c) for the 

retaining wall that failed. 

 

  

                                                                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Effect of reinforcement detailing on strength of column-beam connection; beam 

height is equal to height of column cross-section (based on [2] and [3]). 

A 

good wrong 
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5. DOUBTS ON WORKMANSHIP OF THE CONTRACTOR 

In the lectures forensic structural engineering at Delft University of Technology, the author 

used an advertisement of an eyewear store to introduce the issue of a problem caused by the 

contractor. In the advertisement it is suggested that due to the eye problems (wrong glasses) of 

the foreman of the contractor, a balcony was not placed correctly (Figure 6). Correcting this 

mistake takes some effort, but is still rather easy. A much more important question is whether 

more mistakes were made by the contractor because of the eye problems of this foreman.    

 

Figure 6 - Pictures from an advertisement of an eyewear store. 

In the Netherlands in 2006, there was a problem more or less similar to that as sketched 

before based on the advertisement of the eyewear store.  It was when the deck of a parking 

garage, being part of a big building complex in Amsterdam and also used as market place, 

failed when it was loaded by a beer truck (Figure 7a). It appeared that a half-joint of one of the 

beams in the deck failed, because it was heavily under-reinforced (Figure 7b and 7c). After a 

first investigation in February 2006, the beams of the parking deck were temporarily supported 

by props and trucks were temporarily not allowed on the deck, whereafter the total complex 

could still be used. Furthermore an investigation into the applied reinforcement was started.   

  

dilatation

half-joint

market place

 

a.                                              b.                                                    c.  

Figure 7 - Local failure of the parking deck due to loading by a beer truck (a) and failure of a 

half-joint (b and c). 

Then, late on a Tuesday afternoon in July 2006, all of a sudden the total complex, 

consisting of several residential buildings, offices, many shops and the parking garage 

(Figure 8) was evacuated. The reason was that the investigation into the applied reinforcement 

in a number of the in-situ cast beams in the parking garage had revealed that at none of the 14 

inspected locations the reinforcement was according to the drawings. Those responsible for the 

safety of the people in the buildings were of the opinion that based on this information action 

had to be taken. Then the questions arose what action should be taken and to what extent. So, 

probably because of the faults made by the contractor, all the works of the contractor at this 

complex were regarded suspicious and therefore, the total complex was evacuated. 
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Adviesbureau Hageman, and also the author, became involved after the evacuation in July 

2006. Because of the heavy measure that was taken, the very abrupt total evacuation of the 

complex, it was required to thoroughly investigate the structural safety of all buildings and 

structures of the total complex. The fact that at many of the 14 investigated locations there was 

more reinforcement than required according to the drawings and that some of the buildings 

were erected with precast elements, while mistakes were found in only a few in-situ beams, 

could only play a minor role in the challenge to restore sufficient confidence in the buildings.  

  

Figure 8 - The complex, with several buildings and offices, that was evacuated. 

A very extensive plan for checking the structural safety was made, in which for every type 

of structural element a number of elements had to be investigated. For reinforced concrete 

structures this is not easy, because the applied reinforcement cannot be seen from the outside. 

Non-destructive tests can give some insight, but by far not enough. So, at many locations 

concrete was removed by water jetting (Figure 9). 

    

Figure 9 - Destructive investigations performed to check the applied reinforcement. 

Though on a number of locations strengthening measures had to be taken, on most of the 

investigated locations the structural capacity appeared to be in accordance with the 

requirements. After half a year and in accordance to what was promised by the mayor of the 

city months before, just before Christmas in 2006, the residents could go back to there houses. 

The offices could be used again, and the shops could open their doors, a few months later. 
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6. BUILDING FAULT SHOWN AFTER FROST DAMAGE 

During the construction period of a school building in Roosendaal in 2010 frost caused 

damage to the applied steel beams (Figure 10). It is similar to frost damage as often seen for 

rectangular hollow steel columns in outdoor conditions. In this case it could happen for the 

steel beams in inside conditions, because water had entered the beam during construction and 

the building was not yet heated during the frost period in December 2010. When the water in 

the beam was frozen, it had expanded and caused pressure on the flanges and webs of the steel 

beam. The pressure on the upper flange caused the compression layer to delaminate 

(Figure 10b) and on locations where the compression layer was not yet there, the upper flange 

was broken near the welds with the webs and pushed upwards. Furthermore, pressure to the 

webs caused them to deform (Figure 10c) and so the floor, composed of hollow core slabs, was 

pushed aside for several millimetres. First, the steel beams with damage were propped, 

followed by repair, consisting of subsequently removing the upper flanges, welding the 

connection between the webs and the lower flange from the inside and replacing the upper 

flange.  

          

a.                                         b.                                                    c.  

Figure 10 - Applied integrated steel beams in the hollow core slabs (a) and the effect for the 

upper flange and compression layer (b) and the hollow core slabs (c) of expansion of freezing 

water that had filled the steel beams. 

Though the horizontal displacement of the floor slabs due to the bending of the webs of the 

steel beam in general did not have significant consequences, on one location it caused cracks in 

the beam-column connection (Figure 11a). After removing the loose concrete parts, it was seen 

that the lower horizontal reinforcement of the beams was not adequately anchored at the 

support on the column (Figure 11b). This was caused by the fact that the column width was 

smaller than that of the beams (Figure 11c) and due to the required rather large bend radius of 

the applied upward bend Ø20 mm reinforcement.  

    

                       a.                                     b.                                  c.                              d. 

Figure 11 - Beam-column connection with cracks (a), after removing loose parts of concrete 

(b), on the design drawing (c) and after strengthening (d). 

hollow core 

slab 

hollow core 

slab 
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For the connection shown in Figure 11b, a special strengthening method with an encasing 

around the beams over the connection (Figure 11d) and filling the space between the encasing 

and beam with mortar, was applied. However, in the concerning school building there were 

many more similar connections. As shown before, also in this case with a strut-and-tie model 

(Figure 12a) it can clearly be seen that the tensile reinforcement is not anchored adequately. It 

was proposed to apply at all these connections a strengthening with a steel strip and two steel 

rods (Figure 12b, c and d).   

    

a.                                          b.                                c.                           d. 

Figure 12 - Strut-and-tie models for the support as it was executed (a) and for the applied 

strengthening method(b) and photo’s of the strengthening (c and d). 

7. CORRODED AND BROKEN UNBONDED TENDONS  

In 1997 the author was involved in the assessment of the structural safety of a high rise 

building in Calgary, Canada, that suffered from corroded and broken unbonded prestressing 

cables [5]. After a thorough investigation with inspection of many tendons, finite element 

analyses, instrumenting the total building with an acoustic emission system to detect future 

tendon failures and replacement of broken tendons, sufficient structural safety of the building 

could be demonstrated. In North America, corroded and broken unbonded prestressing cables 

were well known problems on which there were many law suits. It was long believed to be no, 

or a minor, issue in the Netherlands. However, after a fire in a house in Heerhugowaard in 

2007, that was part of a row of houses, it appeared to be a challenging problem in the 

Netherlands too [6].  

The houses were built in the seventies of the last century with the, from North-America 

originating, building system with shallow floors with unbonded tendons (Figure 13). In order 

to check whether the high temperatures due to the fire could have deteriorated the prestressing 

cables, several of them were inspected at lowest points by chipping away the concrete cover 

and opening the HDPE-sheet that, together with grease, should have protected the steel cables. 

Surprisingly it was found that many of the cables were heavily corroded and quite some were 

not stressed at all, because they were broken somewhere along the length of the tendons that 

run continuously over the total row of houses (Figure 13d).  

 

good wrong 
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a.                                 b.                             c.                                     d. 

Figure 13 - The row of houses in which there has been a fire (a), the drawing of the cross-

section (b), a photo from the construction of a floor with unbonded tendons (c) and the profile 

of the continuous tendons in the first and second floor of the houses (d). 

The prestressing cables in the row of houses were checked (Figure 14a and 14b) and to 

restore structural safety, several tendons were replaced (Figure 14c). Since the condition of the 

prestressing cables had nothing to do with the fire, the important question was what to do with 

the many other similar rows of houses (193 houses in total) in the same residential area. And 

even more, what to do with the ca. 10.000 houses and around 2.500 other buildings (offices and 

parking garages) in the Netherlands, originating from the 1970s and being erected with the 

same building method. 

   

a.                                                      b.                                                  c.            

Figure 14 - Inspection of prestressing cables in the house where there was the fire (a), 

checking the tension in a cable (b) and replacement of a corroded, broken cable (c). 

 All the houses in the residential area where the problem was discovered after the fire, were 

investigated and strengthened where it was necessary to achieve the required structural 

capacity. After the investigations and repair, the owners and tenants received a letter from the 

mayor of the city in which it was stated that their house was checked for the problem of 

corrosion of unbonded tendons and that their house, in that respect, meets the required 

structural integrity. Attached to the letter, there was a report by Adviesbureau Hageman 

showing the results of the investigations that were performed for their own house. 

 For the other many thousands of structures with the same building system the challenge 

was what to do. For sure, quite some of them does also have broken tendons and insufficient 

structural safety. The problem is that it cannot be checked without destructive investigations 

and even then it is very difficult to find those structures with a reduced structural safety. 

Fortunately, these structures were built with a rather large overcapacity and it is a redundant 

construction system. Furthermore, for many decades in general no serious problems are known.  

 Shortly after the results for the first row of houses were known, the national government 

decided to send out a signal with the intention to inform owners of structures with unbonded 
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tendons about the corrosion problem [7]. However, in order to prevent too much uncertainty, it 

was accompanied by a memorandum by the author [8] in which the damages and causes were 

explained, while it was furthermore stated that the risk of failure is very small. 

 Based on the findings, the government asked Adviesbureau Hageman to write an inspection 

protocol [9]. In it, owners of structures, dating from before 1985 and having unbonded tendons, 

are advised to inspect the condition of the prestressing cables in case of an important change in, 

either the loading of the structure or the structural system, e.g. due to a renovation. In the 

protocol the known problem is explained and the way to investigate the structure is described.  

8. SYSTEM FAULT IN FLOOR PLANKS FLOORS 

On a warm Saturday evening, May 27, 2017, the almost finished parking garage of 

Eindhoven Airport partially collapsed (Figure 15). Fortunately, the parking garage was not yet 

in use and there were no fatalities or injuries. Directly after the collapse, a research into the 

cause of it was started. Both, the Dutch research institute TNO, commissioned by the owner, 

and Adviesbureau Hageman, commissioned by the contractor, concluded that insufficient 

capacity of a connection (called ‘critical detail’) in the applied floor plank floors (also called 

lattice girder slabs) with weight saving voids, was the main reason for the collapse. Later on 

the Dutch Safety Board came to the same conclusion. 

 

 
a.                                                                           c.   

Figure 15 - Collapsed parking garage of Eindhoven Airport (a), the critical detail of the 

applied floor system (b) and an experiment on the critical detail (c). 

As part of the research into the cause of the collapse of the parking garage of Eindhoven 

airport, a number of experiments were performed in the Structures Laboratory of Eindhoven 

University of Technology. In the experiments, the bending moment capacity of the connection 

was examined and a failure as can be seen in Figure 15 occurred. With reference to Figure 1 it 

can be mentioned that the connection (critical detail) on a certain location in the parking garage 

should have a mean strength Rm for the bending moment of at least 344 kNm/m. In the 

b. 
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experiments for the concerning critical detail the average bending moment at failure was 

approximately 128 kNm/m. 

                      

Figure 15 - Failure of the critical detail in the experiment. 

Irrespective of the fact that the error in the floor plank connection (‘critical detail’) was the 

primary cause for  the collapse of the parking garage, the experimental investigation revealed 

that due to such connections in this type of floor system many buildings in the Netherlands 

may not have the required structural safety. In fact a systematic error was discovered in a 

building method that is being applied for around two decades in the Netherlands and applied in 

many square kilometres floor. This posed the government the challenge on how to deal with 

this, for the construction practice in the Netherlands, new information.  

 Commissioned by the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations, and with several 

parties involved in a guiding committee, Adviesbureau Hageman developed a protocol for the 

assessment of the structural safety of existing building structures with respect to the applied 

floor plank system [10]. This was approximately four months after the collapse of the parking 

garage and, of course, at that time not everything about the behaviour of the connection 

(critical detail) was known. However, based on what already was learned about it, criteria were 

formulated to classify buildings according to different risk classes. Criteria that were used are 

e.g., the type of concrete applied for the floor planks (self-compacting concrete or traditional 

concrete) and the level of the design positive bending moment, represented by the magnitude 

of shear stress in the interface between the floor plank and the in-situ concrete along the length 

of the continuity reinforcement. A further, extensive investigation was started and for the 

buildings with a lower risk regarding the applied floors, it was advised to wait for the results of 

this investigation. For buildings with a high risk, it was advised to take temporarily measures, 

which could be for instance reducing the loads on the floor or applying propping. 

Though the circumstances of the critical detail in the parking garage of Eindhoven Airport 

can be regarded as extreme, because of the uncommon situation that the critical detail was 

located at the location of the highest bending moment (in the midspan), for several buildings, 

measures had to be taken. Some buildings were closed for quite some time and in some 

buildings strengthening was applied. In the subsequent one and a half years, the investigations 

yielded more insight, several strengthening methods were developed and proof loadings were 

applied. An update of the protocol for the assessment of existing buildings was issued in May 

2019 [11]. Meanwhile in the media some publications appeared in which the treatment in the 
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Netherlands of the floor plank floor system issue was questioned. The fact that, besides the 

parking garage in Eindhoven, no problems are known and that applied proof loadings showed 

to some extend positive results, fed some doubts about the necessity of the measures to be 

taken. In order to inform practice about their opinion on the structural safety issue with the 

critical detail in the floor plank floor system, a number of (emeritus) professors published an 

article in the Dutch Journal, Cement [12]. 

9. FINAL REMARKS 

With reference to the examples in the previous chapters, related to the lack of structural 

safety of structural elements, the following general remarks can be made. 

Correct detailing of the reinforcement is of the utmost importance and wrong detailing is 

one of the most frequent causes for lack of structural safety and for collapses of reinforced 

concrete structures. Four out of the five examples presented in the previous chapters were 

related to detailing of reinforcement. 

For a correctly designed reinforced concrete structure, there is a large safety margin. As a 

result, many building faults, for sure present in many buildings, will never be discovered. 

Several of them become discovered in case loadings are more than the structure regularly has 

to resist. An example of this was seen when in 2005 in the Netherlands there was heavy snow 

fall in a certain region. Though several buildings collapsed, it was concluded that the loading 

by the snow was still significantly lower than the loads that had to be counted for according to 

the governing design codes at the time of erection. For all collapsed buildings, a lack of 

capacity, caused  either by design or execution, could be shown. 

As soon as it is known that a structure does not have the required structural capacity, action 

has to be taken. For example, the mistake made with the anchorage of the tensile reinforcement 

in the beams of the school building, as discussed in Chapter 6, would most probably had never 

led to damage or collapse. Nevertheless, the safety was discovered to be insufficient and as 

such, the structure had to be strengthened.    

As soon a building structure is under investigation by more or less a magnifying glass, 

because of a discovered problem somewhere in the building, unfortunately generally more 

mistakes are found. 

By far the most important instant for a problem with structural safety, is the moment that it 

is discovered. The question is what to do and who is going to take the decision for that. Those 

that have to decide, should be properly informed by structural engineers with thorough 

knowledge on structural safety. In that respect and based on many experiences, the author can 

give the following general recommendations: 

1) In first instance it should be judged whether there is time to carefully think over, and 

investigate, the consequences of the discovered lack of structural safety, or whether, so 

to say, the police and fire brigade should immediately be called. In this respect the 

knowledge about structural safety, as generally sketched in Figure 2 is important. If the 

structure is performing well for many years and the circumstances after the problem is 

discovered, are still the same, the chance that the structure will fail shortly after this 

discovery, is very small and so, there is time available. In that respect, the way action 

was taken in the case of the building complex, as discussed in Chapter 5, was to the 

opinion of the author not appropriate.   
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2) Realize that an overreaction with respect to taking measures can make it difficult to 

restore confidence in the safety of the structure later on. For psychological reasons, as 

soon as it is decided to prop a structure, it will be difficult to remove propping without 

applying any strengthening method beforehand.  

3) On the other hand, waiting to take action, as soon as the problem with structural safety 

is known, is irresponsible. The same holds for not taking appropriate actions in case of 

an unsafe situation.  

The most important thing after a problem with a structure is discovered, is that the situation 

is immediately judged and that based on the available knowledge at that instant, the best option 

for action is chosen. Of course, it can always be that later on new information becomes 

available, based on which the first action was perhaps not the best one. But, to the author’s 

opinion, no one is to blame for that. 
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NOVA GENERACIJA EVROKOD STANDARDA SA POSEBNIM 

OSVRTOM NA STANDARD EVROKOD 8 

Rezime: 

Već izvesno vreme je u toku izrada druge generacije Evrokod standarda, koja se odvija pod 

okriljem CEN/TC 250 (Tehničkog komiteta za Evrokode). Glavni ciljevi izmena postojećih 

standarda su sledeći: povećati transparentnost i pojednostaviti njihovu primenu, ažurirati 

njihove zahteve u skladu sa novim naučnim i stručnim saznanjima, uskladiti različite delove i u 

najvećoj mogućoj meri objediniti postupke projektovanja u svim članicama Evropske unije. 

Okvirni plan je da se novi Evrokodovi završe do 2023 godine, a da zvanično počnu da se 

upotrebljavaju 2026 godine. U članku su prvo sažete karakteristične promene pojedinih delova 

Evrkodova, a nakon toga je detaljnije predstavljen sadržaj i promene Evrokoda 8, koji se 

odnosi na projektovanje konstrukcija pri dejstvu seizmičkog opterećenja. Predstavljene su 

najvažnije karakteristike i promene Evrokoda 8-1 in Evrokoda 8-3, koje se odnose na 

projektovanje novih in ojačanje postojećih zgrada.  

Ključne reči: Evrokod standardi, nova generacija, Evrokod 8 

THE NEW GENERATION OF EUROCODE STANDARDS WITH THE 

SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON EUROCODE 8 

Summary:  

For several years, a new generation of Eurocode standards has been developing under the 

auspices of CEN/TC 250 (Eurocode Technical Committee). This action's main objectives are 

improvements of the Eurocodes' transparency and simplification of their use, their 

harmonization, their update considering the new scientific and professional knowledge, and the 

unification of the design procedures throughout the European Union. It is expected that the 

new Eurocodes will be completed by 2023, and their official use will start in 2026. In the paper 

summary of the representative changes of main parts of Eurcodes is provided first. Then the 

more detailed presentation of content and changes of Eurocode 8, which is intended for the 

design of structures subjected to the seismic action, is presented. The most relevant features 

and changes of Eurocode 8-1 and Eurocode 8-3, related to the design of new and strengthening 

of existing buildings, are summarized. 

Key words: Eurocode standards, new generation, Eurocode 8 
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1. OSNOVNI PODACI O NASTANKU I KARAKTERISTIKAMA 

NOVE GENERACIJE EVROKODOVA 

Izrada nove generacije Evrokod standarda, koja je pokrenuta 2010 godine, polako se 

privodi kraju. U njoj je učestvovalo preko 1000 eksperata iz različitih evropskih zemalja. Za 

razvoj pojedinih delova novih kodova bili su zaduženi u tu svrhu specijalno oformljeni 

projektni timovi (PT). Rad je bio podeljen u više faza (slika 1). Zato izrada svih delova nije 

započeta u isto vreme. Nove verzije većine važnijih delova su završene i spremne za 

evaluaciju. Svi delovi bi trebalo da budu kompletirani do 2023 godine. Predviđeno je da nova 

generacija Evrokodova uđe u zvaničnu upotrebu 2026 godine. 
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Slika 1 – Preliminarni terminski plan razvoja druge generacije Evrokodova 

Pre nego što se pristupilo izradi nove generacije, u članicama CEN-a je sprovedena opširna 

anketa o trenutno važećoj prvoj generaciji Evrokodova. Primljen je zavidan broj komentara o 

tome gde su potrebne tehničke i uredničke ispravke, koji delovi su nepregledni i nejasni, o 

tome šta bi trebalo dodati, koji se delovi mogu i kao se mogu skratiti, koji postupci 

projektovanja su neekonomični ili previše komplikovani. Na osnovu toga je uobličen plan 

promena Evrkodova po kome se pristupilo izradi nove generacije tih standarda.  

Nova generacija Evrokodova će zadržati istu strukturu kao i važeći standardi. Međutim, 

pored postojećih, biće dodati i novi sadržaji, koji se odnose na projektovanje staklenih nosećih 

elemenata, kompozitnih konstrukcija iz polimernih vlakana, membranskih konstrukcija i na 

procenu svojstava postojećih konstrukcija i njihovo ojačanje. 

Jedan od glavnih ciljeva promena Evrokodova je da se poveća njihova transparentnost i 

pojednostavi njihova primena. Zato je promenjena osnovna struktura većine njihovih delova. 

Kako se težilo što transparentnijim kodovima, jedan od ciljeva je bio i da se standardi skrate. 

Na žalost to, bar u trenutnoj fazi, nije svuda u potpunosti postignuto. 

Evrokodovi sadrže određen broj takozvanih nacionalnih parametara, za koje je dozvoljeno, 

da svaka država usvoji specifične vrednosti, koje su prilagođene njenoj praksi i uslovima. U 

novoj generaciji standarda je broj ovih parametara značajno smanjen, s ciljem da se proces 
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projektovanja u svim članicama Evropske unije (EU) objedini u najvećoj mogućoj meri. U 

principu su nacionalni parametri dozvoljeni samo u slučajevima, koji imaju neposredan uticaj 

na sigurnost konstrukcija. Kako bi se povećala transparentnost Evrokodova, težilo se i ka tome 

da se izbegnu alternativi postupci i metode proračuna. 

Svakako je jedan od glavnih ciljeva bio i da se proces projektovanja ažurira na osnovu 

novih naučnih i stručnih saznanja. Uglavnom je to postignuto. Međutim, u određenim 

slučajevima nove propisane metode i postupci prilično komplikuju proces projektovanja i na taj 

način se kose sa osnovnim ciljem izmena, da se pojednostavi primena standarda. Zato možemo 

očekivati, da će takve metode i postupci biti u narednom periodu revidirani. 

Puno pažnje je posvećeno i međusobnom usklađivanju različitih delova standarda. Njihova 

harmonizacija je uvrštena među glavne ciljeve izrade novih kodova. Na tome se dosta radilo 

već pri razvoju pojedinih delova, čije dodirne tačke su bile redovno usklađivane. Međutim, 

budući da je to vrlo komplikovan proces, još uvek nije u potpunosti završen. Zato je u 

narednom periodu jedan od glavnih zadatka, da se svi delovi i njihova međusobna povezanost  

detaljno pregledaju i da se odstrane sve potencijalne nekonzistentnosti. 

U članku su najpre u 2. poglavlju sažete osnovne informacije o najbitnijim promenama 

postojećih delova Evrokodova. Nakon toga su u 3. poglavlju nešto detaljnije predstavljeni 

sadržaj i najznačajnije promene standarda Evrokod 8, koji se odnosi na projektovanje 

konstrukcija za uticaj seizmičkog opterećenja. Ovaj standard je sastavljen iz više delova. 

Najpre su prikazane osnovne karakteristike dela Evrokod 8-1-1 koji se odnosi na opšte odredbe 

za projektovanje svih vrsta novih i postojećih konstrukcija. Potom je predstavljen deo Evrokod 

8-1-2, kojim se reguliše projektovanje novih zgrada, a nakon toga i standard Evrokod 8-3, koji 

se odnosi na procenu svojstava postojećih konstrukcija in na njihovo seizmičko ojačanje. 

2. KARAKTERISTIČNE PROMENE POJEDINIH DELOVA 

EVROKODOVA 

U ovom poglavlju su u kratkim crtama predstavljene određene relevantne promene 

pojedinih delova Evrokodova s izuzetkom Evrokoda 8, čije promene su u nešto većem obimu 

opisane u 3. poglavju. Avtorka ovog članka je bila uključena u PT koji je pripremio novu 

verziju standarda Evrokod 8-3. Ujedno je predsednica radne grupe pri Slovenačkom zavodu za 

standardizaciju (SIST), koja se bavi standardom Evrokod 8. Zato ima direktan uvid u promene 

tog standarda, a posredno i u promene standarda Evrokod 2. Sažetak promena ostalih standarda 

je pripremila uz pomoć predsednika određenih radnih grupa pri SIST-u i na osnovu sažetka 

promena, predstavljenih u literaturi [1].  S obzirom da su promene relativno obimne, za svaki 

standard je predstavljeno nekoliko karakterističnih relevatnih promena. 

2.1. EVROKOD 0 – OSNOVE PRORAČUNA KONSTRUKCIJA 

Standard Evrokod 0 (EC0) sadrži opšta pravila za projektovanje, koja se konsistentno 

primenjuju u različitim delovima Evrokodova. Zato je jedna od najznačajnijih promena EC0 

uvođenje tzv. klasa posledica (engl. „consequence classes”), koje se određuju uzimajući u obzir 

posledice oštećenja i rušenja konstrukcije ili njenih delova [1], [2] na ljudske žrtve i 

materijalnu štetu. Definisano je pet klasa posledica (CC0 – CC4) od kojih Evrokodovi u 

potpunosti pokrivaju sledeće tri: CC3 – konstrukcije od izuzetnog značaja, čija oštećenja mogu 
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dovesti do vrlo velikog broja žrtava ili do vrlo velike materijalne štete; CC2 – konstrukcije 

prosečnog značaja, čija oštećenja imaju za posledicu osrednji broj žrtava i znatnu materijalnu 

štetu i CC1 - manje značajne konstrukcije, čija oštećenja i rušenje imaju manje ozbiljne 

posledice. Od klasa posledica zavisi nivo zahtevane sigurnosti konstrukcije, a u određenim 

slučajevima i metode proračuna. Na osnovu ovih klasa su definisani koeficijenti posledica 

(engl. „consequence factors“) kojima se koriguju osnovni koeficijenti sigurnosti za različite 

vrste opterećenja.  

U novom EC0 jasnije su definisana granična stanja nosivosti i odgovarajuća pravila za 

kombinovanje opterećenja, koja su u važećoj verziji bila prilično konfuzna. U određenim 

slučajevima se dopušta projektovanje na osnovu metoda zasnovanih na analizi pouzdanosti 

konstrukcija. U EC0 su uključena osnovna pravila geotehničkog projektovanja, koja su do sada 

bila definisana u standardu Evrokod 7. Dodata su i pravila za primenu nelinearne analize pri 

projektovanju konstrukcija. Uopšteno govoreći se nelinearnoj analizi pridaje puno više pažnje i 

važnosti, ne samo u EC0, već i drugim delovima novih kodova. EC0 je dopunjen i specifičnim 

pravilima za projektovanje mostova. 

2.2. EVROKOD 1 - DEJSTVA NA KONSTRUKCIJE 

U Evrokodu 1 su definisana nova pravila za opterećenje snega na krovovima. Radilo se na 

harmonizaciji karata vetra i karata temperature širom Evrope. Pripremljen je tehnički izveštaj o 

klimatskim promenama s ciljem potencijalnih dodatnih promena standarda. Definisana su nova 

pravila za određivanje međusobne zavisnosti različitih klimatskih uticaja (sneg, vetar i slično).   

2.3. EVROKOD 2 – PROJEKTOVANJE BETONSKIH KONSTRUKCIJA 

Promenjena je osnovna struktura standarda Evrokod 2 (EC2). Različiti delovi važeće 

verzije, koji se odnose na projektovanje zgrada, mostova i drugih inženjerskih objekata su 

ujedinjeni u jedinstvenu celinu EC2-1-1 „Opšta pravila i pravila za projektovanje zgrada, 

mostova i inženjerskih objekata“. Standard sadrži dodatne delove koji se odnose na 

projektovanje betonskih konstrukcija za uticaj požara i na projektovanje spojeva u betonskim 

konstrukcijama. 

Promenjeno je označavanje kvaliteta betona. Oznaka za kvalitet betona sadrži samo 

podatak o čvrstoći betona pri pritisku, određenoj na cilindričnim uzorcima (npr. C30). 

Promenjen je postupak određivanja projektne vrednosti čvrstoće betona pri pritisku, proračun 

konstrukcija za uticaj smicanja (drugačije se određuje čvrstoća betona bez smičuće armature; 

dozvoljen je eksplicitni proračun nagiba pritisnute betonske dijagonale) i proračun ploča na 

proboj. Promenjena su i jasnije definisana pravila za određivanje dužina preklopa i sidranja i 

postupci za određivanje minimalne armature. Jasnije su definisana pravila za određivanje 

karakteristika utegnutog betona i pravila za projektovanje kružnih preseka. Definisana su 

pravila za armaturu iz nerđajućeg čelika i proračun ojačanja betonskih konstrukcija pomoću 

polimernih vlakana.   

2.4. EVROKOD 3 - PROJEKTOVANJE ČELIČNIH KONSTRUKCIJA 

Novi standard Evrokod 3 (EC3) je pregledniji i jednostavniji za upotrebu. Ažurirani su i 

dopunjeni mnogi postupci kontrole nosivosti i stabilnosti. Navedimo samo neke. Standard je 
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dopunjen kontrolom stabilnosti elemenata pri interaktivnom dejstvu aksijalnih sila, momenata 

savijanja i torzionih momenata. Dopunjena su pravila za proračun nosivosti i krutosti spojeva u 

čeličnim konstrukcijama kao i pravila za određivanje kompaktnosti okruglih i eliptičnih 

preseka, koji su opterećeni osnim silama i momentima savijanja. Pravila za projektovanje 

konstrukcija od visokovrednih čelika (uključujući S700), kojima je trenutno namenjen poseban 

deo važećeg EC3, su u novoj verziji EC3 integrisana u njegove osnovne delove.  

U EC3-1-8 su u novim dodacima definisana pravila za projektovanje momentnih i zglobnih 

spojeva kao i pravila za projektovanje spojeva stubova sa temeljima. Pravila za projektovanje 

spojeva šupljih profila su usklađena sa standardom ISO 14346. U EC3 je dodat deo namenjen 

projektovanju čeličnih konstrukcija pomoću naprednih numeričkih analitičkih metoda (EC3-1-

14) i deo koji se odnosi na projektovanje greda sa rebrima sa otvorima (EC3-1-13).   

2.5. EVROKOD 4 - PROJEKTOVANJE SPREGNUTIH KONSTRUKCIJA 

Novi Evrokod 4 je takođe dopunjen novim i ažuriranim pravilima i zahtevima. Dodata su 

nova pravila za proračun kompozitnih greda sa rebrima sa otvorima i nova pravila za procenu 

otpornosti glavatih vijaka, koji su zavareni u rebrima modernih trapeznih pojaseva. Dodata su 

nova pravila za vitke međuspratne (engl. floor) konstrukcije i kompozitne grede sa montažnim 

elementima. Revidirana su pravila za projektovanje kompozitnih stubova sa betonskom 

ispunom i analizu membranskog dejstva kompozitnih međuspratnih konstrukcija pri dejstvu 

požara. Dodata su nova pravila za upotrebu visokovrednih čelika i betona. 

2.6. EVROKOD 5 - PROJEKTOVANJE DRVENIH KONSTRUKCIJA 

U Evrokod 5 se uvode pravila za unakrsno lamelirano drvo i drveno-betonske kompozitne 

konstrukcije kao i za analizu vibracija. Unapređena su pravila za dokaz stabilnosti i dopunjena 

pravila za sprečavanje krhkih načina loma drvenih spojeva. 

2.7. EVROKOD 6 - PROJEKTOVANJE ZIDANIH KONSTRUKCIJA 

U Evrokod 6 (EC6) se uvodi pouzdaniji postupak proračuna svojstava zidanih materijala. 

Zahtevi EC6 u pogledu uticaja teorije 2. reda i smicanja su usklađeni sa standardom EC2. 

Uvode se nova pravila za analizu razuđenih oblika. Dopunjena su pravila za utegnute zidane 

konstrukcije, uključujući pravila za projektovanje za uticaj seizmičkog opterećenja.  

2.8. EVROKOD 7 – GEOTEHNIČKA PROJEKTOVANJA 

Promenjena je osnovna organizacija Evrokoda 7 (EC7). Osnove geotehničkih projektovanja 

su prebačene u standard EC0. Ostali zahtevi standarda EC7 su podeljeni na tri dela: prvi deo 

sadrži opšta pravila, drugi deo se odnosi na svojstava tla, a treći deo na geotehničke 

konstrukcije. Drugi deo EC7, koji se odnosi na svojstva tla, je organizovan uzimajući u obzir 

pojedine materijalne parametre. Treći deo sadrži pravila za projektovanje  ukopa, nasipa, 

plitkog i dubokog fundiranja, sidranja, armiranja i poboljšanja tla. U skladu sa EC0 koeficijenti 

sigurnosti zavise od vrste konstrukcija i od klase posledica (predstavljeni su u poglavlju 2.1 

ovog članka).  
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2.9. EVROKOD 9 – PROJEKTOVANJE ALUMINIJUMSKIH KONSTRUKCIJA 

Pravila novog Evrokod 9 standarda su proširena na nove legure. Usavršena su pravila za 

projektovanje aluminijumskih konstrukcija za uticaj požara i pravila za projektovanje ljuski. 

Revidirana su pravila za projektovanje čvorova. Standard je proširen delom, koji se odnosi na 

aluminijumske mostove.  

3. STANDARD EVROKOD 8: PROJEKTOVANJE SEIZMIČKI 

OTPORNIH KONSTRUKCIJA 

3.1. NOVA STRUKTURA 

Novi Evrokod 8 (EC8) je organizovan nešto drugačije od postojećeg. Broj pojedinih delova 

je smanjen, pa tako novi EC8 umesto šest, sadrži pet delova. Prvi deo, koji se do sada odnosio 

na opšta pravila, na određivanje seizmičkog dejstva i na projektovanje novih zgrada, je 

podeljen na dva dela. Opšta pravila i određivanje seizmičkog dejstva reguliše deo EC8-1-1 [3], 

a pravila za projektovanje novih zgrada sadrži deo EC8-1-2 [4]. Kao i u trenutno važećoj 

verziji EC8, drugi deo EC8-2, se odnosi na projektovanje mostova. Treći deo EC8-3 se u 

važećoj verziji standarda odnosi na procenu svojstava i ojačanje postojećih zgrada. Nova 

verzija [5] je proširena, tako da se sada odnosi i na mostove. Četvrti deo EC8-4 novog 

standarda se odnosi na projektovanje inženjerskih objekata: silosa, rezervoara, cevovoda, 

tornjeva, jarbola i dimnjaka. U trenutnoj verziji je to bio sadržaj četvrtog i šestog dela. Peti deo 

nove verzije EC8-5 se, kao i do sada, odnosi na geotehničke aspekte, temelje i potporne 

konstrukcije. 

Treba napomenuti da je promenjena i struktura dela EC8-1-2. Odredbe tog dela nisu više 

organizovane uzimajući u obzir određen problem pri projektovanju, već uzimajući u obzir vrstu 

nosećih elemenata na koje se odnose. 

3.2. EVROKOD 8 – DEO 1-1: OPŠTA PRAVILA I SEIZMIČKO DEJSTVO 

Deo EC8-1-1 definiše opšta pravila za projektovanje svih vrsta konstrukcija, koje pokrivaju 

ostali delovi EC8, pri dejstvu seizmičkog opterećenja. Prva tri poglavlja predstavljaju uvodni 

deo (navedeno je područje primene standarda, reference na druge standarde, pojmovi, 

definicije i simboli). Četvrto poglavlje je posvećeno opštim principima projektovanja (vezano 

za sve vrste konstrukcija). Zahtevi koji se odnose na vrstu tla i seizmička dejstva definisani su 

u petom poglavlju. Šesto poglavlje se odnosi na opšte principe modeliranja, analize i 

verifikacije raznih vrsta novih i postojećih objekata (zgrade, mostovi, i druge vrste objekata) 

uključujući konstrukcije sa antiseizmičkim uređajima. Tako su osnove modeliranja i analize 

jedinstvene za sve vrste konstrukcija, koje pokriva EC8. Specifične zahteve koji se odnose na 

određenu vrstu novih ili postojećih konstrukcija sadrže relevantni delovi EC8 (npr. EC8-3 

reguliše modeliranje i analizu postojećih zgrada i mostova). Sedmo poglavlje sadrži kriterijume 

i definiše modele za verifikaciju granične nosivosti i graničnih deformacija pri krhkim i 

duktilnim mehanizmima odgovora različitih nosivih elemenata od različitih materijala.    

EC8-1-1 sadrži četiri obavezna i jedan informativan prilog. Obavezni prilozi se odnose na 

dodatna pravila za određivanje kategorije tla, na određivanje spektra ubrzanja, koji odgovara 
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određenoj lokaciji, na pravila za izbor akcelerograma za analizu vremenskog odgovora i na 

pravila za određivanje ciljnog pomeranja i spektralnog ubrzanja, koji odgovaraju određenom 

graničnom stanju. Informativni prilog se odnosi na pojednostavljenu procenu pouzdanosti 

konstrukcija koristeći probabilistički pristup. U nastavku su navedene neke od najznačajnijih 

karakteristika i promena novog EC8-1-1 standarda. 

Novi EC8-1-1 definiše četiri granična stanja: stanje na granici rušenja NC, stanje značajnih 

oštećenja SD, stanje ograničenih oštećenja DL i potpuno operativno stanje OP. Za nove zgrade 

je obavezna verifikacija SD stanja. Izbor drugih graničnih stanja koje treba proveriti, odrediće 

svaka država svojim Nacionalnim aneksom. Za određene konstrukcije je granično stanje, koje 

treba obavezno proveriti, određeno u drugim delovima Evrokoda 8. Na primer, prema 

konačnom nacrtu novog EC8-3, za postojeće zgrade i mostove je obavezna verifikacija NC 

stanja. 

Promenjena je klasifikacija konstrukcija u odnosu na njihov kapacitet deformacije i 

kumulativni kapacitet disipacije energije. Umesto klasa DCL, DCM i DCH, uvode se klase 

DC1, DC2 i DC3. Kako se definicije starih i novih klasa suštinski razlikuju, promena 

klasifikacije nije samo formalna, već ima uticaja na suštinske promene postupka projektovanja. 

Kod klase DC1 se uzima u obzir samo rezervna čvrstoća konstrukcije, dok se njen kapacitet 

deformacija i kumulativni kapacitet disipacije energije zanemaruje. Kod klase DC2 se pored 

rezervne čvstoće u obzir uzimaju lokalni kapacitet deformacija i lokalni kumulativni kapacitet 

disipacije energije. Za klasu DC3 se pored ovih lokalnih količina uzima u obzir da u 

konstrukciji pri SD stanju može da se formira globalni plastični mehanizam odgovora. U 

postojećoj verziji se to pretpostavlja tako za klasu DCH kao i za klasu DCM. 

U skladu sa novim EC0 uvedene su klase posledica, uzimajući u obzir osnovu svrhu 

(funkciju) i značaj objekta. Postavljena su četiri indikatora za definisanje seizmičnosti 

određenog regiona: veoma niska, niska, umerena i visoka seizmičnost. U poređenju sa 

sadašnjom verzijom standarda, promenjena je kategorizacija tla, čime je omogućen 

ujednačeniji prelaz između različitih tipova tla. 

Jedna od najvećih promena se odnosi na određivanje elastičnog spektra ubrzanja. Taj 

spektar se ne određuje više na osnovu maksimalnog ubrzanja tla, već je zasnovan na: 

a) S,ref - referentnom maksimalnom spektralnom ubrzanju, u području elastičnog spektra 

horizontalnog ubrzanja, gde su ubrzanja konstantna. Pri tom je elastični spektar horizontalnog 

ubrzanja definisan za tlo tipa A, za povratni period Tref i 5% prigušenja. Vrednosti Sa,ref se u 

svakoj zemlji određuju u Nacionalnom dodatku (npr. pomoću odgovarajuće mape ubrzanja) ili 

od strane nadležnih organa. 

b) S,ref - referentnom spektralnom ubrzanju za period vibracija T = 1s u elastičnom 

spektru horizontalnih ubrzanja na tlu tipa A, za povratni period Tref i 5% prigušenja. 

U novom EC8-1-1 efekti seizmičkog dejstva mogu da se procene pomoću dva opšta 

pristupa: pristup zasnovan na kontroli nosivosti (force-based) ili pristup zasnovan na kontroli 

pomeranja (displacement-based). Uobičajeni postupak projektovanja uključuje prvi pristup. Taj 

postupak je zasnovan na linearnoj analizi, kojom uz pomoć faktora ponašanja možemo samo 

implicitno i približno da ocenimo nelinearni odgovor konstrukcije. Zato je uvedena i druga 

mogućnost, projektovanje zasnovano na kontroli pomeranja, koja omogućava da se nelinearni 

odgovor konstrukcije uzme u obzir eksplicitno. To je jedna od najvećih uvedenih promena. 

Naime, u trenutnoj verziji je nelinearna analiza predviđena samo u svrhu kontrole 
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tradicionalnog postupka projektovanja zasnovanog na kontroli nosivosti, bez mogućnosti, da se 

rezultati projektovanja koriguju na osnovu rezultata nelinearne analize. 

Novi standard detaljnije definiše faktor ponašanja q, koji se sastoji od tri komponente: 

q = qR · qS · qD,  

gde je qR - komponenta faktora ponašanja koja uzima u obzir rezervu čvrstoće zbog 

preraspodele efekata seizmičkih dejstava u statički neodređenim konstrukcijama („redundant 

structures“); qS - komponenta faktora ponašanja koja uzima u obzir rezervu čvrstoće zbog svih 

drugih uzroka; qD - komponenta faktora ponašanja koja uzima u obzir kapacitet deformacija i 

kapacitet disipacije energije. 

Nekoliko važnih promena se odnosi na nelinearnu statičku analizu (pushover based 

anaysis), koja može da se primeni za projektovanje novih konstrukcija, kao i za procenu 

seizmičke otpornosti postojećih. Promene koje se odnose na nelinearnu statičku analizu su 

sledeće: 

a) Obavezno se mora uzeti u obzir uticaj viših tonova oscilovanja i uticaj torzionih 

pomeranja u svim slučajevima u kojima ovi uticaji značajno utiču na odgovor konstrukcije; b) 

Prilikom nelinearne statičke analize sistema sa više stepeni slobode pomeranja (MDOF) nije 

više obavezno korišćenje dva ili više načina vertikalne raspodele horizontalnih sila. Vertikalna 

raspodela horizontalnih sila može da se definiše uzimajući u obzir samo osnovni ton 

oscilovanja; c) Pored elastoplastične idealizacije krive kapaciteta (pushover curve), dozvoljena 

je i bilinearna idealizacija u svim slučajevima gde se u krivi kapaciteta pojavljuje značajno 

ukrućenje nakon tečenja; d) Prilikom nelinearne statičke analize se obično uzima u obzir 

seizmičko dejstvo samo u jednom pravcu konstrukcije. Kada seizmičko dejstvo u drugom 

pravcu može značajno da utiče na vrednost ciljnog pomeranja, to pomeranje treba da se 

koriguje putem odgovarajućeg korekcijskog faktora. 

3.3. EVROKOD 8 – DEO 1-2: PRAVILA ZA NOVE ZGRADE 

Standard EC8-1-2 se odnosi na projektovanje novih zgrada. Sastoji se od 15 poglavlja i 12 

dodataka. Nakon tri uvodna poglavlja, su u  četvrtom poglavlju definisani osnovni principi za 

projektovanje novih zgrada, koji između ostalog sadrže dodatna pravila za određivanje klasa 

posledica za nove zgrade. Preporučene su i vrednosti koeficijenta , kojim se reguliše vrednost 

indeksa seizmičkog uticaja Sna osnovu kojeg se u ostalim poglavljima ograničava primena 

klasa DC1 i DC2.  Kako to ima direktan uticaj na sigurnost konstrukcija i metode proračuna, 

dozvoljeno je da svaka država umesto preporučenih, odredi drugačije vrednosti koeficijenta . 

Kako se pored SD stanja, predviđa i verifikacija drugih graničnih stanja, u četvrtom 

poglavlju su  definisane vrednosti povratnih perioda seizmičkog uticaja i faktora performanse, 

pomoću kojih se za određeno granično stanje i klasu posledica određuje odgovarajući seizmički 

uticaj. Četvrto poglavlje sadrži i pravila koja se odnose na sekundarne elemente, torzijski 

fleksibilne zgrade i regularnost zgrada. 

Peto poglavlje sadrži pravila za modeliranje i metode, koje mogu da se upotrebe za analizu 

novih zgrada.  Umesto incidentnog ekcentriteta uvodi se minimalni ekcentritet, koji treba uzeti 

u obzir i u savršeno simetričnim zgradama. U nekim slučajevima je izmenjena oblast primene 

određenih analitičkih metoda, npr. metode ekvivalentnih horizontalnih sila. U ovom poglavlju 
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je detaljnije definisan postupak s kojim se pri nelinearnoj statičkoj analizi uzima u obzir uticaj 

viših tonova oscilovanja i uticaj torzionih pomeranja kod novih zgrada. 

U šestom poglavlju su definisana pravila za verifikaciju raznih graničnih stanja. Za klasu 

DC3 se, kao i u važećoj verziji standarda, zahteva eksplicitna primena metode programiranog 

ponašanja, kako bi se sprečili krhki mehanizmi odgovora, kako na lokalnom tako i na 

globalnom nivou konstrukcije. Pri projektovanju zgrada klase DC2 se smatra, da je globalnu 

stabilnost konstrukcije moguće postići ograničavanjem pomeranja i relativnih spratnih 

pomeranja. Međutim, propisani postupci u slučaju projektovanja zasnovanog na kontroli 

nosivosti, kojima se sprečava formiranje „meke etaže“ u konstrukciji, za sada nisu dovoljno 

verifikovani. Očekuje se da će to biti učinjeno u narednim fazama razvoja novog EC8. Kako bi 

se sprečili lokalni krhki mehanizmi odgovora, i za klasu DC2 se zahteva primena metode 

programiranog ponašanja na lokalnom nivou (nivou elemenata). 

Jedna od najspornijih novina u EC8-1-1 su takozvane prelazne zone (engl. „transfer zones“) 

u okviru kojih se dopušta da se noseći zidovi prekinu iznad nivoa podzemnih etaža ili na 

nekom drugom nivou, koji je uslovljen funkcionalnošću konstrukcije. To je do sada bilo strogo 

zabranjeno. 

U sedmom, osmom i devetom poglavlju su definisana pravila za projektovanje zgrada sa 

nenosećim elemenatima, čija oštećenja mogu imati značajan uticaj na broj žrtava i materijalnu 

štetu (npr. okviri sa zidnom ispunom, konstrukcije sa fasadnim panelima), seizmički izolovane 

zgrade i  zgrade sa napravama za disipaciju energije. 

U 10. – 15. poglavlju su definisana pravila za projektovanje konstrukcija od različitih 

materijala. Promene su brojne, pa ih nećemo nabrajati. Navedimo samo neke najznačajnije. 

Promenjeni su faktori ponašanja za sve vrste materijala. U određenim slučajevima su te 

vrednosti još uvek neusklađene. Tako su, na primer, u određenim slučajevima faktori 

ponašanja za zidane konstrukcije i klasu DC2 veći od faktora za betonske konstrukcije i klasu 

DC3. Zato očekujemo da će te vrednosti u narednom periodu biti usklađene. Rašireno je 

područje primene standarda EC8. U 10. poglavlju koje je posvećeno betonskim 

konstrukcijama, standard je dopunjen pravilima za projektovanje zgrada sa ravnim pločama 

bez greda (engl. „flat slabs“). Taj deo sadrži i druge brojne izmene koje se odnose na 

projektovanje armirano betonskih zidova, na postupke za dimenzionisanje za uticaj smičućih 

sila, na postupke za projektovanje čvorova betonskih okvira i odredbe koje se odnose na 

armaturu za utezanje betonskih preseka.   

3.4. EVROKOD 8 – DEO 3: PROCENA SVOJSTAVA I OJAČANJE POSTOJEĆIH 

ZGRADA I MOSTOVA 

EC8-3 se odnosi na procenu svojstava i ojačanje postojećih konstrukcija pri seizmičkom 

dejstvu. Do sada se taj standard odnosio samo na zgrade. Nova verzija je proširena, pa se sada 

odnosi i na mostove.  

Jedna od najbitnijih promena ovog standarda se odnosi na nivo ojačanja konstrukcija. U 

važećoj verziji je propisano, da postojećim zagradama treba različitim interventnim postupcima 

osigurati svojstva koja su ekvivalentna svojstvima novih konstrukcija pri jednakom nivou 

seizmičkog dejstva. Kako je to često vrlo teško ostvariti, u novoj verziji je prepušteno svakoj 

državi da sama propiše nivo ojačanja. 
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U novom EC8-3 su promenjeni i zahtevi u pogledu informacija koje treba prikupiti o 

postojećoj konstrukciji, na osnovu kojih se određuje nivo znanja o konstrukciji. Do sada je bio 

definisan jedan, opšti nivo znanja o konstrukciji KL. U novom EC8-3 su umesto opšteg, 

definisani nivoi znanja o geometriji konstrukcije KLG, materijalima KLM i konstrukcionim 

detaljima KLD. Za svaki od ovih nivoa znanja definisana su tri moguća stepena znanja, koji se 

određuju u odnosu na količinu prikupljenih podataka.  

Na osnovu dominantnog nivoa KLG, KLD ili KLM određuju se vrednosti faktora 

sigurnosti, koji se primenjuju pri proceni različitih svojstava konstrukcije. Sistem faktora 

sigurnosti je generalno promenjen. Prilagođen je analizi svojstava na osnovu prosečnih 

vrednosti karakteristika postojećih materijala.  

Sve analize se u novom standardu zasnivaju na prosečnim karakteristikama postojećih 

materijala. To je jedna od velikih prednosti u poređenju sa trenutnom verzijom standarda, gde 

se upotrebljavaju različite vrednosti materijalnih karakteristika, pri čemu je njihova upotreba 

vrlo konfuzno definisana.  

Uopšteno gledano standard dopušta različite vrste analize konstrukcija. Međutim, kako je 

za veliku većinu konstrukcija obavezna kontrola NC stanja (stanje na granici rušenja), kao 

osnovna vrsta analize predviđena je nelinearna statička analiza (zasnovana na „pushover“ 

analizi). Analiza zasnovana na kontroli nosivosti („forced based approach“) gde se primenjuje 

elastična analiza s redukovanim spektrom ubrzanja je dozvoljena samo u vrlo ograničenom 

broju slučajeva u područjima niske seizmičnosti. 

U standard je uključena i pojednostavljena preliminarna analiza, koja se predviđa u 

početnim fazama procene svojstava konstrukcija, a njena osnovna svrha je, da se grubo oceni 

stanje i nedostaci konstrukcije, kao i da se uoče njeni najugroženiji delovi. Preliminarna analiza 

omogućava i da se definiše efikasniji plan ispitivanja i uzimanja uzoraka u konstrukciji. 

U važećoj verziji EC8-3 su konkretni postupci za procenu svojstava i postupke ojačanja 

različitih nosećih elemenata od različitih materijala bili sadržani u odgovarajućim 

informativnim dodacima. Ti postupci su sada uključeni u osnovni deo standarda, pa su tako 

postali i obavezni za upotrebu. Mnogi među njima su pretrpeli značajne promene. Kako su te 

promene brojne, nećemo ih nabrajati. Spomenimo samo da je najznačajnije promene doživeo 

deo koji se odnosi na zidane konstrukcije. U poređenju sa ostalim delovima, koji se odnose na 

druge materijale, je postao vrlo (pre)obiman. Zato postoji mogućnost da će u narednom periodu 

biti skraćen.  
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TRAJNOST I UPOTREBNI VEK ARMIRANOBETONSKIH 

KONSTRUKCIJA 

Rezime: 

Procenjeni troškovi usled prevremenog propadanja i sanacija armiranobetonskih konstrukcija 

variraju, ali mogu iznositi i do 3% nacionalnog BDP-a. Takođe, uzimajući u obzirom da se 

većina objekata u razvijenim zemljama sada približava projektovanom upotrebnom veku, 

produženje upotrebnog veka takvih konstrukcija predstavlja značajan izazov. Većina važečih 

propisa se i dalje zasniva na tradicionalnim pristupima koji povezuju projektovane parametre 

mešavine sa očekivanim performansama betona, ne uzimajući u obzir faktore kao što su promene 

u samom materijalu i uslove izvođenja. Zbog toga je potrebno je preći na pristupe zasnovane na 

performansama, u kojima se merenja relevantnih svojstava betona koriste kao ulazni parametri 

u modelima za predikciju upotrebnog veka. U ovom radu dat je pregled pristupa zasnovanih na 

performansama, koji predstavljaju osnovu jednostavnog inženjerskog pristupa. Takođe, 

sagledani su modeli upotrebnog veka u kontekstu pristupa zasnovanog na performansama. 

Ključne reči: trajnost, projektovanje upotrebnog veka, pristup zasnovan na performansama. 

DURABILITY AND SERVICE LIFE DESIGN OF REINFORCED 

CONCRETE STRUCTURES 

Summary: 

Estimates of costs due to premature deterioration and repair of corroding reinforced concrete 

structures vary, but can amount to as much as 3% of national GDP. Also, with much of the 

developed world’s infrastructure now approaching lives of 50 years or older, major challenges 

exist for extending the useful service life of such infrastructure. The most concrete design codes 

and standards are still based on traditional prescriptive approaches, which link mix design 

parameters to expected concrete performance but cannot account for factors such as changes in 

materials and construction practices. There is a need to move towards performance-based 

approaches, in which measurements of relevant concrete properties are used as input parameters 

in service life design models. This paper reviews performance-based approaches, which provide 

the basis for useful engineering design tools. It also reviews service life design models in the 

context of performance-based approaches. 

Key words: durability, service life design, performance-based approach 
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1. INTRODUCTION1

The durability performance of construction materials has been a major concern for engineers 

in recent decades. Reinforced concrete (RC), in particular, possesses inherent chemical and 

dimensional stability in many environments, usually providing useful service life. There is a 

general expectation for RC structures to be maintenance-free during their service life. However, 

many modern concrete structures need substantial repairs and maintenance during their service 

life, bringing these assumptions into question [1-3].    

Concrete may be affected by many internal and external factors that cause damage by 

physical and/or chemical mechanisms. For RC, deterioration is usually associated with ingress 

of external aggressive agents, and therefore the quality of the surface or cover zone (‘covercrete’) 

largely controls durability in regard to reinforcement corrosion. This is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 - Illustration of concrete cover zone indicating its vulnerability to aggressive agents 

In view of the above, there is now significant interest in service life of concrete structures.  

This paper addresses durability and service life design (SLD) of RC structures. This requires 

consideration of service life prediction and service life modelling. These aspects are best handled 

within a performance-based approach, which provides the basis for useful engineering design 

tools, and therefore the paper also reviews the underlying principles and applications of 

performance-based approaches. 

However, before considering technical details, it is important to address the social and 

economic context within which RC structures are built and operated. 

1.1. SOCIETAL EXPECTATIONS 

As mentioned, most concrete structures are durable and perform satisfactorily for current 

service life expectations of 50 years. The challenge is to extend the durability of existing RC 

structures to service lives of 100 years or even more, especially for critical structures such as 

nuclear-containment structures.  

 
1 This paper is based on a composite of several earlier publications of the author and various co-authors, 

and does not purport to be ‘original’. See specifically [1-6]. 
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Noting that concrete structures dominate the built environment, important questions are: what 

are societal expectations in regard to the durability of concrete structures?; what do modern 

societies and communities require in terms of longevity of their public infrastructure, 

representing their shared heritage?; is it a reasonable expectation that certain types of  

structures should last much longer than the usually specified 50 years, even indefinitely?  

These questions, together with issues of sustainability and the environmental impact of 

concrete construction, must be carefully considered for lasting solutions to emerge. Achieving 

adequate RC durability and longevity requires not only good science and engineering to solve 

the technical problems, but also an appreciation of the role of concrete infrastructure in the 

broader societal context - the ‘social’ worth of infrastructure. Engineers need to play a much 

greater role in advocating for a ‘higher-value’ approach to infrastructure provision, taking 

durability and longevity into account directly. Unfortunately, many engineers are either not well 

equipped or unwilling to do so, and these attitudes also need to change, so that engineers see 

themselves as ‘educators’ of broader society, and not merely technical experts. 

1.2. ECONOMIC CONTEXT 

Corrosion in RC structures, with associated cracking, staining, and spalling of the concrete 

cover (see for example Figure 2), leads to structural unserviceability in regard to safety, stability, 

and aesthetics. It also poses an economic liability to the owners or managers. Once concrete 

structures deteriorate to the point of requiring substantial repairs and maintenance during their 

service life, resultant costs can hugely increase, reaching 3 – 5% of GNP in some cases [5] 

representing a drain on the economy. 

 

Figure 2 - Corrosion damage on cantilever rib and slab; severe spalling and cracking due to 

reinforcement corrosion (photo courtesy of H Beushausen) 

Such deteriorated structures are also unsustainable, since to retain them in service requires 

use of further valuable natural resources. Particularly for publicly-funded infrastructure, 

increasing attention needs to be paid to its proper stewardship, including developing engineering 

solutions for rehabilitation and repair, and to design approaches that give confidence in future 

infrastructure provision. Since expectations of extended service life are growing, these problems 

and challenges will dominate in the future in terms of RC design and operation. 
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Further, both deterioration and the subsequent need for repair of RC structures are often 

unanticipated by many infrastructure owners and managers, who then find it difficult to obtain 

adequate resources to maintain and extend the life of the structure. This means that we must be 

able to ‘predict’ the durability performance of concrete structures, for rational infrastructure 

management and maintenance.  

2. TRADITIONAL PRESCRIPTIVE APPROACH TO CONCRETE 

DURABILITY 

The situation discussed above can be traced at least partly to current national concrete 

standards, codes, and specifications, most of which are of the prescriptive or ‘recipe’ type, setting 

limits  on mix proportions, cement content, cover, characteristics of raw materials, batching, 

mixing, and transporting of fresh concrete, and a range of construction operations from placing 

to curing. However, these provisions do not actually address the achievement of durability. On-

site compliance with such specifications is difficult if not impossible, because many provisions 

involve difficult-to-measure aspects of construction such as mix proportions. (One notable 

exception is cover to steel: enforcing this simple expedient would probably solve 90% of current 

durability problems!) 

The problem is further compounded by the fact that the most common ‘measures’ for 

durability are concrete strength class and w/c ratio (see e.g. the European and North American 

Codes and Standards [7-8]). Limiting prescriptive values are defined in relation to specified 

environmental exposure conditions, with implicit assumptions about design service life 

(typically 50 years). The standards may also give minimum cover depths in relation to exposure 

class, with values commonly ranging between 30 - 50 mm when steel corrosion is of concern. 

Minimum cover is usually related to the concrete design compressive strength, creating the 

impression of a direct relationship between compressive strength and durability of concrete.  

2.1. CRITIQUE OF PRESCRIPTIVE APPROACH 

The prescriptive approach needs to be critiqued.  Firstly, compressive strength is regarded as 

a ‘proxy’ for durability [6], which is inadequate: for example, different methods of achieving the 

same concrete strength do not all result in the same durability; different binders can give the 

same strength but vastly different durability performance; and strength of fully compacted and 

cured laboratory specimens cannot account for construction processes such as placing, 

compaction and curing, which profoundly affect the quality of the concrete cover. 

Further, the specified limits and parameters have only tenuous correlations with properties 

that actually affect the durability of concrete. These properties relate mainly to the cover zone, 

i.e. the density and ‘impenetrability’ of this zone of the concrete member is of critical 

importance. ‘Bulk’ compressive strength tests cannot address this issue.  The quality of the cover 

zone is strongly influenced by construction procedures such as compaction and curing, as well 

as exposure conditions, compared to the influence of w/b ratio and compressive strength [9, 10].  

Thus, any effective specification to ensure durability against steel corrosion needs to address the 

properties of the cover zone.  

Figure 3 illustrates the issues raised above, showing results for oxygen permeability index 

(OPI) values (log scale) [11] measured on actual structures vs. cube compressive strength 

measured on standard moist-cured lab cubes from the same concretes placed in the structures 
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[12]. The lack of any sensible correlation illustrates that compressive strength is a poor predictor 

of potential durability, and that measurements on actual structures are the only reliable way to 

assess and verify concrete durability. 

Also, the prescriptive approach stifles innovation in materials selection, mix design and 

construction, and precludes objective quality control and conformity assessment. Frequently, the 

response of designers and constructors to the RC durability problem is that of requiring higher 

cement contents and/or lower water:cement ratios, and these can be detrimental to long-term 

durability. Studies [13 - 15] show that reducing the cement and paste content reduces the 

‘penetrable’ phase of the concrete, and thus improves the impenetrability. High cement contents 

can also result in increased shrinkage and thermal cracking, thus having a  negative impact on 

durability.  

 

Figure 3 - Lack of correlation between compressive strength (measured in the laboratory on 

standard cubes), and oxygen permeability (log scale), measured on actual structures built from 

the same concrete [12]. 

As stressed by [2] “Prescriptive specifications …. fail to account for the potentially positive 

effects of chemical admixtures, mineral additions and construction procedures on concrete 

durability. This is counterproductive for incentivising the application of modern technology.” 

These authors also make the point that a further drawback of prescriptive specifications is that 

they preclude effective management and maintenance plans for RC structures, which in turn may 

result in reduced durability over the service life of the structure.  

Lastly, with sustainability of concrete construction now of paramount importance, it would 

be irresponsible and professionally lacking for engineers to continue simply to adopt the methods 

of the past, and not to make a genuine effort to move into the future. Engineers must eschew the 

practice of specifying minimum cement contents and concrete strength grades for concrete 

durability, given the lack of evidence that they yield positive results. Put simply, engineering 

designers have a ‘burden of responsibility’ to educate their clients and the owners of 

infrastructure on modern developments, and to move concrete design and practice into a new 

paradigm. 
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3. PERFORMANCE APPROACHES FOR DESIGN – A BRIEF REVIEW 

Considering the points discussed above, the ‘norm’ for RC durability design in the future 

should become that of ‘performance-based design’.   

3.1. PRINCIPLES OF PERFORMANCE APPROACHES FOR CONCRETE 

DURABILITY 

As mentioned, the traditional prescriptive approach for concrete durability fails adequately 

to account for factors such as binder type, chemical and mineral admixtures, and construction 

procedures. In contrast, performance approaches encourage innovation in concrete construction, 

by embedding the following principles: 

- measurement of relevant concrete properties, which ideally should be used as input 

parameters in service life models to predict durability of the specific structure in its 

exposure conditions. These usually involve transport properties or results from 

performance simulation tests. 

- rational design approaches, based on understanding of concrete deterioration mechanisms, 

reflected in deterioration models. This permits quantitative predictions for durability (or 

service life) from prevailing exposure conditions and measured material parameters. 

- effective quality control by using the measured in situ concrete properties, thus providing 

means of conformity assessment of the as-built structure. 

It is critical to stress that durability will be improved only when measurements of appropriate 

cover concrete properties can be made on the as-built structure (at least for corrosion control). 

Such measurements will reflect in-situ concrete properties influenced by the dual aspects of 

material potential and construction quality. Performance-based quality control needs to be 

performed either in-situ (using NDT techniques), or on small cores or specimens removed from 

the in-situ structure. The quality of the concrete is then assessed and compared to the design 

requirements. 

It must be stressed, however, that performance-based approaches that rely purely on the pre-

qualification stage, i.e. that rely only on pre-approved concrete mixes based on laboratory or pre-

construction trial mixes, or that assess construction mixes only by way of samples taken at the 

concrete plant or at the point of delivery, cannot be classified as truly ‘performance-based’. 

These approaches do not account for the important influence of construction processes such as 

on-site quality control, batching and mixing procedures, concrete transport and placement, 

compaction, curing, environmental influences, etc.  Thus, it is essential that the as-built structure 

and its elements are sampled for conformance with the durability criteria. 

These approaches will need to be codified in national and international codes of practice and 

in specification standards, in order for them to be fully embraced by practitioners (see later). Our 

ability to model and predict phenomena in concrete structures, in particular various deterioration 

mechanisms and their effects on concrete properties and structural performance, must 

substantially improve. All this needs to be placed in a probability / reliability framework, 

considering the large variability of concrete properties and of environmental actions, within an 

overarching sustainability paradigm. Clearly, there is still much work to be done, although 

considerable progress has already been achieved. 
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4. DURABILITY DESIGN AND SPECIFICATION 

This section reviews durability design and specification, in the context of service life design. 

It also presents selected associated models, necessary for performance-based approaches. 

4.1. SERVICE LIFE DESIGN, PREDICTION AND MODELLING FOR DURABILITY 

Service life design, prediction and modelling are inherently related, and must be understood 

in the context of performance-based design. Figure 4 sketches the interrelationships between 

these concepts and terms. Referring to Figure 4, design is quintessentially the function and 

activity of engineering, that is, something is produced by design, such as a product, a building, 

or the like. By contrast, prediction and modelling refer to engineering science, to knowledge. 

Both are essential in providing durable and sustainable concrete infrastructure.  

The objective of durability design is to ensure that the as-built structure remains durable in 

its exposure environment and for its desired service life. In other words: the structure should not 

exceed a critical limit state in terms of durability – the so-called ‘durability limit state’.  Thus, 

an appropriate combination of materials and structural details must be selected to ensure 

durability,[16] and the limit state must be clearly defined. 

 
Figure 4: Relationship between Design and various service life concepts / terms [17] 

4.2. CURRENT APPROACHES TO DURABILITY DESIGN 

Current durability design – if it is carried out at all - is mostly deterministic, providing 

typically single-value answers. The concept of a specific mechanism of deterioration may be 

conceptually present, but it is often not understood. Current design lacks the elements of rational 

modelling of deterioration rates and prediction of quantitative service life.  

This approach is inadequate, specifically for ‘durability sensitive’ structures and large public 

infrastructure.  However, simplified approaches may still be acceptable for many buildings or 

structures that do not require long service lives, although even these structures should be 

designed with a view to minimising deterioration and expensive repair and maintenance.  

Durability design and specification are linked. The design intent is expressed in the 

specifications, which should give clear information on the desired outcomes of the construction. 

As indicated earlier, prescriptive specifications cannot provide the needed outcomes, and usually 

regard compressive strength as the main material property that will ‘guarantee’ and govern the 

resultant durability.  

Effective durability design, based on the concepts of performance-based design, must 

incorporate appropriate materials selection (especially binders) and the quality of construction, 

and employ service life models and appropriate durability performance criteria. 
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4.3. SERVICE LIFE DESIGN (SLD) AND RELATION TO SERVICE LIFE MODELS 

(SLM) 

The two main aims of SLD and SLM are, firstly, to assist in delivering durable concrete 

structures, and secondly, to provide engineering tools on which to base (and justify) rational 

design decisions. 

‘Modelling’ is defined  as “a quantitative estimate of the time-dependent state of a concrete 

structure in regard to deterioration, with sufficient accuracy that the outputs can be used for 

engineering design or assessment” [1]. Considering deterioration from reinforcement corrosion 

in RC structures, SLMs must incorporate ingress of corrosion-promoting contaminants such as 

CO2 and/or chlorides, as well as oxygen and moisture. Models can be mathematical, analytical, 

empirical, etc., and increasingly are reactive transport models or models based on artificial 

intelligence (AI), machine learning, etc.  

4.4. CONCEPTUAL SERVICE LIFE MODELS FOR CORROSION-AFFECTED RC 

STRUCTURES 

The well-known Tuutti two-stage service life model [18] – see Figure 5 - considers 

deterioration in terms of initiation and propagation phases of corrosion. During initiation, 

corrosive agents such as CO2 or chlorides penetrate the concrete cover, leading to de-passivation 

of the steel. If other necessary conditions are fulfilled, e.g. availability of sufficient moisture and 

oxygen at the steel, this results in active corrosion, leading to the propagation phase. Considering 

that concrete quality, depth of cover, exposure conditions, and the type of ingressing agents are 

critical in terms of initiation, the importance of durability design taking these factors into account 

is obvious.   

 
Figure 5 - Tuutti model (elaborated in fib [19]) 
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4.5. CODIFICATION OF SLD 

Ultimately, these approaches must be embedded in codes and standards in sufficient detail to 

be useful to the practising engineer; prior to this, only limited uptake of new ideas by concrete 

practitioners can be expected. Codes should reflect the current status of design, but unfortunately, 

they usually lag well behind new knowledge from research and practice. For durability, codes 

should also clearly define the concepts of durability design and the means to achieve the expected 

long-term performance [20]. 

Walraven [21] suggests that service life design and codification using performance-based 

approaches require the following elements: (i) limit state criteria, (ii) a defined service life, (iii) 

deterioration models, (iv) compliance tests, (v) maintenance and repair strategies, and (vi) quality 

control systems. Limit state criteria for structural performance must be practical, such as the 

amount and nature of cracking or loss of steel rebar.  

Deterioration models must require that the model parameters conform to the performance 

criteria. The key model parameters should be measurable in site practice, verifiable in 

construction, and incorporated into the project specifications. In reality, there are currently few 

such approaches in practice.  

In Europe, the key codes and standards are the fib Model Code for Service Life Design (fib 

Bulletin 34 (2006)), fib Model Code 2010 (2013), ISO 13823 (2008), ISO 16204 (2012), and 

Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1:2004 (2004)). In North America, a key document (but not a code or 

standard) is ACI 365.1R-17 (2017) – ‘Report on service life prediction’. The basic methodology 

is that of ‘limit state design’, in which quantitative models for the ‘loading’ (i.e. environmental 

actions) and the ‘resistance’ (i.e. resistance of the concrete against the considered environmental 

actions) are used. In many cases, such reliable, quantitative models are either poorly developed 

for practical use, or non-existent in the codes. 

Regarding durability in particular, the design options are: full probabilistic approach; semi-

probabilistic approach (partial factor design); deemed-to-satisfy rules; and avoidance of 

deterioration. (More details can be found in [1], including the limit state criteria). 

In most cases, the full probabilistic approach will not be necessary. The ‘deemed-to-satisfy 

approach’, while conceptually similar to current prescriptive durability specifications, differs by 

being based on physical and chemical models for concrete, rather than only on practical 

experience; it is thus partially ‘performance-based’.  

This approach is most likely to be used for the majority of structures of a ‘non-critical’ 

durability nature. Therefore, it is essential that this approach be calibrated against the full 

probabilistic approach, ensuring a self-consistent set of design ‘rules’ for durability and service 

life prediction. The limiting values for design, material selection and execution, are determined 

from statistical evaluation of experimental data and field observations. 

The drawback is that a service life estimate is not required in the ‘deemed-to-satisfy’ 

approach, making it not a true performance-based approach, since key material and construction 

factors are not verified during actual construction. However, it will be a relatively small step to 

add these criteria and thereby materially improve this approach for a wide range of concrete 

structures. Therefore, the specified limits should relate to actual performance criteria such as a 

relevant durability indicators [22].  
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4.6. fib MODEL CODES (MC 2010 AND MC SLD)  

The design approaches in fib MC 2010 [23] avoid or minimise deterioration from 

environmental actions in similar ways to design for loading and are therefore ‘intelligible’ to 

structural design engineers. MC 2010 clearly draws on the earlier fib Model Code for Service 

Life Design (MC SLD), [19] and also categorizes approaches for service life design as full 

probabilistic, partial factor design, deemed-to-satisfy, and avoidance of deterioration, as in MC 

2010 and the ISO documents.  

The fib MC SLD defines ‘Design service life’ as the period for which a structure or part of it 

is to be used for its intended purpose, and in which: 

- deterioration and material performance are quantified as far as possible (including kinetic 

or rate effects), 

- a suitable ‘risk’ approach is adopted, based on reliability (i.e. probability), and 

- quantifications, costs, interventions (e.g. maintenance) and so on can be rationally 

considered. 

An advantage of the fib documents is that they give prediction models for deterioration (e.g. 

carbonation and chloride ingress) and the related limit states associated with reinforcement 

corrosion (depassivation, cracking, spalling, and collapse). Based on current international 

consensus, MC 2010 bases design service life on the corrosion initiation period as the limit state. 

This has been critiqued [24] and future modifications will need to address the propagation period 

also.  

Test methods are also given for performance-based characterization of concrete material 

properties. For carbonation resistance, the accelerated carbonation test is proposed (e.g. BS EN 

13295 (2004)), while for characterization of chloride resistance, fib MC SLD specifically 

mentions the Rapid Chloride Migration Method (NT BUILD 492, 1999). Notably, MC 2010 

states that the models are valid only for uncracked concrete, but does not provide guidance on 

how to modify the predictions for cracked concrete.   

The above aspects have been comprehensively summarised and detailed in [20]. Also, note 

that fib MC 2020 will also be available in the near future, and it is expected to contain significant 

improvements and elaborations over the 2010 version. 

4.7. DEVELOPMENTS IN NATIONAL STANDARDS, AND AVAILABLE SERVICE 

LIFE MODELS FOR CORROSION-AFFECTED RC STRUCTURES 

National standards that include performance requirements usually do so together with 

prescriptive requirements, and are therefore so-called ‘hybrid standards’. Examples are: 

Canadian Standard A23.1-04/A23.2-04; Swiss Standards SIA 262 and 262/1. In South Africa, 

where standards are still largely based on prescriptive requirements, performance-based 

specifications and quality control for concrete durability have been used already for more than 

10 years in national bridge infrastructure [12]. 

Table 1 gives a brief resume of some available service life models (often reflecting specific 

countries or global regions, i.e. local conditions).  
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Table 1 - Summary of selected service life models for corrosion in RC structures 

Model Characteristics Reference 

DuraCrete Probabilistic modelling of carbonation 

and chloride ingress. Performance-based 

approach for material characterization. 

[25] 

 

Life-365® Chloride diffusion model, based on 

Fick’s law.  Semi-probabilistic. Provides 

life-cycle cost analysis. 

[26]   Free software 

(www.Life365.org) 

Stadium® Multi-ionic model, based on Nernst-

Planck equation. Provides chloride 

ingress rate and corrosion initiation, 

carbonation and sulphate profiles. Full 

probabilistic. 

[27]  Proprietary software 

(www.simcotechologies.com) 

fib Bulletin 34 

– Model code 

for service life 

design 

Based on Fick’s 2nd law. Primarily 

chloride ingress and carbonation. Used in 

fib Model Code 2010. Full probabilistic. 

Performance-based approaches are 

included. 

[19] 

Concrete 

Works 

Based on Fick’s law.  Predicts strength, 

chloride ingress, thermal cracking. 

Variant of Life-365® 

[28] 

www.texasconcreteworks.com 

LIFEPRED Based on Fick’s Law. [29]  

ClinConc Chloride diffusion model. [30] 

DuraCon Based on Fick’s law and the RCMT; also 

used for quality control and quality 

assurance, and condition assessment 

during operational life. 

[31]   

Durability 

Index 

Approach 

Performance-based design and quality 

control based on durability indicators for 

carbonation and chloride diffusion 

[32, 33]  

 

Some models cover both chloride and carbon dioxide ingress into concrete, such as the 

European model “DuraCrete” and the North American “LIFE-365”. In Spain and South Africa, 

carbonation and chloride ingress models have also been developed, as well as in Scandinavia, 

“ClinConc” and DuraCon. An example of a reactive transport model is Stadium® [27], which is 

multi-ionic and based on the Nernst-Planck equation. It simulates movement of ionic species in 

time steps using coupled-species diffusion, moisture/temperature coupling, and time-dependent 

transport properties; a chemistry module simulates pore-solution / hydrated phase reactions, 

using dissolution / precipitation equilibria. It is also fully probabilistic. For a fuller treatment of 

available models, see [1]. 
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5. GENERAL CRITIQUE 

In addition to the focused critique given earlier regarding prescriptive specifications and 

service life models, this section provides an abbreviated general critique to guide future thinking. 

(Interested readers should consult the reference list for more details.) 

5.1. SERVICE LIFE MODELS 

Service life models for corrosion-affected RC structures are used to predict the rate of 

chloride penetration or carbonation, thus the time to corrosion initiation [2].  Note the following 

current problems with many models: 

a. Inability to account for spatial and temporal variation of ingress into the structure and its 

different elements, leading to major differences in time to initiation across the structure 

b. Large data scatter, requiring a probabilistic approach taking statistical variability into 

account; while this is acceptable conceptually, reliable data on actual in situ variability is 

lacking, and considerable field work is needed in all exposure environments to obtain 

these data. 

c. Inadequacy of taking initiation as the end-of-service life criterion; particularly in 

carbonation-induced corrosion, considerable extra life is possible during the propagation 

stage.  

d. Lack of inclusion of damage modelling in the current deterioration models, considering 

that steel de-passivation does not automatically lead to steel corrosion; an example is 

when carbonation-induced depassivation does not lead to substantial corrosion if the 

exposure is too dry for active corrosion. 

e. ‘Accuracy’ of SLMs, i.e. their ability to predict the actual state of a structure over time; 

in this regard,  long-term calibration of such models is sorely needed, but actually 

impossible at this stage, considering the long time-frames involved. Also, lab-based 

models may be highly inaccurate. Added complexity in modelling does not always justify 

the results obtained.  

Thus, for reliable prediction, a range of trial concretes must still be tested under appropriate 

conditions to collect data for construction or calibration of the models. 

5.2. SERVICE LIFE DESIGN 

Since SLD is based on SLMs, the above critique is also relevant here. Further issues are: 

a. Relevant material properties should be verified on the as-supplied concrete as well as on 

the as-built structure, in order to verify the modelling assumptions.  

b. Since SLD requires appropriate material parameters to be determined, research is still 

needed on the use of practical test methods in service life modelling and design. While 

many test methods exist (see e.g. RILEM TC NEC [34], many are not time-efficient, nor 

do they deliver the needed material properties that can be integrated in terms of 

appropriate SLMs. 

c. Chloride ingress models in particular are poor at characterising chloride surface 

concentrations and diffusion coefficients as input parameters, particularly their long-term 

development. Also, models are lacking for different exposure conditions which set the 
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boundary parameters, e.g. the atmospheric zone. Likewise, reliable carbonation models 

are still lacking, especially in regard to the spatial variation of carbonation in structures.  

d. Most models do not account for the effects of cracking on durability – this in spite of 

cracking being prevalent in most concrete structures. This also means that suitable limit 

state criteria for cracked RC structures in, e.g., chloride conditions, are lacking. 

e. The imperative of using a full performance-based framework without which SLD cannot 

develop its true potential, and linking this with the ability to account for variability in 

input parameters, such as cover depths, material resistance, environmental factors, etc.  

6. CLOSURE 

According to [20], service life design requires selection of the predictive models, the concrete 

tests to be used, the schedule of inspections, and circumstances under which repairs or 

rehabilitation are required. Our current approaches are understandably simplistic, in view of the 

complexity of the problem. We need to advocate for a ‘best practice’ approach utilising the best 

available knowledge, models, and practical experience. Researchers must play their part in 

providing these ‘best practice’ tools, and seek to set up ‘feedback loops’ in which practitioners 

provide information on performance of constructed facilities, and researchers build this 

information into further scientific, analytical and numerical approaches. 

SLD and SLM have the two main aims of delivering durable concrete structures, and 

providing engineering tools for design decisions. While it is necessary that improved models and 

approaches continue to be developed, these aims must be kept in mind. Unnecessary 

complications in models should be avoided, and a constant focus must be kept on providing 

practitioners with usable and reasonably reliable approaches for durability design. Importantly, 

the developed approaches must continue to grapple with how to assess in-situ properties of the 

as-built structures. Consequently, the links between ‘reality’ as achieved in the real structure and 

‘imagination’ as conceived in the models must be strengthened.  

Clearly, there is still much room for future research in these important areas. Note in 

particular, the need inter alia for a better fundamental understanding of deterioration processes 

affecting reinforced concrete structures; of the correlations between performance test results and 

the actual durability performance of concrete structures; and of long-term testing and verification 

of models against actual performance in the field.  

Doubtless, much exciting and useful work still remains to be done. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The members of the Project Team SC3.T2, authors of the paper, completed the work on the 

revision of EN 1993-1-8 during Spring 2018. In the process of revision of Part 1-8, 1413 

questions/comments were collated by national standardisations bodies, conveyed and 

systematised by DIN to CEN/TC250/SC3. These questions were considered during the technical 

discussions carried out at Evolution Group WG8 and ECCS Technical Committee TC10 

meetings. Representatives of national standardisation bodies accepted the technical draft 

proposal at SC3 meeting in March 2019, prEN 1993-1-8:2021(E) [1]. About two years after the 

official end, the final text of the standard, editorially improved by DIN to meet the CEN 

standards' quality, was circulated for CEN enquiry in March 2021. The CEN Enquiry phase lasts 

for three months and then a so-called Reference Group will prepare answers on comments for 

the decision of WG8, planned October 2021.  Finally, it is expected that  prEN 1993-1-8 will be 

voted as a standard in November 2022. The last deliverables (EN 1993-1-11 and all other EN 

1993-* parts from phase 4) under mandate M/515 will be ready for final vote in October 2025.  

In parallel with the work of SC3.T2, a working group formed under the auspices of CIDECT 

prepared a WG8 report, "Proposal for implementation of the component method for tubular joints 

in EN 1993-1-8" in 2015 [2]. A decision CEN/TC 250 05/2017 from 2017-02-10 adopted a 

preliminary work item as a separate part of EN 1993-1-8: TS 1993-1-801 "Hollow section joint 

design according to the component method". A Technical Specification (TS) is a normative 

document that has the importance of Eurocodes, but three year revision period and the possibility 

to have conflicting national provisions.  CEN formal enquiry is not required for a TS, which 

allows the document to be formally voted in November 2022. The pre-condition is that the 

document prepared by CIDECT is updated in line with the provisions included in Chapter 9 [1]. 

The project team SC3.T2 was assigned with the following sub-tasks: 

- Reduction in number of Nationally Determined Parameters (NDPs);  

- Enhance ease ease-of-use by improving clarity, simplifying routes through the Eurocode, 

avoiding or removing rules of little practical use in design and avoiding additional and/or 

empirical rules for a particular structure or structural-element types;  

- Extension of design rules for modern joints and connections; 

- Extension of design rules for welded joints and for mixed steel connections; 

- Further development of the component models for joints to increase the robustness of 

joints; 

- Extension of design rules to high strength steels (fy  700 N/mm2); 

- Include the most recent CIDECT guidelines for the design of hollow section joints; 

- Harmonisation of the design rules in part 1-8 with fabrication and erection requirements set 

out in EN 1090-2, product standards, and the various parts of Eurocodes. 

Many of the requirements for the design of joints were revised and updated. The standard 

was restructured for improved navigation and ease-of-use. The fundamental principles and 

concepts are kept in the body of the standard, while the application rules for components and 

different joint configurations are given in annexes. It was difficult to find a proper balance 

between requirements of the "standard writing" and intentions to provide clear instructions for 

the application of the principles behind the component method. Our intention to improve the 
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clarity of the component method could be illustrated by providing an explanatory figure, see 

Figure 1.  

 
a) joint 

 
b) resistance model 

 

c) mechanical model 

 

 d) simplified model with rotational spring 

Figure 1 - Example of basic components, resistance model, mechanical and simplified model 

for a single-sided beam-to-column joint configuration with bolted end plate connection with 

two-bolt rows in tension, from [1] 

The new structure follows the rules in "CEN/CENELEC Internal Regulations Part 3:2017 

(E)", which requires a fixed structure consisting of "Scope", "Normative references" and "Terms 

and definitions", followed by other content. The revised table of contents of  [1] is as follows: 

1. Scope; 

2. Normative references; 

3. Terms, definitions and symbols; 

4. Basis of design; 

5. Connections using bolts, rivets or pins; 

6. Welded connections; 

7. Structural analysis; 

8. Structural joints connecting H or I sections; 

9. Hollow section joints; 

Annex A. Structural properties of basic components (Normative); 

Annex B. Design of moment-resisting beam-to-column joints and splices (Normative); 
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Annex C. Design of nominally pinned connections (Normative); 

Annex D. Design of column bases (Normative).  

Former Chapter 5 [3] "Analysis, classification and modelling" became Chapter 7 "Structural 

Analysis". Chapter 6 [3] "Structural joints connecting H or I sections" became Chapter 8, which 

now only includes the general principles for determining structural properties of joints using the 

component method, as well as provisions for equivalent T-stub in tension and equivalent T-stub 

in compression. Provisions for the design of individual components can be found in normative 

Annex A and were organised more systematically by listing 21 components with rules for 

determining strength and stiffness. The indices used for identifying the strength and stiffness of 

components were harmonised. Improvements were brought to a description of various 

components to enhance the correct application of the component method. New rules were 

provided for cases common in practice (e.g. stiffened extended endplates). 

Specific rules for moment-resisting joints and splices and nominally pinned joints are given 

in Annexes B and C, respectively. Requirements for rotation capacity of joints in plastic analysis 

have been modified by bringing in a material over-strength factor, which depends on the steel 

grade and varies from 1,45 to 1,20 for S235 to S460, respectively.  

The design verification procedure of the column base plate is described in six places in [3]. 

In new Annex D, the main information required to check the resistance (bending, shear and axial 

resistance) and the rotational stiffness are provided. The components necessary for the 

application of Annex D are given in Annex A and specifically: 

- Concrete and base plate in compression in A.14.  

- Base plate in bending under tension in A.15. 

- Anchor bolt in tension and shear in A.16 and A.18, respectively.  

- Anchoring components in tension and shear in A.17 and A.19, respectively. This 

paragraphs refer to the standard for anchorages EN1992-4:2018 [4]. 

The design criterion for welds in moment-resisting joints has been modified to allow welds 

to be the weakest components under certain circumstances. EN 1993-1-8:2005 [3] requires that 

in all joints, the size of the welds should be such that the design moment resistance of the joint 

Mj,Rd is always limited by the design resistance other basic components, and not by the design 

resistance of the welds. During the Systematic Review, it was argued that this requirement could 

be too onerous. This subject was discussed at length in WG8, and it was decided to amend the 

rule such that the design resistance of welds should not limit the joint resistance in following 

cases: 

- If plastic distribution of forces is used in joint design. 

- If global plastic analysis is employed. 

- If the ductility is not assumed in the joint (see section 5 below). 

In other cases, welds are allowed being weaker than other components. 

The provisions for the design of welds have been modified to account for the possibility of 

undermatching filler metals in the case of steel grades not lower than S460 (fy ≥ 460 N/mm2). 

The section on welding in cold-formed zones has been moved to prEN1993-1-10:202*(E).  

A short selection of some of major changes introduced for design verification of connection 

using bolts, moment resistant beam-to-column joints and nominally pinned connections [1] are 

given below. 
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2. BOLTED CONNECTIONS 

The following major changes were made for the design of bolted connections: 

- The calculations of the bearing resistance were modified, 

- Requirements for bearing in two directions were clarified, 

- Non-linear model to calculate the deformation of the bolt hole due to the bearing was 

introduced, 

- Provisions for the design and fabrication of connections with bolts in threaded holes were 

added, 

- The requirements for block tearing were clarified and revised,  

- Checks for the resistance of angles connected by one leg (particularly the net cross-section 

resistance) and other asymmetrically connected members in tension were revised. 

The new design rules for bearing resistance, bearing resistance of bolt group, block tearing 

resistance and net cross-section resistance, as well as the values of partial safety factors were 

validated by a statistical analysis of more than 1200 test results [6]. 

The bearing resistance at bolt hole is calculated as the average pressure of the force acting on 

the area projected by the bolt : 
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where d is the bolt diameter, t is the plate thickness, fu is the nominal tensile strength of the plate, 

e1 is the end distance, p1 is the spacing between bolts and fub is the nominal tensile strength of 

the bolt. The bearing resistance is independent of the edge distances e2, perpendicular to the 

direction of the resulting bearing force. The definition of the bearing resistance is based on the 

bearing resistance of a connection with a single bolt [7], [8] . A connection consisting of a plate 

is defined by distances e1 and e2, and bolt diameter d. t represents the lower limit of resistances 

defined as: a plate with edge distance e2 exists for each given end distance e1, The optimal design 

is achieved if the maximum resistance of the net cross-section and the maximum bearing 

resistance (for a given e1) are reached simultaneously.  

 In case of shorter edge distance e2, the net cross-section failure is relevant and in case of 

larger e2, the bearing resistance increases compared to the lower bound of the bearing resistance. 

Therefore, the lower bound of bearing resistance is usually represented by end-splitting failure. 

If bolts with sufficient strength are designed, the load bearing resistance of a group of bolts can 

be calculated as the sum of the design bearing resistances of the individual bolts. This simple 

rule for adding resistances requires ductility and deformation capacity, which are considered in 

the reduction coefficient km for high strength steels and in the coefficient αb for inner (upstream) 

bolts. Although the tests confirm that the deformation capacity at a bolt hole with a short end 
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distance e1 is sufficient for the remaining bolts to develop an ultimate bearing resistance (e.g. 

e1 = 0.87d0, p1 = 3.65d0, see [9]), it is good design practice to select the end distance e1 so that it 

is at least half of bolt spacing. The rule on the addition of the bearing resistances was also 

confirmed by the tests of long lap joints with 8 to 14 bolts [10] , where the bearing resistances 

have to be reduced by βLF, taking into account non-uniform distribution of forces between the 

bolts. 

 
Figure 2 - Bolt hole deformation u 

The deformation behavior of the bearing at the bolt holes is nonlinear without actual elastic 

behavior. The embedding of the bolt induces a local yielding at the edge of the bolt hole. For 

smaller downstream distances, the embedding is carried out until 80% of the bearing resistance 

is reached. For larger distances, which provide a greater bearing capacity, the embedding is 

completed when the average bearing stress reaches 2fu. When these limits are exceeded, the 

yielding advances through the downstream material, which leads to large hole deformations. 

Although the deformation of the bolt hole is not reversible, the embedding of the bolt is often 

called nominal elastic behaviour. The non-linear calculation of bolt hole deformation in the 

nominal elastic range is given in A.13.2(2) [1]. 

Traditionally, the ductile behavior of bearing-type bolted connections is ensured by the 

design of bolts that have a higher shear resistance than the bearing resistance. Therefore, the 

increase of the load bearing resistance increases the load capacity requirements for the bolts 

under shear. Sufficient ductility is achieved when the bearing force exceeds 80% of the bearing 

resistance, as this limit is related to the fast increase in the bolt hole deformation. This resulted 

in approximately same capacity requirements for the bolts as in [3] (2.4d·t·fu instead of 2.5d·t·fu). 

According to A.13.2(2) the deformation of the bolt hole at average bearing stress of 2.4fu is 

approximately 1/3 of the bolt diameter and increases to one bolt diameter at average bearing 

stress of 3fu. 

If the deformations of the connections are of concern in the serviceability limit state, they 

should remain elastic. For bearing connections (Category A) this can be achieved by designing 

to nominal elastic behaviour, i.e. by limiting the shear force per bolt to max 80 % of the bearing 

resistance, but not more than 2fu. Average bearing stress of 2fu causes the deformations of the 

bolt hole equal to d/6 and the slip due to the initial misalignment should also be taken into 

account. A preferred option then is the use of slip resistance connections. 
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3. MOMENT-RESISTING JOINTS AND CONNECTIONS 

Various improvements were brought to the code for simplification or extension of rules for 

determination of characteristics of joint components. One of them concerns the determination of 

the effective length of an equivalent T-stub for a stiffened column flange or an end plate. In the 

current version of the code, the effective lengths are obtained graphically using the  coefficient 

given in Figure 6.11 [3], depending on parameters 1 and 2. Graphical interpolation is not 

suitable for implementation in spreadsheets or in software based design. Several proposals 

available in the literature for analytical formulation of the  coefficient were assessed, and the 

one formulated by Rodier [11] was selected, as it gives a direct calculation of  parameter: 
0.67

2

4 1.67
e m

m m


 
   

 
 but 4 1.25

e

m
    and  8   (4) 

where m, e and m2 are defined in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 - Definitions of m, e and m2 for a bolt row adjacent to stiffener 

Another change, aiming to improve clarity and easy of use of the standard, concerns effective 

lengths of a group of bolt rows. Provisions in [3] (Table 6.4, Table 6.5, Table 6.6, Figure 6.9) 

for determining effective lengths of bolt rows are misleading in the case of inner bolt rows 

considered as part of a group of bolt rows. For example, all three bolt rows in Figure 3 are "inner 

bolt rows" according to Table 6.4 and Figure 6.9 of  [3]. When applying literally provisions in 

Table 6.4 of [3], all three bolt rows have the effective length for circular patterns of 2p when 

considered as a group of bolt rows. This is not true though, as the first and last bolt rows should 

be assigned an effective length of m+2p, also shown in [12].  

 

Figure 4 - Effective lengths for circular patterns of a group of bolt rows [12] 
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Therefore, Tables 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 [3] were re-arranged to make explicit the distinction 

between "first/last" and "internal" bolt rows part of bolt groups. Moreover, Table 6.4 (effective 

lengths for an unstiffened column flange) and Table 6.5 (effective lengths for a stiffened column 

flange) were merged, as most of the information was redundant. Figure 6.9 (Figure A.5 in  [1], 

see Figure 5) was also improved to aid identification of different types of bolt rows. 

 

Key: 

1 End bolt row adjaent to a transverse stiffener               5 Firs/Last bolt row 

2 End bolt row                      6 Inner bolt row 

3 Inner bolt row 

4 Inner bolt row adjacent to a transvers stiffener 

 
Figure 5 - Bolt row location for stiffened (a) and unstiffened (b) column flange, and bolt 

row location within the bolt group (c). 

Resistance of unstiffened end plate extension is quite low in comparison with the first bolt 

row below tension flange. Therefore, stiffeners are often used to increase the strength of the bolt 

row outside tension flange of beam in extended end plate connections. However, this design 

situation is currently not covered by [3]. Therefore, design provisions for stiffened extended end 

plates were added to the standard. 

Effective lengths for stiffened end plate extension were introduced in Table A.3 of  [1] based 

on the background information from [12] and [13]. There are more possible plastic mechanisms 

(and corresponding effective lengths) available in the two publications. As a simplification, only 

those consistent with existing provisions [3] were retained. Four plastic mechanisms can be 

identified for circular patterns of an end plate extension, with corresponding effective lengths of: 

2πm, 2πmx, πm + 2ex, πmx + 2e. However, only two of them were introduced in the standard: 

2πm and πm + 2ex. The reason is for being consistent with the approach currently used in the 

standard for other bolt rows. For example, two plastic mechanisms can be identified for circular 

patterns of the first bolt row below tension flange of beam, with corresponding effective lengths 

of: 2πm and 2πm2. However, as a simplification, [3] uses just one: 2πm. Similar approach was 

adopted for non-circular patterns. 
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4. NOMINALLY PINNED CONNECTIONS 

Fin plate, partial depth end-plate and double angle web cleat connections, see Figure 6, are 

one of the most used structural steel connections but are not dealt with in the current version of 

the standard [3]. Annex C introduces design rules for these connections based on the ECCS 

design requirements n°126 [14]  developed by ECCS TC10 ten years ago. These requirements 

are used in many countries now (France [15], UK 0, Germany). Double angle web cleat 

connections were not directly presented in the ECCS, Annex C provides now detailed rules to 

avoid possible misinterpretation of [14]. Design rules apply to un-notched beam or column 

composed of I/H sections, however this annex can be easily applied to other cases (notched beam, 

column made of CHS/RHS) and existing publications provide enough material on the subject 

[15], 0. The provisions for the design of these connections are: 

- Shear resistance at ultimate limit state, 

- Tying resistance for structural integrity according to EN 1991-1-7.  

The connections are supposed to transmit a shear force without developing significant 

bending moment, for this reason ductility criteria should be checked. The ductility is ensured 

provided that non ductile failure modes are avoided/delayed in the connection such as weld 

failure (for fin plate and partial end-plates), bolt failure in tension (for partial depth end-plate 

and double angle web plates) or in shear.  

These connections are modelled as pinned in the analysis. Therefore, a rotation capacity 

based on the development of contact between the beam and the support should be compared to 

the predicted value of the connection rotation. 
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Figure 6 – Rotation capacity of nominally pinned connection 
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Concerning the shear resistance, annex C doesn't provide any extra requirement compare to 

ECCS report [14] but clarify the case of double web cleat connections. The shear resistance of 

bolts have been deleted as it should be greater than the bearing resistance due to ductility 

requirements. An important aspect in the evaluation of the shear resistance is that the bending 

moment is not directly considered in the analysis provided that ductility criteria are checked. For 

bolts connected to the supporting member a reduction of 0,8 is considered for the shear resistance 

to account on tensile forces due to the local bending moment. For bolts connected to the 

supported beam, a local bending moment is included in the design check considering a lever arm 

z, see Figure 6.  

 

a- Web cleat  b- Fin plate  c- Partial depth end plate 

TEd TEd TEd 

 

 

Figure 7 - Nominally pinned connections subjected to tying force 

A new aspect of this annex, in comparison to the existing standard [3] concerns tying 

resistance. The design resistance of the components are calculated according to the different 

clauses of [1] for T-stubs, bolt bearing and resistance in shear, replacing the yield strength by the 

ultimate tensile strength, and M2 by Mu (equal to 1,1). In addition to ECCS requirements [14], 

the case of the end-plate and double angle web cleats attached to the web of the supporting 

member is proposed. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARK 

Work on the drafting of a new EN1993-1-8 was exciting because it required technical skills 

and convincing arguments to get approved changes PT2 agreed on. Certainly, work on updating 

the standard is never ending. The regular revision are foreseen every 5 years, as the situation is 

now. Hopefully, some ideas discussed during our mandate will be implemented in coming 

revisions.   
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MOST PELJEŠAC, HRVATSKA – PROJEKITRANJE I GRAĐENJE 

Rezime: 

Pelješki most je trenutno najveći most u izgradnji u Hrvatskoj i u širem regionu JI Evrope. 

Izgradnja je započela u julu 2018. godine, a most bi trebalo da bude završen za 36 meseci. 

Najjužniji deo Hrvatske, uključujući grad Dubrovnik, trenutno je odvojen od ostatka Hrvatske 

uskim priobalnim teritorijem koji pripada Bosni i Hercegovini. Ideja fiksne putne veze da poveže 

celu Hrvatsku, bez dvostrukog prelaska državnih granica, proučavala se više od petnaest godina, 

ali je dobila novi zamah nakon što je Hrvatska postala članicom EU. Novi most koji prelazi 

morski tesnac između hrvatskog kopna i polu otoka Pelješca ispuniti će ovu svrhu, istovremeno 

unapređujući razvoj poluostrva Pelješac i obližnjih ostrva. 

Ključne reči: most sa kosim zategama, potres, vetar, interakcija tla i konstrukcije  

PELJEŠAC BRIDGE, CROATIA – DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 

Summary: 

Pelješac Bridge is currently the largest bridge under construction in Croatia and in the wider S – 

E European region. The construction began in July 2018, and the bridge should be completed in 

36 months. The most southern part of Croatia, including the city of Dubrovnik, is currently 

separated from the rest of Croatia by a narrow coastal stretch belonging to Bosnia and 

Herzegovina. The idea of fixed road link to connect the whole of Croatia, without having to cross 

state borders twice, has been studied for more than fifteen years, but has gained a new momentum 

after Croatia has become an EU member state. The new bridge crossing the sea strait between 

Croatian mainland and the Pelješac Peninsula shall fulfil this purpose, while also furthering 

development of the Pelješac Peninsula and nearby islands.   

Key words: multi-span cable-stayed bridge, earthquake, wind, soil-structure interaction 
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1. GENERAL 

1.1 BRIDGE LOCATION SPECIFICS 

Bridge is located in a highly sensitive and protected area of Ston Bay. It is a bay enclosed by 

the Pelješac peninsula and the mainland. The entire area is protected by Natura 2000 - 

comprehensive ecological network of areas designated by the European Union member states. 

The main objective of the network is to conserve valuable biodiversity for future generations.  

The Croatian Ministry of Agriculture considers larger part of bay area for the purposes of 

regulating maricultural, with a length of 28 km (17mi), a maximum breadth of 6.1 km (3.8 mi), 

and the depth largely between 20 and 29 meters. 

 

Figure 1 – Bridge location 

The seabed at the bridge alignment is almost flat at the level -27 m, with the stratigraphic 

pattern of a series of sub-horizontal layers and an irregular top of the rock along the bridge. The 

foundation soil alongside the bridge location is of extremely poor quality, as has been confirmed 

by detailed geophysical surveys and extensive off-shore investigations, including continuous 

shear wave survey and geotechnical explorations from a specially equipped drill ship. The depth 

to bedrock is variable along the bridge alignment, ranging from 75 m to 102 m in depth in the 

central portion of the crossing, and amounting to about 39 m close to the mainland coast. The 

sea bay crossing is approximately 2200 m wide. The navigation clearance is 200 m wide with 

vertical clearance of 55 m at the specific request of the neighbouring country of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, although there is no navigation channel currently chartered in this area and 

although the Mali Ston Bay is ecologically an extremely sensitive area, where any larger ship 
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traffic might disturb delicate environmental balance of one of the last European natural habitats 

of oyster mussel and clam farms. 

 

Figure 2 – Road alignment and bridge position 

The bridge site lies in a zone of high seismic activity in the vicinity of active seismic faults, 

where seven significant earthquakes of magnitude M > 6 occurred in the past century within 100 

km of the site. The bridge site is also exposed to high winds with maximum average 10-minute 

wind speeds over 34 m/s and measured wind gust speeds over to 50 m/s. Due to the high 

seismicity of bridge location (PGA = 0.36g) it was evident that the total bridge dead load, and 

especially the dead weight of the superstructure had to be reduced as much as possible, which 

was done by adopting a steel superstructure. Also, relatively long spans were utilized to limit the 

number of expensive foundations.  

 

Figure 3 – Pelješac bridge (3D computer animation) 
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2. BRIDGE DESIGN 

2.1 GENERAL  

The design work for the actual bridge concept started in 2013. Various bridge alternatives 

were considered during preliminary studies, preliminary design and main design activities. The 

bridge is located in a high-activity seismic zone with strong winds, and is realised in extremely 

adverse foundation soil conditions, and in aggressive maritime environment. The multi-span 

extradosed semi-integral bridge with steel deck was finally chosen for preparing main design 

and for construction.  

Searching for an economical bridge solution the Investor, Croatian Roads, signed the contract 

for bridge design with the joint venture Faculty of Civil Engineering – University of Zagreb, 

Ponting and Pipenbaher Consulting Engineers, based on the terms of reference, for a two- lane 

bridge with median strip, and with wind protection barrier, to be installed on the bridge to avoid 

bridge closing in case of high-speed winds. 

Several types of bridge structure, such as girder bridge, truss bridge and cable-stayed bridge 

were studied at the preliminary stage and, after a detailed evaluation, two alternative solutions 

were short-listed for the next design phase – girder bridge with central navigation span of 256 m 

prepared by Faculty of Civil Engineering and semi-integral extradosed cable-stayed bridge with 

5 central spans of 285 m prepared by Ponting - Pipenbaher Consulting Engineers.  

 

Figure 4 – Pelješac bridge (View, longitudinal section, plan view) 

The Committee, appointed by the Croatian Roads, finally selected the multi-span extradosed 

semi-integral bridge with steel deck as the most appropriate bridge for the Mainland - Pelješac 

Peninsula Crossing. The choice was based on aesthetical considerations and economic criteria 

comprising material quantity and complexity of erection technology, but also on predicted future 

maintenance costs of this large bridge project. The multi-span semi-integral extradosed bridge is 

structurally up-to date, unique in appearance, and resourcefully economical, and thus constitutes 
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a very clear reflection of the present times. Such a large and impressive bridge should not be just 

a high-tech and excellently designed engineering structure without soul and character. Thanks to 

an inventive approach to the design of this extreme bridge with an integral structure, featuring a 

hybrid deck suspended on six pylons, the bridge meets crucial design criteria of appearance, 

stability, durability, serviceability and economy in construction, which should be favourably 

reflected in subsequent maintenance costs. 

 

Figure 5 – Bridge characteristic cross section and traffic line alignment 

2.2 BRIDGE ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL CONCEPT 

A comprehensive optimization method was used in the development of structural and 

architectural concept of the bridge. The central system is a multi-span semi-integral extradosed 

bridge with six pylons and five 285.0 m spans, so that a full symmetry in space has been 

achieved. In the surrounding landscape, the bridge appears as a very light and peaceful 

composition. The extradosed cable-stayed deck and centrally placed reinforced concrete pylons, 

are elastically linked to piers so that in its central part measuring 1832,0 m (76% of the total 

bridge length) the bridge is a frame structure without bearings, which provides for additional 

stability of the bridge in case of seismic and wind action. Bearings and guiders installed on shear 

keys are designed only at end parts of the bridge – at abutments and piers 2-4 and 11-13. The 

bridge deck is a continuous hybrid box structure that is suspended in its central part by stays on 

to six centrally placed reinforced concrete pylons. 

The steel box deck extends over 12 spans 84 + 2 x 108 + 189.5 + 5 x 285 + 189.5 + 2 x 108 

+ 84 = 2,404 m. Pylons are 40.0 m in height so that the pylon height to span ratio is 

40.0/285.0=0.14. Typical superstructure cross-sections at cable stay anchoring of the main cable 

stayed bridge and at approach spans are shown on Figure 5. The streamlined three cell box deck 

cross section was designed to reduce wind action on the bridge and to provide for high torsional 

rigidity.  
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The deck depth is 4.5 m and the orthotropic deck plate is 22.5 m in width. All plates, i.e. the 

deck plate, the bottom plate, inner webs, and inclined bottom plates, are stiffened by longitudinal 

trough type closed trapezoidal stiffeners. Transverse frames are spaced at 4.0 m intervals. 

 

Figure 6 – Pylons 5-10 during construction and steel segment installation 

Stay-cables are composed of galvanized, individually waxed and HDPE-sheathed 7-wire 150 

mm2 strands. HPDE ducts will be delivered with helical ribs to limit potential rain-wind 

vibrations. The number of strands varies from 55 to 109. Centrally positioned vertical reinforced 

concrete pylons are elastically linked with the concrete part of the superstructure and are directly 

connected to piers. They are made of solid concrete grade C70/85 and taper in transverse 

direction from 5.0 m at the top to 7 m at the deck level, while their width is constant and amounts 

2.2 m. Stay-cables are anchored on pylons via pylon links. Piers of supports S5 - S10 represent 

the bottom part of the pylons. They are elastically fixed to the massive pile caps at the bottom, 

and to the superstructure and pylons at the top. The height of piers varies from 37.9 to 53.4 m. 

The piers feature a hollow box cross section with rounded corners. The outer dimensions at the 

bottom and top of tallest piers are 7.0 m x 11.0 m and 7.0 x 8.1 m, respectively. The wall 

thickness of piers is 0.80 m. At piers S7 and S8 located near the navigation channel, the wall 

thickness at bottom was increased to 1.20 m in both directions. Relatively short piers S2-S4 and 

S11-S13 (19.2 – 31.8 m in height) also feature a hollow box cross section with rounded corners. 

The outer dimensions at the bottom and top are 4.25 m x 8.0 m (tallest pier) and 4.25 x 10.0 m, 

respectively. The wall thickness of all piers is 0.60 m. At the top of the piers, enough space is 

provided for installation of large bearing pads and side guiders / bearings. Also, an appropriate 

space is provided for positioning the bearing replacement jacks, and for the opening enabling 

access to piers (inspection and maintenance of bearings). According to the design, all piers S2-

13 will be fabricated using concrete grade C50/60. 
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Figure 7 – Pylon S5 – S110 structural concept 

2.3 BRIDGE FOUNDATION 

Abutments U1, U14 and piers S2, S13 are founded into the compact rock base.   Piers S3 – 

S12, situated in the sea strait, are founded onto driven steel piles measuring 1800 and 2000 mm 

in diameter. The length of piles varies from 36.0 to 128.6 m. At the sea level, the piles are fixed 

to the massive concrete pile cap.  

Piles at supports S3, S4, S10 - S12 are filled with concrete (composite) in full length and 

feature an additional concrete socket to enable load transfer into the solid rock base. The 

foundation work for pylons S5 – S10 is realized with a group of 18 / 20 piles, 2000 mm in 

diameter, fixed to the RC pile cap at the sea level. Rectangular pile cap dimensions are 29 m x 

23 m. The thickness of the cap varies from 4.0 (at the edge) to 5.0 m (in the pier area).  

Steel pile wall thickness is constant and amounts 40 mm. In the 2.0 m long tip area (pile 

driving shoe) the wall thickness increases to 60 mm. At pylons S5 – S9, top pile parts in the 

length of 40 m are filled with reinforced concrete (composite cress section) to increase their 

stiffness and bending bearing capacity. As mentioned, the piers S5 to S10 are fixed to the 

concrete part of the superstructure, so that the total horizontal force in longitudinal direction will 

be assumed by these six pylon piers.  

All-direction movable vertical bearings are foreseen on all other piers and on both abutments. 

Special bearings (horizontal guiders with prestressed springs) are additionally foreseen on the 

piers and abutments to transfer large horizontal forces due to wind and earthquake actions. 
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Figure 8 – Pylon S7 and S8 foundation 
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3. STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

3.1 NONLINEAR STATIC AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS  

Complete nonlinear static and dynamic analysis considering SSI – soil-structure-interaction 

were performed by Pipenbaher Consulting Engineers. Significant non-linear behaviour in soil, 

and inelastic deformation in foundation elements, were expected as the structure is founded on 

very long and slender piles passing through layers of soft to medium hard and hard clay soil. 

Nonlinear static and dynamic bridge analysis considering SSI (Soil Structure Interaction) was 

performed using several software packages Bentley RM-Bridge, SOFISTIK, Plaxis, ANSYS, 

OpenFoam, SolidWorks. To enable the Internal Quality Control, two totally independent global 

static and dynamic analyses were performed by using Bentley RM-Bridge and SOFISTIK 

software, for construction and service stage. 

 

 

Figure 9 – SOFISTIK and BENTLEY RM bridge models for performing global analysis 

 

 

Figure 10 – 3D – FEM model of soil continuum including pylon foundation 
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A site-specific engineering seismological study, based on the seismic source zone 

characterization and attenuation relationships for the south of Croatia, was undertaken by the 

Croatian Seismological Service. The bridge site lies in a zone of large seismicity in the vicinity 

of active seismic faults, where seven significant earthquakes of magnitude M>6 occurred in the 

past century within 100 km of the site. The maximum magnitude was estimated at M=6.5 and 

the maximum seismic intensity at Imax=9.2° MCS. Seventy-two artificial simulated 

accelerograms for earthquake magnitudes of M = 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, and 7.5 were defined in this report 

for epicentral distances of 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 150 km. The epicentres were always assumed 

to be at the depth of 10km from the surface, and the records were produced for the level of basic 

sound rock. Nonlinear time history global analyses were performed using a computer model with 

nonlinear (p-y) springs.  

The detailed analysis of superstructure and pylons were performed with shell and 3D finite / 

solid elements.  

3.2 WIND ANALYSIS AND WIND TUNNEL TESTING  

In addition, wind load, dynamic wind stability and wind barrier efficiency analysis were 

performed in-house using different CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) software. Also bridge 

section model test (scale 1:70) and full bridge model tests (scale 1:150) were performed by Force 

Technology in Copenhagen wind tunnels.  

   

Figure 11 – Results of CFD analysis – cross section with wind barrier 

  

Figure 12 – Full bridge model wind tunnel testing (in service / construction stage) 
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4. ENSURING BRIDGE DURABILITY 

The bridge is designed for a 120-year service life before major maintenance of non-

replaceable components will be needed. Because of immense importance of this bridge, solutions 

that contribute to greater durability have been adopted in all stages of the design process. Quality 

Assurance Program and Design Specifications require high quality construction and installation 

of high-quality materials and products. All measures that ensure the maximum durability, are 

specified in design criteria prepared by the main designer. These measures are also strictly 

implemented in the scope of quality control. 

The “Concept of bridge management, monitoring and maintenance” provides guidelines for 

the monitoring, inspection, testing, data processing, and regular maintenance of the bridge. It 

also describes and clarifies basic features of the bridge, necessary for planning repairs. The 

assessment of degradation and damage of the bridge elements is of crucial importance for the 

maintenance of the bridge in service stage, and it is based on monitoring, inspection, testing and 

expertise. The most important factor are estimates given on the basis of continuous monitoring 

and regular inspections, which may result in the conduct of detailed inspections, repairs, and 

maintenance works.  

 

Figure 13 – Monitoring overview and data management strategy on Pelješac bridge 

Continuous bridge monitoring system in construction and service stage, and monitoring of 

durability of structure enable: 

- Analysis of short and long-term structure behavior 

- Early registration of potential damages 

- Effective planning of maintenance work 

- Assessment of the rest of serviceability 

- Increasing safety and reliability 
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5. BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION 

In July 2018, the bridge construction contract was signed between the Croatian Roads and 

the joint venture China Road and Bridge Corporation, CCCC Highway Consultants Co., CCCC 

Second Harbour Engineering Co., CCC Second Highway Engineering Co. Ltd., China.  

Up to 128.6 m long tubular steel piles were transported from China by special ships and 

driven by a hydraulic hammer operated from a large derrick barge, utilizing the latest offshore 

technology. The excavation of soil from the piles were performed by RCD drilling.  Piers and 

pylons were constructed using the self-climbing formwork. Foundations, pile caps, piers and 

pylons are already completed. The approach bridge part steel superstructure segments were 

installed by heavy floating crane, capacity of 1000 tons. Steel superstructure segment installation 

by derrick crane, stay cable installation and stressing is currently in progress.  

The bridge is scheduled for completion in July 2021, but due to Corona virus, bridge 

completion is expected early in the spring 2022. 

Numerous inventive design solutions and solutions contributing to bridge durability have 

been performed during the design procedure. Also, real-time bridge monitoring and maintenance 

guidelines will greatly contribute to the extended durability and successful maintenance of the 

bridge. 

 

Figure 14 – Pelješac bridge (January 2021) 

6. SOME BRIDGE DATA 

Investor: Republic of Croatia, Croatian Roads d.o.o., Zagreb 

Designer: Joint Venture Faculty of Civil Engineering, Zagreb + Pipenbaher 

Consulting Engineers + Ponting  

Main designer:  Marjan Pipenbaher, MSCE 

Contractor: JV CRBC / China Road and Bridge Corporation + CCCC Co 

Engineer:  IGH d. d., Zagreb 

 

Steel superstructure: 34.800 tons 

Weight of steel piles: 31.000 tons 

Concrete:  72.000 m3 

Reinforcing steel:  18.000 tons 
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PRIMENA NOVOG SISTEMA ZA MODIFIKACIJU SEIZMICKOG 

ODGOVORA ZA UNAPREĐENJE POSTOJEĆEG MOSTA 

Rezime:  

U ovom radu izloženo je teorijsko istraživanje unapređenja odabranog reprezentativnog postojećeg 

mosta u Republici S. Makedoniji na bazi dobivenih eksperimentalnih rezultata od testiranih modela sa 

inovativnim sistemom seizmičke zaštite putem modifikacije seizmičkog odgovora koristeći uređaje sa 

višestrukim nivojima aktivacije u različitim pravcima i sa višestrukim sistemom gapova. Najpre, 

kapacitet seizmičke otpornosti odabranog mosta je analiziran putem realizacije nelinearnih vremenskih 

analiza sa korišćenjem skaliranog zapisa zemljotresa Ulcinj-Albartos. Rezultati analize su pokazali da 

rušenje postojećeg mosta nastaje pri veoma niskom intenzitetu zemljotresa označenog sa PGA = 0.14g 

u proizvoljnom pravcu. Nakon toga most je unapređen sa inovativnim sistemom za modifikaciju 

odgovora, pri čemu su uređaji sistema modelirani na pažljivo odabranim optimalnim lokacijama, sa 

specifičnim parametrima svakog integralnog uređaja. Nelinearne vremenske analize su pokazale da je 

seizmička otpornost unapređenog mosta poboljšana do veoma visokog nivoa tako da čak i pri dejstvu 

jakog zemljotresa skaliranog na PGA = 0.42g, konstrukcija zadržava integritet i seizmičku stabilnost. 

Ključne reči: nelinearna analiza, modifikacija seizmičkog odgovora, mostovi 

APPLICATION OF NEW SEISMIC RESPONSE MODIFICATION 

SYSTEM FOR UPGRADING OF EXISTING BRIDGE STRUCTURE 

Summary:  

In this paper presented is theoretical research of upgrading of a selected representative existing bridge in 

Republic of N. Macedonia, based on obtained results from experimental model testing of innovative 

multi-level, multi-directional, multi-gap system for seismic protection through modification of structural 

seismic response. Firstly, the capacity of seismic resistance of the selected bridge was analyzed by 

carrying out nonlinear time history analyses using scaled Ulcinj-Albartos earthquake record. The 

analyses results showed that the existing bridge reaches collapse at very low earthquake intensity 

represented by PGA=0.14g in arbitrary direction. The bridge was then upgraded with the Innovative 

Response Modification (IRM) System, with the devices being modeled at carefully selected optimal 

locations with specific parameters of every integral device. The nonlinear time history analyses showed 

that the seismic resistance of the upgraded bridge was improved to such level that even under earthquake 

effect with PGA=0.42g, the structure keeps its integrity and safety. 

Key words: nonlinear analysis, seismic response modification, bridges   
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 ORIGINAL EXISTING BRIDGE STRUCTURE 

The selected representative structure is a reinforced concrete viaduct with five spans and total 

length of L=97.1 m. The viaduct is located on the М-26 road, section Gostivar-Kicevo. 

According to the project documentation, the bridge is designed as a classical frame structural 

system cast in place, Fig. 1.1. The superstructure of the bridge consists of two main longitudinal 

girders with height h=1.40 m, secondary transverse girders in every span (three or four) and 

above every support, and reinforced concrete deck with width of b=9.6 m and thickness of 

dp=0.18 m. The longitudinal section of the bridge is shown on Fig. 1.2.  

The bridge substructure consists of box type abutments with wing walls cast in place and 

middle supports consisting of two RC middle piers with circular cross section (D=1.0 m) 

connected to the ground with single footings, Fig. 1.2. The pier heights vary between 10.1 m and 

17.9 m. The both bridge end supports represent movable bearings in longitudinal direction, while 

the connection between the upper and lower structure at the middle piers position is fixed. The 

piers and the abutments of the bridge are founded on stiff rock foundation ground with bearing 

capacity of doz = 3.5 MPa. The whole RC structure is constructed with concrete grade MB30, 

except for the wing walls which are built with concrete grade MB45 and the footings which are 

built with concrete grades MB10 and MB22. The reinforcement steel used for the whole structure 

is of grade C 240/360. 

 

 

 
Figure 1.1 – View of 

substructure of selected 

bridge  

Figure 1.2 – Longitudinal section and foundation plan of 

the selected classical bridge in R. N. Macedonia 

 CONCEPT OF THE MODIFIED STRUCTURAL SYSTEM OF THE 

EXISTING BRIDGE WITH NEW IRM-SYSTEM 

With the realized nonlinear analytical analyses, [1], it was proved that, in the case of the 

Ulcinj-Albatros earthquake, the structure experienced total failure under earthquake scaled to 

PGAgen=0.14 g in general direction, i.e., under simultaneous excitations in longitudinal and 

transverse direction of PGAх=PGAу=0.10 g. This is an extraordinarily low level of seismic 

resistance for bridge structures located in seismically active regions. The above results point out 
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that seismic effects were not taken into account or were inappropriately taken into account during 

the design of the structural system of the existing bridge. Hence, the question arose whether it 

was possible to seismically improve the structural system of this bridge. The seismic 

improvement of the bridge consisted of optimal concept of installation of adequate IRM-system: 

(1) Seismic isolation system, Fig. 2.1, was installed over all six supports (two seismic bearings 

over each support). This system was composed of double spherical sliding bearings; (2) Seismic 

energy dissipation (ED) system was introduced with different treatment of different supporting 

piers: а) Strong seismic energy dissipation devices with two levels of HC type, were incorporated 

over the rigid abutments Ѕ1 and Ѕ6, Fig 2.4.  

   
Figure 2.1 – Set-up of 

double spherical rolling 

seismic isolators for cyclic 

testing 

Figure 2.2 – Testing of 

hysteretic response of two HC-

ED components with different 

gaps 

Figure 2.3 – Quasi-static 

testing of HC-ED device 

The seismic ED components at both levels were appropriately designed to enable safe 

sustaining of generated forces and a corresponding level of seismic energy dissipation in 

accordance with the earthquake intensity; b) Over the shortest central piers, Ѕ2 and Ѕ5, much 

“weaker” seismic ED with two levels of type HC were installed, with the intention not to have 

to sustain large generated forces that would cause failure of the short abutments; c) Seismic ED 

devices were not installed over the longest piers, Ѕ3 and Ѕ4, in order to prevent the increase in 

horizontal force transferred to them and let only the friction force from the sliding bearings to 

remain. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 – Formulated 3D bridge 

model 

Figure 2.5 – First mode the IRM upgraded 

bridge 

On the basis of this concept, conditions were created for analysis and research of potential 

applicability of the new IRM-system for seismic response modification and improvement of the 

seismic protection of the existing bridge built by application of a traditional structural system.  
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2.1. NONLINEAR MODEL OF THE BRIDGE WITH THE NEW IRM-SYSTEM  

The concept of the formulated nonlinear analytical model of the bridge, Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 

a) and b), was developed based on the approach for incorporation of the new IRM-system 

presented in item 2, as well as by taking into account all necessary data from the formulation of 

the detailed nonlinear model of the traditional structural system, described in item 1, [1]. The 

computational nonlinear model was formulated as follows: (1) The bridge superstructure was 

modeled by 3D finite shell and frame elements. This enabled a realistic analytical simulation of 

the superstructure consisting of RC longitudinal and transverse girders and an RC deck; (2) The 

piers of the substructure were modeled as nonlinear, with local nonlinearity by modeling 

potential nonlinear plastic hinges at their base cross-sections. All piers in this model have a 

cantilever behavior, because of the installed seismic bearings on top. A transverse beam above 

every pier couple was used in the model for central positioning of the new seismic ED devices 

of the IRM-system. 

 

 

Fig. 2.6 a). Detail of modeled abutment with 

incorporated innovative IRM-system  

Fig. 2.6 b) Nonlinear 3D model of ED 

device from the innovative IRM-system 

The nonlinear plastic hinges were modeled by specified sets of moment-axial force (M-N) 

relationships and moment-curvature (M-) relationships defined for different levels of axial 

forces, [1]. For the needs of the analysis, all supporting points on the bridge piers were modeled 

considering fixed boundary conditions. The seismic isolation bearings were modeled as 

nonlinear based on defined corresponding input data acquired from previous quasi-static 

experimental tests, [2]. The nonlinear characteristics of the four designed ED components and 

devices of type HC-MG with two levels in the mathematical model, Fig. 2.6 were also defined 

according to the evidence from previously carried out quasi-static experimental tests, Fig 2.2, 

Fig. 2.3, [2].  
Within the energy dissipation devices, defined were corresponding gaps for the energy 

dissipation components. The defined values of the gaps were accurately simulated in the 

formulated mathematical model by use of nonlinear models for “gap” and “hook” in SAP2000. 

The exact simulation of the defined gaps is evident from the presented results from these 

analyses, item 3. 

2.2. DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE UPGRADED BRIDGE WITH IRM-

SYSTEM  

Dynamic analysis was carried out for the analytical model of the upgraded bridge with IRM-

system. The first mode shape with period Т1 = 0.914 ѕ was dominantly expressed in transverse 

direction, Fig. 2.5. The second mode shape with period Т2 = 0.773 ѕ was dominantly expressed 
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in longitudinal direction and the third mode shape with period Т3 = 0.546 ѕ was dominantly 

expressed in the form of torsion of the superstructure.  

 SEISMIC RESPONSE OF MODIFIED BRIDGE WITH IRM-SYSTEM 

The nonlinear seismic response was computed by setting up a very small increment of time 

step, ∆t = 0.001 s, meaning that the analysis was done with a very high accuracy and that it 

included the effects of all relevant mode shapes. Because the nonlinear analyses of the original 

existing bridge, item 1, [1], showed very unfavorable response and seismic resistance level, 

Ulcinj-Albatros earthquake was adopted as first representative earthquake record for the 

nonlinear dynamic analysis of the upgraded bridge with the new IRM-system. The maximum 

intensity (defined by PGA) of this earthquake, corresponding to the nonlinear state of the 

structure immediately prior to total failure, was defined iteratively by multiple nonlinear analyses 

for different increasing intensities.  

  

Figure 3.1 – Time history response of displacement (m) at top of pier S4L (DX & DY: 

Longitudinal and transverse direction) 

The time history response of the relative displacement on top of the highest representative 

pier, is presented in Fig. 3.1. In longitudinal direction of the bridge the maximal displacement is 

dxmax=0.073m, and in transversal direction of the bridge dymax=0.079m. By analyzing the results, 

it can be noted that relative displacements take place in both longitudinal and transverse direction 

which points to appropriate multi-direction activation of the seismic bearings and seismic energy 

dissipation devices.  

  
Figure 3.2 – Time history response of acceleration (m/sec2) at top of pier S4L (AX & AY: 

Longitudinal and transverse direction) 
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To get an insight into the accelerations during the nonlinear seismic response of the bridge 

from Ulcinj-Albatros earthquake, scaled to maximum PGA capacity of the upgraded bridge 

(0.42g), in Fig. 3.2 presented are representative time histories on the top of the highest pier S4L, 

in longitudinal and transverse direction, respectively. The obtained peak acceleration value is 

axmax = 9.03 m/s2, which shows amplification factor of 2.19.  

  
Figure 3.3 – Bottom cross section of pier S5L (MX(kN)-X(m) and My(kN)-y(m)): 

Hysteretic response of plastic hinge in longitudinal and transverse direction of bridge 

In Fig. 3.3 presented are the hysteretic responses based on the computed moment-curvature 

(M-) relationships for the critical cross-sections of the shortest pier S5L, both in longitudinal 

and transverse direction of the bridge. Based on the presented results, it can be concluded that a 

plastic hinge is developed at the base and a nonlinear behavior is exhibited at the shortest pier 

S5L, but not failure. The most critical cross-section of the highest representative pier S4L, 

behaves in the linear range, although the response of the structure is obtained under much 

stronger earthquake intensity [1], PGAg = 0.42 g. Such significant benefit is the result of the 

modified seismic response of the structural system with the installed appropriately designed new 

IRM-system. Moment-curvature relationships directly depend on the level of real axial forces, 

which is why the variations of the axial forces, which are high in this particular structure are 

taken into account in this research. 

  
Figure 3.4 – Time history response of shear force F (kN) in bottom cross section of 

abutment S1 (FX and FY: Longitudinal and transversal direction) 

In Fig. 3.4 presented are the time history responses of shear forces at the critical cross-section 

of the abutment S1 in longitudinal and transverse direction, respectively. In longitudinal 

direction, the shear force varies within the limits of T = -3900 kN to T = 3020 kN, and in 

transverse direction, within the limits of T = -2200 kN to T = 2250 kN. These values are 

considerable, but this condition is secured with the installed appropriately designed device for 
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seismic ED type HC-MG, with two levels. The shear forces and their variation in the cross 

sections of the internal piers, is as expected, smaller. The design conditions of the IRM-system, 

are aimed to eliminate developing of any final stage of nonlinearity and any danger of failure of 

all piers.  

  

Figure 3.5 – Hysteretic response of seismic isolator above abutments S1L and S5L 

(FY(kN)-DY(m)) in transversal direction 

Fig. 3.5 displays the nonlinear hysteretic responses of representative seismic isolators, 

namely one above abutment S1L and other above shortest pier S5L. It can be noted that more 

complex hysteresis was recorded and the isolators are intensively activated due to the high 

rigidity of the abutment, in accordance with the real input parameters and the generated dynamic 

response. In contrast, a certain more restrained hysteretic response is observed in pier S5L. 

  
Figure 3.6 – Hysteretic response of seismic energy dissipator above abutment S1 (N(kN)-

U1(m)): For component HC1 at level 1 and level 2 

The seismic response of the installed seismic ED devices of type HC-MG is manifested 

through the activation of their ED components installed at two levels. In Fig. 3.6 presented are 

results from adaptive activation of the seismic energy dissipation device type HC-MG installed 

over abutment S1 with hysteretic responses of the ED components at two levels with applied 

activation control by different assigned gaps. 

The components within the device are positioned radially, Fig. 2.6 b), in order to have 

adaptive activation to earthquake from arbitrary direction. From the presented hysteretic 
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responses, it is clear that this radial distribution of the seismic ED components provided fully 

adaptive response depending on their location and in compliance with the real earthquake 

intensity. The response of the ED components at level-1, are in the nonlinear range of behavior 

with open hysteretic relationships, while the ED components at level-2, are still in the linear 

range and their capacity for nonlinear behavior remains as still non-utilized mechanism of 

additional protection.  

In Fig. 3.7 presented are the hysteretic responses of real simulated gaps in the direction of 

component НС1 at level-1 and level-2 of the HC-MG energy dissipation device modeled above 

abutment S1. It can be observed that all specified gaps G1 at level-1 and G2 at level-2 are ideally 

simulated by the applied concept of modelling of parallel nonlinear “gap” and “hook” elements.  

  

Figure 3.7 – Cyclic response of gap and hook elements of energy dissipator above abutment 

S1 (N(kN)-U1(m)): For component HC1 at level 1 and level 2 

From the presented characteristic results from the performed analytical investigations for the 

effect of Ulcinj-Albfatros earthquake with PGA = 0.42 g, it can also be concluded that, with the 

installed IRM-system, the bridge structure exhibits a great positive modification of the seismic 

response by which the seismic stability of the existing structure of the representative existing 

bridge is controlled and considerably increased. 

 CONCLUSIONS  

The presented results from the realized extensive analytical investigations enabled clear 

insight into the characteristics of the seismic response of the selected existing bridge modified 

by the installation of the new IRM-system. The most important conclusions can be summarized 

as follows: (1) With the installation of the new IRM-system in the existing classical bridge 

structural system, an important positive and desirable modification of the seismic response was 

achieved; (2) Variations of axial forces in the bridge piers should be controlled and/or avoided 

by corresponding suitably designed structural measures; (3) The existing structural system of the 

bridge that was characterized by very low seismic resistance was successfully seismically 

upgraded with the optimal IRM-system to the extent of being able to remain seismically safe 

even under the effects of strong earthquakes with peak accelerations of  PGA = 0.42 g; (4) The 
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optimal design of the seismic bearings and seismic energy dissipation devices and their adequate 

distribution within the structural system enabled their adaptable activation and generation of 

several lines of defense by which the seismic safety of the structural system was improved; and, 

(5) The application of the new IRM-system in design of new bridge structures can give 

extraordinarily successful results and considerable qualitative increase of the level of seismic 

protection since all the system components can be optimally designed for every specific case. 
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Rezime:  

Izvršena je uporedna analiza koja uključuje linearne i nelinearne Pushover statičke analize i 

upoređeni su dobijeni rezultati hipotetičkih modela sa 5 i 8 spratova, sa i bez ispune. Za 

modeliranje ispune korišćene su preporuke prema FEMA 356 za makro-modeliranje. Generalno 

se može zaključiti da se ispune od zidarije ne sme zanemariti, bilo zbog pozitivnih ili negativnih 

efekata na celokupno ponašanje konstrukcije. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF MASONRY INFILL ON SEISMIC BEHAVIOR 

OF RC BUILDINGS  

Summary:  

A comparative analysis has been performed involving linear and nonlinear-Pushover static 

analyzes and the obtained results from hypothetical models with 5 and 8 storeys, with and 

without infill, were compared. For modeling the infill, the recommendations according to FEMA 

356 for macro-modeling were used. It can be generally concluded that the masonry infill should 

not be overlooked, either due to the positive or negative effects on the overall behavior of the 

construction.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the development and globalization of reinforced concrete, building norms and 

regulations have evolved, improving the safety and stability of structures as well as a better 

understanding of phenomena such as earthquakes and finding solutions to deal with them. 

However, the development of standards is generally aimed at improving the construction of 

structural elements, while largely neglecting non-constructive ones such as masonry. It is still 

the most common solution in high-rise construction where the masonry infill is used to form 

partition walls or a facade. These elements have been upgraded over time as well as the standards 

and regulations for them, but still usually referred only to the improvement of their insulation 

characteristics, while forgetting the rigidity and the ability to take part of the loads.                     

Non-constructive elements, by definition, are not designed to carry any forces other than those 

arising from their own mass. They are also, in principle, elements that construction designers do 

not design and for which architects and mechanical or electrical engineers take responsibility. 

Non-structural elements transform the construction into a habitable and functional building. 

Tenants, building materials and the contents of buildings and the activities that take place in them 

are the lifeblood of society. Therefore, non-structural elements should behave well during an 

earthquake, as they pose a serious risk to human safety. The description of most of the infill walls 

as "unconstructive" is the least misinterpreted. Any rigid and strong element of a building, 

whether designed by a builder or not, attracts forces to itself. In the process of accepting seismic 

forces, the infill walls can cause serious structural damage to the building. Therefore, the 

problems they create and the solutions to overcome them require careful consideration. Our 

territory, which belongs to seismically active areas, has requirements for design and construction 

of seismically resistant structures. In the world, modern construction tends to adequately respond 

to such requirements, in order to obtain safe, durable, economical and functional facilities. 

European and world regulations for seismic design recognize this problem and pay great 

attention to the masonry infill through appropriate criteria and constraints that reduce the 

negative and undesirable impacts of local and global character in terms of construction. In 

contrast, our current regulations do not take into account the performance of masonry, nor are 

there any guidelines for its proper design. 

Therefore, the purpose of this paper will be to find out what and how much impact the 

masonry infill has when it is included in the analysis, in the overall behavior of the buildings. 

Extensive analytical linear analyzes have been performed. First, an 8-storey building with 

and without modeling the infill, according to MK regulations was analyzed. Furthermore, several 

linear analyzes of a 5-storey building with and without modeled infill, were performed according 

to MK [1] [2] and EC [4] [5] regulations. A case of the same building with 5 storeys was 

presented, only without infill on the ground floor (bare 1st storey). A comparison of the results 

obtained from the performed linear analyzes was made. The dynamic characteristics, design 

seismic forces, displacements and storey stiffness of all models are considered. 

In the next chapter, a static nonlinear (Pushover) analysis of 3 models with 5 storeys designed 

according to EC regulations was performed. The analyzes were performed in both orthogonal 

directions with two loading schemes and the load-bearing capacities were obtained, as well as 

the development of the plastic joints and the fracture mechanisms of all 3 analyzed models. The 

obtained results justify the purpose of the research in this paper. 
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODELS 

In order to show the differences in RC buildings with infull and without, and designed 

according to different regulations (MK regulations [1] [2] and Eurocode [4] [5]), linear static 

analyzes of regular AB building with 5 and 8 storeys are made: 

Table 1 - Tabular overview of all analyzed models 

М
К

 

re
g

u
la

ti
o

n
s 8-storeys 5-storeys description 

E
C

 r
e
g

u
la

ti
o

n
s 5-storeys description 

Model A MKno infill -no infill ECno infill -no infill 

Model B MKinfill -with infill ECinfill -with infill 

    ECbare 1st storey -bare 1st storey 

 

The construction is a residential building with a ground floor and seven floors (Gr + 7). In 

the base is with dimensions 15 x 12m with a storey height of 3m. Structurally, the building is a 

reinforced concrete skeletal frame system consisting of beams and columns. The building is 

symmetrical along the two orthogonal axes with spans 6m-3m-6m in X-direction and 3x4m in 

Y-direction. In the first two storeys, the columns have dimensions of 85/85 cm, and the beams 

with 40/50 cm, while in the other floors, the columns are reduced by 10 cm every two floors, so 

that the upper two floors have dimensions of 55/55 cm, and the slab is RC with a thickness of 14 

cm. 

As for the 5-storey models, they have exactly the same dimensions and the same layout of 

the masonry, the number of storyes is different and of course the dimensions of the columns and 

beams. Thus, in the first two storyes the columns are with dimensions 60/60 cm, and the beams 

with 40/50 cm, while in the other floors upwards the columns are with dimensions 50/50 cm, 

and the beams 30/50 cm, and the slab is 14cm. 

                    Layout                  Cross-section 

 

Figure 1 - Geometric features of 5-storey models 
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Figure 2 - Layout of masonry-infill Figure 3 - 3D view of a mathematical model 

in SAP 2000 

2.1. MODELING OF THE MASONRY INFILL 

There are generally two approaches to modeling 

the infill, micro and macro modeling. In micro 

modeling it is necessary to define a number of 

parameters, because the wall is modeled as a 

discontinuous set of blocks that are interconnected 

by discrete nodes. Because it is complex, micro 

modeling is often used experimentally. In macro 

modeling, homogenization is performed, the mortar 

and bricks are not modeled separately, but the infill 

is a homogeneous material. This method is much 

simpler than the previous one and is often used. In 

this approach, two methods are most common: MKE 

and the method with equivalent diagonal strut, which 

will be used in further analyzes. The rules for 

modeling the equivalent diagonal strut are same in 

FEMA 356 and ASCE/SEI 41-17. Namely, in these 

codes, the masonry infill is elaborated in much more 

detail than in the Eurocodes. In addition to the 

irregularities in the base and height, the openings are 

taken into account, the stability of the infill is 

checked, cases of damage are given, etc. Since they 

are most appropriate, the following equation (1) will be used to define the equivalent diagonal 

strut given in FEMA 356 (7.5.2.1) codes [3]: 

a=0.175(λ1hcol)
-0.4

rinf ; λ1=[
Emetinfsin2θ

4EfeIcolhinf

]

1
4

;                                                                                      (1)   

 

Figure 4 - Excerpt from FEMA 356 

[3] to explain the parameters in 

Equation (1) 
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There are three masonry infill panels in the presented building, so according to that, there will 

be three different widths of the diagonal strut. 

Table 2 – Widths of the diagonal struts 

3x6m  3x3m  3x4m 

λ1= 0.6641  λ1= 0.7128  λ1= 0.7030 

a[m]= 0.80  a[m]= 0.46  a[m]= 0.56 

3. COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM LINEAR 

ANALYSIS 

3.1. COMPARISON OF THE 8-STOREY MODELS 

 

 
Figure 5 – Comparison of design seismic force 

  

Figure 6 – Comparison of interstorey drifts                                                                               

(red line-model with infill); (blue line-model without infill) 
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The first mode shape of the model without infill A) is 0.912sec and represents an X-direction 

translation, while the first mode shape of the model with infill B) is 0.628sec or 31% less than 

the model without masonry and represents a Y-direction translation. Because the stiffness of the 

infill is greater in the X-direction, the orthogonal direction of the first mode shape changes, and 

therefore the first mode shape of model B) has a Y-direction translation. Due to the increased 

rigidity, there is a lower value of the first period of the model B), so on the other hand the total 

seismic force is higher than the model without infill A). See figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 7 – Comparison of stiffnesses 

From Figure 7. it can be seen that the model with infill B) has almost twice the rigidity of the 

model without infill A). 

3.2. COMPARISON OF THE 5-STOREY MODELS 

Table 3 - Tabular overview of the values of the first periods of the compared models 

Model 1-st period [s] 2-nd period [s] 

МКno infill 0.533 0.505 

МКinfill 0.397 0.391 

ECno infill 0.524 0.497 

ECinfill 0.385 0.384 

ЕCbare 1st storey 0.342 0.337 

 

There is a difference between MK regulation and the Eurocode for the calculation of the 

effective mass. The main difference is in determining the effective mass that is activated. The 

MK regulations use the full value of the gravitational loads and the snow plus half of the value 

of the variable ones. In the Eurocodes it is given with the following equation: 

M=ΣGk,i”+”ΣΨE,i x Qk,j                                                                                                           (2) 
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Table 4 - Tabular overview of the values of design seismic forces 

X-direction [kN] 

Level Z[м] МKno infill MKinfill ECno infill ECinfill ECbare 1st storey 

Storey 5 15 483.44 483.44 362.64 387.31 372.78 

Storey 4 12 856.58 856.58 872.28 947.79 998.34 

Storey 3 9 1139.18 1139.18 1246.04 1383.71 1488.17 

Storey 2 6 1338.48 1338.48 1492.48 1550.71 1946.95 

Storey 1 3 1442.04 1442.04 1607.92 1678.58 2251.60 

Although the model MKinfill, in this case has 26% less period than MKno infill, so it is stiffer, 

still the seismic force will be the same for both cases, because Kd - dynamic coefficient remains 

the same with a value of 1.0. 

 

Figure 8 – Comparison of stiffnesses for 5-storeys models 

The first thing that can be noticed from these comparison tables is that the masonry infill 

does not play any role at all in generating seismic forces in the models designed according to 

Macedonian standards. It can be noticed that the design seismic forces in the model ECinfill are 

about 5% higher than the model ECno infill. Although the infill model is stiffer, it has a shorter 

period than the non-infill model, the design seismic forces are almost the same because the first 

periods of both models are on the horizontal part, between the TB and TC points of the design 

spectrum. Another thing that can be noticed is that in the buildings designed according to the 

European regulations, are dimensioned with higher seismic force compared to MK regulations, 

so the total seismic force in the ECno infill  model is 10% higher than that MKno infill  model, and if 

we compare the models with the infll, difference is about 14%. Also it should be taken into 

account that buildings are calculated with high ductility class (DCH) and a large behavior factor 

q-5.85, which greatly reduces the design seismic forces. The difference of the total seismic force 

between the model ECbare 1st storey, and the ECinfill is 25% and is mostly due to the rules in the EC 
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to reduce the factor of behavior by 20% (q = 4.68), in this type of buildings where which has a 

sharp change in stiffness. The displacements are almost 2 times larger in objects without modeled 

infill than those with. 

At first glance, the role of the masonry infill is immediately noticeable. Models without 

modeled infill have almost 2 times less rigidity than those with. In the last model, although we 

did not get a classic "soft storey", the behavior still goes in that direction, especially when 

comparing the rigidity of the models with infill in the first floor. It should be noted that such a 

case with an bare 1st storey, in reality, very often occurs due to architectural requirements, and 

even the storey height is higher than the other storeys of the building. 

Despite the observed differences and anomalies of the structures, such an analysis can not 

draw a detailed conclusion. In order not to base all further comments on estimates and 

assumptions, we will continue with the analysis to see what happens in the nonlinear area. 

4. COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM NONLINEAR 

PUSHOVER ANALYSIS 

A non-linear static analysis (pushover) of the previously presented models was made, ECinfill, 

ECno infill, and ECbare 1st frorey. Fig.9, 10 and 11: 

   

Figure 9 – Development of plastic hinges (ECinfill model) 

   

Figure 10 – Development of plastic hinges (ECno infill model) 
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Figure 11 – Development of plastic hinges (ECbare 1st storey model) 

 

Figure 12 – Comparison of capacity curve for all 3 models 

Table 5 - Tabular Comparison of the values of obtained capacity curves 

X-direction 
ECinfill ECno infill ЕCbare 1st storey 

cм kN cм kN cм kN 

yelding 2.74 4837.85 2.50 5345.20 3.50 3234.51 

ultimative 14.44 
11716.3

9 
10.77 

11313.9

6 
23.54 9447.95 

ductility 5.26 2.42 4.31 2.12 6.73 2.92 

 

Comparison of the capacity curve for the 3 models 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this paper was to investigate the impact of masonry infill on the behavior of 

an RC buildings. 

From the linear static analyzes and the performed comparisons it can be concluded that the 

masonry significantly hardens the construction. In the presented examples, the stiffness of the 

models with included infill was twice as high as those without. In the ECbare 1st storey model, we 

see that the performance has a negative impact on the overall behavior, which results in increased 

values of displacement and internal static values in the columns of the first storey. 

From the performed nonlinear analyzes it can be best concluded that the masonry infill has a 

favorable effect on the behavior when it is evenly distributed. Although the ductility of the 

building decreases, the initial stiffness is significantly increased. 

It can be freely recommended that when we have such a case of evenly and regularly 

distributed infill of masonry without any significant and larger openings, it should be included 

in the analysis as the first line of defense for overcoming the seismic forces. Such a more rational 

analysis would reduce the cost of the building. However, it must be emphasized that there should 

be some more stringent conditions for quality control for the masonry, as well as to provide an 

opportunity not to change the infill during the operation of the facility in such cases. 

The most common case in reality is when there is a need for an open first floor. From the 

nonlinear analyzes we saw that this type behaves unfavorably, because the capacity of the 

structure is not fully utilized. Although in our case the building was in a linear area at the design 

seismic forces, it can still be concluded and recommended when we have such a case, to design 

the building with the recommendations for "soft storey", or at least to add additional 

reinforcement against shear of the columns of that floor, whether the storey height of the bare 

floor is the same or greater than the others. 

Based on these analyzes, it can be generally concluded that we should not neglect the 

masonry infill, both because of the positive and because of the negative effects. 
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POSEBNI ASPEKTI SANACIJE I SEIZMIČKE PROCENE PESAČKOG 

MOSTA KAO ISTORIJSKOG NASLEĐA 

Rezime: 

Svrha ove studije je uspostavljanje odgovarajućeg strukturnog sistema za restauraciju uništenog 

dela pešačkog mosta, koji je deo hidro-kompleksa izgrađenog duž reke Arde (Bugarska), i 

poboljšanje kritičnih detalja originalne konstrukcije uzimajući u obzir seizmičku opasnost na 

lokaciji. Odluka je takođe diktirana izborom izjave o metodi koja ne ometa Hidroelektranu (HE) 

koja je izgrađena duž reke sa normalnim radom na koji je subjekat povezan. Odgovarajući izbor 

materijala i modeliranje celokupnog ponašanja starih i novih delova mosta osnova su za 

optimalno rešenje za ometanje konstrukcije i mogućnost produženja životnog veka. Takođe je 

važno očuvanje vizuelnog jedinstva celog građevinskog kompleksa, čuvajući tako prvobitni 

izgled i dobru građevinsku praksu iz vremena kada su građeni sredinom 20. veka. 

 

Ključne reči: Dogradnja mostova, Održavanje mostova, Seizmička procena 

SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE RETROFITTING DESIGN AND 

SEISMIC ASSESSMENT OF A HERITAGE PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE 

Summary: 

The purpose of this study is to establish a suitable structural system for the restoration of the 

destroyed part of the pedestrian bridge, which is a part of a hydro-complex built along the Arda 

River (Bulgaria), and to improve the vulnerable details in the original structure, taking into 

account the seismic hazard on the site. The decision is also dictated by the choice of a method 

statement that does not interfere the Hydroelectric Power Plant (HPP)that is built along the river 

with the normal operation of which the subject is connected. The appropriate selection of 

materials and modelling ofthe overall behaviour of the old and new parts of the bridge are the 

basis for the optimal solution for interference with the structure and the possibility of extending 

its service life.It is also important to preserve the visual unity of the wholestructural complex, 

thus preserving the original appearance and good construction practice from the time they have 

been built during the middle of the 20th century. 

 

Key words: Retrofitting of bridges, Maintenance of bridges, Seismic assessment
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 The River Arda's Cascade is the only system of large dams in Bulgaria created along a single 

river basin. In the upper course of the river, near the town of Ardino, the "Byalizvor" 

Hydroelectric Power Plant (HPP) is situated, which has been in operation since 1952. To provide 

a waterfall for the power plant a catch-water dam along the river had been constructed, consisting 

of a dam wall and a floodgate tower with exhaust panels. 

 

Figure 1 - Plan view of the river and catch-water dam 

 Access to the service of the gates is carried out by a pedestrian bridge consisting of two 

structures: a steel platform on stone pillars at the beginning of the approach from the left bank 

of the river and a reinforced concrete platform on the same type of pillars to the end of the 

approach at the floodgate tower. The reinforced concrete part of the bridge, together with the 

pillars, was destroyed after enormous floods in January 2016 when the river came.  

 
Figure 2 - Existing situation after accident. The destroyed part of the pedestrian bridge 
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 As a result, a project for restorationof the related part was made with appropriate structural 

planning and an optimal number of supports to prevent the river from backwatering. 

2. INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM THE ASSIGNOR. 

FEASIBILITY STUDY. 

 In the original form of the bridge the pillars in the section of the wall are at a light distance 

of 4.0 m and it doubles to 8.0 m in the last three openings. According to the original project 

which the Client provided to our team the existing construction of the pillars is made of stone 

masonry, built of cement-sand mortar, filled with a core of non-reinforced concrete. Above the 

masonry part of the pillars there is a concrete cap, on which the structure of the existing steel 

footbridge steps. The pillars enter 1.5 m into the body of the wall without being anchored in it. 

 

Figure 3 - Comparison of the bridge in its original form and now 
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As a result of their construction with non-reinforced concrete, the columns do not have 

sufficient bending capacity and eccentric pressure, due to which under the action of horizontal 

loads during the flood they collapsed primarily by shear in cross section at their connection with 

the wall, as evidenced by the remains. The part with the narrower wheelbases of the pillars was 

mainly destroyed. 

3. BASICS OF DESIGN. STRUCTURAL CONCEPT. 

3.1. BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF THE ASSIGNOR. DURABILITY ADJUSTMENT. 

The same levels of reliability for load-bearing capacity and serviceability are accepted 

according to section 2 of EN1990. 

The degree of responsibility of the facility with the accepted reliability is CC2 (Table B 1, 

EN1990). The significance class corresponding to the accepted degree of responsibility is class 

II (average significance) according to item 2 (4) P of EN 1998-2: 2006. 

According to Table 2.1 of EN 1990 the construction corresponds to category S5 with a design 

service life of 100 years. 

3.2. PROJECT SOLUTION 

The facility will consist of stone-lined reinforced concrete pillars, anchored in the body of 

the spillway wall on which will step a top steel structure, equipped with safety railings and steel 

pavement. The pillars form five intermediate axes (axes 3-8)of 9.0 m each, identical to the three 

openings remaining after the accident(axes 1-3), at the end of which the footbridge steps on the 

existing tower on the right along the river and on a stone-walled pillar on the existing footbridge 

- on the left along the current. The stone masonry pillar at the connection of old and new structure 

along axis "3" will be replaced with reinforced concrete. The existing pillar near the watchtower 

falls between axes "6" and "7" of the new footbridge and will be removed. The number of new 

supports has been adopted so as to satisfy the passage and non-retention of solid debris. The 

overflow fields are larger than the existing ones, which is a prerequisite for the better operation 

of the overflow (the overflow front has been increased by about 5 meters), reducing the overflow 

height, compared to the original solution. 

At the same time, with the solution thus adopted, the wheelbases of the columns become 

commensurate thus their response to seismic impact will be equivalent. 

The foundations are anchored in the wall with injection adhesive anchor chemical paste and 

reinforcing steel rods, the holes for which are drilled by pneumatic impact drilling. Additionally, 

in the geometry of the foundation, a front indentation has been added along the contours of the 

wall, which reduces the stresses in the main plane by increasing its area. 

In its upper part the pillars end with a crossbar (coussinet), on which, by means of supporting 

devices, the structure of the superstructure steps. The body of the pillars is lined with row stone 

masonry of granite blocks with a thickness of 15 cm and a row height of 20 cm, a multiple of the 

height of the rows of existing stone masonry pillars. The cladding will be performed before 

concreting, with pre-fixing of the stone blocks with steel fastening to the reinforcement from the 

body of the pillars. 

General view and elements of the envisaged solution are shown in the following figure. 
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GENERAL VIEW

 

TOP VIEW 

 

 

AIR SLOPE VIEW 

 

Figure 4 - Project solution. Views and plan of the facility from axes 2-8 
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Figure 5 - Project solution; Structural elements of the bridge 

3.3. BEARING SYSTEM 

According to the original project - for a static scheme of the three fields of the existing part 

of the footbridge three single-opening fixed framesare adopted. In the design of the new 

superstructure a static scheme of individual articulated "simple" beams, is adapted, laterally 

fixed, fixed at one end and longitudinally free at the other end. The connection with the existing 

and the new part is movable. The movement is carried out by means of friction surfaces of the 

lower flange of the main beams and supporting steel devices (SD1 and SD2), pre-set as 

embedded parts in the crossbars of the columns. 

Figure 6 - Bearing system; Static scheme for lateral and longitudinal movement 
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Figure 7 - Detail of the node between the sections of the superstructure  

4. MATERIALS 

4.1. EXISTING PILLARS 

The masonry pillars of the existing part of the footbridge are taken into account with a 

volume weight of 24 kN/m3and a modulus of elasticity E = 10000MPa. 

4.2. NEW FOUNDATIONS AND PILLARS 

Ordinary concrete with a dense structure and dense aggregates will be used for the elements 

of the substructure.For the specific case, a risk of corrosion caused by carbonization (classes XC) 

and one caused by thawing and freezing (classes XF) is accepted.The waters of the Arda River 

are fresh, soft, slightly aggressive towards the Portland cement concrete.The selected 

compressive strength class isC30/37 (EN 206-1). 

- Density of reinforced concrete - 25kN/m3; 

- Environmental impact class - XC4, XF3; 

- Medium (cutting) modulus of elasticity: Eo=33 000 MPa. 

 

4.3. STEEL STRUCTURE 

The selected structural steel for sheet and linear products is non-alloy, hot rolled and weldable 

from class S235J2, according to BDS EN 10025-2. The full designation of steel grade according 

to EN10027-1 is S235J2 + AR. 
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5. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 

METHOD 

A computational three-dimensional model with finite elements in the software environment 

of "SAP2000" v.14 has been generated. The pillars and the superstructure are modeled with beam 

"frame" elements, and "shell" elements defined for the pavement. The supports of the main 

beams are introduced eccentrically with respect to the axis of the columns and are connected to 

them by "link" elements with corresponding degrees of freedom to simulate the bearing system 

of the superstructure. For the stepping on the floodgate tower and on the stand at the left bank, 

movable and immovable supports were introduced, respectively. Permanent modal damping 5% 

for the whole structure is accepted. 

 

Figure 8 - General view of the finite elements model 

6. LOADS AND IMPACTS 

The main points of the loads and impacts essential for the behavior of the structure are cited. 

6.1. VARIABLE LOADS 

• Loads, caused by water 

The calculations are in accordance with the requirement of the Assignor to determine the 

hydrodynamic force when passing a high wave with a probability of exceedance 5%, as well as 

checking with a high wave with a probability of exceedance 3%.The data on the high wave values 

that were provided are as follows: 

-  High wave with probability 50%........................477,5 m3/s; 

-  High wave with probability 5%..........................1186m3/s; 

-  High wave with probability 1%..........................1630,2m3/s. 
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With the available data, a water quantity was calculated for the high wave with a probability 

of exceedance 3%, by means of approximation with two probability distributions, selected as 

representative - lognormal and Gumbel maxima I, and the higher obtained value was accepted 

as authoritative. 

 

Figure 9 - Theoretical prediction curves calculated from the data for the nearest hydrometric 

point - Vehtino 

-  High wave with probability 3%..........................1331,0m3/s. 

The appropriate water speed v0 is determined by the dependence: 

 

 - Lateral contraction coefficient; 

 - Coefficient of resistance according to the shape of the side pillar; 

 - Resistance according to the shape of the intermediate pillar; 

 -number of overflow openings; 

 

 - Coefficient of water quantity according to the shape of the dam wall. 

The approach flow speed thus obtained determines the forces acting on the structure. 
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- Hydrodynamic force. According to BDS EN 1991-1-6: 2005 the magnitude of the total 

horizontal force from the main flow on a vertical surface is determined by the dependence 

 
- Load from waste accumulation: According to BDS EN 1991-1-6: 2005 the magnitude of 

the total horizontal force from possible waste accumulation is determined by the 

dependence: 

, where  - parameter for volume of waste. The recommended 

value of BDS EN 1991 . 

6.2. SEISMIC IMPACT AND ANALYSIS 

To represent the seismic motion, an elastic response spectrum Type 1 was used with identical 

components in the directions “X” and “Y” and parameters for the vertical component - “Z”, 

according to BDS EN 1998-1: NA. The value of the return period of repeatability for the 

requirement for non-destruction of the bridge TNCR = 475 years is accepted (corresponding to 

probability of exceeding PNCR = 0.19 for design service life of 100 years) A.1 (2).To reflect the 

seismic response of the bridge the reference procedure for linear dynamic analysis using a 

spectral method was adopted. For the lower structure at average of moderate seismicity of the 

site, the perceived behavior is ductile limited (q=1,5) insofar as the deviation from the ideal 

elastic behavior provides a certain dissipation of hysteresis energy without the need for 

plasticization in the range of the coefficient of behavior 1,0<q<1,5. 

 
Figure 10 - Computational response spectra for horizontal components at q = 1.5, according 

to BDS EN 1998-1 / NA 

6.3. ACCIDENTIAL IMPACTS - STRIKE FROM TRAFFIC ON THE RIVER 

The impact is presented according to BDS EN 1991-1-7, by means of two mutually 

incompatible forces: 
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- Front force:  

- Lateral force with one component acting perpendicular to the frontal force and one 

component of friction parallel to:  

- 
, 

 

The magnitude of the frontal impact force is determined by reference to a simplified formula 

(2-1) for determining the equivalent static force from a hard impact according to Annex C (BDS 

EN 1991-1-7: 2008): 

, where 

k– equivalent static stiffness of the impact object (the ratio between the force Fimpact  and the 

total deformation). For inland waterway vessels, according to ISO DIS 10252, a stiffness k = 5 

MN / m' is accepted. 

To take into account the pulse nature of the load and the caused dynamic effects inside the 

structure, a dynamic gain coefficient has been adopted , according to App. C (3) 

(BDS EN 1991-1-7: 2008). 

7. MODAL SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

The constant impacts with their characteristic values and the quasi-constant values of the 

variable impacts with coefficient ψ2,1 = 0,2 (according to item 4.1.2. EN 1998-2-NA) are taken 

as masses. 

The connected mass of water acting in the horizontal direction per unit length of the 

submerged column with dimensions 2ax/2ay determined according to Annex F of EN 1998-2 

with the expression: 

 , where k is a function of ax/ay. 

The value of ma is entered as a linearly distributed load assigned along the height of the 

pillars up to the elevation highest water level (HWL) witch provided by the Assignor. 

The dynamic effect of the impact from pedestrians varies in the range of 0.5 to 3 Hz 

(according to item 5.7., EN 1991-2) and is outside the frequency response range of the bridge, 

whose first natural frequency is ≈ 5 Hz. 
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Figure 11 - First modal form (T1 = 0.20 sec). First global translation form along the Y axis 

(T18 = 0.05 sec) 

8. METHOD STATEMENT 

The construction of the footbridge will be carried out from the dry slope of the wall and the 

flooding of the river must be taken into account during the annual period chosen for the 

construction. The peculiarities of the climate on the territory of Kardzhali district and in 

particular the area of the site are typical for the continental-Mediterranean climatic region: hot 

summer and mild winter, summer minimum and winter maximum rainfall, pronounced summer-

autumn drought, episodic and non-permanent snow cover. In view of the climatic characteristics 

of the area and the distribution of runoff, the most suitable periods for rehabilitation are August 

- November. 

8.1. DEFINITION OF INDIVIDUAL STAGES 

The stage of temporary construction and mobilization of the construction site is commented.  

The temporary access road will be filled with ordinary gravel pavement at least 0.20 m thick, 

laid on a layer of cobblestone 0.25 m thick and compacted with a roller. The width of the lane in 

one-way traffic is assumed to be 4.0 m. The transverse slope of the road should be in the range 

of 1.5 - 4.0%. The construction of the ford begins with the laying of tubular reinforced concrete 

culverts across the direction of the flowing waters (deviation 15 ͦ from the perpendicular is 

allowed) with diameter Ф1000 and a number sufficient to conduct water quantities necessary for 

the normal functioning of ecosystems in the Arda riverbed. After laying the pipes, the 

embankment sections are formed with frontal barrier of the river waters, by means of intensive 

free embankment of unsorted crushed stone for "pressing" of the water flow to form a stone 

prism with a thickness of at least 0.40 m above the top of the gutter slope of the upper slope 1: 

1.25 (1.0).  
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Figure 12 - Construction situation plan 

1) Construction of a temporary access road incl. temporary ford for crossing the 

riverbed and construction of an embankment for technological berm in front of a dry 

slope 

2) Securing the site and installation / construction of scaffolding to the overflow wall, 

incl. delineation of storage areas 

It is planned a self-supporting volumetric tubular metal scaffolding to be build in stages in 

four measures in order to provide work sites at the level of the crown of the wall. For a pillar in 

axis 3, which is at the connection with the existing footbridge, the volumetric tubular scaffolding 

is not provided due to the very small free height to the crown, providing for the installation of a 

standard facade scaffolding (Hramar type) anchored in the rock massif and freely resting on the 

crown. The support towers are mounted above the rock massif by anchoring in it. A truss of 

universal tubular scaffolding elements develops between the support towers and the crown of 

the wall. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

- With the measures adopted for reinforcement of the pillars and their anchoring in 

the body of the wall, their bearing capacity is significantly increased and they are 

able to absorb the design seismic impact for the site; 

- With the increase of the wheelbase of the columns, in addition to the raster unity of 

the structure, an equal contribution of each of the columns in the control of the 

seismic energy is achieved, as the cutting forces will be commensurate along the 

entire length of the bridge; 
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- While preserving the material unity of the new and existing pillars, the goal is to 

evenly distribute the masses and stiffness in the plan of the facility. The stiffness of 

the new pillars is increased due to the reinforcement and this relieves the existing 

ones, as the most loaded is the pillar where the new and old part connect. 
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ANALIZA PRERASPODELE UKUPNE BAZNE HORIZONTALNE 

SEIZMIČKE SILE KOD AB KONSTRUKCIJE ZGRADE 

Rezime: 

Nelinearno ponašanje armiranobetonskih konstrukcija izloženih seizmičkom dejstvu može da 

se simulira modelima sa koncentrisanom i raspodeljenom plastičnošću, i tzv. Continuum 

mechanics-based modelom. U radu je primenjen model sa raspodeljenom plastičnošću, tj. 

vlaknasti model, u okviru nelinearne statičke analize petospratne AB konstrukcije zgrade, 

dimenzionisane prema EN 1992 i EN 1998, za procenu preraspodele ukupne bazne sile usled 

projektnog seizmičkog dejstva u horizontalnom pravcu po tipovima konstrukcijskih elemenata, 

tj. po zidovima za ukrućenje i stubovima. Zidovi za ukrućenje modelirani su na dva načina, tj. 

pomoću linijskih i površinskih konačnih elemenata. 

Ključne reči: nelinearna analiza, vlaknasti model, AB zgrada, bazna seizmička sila 

REDISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF THE TOTAL BASE HORIZONTAL 

SEISMIC FORCE IN RC BUILDING STRUCTURE 

Summary: 

Nonlinear behaviour of reinforced concrete structures exposed to seismic action can be 

simulated by models with concentrated and distributed plasticity, and the so-called Continuum 

mechanics-based model. In this paper, a model with distributed plasticity was applied, i.e. fibre 

model, in the nonlinear static analysis of a five-storey RC building structure, dimensioned 

according to EN 1992 and EN 1998, for the redistribution assessment of the total base force 

due to the design seismic action in the horizontal direction by types of structural elements, i.e. 

along the stiffening walls and columns. The stiffening walls were modelled in two ways, using 

line and surface finite elements. 

Key words: nonlinear analysis, fibre model, RC building, base seismic force 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

For the numerical simulation of the materially nonlinear behaviour of reinforced concrete 

structures exposed to seismic action, a model was developed with concentrated plasticity in 

which plastic joints are formed in individual sections whose behaviour is most commonly 

defined by force-displacement or moment-rotation curve. Also, models with distributed 

plasticity implemented through displacement-based finite elements formulations (Hellesland 

and Scordelis [1], Marí and Scordelis [2]) and force-based formulations (Spacone et al. [3], 

Neuenhofer and Filippou [4]) can be applied. For the application of the fibre model, it is 

necessary to define the stress-strain curve at uniaxial tension and pressure for the unconfined 

and confined concrete part of the section and the stress-strain relationship at uniaxial tension 

and pressure for reinforcement (EN 1992-1-1 [5], EN 1998-1 [6]). The fibre model simulates 

the distributed plasticity across the cross-sectional area and along the element length at 

integration points. In addition to these models, material nonlinearity Continuum mechanics-

based models using 3D finite elements for discretization of concrete structural members and 

most commonly truss finite elements for reinforcement modelling, can also be used. The 

behaviour of concrete is described by the damaged plasticity model (Lubliner et. al. [7], Lee 

and Fenves [8]). 

In this paper, a fibre model is applied to simulate the nonlinear behaviour of a five-storey 

RC building structure exposed to seismic action, by means of nonlinear static analysis. The 

main goal of the paper is the redistribution assessment of the horizontal base seismic force 

along individual types of vertical structural elements, i.e. the stiffening walls and columns, and 

also, depending on the type of finite elements used to model seismic walls. Besides the 

material nonlinearity, the geometric nonlinearity taking into account the P – Δ effect was also 

included in the analyses. 

2. SEISMIC DESIGN PROCEDURE AND PARAMETERS 

A five-storey residential RC building with a wall-frame structure is analysed, Figure 1. The 

shape of the base is rectangular with 4x5.5 m long spans in X direction (longitudinal direction) 

and 3x4.5 m long spans in Y direction (transverse direction). Two 25 cm thick shear walls are 

placed in the facade planes in the X direction and two stiffening walls of the same thickness in 

the middle fields in the Y direction. Floor structure is a flat RC slab 18 cm thick. Beams are 

rectangular in cross-section 35/45 cm. Foundation structure was not modelled explicitly, but 

columns were modelled as fixed at the base. The column cross-sections are 40/40 cm square. 

Concrete class C30/37 and B500B reinforcement are used in the design. Analysed actions 

include self-weight and additional dead load 1.5 kN/m2, live load 2.0 kN/m2 and seismic 

action. Modal analysis is performed for a quasi-permanent combination: 

( ), , , 2,,      ki E i k i E i iG Q   +  =    (1) 

where the coefficient ψ2 = 0.3 and the coefficient φ is equal to 1.0 on the roof and 0.8 on all 

other floors. 
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The seismic action according to EN 1998-1 is analysed by multimodal spectral analysis. 

The soil category is C. Regularity check of the structure by height and in the base showed that 

all the criteria for evaluating the structure as regular are met. The behaviour factor for the 

medium ductility class and the dual system with dominant walls is equal to q = 3.6 (DCM). 

The seismic action is calculated for the design ground acceleration value of 0.20g. Structural 

checks according to Eurocode include the control of relative floor displacements, i.e. the 

difference between the horizontal displacements of the two adjacent floors. For the purpose of 

defining the design value of relative floor displacements, it is assumed that the non-supporting 

elements are of made of brittle materials that are bounded with the structure. 

  

Figure 1 - 3D view of the structure (left) and floor plan (right) 

The inter-storey drift sensitivity coefficient θ, is evaluated independently for each direction 

and determined at the level of each floor. The criterion prescribed by EN 1998-1 requires the 

sensitivity coefficient of less than 0.3 and the calculated value of less than 0.1 in the analysed 

case provides meaning that the structure is not sensitive to second order effects. Relative axial 

force is limited to 0.65 for the selected ductility class. 

After the structural checks, the design of the RC structure is performed in Tower 8 [9]. 

Following the design principles according to the concept of "strong columns - weak beams", 

longitudinal reinforcement of columns is depended on longitudinal reinforcement of beams. In 

addition, transverse reinforcement of beams and columns is depended on longitudinal 

reinforcement of beams and columns, which requires the design procedure to be conducted in 

several steps. For permanent and transient design situations the provisions of EN 1992-1 are 

necessary to be applied, while for seismic design situations, EN 1998-1 should also be applied. 

In the first step, required longitudinal reinforcement for beams is determined and ultimately 

adopted. In the second step, on the basis of the known longitudinal reinforcement in beams, the 

required longitudinal reinforcement in columns is determined and then adopted. In the third 

step, based on the adopted longitudinal reinforcement in beams and columns, the required 

transverse reinforcement in beams and columns is determined, and afterwards, adopted. 

The floors are reinforced with Q335 mesh on both sides. The columns are reinforced with a 

constant reinforcement, 12Ø16, along the height, providing a reinforcement percentage of 

1.5%. The shear walls are reinforced with Q335 mesh on both sides and ends. 

The lower zone of the beams is reinforced with 2Ø16 along the entire length and the same 

applies for the upper zone, which, above the supports, is reinforced with additional 2Ø16. 
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3. BASE SHEAR FORCE REDISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS 

For the purpose of assessment of the structural performance in the post-elastic range, as 

well as of the distribution of damage and collapse mechanism, a non-linear static (pushover) 

analysis is conducted, using software SAP2000 [10]. Columns and beams are modelled using 

line finite elements (FEs). Since the floor slab contributes to the beams’ load bearing capacity, 

the effective width of the flanges is taken into account. Moreover, it is assumed that flexural 

and shear stiffness of beams and columns are reduced to one half of the stiffness of the 

corresponding homogeneous sections, due to cracking. Floor slabs are introduced as 

diaphragms rigid in their planes. For the modelling of seismic walls, two different approaches 

are analysed and compared, depending on the type of FE in use: a) beam FEs - 1D, and b) shell 

FEs - 2D. The three dimensional model of the analysed structure is presented in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 - 3D model of the structure (SAP2000) 

The nonlinear material behaviour is incorporated in the model via localised nonlinearity. 

For this purpose, fibre hinges are used, where the nonlinear material model is defined at 

discrete points in the cross section, each following the exact stress-strain curves of the 

reinforcement, unconfined and confined concrete, separately. Fibre hinges are defined in the 

zones where they are most expected to develop, i.e. at the ends of beams and columns. 

Moreover, in the case of using line FEs for walls, plastic hinges are modelled at the ends and 

along the wall line elements. In terms of shell FE walls, the nonlinear layered shell model is 

used. In order to define the exact moment bearing capacity of the joint, it is necessary to have 

knowledge of the axial force in the element due to the constant gravitational load, as well as the 
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quantity and arrangement of the reinforcement in the cross-section. The former is being 

determined within the progress of the pushover analysis, while the latter is the product of the 

design process obtained by linear static analysis. The gravitational load taken into account is 

derived from the load combination used in the modal analysis (G + 0.24 P). 

4. ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The pushover analysis is carried out with the aim to compare two different modelling 

techniques, as well as the base forces obtained in the walls of the primary direction with the 

sum of the forces in the walls of the secondary direction and in the columns. Figures 3 and 4 

present pushover curves for the two major directions of the load action. 

 

Figure 3 - Pushover curves: X-direction (longitudinal direction) 

 

Figure 4 - Pushover curves: Y-direction (transverse direction) 

It is noticeable that the calculated base force is lower in the case where shell FEs are used 

to model walls than in the case where beam FEs are used. The comparable values are the ones 
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that correspond to the same top displacement. For the 80 mm displacement in X direction, 

values of the base force are 7339.2 kN and 6180.7 kN for the models 1D and 2D, respectively, 

resulting in a difference of 15.8%. Lesser difference of 12.6% is calculated in the Y direction, 

in which the base forces amounts to 7291.4 kN and 6376.1 kN for the models 1D and 2D, 

respectively. 

The redistribution of the total base horizontal seismic force is analysed among the walls in 

the direction of seismic action, as primary elements resisting seismic action, and compared to 

the portion of the force obtained in the walls perpendicular to the seismic action and columns. 

Figures 5 and 6 present the base force redistribution obtained using model 1D, for both X and Y 

direction, while Figures 7 and 8 correspond to model 2D, for the two main directions of 

seismic action. Table 1 summarises the obtained results that outline the portions of the base 

force for different structural elements, for the top floor displacement of 80 mm. 

 

 

Figure 5 - Base force redistribution: model 1D, X-direction (longitudinal direction) 

 

Figure 6 - Base force redistribution: model 1D, Y-direction (transverse direction) 
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Figure 7 - Base force redistribution: model 2D, X-direction (longitudinal direction) 

 

Figure 8 - Base force redistribution: model 2D, Y-direction (transverse direction) 

 

Table 1 – Base force distribution for different structural elements at top displacement of 80 mm 

X – direction of the load Y – direction of the load 

model 1D 2D model 1D 2D 

X-walls [kN] 5071.41 4116.90 Y-walls [kN] 5144.24 4389.42 

Y-walls [kN] 802.55 745.92 X-walls [kN] 779.19 723.37 

columns [kN] 1465.24 1317.90 columns [kN] 1367.94 1263.31 

X-walls [%] 69.10 66.61 Y-walls [%] 70.55 68.84 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Seismic walls are the main structural elements resisting the seismic action. By conducting 

the nonlinear static (pushover) analysis of a building, using two different modelling 

approaches, i.e. walls modelled using beam and shell finite elements, both with fibre models 

for plastic hinges, it can be concluded that the structure’s behaviour in both directions is 

noticeably similar. Although shell model provided a more flexible response, with around 15% 

less base horizontal force for the same top displacement, the redistribution of the total force 

showed that around 70% is generated in the seismic walls in the direction of the seismic action, 

with the rest of the force acting on columns and seismic walls perpendicular to the direction of 

the seismic action. 
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Rezime: 

Uspostavljanje principa za ocenu postojećih konstrukcija zahteva primenu pristupa koji se bitno 

razlikuje od projektovanja novih konstrukcija i zahteva primenu znanja izvan okvira projektnih 

standarda. Postojeća zgrada se analizira u CSI - SAP2000 prema postojećoj tehničkoj dokumentaciji. 

Ponašanje konstrukcije pri savijanju ukazuje na njeno duktilno ponašanje i zadovoljavanje zahteva 

u pogledu dozvoljene potražnje. Konstrukcija ima duktilno ponašanje, iako postoje delovi sa vrlo 

malom duktilnošću i pomeranjima pri plastifikaciji. Ponašanje konstrukcije pri smicanju pokazuje 

krto ponašanje cele konstrukcije, pri čemu nema zadovoljavanje zahteva u pogledu dozvoljene 

potražnje. Konstrukcija ima krti lom na početku plastične (nelinearne) zone. Kapacitet smicanja je 

nepodesan, izražen u modalnom obrascu opterećenja. 
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ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING STRUCTURE USING ISO 13822 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARD  

Summary:  

The establishment of principles for the assessment of existing structures is required because it is 

based on an approach that is substantially different from the design of new structures and requires 

knowledge beyond the scope of design codes. The existing building is analyzed in CSI - SAP2000  

according to the technical documentation that existed for the building. The behavior of the structure 

in flexure indicates the ductile behavior of the entire structure and the satisfaction of the requirements 

in terms of allowable demand. The structure has ductile behavior, even though there are sections 

with very little ductile, the relation of ultimate by yielding displacements. The behavior of the 

structure in shear indicates the brittle behavior of the entire structure and not the satisfaction of the 

requirements in terms of allowable demand. The structure has brittle failure at the start of plastic 

(nonlinear) zone. Shear capacity is inconvenient expressed in the modal load pattern. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The continued use of existing structures is of great importance because the built environment is a 

huge economic and political asset, growing larger every year. The assessment of existing 

structures is now a major engineering task. The structural engineer is increasingly called upon to 

devise ways for extending the life of structures whilst observing tight cost constraints. The 

establishment of principles for the assessment of existing structures is required because it is based 

on an approach that is substantially different from design of new structures and requires 

knowledge beyond the scope of design codes. ISO 13822 document is intended not only as a 

statement of principals and procedures for the assessment of existing structures but also as a guide 

for use by structural engineers and clients. Engineers can apply specific methods for assessment 

in order to save structures and to reduce a client's expenditure. The ultimate goal is to limit 

construction intervention to a strict minimum, a goal that is clearly in agreement with the 

principles of sustainable development. 

For the usual load the structure remains in the linear-elastic field of material work and relationship 

between load and displacement is simple. In case of earthquake, and depending on his intensity, 

the individual parts of the structure pass into nonlinear material working area. To be followed 

behavior by a structure in a nonlinear domain in the conditions of the earthquake, were developed 

non-linear dynamic and static seismic analysis. 

The method of gradual pushing is carried out so that the structure is subject to monotonic growth 

of lateral load. Such lateral load represents an inertial force which arises as a result of the 

acceleration of the ground floor. A gradual increase in the lateral load is coming to a progressive 

degradation of structural elements, which leads to a reduction in its stiffness. Method of gradual 

pushing gives a characteristic nonlinear curve, the relationship of force and displacement, and 

most often it is represented as a relationship total force at ground level and peak displacement of 

the building.  

Pushover analysis is used to determine how the capacity and response curve is at the global level 

(gives an estimate of the maximum horizontal displacement and the assessment of global ductility 

for structure), and therefore represents the rotation of the hinges and ductility in cross sections of 

critical elements. 

2. STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE 

The International Standard provides general requirements and procedures for the assessment of 

existing structures (buildings, bridges, industrial structures, etc.) based on the principles of 

structural reliability and consequences of failure. It is applicable to the assessment of any type of 

existing structure that was originally designed, analysed and specified based on accepted 

engineering principles and/or design rules, as well as structures constructed on the basis of good 

workmanship, historic experience and accepted professional practice. 

 

The International Standard is intended to serve as a basis for preparing national standards or codes 

of practice in accordance with current engineering practice and the economic conditions. 
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FIGURE 1 - ISO 13822 flowchart 

Flowchart represents the assessment procedure as a one part of a chart. Only the assessment 

section is considered in this paper. 

2.1. MODELING 

The model is analyzed in CSI - SAP2000 software package according to the technical 

documentation that existed for the building. A frame model with line elements is used for 

calculation, with RC beams and RC columns.  

All specified loads as line loads are applied to the beams. The distribution of surface loads in line 

loads is done using the following equations: 

qx =
ly
4

lx
4 + ly

4
∗ q 

           (1) 
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qy =
lx
4

lx
4 + ly

4
∗ q 

 (2) 

q – distributed load on the floor slab 

qx – distributed load on the RC beam in x direction 

qy – distributed load on the RC beam in y direction 

 

FIGURE 2 - Slab to Beam Load Transmition 

 

FIGURE 3 - 3D Building Model and element labels 

A pushover analysis can consist of more than one pushover load case. Each pushover load case 

can have a different distribution of load on the structure. A typical pushover analysis might consist 

of three pushover load cases. The first would apply gravity load to the structure, the second would 

apply one distribution of lateral load over the height of the structure, and the third would apply 

another distribution of lateral load over the height of the structure. 

According to modal shape displacements Modal y-y load case is defined. Force/displacement 

values for each floor level is applied. 
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In order to account for uncertainties in the location of the masses and in the spatial variation of the 

seismic motion, the calculated center of mass at each floor level shall be considered as being 

displaced from its nominal location in each direction by an accidental eccentricity. Five percent 

of the floor dimension perpendicular to the direction of the seismic action. 

According to the mass regardless of elevation Uniform y-y load case is defined. 

Force/displacement values for each floor level is applied.  

2.2. DEFINITION OF HINGE PROPERTIES 

Hinge properties are used to define nonlinear moment-rotation behavior that can be assigned to 

discrete locations along the length of the frame (line) objects. These nonlinear hinges are used 

during static nonlinear analysis and nonlinear time history analysis only. For all other types of 

analysis, the hinges are rigid and have no effect on the behavior of the member. 

In SAP2000 we need to define a moment – rotation relation at four steps, for plastic hinge 

definition: 

• Cracking Moment Mcr/ Cracking rotation θcr relation at cracking  

• Yielding Moment My /Yielding rotation θy relation at yielding 

• Ultimate Moment Mu /Ultimate rotation relation θu at ultimate state 

• Ultimate Moment Mu3/4 /Ultimate rotation relation θu3/4 at 3/4 ultimate state 

In order to obtain these parameters following equations are used (3,4 - Ludovico 2015, 5-7 - EN 

1998-3): 

θ𝑐𝑟 =
𝑀𝑐𝑟 ∗ 𝐿𝑣

3𝐸𝐼
 

  (3) 

𝑀𝑐𝑟 = (
𝑁

𝐴
+ 𝑓𝑐𝑡𝑚) ∗

𝑏 ∗ ℎ2

6
 

  (4) 

θ𝑦 = 𝜙𝑦 ∗
𝐿𝑣 + 𝛼𝑣 ∗ 𝑧

3
+ 0.0014 ∗ (1 + 1.5 ∗

ℎ

𝐿𝑣

) + 𝜙𝑦 ∗
𝑑𝑏𝑙 ∗ 𝑓𝑦

8 ∗ √𝑓𝑐

 

  (5) 

θ𝑢 =
1

𝛾𝑒𝑙

(θ𝑦 + (𝜙𝑢 − 𝜙𝑦) ∗ 𝐿𝑝𝑙 ∗ (1 −
0.5 ∗ 𝐿𝑝𝑙

𝐿𝑣

)) 

  (6) 

𝐿𝑝𝑙 = 0.1 ∗ 𝐿𝑣 + 0.17 ∗ ℎ + 0.24 ∗
𝑑𝑏𝑙∗𝑓𝑦(𝑀𝑃𝑎)

√𝑓𝑐(𝑀𝑃𝑎)
   

  (7) 

θ𝑐𝑟  – is the chord rotation at cracking 

θ𝑦 – is the chord rotation at yielding 
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θ𝑢 – ultimate chord rotation capacity 

𝜙𝑦 – is the yield curvature at the end section 

𝜙𝑢 – is the ultimate curvature at the end section 

𝛾𝑒𝑙  – is equal to 1.5 for primary seismic elements and to 1.0 for secondary seismic elements 

h  – is the depth of cross-section 

𝐿𝑣 – M/V, is the ratio moment/shear at the end section 

𝑓𝑐 – concrete compressive strength (MPa) 

𝑓𝑦 – steel yield strength (MPa) 

𝑑𝑏𝑙 – is the mean diameter of the tension reinforcement 

𝐿𝑝𝑙 – plastic hinge length 

z  – length of internal lever arm, taken equal to d-d' in beams, columns, or walls with barbelled 

or T - section, or to 0,8h in walls with rectangular section 

𝛼𝑣 = 1, if shear cracking is expected to precede flexural yielding at the end section (i.e. when the 

yield moment at the end section, My, exceeds the product of Lv times the shear resistance of the 

member considered without shear reinforcement, VR,c, otherwise, (i.e. if My<LvVR,c) 𝛼𝑣=0. 

According to this formulations the require hinges properties are obtained. Based on 

moment/rotation parameters hinge curve is obtained. This procedure is applied for all hinges in 

beams and columns. After the hinge definition, they are defined in SAP2000 software. 

2.3. CAPACITY CURVE 

The N2 method transforms the response of the multi-degree system (MDOF) into the response of 

an equivalent system with one degree of freedom (SDOF). This is necessary to make the pushover 

curve comparable with the demand, which is presented through the design spectrum corresponding 

to the SDOF system.  

The relation of transformation of multi degree of freedom system (MDOF) to the single degree of 

freedom system(SDOF) system is called modaltransformation factor for which the following 

equation applies(eq. 8-11 - Ludovico 2015): 

Г =
∑𝑚𝑖 ∗ 𝜙𝑖

∑𝑚𝑖 ∗ 𝜙𝑖
2 

 (8) 

The mass of equivalent SDOF system 𝑚∗ is determined as: 

𝑚∗ = ∑𝑚𝑖 ∗ 𝜙𝑖 

 (9) 

The force 𝐹∗and displacement 𝑑∗ of the equivalent SDOF system are computed as: 

𝐹∗ =
𝐹𝑏

Г
 

 (10) 
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𝑑∗ =
𝑑𝑛

Г
 

 (11) 

Where 𝐹𝑏 and 𝑑𝑛 are, respectively, the base shear force and the control node displacement of the 

MDOF system. 

Bilinear model of the SDOF pushover curve, as an elastic perfectly plastic idealization was 

determined by an area equivalent method. Area under SDOF capacity curve and area up capacity 

curve must be the same. 

 

FIGURE 4 - Bilinear SDOF Curve 

A response spectrum is a plot of the peak or steady-state response (displacement, velocity or 

acceleration) of a series of oscillators of varying natural frequency. Each spectrum represents the 

quantity of each response spectrum data. Acceleration displacement response spectrum (ADRS) 

combines accelerations and displacement on one plot. This representation is especially suitable 

for combining with SDOF bilinear pushover curve(eq. 12-16 - EN 1998-1). 

0 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝐵 ∶  𝑆𝑒(𝑇) = 𝛼𝑔 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ (1 +
𝑇

𝑇𝐵

∗ (𝜂 ∗ 2.5 − 1)) 

 

 (12) 

𝑇𝐵 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝐶 ∶  𝑆𝑒(𝑇) = 𝛼𝑔 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝜂 ∗ 2.5 

 (13) 

𝑇𝐶 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝐷 ∶  𝑆𝑒(𝑇) = 𝛼𝑔 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝜂 ∗ 2.5 (
𝑇𝐶

𝑇
) 

 (14) 

𝑇𝐷 ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 4𝑠 ∶  𝑆𝑒(𝑇) = 𝛼𝑔 ∗ 𝑆 ∗ 𝜂 ∗ 2.5 (
𝑇𝐶 ∗ 𝑇𝐷

𝑇2
) 

 (15) 

𝑆𝑑 =
𝑆𝑒 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ 𝑇2

4 ∗ 𝜋2
 

 (16) 
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FIGURE 5 - Modal y-y Bilinear SDOF Capacity Curve and Demand 

 

 

FIGURE 6 - Uniform y-y Bilinear SDOF Capacity Curve and Demand 

From the results we can see the behavior of the structure from the flexure control aspect, 

comparison of the capacity was made with the demand, according to EC8 (type 1 spectrum is 

adopted) and predicted peak ground acceleration of 0.25g. Results were obtained from both lateral 

loading models. For each separately, capacity displacements and demand have been obtained. The 

capacity displacement values obtained in these capacity cases exceed the demand and have the 

following values: 

TABLE 1 - Demand and Flexure Capacity 

Load case Demand displacement (m)  Capacity displacement (m)  

Modal y-y 0.289 0.301 

Uniform y-y 0.259 0.381 

2.4. SHEAR CAPACITY 

The brittle failure is the reason for the shear capacity check, the ductile behavior of the structure 

elements contributes to the structureto be in nonlinear zone. The dissipation of energy in the 

structure elements may be stopped if the occurrence of brittle failure occurs. 
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Cross sectional control of shear forces is required to determine the building shear capacity. The 

control is performed according to the capacity curve and determining the forces in the elements 

for the characteristic steps from the pushover calculation.  

𝑉𝑅 =
1

𝛾𝑒𝑙
∗ [

ℎ−𝑥

2∗𝐿𝑣
∗ min(𝑁; 0.55 ∗ 𝐴𝑐 ∗ 𝑓𝑐) + (1 − 0.05 ∗ min(5;µ

∆
𝑝𝑙) ∗ 0.16 ∗

max(0.5; 100𝜌𝑡𝑜𝑡) ∗ (1 − 0.16 ∗ min (5;
𝐿𝑉

ℎ
)) ∗ √𝑓𝑐 ∗ 𝐴𝑐 + 𝜌𝑤 ∗ 𝑏𝑤 ∗ 𝑧 ∗ 𝑓𝑦𝑤] (EN 1998-3) 

 (17) 

TABLE 2 - Demand and Shear Capacity 

Load case Demand displacement (m)  Capacity displacement (m)  

Modal y-y 0.289 0.2185 

Uniform y-y 0.259 0.2544 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

A non-linear static analysis is made for structure with 14 floor levels. The calculation is performed 

for two load cases. ISO 13822 assessment procedure indicates that the current requirements are 

not met in terms of safety performance level. In terms of behavior, it is obvious that the modal 

non linear load pattern is dominated on the structure, reflecting the displacement capacity values 

and comparing them with the required demand. The structure is analyzed for two special cases: 

• Structure checks on flexure 

• Structure checks on shear 

The behavior of the structure in flexure check indicates the ductile behavior of the entire structure 

and the satisfaction of the requirements in terms of allowable demand. The structure has ductile 

behavior, even though there are sections with very little ductile, the relation of ultimate by yielding 

displacements. In terms of calculation, the following values are shown graphically. 

  

FIGURE 7 -  Modal y-y flexure capacity              FIGURE 8 - Uniform y-y flexure capacity 

 

The behavior of the structure in shear check indicates the brittle behavior of the entire structure 

and not the satisfaction of the requirements in terms of allowable demand. The structure has brittle 

failure at the start of plastic (nonlinear) zone. The ratio of the existing shear capacity with demand 
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is especially expressed in the modal load pattern. In terms of calculations, the following values 

are shown graphically. 

  

               FIGURE 9 - Modal y-y shear capacity             FIGURE 10 - Uniform shear capacity 
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Rezime:  
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Summary:  

This paper presents the basic concept, specific creation process, production of model prototypes, 

original nonlinear cyclic tests and refined modeling of main components and integral prototypes 

of the developed new uniform VF-energy dissipation devices for bridges. The innovative concept 

of the new multi-gap VF-MG devices provides efficient introducing of the added "adaptive" 

damping to the common seismically isolated bridge systems which generally does not possess 

sufficient damping capacity under induced strong earthquake vibrations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Although the most important studies in the field of seismic isolation of bridges have been 

performed in renowned research centers in Japan, USA, Italy, and New Zealand, the 

contributions from many other countries have recently increased and have resulted in numerous 

new ideas and concepts. Detailed reviews of concepts and achievements made in this field have 

been provided in comprehensive publications by numerous authors, including Kelly (1986) and 

Kunde and Jangid RS (2003). Specific hysteretic behaviour characteristics of common rubber 

and lead-rubber seismic bearings have been presented by Robinson (1982) and Turkington et al. 

(1989). The specific behaviour of sliding seismic bearings has been studied by Kartoum et al. 

(1992); Dolce et al. (2007) and Iemura et al. (2007). Simple pendulum seismic bearings have 

been described by Zayas et al. (1990) and Wang et al. (1998). Both types of seismic bearings 

have been comprehensively studied and experimentally validated by Mokha et al. (1992) and 

Constantinou et al. (1992), and have been introduced into current practice. The concept of 

additional devices for seismic energy dissipation has been investigated by Skinner et al. (1975); 

Tsopelas et al. (1996); Dolce et al. (1996); Guan et al. (2010); Oh et al. (2012) and Ene et al. 

(2017). Recently, developments in this innovative earthquake engineering field have been 

intensified by complementary studies of various related phenomena, including the pounding 

effect, Jankowski et al. (1998), the axial behaviour of elastomeric isolators, Tubaldi et al. (2016), 

and semi-active dampers, Serino and Occhiuzzi (2003), as well as by studies devoted to 

qualitative upgrading of present technologies. Seismic design regulations related to seismically 

isolated bridges have been gradually upgraded, Mayes et al. (1992), and implemented in many 

countries in seismically active regions, Unjoh and Ohsumi (1998). Most of these authors provide 

recommendations about the need for further studies in this field, including the needs for new 

ideas for upgrading of existing bridge isolation systems. The observed intolerable impacts to 

bridge systems during recent strong earthquakes have given rise to strong arguments about 

development and practical implementation of seismic isolation systems in seismic protection of 

bridges, Ristic, D. (1988), Ristic, J. (2011), Ristic D. and Ristic J. (2012), Ristic J. (2016). This 

paper shows important results from the realized first creative research part of the ongoing long-

term study devoted to development of a new, experimentally verified, advanced USI-VF system 

that can provide qualitative seismic upgrading of isolated bridges by innovative VF-ED energy 

dissipation devices, Ristic et al. (2018). The conducted first experimental part of the study 

included original nonlinear quasi-static tests of the created specific individual energy dissipation 

components. Unique original experimental data have been obtained, enabling development of an 

advanced, experimentally validated, nonlinear micro-model for hysteretic behavior study of the 

complete new vertical fixed energy dissipation (VF-ED) devices with optionally different 

component arrangements. According to the present developments, there have been created the 

basic conditions for realization of the final study involving shaking table tests of the constructed 

large-scale bridge prototype model with the applied new USI-VF system. 
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2. THE NEW USI-VF BRIDGE SYSTEM 

The present upgraded, seismically isolated (USI) system integrating the created new vertical 

fixed (VF) energy dissipation (ED) devices represents a new technical concept that provides 

harmonized and improved modifications of the structural seismic response. The USI-VF system 

has been developed as an advanced alternative method for qualitative improvement of seismic 

protection of bridge structures by creating an integrated adaptive system based on global 

optimization of the seismic energy balance. As to the earlier studies conducted by the authors, 

Ristic et al. 2018, the seismic performances of the new USI-VF bridge system will be 

comprehensively studied through seismic shaking table tests of the assembled, original, large-

scale USI-VF bridge prototype model, Figure 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Designed bridge prototype model for testing of the new system on the seismic shaking 

table under simulated earthquakes: (1) left end support; (2) right end support; (3) support 

above the shorter middle piers; (4) support above the longer middle piers; (5) steel structure 

supporting actuator; (6) actuator for application of cyclic loads; (7) steel structure 

supporting the DL devices; (8) computer control system (used in Ristic et al. 2018). 

The presently proposed, new USI-VF system with advanced seismic safety margins for the 

case of multi-directional seismic action has been created based on knowledge gained from 

previous experimental research. After the design, the costly fabrication and the cyclic nonlinear 

quasi-static testing of the developed new original components presented in this paper, assembling 

and testing of a large-scale experimental USI-VF bridge model as a new technological option is 

planned. The new USI-VF bridge model will be experimentally tested on a seismic shaking table 

under simulated real earthquakes. The model assembly and testing will be performed in the 

Dynamic Testing Laboratory of the Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering 

Seismology (IZIIS), "Ss. Cyril and Methodius" University in Skopje by use of an advanced 

modeling process, Candeias et al. (2004). From the performed original quasi-static tests of the 

VF-ED components and devices and unique shaking table tests of the large-scale USI-VF bridge 

prototype model under simulated earthquakes, highly valuable experimental data will be 

obtained. This paper shows the obtained original results from the recently performed testing of 

the created prototypes of individual vertical (V) and vertical fixed (VF) energy dissipation 
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components that have simultaneously been implemented in assembling the new uniform, vertical 

fixed (VF), multi-gap (MG), multi-directional (MD) energy dissipation devices. 

3. PROTOTYPES OF VF-MG-MD ENERGY DISSIPATION DEVICES 

3.1 INNOVATIVE CONCEPT OF THE VF-MG-MD DEVICES 

Available types of seismic isolators do not possess a sufficient level of damping or seismic 

energy dissipation capacity. The introduced innovative vertical fixed (VF), multi-gap (MG), 

multi-directional (MD), energy dissipation (VF-MG-MD) device has been created for advanced 

application as an additional compact device, representing the so called seismic energy dissipater 

or added damping device. However, to provide an efficient contribution to improvement of the 

seismic response of an entire structure, the VF-MG-MD seismic energy dissipation device has 

been created to have innovative and specific structural characteristics providing advanced 

behavior properties. Under strong seismic excitations, very large inertial (seismic) forces are 

inevitably generated from the total mass of a bridge superstructure.  

  

Fig. 2. Prototype of VF-MG-MD energy 

dissipation device with 8V & 8VF 

components (view-1). 

Fig. 3. Prototype of VF-MG-MD energy 

dissipation device with 8V & 8VF 

components (view-2). 

The new seismic energy dissipater provides simultaneously harmonization of its stiffness 

properties, bearing capacity and ductility. The considered larger stiffness of the seismic energy 

dissipater may produce unfavorable effect involving strong impact and impulsive transfer of 

inertial forces. Such effect is avoided by the adopted gap-based initial stiffness of the seismic 

energy dissipater reduced to an acceptable level. The bearing capacity of the new seismic energy 

dissipater is adjusted to the real conditions in order to avoid transferring of very large forces to 

the bridge substructure members, which represents a highly favorable option. Finally, the third 

technical condition refers to the provided sufficient ductility of the seismic energy dissipater. 

Under large inertial forces, the induced relative displacements become very large, i.e., of the 

order of Dmax = 20 – 40 cm. Therefore, the seismic energy dissipaters should possess the ability 

to sustain large deformations without being damaged. The favorable option includes relatively 

small elastic deformations that will enable greater absorption and dissipation of seismic energy 

through nonlinear deformations and establishment of pronounced hysteretic curves. Within the 
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frames of the conducted study, special attention has been paid to the formulation of highly 

ductile, gap-based VF-MG-MD device of a large seismic energy dissipation capacity. The 

proposed new vertical-fixed (VF-MG-MD) energy dissipation device is structurally and 

technologically  innovatively composed in a way that it successfully integrates several most 

important characteristics  contained in: (1) providing of a large capacity for seismic energy 

absorption; (2) possessing the  property of being totally inactive in the case of the most frequent 

slight earthquakes; (3) providing  initial activation of only a certain smaller number of seismic 

energy dissipation components of the type of V-MG-MD-Tij, or activation of level-1 energy 

dissipation components in the case of moderate earthquakes; (4) providing activation of all 

components for seismic energy dissipation (V-MG-MD-Tij+VF-MG-MD-Dk), or activation of 

all energy dissipation components representing level-2 (full capacity of  energy dissipation) in 

the case of very strong earthquakes. The stated characteristics of the seismic energy dissipation 

device have successfully been achieved by adequate distribution of vertical cantilever 

components for seismic energy dissipation that are fixed at their lower end, at the base, and free 

at the upper end. The structure of the seismic energy dissipater generally consists of: (1) a base 

metal plate for fixation of the vertical cantilever components; (2) adequately distributed vertical 

energy dissipation components (V-MG-MD-Tij+VF-MG-MD-Dk); and (3) an upper metal plate 

with openings through which the energy dissipation components are activated in different phases. 

Characteristic phases include very frequent weak earthquakes, reduced number of moderately 

strong earthquakes and rare, but possible, very strong and destructive earthquakes. The prototype 

model of the proposed VF-MG-MD energy dissipation device, Figure 2 and 3, has been created 

considering several constituent parts that form a compact ED unit, including: 

(1) Base plate: The base plate of the VF-MG-MD energy dissipation device is manufactured 

in the form of a base circular metal plate (d = 25 mm) with a diameter of D = 450 mm. In the 

base metal plate, in each of the two concentric circles, eight regularly spaced equal openings 

with windings are made. The openings with windings are used to fix the vertical components by 

screwing. In the outer concentric circle with a diameter of d1 = 340 mm, eight openings with 

windings are made for the fixation of the external eight VF-type energy dissipation components. 

In the internal concentric circle with a diameter of d2 = 190 mm, spaced are other eight openings 

with windings for the fixation of the internal eight V-type energy dissipation components. The 

diameter of the opening with winding is considered standard and provides the possibility of 

making different combinations of installed types of vertical energy dissipation components. 

(2) Vertical energy dissipation components of type-V: The vertical energy dissipation 

components of type-V are made of a ductile metal in the form of a moderately steep cut cone. 

According to the diameter of the cone base (Db), there have been adopted a total of four options 

from which there have arisen four prototype types of energy dissipation devices, Table 1.  For 

each type of energy dissipation device, there have been designed vertical elements with two 

alternative variants of cones, i.e., with different diameters of the top (Dt), whereat the diameter 

of the element at the base has been kept the same.  In that way, four types of energy dissipation 

devices have been formed, each type with two variants of cones of vertical energy dissipation 

components. The different types of energy dissipation devices have been designated as follows: 

1) Prototypes of V-MG-MD energy dissipation device of Type – 1 existing as two component 

options: a) prototype model V-MG-MD-T11 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 32.0/25.6 mm 

and b) prototype model V-MG-MD-T12 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 32.0/19.2 mm; 2) 

Prototypes of V-MG-MD energy dissipation device of Type – 2 existing as two component 
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options: a) prototype model V-MG-MD-T21 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 28.0/22.4 mm 

and b) prototype model V-MG-MD-T22 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 28.0/16.0 mm; 3) 

Prototypes of V-MG-MD energy dissipation device of Type – 3 existing as two component 

options: a) prototype model V-MG-MD-T31 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 24.0/19.2 mm 

and b) prototype model V-MG-MD-T32 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 24.0/14.4 mm; 4) 

Prototypes of V-MG-MD energy dissipation device of Type – 4 existing as two component 

options: a) prototype model V-MG-MD-T41 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 20.0/16.0 mm 

and b) prototype model V-MG-MD-T42 with base and top diameters Db/Dt = 20.0/12.0 mm. 

  

Fig. 4. Geometry of model prototype of the 

ED component V-MG-MD-T11 tested with 

a gap G1 & G2. 

Fig. 5. Geometry of model prototype of the 

ED component VF-MG-MD-D18 tested with 

a gap G1 & G2. 

Tab. 1 Prototypes of the tested V-MG-MD components under cyclic loads created for optional 

assembling of the new VF-MG-MD energy dissipation devices 

Prototype 

type 

Prototype  

notation 

Geometry 

form 

Geometry 

of gaps 

Activation 

direction 

Base-

Db 

(mm) 

Top-

Dt 

(mm) 

1 
V-MG-MD-T11 T11 G1 & G2 MD 32.0 25.6 

V-MG-MD-T12 T12 G1 & G2 MD 32.0 19.2 

2 
V-MG-MD-T21 T21 G1 & G2 MD 28.0 22.4 

V-MG-MD-T22 T22 G1 & G2 MD 28.0 16.0 

3 
V-MG-MD-T31 T31 G1 & G2 MD 24.0 19.2 

V-MG-MD-T32 T32 G1 & G2 MD 24.0 14.4 

4 
V-MG-MD-T41 T41 G1 & G2 MD 20.0 16.0 

V-MG-MD-T42 T42 G1 & G2 MD 20.0 12.0 
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All vertical components have the same height of the cone body of h1 = 190 mm and end with 

an identical cylinder with a diameter d = 24.0 mm with a constant length of h2 = 60.0 mm. There 

has been enabled recording of original experimental results with important comparative 

parameters important for future design and practical application. With the described adapted 

geometry of the vertical components, there have been provided equivalent conditions for fixation 

into the base metal plate, while through the standard cylinder at the top of the vertical elements, 

there have been provided equivalent gap-G1 or gap-G2 conditions for the designed gap-based 

excitation (repeated alternative contact and activation) of all the components possibly activated 

in the first, the second, or the third earthquake intensity phase. 

(3) Vertical energy dissipation components of type-VF: The vertical energy dissipation 

components of type-VF are made of the same ductile metal available on the market in the form 

of a bar or an ideal cylinder with defined diameter Dc, Figure 5. The vertical energy dissipation 

components of type-VF consist of two straight parts and one curved part between them.  

According to the diameter of the cylinder (Dc), there have been adopted a total of four options 

from which there have arisen four prototype types of energy dissipation devices, Table 2. Model 

prototype-1 or component VF-MG-MD-D22, model prototype-2 or component VF-MG-MD-

D20, model prototype-3 or component VF-MG-MD-D18 and model prototype-4 or component 

VF-MG-MD-D16 are constructed with a diameter of Dc = 22 mm, Dc = 20 mm, Dc = 18 mm, 

Dc = 16 mm, respectively. 

Tab. 2 Prototypes of the tested VF-MG-MD components under cyclic loads created for 

optional assembling of the new VF-MG-MD energy dissipation devices 

Prototype 

model 

Prototype  

notation 

Geometry 

form 

Geometry 

of gaps 

Activation 

direction 

Body-Dc 

(mm) 

1 VF-MG-MD-D22 D22 - MD 22.0 

2 VF-MG-MD-D20 D20 - MD 20.0 

3 VF-MG-MD-D18 D18 - MD 18.0 

4 VF-MG-MD-D16 D16 - MD 16.0 

Analogously, all vertical VF components have the same height of the cone body of h1 = 190 

mm and end with an identical cylinder with a diameter d = 24.0 mm with a constant length of h2 

= 60.0 mm. In this case, the end cylinder is used for fixation of the component to the upper metal 

plate. So, in the case of possible cyclic negative reaction, the VF component will act by an 

adaptable hysteretic response. Such behavior and the provided component resistance against 

tension forces will result in protection of the structure against possible overturning. The study of 

the cyclic behavior of this specific VF component is a specific task providing original results 

with well organized comparative parameters important for its future design and practical 

application. Considering the characteristics of the described and adapted geometry of the vertical 

VF components, there have been provided equivalent end conditions for their fixation into the 

base and upper metal plates of the new VF-MG-MD energy dissipation device. 

(4) Vertical deformed energy dissipation components of type-VD: The vertical energy 

dissipation components of type-VD are made with the same geometry as that of the VF 

components and using the same ductile metal available on the market in the form of a bar or an 

ideal cylinder with defined diameter Dc, Figure 5. The vertical energy dissipation components 

of type-VD consist of two straight parts and one curved part between them. According to the 
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diameter of the cylinder (Dc), there have been adopted a total of four options from which there 

have also arisen four prototype types of energy dissipation devices, Table 3. Model prototype-1 

or component VD-MG-MD-D22, model prototype-2 or component VD-MG-MD-D20, model 

prototype-3 or component VD-MG-MD-D18 and model prototype-4 or component VD-MG-

MD-D16 are constructed with a diameter of Dc = 22 mm, Dc = 20 mm, Dc = 18 mm, Dc = 16 

mm, respectively. Analogously, all vertical VD components have the same height of the cone 

body of h1 = 190 mm and end with an identical cylinder with a diameter d = 24.0 mm with a 

constant length of h2 = 60.0 mm. Such design enables recording of original experimental results 

with well specified comparative parameters important for future design and practical application. 

With the described adapted geometry of the vertical VD components, there have been provided 

equivalent conditions for their fixation into the base metal plate, while through the standard 

cylinder at the top of the vertical elements, there have been provided equivalent gap-G1 or gap-

G2 conditions for the designed gap-based excitation (repeated alternative contact and activation) 

of all the components, possibly activated in the first, the second or the third earthquake intensity 

phase. The hysteretic gap-based response of the VD-MG-MD components actually represents a 

direct contribution to the gap-based hysteretic response of the standard vertical components of 

type-V. 

Tab. 3 Prototypes of the tested VD-MG-MD components under vertical cyclic loads created for 

optional assembling of the new VF-MG-MD energy dissipation devices 

Prototype 

model 

Prototype  

notation 

Geometry 

form 

Geometry 

of gaps 

Activation 

direction 

Body-Dc 

(mm) 

1 VD-MG-MD-D22 D22 G1 & G2 MD 22.0 

2 VF-MG-MD-D20 D20 G1 & G2 MD 20.0 

3 VF-MG-MD-D18 D18 G1 & G2 MD 18.0 

4 VF-MG-MD-D16 D16 G1 & G2 MD 16.0 

(5) Upper metal plate with holes: On the upper side of the seismic energy dissipation device, 

Figure 2, a metal plate with thickness d = 20.0 mm is also constructed with equivalent concentric 

circles over which openings of two different diameters are distributed. The inner concentric 

circle has 8 openings with a diameter of d1 = 34.0 mm in which the standard top cylinders of all 

vertical components, designed with a diameter of do = 24.0 mm, are centrically accommodated. 

With such geometry of openings, a gap of G1 = 5.0 mm  is provided in all directions. The external 

concentric circle has 8 openings with a diameter of d1 = 60.0 mm upon which the uniform 

cylinders on the top of the vertical components with a diameter of do = 24.0 mm are centrically 

accommodated. With this, a gap of G2 = 18.0 mm is provided in all directions. With such original 

structure of the seismic energy dissipater, activation of only the components of the inner circle 

is enabled in the first phase after initiated relative displacement larger than 5 mm (dr ≥ 5.0 mm), 

i.e., after the exceeding of the designed width of the concentric gap in all directions. In the second 

phase, if the relative displacement exceeds 18.0 mm, activation of all energy dissipation 

components located on the external concentric circle takes place. The upper metal plate is parallel 

with the lower one and is fixed to the upper structure or, in this study, to the superstructure of 

the large-scale bridge model. Taking advantage of the created very favorable conditions for 

composing different types of VF-MG-MD energy dissipation devices, the present research 

included realization of extensive experimental test programme, including performance of 
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experimental tests on all anticipated prototype models of the V, VF and VD energy dissipation 

components. 

3.2 DESIGN AND PRODUCTION OF MODEL PROTOTYPES 

(1) Selection of suitable properties of material to be implemented: For the manufacturing of 

the experimental prototype models of the V-MG-MD, VF-MG-MD and VD-MG-MD energy 

dissipation components, there has been selected a corresponding metal S-1530 with pronounced 

ductility and ability not to experience failure under a large number of iterated cyclic loads with 

pronounced or large amplitudes of displacement. These expected properties of the selected 

material have been fully proved by the realized extensive experimental tests. 

(2) First production of the model prototypes: In the mechanical manufacturing of all 

prototype models of V-MG-MD, VF-MG-MD and VD-MG-MD energy dissipation components, 

metal elements with hexagonal cross-section have been used. Such selection created conditions 

for elaboration of a hexagonal segment necessary for the fixation of the element to the base by 

screwing. In addition, the selected profile has been used as suitable for manufacturing of all 

remaining segments of the corresponding V-type prototype models in accordance with their 

designed geometrical properties. As stated above, the highest segment with a length of lt = 60 

mm has been constructed to have the same geometry in all prototype models. 

4. NONLINEAR TESTS OF VF-ED COMPONENTS 

4.1 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING PROGRAM 

Within the frames of experimental testing of the produced model prototypes of the specific 

energy dissipation components, an ample experimental program has been realized whereat each  

individual component has been tested twice as follows: a) realization of test-1, or the so called 

original test-a, in order to obtain the hysteretic response under the initial conditions and b) 

realization of test-2, or the so called repeated test-b, in order to get an insight into the hysteretic 

response of the model that has already been tested. For testing of 8 prototypes of the V-MG-MD 

components under cyclic loads, simulating gap-G1 in the first case and gap-G2 in the second 

case, a total of 16 components of type-V have been produced. With the anticipated realization of 

the original and the repeated tests of each component, a total of 32 nonlinear cyclic tests have 

been done for the specific V-component type. For testing of 4 prototypes of the VF-MG-MD 

components under cyclic loads, a total of 4 components of type-VF have been produced. 

Similarly, with the anticipated realization of the original and the repeated tests of each 

component, a total of 8 nonlinear cyclic tests have been carried out for the specific VF-

component type. Finally, for testing of 4 prototypes of the VD-MG-MD components under cyclic 

loads, simulating gap-G1 in the first case and gap-G2 in the second case, a total of 8 components 

of type-VD have been produced. With the anticipated realization of the original and the repeated 

tests of each component, a total of 16 nonlinear cyclic tests have been completed for the specific 

VD-component type. Accordingly, the experimental test program conducted for the present 

research purposes has been very extensive, including a total of 56 individual nonlinear tests. The 

experimental testing platform was created of two global segments: (1) rigid base structure to 

which the base cross-sections of the experimental model were fixed and (2) mobile lateral 
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structure connected with a horizontal actuator applied for simulation of cyclic loads through 

simulated cyclic displacements with increasing amplitudes. Figure 6. and Figure 7 respectively 

show the initial position of the element and the characteristic deformed configuration under the 

applied considerable horizontal displacement. Using the created experimental platform, all 16 

experimental tests anticipated in this phase have been successfully realized. 

  

Fig. 6. Platform for cyclic testing of ED 

components of various types and with 

different gaps. 

Fig. 7. Typical cyclic deformation during 

testing of the ED component V-MG-MD-

T11 with gap G1. 

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL TEST RESULTS 

4.2.1 Hysteretic Behavior of Vertical Energy Dissipation Components of Type-V 

From the realized 32 experimental tests, original experimental results have been obtained in 

a digital form. In the course of the experiments, in addition to data acquisition by certain control 

channels, the measured values of the horizontal deformation at the top D(mm) as well as the 

corresponding values of the applied horizontal force F(kN) have been recorded successfully. The 

obtained original results represent an optimal test data base for reliable quantification of the 

seismic performances under cyclic loads of the proposed new seismic energy dissipation 

components of type-V. The energy dissipation components of type-V have been tested under the 

simulated specific, originally proposed, conditions of gap-based response, considering the 

mechanically present gap-G1, Figure 8, or alternatively, considering the presence of gap-G2, 

Figure 9. First of all, the obtained experimental results from the original and the repeated tests 

of all models presented in the respective graphic form, clearly indicate that both plotted nonlinear 

hysteretic relationships are very similar or nearly identical. This observation is generally 

confirmed from the tests of all energy dissipation V-type components, both original and repeated. 

For example, for the tested component prototype type-1 (component V-MG-MD-T11) with 

simulated gap-G1, during the original test (a), an ultimate point restoring force of FU = 15.00 

kN has been obtained, while during the repeated test (b), an ultimate point restoring force of FU 

= 15.84 kN has been recorded. The difference of the recorded values is very small and it amounts 

to only 5.6%. Similarly, the obtained experimental results for the same component V-MG-MD-

T11, tested with simulated gap-G1 and simulated gap-G2, clearly indicate that both plotted 

nonlinear hysteretic relationships are also very similar or nearly identical, with a recorded 
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difference in the gap-size effect only. For example, for the tested component prototype type-1, 

component V-MG-MD-T11, with simulated gap-G1 and also with simulated gap-G2,  the same 

values of ultimate point restoring force of FU = 15.00 kN have been obtained. The difference 

between the two recorded hysteretic curves is insignificant and only in the respective actual gap-

size effect, Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

  

Fig. 8. Hysteretic response under cyclic 

loads of the ED component V-MG-MD-T11 

tested with gap G1. 

Fig. 9. Hysteretic response under cyclic 

loads of the ED component V-MG-MD-T11 

tested with gap G2. 

4.2.2 Hysteretic Behavior of Vertical Energy Dissipation Components of Type-VD 

Analogously, from the realized 16 experimental tests, original experimental results have been 

obtained in a digital form. In the course of the experiments, in addition to data acquisition by 

certain control channels, there have also been successfully recorded the measured values of the 

horizontal deformation at the top D(mm) as well as the corresponding values of the applied 

horizontal force F(kN). The obtained original results represent also an optimal data base for 

reliable quantification of the seismic performances under cyclic loads of the proposed new 

seismic energy dissipation components of type-VD. The energy dissipation components of type-

VD have been tested under the simulated specific, originally proposed, conditions of gap-based 

response, considering the mechanically present gap-G1, Figure 10, or alternatively, considering 

the presence of gap-G2, Figure 11. In this case, a similar tendency is evident. First, the obtained 

experimental results from the original and the repeated tests of all models presented in the 

respective graphic form clearly indicate that both plotted nonlinear hysteretic relationships are 

very similar or nearly identical. This observation is generally confirmed from the tests of all 

energy dissipation VD-type components, both original and repeated. For example, for the tested 

component prototype type-3 (component VF-MG-MD-D18) with simulated gap-G1, during the 

original test (a), an ultimate point restoring force of FU = 2,10 kN has been obtained, while 

during the repeated test (b), an ultimate point restoring force of FU = 2,15 kN has been recorded. 

The difference between the recorded values is very small and amounts to only 2.4%. Similarly, 

the obtained experimental results for the same component VF-MG-MD-D18, tested with 

simulated gap-G1 and with simulated gap-G2, clearly indicate that both plotted nonlinear 

hysteretic relationships are also very similar or nearly identical, with a recorded difference in the 

gap-size effect only. For example, for the tested component prototype type-3, component V-MG-
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MD-T11, with simulated gap-G1 and also with simulated gap-G2, the same values of the ultimate 

point restoring force of FU = 2,10 kN have been obtained. An insignificant difference between 

the two recorded hysteretic curves only in respect to the actual gap-size effect is very clearly 

observed also in this case, Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

  

Fig. 10. Hysteretic response under cyclic 

loads of the ED component VF-MG-MD-

D18 tested with gap G1. 

Fig. 11. Hysteretic response under cyclic 

loads of the ED component VF-MG-MD-

D18 tested with gap G2. 

4.2.3 Hysteretic Behavior of Vertical Fixed Energy Dissipation Components of Type-VF  

Finally, from the realized 8 experimental tests, original experimental results have also been 

obtained in a digital form. In the course of the experiments, in addition to data acquisition by 

certain control channels, there have also been recorded successfully the measured values of the 

vertical cyclic deformation at the top D(mm) as well as the corresponding values of the applied 

vertical cyclic force F(kN).  

  

Fig. 12. Micro-model of the 8VF-MG-MD-D18 

energy dissipation device (8 components). 

Fig. 13. Hysteretic response of the 8VF-

MG-MD-D18 device under simulated 

vertical cyclic loads. 

In this specific case, for the tested components representing prototype type-VF, under 

simulated vertical cyclic loads, highly favorable and unique asymmetric hysteretic curves have 

been obtained, Figure 13. The obtained experimental data represent highly valuable background 
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evidence for development of experimentally verified analytical simulation models. The 

conducted refined nonlinear analytical study and the developed nonlinear micro-models 

(presented in the next paper), actually represent an important and highly useful research step, 

providing an important general tool for solving specific problems, including: (1) validation of 

the capability of the implemented refined 3D nonlinear modeling concept for solving specific 

research and design tasks and (2) experimental validation of the proposed model for simulation 

of the complex hysteretic response of the VF-MG-MD device under general cyclic loading up to 

deep nonlinearity, Figure 12. The integral research activities in this domain have been 

successfully realized in three consequent phases: (1) Formulation of specific refined 3D 

nonlinear analytical models; (2) Analysis of nonlinear hysteretic response of individual 

components and integral devices under simulated cyclic deformations up to deep nonlinearity 

and (3) Comparative presentation and validation of the obtained original theoretical and 

experimental results. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results obtained from the performed quasi-static tests of prototype models of the 

VF-MG-MD components and VF-MG-MD devices, the following observations can be 

summarized: (1) The proposed original concept of VF-MG-MD devices with activation of 

nonlinear response of the created specific device components represents an attractive compact 

solution with favorable behavior and created possibility for wide application; (2) The application 

of the devices in real bridges can be successfully assured during the design process by adopting 

a correct set of geometrical and material properties; (3) Braking and wind forces may be fully 

controlled by some added common elements; (4) The efficient and stable activation of the VF-

MG-MD devices in all directions represents an advanced behavior mode since it protects the 

system integrity and does not allow an earthquake to detect the “weak points” of the isolated 

structure; (5) The seismic isolation system created with seismic bearings of different existing 

types can be implemented and (6) The integrated USI-VF system possesses the capability to 

assure equal and safe structural response in all directions under very strong earthquakes and 

induced largest displacement amplitudes. 
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STUDIJA MEHANIZMA LOMA ARMIRANO BETONSKE ZGRADE 

POSLE ZEMLJOTRESA U ALBANIJI OD 26. NOVEMBRA 2019. 

Rezime:  

U ovom radu predstavljena je AB zgrada sa šest etaža koja je ozbiljno oštećena zemljotresom u 

Albaniji od 26.11.2019. Zgrada je izgrađena 2015. godine i nalazi se u priobalnom delu Drača, 

grada koji je pretrpeo najveća oštećenja u ovom zemljotresu. Konstrukcija je bila projektovana 

prema albanskom seizmičkom propisu iz 1989. godine (KTP-89/2). Najznačajniji problem u vezi 

ove zgrade je fleksibilni sprat. Autori su sproveli nelinearnu statičku analizu konstrukcije radi 

simuliranja seizmičkog ponašanja i utvrđivanja uzroka oštećenja i loma. Analiza je bila 

zasnovana na zahtevima Evrokoda 8. 

Ključne reči: AB ramovi, fleksibilni sprat, nelinearna statička analiza, oštećenja usled 

zemljotresa 

INVESTIGATION OF FAILURE MECHANISM OF AN RC BUILDING 

AFTER THE NOVEMBER 26, 2019 ALBANIA EARTHQUAKE 

Summary:  

This paper presents case study of a 6-storey reinforced concrete (RC) frame building which was 

severely damaged in the November 26, 2019 Albania earthquake. The building was constructed 

in 2015 and is located in the seaside area of Durres, the city which was most affected by the 

earthquake. The structure was designed according to the 1989 Albanian seismic design code 

KTP-89/2. The most prominent problem in this building is the soft-story irregularity. The authors 

performed a nonlinear static (pushover) analysis of the structure to simulate its seismic behaviour 

and identify the causes of damage and collapse. The analysis was based on the Eurocode 8 

requirements.  

Key words: RC frames, soft storey mechanism, nonlinear static analysis, earthquake damage  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This study aims to provide a theoretical basis for structural analysis and investigation of 

earthquake damages to buildings stock of Durres and also to apply it to a numerical model of a 

case study building and to discuss different scenarios. Earthquake is a periodic and natural 

phenomenon, which can be defined as a process where a large amount of energy collected is 

released due to deformation at the contact zones between the tectonic plates and microplates [5], 

One of the most active areas where 25% of earthquakes occur is the contact area between the 

Eurasian plate and the African plate where Albania is also located, so it is characterized by high 

levels of seismicity. After the strong earthquake of 1979, specialists from various fields of study 

worked together to publish the Technical Design Codes widely known as KTP-89 which are still 

in force for design and construction in Albania. This study is based on the analysis of seismic 

damage of a 6-storey concrete frame residential building constructed in 2015 in the city of Durres 

[20]. The most prominent problem in this building is the soft storey where ground floor stiffness 

is less than other storeys. Structural modeling will be done with ETABS software and Static 

nonlinear analysis will be applied to find the causes that led to the building collapse. The analysis 

was be based on the design spectrum and Eurocode 8 specifications. Theoretical research will 

refer to books, articles, various scientific periodicals to reach concrete conclusions on an ant 

seismic design with the most appropriate technical criteria.  

In Durres region, after the 90s building stock is formed from reinforced concrete frame 

structures and during last earthquakes, some of these buildings near the epicenter affected area 

were collapsed leading to widespread destruction and loss of life. 

Technical Design codes specify criteria for the design and configuration of new structures 

subjected to earthquake ground motions with the following criteria: 1) to increase the expected 

performance of structures having a substantial public hazard due to occupancy and use; 2) to 

minimize the hazard to life for all buildings; and 3) to improve the capability of essential facilities 

to function after an earthquake. Ductility is the capacity of building materials, systems, or 

structures to absorb seismic energy by deforming into the inelastic stage [5]. 

Concrete is a brittle material, must be properly reinforced with steel to provide the ductility 

necessary to resist seismic forces. Many parameters may share with different degrees in forming 

the overall seismic behavior of a frame structure. In this paper combined failure mechanisms of 

reinforced concrete structures will be investigated and technical design rules will be suggested, 

through application of the Non-linear Static Analysis (Pushover) methodology. The objective of 

this paper is to provide a brief overview of the damage were observed following the 2019 

Albanian earthquakes. 

Severe damages to structural and non-structural elements are identified and were carefully 

analyzed to arrive at conclusions related to its seismic performance according to Eurocodes. 

These structures should be incorporated into a long-term retrofitting strategy, following a long-

term on site and laboratory investigation. There must be conducted future research in order to 

provide appropriate solutions to overcome the reported problems mainly in RC buildings with 

brick walls infills. In long term, in order to achieve more resilient buildings in the future, it is 

very important to start developing disaster and emergency management plans, with a focus on 

resilience. Internationally, there are well-defined methodologies in this regard. They have to be 

understood and then contextualized. Municipalities should become proactive, allocate a share of 
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the budget, apply for funds, and act accordingly. On the other hand, there is a need for local 

engineers to re-evaluate particularly aspects linked directly to their current design approaches 

that cause mainly excessive lateral flexibility. Engineers will also need to work closely with 

architects to avoid future damage to infills and partitions [19]. 

 The main research questions which motivated this study are: 

a. What are the reasons for the poor performance of the study building? 

b. If the structure was designed correctly according to the original design, what seismic 

performance would it have? 

c. How could be structural damage avoided given the current configuration of structural 

elements? 

d. How do shallow beams influence to seismic performance and why the plastic hinges were 

created only on the first-floor columns? 

e. How does the building location in the coastal area affect the chances for corrosion of the 

reinforcement and the thickness of the section cover? 

f. How should be critical areas in columns for objects vulnerable to seismic events? 

2. METHODOLOGY   

Regarding the methodology, nonlinear static analysis was performed to obtain the collapse 

mechanisms and their seismic performance. Here we will try to elaborate on some of the causes 

that led to the damage of this structure. Also, the architectural point of view of structural 

configuration will be considered in this paper.  

The failure modes consist of soft stories, strong beams and weak columns, lack of column 

confinement, poor detailing practice and non-structural damages. To limit the failure of RC 

frame systems, design and construction requirements should be included in the Albanian seismic 

code by adopting suitable solutions. 

Nonlinear static (pushover) analysis is a static analysis of a structure under constant gravity 

loads and monotonically increasing horizontal loads [7]. 

3. CASE STUDY 

The case study is a 6-storey RC frame structure located at the outskirts of Durres near the 

area known as "Plepat", about 50m from the seaside. Figure 1 shows original floor plan of the 

building (Model-1) and a revised plan used for analysis purposes (Model-2).  

During the site investigations and review of the project drawings several discrepancies were 

found: 

1. Materials - Concrete and steel characteristics: variable grades of concrete (cube 

strength) (250 and 300) kg/cm2 were used while steel grade was S500. concrete and 

steel Poisson’s ratios were taken as 0.2 & 0.24 respectively, based on the data found in 

the project. 

2. Loads - Uniformly distributed vertical load of 3.5 ton/m' on every story was used for 

the model representing a combination of full dead load plus 50% of live load as stated 

in many building codes. 
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a)                  b) 

Figure 1 – Case study: a) structural floor plan revised by the authors (Model-2); b) structural 

plan from the original design project (Model-1) 

 

3. Structural system - The most common method of design, is reinforced concrete frames 

accompanied by infill walls. Popular since the 1989s to the present time, this structural 

typology is used for single- and two-storey detached houses through to apartments 12-

storeys high. In these frame and infill buildings the frames and the entire concrete 

skeletons are constructed first and then infilled with hollow clay bricks which are then 

plastered. Interior walls are of the same material and construction type [4]. 

3.1 SITE INVESTIGATIONS 

From the site investigations, a series of problems and inconsistencies have been noticed, 

which have been accompanied by some photos shown in Figure 2. In the meantime, let us briefly 

explain the observed problem: 

1. The building had an additional floor which was under construction. 

2. Meanwhile on the west façade there was a cantilever, from the second floor to the roof. 

3. Also, the elevator designed in the project has not been implemented on-site. 

4. The frame is designed by flat beams in two directions. 

Regarding the damages, six damaged columns with plastic hinges were identified, five of 

them in the axis-1, on the ground floor. While one of the damaged columns is positioned on the 

A-4 axis. 

Two beams in axis-1 were damaged, meanwhile damage to the monolithic slab cover on the 

first floor was noticed. Regarding non-structural elements, we have damage to the perimeter 

walls of the brick with a thickness of 25cm. These damages occurred mainly on the ground floor 

and the first floor. Meanwhile, in the western façade on the axis-1 where most of the columns 

are damaged the structure shows stability problems and is currently being supported with 

temporary steel pillars (Figure 2). 
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a)               b)                          c) 

Figure 2 - Damage of the case study building: a) plastic hinge at the column mid-height; b) 

evidence of the floor addition to the side of the building; c) evidence of the floor addition to the 

top of the building (at the site visit still under construction) 

3.2 SPECTRAL DATA 

Regarding the characteristics of the earthquake shaking, so far only two response spectra are 

available (Figure 3) [18].  They were obtained from two accelerograms recorded in Tirana, 30 

km distance from Durres. Unfortunately, an accelerometer in Durres stopped recording after 15 

seconds of shaking but ‘reconstituted’ spectra may be available in the future. Due its lesser 

epicentral distance and greater amplification from soft soils, the Durres spectra are likely to 

exhibit higher spectral accelerations over a longer period range.  The duration of strong shaking 

in Tirana was approximately 40 seconds, about four times longer than the smaller Mw 5.6 

September earthquake which took place in September 2019. 

 

Figure 3 - Two response spectra from Tirana compared to the current design code elastic 

spectrum [4]. 
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4.  ANALYSIS AND RESULTS  

Dealing with seismic problems, we can recognize different methods for structural analysis as 

mentioned in ATC-40 (1996), FEMA-350 (2000), FEMA-356 (2000) and Eurocode-8. The main 

seismic analysis methods suitable for practical applications are: 1) Linear Static procedure (LSP), 

which is appropriate when the expected level of nonlinearity is low, and 2) Nonlinear static 

procedure (NSP), also known as pushover analysis, which is acceptable for most buildings, but 

should be used in conjunction with the dynamic analysis when mass participation in the first 

mode is low. Figure 4 shows a 3D model of the case study structure developed in ETABS.  

  

 

Figure 4 - The analytical 3D model of the case study building developed in ETABs v.18 

 Modal analysis was performed to obtain dynamic properties of the model (fundamental 

periods), see Figure 5. A comparison of the results was performed for Model-1 simulating the 

actual structure which is implemented on-site, with the remodeled structure according to the 

project scenario (Model-2). Note that Model-2 includes three RC shear walls in the corner to 

balance the distribution of masses due to the elevator core. This configuration is proposed by the 

authors to create functional structural configuration according to the original design project. It 

can be seen from the modal analysis results that Model-2 has significantly larger stiffness (lower 

period) compared to Model-1. 

 The nonlinear behavior of the frame members is determined by plastic hinges and the 

structural capacity drop occurs due to the hinge inelastic behaviour. Figure 6 shows inelastic 

behaviour of the model and creation of plastic hinges at the ground floor level. Figure 7 shows a 

moment versus rotation response for a typical hinge. 
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Figure 5 - Modal results on the real model (left), modal results on the design project and some 

proposals by the author (ETABS v18) 

 

Figure 6 - Step-11 when the plastic hinges developed at the locations observed in the actual 

structure (ETABS.v18) 
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Figure 7 - Response of the plastic hinge in terms of bending moment versus plastic hinge 

rotation on damaged column C.8-H (ETABS.v18) and column E-1 on structural plan 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

  At the end of this study, we have drawn the following conclusions and findings, which open 

the way for future studies:  

 From the results of linear analysis showed that the structures with shallow beams are 

more flexible than the classic frame type structures. 

 The modal characteristics of the periods are very large compared to the allowed values 

provided in the literature, our code and Eurocode suggests. 

 The influence of infill walls is considerable in the reaction of RC-frames with shallow 

beams, so it is clear that the shallow beam frame requires a high level of control and 

adequate design of the structural elements. 

 In the case when the infills are not provided at the ground floor, it is noticed that the 

deformations will be concentrated at this floor, which, among other things, is even 

higher “4 meters”. This behavior warns of the structure's reaction to the "soft-story" 

phenomenon on the ground floor so we would recommend that filler walls should be 

considered. They have a great influence on the reaction of the frames thanks to the great 

rigidities they possess compared to other vertical elements such as columns. 

 The quality of the materials influences the seismic response of the structure, therefore 

the appropriate grade and brand of concrete and steel in particular must be carefully 

selected. 

 The conclusions obtained from the nonlinear analysis show that the existing structure 

due to the high flexibility and greater height of the first floor fails to produce a plastic 

hinges system throughout the structure. 

 Plastic hinges were created and developed only on the ground floor. Under these 

conditions they produced the mechanism of instability through the "soft story" 

phenomenon. 
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 The existing structure does not meet the required criteria (the design code). It presents 

in its entirety a high flexibility. Due to this flexibility and the great height of the ground 

floor it cannot provide the required ductility on the first floor. 

 To increase the seismic performance of these structures with high flexibility, the 

addition of RC-shear walls should be considered. The walls absorb shear forces and 

give the structure the stiffness needed to prevent it from collapsing. In seismic regions 

where the soils are weak should be considered using rigid structures with low periods 

parameters. 

 After studying these scenarios of collapse, comparing the distribution of plastic hinges 

in the structure, creates an important logic, to optimally configure the participating 

elements to resist the destructive energy of the earthquake affects. 
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KLASIFIKACIJA ZGRADA U ALBANIJI U ZAVISNOSTI OD 

NACIONALNIH TEHNIČKIH PROPISA 

Rezime:  

Cilj ove studije je da predstavi klasifikaciju zgrada u Albaniji u zavisnosti od perioda gradnje, 

građevinskih propisa, i tipologije gradnje (materijala i konstrukcijskog sistema). Metodologija 

je zasnovana na vizuelnoj inspekciji objekata, mapama dobijenim od Geoportal-Albanija, kao i 

podacima skupljenim u toku obilaska objekata. Krajnji rezultat je pregled tipologija 

konstrukcijskih sistema u različitim vremenskim periodima u kojima su bili primenjivani različiti 

građevinski propisi (od 1952 do danas). Ovaj rad je od značaja za inženjere i istraživače koje 

interesuju karakteristike načina gradnje u Albaniji, narocito posle zemljotresa u Draču od 

26.11.2019. 

Ključne reči: AB zgrade, tipologija zgrada, zidane zgrade, tehnički propisi, Albanija 

BUILDING CLASSIFICATION IN ALBANIA BASED ON NATIONAL 

DESIGN CODES 

Summary:  

The objective of this study is to present a classification of buildings in Albania according to time 

periods, building codes, and the typology of construction. The methodology is based on visual 

inspection combined with maps obtained from Geoportal-Albania and data collected on-site. The 

final result is a summary of structural typologies for different time periods related the Albanian 

technical codes (from 1952 to date). This paper may be of interest to engineers and researchers 

interested in Albanian construction practices, especially after the November 26, 2019 Durres 

earthquake.  

Key words: RC buildings, building typology, masonry buildings, building codes, Albania. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The paper presents the construction of civil buildings in Tirana city, classifications according 

to the time of construction and structural typologies. There may be several building 

classifications based on different criteria such as the construction date, the code used for design, 

type of material or structural system. The institute of seismology developed the first seismic 

zonation of the country in 1952, with updates in 1963, 1980 and 1989. Main structures are 

designed according to the Albania (seismic design codes). The first codes were proposed by the 

Russians, but subsequently the KTP (Technical Design Code) were introduced starting from 

1952 (KTP-52), 1963 (KTP- 63), KTP - 78 in 1978 and the last one KTP-Nr.2-89 of 1989. Base 

on MSK-1964 scale, Tirana was classified as VI intensity [1]; but was updated in 1989 to VII 

intensity [2]; as shown in the Figure 1. 

The main classification of the buildings according period time is before and after 1990s. Each 

construction period is characterized by its own philosophy, characteristics and the design 

methodology, presented in the design codes, construction techniques and the materials used. 

Typical Albanian residential buildings are designed and constructed mainly using the masonry 

typologies, followed by the RC building typologies post-1990. 

 

  

 

a) b) c) 

Figure 1 – Seismic maps and spectra: a) KTP-1963 MSK intensity scale, b) KTP-N.2-89 MSK 

intensity scale, c) The KTP-N.2-89 code elastic spectra (source: IGJEUM) 

2. CLASSIFICATION OF BUILDING TYPOLOGIES 

Masonry was prevalent construction technology at the time, and construction was performed 

using low-strength masonry units, such as (burnt clay or silicate bricks, blocks or stones). The 

centralized economy period (1945-1990) was characterized by an increased construction 

activity. Before the 1990s URM walls were usually built using solid clay bricks, and in some 

cases multi-perforated clay blocks. Single-story masonry buildings typically have a lightweight 

ceiling and a roof. Older two- to three- story buildings have timber floors, while buildings of 
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more recent construction have monolithic (cast-in-place) RC solid slabs, composite concrete and 

masonry floors, prefabricated hollow core slabs, or semi-prefabricated slabs with joists. Due to 

the climatic conditions majority of low-rise buildings have sloped roofs covered by clay tiles. 

The construction was funded and executed by the government technical Institutes. In many cases, 

schools, hospitals, and residential buildings were constructed based on standardized designs [2]. 

The buildings can be classified as:  

a) Buildings constructed before 1990s: 

- Before 1944: low-rise buildings, based on traditional experience, usually 1-or 2- storey 

high 

- From 1944-1963: low-rise buildings based on KTP-1952 unreinforced masonry 2- or 

3- storey  high; 

- From 1964-1978: low to mid-rise buildings based on KTP-1963 unreinforced masonry 

2- or 3- or 5- storey high; 

- From 1979-1990: mid-rise buildings based on KTP-9-78 with RC beams and slabs 5-or 

6- stories high;  

b) Building constructed post-1990s: 

- Mid to high-rise buildings designed based on KTP-N.2-89 and Eurocode, mostly RC 

frame with masonry infills 6- to 12-stories high. 

 

Figure 2- Timeline for classification of building typologies 

3. CONSTRUCTION BEFORE 1990 

Before the end of World War II 1944 the population of Albanian lived in rural areas, hence 

the building stock consisted mostly of low-rise buildings. Those were built following traditional 

techniques. Urban areas had Ottoman character, between the years 1939-1944 construction was 

influenced by the Italian architecture. Transition from one period to another did not take place 

immediately. During different periods new typologies appeared but at the same time new 

buildings were constructed with typologies of the previous period. Even today buildings are built 

using traditional techniques but modern materials. Tirana home: one of the earliest typologies of 

construction in Tirana and one of the most characteristic buildings in Albania. This residential 

typology is also called the “Fire House” because the fire room is surrounded on all four sides by 
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other living quarters. The construction system of this typology consists of stone or brick walls 

with a thickness of 38-50 cm.  

  

a) b) 

Figure 3 – Typical buildings in Tirana:  a) Polytechnic University building (1940), b) Petrela 

villa (1927) 

3.1 BUILDING TYPOLOGIES FROM 1944-1963 (BASED ON KTP-1952) 

During this period the first Albanian design code was issued in 1952 (prior to that the Russian 

codes were used). Since 1958 type that are 2-storey masonry buildings were widely used and the 

walls were supported by spread footing. Floor roof structures consisted of prefabricated clay and 

concrete slabs. Living conditions were much improved because the buildings were plastered both 

inside and outside. From 1945 to 1960 masonry structures were wide spread, many low-rise 

buildings were constructed using this typology. Only a few buildings were constructed using 

other materials like concrete, steel and timber. 

   

a) b) c) 

Figure 4 – Typical masonry buildings in Tirana 

3.2 BUILDING TYPOLOGIES FROM 1964-1978 (BASED ON KTP-1963) 

During this period the building was performed according to KTP 1963. The seismic 

performance of the buildings was improved by taking in consideration the effect of the 

earthquake actions on the building. The buildings were designed for seismic zones with intensity 

7-8. Although the construction system was load bearing masonry, there are some RC 

construction elements such as lintels. Seismic design during that period was based on the seismic 
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map of 1963. During that period standardized designs were used (same floor plan and structures 

were used in different area) usually 3-to 5-story high [3]. 

  
a) b) 

Figure 5 – Standardized typology 77/4: a) architectural plan, b) structural drawing 

  
 

a) b) c) 

Figure 6 – Different typologies of mid-rise masonry buildings: a)URM buildings with silicate 

bricks, b) URM buildings with red bricks, c) LPE buildings 

 

 

a) b) 

Figure 7 – Different typologies of mid-rise masonry buildings of the hybrid RC-masonry type 
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Figure 7 shows hybrid RC and masonry buildings which have been practiced in Albania since 

the 1980s.  Based on Albanian national standards [2], a relatively large distance between columns 

at wall intersections was permitted by Table 11 of KTP-89. The code it states that the 

reinforcement should be calculated properly, but the minimum suggested main reinforcement of 

4ϕ12 and ϕ6/25 cm for the stirrups are less than the minimum Eurocode requirements. The 

concrete class to be used is C16/20 which is a very low class if compared to suggested classes 

of concrete by the Eurocodes (C25/30). In KTP-89 there is also a lack of proper detailing 

information and illustration to justify the techniques. In case of hybrid structures whose first 

floors are used as service areas (shops, markets etc.) all the other floors must have the same 

structural typology. The difference lies in the fact that when calculating the seismic load for the 

first floors this load must be multiplied with a coefficient (1+p) where p is the ratio of the area 

with reinforced concrete with the total area of the building. 

3.3 BUILDING TYPOLOGIES 1979-1990 (BASED ON KTP-9-78) 

Over the years, the construction of buildings in Tirana has improved, not only in terms of 

architectural planning (expansion of spaces, addition of new functional facilities), but also in 

terms of the evolution of structural solutions (new typologies of foundations, slabs, use of RC-

frame typology), use of new construction materials, etc. Reinforced concrete technology started 

to be fairly and gradually became the most widely used material. 

From 1979-1990 further improvements were made in to improve performance of structures 

against seismic loading. The joints were detailed better, anti-seismic RC-columns at the 

buildings corners or wall inter sections were added. All columns were inter-connected means of 

anti-seismic belt [2]. Together with the masonry structures the application of prefabricated 

structures continued in the same time. In this period the first high-rise reinforced concrete 

building were designed in Tirana, which were 15 storey buildings. 

During that period, construction typologies are discussed next. 

 Standard buildings with prefabrication reinforced slab – built in 1977. The buildings were 

designed for zones with VII-VIII earthquake intensity. Prefabricated RC elements were used for 

construction activity and resulted in reduced construction time. 

Prefabricated buildings were used in the 1980s. In that period the entire buildings were 

prefabricated except the foundations which were in some cases constructed as monolithic [4]. 
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Figure 8 – Prefabricated structures (LPE) in Tirana city 
 

In 1982 some innovations were introduced in building constructions both in terms of the 

architectural aspect and in the structural one. These structures were characterized by slightly 

smaller spaces compared to the prefabricated buildings, with a span of 3.4 m and 4.2 m. The 

quality of construction buildings between 1979-1990 were characterized by poor materials and 

substandard construction constructed without proper control. 

  

a) b) 

Figure 9 – Different typologies of mid-rise masonry buildings 

4. BUILDING TYPOLOGIES FROM 1990-2000 (BASED ON KTP-N.2-

89) 

This was a new period regarding to the structural typologies used for low rise and high rise 

buildings. During this period RC construction was widely used [5] while masonry structures 

were no longer constructed. 
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a) b) 

Figure 10 – Examples of mid-rise buildings between 1990-2000 

5. BUILDING TYPOLOGIES AFTER 2000 

The introduction of Eurocodes brought important developments regarding the structural 

typologies which were the classified as: RC buildings (frames, shear walls, core system), steel 

buildings, timber buildings and composite buildings. Political and economic changes after 1991 

have dramatically influenced the architecture and urban development in Albania. From 1989 

until the 2000s no state control and no building regulations were established even though the 

Albania experienced a boom in construction.  

The main structural typologies after 2000 are: 

- Frame system - Beams and columns are joined together and form RC skeleton. The 

reinforced concrete skeleton (frame). Frame is geometrically constant and statically 

stable unity of columns and beams. In the structural frame systems the effect of lateral 

and gravity loading is resisted by the spatial frame. The beams must be able to withstand 

the vertical forces from the slab [5]. 

- Shear Wall system - This system consists of vertical RC walls that act as shear walls. 

The walls are reinforced with vertical and horizontal reinforcement. Placement of walls 

along the perimeter of building is advisable to resist torsional moments [6]. 

- Dual system - consists of columns, beams, walls and cores [7].  
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a) b) 

Figure 11 – Central and exterior core structures typologies 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the study presented in this paper:  

- A database created as a result of this study contains important information about the 

buildings in the form of tables, graphs and maps that would give a complete overview 

regarding the: date of construction, structural typologies, possible existing interventions 

and recommendation for the retrofitting of the structural performance. 

  
a) b) 

Figure 12 – Structural typology data and map (ASIG Geoportal) 

- Masonry was widely used for the construction of buildings from 1960 to 1990. Low-rise 

masonry buildings are mostly used for single-family housing both in rural and urban 

areas. Pre-1990 single-story masonry buildings typically have a lightweight ceiling and 

a roof, and the 1990s unreinforced masonry walls which were usually constructed using 

solid clay bricks, and in some cases multi-perforated clay blocks. 

- RC construction practice in Tirana started to gain popularity in the 1960s. There are two 

prevalent building typologies for multi-story RC buildings: prefabricated large panel 
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buildings in the period 1960-1990 and cast-in-situ RC frame buildings with masonry 

infills.  

- After 1990 and the end of centralized economy period, RC frame structures became 

prevalent technology even for low-rise single-family housing construction. Most mid-

rise buildings are 5 to 12 stories high and the main structural system is RC frame with 

masonry infills. The technical design of these buildings are based on the Albanian code 

KTP-89 and Eurocodes. 
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GRANIČNA NOSIVOST ŠIPA IZVEDENOG U LAPORU 

Rezime: 

U radu se prezentuju metodologija i rezultati statičkog probnog ispitivanja šipa prečnika Ø1000 

mm. Naime, ispitivan je šip od armiranog betona, dužine 12 m, postavljen između četiri šipa 

reakcijskog sistema, izvedenog u laporima. Projektovana dozvoljena nosivost šipa od 9000 kN 

zadaje se preko tri stepena opterećenja i rasterećenja, dok je granična nosivost šipa određena 

putem empirijskih relacija.  

Ključne reči: probno opterećenje, šip, granična nosivost 

ULTIMATE LOAD CAPACITY OF PILES EXPOSED IN 

GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT OF MARL 

Summary: 

This paper presents the methodology and results of static load test of pile Ø1000mm. A 

reinforced concrete circuit pile with a length of 12.0 m placed between 4 piles of the reaction 

system in a geological environment of marl. The designed allowable bearing capacity of pile, 

9000 kN, is set in three levels of loading and unloading whose results are presented in this paper. 

The ultimate load capacity of the pile is determined by empirical relations.  

Key words: load test, pile, ultimate load capacity 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The definition of the conditions for construction of high buildings, the choice of the 

construction system, as well as the choice of the foundation construction depends on a number 

of influential conditions. It is known from practice that special attention should be dedicated to 

the geotechnical conditions for foundation that are the result of complex and long-term impacts, 

the geological structure of the terrain, hydrological, hydrogeological conditions, seismicity, 

terrain morphology and other inpacts. As a result of the tests, very valuable results were obtained 

which should determine the load-bearing capacity of the piles and calculate the foundation 

construction. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF GEOLOGIGAL AND GEOTECHNICAL 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOCATION  

Neogene sediments in the Skopje valley lie transgressively on older crystalline rocks. 

According to paleontological examinations, the presence of Upper Miocene and Pliocene works 

has been determined.  The Upper Miocene works are present at the subject location, with an 

indication that a complete paleontological separation according to age in relation to the Pliocene 

sediments has not been performed so far. The mycenaean works according to the lithological 

composition are divided into basal series and marl series. The basal series is characterized by the 

presence of basal conglomerates, coarse-grained sandstones and sandstones, while the laparotic 

series characterized by high thickness is characterized by ridges, clays, sandstones and sands that 

alternate with each other. 

According to the engineering geological research in the period after the great Skopje 

earthquake of 1963, ie. the data from the investigation drilling show that the Miocene / Pliocene 

sediments in the zone of the subject location are located in the zone of fault structures with a 

steep slope to the north (towards the river Vardar).  During the excavation phase, it was 

determined that a marl environment was present at the location provided for the foundation. 

 

Figure 1 – View of a geological map of the Skopje valley 
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Figure 2 – View of the marled environment 

Marls are characterized by the increased presence of a sandy component, gray in color, with 

clearly visible cracks often present in the stratification. According to IG, they belong to the 

category of firmly bonded semi-stony rock masses (compressive strength below 50 MPa), and 

show a specific characteristic of change in contact with water, i.e. a kind of waterlogging and 

partial loss of strength characteristics in a shallow zone of contact with water. 

3. METHODOLOGY  

The test was performed according to ASTM D1143, where the procedure with three degrees 

of load and unloading was adopted in accordance with the prepared Program, where the force is 

100% of the projected design capacity of 9000 kN. The load is applied to the pile by means of a 

system of 10 hydraulic presses with a unit capacity of 1000 kN. total 10000 kN. They are placed 

on the head of the pile over the base plate and are connected with hydraulic hoses to the 

measuring instrument through which the total pressure in the entire system is controlled. Since 

the presses are connected to a single system with manifolds, when pumping, they simultaneously 

apply force to the platform, the reaction systems of the pile. The monitoring of the settlement of 

the pile during the application of force in degrees is performed with three digital micrometers 

which are placed axially symmetrically on the lower cover plate (Figure 5). The results for the 

applied load and deformations of the pile are monitored with appropriate equipment in real time. 
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Figure 3 – Cross section of the Reaction System - platform construction 

 

Figure 4 – Appearance of the reaction system during the test 

4. RESULTS  

According to the Program, in the first step, the pile was loaded with a force equal to > 40% 

of the designed capacity of the press (4000kN) with a degree of 10% (1000kN) and respecting 

the criterion that the deformations are <0.25m / h, after which the next degree is applied. After 

reaching 40% of the projected force, the unloading was performed up to 1000 kN with a degree 

of 10%. The next load increase was performed up to 7000 kN, after which the force was reduced 

to 1000 kN, and then the final load was performed up to 9000 kN and unloading up to 0 kN 

(Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 – Diagram of the load force and time of realization of the test 

The first loading cycle up to 4000 kN is realized in a time of 250 min, followed by the first 

unloading; a second loading cycle up to a force of 7000 kN is realized within 1090 min from the 

beginning of the test, followed by a second unloading; the third degree of load is up to the 

maximum design force of 9000 kN which is reached in 2050 min from the beginning of the test, 

followed by the third degree of unloading with which the test ends. The total duration of the test 

with three degrees of load and unloading is 2200 min. Figure 6 shows the load dependence 

diagram. 

 
Figure 6 – Diagram of load force and realized sеttlement of the pile 
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From the diagram in Figure 6 it can be concluded that the pile settles minimally to lower load 

levels. After the first load cycle of 4000 kN, a settlement of 5.60mm is realized, followed by 

unloading up to 1000k N with elastic return deformations of 0.80mm, which indicates the nature 

of the material. For the second load cycle up to a force of 7000 kN, settlement of 54.87 mm was 

measured, which is not proportional to the settlement from the first load cycle. The second 

unloading up to 500  kN is realized with elastic return deformations of 2.41 mm, which clearly 

indicates the nature of the material. About 52.46mm are irreversible or plastic deformations. 

With the last load cycle, settlement of 94.55mm was measured. For unloading up to 0 kN, 90.86 

mm plastic delayed deformations were measured, while the elastic deformations during 

unloading were 3.69 mm. 

According to the criterion for deformations not to be greater than 0.25 mm in the last hour of 

the test, it can be concluded that at the third degree of load the pile and the surface approach the 

limit of its capacity. From the diagram in Figure 7 you can estimate the rate and the time required 

for realization of the maximum deformations for a certain degree of load. 

 
Figure 7 – Diagram of realized settlement of the pile in relation to the test time 

5. ASSESMENT OF CARRIED CAPACITY 

The bearing capacity of the pile according to the test results is estimated by known empirical 

methods such as the method of Davisson (1972) and the method of Butler - Hoy. The Davisson 

method or as it is also called "offset" method, defines the failure as the intersection of the elastic 

stiffness of the pile drawn with the "offset" of the abscess depending on the diameter of the pile. 

The method is based on the assumption that the ultimate capacity is reached at slight 

displacement of the tip. It was originally intended for test results of driven pilеs. 

                            )AELQ( 3.8) D (0.08 = S ultul t                                                 (1) 

Where: Sult: settlement (m) of the pile at ultimate load, D: top diameter of the pile (cm), Qult: 

ultimate load (kN), A: pile base area (m2), E: modulus of elasticity of the pile and L: length axis 

of the pile (m). 
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The Butler-Hoy method predicts the determination of the ultimate load of the pile at the 

intersection of two tangents drawn in the initial degree of load during the elastic behavior of the 

pile and the final part when the increase in deformation is expressed. 

The following figure shows the procedure for determining the load capacity of the pile 

according to the mentioned methods. 

 

Figure 8 – Diagram of realized pile settlement in relation to the test time 

The carrying capacity of the test pile according to the Davisson criterion is 5000 kN, while 

according to the method of Butler - Hoy is 4800 kN. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the methodology and results of static test loading of test pile Ø100 0mm 

in the marl environment. Presented results from a reinforced concrete pile with a length of 12.0 

m placed between 4 piles of a reaction system. The designed carrying load capacity of the pile 

is 9000 kN and is given in three degrees of loading and unloading. The ultimate load capacity of 

the pile is determined by empirical relations. The ultimate load capacity of the test pile according 

to the Davisson criterion is 5000 kN, while according to the method of Butler - Hoy is 4800 kN, 

which showed that the projected load capacity of the pile is not enough to receive the loads and 

correction of the number of piles in the pile foundation. 
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EFEKTI I ZNAČAJ IZBORA MATERIJALA U SIMULACIJI 

PROBLEMA INTERAKCIJE STRUKTURE TLA 

Rezime:  

U analizi problema interakcije strukture tla analizira se predmet efekta prigušivača u konstrukciji 

okvira. U ovom radu se razmatraju i analiziraju dinamički uslovi koji uzimaju u obzir materijale 

okvira. Poređenje ovih problema izvršeno je upoređivanjem dobijenih rezultata iz različitih 

postavki materijala u softveru konačnih elemenata ANSIS. Rezultati numeričke analize ilustruju 

da se njenoj upotrebi mora posvetiti veća pažnja prilikom razmatranja konstrukcija sa i bez 

prigušnih elemenata.  

Ključne reči:  Prigušivači, interakcija strukture tla, numerička analiza, ANSIS  

EFFECTS AND IMPORTANCE OF MATERIAL SELECTION IN 

SIMULATION OF SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION PROBLEMS 

Summary:  

In analysis of soil structure interaction problems, the subject of dampers effect in the frame 

construction is analysed. In this work dynamic conditions considering the frame materials are 

considered and respectively analysed. Comparison of these problems has been done by 

comparing the obtained results from different set up of materials in the finite element software 

ANSYS. The results of numerical analysis illustrate that using it must be paid more attention 

when considering the structures with and without damper elements. 

Key words: Dampers, soil structure interaction, numerical analysis, ANSYS 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In numerical simulation of frame structures considering the earthquake input as time 

dependent acceleration there has been significant advances in software utilities. A most difficult 

part however has been the treatment of soil structure interaction SSI effects on both the strong 

motions transmitted to the structure and the structural response to these motions. Moreover, in 

numerical simulation of soil medium as a wide region the boundaries should be given special 

concern not to impact the results by reflection of the traveling waves in the soil medium. In 

dynamic analysis the situation is additionally complicated by the inertia terms such the radiation 

of the wave should be considered. The presence of damper elements is of great importance since 

structural elements are concerned as real elements. This paper deals with both damper and soil 

effects in the SSI problem of a three storey frame. In order to make a complete analysis the frame 

structure is considered both as concrete and as a steel structure. The results give interesting 

outcome for the understanding of the subject. 

2. INFINITE ELEMENTS 

 

The formulation of infinite elements is the same as for the finite elements in addition to the 

mapping of the domain. Infinite elements are first developed by Zienkiewicz et al. (Zienkiewicz 

et al., 1983) and since then have been developed in frequency and time domain. In the work of 

Häggblad et al. (Häggblad et al.,1987) infinite elements with absorbing properties have been 

proposed which can be used in time domain. In this work the development of infinite element 

has followed the techniques considering the time domain in which the infinite element is 

obtained from a six nodded finite element as shown in Fig 1. 

  

Fig. 1. Coupling of Finite and Infinite elements 

 

 The element displacement in u and v direction is interpolated with the usual shape functions 

N1, N2, N4  and N5 :  

 
1 2 4 5

[ 0 0]u N N N N= u  

1 2 4 5
[ 0 0]v N N N N= v         (1) 
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 In expression (1) u and v are vectors with nodal point displacements in global coordinates.  
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 For coordinate interpolation in r-s coordinate system a one-dimensional mapping is applied.  
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 In expression (3) r and s are vectors of nodal point displacements in local coordinates where 

it is to be mentioned that on the side of infinity (r=1) no mappings have been assigned to the 

nodes as it is taken that no displacement is possible at infinity. Construction of element matrices 

is done by using the usual procedures as described in Bathe (Bathe, 1982). The new coordinate 

interpolation functions are taken into consideration in the Jacobian matrix as described in 

Bettess. Transformation from local to global coordinates is done automatically by the software 

ANSYS such that there is no need of defining transformation matrices. By bringing together the 

contributions from each element the governing incremental equations for equilibrium in dynamic 

analysis are obtained. Time derivatives are approximated by Newmark’s method and equilibrium 

iterations are used in each step as given in the Theory reference of ANSYS software. 

3. DAMPERS 

 

Mathematical modelling of PDDs was done using combin14 element (Figure 2). Mass of the 

damper, 60 kg, was added by using the appropriate mass element mass21.The element works 

based on Kelvin Vought model and is defined by two nodes, a spring constant (k) and damping 

coefficients Cv1 and Cv2. The damping portion of the element contributes only damping 

coefficients to the structural damping matrix. 
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Figure 2. Analytical Model for damper device (PDD) 

 

 

The damping force (F) is computed with equitation given bellow:  

  

dUx
Fx Cv

dt
= −                                                                           (5) 

 

 Where Cv =Cv1+Cv2 is damping coefficient and v is a velocity calculated in the previous 

step. Because the PDDs were pre-stressed with a force of 30 KN (same as the experimental tested 

PDDs) a preload in the spring as a compression is specified through an initial force input in the 

combin14 element. In the process of optimization for the PDDs the following characteristics 

have been used: stiffness of the spring K=1000kN/m, Cv=35 kNs/m and pre-stress force 

F=30kN. This type of dampers achieves 6.5% added damping in the structure for reducing the 

response and improve the performance for earthquake excitation. 

3. COUPLED SOIL STRUCTURE SYSTEM RESPONSE 

 

In order to show the influence of the dampers in material selection considering soil structure 

interaction problems, a comparison of boundary cases in the soil structure interaction problem 

are performed. In this direct time-domain method, the soil medium is modelled by two 

dimensional quadrilaterals using the finite element method. Similar soil-structure interaction 

problems have been studied in the works of other authors [26-29]. In order to provide a complete 

insight, the soil side boundary of infinite elements is used. The frame structural elements are 

idealized as two dimensional elastic beam elements having three degrees of freedom at each 

node, translations in the nodal x and y directions and rotation about the nodal z axis. The 

behaviour of the frame structure is supposed to be elastic and has been modelled by using two 

parameters, the modulus of elasticity E=3.15x107 kPa and Poisson’s ration n=0.2. The bay 

length of the frame is taken to be 4.0 m, while the storey height is 3.0 m.  The section of beams 

is 40 x 50 cm while that of the column is 50 x 50cm. Three different materials namely, concrete, 

steel and wood frames are taken into consideration. For all frames, the beam and column sections, 

the floor masses and the number of bays are considered to be of concrete, steel and wood . The 

structures are modeled as three-storey  frames. The soil medium is presented as a two 

dimensional model composed of four layers resting on bedrock. In Table 2, the soil layers 

properties are tabulated in a way that the bottom layers are characterized by better soil 
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characteristics. 

  

Table 1. Soil properties 

Number of 

layer 

Thickness 

(m) 

Unit weight 

(kN/m3) 

Shear velocity 

(m/s) 

1 3 16 330 

2 7 17 420 

3 6 17.5 510 

4 14 18 690 

 

 The soil is assumed to represent a linear-elastic material and is discretized by using eight nodded 

plane strain elements. The dynamic analysis has been performed by transient analysis using the 

step by step method. The proportional viscous damping matrix is taken to be proportional to 

mass and stiffness matrix (Rayleigh damping).  Finite element modelling of the coupled soil-

structure system is performed by use of the software ANSYS [1] , as shown in Figure 3 The 

effect of soil-structure interaction is carried out by using the acceleration time history of the El 

Centro earthquake with a scaled peak ground acceleration of 0.25g. The moment transfer 

capability between the column and the footing is created by using a constraint equation where 

the rotation of the beam is transferred as force couples to the plane element. 

  

 

       

Figure 3 Three storey system with fixed foundation and soil layers foundation 

In Figure 3 the coupled system of the soil-structure system is shown. The side 

boundaries are presented as fixed, viscous and infinite element boundaries. In the case of 

infinite element boundary, the soil domain is discretized by less elements (two thirds) 

compared with the analysis of fixed and viscous boundaries.  

In Table 3 below, the difference in the structural response is given.    
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Figure 4 Variation of Structural response quantities without dampers 

 

 
Figure 5 Variation of Structural response quantities with damper 

 
Comparisons of time history responses for acceleration and displacement for steel,wood and 

concrete structure with and without pdd for two different conditions are given bellow.  
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(fig.5-fig7). The same tendency is confirmed for fixed case and case with soil layers previously 

commented in the tables above.   

 

 

Figure 6 Comparisons of time history responses for acceleration for fixed and soil layers 

for steel structure with and without pdd dampers 

 

Figure 7 Comparisons of time history responses for displacement for fixed and soil 

layers for steel structure with and without pdd dampers 

 

Figure 8 Comparisons of time history responses for acceleration for fixed and soil layers 

for concrete structure with and without pdd dampers 

 

 

Figure 9 Comparisons of time history responses for displacement for fixed and soil 

layers for concrete structure with and without pdd dampers 
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Figure 10 Comparisons of time history responses for acceleration for fixed and soil 

layers for wood structure with and without pdd dampers 

 

 

Figure 11 Comparisons of time history responses for acceleration for fixed and soil 

layers for wood structure with and without pdd dampers 

 
 According to the acceleration values in Table 3, the maximum acceleration at the top of the 

structure is considerably increased when using fixed boundaries. On the other hand, when using 

viscous and infinite element boundaries, the results of acceleration, displacement and moment at 

the top frame elements show similar values. The main difference is that, when using the coupled 

finite-infinite elements, the number of finite elements is decreased considerably, saving extra 

work and time. When comparing the soil stiffness, it is clearly seen that, in the case of soft soil 

the difference in structural moment values between the fixed and the infinite element boundaries 

is nearly two times.  

This fact reveals that, in the case of massive structure founded on soft soils, the interaction effects 

are expressed greatly. The number of stories affects the results in such a way that the higher 

storeys exhibit a bigger displacement (which is also expected) that should be considered in the 

element analysis, separately. To sum up, the usage of the proposed infinite elements in soil-

structure interaction problems decreases the number of finite elements without affecting the 

correctness of the final results. Thus, the usage of coupled finite infinite elements is advised 

particularly in complex geometries of soil media.   
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4. CONCLUSION 

In this work the effect of material selection has been analyzed thoroughly. For the numerical 

simulation of geotechnical problems the local region of interest is modeled by finite elements 

while the surrounding filed of the domain is considered using the infinite elements which have 

the capability to absorb propagating waves from reflection back to the soil domain. The 

numerical simulation show that in case of steel structures the effects of dampers can be seen 

easily and it is mainly  due to the  relatively low  weight of the structure which permits big 

deformations at the top of the structure. On the other hand, the usage of dampers in reinforced 

concrete structure needs to be analyzed in detail because of the fact that the effects of damper 

elements are directly connected with the natural frequency of the reinforced concrete structure.  

Last but not least is the fact the presence of soil influences the dynamic characteristics of  the  

structure thus making the dampers influence of great value.   
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NUMERIČKI MODEL GRUPE BUŠENIH ŠIPOVA OPTEREĆENE 

PROIZVOLJNIM HORIZONTALNIM OPTEREĆENJEM 

Rezime:  

Temelji vetroturbina, mostova, naftnih platformi, industrijskih dimnjaka, potpornih konstrukci-

ja, pristaništa itd. mogu biti izloženi dejstvu značajnih horizontalnih opterećenja iz različitih iz-

vora. Tačna procena nosivosti temelja ovih konstrukcija je neophodna, naročito u slučaju teme-

lja na grupama šipova. Horizontalno opterećenje na grupu šipova može imati proizvoljan pra-

vac. U ovom radu su prikazani neki bitni aspekti numeričkog modeliranja grupe bušenih šipova 

opterećene horizontalnim opterećenjem proizvoljnog pravca primenom MKE. Prikazani su i 

analizirani parametri modela, validacija modela i tehnike obrade rezultata. Puni 3D model je 

neophodan za tačno rešenje problema. 

Ključne reči:  grupa šipova, horizontalno opterećenje, PLAXIS 3D, Python, HS model 

NUMERICAL MODEL OF BORED PILE GROUP UNDER 

ARBITRARY HORIZONTAL LOADING 

Summary: 

Foundations of wind turbines, bridges, offshore platforms, industrial chimneys, retaining 

structures, marine and harbor structures etc. can be loaded with significant horizontal loads from 

various sources. Appropriate assessment of the foundations capacity of these structures is 

necessary, especially when these structures are supported by pile groups. The horizontal loading 

on the pile group may have arbitrary direction. This paper addresses some important aspects of 

FEM numerical modeling of a bored pile group under arbitrary horizontal loading. Model 

parameters, validation and post-processing techniques are presented and discussed. The full 3D 

FEM model was found to be necessary for the correct problem solution. 

Key words: pile group, horizontal loading, PLAXIS 3D, Python, HS model 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Pile foundations are usually designed as closely spaced, square or rectangular pile groups. 

Beside their primary function to transfer the vertical loads, pile groups can be subjected to 

significant horizontal loads. These loads can originate from various sources: wave, current and 

ice action, ship/vehicle impacts, wind and earth pressure, earthquake, traffic acceleration, 

braking forces, soil displacements etc. The examples of horizontally loaded engineering 

structures are wind turbines, bridges, offshore platforms, industrial chimneys, retaining 

structures, marine and harbor structures etc. The magnitude of horizontal load is usually 10-15% 

of vertical load, and up to 30% in offshore structures [1]. Engineering problems that can arise 

due to the inappropriate assessment of the pile group response can be very serious. In the cases 

of bridges or other structures supported by pile foundations, only a few centimeters of lateral 

displacements can cause significant stress development [2]. 

When the pile group is loaded horizontally, stress-strain fields of adjacent piles overlap, 

followed with the separation ("gapping") between the piles and the soil behind the piles. The 

influence of the front pile row on lateral response of trailing (rear) pile rows is known as 

"shadowing". Due to soil-structure interaction effects, load-displacement behavior of a pile 

inside the group is different from the behavior of an equivalent single pile (Figure 1). When the 

pile spacing is increased, the interaction effects become less significant. 

  

Figure 1 - Influence of the "shadowing" on the load distribution inside the pile group 

The response of the pile group under horizontal loading has been intensively investigated. 

Full-scale and small scale experiments can eliminate the most of the uncertainties of the 

considered problem. The conducted experimental studies of the horizontally loaded pile groups 

are summarized in several papers [3-5]. However, high costs of such experiments motivate the 

use of numerical modeling as the faster and cheaper alternative, especially for large scope 

studies. Many numerical solutions with different level of complexity have been proposed: closed 

form and empirical solutions [6-8], limit equilibrium methods [9-10], Strain Wedge method [11-

13] and p-y curve method [14-16]. The fast development of computers led to use of continuum-

based methods, which allow for the full discretization of both soil and the structure, combined 

with the advanced soil constitutive models. Continuum-based approach can provide a more 

realistic analysis, with the use of material model parameters with a clear physical meaning. On 

the contrary, continuum-based methods require more effort for the model preparation, as well as 

the higher computer hardware requirements.  
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So far, the most of the studies on pile groups under horizontal loading have considered 

loading along one of the two orthogonal directions, parallel to the edge of pile group. However, 

due to the stochastic nature of its source, the horizontal loading on the pile group may have 

arbitrary direction. The number of studies dealing with the pile groups under arbitrary loading is 

limited [17-22], and they emphasize that the loading direction has great influence on the response 

of the pile group. This paper therefore addresses some important aspects of numerical modeling 

of a long bored pile group under arbitrary horizontal loading. First the important problem 

parameters and modeling approaches are summarized. Then the numerical model, along with 

post-processing procedures is presented and the main conclusions are derived. 

2. MAIN PROBLEM PARAMETERS 

Interaction inside the pile group (PG) is influenced by various factors, such as: pile spacing 

and arrangement inside the pile group, total number of piles, pile stiffness, length and diameter, 

pile installation method, soil conditions, loading level, pile head conditions, pile-soil slippage 

and separation and presence of axial loading. "Apriori" sensitivity analysis of different problem 

parameters via broad literature survey was done in [23], with the following conclusions: 

- the problem of horizontally loaded pile group is a 3D engineering problem, especially in  

the case of arbitrary loading direction; 

- pile spacing and configuration are identified as the main factors for the PG interaction; 

- pile-soil slippage/separation effects must be considered in order to assess PG response; 

- soil profile, in general, can be modeled as homogeneous, because only the top soil layer 

properties significantly influence the long pile group response; 

- for the working load conditions, linear elastic pile behavior can be assumed; 

- influence of the axial loading can be neglected in numerical model; 

- pile length and diameter are identified as the less important problem parameters. 

According to Mokwa and Duncan [24], boundary conditions at the pile head are somewhere 

in between fixed and free head pile. Same authors pointed out that the pure fixed head conditions 

are hard to achieve in reality, even when the pile cap is very stiff. In this paper, therefore, only 

free head bored piles were considered.  

3. NUMERICAL MODEL 

Nowadays, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is considered as the most reliable and widely 

used numerical method for engineering analysis of complex foundation systems. FEM allows 

for detailed modeling of all important pile foundation model components: pile geometry, soil 

continuity and nonlinear behavior, and especially the pile-soil interaction through the slippage 

and gapping. EC 7 [25] suggests the use of soil-structure interaction in the numerical analysis, 

especially in the case of complex foundations, such as laterally loaded pile foundations. 

Within this paper, the numerical model of the bored PG under arbitrary horizontal loading 

was designed and validated using FEM code PLAXIS 3D (Anniversary Edition) [26]. It is a 

world-wide used code for the stress-strain, stability and groundwater flow analysis in 

geotechnical engineering, that supports an easy input of the models with complex geometry, as 

well as the illustrative presentation of the results. It also features various constitutive models. 
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Two pile modeling techniques are mainly used in PLAXIS 3D: full 3D (solid) pile model, and 

recently implemented embedded beam model.  

3.1. FULL 3D MODEL VS. EMBEDDED BEAM MODEL 

In full 3D analysis, piles are discretized using 3D (solid) finite elements. The advantage of 

such modeling is the fact that the pile shaft geometry and soil-structure interaction along it are 

modeled accurately. However, this usually leads to very large models, by means of 

computational complexity, which can be time consuming in everyday engineering practice. 

 

Figure 2 - Embedded beam model in PLAXIS 3D (after Brinkgreve et al. [26]). 

The embedded beam model was introduced by Sadek and Shahrour [27]. In this modeling 

approach, pile isn't discretized using 3D elements, but replaced with advanced formulation. 

Embedded beam is a beam element that can be inserted (embedded) at arbitrary direction into 

the existing FE mesh of 3D (solid) elements. Upon insertion, additional "virtual" nodes are 

generated at penetration points. Therefore, embedded beam elements do not affect the existing 

FE mesh discretization of soil continuum. As an improvement of initial formulation [27], an 

elastic zone is assumed around the embedded beam element [26], where plasticity in soil 

elements cannot occur. This elastic zone simulates the space occupied by real pile (Figure 2). 

Pile-soil interaction is modeled using special interface, 3-node spring elements in axial and 

lateral directions. These interface elements "connect" the embedded beam nodes with the virtual 

soil nodes. The main advantage of embedded beam model is increased calculation speed and 

easy determination of section forces along the pile. However, because no real discretization of 

pile volume is made, embedded beam doesn't take into account the sliding between the pile and 

the surrounding soil. The soil-structure interaction is modeled along the pile axis, instead the pile 

shaft, so the gapping between the soil and the pile cannot be accurately modeled. 

Comparison of these two modeling techniques (EB-embedded beam, VP-full 3D volume pile 

model) was studied by Marjanović et al. [28] on idealized example of 2x2 pile group in loose 

and dense sand (Figures 3, 4). Numerical simulations were performed as displacement control 

tests with prescribed displacements of 0.2D at pile tops. The case of fully rigid (Rinter=1) and soft 

pile-soil interface (Rinter=0.5) were discussed. The Rinter is the non-dimensional strength reduction 
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factor (< 1.0) that reduces the shear strength parameters (c' and φ') of the Mohr Coulomb (MC) 

model to values cinter, φinter at pile-soil interface. 

     

Figure 3 - Load-displacement curves of single pile and group piles in dense sand 

    

Figure 4 - Load-displacement curves of single pile and group piles in loose sand 

The difference in bearing capacity between front and trailing rows was observed for both EB 

and VP models. This means that the both models can qualitatively resemble the horizontally 

loaded pile group behavior (Figure 1). The results also show that the interface properties don't 

influence the load-displacement response of EB models, while the VP models are influenced, as 

expected. This is associated with the formulation of embedded beam interface, where only shear 

stresses in axial direction are governed by interface input parameters. Due to (current) limitations 

of the PLAXIS 3D embedded beam model for lateral loading, the full 3D pile group model is 

recommended. However, recent researches [29-31] by several authors show promising 

improvements of current embedded beam model formulation. 

3.2. PROPOSED MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Based on  the aforementioned comparison of two modeling techniques, full 3D pile group 

model is proposed. The application of model symmetry is not possible. 

The pile constitutive behavior is modeled using the linear elastic model, based on the 

generalized Hooke's law. The spacing between the pile tip and the bottom model boundary was 

chosen to be relatively small, because the lateral pile group response is mainly governed by the 

active pile length. 

The pile-soil contact is modeled using thin 2D interface elements. These elements are 

different from the regular finite elements - they have pairs of nodes instead of single nodes, with 

the distance between the two nodes of a node pair equal to zero. Each node has three translational 

degrees of freedom (ux, uy, uz). As the result, these elements allow for differential displacements 

between the node pairs to simulate both slipping and gapping on the pile-soil contact [26]. The 
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constitutive behavior of pile-soil interface is defined by the elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-

Coulomb model with a non-associated flow rule and zero tension cut-off criterion (when tension 

develops, a gap between the pile and the surrounding soil is generated). In general, there is the 

lack of the experimental data for real pile-soil interface parameters. Suitable values of Rinter are 

recommended in the literature [26] for different soil types, and usual value is around 0.5. 

The extraction of the section forces from volume elements is implemented in PLAXIS 3D, 

but this step cannot be done automatically. In order to simplify the calculation of pile section 

forces, the "dummy" beams are added into the numerical model (Figure 5). The elastic beam 

finite elements with very small bending stiffness (106 times smaller than the pile bending 

stiffness EI) are inserted along the pile axes. Because the "dummy" beam stiffness is very small, 

model stiffness matrix remains unchanged. "Dummy" beams are enforced to deform together 

with the piles, and the section forces are then easily computed by multiplication of "dummy" 

beam section forces with 106. Such modeling concept is common when the laterally loaded piles 

are modeled using the 3D elements [32-33]. 

 

Figure 5 - Numerical model components 

Soil constitutive behavior is modeled using the Hardening Soil (HS) model [34]. As in the 

case of the MC model, the limit stress states of the HS model are defined using the parameters 

for the MC failure criterion (cohesion c', angle of internal friction φ' and dilation angle ψ). 

However, the soil stiffness is described more accurately, using advanced stiffness parameters: 

the triaxial loading stiffness E50, the triaxial unloading stiffness Eur and the oedometer loading 

stiffness Eoed. These stiffnesses are not constants, but are dependent on the loading level 

(principal stress state). The magnitude of the stress level dependency is governed using the 

parameter m. Opposite to MC model, the yield surface of the HS model is not fixed in the 

principal stress space, but it can expand due to plastic straining. Two types of hardening are 

included in the model: shear hardening (due to primary deviatoric loading) and compression 

hardening (due to oedometer and isotropic loading). 
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3.3. CALCULATION STAGES AND RESULTS POST-PROCESSING 

Proposed numerical model is calculated as the staged (phase) model, and consists of the 

following stages: 

- Initial (K0) stage, where the initial (geostatic) stress field in the soil is established; 

- Construction stage - soil volumes at pile positions are replaced with pile volumes (wished-

in place concept). 2D interface elements are also activated in this stage. Because this study 

considers only the bored piles, installation effects can be neglected; 

- Prescribed displacements - application of prescribed displacements at the pile top, in 

desired loading direction. The prescribed displacements simulate the displacement control 

test under static loading conditions 

PLAXIS 3D allows the extraction of all results in Euclidean XY space. However, for the 

arbitrary loading case, the resultant maximum displacement, shear forces and bending moments 

must be recalculated, using simple vector algebra (Figure 6): 

 

Figure 6 - Directions of the maximum displacements, shear forces, and bending moments 

The shear forces extracted directly from the "dummy" beams in PLAXIS 3D are slightly 

unrealistic, which is the issue recognized and analyzed by Tedesco [32], who concluded that 

such behavior could be associated with the PLAXIS 3D beam elements, that compute the shear 

forces using the bending moment derivative along the pile length. In order to properly evaluate 

the pile shear forces, first the pile bending moments are approximated using the B-spline 

approximations, with 10 interior knots and 5th order spline interpolation. Then the shear forces 

profile was computed by differentiation of the fitted pile bending moments line along the pile. 

3.4. MODEL VALIDATION 

Numerical model was validated by the back-calculation of the small-scale centrifuge pile 

group test by Kotthaus [35]. Trial and error analysis was used to match the experimental results 

with the model response. Both single pile and the three pile row at 3D spacing were back-

calculated [23]. Despite slight discrepancies, results of the model validation show satisfactory 

match with the experimental results and the overall performance of the numerical model is 

considered to be acceptably accurate.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

FEM numerical model of the long bored pile group was designed and validated by back 

calculation of the existing experimental results from the literature. Important aspects of the 

numerical modeling of pile group under arbitrary horizontal loading were emphasized. Based on 

the presented analysis, the following conclusions can be made: 
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- Modeling of the pile group under horizontal loading using the proposed full 3D FEM model 

provide the acceptable results for the case of bored piles 

- Embedded beam model implemented in PLAXIS 3D is not adequate for precise numerical 

modeling of horizontally loaded pile group 

Presented results also provide several topics for future research in the field of numerical 

modeling. Alternative pile modeling approaches, such as improved embedded beam model 

formulation (with advanced interface), as well as the more advanced Strain Wedge model (with 

arbitrary wedge orientation), could lead to improvements of the speed of numerical simulations. 
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PREDNOSTI PRIMENE DVOSTRUKIH BETONSKIH ZIDOVA U 

STAMBENOJ GRADNJI 

Rezime: 

Sistem sa duplim zidovima predstavlja već tri decenije poznatu tehnologiju koja je dosegla 

visok nivo posebno u zapadnoevropskim zemljama. Tehnologija se godinama menjala, 

razvijala i prilagođavala zahtevima kvalitetnijeg života i efikasnijeg korišćenja energije. Sistem 

objedinjuje sve prednosti koje se ostvaruju prefabrikovanom proizvodnjom, pre svega kvalitet i 

efikasnost, kao i projektantske predosti monolitne (in situ) konstrukcije. 

Ključne reči:  sistem duplih zidova 

ADVANTAGES OF USING DOUBLE WALLS FOR RESIDENTIAL 

BUILDINGS 

Summary: 

System with double walls has been a well-known technology for three decades, which has 

reached a high level, especially Western European countries. Technology has been changing, 

developing and adapting to the demands of a better quality of life and more efficient use of 

energy. The system combines all advantages achieved by prefabricated production, primarily 

quality and efficiency, and design advantages of in situ construction.  
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1. SHORT DESCRIPTION 

Double wall (Figure 1) is a prefabricated wall element consisting of two reinforced concrete 

sheets interconnected by reinforcing lattice girders [1]. In accordance with individual 

requirements, designed reinforcement is installed in the sheets during the manufacture. After 

wall installation of on the construction site, the connecting reinforcement is installed, which is 

followed by concreting its filling, with the prefabricated shell being the "lost" formwork. The 

wall thus formed behaves the same as a monolithically cast wall thanks to the lattice girders 

that provide the necessary connection between the concrete. 

 

Figure 1 – 3D view of double and thermal wall 

A variation of the classic double wall is a thermal wall (Figure 1) in which a layer of 

thermal insulation is placed between concrete sheets. With this wall element, the outer, non-

bearing reinforced concrete panel provides mechanical protection to the thermal insulation 

while the designed reinforcement is installed in the inner sheet and the monolithic core of the 

section. In order not to create a cold bridge between the concrete parts of the wall, they are 

connected by fiberglass rods. 

The characteristics of double walls (Figure 2) mainly depend on the manufacturer [2]. 

Reinforced concrete sheets are usually 5-7 cm thick, while the minimum wall thickness is 

limited by the 7 cm distance between sheets, which enables good workability of concrete and 

the possibility for installing connecting reinforcement. Standard panel thicknesses that can be 

found on our market are from 20 to 40 cm while the standard insulation thickness is 8, 10 and 

12 cm. The dimensions of the panels themselves are limited by the pallet size, possibility of 

transport and available load capacity of the crane on the construction site. The largest 

dimensions of pallets on our market are 12.30 x 3.30 m. 

Over the years, technology has changed, developed and adapted to market demands. Today, 

it is a reliable non-modular system and, as such, has a wide range of uses. It is used in 

residential construction as well as in commercial and industrial buildings. The use of double 

walls includes, but is not limited to: 

- partition walls  
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- retaining walls  

- basement walls  

- shear/seismic walls  

- stair walls  

- lift shafts 

- tanks and silos walls  

- soundproof walls 

 
Figure 2 - Astina luxury apartments, Pentrich 

2. ADVANTAGES OF APPLICATION 

2.1. QUALITY 

 The quality of double wall construction is a result of production in highly automated plants 

specialized in double wall manufacture (Figures 3 and 4 and 9), [3]. 

2.1.1. Controlled conditions 

As elements are manufactured in plant conditions, weather does not affect product quality. 

After casting, each element is placed in a specially constructed room (dryer) with optimal 

humidity and temperature ensured. 
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Figure 2 - Schneider Betonfertgteilewerk Gmbh plant 

2.1.2. Precision 

The elements of this system are produced on pallets in automated plants in which element 

dimensions and position of accessories and reinforcement are precisely determined using 

plotters, projectors and special reinforcement and formwork positioning machines. This 

production method minimizes deviations from the dimensions, so tolerances lower than 

required by current standards are possible. Tolerance testing, especially on the construction 

site, is only necessary in special cases.  

2.1.3. Labor 

The problem of lack of skilled labor has intensified lately in all industry branches, and so in 

construction. As production is carried out in plant conditions, this problem is alleviated with 

precisely defined work positions and easy new worker training. 

2.1.4. Finishing 

Using metal dies gives a smooth concrete surface which does not need to be plastered 

afterwards (Figure 5). During the production itself, different surface textures can be achieved 

by using profiled dies or it can be obtained by subsequent surface treatment in the factory after 

casting. Additional elements giving a masonry-wall-like appearance can be installed in the 

protective sheets of thermal walls. 
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Figure 4 – Hans Rinninger  u Sohn GmBh &. Co. KG plant 

 

Figure 3 – Wall finishing 
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2.2. COST-EFFECTIVENESS 

Cost-effectiveness is the main advantage of using double wall. The directly measurable 

benefit of using double wall is the construction time. The scope of work on the construction 

site for double walls is 80% lower compared to that of masonry walls or concrete monolithic 

walls. This difference results in by 30-40% shorter construction time for the entire building. 

Double wall production plants are suitable for the production of omnia panels, so for this 

reason this is the most common combination. Using such a combination can achieve 40-50% 

time savings.  

Designing in a double wall system has its direct economic advantages. As double wall 

surfaces do not need to be plastered, there is no living area reduction by the prescribed 3%. If 

we add to this that double wall thickness can be smaller compared to that of masonry walls, we 

get an obvious gain in space with the same external dimension of the building. 

There are other advantages that affect the overall price of the building: 

- higher performance relative to the planned construction time, which is associated with 

lower financial costs and the possibility of earlier use,  

- reduced number of works on the construction site and the scope of engagement and 

coordination thereof,  

- non-existence of works regarding the formwork of its transport, assembly, disassembly, 

cleaning, storage, which gives relief to the contractor and space to be engaged in more 

projects,  

- prefabricated production eliminates weather factors;  

- safer construction,  

- double walls are delivered on a "just in time" basis, so there is no additional engagement 

regarding storage,  

- as double wall is a precisely constructed product with built-in installations, junction 

boxes, a significant part of additional works on the construction site is eliminated. It is 

possible to install finishing and built-in carpentry elements already in the plant,  

- double walls are significantly lighter than classic solid prefabricated walls, which 

facilitates installation, transport and gives the possibility of using larger panel dimensions 

or a lower load capacity crane,  

- eliminates complicated connections of prefabricated panels, especially if a rigid 

connection between them is required, 

2.3. FAST AND FLEXIBLE DESIGN  

 The transition from traditional monolithic construction to double walls (Figure 6), [5], [6] is 

simpler than the transition to solid prefabricated panels. The reason for this lies in them 

behaving as a monolithic wall, i.e. all the rules that apply to monolithic wall design also apply 

to a double wall. Accordingly, the designer calculates the reinforcement of double walls, which 

is identical to the reinforcement of monolithic walls, and then calculates the reinforcement of 

panel joints. 
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Figure 4 – Similarities between a monolithic wall and a double wall 

Open BIM platform based software is available on the market, which significantly 

facilitates the design of prefabricated concrete structures. Thanks to that, today much more 

demanding buildings can be easily designed as a prefabricated system without losing 

architectural freedom (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 - Gewofag wohnen Gmbh investor building, Munich 
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3. USE OF BIM 

The advantage of using BIM design software in the assembly industry lies primarily in that 

the entire workflow is based on a 3D model, which ensures efficient design of very complex 

components, as well as consistent data transmission for production.  

Highly automated prefabricated element plants require planning solutions that meet the 

market requirements of the prefabricated elements industry in terms of quality, productivity 

and cost-effectiveness. Merging all ongoing processes into a single functional unit is a market 

requirement met by Precast Software Engineering [4].  

Precast Software Engineering is the leading provider in the prefabricated elements industry 

with PLANBAR and TIM software solutions and with more than 30 years of experience in the 

prefabricated industry. PLANBAR and TIM are tools that are ideally coordinated with each 

other, together offering integrated planning of prefabricated elements with visualization 

throughout the process. 

When it comes to double concrete walls, Planbar offers a comprehensive solution for all 

types of walls, from batch wall production to complex architectural forms. The advantages of 

using Planbar in double concrete wall design are significant and include: 

- overview plans;  

- automatic associative engineering drawings (Figure 8);  

- catalogs of fittings, built-in elements, lattice girders,… 

- precise bills of quantities, reinforcement and built-in elements;  

- output documents in various formats: dxf, dwg, pdf 2D / 3D, hpgl, bvbs;  

- output documents for production ERP systems; 

 

Figure 5 - Demonstration of a 3D model and engineering drawing of a double concrete 

wall in Planbar 

The other software solution, TIM, enables central distribution of information and planning 

for the production of double concrete walls based on 3D models. As an integration platform it 

combines CAD; ERP, manufacturing systems and end mobile devices. The characteristics of 

using TIM in production are as follows: 

- model-based preparation;  

- information process visualization;  

- optimized production planning;  
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- integration on multiple platforms;  

- mobile information management. 

4. CONCLUSION 

 Double walls stand out thanks to their immunity to the current skilled workforce issue, 

while meeting all the requirements of a better quality of life and efficient use of energy, all 

with a shorter construction time. For that reason, the fact that our largest prefabrication 

companies are increasingly producing double walls is promising. 

 

Figure 6 – Plant for production of double walls and omnia panels of Put Inženjering in 

Nova Pazova - Serbia [6] 
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UTICAJ ČELIČNIH VLAKANA I REŽIMA NEGE NA MEHANIČKA 

SVOJSTVA UHPC 

Rezime:  

Većina kompozita na bazi cementa sa čeličnim vlaknima ima vrlo visoku čvrstoću na pritisak, 

čvrstoću na savijanje i otpornost na habanje. Mikro čelična vlakna obično se koriste u betonu 

veoma visokih svojstava (UHPC). Važno je odrediti njegovu optimalnu dozažu koja poboljšava 

svojstva betona  i ne smanjuje obradivost UHPC. Silikatna prašina, kao dopunski cementni 

materijal poboljšava mikrostrukturu i čvrstoću tranzitne zone (ITZ), što rezultira povećanjem 

čvrstoće UHPC. Dalje, očvršćavanje na visokoj temperaturi pozitivno utiče na pucolansku 

reakciju između CH i silikatne prašine. Cilj ovog rada bio je ispitivanje efekta očvršćavanja  na 

mehanička svojstva UHPC sa različitim sadržajem čeličnih vlakana (1, 2 i 3%). Primenjeni su 

različiti režimi nege: u vodi, zaparivanje i autoklaviranje. Prikazani su uporedni rezultati 

ispitivanja betona u svežem i očvrslom stanju. 

Ključne reči: UHPC, čelična vlakna, pritisna i savojna čvrstoća, režim nege 

THE INFLUENCE OF STEEL FIBERS AND CURING REGIMES ON 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF UHPC 

Summary:  

The most cement based composites with steel fibers have very high compressive strength, 

flexural strength and abrasion resistance. Micro steel fibers are usually used in ultra-high 

performance concrete (UHPC). It is important to determine its optimal dosage that improves the 

concrete  properties and does not reduce the UHPC workability. Silica fume, as supplementary 

cementitious materials improving microstructure and strength of the interfacial transition zone 

(ITZ), which result in increase in strength of UHPC. Further, curing on high temperature have 

positive effect on the pozzolanic reactions between CH formed during hydration and silica fume. 

The aim of this study was to examine the effects of curing regimes on mechanical properties of 

UHPC with different content of steel fibers (1, 2 and 3%). Standard curing regime in water, 

steam curing and autoclaving were applied. Comparative test results of concrete in fresh and 

hardened state are shown. 

Key words: UHPC, steel fibers, compressive strength, flexural strength, curing regime 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Exhibiting remarkable compressive strength and durability, concrete is one of the most 

widely adopted materials for the construction of bridges, together with steel. However, its 

inherent poor tensile and flexural strengths make it prone to cracking, and 

a gradual increase of brittleness according to an increase of compressive strength also brings 

numerous problems in its application. Recent researches on Ultra High Performance Concrete 

(UHPC) revealed that its mechanical characteristics include high tensile strength and large 

ductility continues to develop even after cracking in cooperation with fibers [1–4]. 

In recent years, UHPFRC has been successfully applied to dam repair, bridge deck overlays, 

coupling beams in high-rise building and other specialized structures [5,6]. 

Although the heat-curing procedure of UHPFRC is mainly used in order to reduce curing 

time and increase early strength [7], this is not only energy-consuming and costly but also 

restricts the fabrication of UHPFRC products to a pre-casting factory. Investigation of  HPFRC 

without elevated temperature curing could lead to this material being used for in situ  

construction instead of factory fabrication. Normal temperature curing would be expected to lead 

to reduced early age material properties. However the increase in usability and the actual long-

term material properties may still be sufficiently high as to warrant this change. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

When designing the UHPC mixture, the following parameters for the calculation were 

adopted: 

- water supply factor less than 0.20 in order to obtain the best possible mechanical properties, 

- quantity of cement of 950 kg / m3, 

- concrete structure with increased compactness, 

- use of quartz powder filling, 

- use of maximum aggregate size up to D max = 1 mm, 

- steel fiber content by volume of 1%, 2% and 3%, 

 - amount of dry matter of chemical additive of 2.6% 

 In this paper, three types of UHPC were prepared, which were assembled with different 

content of steel fibers 1%, 2% and 3%.   UHPC is made with materials that are available in Serbia 

(cement, aggregate, quartz sand, quartz powder and chemical admixtures). Mineral supplement 

silica fume and steel fibers used are from foreign manufacturers. 

Portland cement CEM I 52.5 R, manufactured by CRH - Popovac, was used. The chemical, 

physical and mechanical properties of the cement are shown in Table 1. 

A high amount of fine particles is used for UHPC manufacturing. Also, silica fume (SF) was 

added. Quartz powder (Qp) and quartz sand (Qs) were used as aggregate.  The appearance of 

silicate fume, quartz powder and quartz sand are shown in Figure 1. 
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Table 1. Properties of cement CEM I 52.5R, CRH - Popovac 

Chemical, % Physical Mechanical 

SiO2 19.51 Specific gravity, 

kg/m3 
3120 

Compressive strength, 

N/mm2 Al2O3 5.12 

Fe2O3 2.53 Specific surface, 

cm2/g 
4180 

2 days 34.5 

CaO 63.74 7 days - 

MgO 2.45 Standard 

consistency, % 
30.2 

28 days 59.5 

Na2O 0.22 Flexural strength, N/mm2 

K2O 0.71 Setting time, min 2 days 7.1 

SO3 2.90 Initial  150 7 days - 

Cl- 0.004 Final 200 28 days 9.9 

 

Figure 1. Appearance of component materials of silicate fume, quartz powder and quartz sand  

Their chemical and mineral properties are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Composition of powder materials and sand (%) 

 
Silica fume Quartz powder Quartz sand 

SiO2 92.52 97.54 97.54 

Al2O3 0.64 0.52 0.52 

Fe2O3 0.31 0.57 0.57 

CaO 0.38 0 0 

MgO 0.44 0 0 

Na2O 0.32 0 0 

K2O 0.87 0.24 0.24 

SO3 0.22 0 0 

Specific gravity of quartz sand were 2690 kg/m3 and 2710 kg/m3 respectively. Particle size 

distribution of quartz sand and quartz powder is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 – Size distribution a) quartz powder and b) quartz sand 

A modified polycarboxylate based superplasticizer allowed high water reduction. The 

specific mass of the chemical admixture is about 1080 kg / m3, and correction of water is 30%.  

Brass coated steel fibers with 8 mm length and a diameter of 0.15 mm were used (1, 2 and 

3% by volume).  

Three types of concrete were made. Relative weigth ratios to cement are shown in Table 3. 

Čelična vlakna su dodavana u količini od 1, 2 i 3% u odnosu na njegovu zapreminsku masu. 

Table3. Test results of fresh UHPC 

Mark 

UHPC 

Relative weigth ratios to cement Steel 

fibers 

(Vf, %) 
C SF Qp Qs Water 

Superpla 

-sticizer 

Uf1 1.00 0.28 0.37 0.56 0.25 0.06 1 

Uf2 1.00 0.28 0.37 0.50 0.25 0.06 2 

Uf3 1.00 0.28 0.37 0.49 0.25 0.06 3 

C-cement; SF – silica fume, Qp – quarts powder, Qs – quarts sand 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. FRESH CONCRETE AND CURING REGIME 

After mixing, fresh properties of UHPC were tested. The obtained values of fresh UHPC test 

are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Test results of fresh UHPC 

Mark 

UHPC 

Flow 

slump mm 

Air 

content % 

Density 

kg/m3 

Uf1 280 4.4 2360 

Uf2 270 3.0 2410 

Uf3 260 2.1 2430 

3.2. HARDENED CONCRETE AND CURING REGIME 

After it is prepared and tests in the fresh state, UHPC is embedded in metal molds  of shapes 

beams dimension 40x40x160 mm, were curing for 24 hours at the temperature of the air 20°C. 

After 24 h of air curing, the samples were curing for as follows: 

- in water at a temperature of 20°C for 27 days, 

- steamed curing at temperatures of 95 °C for 48 hours, 

- autoclave curing under a pressure of 20 bar at temperature 160 °C for 4 hours. 

Concrete beams were tested for flexure strength, and parts of the beams were tested for 

compressive strength. 

Tests for properties of hardened concrete on flexure strength and compressive strength, are 

obtained on the beam 40x40x160 mm, which were tested by using a digital hydraulic presses to 

300kN force range. LVDT is placed under the beam in the central part, so that the displacement 

(deformation) of the lower part during loading can be measured. Dispositions of flexural strength 

tests  and compressive strength and test to maximum fracture force is shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

 

Figure 5 – Test disposition of flexure strength and fracture appearance of samples after test 
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Figure 6 – Test disposition of compressive strength and fracture appearance of samples after 

test 

The fiber content in the structure contributes to the higher ductility of UHPC. The different 

curing regime of the test specimens affects the obtaining of different values of the results by 

testing the flexure strength and compressive strength. The tests results of the flexure strength and 

compressive strength are shown in Figure 7 and 8. 

Density of hardened UHPC was tested and ranged from 2310 to 2410 kg/m3 respectly. 

 

Figure 7 – Test results of flexure strength UHPC 
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Figure 8 – Test results of compressive strength UHPC 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The obtained values of flexure and compressive strength tests in samples of UHPC with a 

content of steel fibers of 1%, 2% and 3% which were cured by steaming for 48 h at a temperature 

of 95C are higher than the obtained values of test results of UHPC samples were curing in water 

at a temperature of 20C, for the values shown in Tables 5. 

Table 5 –The ratio of the strength results that hardened by steaming and curing in water is 

shown in% 

Flexure strength % Compressive strength % Age 

days Uf1 Uf2 Uf3 Uf1 Uf2 Uf3 

32.1 18.8 28.4 54.2 44.4 46.4 2 

22.2 16.4 22.6 33.6 32.9 33.1 7 

3.7 5.0 7.8 2.4 6.6 10.8 28 

The obtained values of flexural and compressive strength tests in samples of UHPC with a 

content of steel fibers of 1%, 2% and 3% which were hardened by autoclaving under a pressure 

of 20 bar for 4 h at a temperature of about 160C are higher than the obtained values the results 
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of the strength tests of UHPC samples treated in water at a temperature of 20C, for the values 

shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 – The ratio of the results of strengths that hardened by autoclaving and curing in water 

shown in% 

Flexure strength % Compressive strength % Age 

days Uf1 Uf2 Uf3 Uf1 Uf2 Uf3 

44.4 34.0 37.1 54.2 44.4 46.4 2 

36.6 30.9 31.2 33.6 32.9 33.1 7 

21.7 18.4 17.6 2.4 6.6 10.8 28 

UHPC specimens curing in 20C water have a normal curing increase. UHPC that were cured 

by steaming for 48 h at a temperature of 95 ° C and autoclaving under a pressure of 20 bar for 4 

hours at a temperature of about 160 ° C have an accelerated increase in hardening. 

We can conclude that the high temperature during the hardening of UHPC influenced the 

accelerated development of hydration heat and the formation of a strong cement matrix that is 

reinforced with fibers. 
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EKOLOŠKA PRIMENA PEPELA ŽETVENIH OSTATAKA: KORAK U 

UPOTREBI OTPADA U ODRŽIVIM GRAĐEVINSKIM 

MATERIJALIMA 

Rezime:  

Cilj sprovedene studije je istraživanje uticaja pepela žetvenih ostataka, generisanog 

sagorevanjem pšenične i sojine  slame (WSSA), na mehanička svojstva maltera i betona. 

Biopepeo, samleven do odgovarajućeg nivoa finoće, korišćen je kao zamena dela cementa u 

nivoima supstitucije od 10-50% (po masi) pri projektovanju i spravljanju cementnih kompozita. 

Utvrđeno je da upotreba biopepela smanjuje čvrstoću na pritisak kompozita pri ranijim 

starostima, posebno pri većim nivoima zamene cementa. Sa progresom pucolanske reakcije, 

tokom vremena, sve mešavine sa biopepelom pokazale su značajno povećanje čvrstoće, u 

poređenju sa referentnom mešavinom. Rezultati pokazuju da je moguće proizvesti malter i beton, 

sa do 30% pepela pšenične i sojine slame, kao zamenom dela cementa, bez ugrožavanja njihovih 

mehaničkih svojstava.  

Ključne reči: biopepeo, malter, beton, pucolanska reakcija, zamena cementa 

ECO-FRIENDLY TREATMENT OF HARVEST RESIDUES ASH: A 

STEP TOWARDS WASTE UTILIZATION IN SUSTAINABLE 

BUILDING MATERIALS 

Summary:  

The present study aims investigating the effects of harvest residues ash, generated by combustion 

of wheat and soya straw (WSSA), on the mechanical properties of mortar and concrete. The 

biomass ash was grinded to the appropriate fineness level and partially replaced OPC at the 

replacement levels of 10-50% by weight of the binder. It was found that the addition of WSSA 

decreased compressive strength at early ages, particularly at high cement replacement levels. 

However, with the progress of pozzolanic reaction over time, all mixtures with WSSA exhibited 

significant strength increase, compared to reference mixture. The results indicate that it is 

possible to produce mortar and concrete, with up to 30% of WSSA as a cement substitute, 

without compromising their properties.  

Key words: biomass ash, mortar, concrete, pozzolanic reaction, cement substitute 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In the light of concerns referring to the sustainable use of natural resources and the adverse 

effects of improper waste disposal, the beneficial use of municipal and industrial by-products 

becomes the subject of growing interest. Incorporation of otherwise discarded materials into 

construction products for buildings, roads, and other infrastructure is one of the more commonly 

proposed beneficial use applications (Jerry M. P. et al., 2016). In addition to reducing the volume 

of waste disposed of in landfills, this practice reduces the use of naturally mined materials, thus, 

reducing this negative footprint and impact of the construction industry on the natural 

environment. In addition, the replacement of OPC with such alternative materials has the 

potential to mitigate previously mentioned environmental problems (such as CO2 emission, 

climate change, etc.). Alternative materials used to replace portions of OPC within PCC are 

referred to as supplementary cementitious materials (SCM). 

A great part of the Serbian economy is based on agricultural production and agriculture 

related industry. The agricultural biomass wastes are coming from cereals, mostly wheat, barley 

and corn, and from industrial crops mostly sunflower, soya, and rapeseed. It is estimated that 

every year a total amount of 12.5 million tons of biomass waste is produced in Serbia, of which 

9 million tons (72%) is produced in Vojvodina. 

On a global scale, an average of 140 billion tons of biomass is produced from agriculture 

annually. In the European Union, in total energy consumption, biomass accounts for 4%. Despite 

the large consumption of biomass as a energy source, enormous quantities remain in landfills as 

unused waste/raw materials (Demis S., Tapali J.G. & Papadakis V.G., 2014). 

There are many small individual landowners in Serbia, who deal with production of cereals 

or industrial plants, like sunflower or soya. A lot of crop farming production, almost 75% is 

achieved in small or medium size private ownership, while only about 25% of crop farming 

production belongs to agricultural companies of relatively larger size (Malešev M. et al., 2016). 

It is estimated that about half of harvest residues at large agricultural farms can be used for energy 

purposes, while only about 20% harvest residues, generated on relatively small private farms, 

can be used for energy purposes. 

The greatest potential of biomass in Serbia lies in the agricultural residue and wood biomass, 

a total of about 2.7 million tons (1.7 million tons in the remains of agricultural production and 

about 1 million tons in wood biomass). Apart from these two sources of biomass, further major 

source is the residue of livestock production. Another group of biomass sources includes energy 

plants, fast-growing poplar and the like, and plants that serve as raw material for biodiesel and 

bio-ethanol (rapeseed, sunflower, corn, etc.) (Šupić S. et al., 2018). In the process of harvest 

residues combustion, the significant quantities of biomass ash are generated. These ashes are not 

further utilised, but disposed of on the landfills and companies which are involved in this process 

pay considerable high price for their storage, transportation and disposal.  

Utilization of wheat straw ash as SCM has been investigated to a smaller extent (Hasan B., 

Fevziye A., Fikret T. & Ilhan B, 2000), (Orhan A., Hanifi B. & Ersin O, 2016), (Muhammad U. 

F. & Majid Ali, 2019), while the application of soya straw ash in cement-based composites hasn’t 

been reported yet. 
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The present study aims investigating the effects of biomass ash, generated by combustion of 

mixture of wheat and soya straw (WSSA), on the consistency and compressive strength of mortar 

and concrete.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. MATERIALS 

For the experimental investigation of the influence of WSSA on the compressive strength of 

mortar and concrete, the following component materials were used: 

- Ordinary Portland cement CEM I 42,5R (Lafarge-BFC Serbia), OPC, 

- Mixture of wheat and soya straw ash, “Soya Protein”, Bečej, Serbia, 

- CEN standard sand in accordance with EN 196-1, 

- Fractionated aggregate of river origin, fraction 0-4mm,  

- Recycled concrete aggregate, fractions 4-8mm and 8-16mm, 

- Superplasticizer (HRWRA) (Sika ViscoCrete 3070, Sika Switzerland), 

- Deionized water. 

2.2. METHODS 

The chemical composition of cement and biomass ash was determined using SRPS EN 196-

2.  

The consistency of fresh mortars was determined by flow table test - a measure of horizontal 

spread that a cement mortar experiences due to successive dynamic impacts, in accordance with 

SRPS EN 1015-3.  

The compressive strength of mortars was tested according to SRPS EN 196-1. 

The consistency of fresh concrete was determined by slump test, in accordance with SRPS 

EN 12350-2. 

The compressive strength of concrete was tested according to SRPS EN 12390-3:2009. 

2.3. COMPOSITION OF MORTAR 

The experimental study was carried out on five different mortar mixtures. The composition 

of mixtures was defined in accordance with EN 196-1: the ratio (by mass) of cement and 

aggregate was 1:3, while water to binder ratios (w/b) was used: w/b=0,5. Reference mortar (C) 

was prepared with OPC. In the next four types of mortar mixtures (WSSA10, WSSA20, 

WSSA30 and WSSA50) the part of cement was replaced with 10%, 20%, 30% and 50% of 

biomass ash, respectively. 

2.4. COMPOSITION OF CONCRETE 

For this study, a total of four concrete mixtures were prepared. Reference concrete (C) was 

prepared with OPC. WSSA was used as cement replacement in levels: 10%, 20% and 50% 

(WSSA10, WSSA20 and WSSA50). River aggregate was used as a fine aggregate, while 

recycled concrete aggregate (RCA) was used as a coarse aggregate. The composition of concrete 

mixtures was determined based on the following conditions:  
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- The total amount of binder (cement and biomass ash) is 400kg/m3, 

- The water to binder ratio is 0.45, 

- Superplasticizer was used for flow correction in the range of 0,4-0,5% (%mass cement), 

- The additional amount of water was determined based on the water absorption of the RCA. 

The mix proportions are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 – The mix proportions of concretes 

 
cement ash 

Aggreg. 

0/4 

Aggreg. 

4/8 

Aggreg. 

8/16 
water HRWR 

C 400 0 862,9 321,5 507,6 180 1,6 

WSSA10 360 40 857,8 319,6 504,4 180 1,6 

WSSA20 320 80 852,7 317,7 501,6 180 1,6 

WSSA50 200 200 837,9 312,2 492,9 180 2 

3. BIOMASS ASH: PREPARATION AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 

Preparation of biomass ash included sieving and grinding phase. The ash was roughly sieved 

(through a 4mm sieve) in order to separate un-burnt straw and other large impurities. Then, it 

was grinded in laboratory ball mill in order to obtain material with high specific surface. After 

grinding phase, specific surface (Blaine) of biomass ashes exceeded 8.000cm2/g.   

The chemical compositions of OPC and biomass ash are given in Table 2. Obtained chemical 

composition of WSSA points out relatively high total content of SiO2, (≈56%) and moderate 

content of reactive SiO2 (≈41%). With respect to this chemical composition, the mixture of 

wheat and soya straw ash can be potentially used as a SCM. 

Table 2 – Chemical composition of OPC and WSSA 

 SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 CaO MgO Na2O K2O SO3 P2O5 LOI 

C 400 0 862,9 321,5 507,6 180 1,6 507,6 180 1,6 

WSSA 200 200 837,9 312,2 492,9 180 2 492,9 180 2 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. CONSISTENCY OF FRESH MORTAR 

Consistency of mortars, determined by flow table, is shown in Figure 1. At the replacement 

level of mixture of wheat and soya straw ash in cement up to 30%, the workability of mortars 

was not greatly affected. In mortars with 50% replacement level, superplasticizer has been used 

for flow correction, in amount of 0,2% (by mass of cement). 
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Figure 1 - Consistency of fresh mortars  

4.2. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HARDENED MORTAR 

The compressive strengths of tested mortars are presented in Figure 2. At the age of 28 days, 

the compressive strength decreases as the replacement level of cement with biomass ash 

increases. The compressive strength varies from 38MPa to 52MPa. All obtained compressive 

strengths are very high for ordinary cement mortars, even when 50% of cement was replaced 

with chosen biomass ash. Nevertheless, it is supposed that pozzolanic reaction of mixture of 

wheat and soya ash has not been intensified yet up to the age of 28 days.  

With the progress of pozzolanic reaction of WSSA, as a SCM, all mortars containing biomass 

ash are characterized with compressive strength increase at the age of 90 days. This is especially 

pronounced in the case of mortars with up to 30% WSSA. As a result, difference between the 

compressive strength of reference cement mortar and mortars WSSA10, WSSA20, WSSA30 and 

WSSA50 decreased from 11% to 7%; 24% to 14%; 17% to 9% and 28% to 26%, respectively. 

Possible cause of strength increase is filler (packing) effect of WSSA, which has smaller particles 

than cement. 
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Figure 2 - Compressive strength of mortar  

4.3. CONSISTENCY OF FRESH CONCRETE 

Consistency of fresh concrete, determined by slump test, is shown in Figure 3. In all concretes 

with WSSA, superplasticizer has been used for flow correction, in amount of 0,4% for mixtures 

WSSA 10 and WSSA20 and 0,5% for mixture WSSA50 (by mass of cement). As a result, 

concretes with WSSA have increased flow compared to the reference OPC concrete mixture. 

 

Figure 3 - Consistency of fresh concrete 
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4.4. COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF HARDENED CONCRETE 

The compressive strengths of tested concretes are presented in Figure 4. At the age of 28 

days, the compressive strength decreases as the replacement level of cement with biomass ash 

increases. The compressive strength varies from 33MPa to 49MPa. Up to this age, the main 

contribution of WSSA to the compressive strength of concrete is influenced by the filler packing 

effect of its small particles, which fill the voids in the concrete mix and densify the structure, 

while the pozzolanic reaction is still not intensified. 

At the age of 90 days, in addition to the filler effect, pozzolanic reaction (reaction between 

reactive silica in WSSA particles and calcium hydroxide formed from cement hydration) occurs 

and contributes to the compressive strength increase of concrete. As a result of aforementioned 

mechanisms, compressive strengths of reference OPC concrete and concretes with up tp 30% 

WSSA equalized up to the age of 90 days. Reduction of compressive strength of concrete 

WSSA50 compared to the reference concrete lowered from 33% to 16%, from 28 days to 90 

days, which confirms the benefits of the pozzolanic reaction. 

 

Figure 4 - Compressive strength of concrete 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the test results of this study: 

- Mixture of wheat and soya straw ash can be used as a supplementary cementitious material 

with an amount of up to 50% without compromising the workability. The flow of all types 

of mortar mixtures was in the range of 130 to 150mm. Concretes with WSSA have 

increased flow compared to the reference OPC concrete mixture, which is the consequence 

of added superplasticizer.  

- The substitution of cement with the mixture of wheat and soya straw ash generally leads to 

the reduction of mortar’s compressive strength. Based on the obtained results, it can be 
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concluded that this type of biomass ash can be used as a cement substitute up to the level 

of 30%, without compromising mortar’s mechanical properties to a larger scale. 

- Due to the filler effect and pozzolanic reaction of biomass ash, compressive strengths of 

reference OPC concrete and concretes with up to 30% WSSA equalized up to the age of 90 

days. Hence, the same conclusion can be drawn for this type of cement-based composite: 

WSSA can be used as a cement substitute up to the level of 30%, without compromising 

concrete’s mechanical properties. 

The benefits of biomass ashes applications are achieved through a significant reduction in 

economic and environmental cost. These benefits are often multifaceted: through the extraction 

of materials from a landfill, through a decrease in cost related to cement usage, and finally, a 

partial replacement of portland cement in concrete renders the overall product more carbon 

conscious and environmentally friendly. 
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PROCENA STANJA AB KONSTRUKCIJE DRUMSKO-PEŠAČKOG 

MOSTA PREKO REKE LEPENICE U KRAGUJEVCU 

Rezime:  

Nakon 60 godina eksploatacije, direktne izloženosti atmosferskim uticajima, postojanja defekata 

koji potiču iz perioda gradnje mosta i neodržavanja, na drumsko-pešačkom mostu preko reke 

Lepenice u Kragujevcu pojavila su se brojna oštećenja. Osnovni problem koji je doveo do 

značajnih oštećenja konstrukcije mosta je nerešeno odvođenje atmosferske vode sa gornje 

površine mosta. U cilju utvrđivanja stvarnog stanja konstrukcije mosta, urađena je procena stanja 

koja je obuhvatila: detaljan vizeulni pregled, terenska i laboratorijska ispitivanja. Procenom je 

utvrđeno da je stanje noseće konstrukcije mosta takvo da se odgovarajućim sanacionim merama 

može obezbediti projektovana nosivost i trajnost. U radu su prikazani rezultati sprovedene 

studije. 

Ključne reči:  most, defekti, odvođenje atmosferske vode, procena stanja, sanacione mere 

ASSESSMENT OF RC STRUCTURE OF ROAD-PEDESTRIAN 

BRIDGE OVER LEPENICA RIVER IN KRAGUJEVAC 

Summary:  

After 60 years of exploitation, direct exposure to atmospheric influences, the existence of defects 

originating from the period of bridge construction and non-maintenance, numerous damages 

occurred on the road-pedestrian bridge over Lepenica River in Kragujevac. The main problem 

that has led to significant damages to the bridge structure is poorly solved drainage of 

atmospheric water from the upper surface of the bridge. In order to determine the actual condition 

of the bridge structure, the assessment, which included: detailed visual inspection, field and 

laboratory tests, was carried out. The assessment revealed that the condition of the load-bearing 

structure of the bridge is such that the designed load-bearing capacity and durability can be 

maintained by appropriate repair measures. The results of the conducted study are presented in 

the paper.  

Key words: bridge, defects, atmospheric water drainage, condition assessment, repair measures  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The road-pedestrian bridge over the river Lepenica and over the railway Lapovo - Kraljevo 

is located in Kragujevac in Tome Vučića Street and is used as an access road to the main entrance 

of the car factory "Fiat Serbia". The total length of the road-pedestrian bridge is 75.2m, and the 

width of the bridge is 9.00m. The width of the traffic road is 6.00m (two traffic lanes). Cantilever 

pedestrian paths, width of 1.5m, were constructed from both sides pavement slab. The final layer 

on the bridge is asphalt concrete. The level of the bridge is in the slope of 4% to the "Fiat" factory. 

  

Figure 1 - View of the road-pedestrian bridge (bottom and top view) 

The construction of the bridge began in 1960, hence the road-pedestrian bridge has been in 

operation for almost 60 years. After decades of exploitation, direct exposure to atmospheric 

influences, the existence of defects originating from the period of bridge construction and non-

maintenance, numerous damages of the elements of the RC structure appeared on the bridge. 

The process of assessment of the load-bearing RC structure and other elements of the bridge 

included:  

- review and analysis of available project-technical documentation, 

- checking the dimensions of the bridge and the basic elements of the load-bearing structure, 

- detailed visual inspection with registration of characteristic defects and damages of the 

load-bearing structure of the bridge, including technical description with classification of 

observed defects and damages, graphic presentation and photo-documentation of 

"recorded" defects and damages,  

- subsequent determination of the quality of concrete (extraction of the  concrete cores from 

the characteristic elements of the structure and laboratory determination of the compressive 

strength of the concrete); 

- determining the depth of the carbonated layer of concrete, checking the layout and quantity 

of installed reinforcement in the characteristic elements of the structure (main and 

transverse girders), geodetic survey of the bridge, 
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- control calculation - checking the load-bearing capacity of the bridge structure and 

- analysis of all test results, calculations and other collected data. 

The aim of all these activities was to obtain a sufficient number of reliable data for an realistic 

assessment of the condition of the bridge structure in terms of its load-bearing capacity, stability, 

functionality and durability. The paper presents the results of this study. 

2. BASIC DATA ON THE BRIDGE STRUCTURE 

The road-pedestrian bridge is a RC structure, a static system of a continuous girder on three 

fields, spanning 23.50+28.20+23.50=75.20m, with three main longitudinal girders at a distance 

of  3m from each other (Figure 1). The height of the main longitudinal girders in the axes "A" 

and "C" is 140cm, and in the axis "B" is 145cm. In the zone of middle supports (above the river 

pillars) the main longitudinal girders in the axes "A" and "C" are 190cm high, and the girder in 

the axis "B" is 195cm (due to the transverse slope of the pavement). At that point of connection 

of the main longitudinal girders with the pavement slab, column capitals were constructed. The 

width of the main longitudinal girders is constant - 40cm. Figure 2 shows the base of the bridge 

with the adopted axis labels, which were used within the assessment process. 

T10 T2 T3 1 T4 T5 T6 2 T7 T8 T9 3

C

B

A

E

D

NIZVODNA STRANA

UZVODNA STRANA

S0

S1 S2

S3

 

Figure 2 – Adopted labels of bridge axis 

In all fields, transverse girders were constructed on quarters of the span, at ~5.85m in the end 

fields, while in the central, main span, at a distance of ~7.05 m. The width of the cross girders is 

25cm, and their height is 125cm. 

The thickness of the pavement slab is 17cm and it is in the slope of 2% to both sides, hence 

the end supports have for a 5cm smaller height. Along with the pavement slab, 1.5m wide 

cantilever pedestrian paths were constructed on both sides, with variable heights from 25cm to 

10cm. At the beginning and ends of the cantilever slabs, the edge RC girders 25x42cm were 

monolithically constructed, in order to form channels for installations. 

Three supports of the main girders are roller suports, and the fourth on the end pillar on the 

side of the factory (right bank of Lepenica) is fixed. The roller support on the coastal pillar on 

Upstream side 

Downstream side 
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the left side of Lepenica is built of reinforced concrete in the form of a pendulum (pendulum 

joints), while the supports on the middle pillars are built of crossed reinforcement. 

The coastal pillars are constrcuted as massive columns, 8m long and of variable width from 

4.30m to 1.95m at the top. Both middle pillars are constructed as RC panels, 80cm thick, with 

variable width (maximum 6.40m). The height of the middle pillars is 10.40m. The wing walls 

are constructed as hanging RC wings (tied to the coastal pillars).  

The foundation of the bridge was derived on a stepped single foundation of unreinforced 

concrete. The dimensions of the foundation under the middle pillars are 400x700cm in the base 

(height 270cm), and under the coastal pillars 515x800cm (height 160cm). 

3. DETAILED VISUAL INSPECTION OF THE BRIDGE STRUCTURE 

3.1. COASTAL PILLARS 

Coastal pillars are built as walls of unreinforced concrete. They are concreted in the plank 

formwork with concrete with un-separated river aggregate. Due to the age of the building, the 

defects, occurred during the construction phase of the building, were difficult to notice. Visual 

inspection revealed traces of plank formwork, line segregation of concrete and breaks of 

concreting. Registered damages are: 

- Cracks and fissures (Figure 3), 

- Erosion due to abrasion (Figure 4), 

- Biological corrosion of concrete (Figure 3) and  

- Chemical corrosion of concrete - dissolution and leaching of Ca(OH)2 – Figure 3. 

  

Figure 3 – Appearance of the coastal wall in the axis „3“ 

and positions of vertical (VPB) and horizontal (HPB) 

concreting breaks 

Figure 4 - Rinsing of cement 

stone, bared aggregate 

grains 
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3.2. RIVER PILLARS 

The pillars were concreted in plank formwork. The following defects were noticed by visual 

inspection: 

- local imperfections at the joints of the formwork (Figure 5), 

- insufficient thickness of the protective layer of concrete and 

- „dry“ and line segregation of concrete (Figure 5). 

Following damages were registered: 

- erosion due to abrasion (Figure 5), 

- biological corrosion of concrete (Figure 5), 

- reinforcement corrosion (Figure 6), 

- cracks and fissures along vertical reinforcement (Figure 6), 

- delamination and falling off of the protective layer of concrete at the place of corroded 

reinforcement (Figure 6). 

  

Figure 5 – Line segregation of concrete at the joints of the 

formwork and erosion of concrete due to abrasion  

Figure 6 - Reinforcement 

corrosion, delamination of 

concrete cover 

3.3. MAIN RC GIRDERS 

Traces of water leakage and wet spots on the concrete surfaces were observed on most of the 

inspected girders, which was caused by unsolved drainage of water from the pavement slab of 

the bridge, as well as longitudinal and transverse slope of the bridge. Registered defects are: 

- insufficient thickness of the protective layer of concrete (Figures 7-11), 

- visible reinforcement (Figures 7-11), 

- concrete honeycombs (Figure 7). 

Following damages were noticed: 

- reinforcement corrosion: pits, craters and steel de-alloying (Figures 7-11), 

- broken reinforcement bars (main longitudinal and stirrups) - Figures 7-11, 

- cracks and fissures due to the reinforcement corrosion (Figures 7-11), 
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- cracking, delamination and falling off of the protective layer of concrete (Figures 7-11),  

- surface erosion of concrete due to abrasion (Figures 7,11) and 

- white spots due to leaching of calcium hydroxide or due to salt crystallization - Figure 11. 

  

Figure 7 – Water penetration at the place 

of the drainage hole, wet stains, corrosion 

of reinforcement, falling off of concrete 

parts 

Figure 8 - Severe corrosion of reinforcement, 

broken stirrups, numerous cracks and craters 

formed due to corrosion pitting on the steel 

surface 

  

Figure 9 – Severe corrosion of 

reinforcement, delamination of the 

protective layer of concrete 

Figure 10 – Broken stirrups, fallen concrete 

protective layer, steel de–alloying 
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Figure 11 - Broken stirrups, longitudinal cracks due to reinforcement corrosion, spalling of 

concrete protective layer 

3.4. RC PAVEMENT AND CANTILEVER SLABS 

RC pavement slab was concreted in wooden - plank formwork, resulting in the uneven 

surfaces, with characteristic imperfections at the joints of the planks and line segregation of 

concrete. The cantilever slabs were concreted in the panel formwork, hence the described defects 

were not observed on their concrete surfaces. Traces of atmospheric water leakage were 

registered on both the cantilever and the pavement slab, which was caused by unsolved drainage 

of water from the pavement slab of the bridge. Biological corrosion (lichen) was registered on 

the lateral side of the edge beam (at the end of the cantilever slab in the axis C). Registered 

defects include: 

- insufficient thickness of the protective layer of concrete - Figure 12, 

- concrete honeycombs - Figure 12, 

- visible reinforcement - Figure 12. 

Following damages were noticed: 

- reinforcement corrosion - Figure 12, 

- cracks and fissures, 

- cracking, delamination and falling off of the protective layer of concrete, 

- surface erosion of concrete. 

 

Figure 12 - Pavement slab field „B-C/T8 –T9: insufficient thickness of the protective layer of 

concrete; locally visible reinforcement, concrete honeycomb repaired by mortar 
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4. SUBSEQUENT TESTING OF CONCRETE QUALITY 

Subsequent testing of the quality of concrete incorporated in the RC pillars, RC slab and 

beams of the road-pedestrian bridge was carried out on the extracted concrete cores - Figure 13. 

The testing revealed following: 

- concrete incorporated in the middle RC pillars of the bridge meets the requirements for the 

designed class of concrete C15/20,  

- concrete incorporated in the RC slab and beams of the bridge meets the requirements for 

the designed class of concrete C25/30. 

Testing the depth of carbonation was performed by colorimetric method, using 

phenolphthalein indicator - Figure 14. The depth of the carbonated concrete layer on the pillars 

in axes 1 and 2 encompasses most of the protective layer of concrete thickness (1,5-3cm), which 

endangers the passive corrosion protection of reinforcement. In addition, the role of concrete in 

the protection of reinforcement from corrosion is endangered in the case of the pavement slab 

(lower side). 

   

Figure 13 - Samples for concrete quality control 
Figure 14 – Testing the 

depth of carbonation 

5. THE CONTROL CALCULATION OF BRIDGE STRUCTURE 

The control calculation was conducted in Tower 7 software, by forming a 3D model of the 

bridge as a girder system with three main girders and a pavement slab with the load-bearing 

capacity only in the transverse direction. According to the project documentation, the following 

load was used for the calculation of the bridge structure: 

- Dead load: ....................................................................................................    12,30kN/m  

- Live load:  

main girders calculation .................................................................  military vehicle M25 

pavement slab calculation ......................................      motor car, steam roller, vehicle M25 

Influence lines were constructed for the characteristic cross-section forces. Since the existing 

documentation was available, it was possible to directly control the load-bearing capacity of the 

bridge according to the Instructions for determining the load-bearing capacity of bridges, control 
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vehicle V440. Pavement layers and construction of pedestrian paths were used as a dead 

(constant) load according to the designed condition. 

The control calculation proved the load-bearing capacity and stability of the bridge for: 

designed load, derived shape and dimensions of load-bearing structure elements, quantity of 

installed reinforcement and quality of built in materials, except in the upper zone of the pavement 

where approximately 5% of reinforcement is missing. 

The soil stresses obtained by the control calculation do not exceed the limit value determined 

by geo-mechanical testing - Figure 15. The centric stress in the foundation joint is 225kN/cm2, 

while the allowable stress in the basic design documentation was 294.2 kPa, and according to 

the geotechnical report 461kPa. 

 

Figure 15 - Control calculation of the bridge structure: soil stress control 

6. CONCLUSIONS ON THE BRIDGE STRUCTURE CONDITION 

After 60 years of exploitation, direct exposure to atmospheric influences, the existence of 

defects originating from the period of bridge construction and non-maintenance, numerous 

damages occurred on the road-pedestrian bridge over Lepenica River in Kragujevac. 

The main problem that led to significant damages to the bridge structure is the drainage of 

atmospheric water from the upper surface of the bridge. No pipes are installed for drainage of 

water from the pavement, hence all water from the upper surface of the bridge, over and through 

pedestrian cantilevers flows directly to the lower surface of the slab, longitudinal and transverse 

RC girders. Increased moisture of concrete, the presence of defrosting salt, insufficient thickness 

of the protective layer of concrete and insufficiently compacted concrete in zones with densely 

placed reinforcement caused corrosion of reinforcement on most elements of the load-bearing 

bridge structure, as well as cracking and falling off of the protective layer of concrete. The extent 

and intensity of these damages vary depending on the position and type of bridge structure 

element. The most severe damages were registered on the end longitudinal RC girders. 

Based on the analysis of a detailed visual inspection, field and laboratory tests and control 

calculation, following conclusions can be derived:  

- The load-bearing structure of the bridge corresponds to the designed condition of the bridge 

in terms of shape and dimensions.  
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- The designed class of compressive strength of concrete meets the requirements for the 

designed class in the tested RC elements of the bridge structure. 

- The type and disposition of the installed reinforcement in the examined structure elements 

correspond to the details of the reinforcement from the project. 

- The control calculation proved the load-bearing capacity and stability of the bridge for: 

projected load, derived shape and dimensions of load-bearing structure elements, quantity 

of installed reinforcement and quality of installed materials, except in the upper zone of the 

pavement where approximately 5% of reinforcement is missing. 

- The reinforcement lost its passive protection due to the carbonation of the concrete and the 

insufficient thickness of the protective layer of the concrete. 

- The stability of the bridge is not endangered. 

- The load-bearing capacity of the two main longitudinal girders (in axes "A" and "C") is 

reduced due to strong corrosion of reinforcement and loss of adhesion between 

reinforcement and concrete, thus reducing the load-bearing capacity of the bridge as a 

whole. 

- The durability of the bridge is reduced due to insufficient thickness of the protective layer 

of concrete, progressed corrosion of reinforcement, damages of the concrete in the form of 

cracked and fallen protective layer of concrete, carbonation and problems with drainage of 

atmospheric water from the bridge.  

- The functionality of the bridge is partially endangered on pedestrian paths due to deep 

damages in asphalt concrete and precast RC slabs and on the pavement slab due to reduced 

load-bearing capacity of the structure. 

The condition of the load-bearing structure of the road-pedestrian bridge over the river 

Lepenica in Kragujevac is such that the appropriate repair measures can ensure the designed 

load-bearing capacity and durability of the bridge structure. Due to the observed damages of the 

load-bearing structure, it is necessary to repair the structure as soon as possible. In the period 

until the completion of repair works, it is necessary to consider the possibility of introducing 

one-way traffic on the bridge or limiting vehicle axle load. 
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OJAČANJE STUBOVA AB KONSTRUKCIJA SA CFRP  

Rezime: 

Fokus istraživanja u ovom radu je primena inovativnih materijala CFRP za sanaciju i ojačanje 

AB stubova konstrukcija u seizmički aktivnim regionima. U radu će biti predstavljeni deo 

analitičkih, laboratorijskih i kvazistatičkih eksperimentalnih ispitivanja dizajniranih modela AB 

stubova. Posebna pažnja biće posvećena ponašanju ovih stubova pod cikličnim opterećenjima. 

Daće se neke preporuke i ishodi u pogledu pristupa i tehnologije praktične primene ovih 

materijala, posebno u seizmički aktivnim regionima. 

Ključne reči: Seizmičko ojačanje, Inovativni materijali, CFRP, kvazistatička ispitivanja  

STRENGTHENING OF RC BUILDING COLUMNS WITH CFRP  

Summary:  

The focus of the research in this paper is application of innovative materials CFRP  for repair 

and strengthening of RC Columns of  buildings in  seismically active regions. In the paper part 

of the analytical, laboratory and quasi-static experimental investigations of designed models of 

RC columns will be presented. Particular attention will be paid to behavior of these columns 

under cyclic loads.  Some recommendations and outcomes will be given as to the approach and 

technology of practical application of these materials, particularly in seismically active regions. 

Key words: Seismic Strengthening, Innovative Materials, CFRP, quasi-static tests 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The need for repair and strengthening of RC buildings and their structural elements occurs 

when their elements do not possess sufficient strength, stiffness and/or ductility out of different 

reasons or due to slighter or more severe damages that are most frequently caused by 

earthquakes. Within the frames of this paper, special emphasis will be put on RC buildings 

where, during construction, the built-in concrete has not achieved the designed concrete class 

and/or buildings that cannot satisfy the required strength, stiffness and deformation 

characteristics particularly in earthquake conditions. In these cases, it is necessary to take 

measures for repair and strengthening of both individual structural elements and whole 

structures. 

To present the possibilities and the benefits of use of these innovative construction materials 

in strengthening of structural elements of buildings and integral building structures, ample 

laboratory research for definition of the characteristics of these materials and experimental 

investigations of RC columns strengthened by CFRP by variation of concrete class, 

reinforcement percentage and different technologies of strengthening by CFRP (Fiber 

Reinforced Polymers) materials are carried out at the Institute of earthquake Engineering and 

Engineering Seismology – IZIIS, Skopje. 

In this paper, some of the analytical, laboratory and quasi-static experimental investigations 

of designed models of RC columns are presented. 

2. LABORATORY TESTS ON MATERIALS BUILT-IN MODELS FOR 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH CARRIED OUT AT UKIM-IZIIS 

To realize the experimental quasi-static tests, two models were designed and constructed, 

namely Model M1 and Model M2. The models were with identical proportions (supporting beam 

proportioned 50/50/116 cm and a column proportioned 30/30/200cm), constructed to the scale 

of 1:1. 

For the purpose of easier incorporation of the FRP materials, it was decided to build the 

models in vertical position. 

Fig. 1 shows photos taken during concreting of the foundation-beam and the columns of both 

models. In the first phase, concreting of the supports – foundations was done, while in the second 

phase, both columns were concreted. 

During concreting of the models, three trial specimens - concrete cubes proportioned 

15/15/15 were taken from the supports - beams and three trial cubes proportioned 15/15/15 were 

taken from the columns, in addition to the nine (9) cylinders proportioned 15/30 cm Fig. 2. To 

define compressive strength and concrete class, laboratory tests were performed at stock holding 

company-GIM-Skopje (for the cubes) and ZIM –Skopje (for the cylinders), while the tests for 

definition of the modulus of elasticity of the built-in concrete were done at ZIM – Skopje. 
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Figure 1 - Photos taken during concreting of 

models 

Figure 2 - Photos of taken trial concrete 

specimens 

Using the trial concrete specimens – cylinders, three series of tests of compressive strength 

and tests for definition of the modulus of elasticity of the built-in concrete were carried out as 

follows:  

- Series 0- concrete cylinders without FRP- plain concrete,  

- Series 1- concrete cylinders wrapped with 1 (one) FRP layer,  

- Series 2- concrete cylinders wrapped with 2 (two) FRP layers   

Presented further are photos and results taken during laboratory tests for definition of 

compressive strength of concrete for the three series Fig. 3. It must be pointed out that the 

collapse of the models from the first and the second series was explosive, with big crushing of 

concrete wrapped with FRP. This was particularly pronounced in Series 2 where concrete was 

wrapped with two FRP layers. 

  

a) b) 

Figure 3 - Testing and results: a) Testing of compressive strength for the first series:                     

b) Diagram of compressive strength for each series  
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

For the needs of own experimental investigations, two column elements were designed.  The 

column models were designed as fixed cantilever girders with a constant length of both models 

of 200 cm (the column was treated only up to the inflection point, i.e., half of the total height) 

and cross-section of 30/30 cm. In both models, the varying parameters were the percentage of 

longitudinal and transverse reinforcement and the axial forces. The concrete class, i.e., the 

compressive strength of concrete and the type of the FRP was same for both models. The 

elements were designed to the geometrical scale of 1:1.  

Presented further are photos taken during construction of the models (Model M1 and Model 

M2), Fig. 4. 

   

a) b) c) 

Figure 4 - Construction of the models: а) Model M1 and Model M2; b) Construction of the 

column models for experimental tests; c) Photos taken during application of FRP  

4. RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS AT UKIM-

IZIIS 

Presented further are photos and results taken in the process of quasi-static tests on Model 

M1 and Model M2 with photos of characteristic damage Fig. 5, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.   

 

Figure 5 - Shot during the quasi static testing of column Model M2 
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a) b) 

Figure 6 - Quasi-static tests of Model M1: а) Shot during the quasi static testing of column 

Model M1; b) Damage from quasi static testing of column Model M1  

 

Figure 7 - M-Ф Interaction Diagram for Model M1 – Comparison  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper part of the analytical, laboratory and quasi-static experimental investigations of 

designed models of RC columns strengthened with FRP were presented. Based on the 

experimental investigations the following conclusions can be outlined: 
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- In general it can be concluded that the compressive strength and Module of elasticity is 

higher with the number of FRP layers Fig. 3b),  

- From the behavior of the tested elements it can be concluded that in both Models, the failure 

was sudden and explosive, but with sufficient ductility capacity Fig. 7 

- These tests are good basis for further analytical and numerical investigations, which can 

provide additional conclusions.  
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SANACIJA AB KONSTRUKCIJE DRUMSKO-PEŠAČKOG MOSTA 

PREKO REKE LEPENICE U KRAGUJEVCU 

Rezime:  

U radu je dat pregled sanacionog rešenja AB konstrukcije mosta preko reke Lepenice u 

Kragujevcu, sa detaljnim prikazom usvojenog rešenja za radove na sanaciji/ojačanju glavnih AB 

podužnih nosača. Svi potrebni parametri (stepen agresivnosti sredine, klase izloženosti, debljina 

zaštitnog sloja betona, principi i metode sanacije itd.), za pravilan izbor proizvoda (materijala) i 

postupka sanacije utvrđeni su na osnovu analiza prema Pravilniku o tehničkim normativima za 

beton u objektima izloženim agresivnim sredinama, EN206, EC1992-1-1 i prema setu standarda 

EN 1504. 

Ključne reči: most, AB konstrukcija, sanacija, ojačanje, glavni nosač, klasa izloženosti 

REPAIR OF RC STRUCTURE OF ROAD-PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE 

OVER LEPENICA RIVER IN KRAGUJEVAC 

Summary:  

The paper gives an overview of the repair solution of the RC structure of the bridge over the 

Lepenica River in Kragujevac with a detailed overview of the adopted solution for the repair / 

strengthening of the main RC girders. All necessary parameters (degree of environment 

aggressiveness, classes of exposure, the thickness of the protective layer of concrete, principles 

and methods of repair, etc.) for the proper selection of products (materials) and the techniques 

of repair, were defined according to the Regulations on technical standards for concrete 

structures exposed to aggressive environments, EN206, EC1992-1-1 and standard EN 1504.  

Key words: bridge, RC structure, repair, strengthening, main girder, exposure class 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the 2019, the assessment of the road-pedestrian bridge construction over the river 

Lepenica in Kragujevac was carried out, including a detailed visual inspection of the bridge and 

a special study was derived [1]. Based on the obtained results of the current condition of the 

bridge, it was noted that some structural elements of load-bearing structure have been damaged 

to the extent that it directly endangered the stability of the bridge structure. This primarily refers 

to the two main longitudinal girders (in axes "A" and "C") with strong corrosion of reinforcement 

and loss of adhesion between reinforcement and concrete, thus reducing the load-bearing 

capacity of the bridge as a whole. 

Also, durability of the bridge is reduced due to insufficient thickness of the protective layer 

of concrete, progressed corrosion of reinforcement, damages of the concrete in the form of 

cracked and fallen protective layer of concrete, carbonation and problems with drainage of 

atmospheric water from the bridge.  

The functionality of the bridge is partially endangered on pedestrian paths due to deep 

damages in asphalt concrete and precast RC slabs and on the pavement slab due to reduced load-

bearing capacity of the structure. The conditions of these elements can be described as critical. 

All necessary parameters (degree of environment aggressiveness, classes of exposure, the 

thickness of the protective layer of concrete, principles and methods of repair, etc.) for the proper 

selection of products (materials) and the techniques of repair, were defined according to the 

Regulations on technical standards for concrete structures exposed to aggressive environments, 

EN206, EC1992-1-1 and standard EN 1504. 

2. REPAIR DESIGN 

In order to ensure the designed load bearing capacity and to ensure the functionality and 

durability of the bridge, following repair solutions [2] were designed: 

- reprofiling of coastal pillars, 

- local reprofiling and surface protection of river pillars, 

- replacement of bearings (3 pendulums) on the coastal pillar in the "0" axis, 

- structural repair of the main RC longitudinal girders in axes "A" and "C", new protective 

layer and surface protection, 

- structural repair of the main RC longitudinal girder in the "B" axis and new protective layer, 

- local reprofiling and surface protection of transverse girders, 

- local reprofiling, application of a new protective layer or application of a protective coating 

on the underside of the RC slab;  

- structural repair of the top side of the RC slab, 

- removal of edge RC girders of pedestrian path and construction of new edge girders and 

slabs of pedestrian path, 

- other works (drains and atmospheric sewers, waterproof membrane, ...) 

Here are presented repair solutions for main structural elements: longitudinal RC girders, 

replacement of bearings and repair of RC slab.  

 The appearance of main cross sections is presented in Figures 1 and 2. 
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Figure 1 – Main cross section of bridge before repair  

 

Figure 2 – Main cross section of bridge according to repair design 

2.1. MAIN LONGITUDINAL GIRDERS 

The repair method of the main edge girders in axes A and C includes cleaning and protection 

of the reinforcement bars affected by moderate or surface corrosion (principle 7, method 7.2), 

replacement of main reinforcement bars and stirrups affected by strong corrosion (principle 4, 

method 4.1), execution of a new protective layer of concrete ( principle 4, method 4.4 and 

principle 7, method 7.1), reinforcement with CFRP composites (principle 4, method 4.3), and 

application of a protective coating which additionally prevents the penetration of water, CO2, 

chloride and other aggressive substances into the concrete interior (principle 1, method 1.3). 
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Depending on the degree of damage, the repair solutions of main girders are divided into two 

groups: 

- Girders in axes A and C on which the following procedures are applied: repair of 

reinforcement affected by moderate or surface corrosion, replacement of rods of main 

reinforcement and stirrups affected by strong corrosion, execution of a new protective layer 

of concrete, strengthening with CFRP strips and application of protective coating. 

- Girders in the B axis on which the following procedures are applied: repair of reinforcement 

affected by moderate or surface corrosion, construction of a new protective layer of 

concrete and strengthening with CFRP strips. 

Taking into account extent of damage and position of damaged zone, four different repair 

solutions are designed (Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3 – Repair solutions for longitudinal and transverse girders 

2.1.1. D2/D4: Repair of reinforcement bars affected by moderate or surface corrosion and 

construction of a new protective layer                                  

Local repair of corroded bars is applied at the places of visible corrosion of reinforcement 

and stirrups and at the places of cracks along corroded bars of reinforcement, and includes the 

following operations: 

- Marking of zones for repair of corroded reinforcement bars on the sides, while for the lower 

side it is planned to remove the protective layer of concrete over the entire surface. 

- Removal of the existing protective layer of concrete on the underside of the girder and 

locally, around the corroded reinforcement bars on the underside and on the sides, including 

areas with cracked concrete. The depth of the removed layer of concrete depends on the 

preservation of the adhesion between the reinforcement and the concrete and on the degree 

of corrosion of the reinforcement (Figure 4).  

- Preparation of the complete concrete surface of the sides by dry sandblasting to obtain base 

for a new protective layer (cleaning and removal of smaller loose grains, dust deposits, 

biological deposits and other impurities), which provides the necessary roughness of the 

concrete surface and cleaning visible parts reinforcement from corrosion. 

- Washing of prepared surfaces. 

- Coating of "exposed" reinforcement bars to ensure better adhesion, which at the same time 

protects the reinforcement from corrosion. 

- Setting the formwork to perform a new protective layer. 
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- Pouring of self-compacting concrete (SCC, two-fraction Dmax = 8 mm) or applying of repair 

mortar (Figure 5). 

- Curing of concrete. 

 
 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 4 – Removal of the existing protective layer of concrete: a) removed layer of concrete 

if the reinforcement bar is partially affected by the corrosion process, and the adhesion is 

preserved; b) removed layer of concrete if the reinforcement bar is affected by the corrosion 

process along the entire circumference, and the adhesion with the concrete is disturbed 

 
a) Detail D1 

 
b) Detail D2 

Figure 5 –New protective concrete layer 

2.1.2. D1: Replacement of bars of the main reinforcement and stirrups affected by strong 

corrosion and execution of a new protective layer 

Replacement of corroded bars is applied in places of strong corrosion of reinforcement and 

significant reduction of cross section (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 – Repair solution D1 – replacing existing corroded reinforrcement 

Replacement of corroded reinforcement bars includes the following operations: 

- Marking of zones for replacement of corroded reinforcement bars. The zones should be of 

regular geometric shape and be at least 50 cm wider on both sides in relation to the damaged 

zone. 

- Removal of concrete around the corroded reinforcement bars in the first row in order to 

release them and in height up to the first "healthy" reinforcement bar. “Healthy” rods should 

be stripped to ≈1/3 of the cross-sectional circumference. Concrete removal is performed by 

manual chipping or by pneumatic hammers. The depth of the removed layer of concrete 

depends on the number of bars affected by strong corrosion and is at least 5 cm in the zone 

of middle bars and 8 cm in the zone of corner bars. 

- Removing concrete around the stirrups, to cut and weld to continue the stirrups. Concrete 

is removed at a length equal to the length of the corroded part of the stirrup increased by 

20 cm or at a length of at least 20 cm from the upper edge of the removed concrete (if the 

stirrups have not corroded). 

- Preparation of the remaining vertical concrete surfaces of the beams by dry sandblasting  

- Cutting of corroded reinforcement bars and stirrups around the longitudinal reinforcement, 

in the replacement zone. When cutting the reinforcement that continues, at least 50 cm of 

free "healthy" reinforcement remains on both sides of the damaged zone. The stirrups are 

cut along the entire length on which the concrete was removed. 

- Cleaning of the remaining visible parts of the reinforcement by dry or wet sandblasting. 

- Washing of prepared surfaces. 

- Continuation of reinforcement bars with garters made of rolled L profile or reinforcement 

bars and installation of new stirrup parts by overlapping with single-sided welding. 

- Coating of "exposed" reinforcement bars to ensure better adhesion, which at the same time 

protects the reinforcement from corrosion. 

- Setting three-sided formwork to the lower surface of the pedestrian cantilever slab. The 

formwork is placed in such way to ensure the continuity of the cross-section with the zones 

where the structural repair was not performed. 
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- Concreting of the new protective layer and the missing parts of the section with concrete 

under pressure. 

- Curing of concrete. 

2.1.3. D3: Strengthening with CFRP strips 

Strengthening with CFRP strips includes both zones, with strong corrosion and zones in 

which the load-bearing capacity with the existing reinforcement is not satisfied (according to 

static calculation). Detail of strengthening is given in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7 – Repair slution D3 – replacing existing corroded reinforrcement 

When placing CFRP, the following technical requirements are prescribed: 

- Proof of achieved concrete compressive strength (fc≥30MPa); 

- Determination of bond strength / adhesion for concrete surface (Pull-of method, 

fath≥1.5MPa); 

- Control of flatness / roughness of surfaces; 

- Dew point control (surface temperature must be higher than dew point temperature 

increased by 3ºC); 

- Surface humidity control (surface humidity must not exceed 4%); 

- Outdoor temperature (10ºC -35ºC); 

- Principle of applying CFRP (preparation for gluing, applying glue and gluing) should be 

done according to the manufacturer's instructions; 

- Control of performed works; 

- Control of empty spaces in the glue. Gaps in the middle reinforcement zones can be injected 

with epoxy resin under low pressure, while in the case of gaps at the ends, the strips must 

be removed and re-glued. 
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2.2. REPLACEMENT OF BEARINGS 

  For the purpose of replacing the existing "pendulum" bearings with new, elastomeric ones, 

it is planned to raise the structure by ~ 10 mm at the column location S0 (Figure 8). 

Lifting is performed by placing the press under the supporting transverse girder, in the phase 

after repairing the lower zone of the main girders, but before concreting the additional layer of 

the RC slab from the top side. The presses are placed next to the main girders, outside the zones 

of the new support so that the procedure of repair of the bearing surfaces and replacement of the 

bearing can be executed. 

After lifting, the structure rests on temporary supports. Edge presses required for lifting must 

have a capacity of at least 350t, while the required capacity of medium presses is at least 120t. 

After the formation of new bearing blocks and the repair of the lower zone of the beam, the 

construction is lowered down on the new elastomeric bearings.                       

2.3. RC SLAB 

2.3.1. Repair solution of top side of RC slab 

The method of repairing of top side of the RC slab (Figure 9) includes the installation of 

anchors for ensuring composite action of new and old concrete (principle 4, method 4.2) and 

execution of a new concrete layer (principle 4, method 4.4). 

These repair solution is applied to the entire top surface of the slab and includes the following 

operations: 

- Preparation of the complete concrete surface by sandblasting for the application of 

bonding primer (cleaning and removal of smaller loose grains, dust deposits and other 

impurities), which also provides the necessary roughness of the concrete surface. 

  

Figure 8 – Replacing of existing pendulum bearings Figure 9 - Repair solution of top 

side of RC slab 

- Drilling holes with a diameter of Ø18, cleaning, dusting and pouring the mass to ensure 

adhesion between the anchors and the old concrete. 
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- Installation of Ø14 (B500B) concrete steel adhesion anchors in the prepared holes. 

- Washing the top surface of the slab 

- Installation of additional reinforcement. 

- Applying a bonding primer immediately before concreting (if the coating is polymer-based) 

- Concreting of the additional concrete layer (Dmax = 16mm). 

2.3.1. SP1 and SP2: Repair solution of bottom side of RC slab 

The method of repairing the RC slab from the bottom includes: local repair of corroded 

reinforcement bars (principle 7, method 7.2), surface impregnation to prevent general corrosion 

of reinforcement (principle 11, method 11.3) and application of a protective coating which 

partially compensates the insufficient thickness of the concrete protection layer (principle 1, 

method 1.2) and execution of a new protective layer (principle 7, method 7.1). 

Depending on the degree of damage to the lower surface of the slab, two groups of repair 

procedures are defined: 

- SP1 is applied on slab areas that lack a protective layer, and has only local corrosion of 

reinforcement, erosion of concrete and concrete honeycombs and includes local repair of 

corroded reinforcement bars, surface impregnation and application of a protective coating 

- Procedure SP2 is applied to slab areas that lack a protective layer, but have severe corrosion 

of reinforcement and other types of damage and includes the repair of corroded 

reinforcement bars and the execution of a new protective layer. 

The position of the slab areas according to the repair solution is given on Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10 – Areas with different repair solution for bottom side of RC slab 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Development of repair design was iterative, as there were several factors to consider. Two 

most limiting factors were investors request to ensure that one half of bridge is available for 

pedestrian use during repair works, and another was related to fact that there is railway track 

below bridge that is in use and it was not possible to significantly change level of bottom side of 

main girders and also to use supporting scaffolding. 

Also, repair design for main girders according to solution D3 implies phase execution, in 

terms of sequential remove and replace of corroded reinforcement, due to significant reduction 

of load bearing capacity of cross section.  

Due to all previously stated, it is very important that responsible contractor ensure that all 

actions are conducted strictly as designed.  
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DIJAGNOSTIKA STANJA I SANACIJA SKELETNE ARMIRANO-

BETONSKE KONSTRUKCIJE SPECIJALNE BOLNICE U NIŠU 

Rezime:  

Dijagnostikom stanja skeletne armirano-betonske konstrukcije Specijalne bolnice sa nezavisnim 

specijalističkim ordinacijama u Nišu utvrđeno je da je ugrađeni beton u skeletnu konstrukciju 

manje marke od marke betona predviđene projektom konstrukcije. Nakon primenjenih metoda 

dijagnostike stanja skeletne konstrukcije, urađen je kontrolni statički proračun sa realnim 

karakteristikama armirano-betonskih elemenata. Rezultati dobijeni ovakvim pristupom 

obezbedili su neophodne podatke za sanaciju noseće skeletne konstrukcije primenom karbonskih 

traka/tkanina u cilju „pokrivanja“ manjka zategnute armature u stubovima i riglama skeleta.  

Ključne reči:  dijagnostika stanja konstrukcije, sanacija, armirano-betonska konstrukcija 

DIAGNOSIS OF THE CONDITION AND REHABILITATION OF THE 

SKELETAL REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURE OF THE 

SPECIAL HOSPITAL IN NIŠ 

Summary:  

Diagnosis of state of skeletal reinforced-concrete construction of Specialized hospital with 

independent specialistic consulting rooms in Nis, it has been determined that the built-in concrete 

was of a lower concrete class than the one predicted within construction project. After applying 

the diagnostic methods of skeletal construction state, control static calculation with realistic 

characteristics of reinforced-concrete elements has been conducted. The results obtained via this 

approach provided necessary data for rehabilitation of bearing skeletal construction with use of 

carbon fiber strips/fabrics in order to „cover“ lack of strained reinforcement within columns and 

beams of skeleton. 

Key words: diagnosis of state of construction, rehabilitation, reinforced-concrete construction 
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1. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT CONDITION OF THE 

OBJECT 

The constructive system of the object is skeletal reinforced concrete construction with 

reinforced concrete cores around elevator and staircase space. The funding has been done on 

counter plate of 40 cm thickness and single foundations of 40 cm thickness. Vertical bearing 

elements are columns of size of 30/30 cm and reinforced concrete cores of thickness of 20 and 

15 cm. Horizontal elements of the construction are reinforced concrete beams of dimensions 

30/35, 20/25, 25/35 and reinforced concrete monolithic slabs of thickness of 20 cm above 

basement and 14 cm above ground level and first floor. Throughout construction calculation the 

MB 30 concrete and B500B reinforcement were used.  

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Construction parameters that were used within calculation model of rehabilitation project [1] 

were completely kept in their original form from PGD construction project [2], except for 

concrete strength class, which was adopted based on the results of examination of built-in 

concrete strength and it has been joined to correspondent construction elements [3] [4] [5]. 

Additional examination of achieved strenght of built-in concrete under pressure was conducted 

by combination of destructive and non-destructive method, i.e.: 

- cylinder cutting method and  

- the method of rebound number measurement, using rebound hammer (sclerometer). 

Using the cylinder cutting method, the cylinders in slabs above basement, ground floor and 

first floor, as well as those in basement, ground floor and first floor columns were cut, prepared 

and examined. Cylinders obtained from construction have 50 mm radius and 100 – 150 mm 

height, while the cylinders prepared for examination are 56 mm high (Figure 1). The results are 

given in Table 1. 

 

Figure 1 – The look of cylinders „C1“ and „C1’“ during preparation for examination 
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Table 1 – Measured values of achieved strength under pressure via cylinder cutting method  

Sample 

label 

Radius 

[mm] 

Surface 
area 

[mm2] 

Pressure 
force 

[kN] 

Strength 

under 
cylinder 

pressure 

[MPa] 

Correction for 

built-in concrete 

(coefficient 0,85) 

[MPa] 

Strength under 

pressure calculated 
by cube of 20 cm 

edge 

[MPa] 

C1 44 1520,53 26,17 17,21 20,25 20,65 

C1' 44 1520,53 27,92 18,36 21,60 22,03 

C2 44 1520,53 31,49 20,71 24,36 24,85 

C2' 44 1520,53 35,66 23,45 27,59 28,14 

C3 44 1520,53 43,11 28,35 33,36 34,02 

C3' 44 1520,53 41,09 27,02 31,79 32,43 

C4 44 1520,53 36,79 24,20 28,47 29,03 

C4' 44 1520,53 40,54 26,66 31,37 31,99 

C5 44 1520,53 36,07 23,72 27,91 28,47 

C5' 44 1520,53 32,83 21,59 25,40 25,91 

C6 44 1520,53 36,07 23,72 27,91 28,47 

C6' 44 1520,53 32,83 21,59 25,40 25,91 

C7 44 1520,53 34,43 22,64 26,64 27,17 

C7' 44 1520,53 37,80 24,86 29,25 29,83 

Spaces from which cylinders were obtained were examined with use of rebound hammer, 

prior to drilling. Based on the results of strength under pressure examination and rebound values 

of rebound hammer, a correlation curve was created and used to read strength under pressure 

values based on determined rebound at those spaces at which examination by rebound hammer 

was conducted (Table 2). In order to examine surface strength of concrete, the device N-34 of 

serial code 161567, manufactured by Proceq Switzerland (Figure 2) was used. Instrument 

position relative to examination surface at working stations is applied in ratio of element position 

and type, for angle of 0° during column examination and -90° during slab examination. Concrete 

surface at all working stations was dry (ambiently wet) and smooth, as a consequence of 

grinding.  

 

Figure 2 – Device for rebound number measuring 
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Table 2 – Measured values of obtained strength under pressure via sclerometer method 

Constructi

ve 

element  

Rebound 

number 

Instrument position and working station mark 

α=0° 

PM 1 

α=0° 

PM 2 

α=0° 

PM 3 

α=-90° 

PM 4 

α=0° 

PM 5 

PM 1 – 

Column 

B4 at 

basement 

 

PM 2 – 

Column 

B2 at 

basement 

 

PM 3 – 

Column 

B3 at 

basement  

 

PM 4 – 

Slab 

above 

basement 

– field 

between 

axes A-B 

and 2-3 

 

PM 5 – 

Column 

B5 at first 

floor 

 

 

 

 

1. 44 42 32 34 29 

2. 42 40 36 30 31 

3. 40 40 34 31 33 

4. 42 40 32 28 32 

5. 41 43 32 33 30 

6. 44 42 33 28 32 

7. 40 43 33 31 36 

8. 42 44 36 30 30 

9. 38 41 35 29 38 

10. 41 41 34 28 32 

11. 40 40 31 30 30 

12. 41 41 35 28 33 

13. 39 40 37 29 32 

14. 39 41 35 28 29 

15. 40 41 34 28 30 

16. 41 40 34 33 31 

17. 40 41 34 28 33 

18. 41 40 37 32 30 

𝑅𝑢𝑘 = ∑ 𝑅𝑖

18

𝑖=1

 735 740 614 538 571 

𝑅𝑠𝑟 =
𝑅𝑢𝑘

18
 41 41 34 30 32 

𝑓𝑝𝑏 [𝑀𝑃𝑎] 35 36 20 24 17 

External appearance of concrete: Concrete surface smooth, dry 

Note: At the moment of examination concrete was more than days old 
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3. CONTROL STATIC CALCULATION 

During the creation process of sanation project, the same calculation model that was used in 

creation of Project for building permit (PGD) was used. Construction modeling was conducted 

via software „Tower 8 – Radimpex“ (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3 – Isometric representation of mathematical model 

Load values used in calculation model were obtained from original PGD – Construction 

project. The corrections were made in terms of change of the intensity of imposed loads of the 

slab above first floor. Load changes were introduced at investor’s request, due to the possibility 

of archive storage on the slab above first floor.  

Comparing the obtained results of static calculation on calculation model with previously 

accepted reinforcement within reinforcing plans as a part of Project for execution (PZI) – 

Construction project, it has been concluded that a certain amount of reinforcement is missing at 

tightened zone on 6 columns at ground floor at axes B2, B3, B4, V2, V3 and V4, and on 10 

columns at axes B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5, as well as in beams above first 

floor at top zone above support i.e. above axes B and V (beams at axes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5  and 6) and 

at upper plate zone above first floor at places of column reliance (at cross-sections of axes B1, 

B6, V1 and V6) (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4 – Ground floor base 

4. REHABILITATION MEASURES 

In order to remediate (strengthen) the columns, SikaWrap-230C [6], [7] one-way braided 

fabric with carbon fibers for dry application was used. The fabric is applied by sticking it by 

height with epoxy glue Sikadur-330 at previously prepared concrete surface, completely in 

correspondence with technical figures of manufacturer. The fabric is placed in direction from 

top to bottom of the column in one layer (Figure 5).  

The preparation of concrete surface was conducted in following order:  

- Removal of unhealthy surface, 

- Filling the hollows and cracks with adequate repairing material, 

- Removal of cement skim at concrete surface,  

- Cleaning the oil, fat and other impurities, as well as dust off the concrete surface. 

Application of SikaWrap fabric is conducted in following order:  

- Cut the fabric at a desired dimension,  

- In case of folding, the fold should be at least 150 mm in the fiber direction, 

- Apply Sikadur-330 glue at concrete surface by a toothed trowel or a roller,   

- Lay the fabric on the surface, slightly press and imprint the glue until the fabric is 

completely covered and protected.  
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a) b) 

Figure 5 – Column rehabilitation: a) column appearance; b) cross-section of the column 

In order to remediate beams and slabs Sika CarboDur S512 strips made of carbon fibers were 

used. Carbon strips are applied by sticking with two-component epoxy glue Sikadur-30 at 

previously prepared concrete surface, completely in compliance with technical figures of 

manufacturer. Carbon strips are 200 cm in length and are placed at the top side of the slab above 

first floor, as shown in graphic figures (Figure 6 and Figure 7). 

The preparation of concrete surface was conducted in following order:  

- Removal of unhealthy surface, 

- Filling the hollows and cracks with adequate repairing material, 

- Removal of cement skim at concrete surface,  

- Cleaning the oil, fat and other impurities, as well as dust off the concrete surface. 

Application of carbon strips is conducted in following order: 

- Cut the carbon strips at 200 cm length,  

- Clean and degrease strips with isopropyl-alcohol based cleaner, 

- Apply Sikadur-30 glue at the strip in thickness of 1 mm at the edges and 2 mm at the center 

of a strip, 

- Apply a thin layer of Sikadur-30t glue at a prepared surface in order to fill tiny hollows and 

imperfections, 

- Lay the strips at the prepared surface and press with hand at first, and then with hard rubber 

roller, until the glue is pushed out both sides of the strip. Remove the excess material,  

- Once glued, the strips must be protected from rain, sand, dust and other impurities and must 

not be touched for at least 24 hours, in order for the glue to completely fulfill its task.  

Filling-in the holes created by cylinder-cutting method was conducted by use of structural 

mortar Sika MonoTop-412 N, completely in compliance with technical figures of the 

manufacturer.  

Note: 

- All rehabilitation labors must be conducted at temperature range among 10°C and 35°C,  

- All work at construction site must be entrusted to an expert with constant expert 

surveillance, 

- Use only materials that are of highest quality and have certificates, 

- All changes within rehabilitation project without consulting the creator are forbidden.  
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Figure 6 – Beams and slabs rehabilitation process – slab above first floor base 

 

a) b)  

Figure 7 – Beams and slabs rehabilitation process above first floor: a) sec. 1-1; b) sec. 2-2 

In order to determine the suitability of concrete to stick carbon strips/fabric the pull of test 

has been prepared (Figure 8 and Figure 9) i.e. method also known as „seal-rip“ method of seals 

sticked to the concrete of beams/columns. This method is also applied in the process of efficiency 

control of sticking strips to concrete surfaces. 

Based on the results of examination it has been concluded that:  

- columns – carbon strips-fabrics: 𝑓𝑎𝑡 = 2,07 𝑀𝑃𝑎 > 𝑓𝑎𝑡,𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 1,0 𝑀𝑃𝑎; 

- beams – carbon strips-lamellas: 𝑓𝑎𝑡 = 3,05 𝑀𝑃𝑎 > 𝑓𝑎𝑡,𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 1,5 𝑀𝑃𝑎. 
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Figure 8 – Measurement of carbon strip and concrete adherence by “Pull-off” method 

 

Figure 9 – Place at which the examination was conducted and that shows the complete 

adherence of strip to concrete  
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper shows methodology that enables rational and economical ways of rehabilitation 

of existent bearing reinforced-concrete [8], [9] skeletal construction with use of carbon 

strips/fabrics in order to „cover“ the lack of strained reinforcement in columns and beams of 

skeleton, due to reduced concrete strength class during construction. With use of adequate 

diagnostic methods of reinforced-concrete construction state it has been determined that built-in 

concrete within skeletal construction was of lower strength class than the class that was 

calculated within construction project. After describing applied diagnostic methods of skeletal 

construction state, the control static calculation with realistic characteristics of reinforced-

concrete elements has been conducted based on which the Rehabilitation construction project 

has been created.  
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PROCENA STANJA I SMERNICE ZA POPRAVAK I ZAŠTITU 

ARMIRANIH BETONSKIH KONSTRUKCIONIH ELEMENTA 

RASHLADNE KULE JEDINICE 5 NA TERMOELEKTRANI ŠOŠTANJ  

Rezime: 

U radu je data predmetna procena na osnovu detaljnog pregleda konstrukcijskih elemenata i 

terenskih i laboratorijskih ispitivanja. Na lokaciji su izvršena sledeća ispitivanja i merenja: stepen 

karbonatizacije betona, debljina zaštitnih slojeva betona preko armature, korozija armature, 

čvrstoća betona metodom odbojnog čekića i čvrstoća prionljivosti postojećih zaštitnih premaza. 

U laboratoriji su izvršena sledeća ispitivanja: struktura i homogenost betona, gustina, čvrstoća 

pri pritsku i sadržaj hloridnih jona na različitim dubinama betona. U zaključku su date smernice 

za sanaciju i zaštitu armiranobetonskih konstruktivnih elemenata kule. 

Ključne reči:  čvrstoća pri pritisku, karbonatizacija, hloridni joni, pukotine, korozija 

ASSESSMENT OF CONDITION AND GUIDELINES FOR THE 

REPAIR AND PROTECTION OF REINFORCED CONCRETE 

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF THE COOLING TOWER OF UNIT 5 

AT THE ŠOŠTANJ THERMAL POWER PLANT 

Summary: 

The paper provides a subject assessment based on a detailed inspection of structural elements 

and on-site and laboratory investigations. The following tests and measurements were carried 

out on site: the degree of carbonation of the concrete, the thickness of the protective layers of 

concrete over the reinforcement, the corrosion of the reinforcement, the strength of the concrete 

by the method of rebound hammer and the bond strength of the existing protective coatings. In 

the laboratory, the following tests were carried out: the structure and homogeneity of the 

concrete, the density, the compressive strength and the content of chloride ions at different depths 

of concrete. Guidelines for the repair and protection of reinforced concrete structural elements 

of the tower are given in the conclusion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A cooling tower is a heat rejection device, which extracts waste heat to the atmosphere though 

the cooling of a water stream to a lower temperature. The well-known hyperbolic shape of 

cooling towers was introduced by two Dutch engineers, Van Iterson and Kuyper, who in 1914 

constructed the first hyperboloidal towers which were 35 m high [1]. Soon, capacities and heights 

increased until around 1930, when tower heights of 65 m were achieved. The first such structures 

to reach higher than 100 m were the towers of the High Marnham Power Station in Britain. High 

Marnham was first proposed in 1953 by design engineer Stanley Brown [2]. 

The operating conditions of cooling towers makes them vulnerable to deterioration of their 

concrete and steel elements [3]. Extended exposure to the warm, moist conditions, combined 

with chlorides and/or carbon dioxide, creates an environment that facilitates corrosion. In cooling 

tower basins, deterioration of concrete and expansion joints can lead to leaks and decrease 

operational efficiency. 

For the above reasons, continuous inspections and maintenance work are required to ensure 

the durability of the cooling tower [4 - 6]. Environmental concerns have also recently increased 

the need for guidance concerning cooling tower inspection and maintenance [7]. 

In April 2020, we performed a visual inspection and investigations of the material-technical 

condition of the reinforced concrete structures of the cooling tower of unit 5 in the Šoštanj 

Thermal Power Plant (TPP) [8]. The cooling tower has been in operation since 1978, when it 

was constructed. The height of the cooling tower is 94,5 m. Its diameter at the base is 80,13 m, 

and at the top 54,50 m. The shell of the cooling tower is made as a composite reinforced concrete 

structure of diagonal and horizontal bars, which form the main static bearing system (Figure 1). 

  
Figure 1 – Location and outside view of the cooling tower 

The structure is made of prefabricated reinforced concrete elements, which were placed on 

site, and the joints are filled with cement mortar. The shape of this construction is a hyperboloid. 
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Between the diagonal and horizontal bars are placed triangular reinforced concrete slabs with a 

thickness of 5-6 cm. The entire system is transferred via ˝X˝ columns to a strong reinforced 

concrete round foundation. The load-bearing structure of the sprayer is a system of reinforced 

concrete columns and beams. 

In the past (about 20 to 25 years ago), the cooling tower was partially repaired. 

The results of the investigations of the material-technical condition of the reinforced concrete 

structures of the cooling tower of unit 5 in the Šoštanj TPP are set out below in this paper. In the 

final chapter, we provide an assessment of the condition and in the conclusion guidelines for the 

repair and protection of reinforced concrete structural elements of the tower. 

2. INVESTIGATIONS OF THE MATERIAL - TECHNICAL 

CONDITION OF THE COOLING TOWER 

Investigations of the material - technical condition of the cooling tower included: 

- visual inspection of the tower with registration and photo documentation of typical damages; 

- measurements of the depth of carbonation and the protective capacity of concrete and the 

thicknesses of the protective layers of concrete above the reinforcement; 

- investigations of chloride ion content and distribution in the samples taken from the concrete; 

- investigations of the sulphate content in the samples taken from the concrete; 

- measuring the bond strength of the applied layers (coatings) by the pull-off method; 

- sampling of concrete by drilling of cores and examination and description of samples; 

- test of compressive strength of concrete on samples of concrete cores; 

- testing the compressive strength of concrete according to the method of rebound hammer.  

2.1. VISUAL INSPECTION OF THE STRUCTURE 

The entire cooling tower was inspected by segments, as given in the following subsections, 

for which we list typical damages to individual structural elements. 

2.1.1. The shell of the cooling tower from level ± 0,0 to +13,39 m (reinforced concrete X 

columns, ring 2, ring 3, tank wall) 

- Mesh cracks appear on the concreted reinforced concrete X columns (Figure 2a). 

- Following damages occur locally on the reinforced concrete elements: cracking, deviation and 

falling off of the top layers of concrete over corroded reinforcement (Figure 2b); washed and 

frost-damaged concrete surfaces; cracking, deviation and falling off of the performed overlays; 

growth of algae, moss and mold. 

- The performed overlay on the top of the ring 3 is cracked in some locations and deviates from 

the base. 

- Several vertical cracks, mostly 0,1 – 0,35 mm wide, were registered on the tank wall. 

- Several transverse cracks, mostly 0,15 mm wide, were registered at ring 2 at several location. 

- Cracks, up to 3 mm wide, were registered at several locations on the concreted parts of the base 

of the X columns. 
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(a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 2 – (a) mesh cracks; (b) falling off of the top layers of concrete over corroded 

reinforcement 

2.1.2. The shell of the cooling tower from level +13.39 to + 94,5 m (reinforced concrete 

horizontal and diagonal bars, triangular slabs, and end ring 20) 

- Following damages occur locally on the reinforced concrete elements: cracks; deviation and 

falling off of the top layers of concrete over corroded reinforcement (Figure 3a); washed and 

frost-damaged concrete surfaces; cracking, deviation and falling off of performed overlays; 

algae, moss and mold overgrowth occur locally on reinforced concrete elements. 

- Especially on the outer surface of reinforced concrete triangular slabs, we registered cracks 

with horizontal, vertical and transversal tendency, widths up to 0,2 mm (Figure 3b). Some 

cracks have been repaired in the past, but cracks have also reappeared on the repaired parts. 

  
(a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 3 – (a) falling off of the top layers of concrete over corroded reinforcement; (b) cracks 

with horizontal, vertical and transversal tendency on the outer surface of triangular slab  
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- On the upper surface of the end ring, line cracks or open working joints are visible in the lines 

of contact between the prefabricated troughs and the concrete filling of the troughs. 

2.1.3. Reinforced concrete elements inside the cooling tower (sprayer) from a level ± 0,0 to 

+10,34 m  

- Following damages occur locally on the reinforced concrete elements: cracks; deviation and 

falling off of the top layers of concrete above the corroded reinforcement (Figure 4a); washed 

and frost-damaged concrete surfaces (Figure 4b); cracking, deviation and falling off of the 

performed overlays; algae and mold growth. 

  
(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 4 – (a) falling off of the top layers of concrete over corroded reinforcement; (b) frost-

damaged concrete surfaces 

-  At one location, we registered a marked weakening of the reinforced concrete beam due to the 

load of the ice curtain. 

2.1.4. Reinforced concrete elements inside the cooling tower (sprayer) from a level + 10,34 

m to + 13,39 m 

- Cracks (Figure 5a); deviation and falling off of the top layers of concrete above the corroded 

reinforcement; washed and frost-damaged concrete surfaces; cracking, deviation and falling 

off of the performed overlays (Figure 5b); algae and mold growth (Figure 5a) occur locally on 

the reinforced concrete elements. 

- At one location, we registered a marked weakening of the cantilever which supporting the 

reinforced concrete beam. At this location, the beam is additionally supported by a steel 

support. 
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(a)                                            (b) 

Figure 5 – (a) cracks; algae and mold; (b) cracking, deviation of the performed overlay 

2.1.5. Reinforced-concrete floor slab at a level ± 0,0 

-  Following damages occur in several areas on the surface of the reinforced concrete floor slab: 

deviations and falling off of the top layers of concrete, washed and frost-damaged concrete 

surfaces, individual cracks, algae overgrowth and loss of sealing mass from the expansion 

joints between individual fields. 

2.2. MEASUREMENT OF CARBONATION DEPTH AND THICKNESSES OF 

CONCRETE PROTECTIVE LAYERS ABOVE REINFORCEMENT 

The thicknesses of the protective layers of concrete above the reinforcement and the depth of 

carbonation on individual structural elements of the cooling tower were measured on site (at 45 

measuring points) and on 5 drilled concrete cores. The depth of carbonation was determined by 

the phenolphthalein method according to SIST EN 14630: 2007. A 1% solution of 

phenolphthalein was used. 

The results show that the maximum depth of carbonation of concrete reaches the level of the 

embedded reinforcement at the places of visible damage to the concrete. The most typical 

examples are given in Figure 6, and their descriptions are given in Table 1. In most of the 

measuring points, where the concrete surface is not visually damaged, the maximum depth of 

carbonation does not reach the level of the embedded reinforcement. 

2.3. INVESTIGATIONS OF CHLORIDE ION CONTENT  

Four drilled cores were used to determine the distribution and content of chloride ions along 

the depth of the reinforced concrete elements. Before testing the cores were cut into slices. The 

tests were performed by the LASA method. In this paper, we present only the final test results 

given in Table 2.  

The results show that the concentration of chloride ions in the investigated structural elements 

does not exceed the required value, which is 0.20% by mass of cement according to SIST EN 

206:2013.  
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Table 1 - Depth of carbonation, thickness of the protective layer, assessment of the degree of 

reinforcement corrosion 

measuring point maximum 

depth of 

carbonation 

protective 

layer 

thickness 
assessment of the reduction 

of the load-bearing cross 

section of the reinforcement 
designa

tion 

cracked and 

deviating protective 

layer of concrete 

above the 

reinforcement 
(mm) (mm) 

K2 X column 45 30 - 37 
10% relative to 

bar = 22 mm 

K6 shell, diagonal bar 28 28 - 32 
15% relative to 

bar = 20 mm 

K42 inclined column A 65 

60 -65 
10% relative to 

bar = 26 mm 

49 - 50 
50% relative to 

stirrups = 8 mm 
 

  
(a)                                                                      (b) 

 
(c) 

        Figure 6 – measuring point: (a) K2, (b) K6 and (c) K42 
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Table 2 - Results of tests of chloride content by depth of reinforced concrete elements (from 

outside to inside) 

sample number 
reinforced concrete element, 

place of sampling 

layer depth 
chloride 

content 

(mm) 
(% / mass 

of cement) 

V6-0-1,5 KL 
triangular slab (from the 

outside) 

0 - 15 0,063 

V6-1,5-3,5 KL 15 - 35 0,037 

V6-3,5-6 KL 35 - 60 0,075 

V8-0-1,5 KL crown 3 (from the outside) 0 - 15 0,056 

V10-0-2 KL 
beam at chilled water floor 

level (from the outside) 
0 - 20 0,186 

V14-0-1,5 KL floor slab 0 - 15 0,065 

2.4. INVESTIGATIONS OF SULPHATE CONTENT  

A drilled core was used to determine the distribution and content of sulphates in the concrete 

along the depth of the reinforced concrete ring 3. Prior to testing, the core was sawn in height 

into slices (samples) designated V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5 at depths of 0-25, 25-50, 50-75, 75-100 

and 100-125 mm from inner surfaces of reinforced concrete ring 3. Table 3 gives the final test 

results. 

Table 3 - Results of the tests sulphate content in concrete 

sample 

designation 

depth sulphate content 

(mm) (% / mass of sample) 

V1 0 - 25 1,95 

V2 25 - 50 2,35 

V3 50 - 75 2,16 

V4 75 - 100 1,88 

V5 100 - 125 1,90 

The results show that the concentration of sulphate content in the investigated element is on 

average 2,05% by mass of the sample. However, signs of sulphate corrosion of the concrete were 

present at the location where the concrete core was taken (inner surface of ring 3). 

2.5. BOND STRENGTH TEST OF APPLIED PROTECTIVE COATINGS WITH THE 

CONCRETE SUBSTRATE 

As part of on-site investigations, we checked the bond strengths of the applied protective 

coatings with the concrete substrate surfaces by the pull-off method given in SIST EN 

1542:1999. Pull-off tests were performed at 28 measuring points. The average bond strength was 

1,9 MPa, the minimum 0,1 MPa and the maximum 6,0 MPa. The results show that the bond 

strength of the applied protective coatings with the substrate is generally appropriate, but there 

are also areas or locations of poor bond. 
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2.6. DESTRUCTIVE TESTS OF COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AND BULK DENSITY 

OF CONCRETE  

The tests of compressive strength and the corresponding bulk density of concrete placed in 

the structural elements of the cooling tower was performed on seven drilled cores according to 

the SIST EN 12504-1:2009. The results are given in Table 4. 

Table 4 - Results of tests of compressive strength and bulk density obtained on drilled cores 

reinforced concrete structural elements of the 

cooling tower 

bulk density compressive strength 

(kg/m3) (MPa) 

ci c,average fci fc,average 

X columns and triangular slab 

2367 

2362 

59,7 

63,3 2333 60,6 

2387 69,6 

ring 3 2217 2217 34,1 34,1 

columns at chilled water floor level, beams 

above chilled water floor level and floor slab 

2324 

2368 

59,6 

60,1 2366 66,8 

2413 53,9 

3. ASSESSMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE COOLING TOWER 

Based on the results of the visual inspection and investigations of the cooling tower, 

described in the previous chapter of this paper, we find that in terms of age and exposure to 

external influences in the industrial environment, the tower in question is generally in relatively 

good condition.  

During the visual inspection (subchapter 2.1.), local cracking, deviation and falling off of the 

top layers of concrete over corroded reinforcement, washed and frost-damaged concrete surfaces, 

cracking, deviation and falling off of the applied overlays and protective coatings, as well as the 

growth of moss, algae and mold were registered on the reinforced concrete elements of the tower. 

Based on these findings, we immediately pointed out to the owner of the Thermal Power 

Plant that there is a certain degree of probability that a single piece of concrete falls off the 

reinforced concrete elements on the outside of the shell. Therefore, additional security measures 

were introduced around the cooling tower. 

The maximum depth of concrete carbonation was determined at the locations of visible 

damage to the concrete. At some measuring points, as well as on the visually undamaged 

concrete surface, the carbonation reaches the level of the installed reinforcement.  

In locations where the protective layers of concrete above the reinforcement have already 

fallen off, receded, or cracked, deep corrosion is present on the reinforcement as well as deep 

pitting. At these locations, there is a consequent reduction in the load-bearing cross-section with 

respect to the diameters of the reinforcing bars. 

The concentration of chloride ions in the investigated structural elements does not exceed the 

permitted value. Signs of sulphate corrosion of concrete were found on the inner surface of ring 

3.  
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The bond strength of the applied protective coatings with a concrete surface is generally 

appropriate, but there are also areas or locations of poorer bond. 

Based on the results of compressive strength tests according to the destructive (test on drilled 

cores) and non-destructive (impact hammer test) method, we performed a preliminary 

(informative) assessment of the compressive strength of concrete of individual structural 

elements. In order to give a more reliable assessment of the compressive strength of concrete of 

structural elements according to SIST EN 13791: 2019, it would be necessary to perform tests 

of compressive strength at several measuring points. 

To ensure the durability and resistance of reinforced concrete structures of the tower, we 

recommend the earliest possible approach to its repair or protection, as otherwise the extent of 

damages will increase rapidly over time.  

4. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, we provide guidelines for the repair and protection of the cooling tower of unit 

5 in the Šoštanj TPP. Based on the identified condition, the repair of the cooling tower would 

generally include the following repair measures: 

-  Removal of all poorly bonded, cracked and labile particles of existing coatings and top layers 

of concrete and at the same time cleaning surfaces with a high-pressure water jet (use of a 

rotary nozzle), if necessary by adding abrasive (or other equivalent procedures). 

- Disinfection of all surfaces (mold, lichen, moss, algae) by high-pressure steam cleaning (150° 

C) (or other equivalent procedures). 

- Mechanical removal of poorly bonded or unstable particles of existing coatings and top layers 

of concrete with electric light excavation hammers. 

- Machine-manual removal of surface damaged and segregated concrete surfaces and reprofiling 

with fast-setting fiber-reinforced polymerized repair mortar with controlled shrinkage, class 

R4. 

- Repair of corrosion points after the process of removing cracked and poorly bonded top layers 

of concrete over corroded reinforcement with light excavation hammers, including the removal 

of concrete behind the reinforcement, including safety areas in the vicinity of the 

reinforcement. Then the corroded reinforcement is cleaned to remove dirt, dust, grease, rust. 

Damaged reinforcement must be cleaned to a healthy core (metallic luster Sa 2,5). The cleaned 

reinforcement is protected with a highly polymerized cement coating 2×, which will prevent 

the formation of corrosion. Furthermore, repair is performed in the lines of exposed 

reinforcement with fast-setting fiber-reinforced polymerized repair mortar with controlled 

shrinkage, class R4. 

- Gravitational penetration of cracks on the upper horizontal surface of the end ring and on the 

floor slab with low-viscosity epoxy mass, including pre-preparation of a groove of at least 1,0 

× 1,0 cm in the crack line. Penetration is carried out in two layers; the last layer being densified 

by sprinkling quartz sand. 

- Injection of cracks with low-viscosity epoxy grout, including pre-preparation of a groove 

measuring at least1,0 x 1,0 cm in the crack line, including the installation of injection nozzles 

at distances of about 20-30 cm from each other and the sealing of the groove with non-

shrinkable polymerized repair mortar. 
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- Preparation of triangular circles measuring approximately 3/3 cm in the lines of corner joints 

(horizontal-vertical) with fast-setting fiber-reinforced polymerized repair mortar with 

controlled shrinkage; implementation of protective coating of all horizontal and vertical 

concrete surfaces (circumferential channels, elements of the load-bearing structure of the 

sprayer, etc.) with elastic, waterproof polymerized cement coating. 

- Sealing of corner joints with rubberized TPE expansion tapes, including full bonding with 

systemic two-component epoxy adhesive and final sprinkling with quartz sand. 

- Sealing of all expansion joints between individual fields of reinforced concrete floor slabs with 

permanently elastic, thixotropic, fast-hardening sealant, resistant to external environmental 

influences and UV-resistant, including pre-cleaning of the joint. 

- Possible reinforcement of individual, more severely damaged reinforced concrete structural 

elements (after previously performed local static inspection of the damaged element!) by 

gluing carbon lamellas or fabrics, either by gluing and anchoring steel lamellas, or by 

concreting individual elements or by introducing other measures. 

- Application (restoration) of waterproof, vapor-permeable, elastic, protective-decorative paint 

coating of all external and internal surfaces of the cooling tower shell, whereby it is necessary 

to achieve adequate bond strength between new and existing coatings. 

Prior to the start of repair, it is necessary to prepare a project of repair, which examines and 

defines the necessary repair interventions, determines the quality conditions of materials used 

and work performed, prepares a design inventory of works with pre-measurements and an 

estimate of repair costs. If necessary, additional investigations of the material and technical 

condition of the tower are performed (additional investigations of the content of sulphates and 

chlorides in concrete, investigations of the compressive strength of concrete, drilling sections to 

verify the details, etc.). 
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NOVI PRAKTICNI ALATI ZA POVEĆAVANJE OTPORNOSTI 

PUTNE MREŽE 

Rezime:  

Ovaj rad predstavlja rezultate studije o mreži mostne infrastrukture u Republici Severnoj 

Makedoniji kroz primenu veb platforme (VBP) razvijene u okviru projekta INFRA-NAT 

(vvv.infranat.eu). Izvršene su opsežne istraživačke aktivnosti za prikupljanje i usklađivanje 

podataka o inventaru mosta, sa fokusom na mostovne konstrukcije smeštene na glavnim 

transportnim rutama. Razmatranjem opštih karakteristika svih konstrukcija, razvoj funkcija 

krhkosti mostova izloženih određenom nivou seizmičke opasnosti zasniva se na reprezentativnim 

uzorcima tipologija mostova. Cilj rada bio je pružanje praktičnog alata i baze podataka zasnovanih 

na Internetu za svaku zemlju partnera na projektu koji će podržati odluke u vezi sa raspodelom 

resursa i neophodne mere za veću otpornost putnih mreža, posebno onih koje se nalaze u 

najugroženijim delovima zemalja.  

Ključne reči:  Mrežna platforma, mreža infrastrukture mostova, seizmička opasnost, NLTHA 

NEW PRACTICAL TOOL FOR INCREASING RESILIENCE OF 

ROAD NETWORK  

Summary: 

This paper presents a study results on the bridge infrastructure network in Republic of N. 

Macedonia trough application of web-based platform (WBP) developed in the framework of the 

INFRA-NAT project (www.infranat.eu). Extensive research activities have been carried out to 

collect and harmonise the bridge inventory data, with focus on the bridge structures located on the 

main transportation routes. By considering the general characteristics of all structures, development 

of fragility functions for bridges exposed to particular level of seismic hazard are based on 

representative samples of bridge typologies. The scope of the work was to provide practical web-

based tool and database for each project partner country which will support decisions related to 

allocation of resources and necessary measures for increased resilience of road networks especially 

those one located in the most vulnerable parts of the countries. 

Key words: Web-based platform, bridge infrastructure network, seismic hazard, NLTHA 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Bridge structures and viaducts are critical elements providing continuity of road networks and 

should be permanently in good conditions. The growth of traffic loads, the variability of wind, 

seismic and hydraulic forces, and the natural deterioration of constitutive materials of bridges 

tend to increase their vulnerability. Since their collapse imposes high costs for their users and 

the local economies, they require proper and timely maintenance. Without adequate 

maintenance, the risk of collapse and the costs for their repair are increasingly higher over time, 

especially at the end of their serviceability period. 

The objective of the recently finnished INFRA-NAT project (http://www.infra-nat.eu) was to 

provide a practical web-based platform connected with a data base that, based on a number of 

information referring to the most vulnerable parts of the road infrastructure, can considerably 

contribute to making proper decisions regarding redirection of resources for maintenance of 

bridges. This platform offers a realistic opportunity for direction of investments aimed at repair 

and strengthening of elements of the road network that may contribute to the increase of its 

resilience to seismic hazards. 

The application of this tool is presented through a concrete working example on which the way 

of its use is demonstrated. Presented herein are all the possibilities offered by this tool. The 

application of the platform is based on use of expected earthquake scenarios within a considered 

region, namely the territory of N. Macedonia, which is adopted in this study. 

The earthquake effects have been defined based on the response of the bridge structures located 

in the territory of N. Macedonia and analyzed within the project. The potential effects of the 

detected levels of damage have been taken into account, whereat emphasis has been put on 

specific parts of the bridges within the frames of the considered road network. Based on the 

applied earthquake scenario, distribution of levels of damage to bridges has been obtained in 

accordance with their response. Based on this, the road network has been evaluated through the 

defined indexes for the system in postearthquake period that will affect the comparative effect 

of damage to the bridge at each of the specific locations (points) of interest for the users. 

In this paper, the Macedonian case study is presented through the example of the seismic scenario 

in the surrounding of the Skopje city. To obtain the earthquake intensity at the location of each 

bridge, a seismic hazard model has been used, whereat the fragility curves of each bridge have 

been used to define the probability for exceedance of the corresponding level of damage. Further 

on, the limit of the probability for damage over which bridges are not functional has been defined 

enabling definition of the level over which the functionality of the corresponding parts of the 

road network is changed. 

Through the baseline travel time and the interrupted travel time, the characteristics of the road 

sections are presented comparatively between the central city areas of the Skopje capital city and 

the surrounding towns (Tetovo, Kumanovo and Veles). 
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2 SEISMICITY OF THE TERRITORY OF N. MACEDONIA AND 

DESCRIPTION OF THE 

The region that includes the territory of N. Macedonia belongs to the Mediterranean 

orogenic area of the Alpine-Himalayan belt. Conditioned by such tectonic position, the 

seismic activity of this region is one of the strongest in the continental part of the Balkan 

Peninsula. This region is characterized by relatively frequent occurrence of catastrophic 

earthquakes reaching the magnitude of 7.8 (the highest magnitude that has ever been 

observed in the Balkan Peninsula) (Fig. 1). 
 
Figure 1 shows the catalogue of occurred earthquakes in the territory of N. Macedonia 

and its surrounding along with locations of these earthquakes and their magnitudes. This 

catalogue confirms the above stated facts. Most of the territory of the country is exposed 

to earthquakes of low to moderate intensity, but there are parts, among which is the 

capital city, that have been exposed to strong earthquakes in the past. 

 

Figure 1 - Catalogue of Earthquakes for N. Macedonia and adjacent regions (Cejkovska, 

2016) (prepared by R. Shalic)  

The catalogue of occurred strong earthquakes with their magnitude, intensity and year 

of occurrence is shown in Fig. 2. The strongest earthquake that has ever occurred in the 

territory of N. Macedonia and the surrounding was characterized by a magnitude of 7.5.   

On July 26, 1963, at 5:17h., Skopje was devastated by an earthquake with intensity of 

9 degrees according to the Mercalli scale and magnitude of 6.1 according to the Richter 

scale. The earthquake lasted 20 seconds and it was followed by earthquakes of lower 
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magnitudes until 5:43 h. The earthquake was felt within an area of about 50.000 square 

km, along the Vardar river valley. Due to this earthquake, 200.000 people were left 

homeless. Under the ruins, 1.070 citizens lost their lives and there were over 4.000 

injured.  

 

Figure 2 - Catalogue of Strong Earthquakes for N. Macedonia and adjacent regions (ML ≥ 

6.0)(Cejkovska, 2016) (prepared by R. Shalic). 

Due to the fact that, unlike the other earthquakes, this earthquake had the biggest 

historic impact, it has been selected as seismic scenario in this study. The 

characteristics of this earthquake are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Input parameters of the 1963 Skopje earthquake (Petrovski, 1996) 

Latitude 42.13 

Longitude 21.42 

Magnitude 6.10 

Type of fault Strike-slip fault 

Depth [km] 15 

 

Year ML I0 

-300 6.10 IX 

400 6.10 IX 

518 6.10 IX 

527 6.10 IX 

896 6.10 IX 

1555 6.10 IX 

1904 6.70 IX 

1904 7.50 X 

1905 6.10 VIII 

1906 6.00 VIII 

1911 6.70 IX 

1912 6.00 VIII 

1921 6.10 IX 

1931 6.70 X 

1931 6.00 VIII 

1942 6.00 IX 

1963 6.10 IX 

1967 6.50 IX 
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTED REGION 

The developed web-based platform in this study has been applied on a region in the 

vicinity of the location of the selected, previously described seismic scenario. The 

region is shown in Fig. 3.  

Considering that larger populated places have been selected as points of interest around 

the selected seismic effect, in addition to the capital Skopje, larger towns (Kumanovo, 

Tetovo and Veles) have been selected.  These are within a radius of 50 km from the 

epicenter of the selected earthquake (Fig. 4).  
The analysis of conditions of bridges involved all structures entered into the base that 

are at a distance of 50 km from the earthquake epicenter. These are presented by red 

circles in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 - Selected region and location 

of bridges included in the analysis of the 

web-based platform in the case study. 

Figure 4 - Cities selected as locations (points) of 

interest and bridges on which the web-based 

platform has been applied in the case study.  

 

4 RESULTS OF VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS 

Once the seismic parameters of the seismic effect are included and the bridges to be 

considered in the analysis are selected, the web-based tool carries out analysis for 

definition of the expected intensity of earthquake effect at the location of each bridge 

and correlates it with the fragility curves of each structure according to its taxonomy. 

As a result, the probability for exceedance of the level of damage is obtained and 

computed for each analyzed bridge. The platform provides the probability of entering 

all the obtained probability values in a tabular (in a file).   

Further on, using the information from the data entered into a textual file by the tool 

itself, one can present the distribution of the probability for exceedence of each damage 
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limit state for the purpose of getting a general insight into the expected damages to 

bridges. The specific case study shows the values of the probability  for exceedence  of 

the damage limit state, whereat, for all bridges, it does not exceed 40%, whereas the 

probability for collapse is very low, practically zero. 

It is assumed that such results are obtained due to the low seismic vulnerability of the 

bridges, i.e., their high seismic resistance that is due to the large cross-sections of the 

central columns and the high percentage of reinforcement, as well as the adopted 

characteristics of the bearings taken from concrete projects on the corresponding types 

of bridges. 

5 CONSEQUENCES OF INTERRUPTIONS WITHIN THE ROAD 

NETWORK  

To provide an insight into the effect of occurred interruptions within the road network 

due to damage of the bridges under the effect of a specific earthquake, the platform 

offers a routing module that enables a simplified analysis of the network described 

previously in the INFRANAT D4.2, 2018 deliverable.  

At the start, the platform computes the baseline travel time (BTT) from one to another 

location of interest in the period prior to an earthquake when the road network is 

functioning.  With these information, the matrix of the baseline travel time (BTT) is 

defined and it contains the time necessary for the users to travel from one to another 

point of interest (POI) (Fig. 5).  

 

Baseline travel time (BTT) [min] 

 Skopje Tetovo Kumanovo Veles 

Skopje 0 33 28 46 

Tetovo 33 0 54 58 

Kumanovo 28 54 0 32 

Veles 43 58 32 0 
 

Figure 5 - Baseline travel time (in minutes) between POI-s without interruption of the road 

network computed by the routing module of the web-based platform.  
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After the application of the seismic scenario, the web-based tool enables the user select 

bridges that will be damaged to the level of being non-functional through definition of 

the limit damage state and limit collapse state.  It should be noted that the system does 

not propose limit values, but these are selected by the user. 

Tthe threshold of damage adopted in the case study has been 20%. Once the road 

network is modified by definition of interruptions, i.e., parts of the network that will be 

non-operational, the travel time between POI-s is computed again. With these 

information, the matrix of the interrupted travel time (ITT) is defined. 

Once both analyses are done, the matrix of the interruption coefficients is defined by 

dividing the elements of the interrupted travel time matrix (ITT) by the baseline travel 

time (BTT) matrix. Each coefficient represents level of interruption caused in the 

connection between any POI-s so that the non-operational bridges are excluded (Figure 

6).  

The coefficient for a city is computed as a mean value of the non-diagonal terms of each 

row of the matrix which leads to a new set of values referred to as interruption 

coefficients that  represent the global level of disturbance at each analyzed point of 

interest. Based on the obtained interruption coefficients for each point of interest, the 

global index for the case of interruption is obtained by averaging all the previously 

computed interruption coefficients. This index is an indicator of the global disturbance 

of the entire road network of the considered region.  

Interruption coefficient (BTT/ITT) 
 

Interruption coefficient for POI  

  Skopje Tetovo Kumanovo Veles  Skopje 0.883 

Skopje 1 0.846 0.800 0.885  Tetovo 0.852 

Tetovo 0.846 1 0.871 0.690  Kumanovo 0.850 

Kumanovo 0.800 0.871 1 0.727  Veles 0.811 

Veles 0.827 0.690 0.727 1    

      

Index for a case with 

interruption  0.849 

Figure 6 - Interruption coefficients computed for the case study and index for the case with 

interruption. 

It is important to note that these values do not have some special significance by 

themselves.  They should be analyzed in a relative sense in order that they can provide 

insight into which locations within the network are more isolated after the occurred 

seismic effect.  

It can be concluded that the most affected town by the damage of the road network is 

Veles and that the connection with the biggest number of interruptions is that between 

Tetovo and Veles.  
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These data can be of extraordinary importance for the members of the crisis 

management services when they decide as to which bridges should be given a 

corresponding priority in directing resources for performance of inspection and repair 

and strengthening of bridges along the corresponding road sections. 

6 CONCLUSION 

Presented in this paper is a case study of the web-based platform application on bridges 

in the territory of N. Macedonia through simulation of a seismic scenario and the 

database created within the frames of the INFRA-NAT project. 

The information generated from the platform can be used to make useful visualization 

of the results in order to provide assistance to those responsible for maintenance of 

bridges and crises management services in prioritizing resources by use of the 

quantitative data obtained after effectuation of the proved methodologies implemented 

in each component of the platform that are described in details in the deliverables arising 

from the INFRA-NAT project. 
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PRORAČUN ZIDANIH KONSTRUKCIJA OJAČANIH FRP 

MATERIJALIMA 

Rezime: 

Zidane konstrukcije su sklone različitim oštećenjima koja su posledica preopterećenja, grešaka 

pri projektovanju ili izvođenju, problema trajnosti, incidentnih dejstava. U zavisnosti od stepena 

oštećenja, može doći do kolopsa konstrukcije. Ovo ukazuje na potrebu za razvojem efikasnih i 

pristupačnih tehnika ojačanja zidanih konstrukcija, kako bi se postiglo poboljšanje mehaničkih 

karakteristika, kao i veća pozdanost konstrukcija. Uzimajući u obzir prednosti i nedostatke 

tehnika ojačanja, polimeri ojačani vlaknima - FRP materijali su pokazali veliku efikasnost i 

lakoću primene pri ojačanju zidanih konstrukcija. U ovom radu su prikazane smernice za 

proračun i numerički primer ojačanja zida FRP materijalima za opterećenje u ravni. 

Ključne reči:  zidane konstrukcije, ojačanje, FRP, proračun, granično stanje nosivosti, 

naprezanje u ravni  

DESIGN OF FRP STRENGTHENED MASONRY STRUCTURES 

Summary: 

Masonry structures are prone to different types of damages caused by overloading, design or 

construction errors, durability problems, accidental loading. Depending on the extent of 

damages, failure of masonry structures can occur as a consequence. This indicates a need to 

develop efficient and affordable strategies for strengthening masonry structures, thus achieving 

improvement of their mechanical characteristics and providing greater reliability. Considering 

advantages and disadvantages when choosing materials for reinforcement, Fibre Reinforced 

Polymers (FRP) have proven to be very efficient and easily applicable solution. In this paper, 

design guidelines and numerical example for strengthening masonry walls with FRP materials 

for in-plane loading are presented.  

Key words: masonry, strengthening, FRP, design, ultimate limit state, in-plane loading  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Masonry structures represent the oldest man-made buildings. More often than not, these 

structures were built without adequate design guidelines, solely based on the then-existing 

experience. The need for their restoration and strengthening became evident over the years from 

various reasons, such as: structural problems and damages caused by changing loads and 

exposure conditions, accidental loads, inadequate design, errors in construction, floods, 

foundation settlement, deterioration resulting from abrasion, fatigue, chemical exposure, 

weathering, inadequate maintenance etc.; current codes and standards requirements; structure’s 

change of use; durability problems; increased life-span demands for old structures. 

Many different strengthening techniques were developed and tested over the past century. 

Nowadays, both techniques which use traditional and innovative materials and solutions are 

employed depending on the unique requirements appearing in each individual situation. When 

selecting adequate strengthening technique following principals should be considered: minimal 

intervention level, reversibility, non-invasiveness, durability, compatibility with original 

structure and cost. 

Due to low weight, high stiffness and tensile strength, corrosion resistance, a wide range of 

available shapes and sizes and possibility of application on irregularly shaped surfaces, FRP 

(Fibre Reinforced Polymer) materials are increasingly employed for reinforcement of variety of 

structures, including masonry. Strengthening solutions include application of FRP materials in 

form of plates, bars, unidirectional and bidirectional sheets installed on the masonry members 

by adhesion or by mechanical anchorage devices. Selection of the adequte FRP material (carbon, 

glass or aramid fibres) should into account physical and chemical properties of the masonry. 

Primarily, externally bonded FRP plates have been used, with near surface mounted FRP bars 

becoming increasingly popular due to anchoring or aesthetic advantages.  

Flexural strengthening of unreinforced masonry walls using different types of FRP plates and 

sheets (Figure 1a) was experimentally and theoretically analysed in papers by Hartley et al [1], 

Hamilton III & Dolan [2], Yousuf & Tarek [3] and Ayman [4]. Shear strengthening of masonry 

walls with FRP plates (Figure 1b) was investigated by Valluzzi et al [5], Motavalli [6] and 

Marcari et al [7]. Flexural and shear strengthening of masonry walls using FRP bars (Figure 1c) 

is presented in papers by Nanni & Gastavo [8] and Turco et al [9]. All mentioned researches and 

numerous others proved the effectiveness of interventions, that is, significant increase in flexural 

and shear capacity depending on the number and position of FRP reinforcement. 

 

   
(a)  (b) c)  

Figure 1 – FRP strengthening of masonry: FRP plates – flexural strengthening (a); FRP plates 

– shear strengthening (b); FRP bars – flexural and shear strengthening (c)  
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Adequate design approach for strengthening masonry walls includes analysing the existing 

ultimate limit state for appropriate loads and developing optimal strengthening solutions that 

would satisfy different criteria presented in each situation. In this paper, design of FRP 

strengthened masonry wall subjected to in-plane vertical and horizontal loading is presented in 

accordance with the recommendations given in CNR-DT 200 R1/2013 [10].  

2. DESIGN OF FRP STRENGTHENED MASONRY MEMBERS 

2.1. GENERAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

General expression for structural safety is also employed for the design of FRP strengthened 

masonry members: 

d dE R                        (1) 

where: Ed - required design resistance calculated for design loads according to the current 

building code; Rd - design resistance. 

Design resistance for the specific type of load effect being considered (e.g. flexural, shear, 

etc.) can be calculated as:  

 d d,i d,i

Rd

1
;R R X a

γ
                     (2) 

where: γRd - partial factor accounting for uncertainties in the assumed model; Xd,i - design values 

of the material properties; ad,i - nominal values of the geometrical parameters. Value of partial 

factor γRd depends on the resistance model, according to [10]: bending/combined bending and 

axial load γRd = 1.0; shear/torsion γRd = 1.2; confinement γRd = 1.1. 

Design value of the considered FRP material property is: 

k
d

m

 
X

X η
γ

                      (3) 

where: η - conversion factor accounting for special design problems; Xk - characteristic value of 

material property, γm - partial factor for materials. 

Recommendation for partial factor of FRP materials γm = γf value is equal to 1.1 for ultimate 

limit states. In the case of FRP debonding, value of γm= γf,d  can be selected in a range of 1.2 to 

1.5, depending on the probability of failure due to debonding, according to [10]. 

Conversion factor ηa takes into account degradation of mechanical properties of FRP 

materials as a consequence of environmental conditions such as alkaline environment, moisture, 

extreme temperatures, thermal cycles, freeze-thaw weathering, and UV radiations. 

Environmental conversion factor ηa depends on fiber/resin type and exposure conditions, with 

values ranging from 0.5 to 0.95, according to recommendations given in [10], but with further 

analysis of material properties and environmental conditions are advised.  

Continuous stress or cyclic loading cause degradation of mechanical properties of FRP 

materials due to creep, relaxation, and fatigue. This is taken into account through conversion 

factor ηl depending on fiber/resin type and loading mode, with values ranging from 0.5 to 0.8, 

according to [10]. 
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2.2. DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS 

Design recommendations are based on limit states. For ultimate limit states analysis, there 

are two possible approaches depending on the type of structural analysis: nonlinear or linear. If 

linear elastic models or simplified schemes are used, which consider balanced distribution of 

stresses that satisfy equilibrium conditions, but not necessarily compatibility of strains, the 

resulting stress on each structural member should be verified. With the assumption that a plane 

section before loading remains plane after loading, the design criteria is met when design shear 

forces and bending moments due to the applied loads are less than the corresponding design 

shear and flexural capacities. 

Masonry exhibits brittle behaviour when subjected to tensile loading, hence the 

corresponding tensile strength is negligible compared to its compressive strength. For design 

purposes, it is acceptable to neglect the tensile strength of masonry. In most cases stress-strain 

relationship for masonry under compression uniaxial loading can be considered as parabolic up 

to design strength of fd, and design strain of εm1. Design strength is equal to fmd for strains between 

εm1 ≤ ε ≤ εmu and it is zero for strains larger than mu. Unless experimental data is available, 

masonry ultimate design strain is equal to 3.5‰. Masonry shear strength is important when 

considering wall subjected to lateral forces and it depends on the applied axial load. 

In order to enhance flexural and/or shear capacity of masonry walls using FRP reinforcement, 

FRP materials has to be always in tension. FRP materials have a linear elastic behaviour up to 

the point of failure. FRP stress should be determined as a product of modulus of elasticity and 

calculated strain. Maximum design strain for FRP is calculated as follows: 

fk
fd a fdd

f

min ;
ε

ε η ε
γ

 
  

 
                   (4) 

where: fk - FRP characteristic strain at failure; fdd - maximum FRP strain due to intermediate 

debonding; ηa - environmental conversion factor, γf - partial factor for FRP. 

2.3. DEBONDING STRENGTH  

The bond between FRP reinforcements and structural masonry elements is of great 

importance, as debonding (loss of adhesion) can lead to a brittle failure. If tensile strength of the 

adhesive used to install FRP reinforcement is larger than that of the substrate, debonding can 

occur at the interface between the adhesive and masonry.  

Two failure modes are considered if FRP is applied in isolated straight strips: plate/sheet end 

debonding or intermediate crack debonding. Shear debonding is characteristic for FRP 

anchorage sections and it can cause rip-off failure, that is, removal of a significant portion of 

brick, usually when shear stresses are combined with normal tensile stresses. Bond capacity can 

be increased by using mechanical anchorage devices.  

Optimal bond length, which corresponds to the minimal bond length able to carry maximum 

anchorage force, can be estimated as: 

2
f f Fd

ed

Rd bd

1
max ;150mm

2

π E t Γ
l

γ f

    
  

  

             (5) 
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where: Ef - FRP modulus of elasticity in the fibre direction; tf - FRP thickness; ΓFd - design value 

of specific fracture energy; γRd - corrective factor (γRd = 1.5 for brick masonry [10]); fbd - design 

bond strength between FRP and masonry: 

Fd
bd

u

2 Γ
f

s


                       (6) 

If experimental data are unavailable, value of interface slip at full debonding su is equal to 

0.4 mm for brick masonry [10].  

Design value of the specific fracture energy is calculated as: 

b G
Fd b bt


 

k k
Γ f f

FC
                      (7) 

where: kb - geometrical corrective factor; kG - corrective factor depending on the type of masonry 

(kG = 0.031 mm for brick masonry and wet lay-up FRP systems [10]); FC - confidence factor; fb 

and fbt - average compressive and tensile strength of masonry units, respectively (it can be taken 

that fbt = 0.10 · fb). For pre-cured FRP systems, values of kG used for wet lay-up FRP systems 

should be reduced to 40%. 

If experimental data are unavailable, kb can be calculated as: 

f
b

f

3 /

1 /

b b
k

b b





                     (8) 

where: b - the strengthened element width; bf - FRP width. 

The value of b can be calculated as a sum of FRP width bf and width of bond strength 

distribution area bd (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2 – Bond strength distribution for regular shaped masonry units 

When first masonry layers are included in debonding and the bond length is longer or equal 

to the optimal bond length, design debonding strength is equal to: 

f Fd
fdd

f,d f

1 2  


E Γ
f

γ t
                                 (9) 

where γf,d is partial factor of FRP materials for debonding. In case of masonry walls with mortar 

joint distance smaller than the optimal bonding length, design debonding strength in Eq (9) 

should be reduced to 85% of its value. 

b

f

a

c

bd = a + c

F
R

P

ca b

fFRP
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Intermediate debonding strength can be determined by limiting debonding strength of FRP 

to the design value: 

 fdd,2 fdd   1,0 2,0   f α f α                    (10) 

Maximum FRP strain due to intermediate debonding is calculated as: 

fdd,2
fdd

f


f

ε
E

                          (11) 

2.4. DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR FRP STRENGTHENED MASONRY WALLS  

FRP strengthening is employed in order to increase load-carrying capacity and ductility of 

masonry walls for in-plane or out-of-plane loading.  

In-plane failure of masonry walls is one of the most frequent types of failure for masonry 

structural members. This failure mode is primarily a consequence of seismic actions. Masonry 

walls subjected to in-plane loading should be analysed for:  

 in-plane combined bending and axial load;  

 shear force. 

2.4.1. In-plane combined bending and axial load 

Vertical FRP reinforcement, symmetrically and adequately bonded on both wall sides, can 

be employed to enhance combined bending and axial load-carrying capacity. This FRP 

reinforcement should be anchored to the foundation and floor by mechanical anchorage devices.  

FRP strengthened members subjected to combined bending and axial loading should be 

designed as follows:  

 Ed Rd EdM M N                                        (12) 

where MEd - design moment; MRd - flexural capacity of the strengthened member considering 

design axial force NEd. 

The analysis of FRP strengthened members can be performed using strain compatibility and 

force equilibrium methods. Two types of failure mechanisms can be observed, depending on 

whether CFRP maximum tensile strain εfd or masonry maximum compressive strain εmu is 

reached. The maximum masonry and FRP stain should be calculated as explained in section 2.2. 

Compressive stress-strain relationship for masonry is assumed to be rectangular with a uniform 

compressive stress of fd, distributed over an equivalent compression zone, which may be taken 

with a depth of 0.8 times the actual compression zone. 

2.4.2. Shear force 

Shear capacity of masonry walls can be enhanced by adding FRP reinforcements to both 

sides with fibres parallel to shear direction. In the vertical direction, FRP should be placed in 

order to ensure a formation of the truss mechanism as an element in tension. 

When formation of truss mechanism is ensured, design shear capacity VRd of the FRP 

strengthened masonry wall is calculated as a sum of masonry contribution VRd,m and FRP 

contribution VRd,f up to the maximum value of VRd,max, inducing failure of the compressed strut 

of the truss: 
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 Rd Rd,m Rd,f Rd,maxmin ; V V V V                            (13) 

with 

Rd,m vd  V x t f                              (14) 

  f

Rd,f f fd f

Rd f

1
0.6 2       

b
V d E t

p



                  (15) 

Rd,max d,h0.3   V f t d                       (16) 

where: x - distance from the neutral axis to the extreme compression fibre; t - masonry wall 

thickness; d - distance between compression side of masonry and centroid of FRP flexural 

reinforcement; fvd - design shear strength of masonry; fd,h - design compressive strength of 

masonry parallel to mortar joints; Ef - FRP modulus of elasticity in the fibre direction, εfd - FRP 

ultimate strain, tf - FRP thickness; bf - FRP width; pf - FRP spacing measured orthogonally to 

fibre direction; γRd - partial factor for shear. 

If angle of friction of mortar joints is less than 45°, the value of VRd,f should be reduced by 

factor equal to cotg(90°-). The angle  can be obtained from compressive and tensile strength 

of mortar. 

Masonry walls can also be shear strengthened using a couple of diagonal FRP applied 

symmetrically to both sides of the wall. 

3. EXAMPLE OF FRP STRENGTHENED MASONRY DESIGN  

In this chapter, numerical examples of FRP strengthening of masonry wall are provided. It is 

assumed that FRP strengthening is necessary to ensure earthquake resistance. 

Masonry wall is made from solid clay bricks and general purpose mortar. Wet lay-up CFRP 

with monodirectional fibres is used for reinforcement. Wall loading (seismic design situations): 

NEd = 240.3 kN, MEd = 361.8 kNm, VEd = 142.2 kN. 

 

Design data: 

Wall dimensions: l/h/t = 280/300/25 cm  

Compressive strength of masonry units: fb = 15 N/mm2  
Compressive strength of masonry mortar: fm = 2.5 N/mm2 

Characteristic compressive strength of masonry: fk = 3.86 

N/mm2 

Characteristic initial shear strength of masonry, under 

zero compressive stress: fvk0 = 0.2 N/mm2 

CFRP thickness: tf = 0.165 mm 

CFRP width: bf = 100 mm 

CFRP modulus of elasticity: Ef = 230 GPa 

CFRP ultimate strain: εfk = 0.0175 

NEd

VEd MEd

l = 280 cm

h
 =

 3
0

0
 c

m
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3.1. COMBINED AXIAL AND BENDING MOMENT CAPACITY 

Design bending capacity of the wall MRd, for known design 

axial force NEd, is: 

  Ed Ed

Rd Ed d d,min d,max

d

1
2

 
       

  

N l N
M N f t a e

t l f
 

Design value of compressive wall strength: 

2 2k

d

M,a

3.86
1.93 N/mm 0.193 kN/cm

2.0

f
f    


 

Partial factor for material (seismic design situations):  

- for units of Category II, any mortar and level of control 5 

M,a M2 / 3 2 / 3 3.0 2.0 1.5        

Design bending capacity of the wall: 

 Rd Ed

240.3 280 240.3
1 27654 kNcm

2 25 280 0.193

  
    

  
M N  

Design condition:  Ed Rd EdM M N  

 Ed Rd Ed361.8 kNm 276.5 kNm  M M N → The equation is not satisfied.  

Design of FRP for combined axial and bending moment 

Vertical CFRP sheets are applied over the entire wall height, on both internal and external 

side, with a distance of 10 cm from the wall edges. Mechanical anchoring devices are used at the 

end portions of the masonry wall. 

It is assumed that failure mechanism is masonry crushing (strain equal to mu = 0.0035). 

Assuming the linearity of strain distribution, FRP strain value can be calculated as follows: 

 
f mu fd

l c x

x

 
      

Design ultimate FRP strain: 

fk

fd a

f

0.0175
0.95 0.0151

1.1
    


 


 

Position of neutral axis, x, is determined using translational 

equilibrium equation along the wall length as follows: 

m f Ed 0F F N    

with m d d d 0.8F f t a f t x         

        f f f f f f f

Rd Rd

1 1
2 2F A E t b          

 
 

NEd

V Ed MEd

NEd

V Ed

ed

x

a  = 0.8ld

f d

l/2l/2

f d

NEd

VEd MEd

Ff

Fm

c d

x

a  = 0.8ld

f d

l/2l/2

mu = 3.5‰

 f
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 2
280 101

0.193 25 0.8 230 10 0.0035 2 0.0165 10 240.3 0
1.0

 
            

x
x

x
79 cmx   

FRP strain: 

 
f

280 10 79
0.0035 0.0085 0.0151

79

 
     

Internal forces: 

m 0.193 25 0.8 79 304.5 kNF       

 2

f

280 10 79
2 230 10 0.0035 0.0165 10 64.2 kN

79
F

 
         

Bending capacity of the strengthened member can be calculated using the following 

rotational equilibrium equation: 

 Rd Ed m f

0.8

2 2 2

l x l
M N F F c

   
        

   
 

280 0.8 79 280
304.5 64.2 10 41367 kNcm

2 2 2

   
         

   
 

Design condition:  Ed Rd EdM M N  

 Ed Rd Ed361.8 KNm 413.7 kNmM M N    

3.2. SHEAR CAPACITY 

Design compressive stress perpendicular to the shear direction, based on average vertical 

stress over compressed part of the wall that is providing shear resistance: 

2 2Ed

d

240,3
0.122 kN/cm 1.12 N/mm

25 79

N

t x
    

 
  

Characteristic shear strength of masonry: 

2

vk0 d 2

vk 2

b

0.4 0.2 0.4 1.12 0.687 N/mm
min 0.687 N/mm

0.065 0.065 15 0.975 N/mm

f
f

f

       
  

     


 

Design shear strength of masonry: 

2 2vk

vd

M,a

0.678
0.339 N/mm 0.034 kN/cm

2.0

f
f    


 

Design shear resistance: 

Rd vd 0.034 25 79 67.8 kNV f t x        

Design condition: Ed RdV V  

Ed Rd124.2 kN 67.58 kNV V   → The equation is not satisfied.  
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Design of FRP for shear  

Horizontal CFRP sheets are applied, throughout the entire height of the wall, symmetrically 

to both sides, with a distance between sheets equal to 50 cm. 

Width of the strengthened element: 

2 65 10 140 mm   b  

Geometrical corrective factor: 

f

b

f

3 / 3 100 /140
1.155

1 / 1 100 /140

b b
k

b b

 
  

 
 

Corrective factor dependent on the type of masonry: G 0.031 mmk   

Factor of confidence (level of knowledge 3): 1.0FC   

Design value of the specific fracture energy: 

b G

Fd b bt

1.155 0.031
15 1.5 0.170 N/mm

1.0

 
     

k k
f f

FC
  

Interface slip at full debonding: u 0.4 mms   

Design bond strength between FRP and masonry: 

2Fd

bd

u

2 2 0.170
0.85 N/mm

0.4
f

s

 
  


 

The optimal bond length: 

2 2 3

f f Fd

ed

Rd bd

π1 1 3.14 230 10 0.165 0.170
140 mm

2 1.5 0.85 2

      
  

 

E t
l

f




 

 

ed edmin 150 mm 150 mm  l l  

Design debonding strength of FRP (mortar joints distance less than led): 

3
2f Fd

fdd

f,d f

21 1 2 230 10 0.170
0.85 0.85 487.3 N/mm

1.2 0.165

E
f

t





      
         

   

 

Design debonding strength of FRP (intermediate debonding): 

2

fdd,2 fdd2 2 487.3 974.6 N/mmf f      

Maximum strain of FRP before debonding:  

fdd,2

fdd 3

f

974.6
0.0042

230 10

f

E
  


  

Maximum design strain allowed to the FRP system: 

 fk

fd a fdd

f

min ; min 0.0151;  0.0042 0.0042
 

    
 


  


 

b bfCFRP
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Masonry contribution to shear capacity: 

Rd,m vd 0.034 25 79 67.8 kNV f t x        

FRP contribution to shear capacity: 

f fd f f

Rd,f

Rd f

0,6 2     
 



d E t b
V

p




 

  20.6 280 10 230 10 0.0042 2 0.0165 10
86.8 kN

1.2 50

       
 


 

Design compressive strength of the masonry parallel  

to the mortar joints:  

2

d,h d0.5 0.5 0.193 0.096 kN/cm    f f  

Maximum value of shear capacity of the FRP strengthened masonry wall: 

 Rd,max d,h0.3 0.3 0.096 25 280 10 195.2 kN         V f t d  

Design shear capacity of the strengthened masonry: 

   Rd Rd,m Rd,f Rd,mmin ; min 67.8 86.8 154.6 kN;  192.5 kN 154.6 kN     V V V V  

Design condition: Ed RdV V  

Ed Rd124.2 kN 154.6 kNV V    

4. CONCLUSION  

As masonry represents heterogeneous and anisotropic material with structural behaviour 

governed by mechanical properties of its components (units and mortar) and bond between them, 

failure modes in masonry are usually very complex and pronounced. FRP materials are 

successfully employed for masonry strengthening and repair. This reinforcement should be 

designed to meet serviceability, durability and strength requirements.  

Although FRP strengthening is not a novel technique, there is a lack of standardized design 

procedures. In this paper, guidelines given in the document for the design and construction of 

externally bonded FRP systems for strengthening existing structures, within the framework of 

the Italian regulations, are presented. The most problematic part of this design procedure is the 

assessment of the bond quality between FRP reinforcement and masonry (maximum FRP strain 

before debonding). The given equations were calibrated based on a limited database of 

experimental results. However, for the application of this strengthening technique in everyday 

engineering practice, it is necessary to conduct more extensive experimental and theoretical 

research in order to define equations that would describe the behaviour FRP strengthened 

masonry as realistically as possible, while being easily applicable. 
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PRIMER PRORAČUNA SPREGNUTOG NOSAČA OD ČELIKA I 

BETONA PRIMENOM RAZLIČITIH METODA 

Rezime:  

U radu je prikazan proračun spregnutog nosača od čelika i betona primenom četiri metode 

proračuna: tzv. tačne metode proračuna, uprošćene metode, metode efektivnog modula i metode 

predložene standardom Evrokod 4. Tačna metoda primenjuje linearne integralne operatore. 

Uprošćena metoda je izvedena iz tačne metode i pretpostavke da se generalisana pomeranja 

menjaju linearno sa funkcijom tečenja betona. Metoda efektivnog modula i metoda predložena 

Evrokodom 4 su algebarske metode koje se široko koriste u praksi. Na konkretnom brojnom 

primeru upoređeni su rezultati dobijeni primenom ove četiri metode proračuna.   

Ključne reči:  viskoelastična analiza, spregnuti nosači, funkcija tečenja betona 

COMPOSITE STEEL-CONCRETE BEAM ANALYSIS USING 

DIFFERENT METHODS 

Summary:  

The paper compares the following methods for analysis of composite steel-concrete beams: the 

“exact” analysis method, simplified method, effective modulus method and the method proposed 

by Eurocode 4 design code. The exact analysis method is based on the application of linear 

integral operators. Simplified analysis is derived from the exact method and adopts the 

assumption that generalized displacements change linearly with the concrete creep function. 

Effective modulus method and the method proposed by the Eurocode 4 design code are algebraic 

methods, widely used in practice. The results obtained using the mentioned four methods are 

compared on one example.   

Key words: viscoelastic analysis, composite structures, concrete creep function 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Composite steel-concrete beams are the most commonly used type of composite structures 

adopting the most favorable properties of both materials. Steel and concrete as constituent 

materials united in a same cross section demonstrate fundamentally different behavior. 

Development and application of currently available calculation methods mostly originates from 

different approaches to rheological properties of concrete in time.  

This paper compares four proposed analysis methods for viscoelastic analysis of composite 

beams on an example. We initially refer to Deretić-Stojanović [1] where the same numerical 

example was already calculated using the "exact" method based on linear integral operators. 

Mandel [6] established linear integro-differential operators in the aging linear viscoelasticity for 

presentation of the integral relations. Further, Bazant and Huet [7] used matrix and tensor 

integro-differential operators. Prof Lazic [6] first applied these linear integral operators in force 

based analysis of composite and prestressed beams. His work was followed by Deretić-

Stojanović and Kostić who’s “exact” method presented in [4, 5] uses the same operators but 

involves displacement based method for analysis of composite steel-concrete and prestressed 

beams. Displacements become unknowns and ultimate equations are nonhomogeneous integral 

equations. These can be solved with Laplace transformations but only under the assumption of 

constant concrete modulus of elasticity and creep functions of the hereditary theory or the aging 

theory.  

Next proposed method is a simplified matrix stiffness method which arises from the above 

described “exact” analysis method [2,3]. The idea is to simplify the calculation by introducing 

the assumption that unknown displacements, in time, are linear functions of the concrete creep 

function. The result is transformation of the nonhomogeneous integral equations into simple 

algebraic equations, but the method keeps good approximate estimates of the creep effects.  

Finally, the same example is analyzed by widely used effective modulus method (EM 

method) for steel-concrete composite structures, and by procedure in current design code - 

Eurocode 4 (EC4). This paper provides a brief review on application of each of four above 

mentioned methods and compares and comments obtained results. 

2. “EXACT” ANALYSIS METHOD  

In the "exact" analysis method, the basic unknowns are displacements. The relations between 

the generalized element deformations and the generalized element forces are integral. It is shown 

[3, 4, 8] that these basic relations can be presented in the same form as for the elastic 

homogeneous frame element using the mathematical theory of linear integral operators.  

The system of equations that obtains using this method, has the same form as for 

homogeneous structure’s analysis: 

[�̑�′][𝑞] = [𝑆],                                      (1) 

where: 

[�̑�′] is the operator stiffness matrix, 

[𝑞] is the vector of displacements, 
[𝑆] is the vector that includes external nodal forces and nodal forces due to element loads. 

The main disadvantage of this method is that the closed-form solutions can be found only for 
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some analytical forms of the concrete creep functions, i.e. Rate of Creep Method, Hereditary 

theory [6]. In other cases, the system needs to be solved numerically. 

3. SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS METHOD  

A simplified method for analysis of composite beams [3] introduces further assumption that 

generalized joint displacements (displacements or rotations)  𝑞𝜆, change linearly with the 

concrete creep function F* over time: 

𝑞𝜆 = 𝑞𝜆01∗ + 𝛥𝑞𝜆(𝐹∗ − 1∗),              λ=1,2,…n                                      (2) 

where: 

t0 is the age of concrete when first stress and deformation appear, 

𝑞𝜆0 = 𝑞𝜆0(𝑡0, 𝑡0) is the unknown displacement at time t0, 

𝛥𝑞𝜆 is unknown that should be determined,  

1* is the Heaviside step function.  

This way, the ultimate system of nonhomogeneous integral equations changes into the system 

of nonhomogeneous algebraic equations, without particular mathematical adaptation. Integrals 

in the element stiffness matrices are replaced with linear combination of function F* and three 

other functions. Finally, the unknown 𝛥𝑞𝜆 that needs to be determined for time interval (t0, t → 

∞) becomes constant.  

4. EM AND EC4 METHOD 

The effective modulus method (EM) is considered to be approximate method of calculation. 

It introduces assumptions regarding rheological properties of concrete, as well as certain 

mathematical simplifications in the calculation. The creep effect is included trough simple 

reduction of the concrete modulus of elasticity Ec0  into effective elastic modulus of concrete 

Ec,eff; 

𝐸𝑐,𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐸𝑐0

1+𝜑𝑟
     (3) 

where: 

φr is the reduced creep coefficient.   

Secondly, the stress-strain relation σc-εc for concrete is converted from integral into the 

algebraic form: 

𝜎𝑐(𝑡) = 𝐸𝑐,𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝜀𝑐 − 𝜀𝑐𝑠),                                    (4) 

where: 

εcs is the concrete shrinkage strain.   

This means that the variation of the stress σc in the interval to- t is neglected. Consequently, the 

analysis in time t → ∞ remains exactly the same as the analysis at time t0, having in mind that 

effective elastic modulus of concrete Ec,eff  should be used instead of the initial elastic modulus 

of concrete Ec0. This method of calculation was firstly proposed by Faber [12].  
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Viscoelastic analysis in accordance with Eurocode 4 (EC4) is based on the EM method. The 

only difference in calculation is contained in definition of the effective elasticity modulus of 

concrete Ec,eff :  

𝐸𝑐,𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
𝐸𝑐𝑚

1+𝜓𝐿𝜑𝑟
                                 (5) 

where: 

Ecm is the secant modulus of elasticity of the concrete for short-term loading,  

ψL is the creep multiplier that depends on the load type.  

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

Methodology and comparison of results of four presented methods is provided on a simple 

continuous composite beam element, often found in real structures. The beam has different cross 

sections as showed in Figure 1 and is loaded with uniformly distributed load q. Both cross 

sections 1-1 and 2-2 consist of concrete and steel profile and geometrical properties are given in 

Table 1. The cross sections are doubly symmetric about two orthogonal axes, so the centroid lies 

at the intersection of those axes. 

 

Figure 1 – Continuous composite beam and cross-sections 1-1 and 2-2 

The system is statically indeterminate to the second degree while there is only one unknown 

generalized displacement rotation φ at point 2 (Figure 2). The calculation of the unknown 

displacement φ and the bending moments at points 1 and 2 will be based on displacement 

method.    

 

Figure 2 – Beam setup and unknown generalized displacement 
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Table 1 – Geometrical properties of cross-sections 1-1 and 2-2 

 Section 1-1 2-2 

Ai (m2) 0,165855 0,136305 

Ji (m4) 3,02789565·10-2 1,59077915·10-2 

5.1. Calculation in time t0 for all proposed methods 

Due to the viscoelastic properties of concrete, the calculation of the composite beam is carried 

out for the time t0 first (the moment when the first load is applied), and then for the time t → ∞. 

In accordance with the linear theory of elasticity, the composite cross section will be replaced 

with an idealized cross section of homogeneous elastic material of modulus of elasticity Eu, cross 

sections Ai,0 and moments of inertia Ii,0. The beam from Figure 2 can be modeled with one 

element type “k” fixed on both ends 1 and 2 (element 1: L1= 10 m), and one element type “g” 

fixed at end 2 with moment release at end 3 (element 2: L2= 10m). Further, matrices of stiffness 
[𝐾𝑖]0 for each element (i=1,2) and whole system [𝐾]0 are created. The unknown rotation 𝜑0 at 

time t0 is denoted from the expression: 

𝜑0 = (𝑞
𝐿1

2

12
− 𝑞

𝐿2
2

8
) / (

4𝐸𝑐𝐼1,0

𝐿1
+

3𝐸𝑐𝐼2,0

𝐿2
)                                                                                  (6) 

were: 

Ec is modulus of elasticity for concrete; 

I1,0 and I2,0 are idealized moments of inertia of Sections 1-1 and 2-2, respectfully.  

Further, unknown reactions and internal forces can be determined in a vector form [𝑅𝑖]0 using 

the well-known expression: 

[𝑅𝑖]0 = [𝐾𝑖 ]0 × [𝑞𝑖]0 − [𝑄𝑖]0                                                                                                                    (7) 

where: 
[𝑞𝑖]0 is nodal displacements vector, 
[𝑄𝑖]0 is nodal load vector dependent on uniformly distributed load q for elements 1 and 2.  

Results of the unknown rotation φ0 at point 2 at time t0, and bending moments M1 and M2 at points 

1 and 2 for all four methods are given in Table 2. Values of bending moments M1 and M2  

represent bending moments at left ends of element 1 and 2, respected. 

5.2. Simplified method calculation in time t→∞ 

As explained above, we start from the "exact" method but incorporate the assumption that 

the unknown rotation φ changes linearly with the concrete creep function F* during time, i.e. 

eq.(2):  

𝜑 = 𝜑01∗ + 𝛥𝜑(𝐹∗ − 1∗),             (8) 

Opposite to integral equations as in "the exact" method, the unknown rotation φ is obtained 

from the following algebraic equation: 

(�̑�𝑘𝑖
′ + �̑�𝑖𝑔

′ )𝜑 = 𝑞
𝑙1

2

12
1∗ − 𝑞

𝑙2
2

8
1∗,                                    (9) 
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where: 

�̑�𝑘𝑖
′  is the element (6,6) of the operator stiffness matrix of the element 1; 

�̑�𝑖𝑔
′  is the element (3,3) of the operator stiffness matrix of the element 2. 

The creep function of the aging theory F* with the constant concrete modulus of elasticity, and 

corresponding concrete relaxation function R* are adopted as in [1]: 

𝐹∗ = 1∗ + 𝜑𝑟,      𝑅∗ = 𝑒−𝜑𝑟                                        (10) 

After 𝛥𝜑 is determined, total rotation φ at t→∞ and M1 and M2  are given in Table 2. 

5.3. EM method and EC4 calculation in time t→∞ 

As previously explained, the analysis at time t→∞ remains exactly the same as analysis at 

time t0, perceiving that effective elastic modulus of concrete Ec,eff should be used instead of the 

initial elastic modulus of concrete Ec0. Therefore, the composite cross section in above presented 

algorithm will be replaced with an idealized cross section of modulus of elasticity Eu, only 

following different rules for generating effective elasticity modulus of concrete Ec,eff  for EM or 

EC4. Further, areas of idealized cross sections Ai,t and moments of inertia Ii,t are calculated. The 

results of unknown rotation φ and bending moments M1 and M2 are shown in Table 2. The 

methods are listed in descending order of rotation φ accuracy when compared to the “exact” 

analysis method results. 

Table 2 – The results of the rotation φ and moments M1 and M2 at time t0 and t→∞     

Results 
t0  t→∞  

all methods “exact” simplified EC4 EM 

φ [10-6 rad] -2,4678 -7,436 -7,0079 -6,7615 -6,5319 

M1 [kNm] 13,6777 13,731 13,7264 13,7237 13,7213 

M2 [kNm] 22,6445 22,538 22,5472 22,5525 22,5574 

 

Bending moments M1 and M2 are following the same order as shown in Figure 3. As expected, 

the nearest to the “exact” method is simplified method. Nevertheless, proposed approximative 

methods, EC4 and EM methods, demonstrated high accuracy in calculation. 

 
Figure 3 – M1 and M2 values in t0 and t→∞ for four analysis methods 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The aim of this paper was to compare results of different methods for viscoelastic analysis 

of composite steel-concrete beams. We included the following analysis methods: the exact 

method, the simplified method, EM method, and EC4 method. The calculation results are 

compared on the steel-concrete composite beam example. It is shown that despite the introduced 

simplification compared to the "exact" method, the simplified method preserves a high level of 

accuracy. It is very convenient as solving the system of nonhomogeneous algebraic equations 

instead of a system of nonhomogeneous integral equations saves a lot of effort. Moreover, 

approximate methods EC4 and EM are slightly less accurate than the simplified method. Among 

these, EC4 method is more accurate than the EM method.  
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AXISVM X5® - INŽENJERI ZA INŽENJERE 

Rezime: 

Rad prikazuje novu verziju MKE softvera AxisVM X5® (InterCAD, Mađarska). AxisVM X5® 

sadrži pre-procesor sa grafičkim intefejsom za jednostavno i efikasno geometrijsko modeliranje, 

solver-procesor sa sofisticiranim mogućnostima numeričkog modeliranja i post-procesor sa 

različitim prikazima rezultata analize. AxisVM X5® zadovoljava potrebe projektantske prakse, 

istraživačkog rada i edukacije, pa je uveden u nastavu predmeta "MKE modeliranje u analizi 

konstrukcija" na Departmanu za građevinarstvo i geodeziju, Fakulteta tehničkih nauka u Novom 

Sadu.  

Ključne reči:  AxisVM X5®, MKE modeliranje, MKE softver 

AXISVM X5® - BY ENGINEERS FOR ENGINEERS 

Summary: 

Paper presents a new release of FEM software AxisVM X5® (InterCAD, Hungary). 

AxisVM X5® contains a pre-processor with graphically interface that enables simple and 

efficient geometrical modelling, solver-processor with sophisticated numerical modelling 

possibilities and post-processor with various presentation of analysis results. AxisVM X5® fulfils 

a needs of design practice, research work and education and therefore it is embedded in the 

curriculum of subject "FEM Modeling in Structural Analysis" in Department for Civil 

Engineering and Geodesy on Faculty of Technical Sciences in Novi Sad. 

Key words: AxisVM X5®, FEM modeling, FEM software 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

AxisVM X5® is FEM modeling software developed for a Microsoft Windows® by structural 

engineers (InterCAD company, Hungary) and intended for structural engineers,see [1]. Due to 

its wide modeling capabilities, AxisVM X5® is verified as successful in design of large complex 

structures and simple buildings. 

The software performs linear and nolinear, static and dynamic analysis of line and surface, 

plane and space structures. It enables analysis of structural models without any limits regards to 

number of nodes and FE. There are three main versions, Fig. 1: 

- Proffessional (fully functional and limitless version with all modeling and computation 

abilities), 

- Mini (limited version for educational purposes) and 

- Viewer (for review and analysis of results obtained by Professional version). 

 

 

Figure 1 – Three main versions of AxisVM X5® 

2.  AXISVM X5® PRE-PROCESSOR 

AxisVM X5® (Visual Modeling) with very intuitive graphical user interface provides easy 

creation and display FEM model what is important in procedures of new FEM software training. 

Fig. 2 shows AxisVM X5® working environment. AxisVM X5® pre-procesor editor enables: 

- geometry modeling in 2D or 3D with geometry generation commands (translate, rotate, 

mirror, scale, with multiple copy or move), 

- graphical editing of the model in any view including the perspective view, 

- powerful selection tools (filtered selection available), view changes at the click of the 

mouse, 

- working on parts (allows easy editing of most complex 3D geometries and includes 

advanced part management), 

- wire frame modeling and rendered display for better model check,  

- search for entities by type and index and automatic duplication check feature, 
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- cross-section and mateiral libraries with most of the available European and U.S. sections 

and mateirals and creation of custom libraries and 

- fully integrated graphical cross-section editor for complex shapes (all cross-sectional 

properties are automatically calculated based on the graphical input). 

 

Figure 2 – AxisVM X5® desktop 

Structural geometry, materials, cross-sections, loads, supports etc. can also be imported from 

latest version of IFC files, as well as curved elements and elements with variable cross-section, 

loads, load cases and load groups. 

The user can merge other AxisVM X5® models to create a new model, thus allowing parts 

of the structure to be modeled by different users/departments. 

3. AXISVM X5® PROCESSOR 

AxisVM X5® implements an object-oriented finite element architecture that inherits more 

reliability than the classical systems. It provides a variety of finite elements for modeling frames 

and/or surface structures, special elements for modeling boundary conditions and connections 

and elements with nonlinear capabilities: 

- line elements: truss, beam, rib (the truss and the cubic beam element are the most widely 

used finite elements for bar, beam, or column modeling. The rib element is a 3-node 

isoparametric element with quadratic displacement interpolation that can be used similar to 

the beam element (but takes into account the shear deformations) or in conjunction with 

surface elements for eccentric rib modeling),  

- surface elements: membrane, plate, shell (these elements are isoparametric quadrilateral 

(8/9-node) or triangular (6-node) elements, that use quadratic shape functions to interpolate 
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displacements, and pass the patch test for arbitrary shape (the plate and shell elements use 

Mindlin's plate assumptions in a Heterosis formulation, see Fig. 3. 

- conversion of line elements (beams, ribs) with steel cross section to shell elements, 

- conversion of beam connections to shell elements, 

- Winkler type elastic supports for line and surface elements can model elastic foundation 

support conditions of line and surface elements with nonlinear characteristics - tension or 

compression only, limited resistance, 

- joint support elements with arbitrary orientation and stiffness can have a specified stiffness, 

and the resulting internal forces are the support reactions with nonlinear characteristics - 

tension or compression only, limited resistance, 

- gap, spring, link and rigid special FE for modeling of particular structural phenomena, etc. 

 

Figure 3 – AxisVM X5® shell finite elements modeling example 

Various loads can be applied on the nodes and the finite elements. Up to 99 load cases can 

be applied on a model and any number of load combinations can be generated from these load 

cases. Load cases can be classified in load groups for automatic critical internal force 

calculations. 

Finite element mesh generation is possible using triangular, quadrilateral, as well as mixed 

triangle-quadrilatetal finite elements. 

AxisVM X5® performs most of the analyses, typical in the practical design of civil 

engineering structures: 

- linear static analysis, 

- buckling analysis: critical force and shape computation (Fig. 4),  

- nonlinear static analysis: displacement/force controlled incremental iterative solution, 

- free vibration analysis: eigen-shape and -frequency computation, Fig. 5. and 

- dynamic and earthquake analysis - response spectrum, time history and push over analysis. 
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Figure 4 – Example of AxisVM X5® 3rd order buckling analysis 

 
Figure 5 – AxisVM X5® free vibration analysis example 

Clearly, in application of FEM software, it is not sufficient to know only the basic problem 

and the essence of the applied method, but also to know the software performances (in sense of 

possibilities and limits) and numerical methods, see [2] - [4]. 
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4. AXISVM X5® POST-PROCESSOR 

Civil engineers use AxisVM X5® for the analysis of structures with confidence that their final 

engineering product will meet their country specific design codes. The ease of results exporting 

allows each user to connect AxisVM X5® to almost every locally produced and national code 

compliant design and detailing software. AxisVM X5® is committed to assisting each user in 

connecting the results of the finite element calculations to the programs they use every day. 

AxisVM X5® provides multi-window model analysis results display and design capabilities: 

- diagram analysis results display, Fig. 6, 

- piled foundations design according to Eurocode 7, 

- steel design according to Eurocode 3, NEN 6770/74, Fig. 7, 

- timber design according to Eurocode 5 EN 1995-1-1:2004 Fig. 8, 

- reinforced concrete design (beams, columns, plates, membranes, shells) according to 

Eurocode 2, NEN (Dutch), DIN (German), SIA (Swiss),  

- integrated Report Generator to create report templates for every construction partner: 

design approval, steel detailer, bid estimates, component producers, and departmental 

specialties, 

- detailed documentation of strength and stability checks using formulas and substituted 

values, 

- 3D PDF file export of the graphical content, which can be rotated and zoomed in and out 

within the PDF reader. 

 

Figure 6 – AxisVM X5® analysis results display - space roof structure 
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Figure 7 – AxisVM X5® example of steel design abilities 

 

 

Figure 8 – AxisVM X5® example of timber design abilities 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

AxisVM X5® is based on FEM as a dominant numerical concept. Due to great possibilities 

of software implementation (automatic FE mesh creation, the formation and solving of 

constitutive equations, numerical and graphic presentation of the results, etc.) FEM has become 

a dominant method of numerical modeling of complex structural problems. 

Education and, especially, examination of the knowledge in the primary profession should 

be adapted, first, to need of complete understanding of the essence of structural behavior. 

Gaining of the "encyclopedia like" knowledge by studying of many methods for analysis 

possibly provides wide education and contributes to the technical culture, but it takes away 

attention and energy and ruins enthusiasm of students. Such knowledge is not necessary in the 

competent use of FEM software. All this reasons cause introduction of AxisVM X5® software 

in course "FEM Modeling in Structural Analysis". 
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ANALIZA ROBUSNOSTI VIŠESPRATNE AB ZGRADE ZA 

RAZLIČITE SCENARIJE GUBITKA STUBOVA 

Rezime:  

Robusnost konstrukcije je njeno svojstvo da se, u slučaju loma nekog elementa ili dela 

konstrukcije, odupre progresivnom rušenju. Pri gubitku stubova, lančani lom sprečava se 

preraspodelom uticaja; formiranjem alternativnih puteva prenosa opterećenja; ili ključnim 

elemenatima veće nosivosti. Pri gubitku jednog ili više stubova konstrukcija trpi velike 

deformacije, što uslovljava primenu nelinearnih analiza za proučavanje njenog ponašanja do 

formiranja mehanizma ili progresivnog loma. U radu je analizirana robusnost armirano-

betonske skeletne zgrade. Konstrukcija je dimenzionisana u skladu sa EC0, EC1, EC2 i EC8. 

kao sistem visoke klase duktilnosti (DCH). Za analizu robusnosti, više scenarija gubitka stuba 

u prizemlju, primenjene su nelinearne metode statičke i dinamičke analize. 

Ključne reči:  robusnost konstrukcija, progresivni lom, AB konstrukcije, nelinearne analize 

ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS OF MULTI-STOREY RC FRAME 

STRUCTURE FOR MULTIPLE SCENARIOS OF COLUMNS LOSS  

Summary:  

Structural robustness represents the property of structural system to resist the progressive 

collapse (PC). In case of the local failure of vital elements, the prevention of chain collapse of 

the structure is achieved by establishing the redistribution of effects and by enabling the 

formation of the alternative load transfer pathways. In the case of loss of one or more vertical 

elements, the structure is subjected to large deformations. To analyse the behaviour of the 

structure until the formation of the mechanisms or PC, the application of non-linear analysis 

methods is very useful. In this paper, the robustness of reinforced concrete frame structure, 

designed according to EC0, EC1, EC2 and EC8, as a DCH system is analysed. For the 

robustness analysis of structure, the methods of nonlinear static and dynamic analysis were 

applied. The response of the structure was investigated for the scenarios of column removal at 

the ground floor. Obtained results were used for the comparative analysis. 

Key words: structural robustness, progressive collapse, RC structure, nonlinear analysis
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Most frequently, progressive collapse of buildings structures is initiated when one or more 

vertical bearing element is removed under extreme events (terrorist attacks, vehicle impacts, 

explosion, etc.). The chain reaction which occurs after a local failure is transferred to adjacent 

elements and leads to a progressive collapse of most part of the structure, or entire structure. 

The most extensive review of numerical and experimental research and codes devoted to 

progressive collapse, with comparative analyses is presented in [1] and [2].  

If robustness requirements are explicitly considered in design, it should be verified that the 

structure has a sufficient redundancy and possibilities to mobilise an alternative load path [2], 

[3], [4]. Four main procedures for structural analysis in case of column removal: static and/or 

dynamic linear, nonlinear static or dynamic, were proposed, the same as in [5] and [6].  

PC of RC frame structural system of DCH RC building which is the most common type in 

Balkan region is investigated. Scenarios in which the vertical column was completely removed 

by incidental actions were analyzed, as the most critical cases.  

In this paper the results of the behaviour of RC frame structure, after the removal of corner 

column are presented and analyzed, using nonlinear methods. Results obtained using NSA and 

NDA are compared and NDA results were used to observe the occurrence of damage limit 

states in each model.   

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. GEOMETRIC AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF THE STRUCTURE 

 

Figure 1 – Floor plan and three single columns that are removed for the robustness analysis 

(left) and 3D model view (right) 
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The subject of the analysis is office-residential building with 5 levels (ground floor+4 

stories). The structural system of the building is a frame system [7]. The main structural 

elements of the analyzed structure are RC slabs, beams and columns. The raster of the structure 

is shown in Fig. 1. The length of one span in both direction is 4.8 m (4x4.8 m total) and the 

height of the ground story is 3.6 m and the height of each story above is 3.2 m, so the total 

height of the building is 16.4 m. In order to simplify the modelling and calculation process, all 

vertical elements are fixed at the bottom level of the structure, i.e. soil-structure interaction is 

not included in the calculation and design. 

Table 1 – Geometric characteristics of structural elements 

Element type 
Dimension 

notation 

Dimensions 

[cm] 

Reinforcement [longitudinal]-

[confinement] 

Plate effective width dpl/beff,i [cm] 70/14 Ø10/20 

Beams bb/db [cm] 30/50 
[2(upper zone)+2(bottom zone) 

Ø22]-[Ø10/10] , mb = md = 2 

Columns bc/dc [cm] 60/60 [16 Ø18]-[Ø10/10] , mb = md = 3 

 

Material properties of concrete C35/45 [8] and reinforcing steel class C (fyk = 500 MPa, k = 

1.15) [8] have been adopted for model analysis. The structure is designed for the high ductility 

class (DCH) behaviour [7]. The structural design is done according to the European building 

design standards [7], [8], [9] and [10], and the calculations are performed using [11]. The 

structural behaviour is analysed by performing the non-linear static analysis (NSA) and non- 

linear dynamic analysis (NDA) methods. Geometric characteristics of the cross-section 

properties of the structural elements are shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. The parameters mb and 

md and in Table 1 represent the number of the stirrups perpendicular to the width b and the 

length of the cross section d. 

 

Figure 2 – Beam (left) and column (right) cross sections and discretization of beam fiber 

elements (left) 
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2.2. ADOPTED SCENARIOS 

For the analysis of robustness and progressive collapse of structure, scenario with the 

removed façade columns A1, B1 or C1 in the ground floor was adopted (Fig. 1, left).  

2.3. LOADS AND ACTIONS 

The applied loads are as follows: permanent (dead) loads (DL) – self-weight of structural 

elements and an additional permanent load; live load (LL) and seismic load (Si) that was used 

for the design of the structure. Load combinations and design values of actions for calculations 

are used according to [10]. Load combinations used for the robustness analysis are [2[, [4]: 

 
(1) 

 
(2) 

where  represents the gravity loads combination,  represents increased gravity loads (IGL) 

and  represents dynamic increase factor (DIF) for the analysis of the non-linear behaviour of 

the structural system. DIF  is incrementally increased for the robustness analysis until the 

collapse, demanded state or non-convergence of the model is reached. In both NSA and NDA 

procedures, loading of the structure and the column removal scenario in the NDA are done 

according to the [3], [4] provisions. This procedure [3], [4] is described in detail in [6]. 

2.4. DAMPING 

Rayleigh viscous mass (M) – tangent stiffness (KT) proportional damping [12] was used in 

THA. Calculation parameters of interest for the structural behaviour analysis are the first and 

the last period of vibrations T1,i and T2,i. T1 corresponds to the first vertical translation period in 

Z direction, related to the removed column node’s vertical displacement. The value of T2 

corresponds to the vertical translation period in Z direction, related to the removed column 

node’s vertical displacement in which the structure reaches at least 90% of the sum of the 

effective modal masses in the Z direction. Values of the used periods are T1,A1 = 0.256 s,  T2,A1 

= 0.022 s; T1,B1 = 0.239 s,  T2,B1 = 0.022 s and T1,C2 = 0.233 s,  T2,C2 = 0.022 s. 

2.5. VERTICAL LOAD 

There are two different types of vertical loads on the construction: the weight of the 

structural elements and the additional permanent load (Gi) and the variable-live load (Qi). The 

adopted value of the permanent constant load is gadd = 3.0 kN/m2 on all floors. The load 

intensity of the variable-live load amounts to q = 2.0 kN/m2 on all floors, except on the roof 

slab at which the load intensity is equal to qr = 1.0 kN/m2. The self-weight load of façade 

elements, which is imposed on all façade beams except the roof façade beams is equal to gf = 

10.0 kN/m. The value of the reduction factor of the live loads is ψ2,i = 0.3. 
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2.6. HORIZONTAL (SEISMIC) LOAD 

For the structural design, a response spectrum type 1 for ground type C. The building is 

designed as DCH RC frame system, with behaviour factor q = 5.85. The structure is an office-

residential building and the design PGA is equal to ag = 0.2∙g. The adopted damping ratio value 

is 0.05, after.  Eccentricity ratios of 5% for both directions are included. 

2.7. STRUCTURE MODEL 

 

Figure 3 – Stress-strain functions for confined concrete (left) and rebar (right) used in the 

nonlinear analysis 

A spatial (3D) model is used for the structure’s analysis, which is conducted in [11]. The 

following parameters, assumptions and simplifications are adopted: 

- Second-order (P-Δ) effects are included in the calculation;  

- Cracked structural elements properties are included in the calculation; 

- Flexural and shear stiffness properties of RC elements are reduced to 50% and torsional 

stiffness properties are reduced to 10% of its elastic stiffness. 

- In the case of the post-elastic robustness analysis models, the following are used as 

well: 

- Material properties for non-linear behaviour of concrete (Fig. 3, left) [13] and 

reinforcing steel (Fig. 3, right) [8]; 

- Cracked structural elements properties for elastic flexural stiffness from the design 

model are not included in the calculation, because plastic hinges are modelled as fiber 

elements; 

- Columns and beams are modelled as confined RC elements [13]; 

- Effective flange widths are calculated according to [8]; 

- RC plates are included in the calculation models through corresponding effective widths 

within beams, i.e., the plates are not treated as surface elements. The consequence of 

this simplification is that the results may indicate lower system robustness than the 

actual one, but the calculation favours safety. 
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- The beam and column plastic hinges are modelled in [11] as fiber hinges and they are 

located near the ends of the elements. Column hinges are modelled using automatic 

discretization option, while beam plastic hinges are modelled “manually” (fiber 

discretization is shown in Figure 2). Length of plastic hinges is 0.3l for both beams and 

column and they are calculated according to [14], where l is the clear span of the 

element. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. PUSHDOWN ANALYSIS 

 

Figure 4 – Pushdown curves 

The results of nonlinear static and dynamic pushdown analyses are shown in Figure 4. The 

main difference between the pushdown curves obtained using NSA and NDA is the lack of the 

visual insight into the stages of the beam, transient and catenary phase in NDA. Robustness 

analysis results still have similar form and their main difference is in the transient (plastic) 

phase, between flexural action in elastic and early plastic zone (beam phase) and catenary 

phase. 

Based on the visual observation, the system robustness can be described using the relation 

RC1 > RB1 > RA1, which can also be confirmed if the values of  for each scenario are 

compared. 
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3.2. DAMAGE LIMIT STATES 

To quantify and compare the results of the column removal scenarios, from the perspective 

of the progressive collapse risk, methods proposed by [15] for the determination of damage 

limit states are used. Limit states in this paper are defined in a following way: 

- LS1 (Slight Damage) is dependable on steel and concrete strains values. LS1 occurs at 

either the first time step when yielding strain of steel bars ( ) [8] or 

concrete strain at peak strength in concrete cover ( ) [13] is reached. 

- LS2 (Significant Damage) damage level is assumed to be reached when either ultimate 

strain in the concrete cover ( ) [8] or confined concrete core strain at 

peak strength ( ) [13] is reached.  

- LS3 (Extensive Damage) occurs at the first time step when the ultimate concrete strain 

( ) [13], [14] is reached. 

- LS4 (Progressive Collapse) occurs by tensile fracture ( ) of beam 

reinforcement bars in activated zone [8]. 

 

Figure 5 – Limit state points and NSA curves 

 

Figure 6 – Limit state points and NDA curves 
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Limit states points are displayed in Figures 5 and 6. The similarity between the values 

obtained using both method is obvious and except for the case of LS1, the relation between 

limit states can be described as  C1,LSi >  B1,LSi >  A1,LSi (i = 2,3,4). In case of LS1, which 

occurs in the early stage of pushdown analysis, there is no clear pattern and the robustness of 

the system can be described using relation  A1,LS1 >  C1,LS1 >  B1,LS1 for NSA and  C1,LS1 > 

 A1,LS1 >  B1,LS1 for NDA. 

The comparison of the LS values from the aspect of the  value is shown in Table 2. The 

results obtained using NDA are slightly higher than the ones calculated using NSA. However, 

there is a clear pattern that validates the results that are calculated using both methods. 

Comparing the proportionate difference of the results obtained using NDA, to the ones 

obtained using NSA, the values are in range of Δ LS1 = -5.04 – 4.62%, Δ LS2 = 9.77 – 24.94%, 

Δ LS3 = 12.26 – 51.71% and Δ LS4 = 5.58 – 26.50%. 

The comparison of the LS values from the aspect of the drift value Dr is shown in Table 3. 

The results obtained using NDA are very similar to the ones calculated using NSA. However, 

there is also a clear pattern that validates the results that are calculated using both methods. 

Comparing the proportionate difference of the results obtained using NDA, to the ones 

obtained using NSA, the values are in range of ΔDrLS1 = -22.00 – -1.80%, ΔDrLS2 = -4.61 – -

0.76%, ΔDrLS3 = 0.75 – 2.64% and ΔDrLS4 = -0.96 – 0.56%. 

Table 2 – Comparison between LS obtained using NSA and NDA methods ( ) 

Limit state LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 

Method NSA NDA NSA NDA NSA NDA NSA NDA 

Scenario  [%] 

A1 186.52 177.4 210.33 262.8 184.16 279.4 224.19 283.6 

B1 165.12 156.8 221.38 243 227.70 262.6 347.42 366.8 

C1 180.07 188.4 243.69 270.4 256.54 288 531.80 570 

Table 3 – Comparison between LS obtained using NSA and NDA methods (Dr) 

Limit state LS1 LS2 LS3 LS4 

Method NSA NDA NSA NDA NSA NDA NSA NDA 

Scenario Dr [%] 

A1 1.31 1.02 5.12 5.08 25.58 26.26 35.11 35.30 

B1 1.07 0.95 3.45 3.37 18.57 18.71 31.46 31.16 

C1 1.04 1.02 3.42 3.27 18.52 18.77 28.88 28.63 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Since buildings cannot be designed for every hazard to which the structural system may be 

exposed during its lifetime, a general design approach should take into account the action 

associated with low probability events and huge consequences for the structural system, which 

is characteristic of progressive collapse [16]. It is very important to provide a sufficient 

nonlinear capacity of the system in order to provide necessary force redistribution in case of 

the loss of one or more elements. Structural design regulations should focus on guidelines to 

achieve a sufficient level of system resistance to progressive collapse. 

This paper analysed the capacity of RC building to resist progressive collapse using NSA 

and NDA methods. The structural response and limit states for the loss scenarios of one 

vertical element on the ground floor was analysed through pushdown analyses. Three scenarios 

for the loss of column in façade frame are investigated. The biggest differences in the 

structure’s capacity to bear the additional load are noticeable in the case of LS4, in the last 

(catenary) phase, before the state of progressive collapse. It can be concluded that in the case of 

the analysed building the structure is most vulnerable in the case of scenario A1, in which the 

corner column is removed from the building. The structure shows the highest robustness in 

case of the removal of the middle façade column (C1). The structure shows higher robustness 

properties for the removed façade columns as their position is more distant from the edge of the 

building. 
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UTICAJ KRUTOSTI MONTAŽNOG NASTAVKA STUBOVA NA 

DINAMIČKE KARAKTERISTIKE AB SKELETNE KONSTRUKCIJE  

Rezime: 

U radu se analizira uticaj krutosti montažnog nastavka prefabrikovanih stubova na dinamičke 

karakteristike AB skeletne konstrukcije, pri čemu se stubovi nastavljaju na polovini spratne 

visine. Analiza je sprovedena primenom metode konačnih elemenata. Krutost montažnog 

nastavka sa zavrtnjevima je određena numeričkim modeliranjem u softverskom paketu 

ABAQUS/Standard. Direktna dinamička analiza ramovske konstrukcije sa nastavljanjem 

stubova je sprovedena u softverskom paketu SAP2000, a u cilju dobijanja odgovora 

konstrukcije na seizmičko dejstvo. Rezultati su upoređeni sa slučajem kada su stubovi 

kontinualni bez nastavljanja. Na osnovu rezultata su date preporuke za analizu ovakvih 

konstrukcija. 

Ključne reči:prefabrikovani stubovi,montažni nastavak,dinamičke karakteristike, MKE 

THE INFLUENCE OF COLUMN - COLUMN CONNECTION ON THE 

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RC FRAME STRUCTURE 

Summary: 

The influence of precast column- column bolt connection on the dynamic characteristics of the 

RC frame is analyzed in the paper, whereby columns are continued at half of the story height. 

The analysis was performed using the finite element method. The rigidity of the column - 

column bolt connection was determined by the numerical modeling in the ABAQUS/Standard 

software package. Direct dynamic analysis of the frame structure with the column - column 

connections was conducted using SAP2000 software package to obtain the response of the 

structure under seismic excitation. The results were compared with the case when the columns 

were continued without connections. Based on the results, the recommendations for the 

analysis of such structures are given. 

Keywords: precast columns, column – column bolt connection, dynamic characteristics, FEM 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the rise of urbanization comes the need for faster construction of structures. Therefore, 

precast concrete structures are often used, in addition to faster construction, we get satisfactory 

rigidity, bearing capacity, and ductility of the object. It is well known, and also proven, that the 

dynamic characteristics of the precast concrete structures, due to the effects of earthquakes, mostly 

depend on the quality of the connections between the elements [1]. So far, the largest number of 

such objects are industrial one-story halls, therefore, the bearing capacity of the column – beam 

connection has been analyzed in the largest numbers of papers researching this field of study [2-6]. 

In the case of high residential buildings, there must exist discontinuation of the precast columns, 

not only because of the transport of the elements to the construction sites but also because of the 

bearing capacity of the crane. As stated in [7] one of the factors of the discontinuation spot of the 

element is the bearing capacity of the crane, the discontinuation spot is usually at half of the story 

height or directly above the floors. The history of the precast concrete, detailed analysis, and 

explanations of these structures are given in [9]. Experimental testing of the stiffness as well as the 

bearing capacity of the prefabricated steel connection of the precast columns are shown in [10-11]. 

The influence of rigidity of the precast column’s connection on the dynamic characteristics of the 

constructions was not discussed in detail in the literature. Previous research was focused on the 

continuation of the precast columns at the level of the floor structure. 

The paper analyzes the shear and bending stiffness of the prefabricated column extensions 

which consist of two steel plates and four bolts. The influence of the thickness of the steel plates as 

well as the size of the bolts on the stiffness of the mounting extension is shown. The analysis was 

done using the finite element method in the software package Abaqus/Standard. The influence of 

the prefabricated columns’ mounting extensions stiffness on the dynamic characteristics of the 

frame structure, in the case of extending the columns on the half of the story height, but also in the 

case where the extension is just over the floor structure, is analyzed. The basic dynamic 

characteristics were determined using modal analysis, while the response of the frame structure to 

the effect of the Imperial Valley earthquake was calculated by direct dynamic analysis using the 

software pack SAP2000. The values of the oscillation period and the displacement at the floor levels 

were compared to the case where columns are continual without extensions. Based on the results, 

conclusions were drawn and recommendations were given for further analysis. 

2. STIFFNES OF THE PRECAST COLUMNS' MOUNTING EXTENSIONS 

The shear and bending stiffness of the prefabricated columns’ mounting extensions with the 

square cross section of 40 cm was analyzed. Within the extension zone, the concrete column was 

cut in order to form a space for placing the bolts. The column was reinforced with the bars Ø14 as 

well as with the stirrups Ø8. In the cut part of the column, the stirrups are placed at the distance of 

50 mm, while the distance of the stirrups in the remaining part of the column is 75 mm (Fig. 1). 

To determine the influence of the bolt size and steel plate thickness on the stiffness of the 

mounting extension, the paper analyzes different dimensions of the previously mentioned steel 

elements. The values of the variables, where D - bolt diameter, R - bolt head diameter, t - bolt 

head thickness, and h-steel plate thickness, are shown in Tab. 1. 
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Table 1 – Bolt dimensions and steel plate thickness of the analyzed mounting extensions 

Model designation Bolt dimensions D [mm] R [mm] t [mm] h [mm] 

MN I, MN Inlc M20 20 30 13 20 

MN II M24 24 36 15 20 

MN III M30 30 70 32 45 

  

Fig. 1- Model MN I 

2.1. GEOMETRY OF NUMERICAL MODEL AND FINITE ELEMENT MESH 

The geometry of the numerical model was done in accordance with the geometry of the 

analyzed mounting extensions (Fig. 1 and Tab. 1). Due to the symmetry, half of the geometry was 

modeled (Fig. 2), where the influence of the removed part is modeled by the appropriate 

boundary conditions. The finite element size is 12.5 mm, while the finite element mesh is denser 

in the bolt zone with the aim to model the geometry around the hole more accurately. The applied 

finite element for the concrete column, steel plates, and bolts is a volumetric finite element with 

three translational degrees of freedom in each node (C3D8R), while a finite element rod with two 

nodes and one translational degree of freedom in each node in the direction of the rod axis 

(T3D2) was applied for reinforcement. Fig. 2 shows the finite element mesh of the MN I model, 

where the mesh is similar for the remaining three models with very small differences due to 

different geometry.  

a)  b)  c)  

Fig. 2 – Model MN I: a) geometry; b) reinforcement; finite element mesh 
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2.2. MATERIAL MODEL 

It was adopted that the column is made of concrete class MB30 (C25/30) where the linear-

elastic stress – strain relation was adopted. The concrete elasticity modulus value is Eb= 31,5 

GPa, while the Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0,18. The linear-elastic behavior of concrete is adopted 

because the exploitation case is analyzed, where it is considered that the concrete columns are 

dimensioned in a way that their response to the load is in the elastic domain. The analysis was 

also conducted where a nonlinear connection between the stress and strain (Model MN Inlc) 

was adopted. In this model, the nonlinear behavior of the concrete is described by the Concrete 

damaged plasticity model, where the defined parameters are: dilatation angle ψ = 35º, the 

eccentricity of plastic potential surface ε = 0.1, the ratio of biaxial and uniaxial stress  σb0/σc0 = 

1.16, deviator stress magnitude ratio under tension and pressure K = 0.666, viscosity parameter 

μ = 0.0001, while the stress-strain relation for the pressure and tension are shown in Fig. 3. The 

reinforcement is steel B500 whose modulus of elasticity is Ea= 200 GPa. The bilinear relation 

between the stress and strain was adopted for the reinforcement. After reaching the yield stress, 

the stress and strain relation is proportional to the tangent modulus of elasticity Eat = 2000 MPa (1 

% of the value of modulus of elasticity). The plates are made of structural steel S235 with the 

modulus of elasticity Ep = 200 GPa, where the ideal elastoplastic behavior of material was 

adopted. The bolts are class 5.6, with the yield stress of fy = 300 MPa and tensile strength of fu = 

500 MPa. The Poisson ratio of ν = 0,30 was adopted for all steel elements. The stress-strain 

relation for reinforcement, steel plates and bolts are shown in Fig. 3. 

a)  b)   

c)  

Fig. 3 – Stress-strain relation: a) nonlinear concrete under pressure, b) nonlinear concrete 

under tenson, c) reinforcement, steel plates, bolts 

As stated in [8] kinematic hardening model provided better results than isotopic hardening 

model for the steel elements, which especially refers to the cyclic loads, so kinematic hardening 

model is used in this numerical analysis. 
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2.3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, CONTACT ZONES AND LOAD 

At the lower surface of the bottom column displacements in two orthogonal directions (axis 
direction y and z of the global coordinate system) were prevented, while the horizontal 
movement in the x-axis direction was prevented at the side surface of bottom column. In this 
way, the rotation of the lower part of the column was prevented with the aim to analyze only 
the bending stiffness of the mounting extension. Since half of the prefabricated column is 
analyzed, it is necessary to set boundary conditions that simulate symmetry (prevented 
rotations around the x and y axes and displacement in the direction of the z-axis in the plane of 
symmetry). Fig. 4 shows the Model MN I with the boundary conditions. The boundary 
conditions are analogous in other analyzed models as well. 

a)  b)  c)  

Fig. 4 Boundary conditions and loads–a) Lateral disp.; b) Bending moment; c) Contact zones 

In order to define the connection between the steel plates, as well as the connection between 
the steel plates and the bolts, it is necessary to define the contact zones and the contact elements. 
That connection is modeled by a standard contact that transmits the pressure force thus resulting 
in the existence of friction between the contact elements. The friction coefficient between the two 
steel surfaces of 0.30 was adopted. The applied contact does not transmit tensile forces but allows 
the separation of the body in the contact.  

To determine the shear stiffness of the mounting extension, the numerical models are loaded 
to shear together with the normal pressure force. The shear is modeled as the displacement of the 
upper part of the column u = 2 mm (x direction) for all the analyzed models. To determine the 
bending stiffness, the models are loaded with the bending moment and normal force, where the 
intensity of the bending moment is 165 kNm, 190 kNm, and 230 kNm for models MN I (MN 
Inlc), MN II, and MN III, respectively. While analyzing the shear and bending stiffness of the 
mounting extensions, the normal pressure force intensity was varied, where the normal force 
intensities are 600, 900, and 1200 kN.  

2.4. THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 

To determine the shear stiffness of the mounting extension, based on the results of the 
numerical MKE analysis, the dependence of the lateral displacement and the lateral force was 
defined (Fig. 5). The shear stiffness of the mounting extension was determined as a ratio of the 
shear force and displacement for the elastic behavioral part of the material. The values are shown 
in Table 2 for all three intensities of the normal force and all four analyzed models. Part of the 
material's plastic behavior hasn't been analyzed because it won't be used for the structure dynamic 
response analysis. 
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a)  b)   

c)  d)  

Fig. 5 – Lateral force vs lateral displacement: a) MN I; b) MN Inlc; c) MN II; d) MN III 

In the case that the column is subjected to the bending moment and normal force, the rotation 

curvature of the mounting extension is determined as the ratio of the difference between the 

strains in the tensioned bolts and the pressed edges of the steel plate and their spacing. The 

dependence between the bending moment and curvature is shown in Fig. 6. Bending stiffness is 

determined as the ratio of the bending moment and curvature. For the elastic behavioral part of 

the material, the results are shown in Table 2 for all three normal force intensities and all four 

analyzed models. 

Table 2 – The values of shear and bending stiffness of models MN I, MN Inlc, MN II and MN III 

for normal forces 1200, 900, and 600 kN 

 N = 1200 kN N = 900 kN N = 600 kN 

Model MN I 
Shear[kN/m] 2 514 844 2 426 399 2 277 399 

Bending[kNm2] 45 244 43 972 41 287 

Model MN Inlc 
Shear[kN/m] 2 575 925 2 351 042 2220248 

Bending [kNm2] 29 954 18 666 13 648 

Model MN II 
Shear[kN/m] 2 440 920 2 244 649 2 012 687 

Bending [kNm2] 29 384 26 466 21 655 

Model MN III 
Shear[kN/m] 2 354 908 2 279 674 2 108 951 

Bending [kNm2] 60 074 54 617 58 131 
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a)  b)   

c)  d)  

Fig. 6 –Bending moment vs. curvature: a) MN I; b) MN Inlc c) MN II; d) MN III 

The column mounting extension defined in this way is applied in the direct dynamic analysis 

of the characteristic frame construction. 

3. DIRECT DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

3.1. PROBLEM SETTING 

The RC frame construction GF+4F was analyzed. The beams are of a rectangular cross-

section with the dimension b/h = 30/50 cm. The columns have a square cross-section with a 

side dimension of 40 cm. For all the structural elements the concrete quality of MB30 (C25/30) 

was adopted. The frame has four spans 4.0 m. The story height of the ground floor is 5.0 m, 

while the height of other stories is 3.0 m. The frame is loaded with a distributed load of 60.0 

kN/m' intensity upon all the beams. The columns are clamped at the base.  

The aim of the analysis is to calculate the values of the oscillation period and displacement 

of each floor for frame systems with and without continuation of the columns. A modal 

analysis has been conducted, which determined the oscillation period values. Furthermore, a 

nonlinear direct dynamic analysis has also been conducted (geometric nonlinearity was 

included). The structure was analyzed under the effect of the Imperial Valley earthquake, 

where the effect was modeled as the acceleration of the supports. A relative damping of 5% 

was adopted in the analysis. 
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The analyzed frame with continuous columns, mounting extension of columns placed at the 

half-story height and mounting extension of columns placed above the floor are shown in Fig. 

7. Adjacent columns are supposed to be continued on different stories. The column mounting 

extensions correspond to the MN I and MN Inlc models and are modelled with a link element. 

The link element is rigid in the direction of the columns, while the lateral and rotational 

stiffness depends on the normal force in the column. Based on the analysis of the stiffness of 

the mounting extension presented in the previous section, the linear interpolation of the 

function of changing of the stiffness of the mounting extension depending on the magnitude of 

the normal force was performed. These functions were applied to define the stiffness of each 

mounting extension using real normal force in the columns in the analyzed cases. 

a)  b) c)  

Fig. 7 – Analyzed frame; a) continual columns, b) column mounting extension at the half-story 

height, c) column mounting extension just above the floor 

3.2. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 

The modal analysis determined the periods of oscillation for all analyzed cases and the 

values are shown in Table 3, while the basic forms of oscillation are shown in Fig. 8.  

a)  b)  c)   

d)  e)  

Fig. 8 – I base form of oscillation of analyzed models 
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Table 3 – Period of oscillation  

Analyzed models T1 [s] T2 [s] 

a) Continual columns 1.300 0.388 

b) Column mounting extension at half 

story height 
1.305 0.392 

c) Column mounting extension just 

above the floor 
1.347 0.415 

d) Column mounting extension using 

the MN Inlc model at half story height   
1.313 0.398 

e) Column mounting extension using 

the MN Inlc model just above the floor 
1.373 0.435 

 

Using the nonlinear direct dynamic analysis, the displacements of each floor of the 

structure for all the analyzed cases, as well as the interstory drift were determined and the 

values are shown in Fig 9. Response of the structure with mounting extension of columns is 

similar to the case without mounting extension of columns. Slightly different results are 

obtained using stiffness of mounting extension that includes nonlinearity of concrete. 

 

a)  b)  

Fig. 9 – a) Displacements of each floor, b) interstory drift 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on everything presented in the paper, the following conclusion can be formulated:  

• the size of the analyzed bolts does not significantly affect the change in shear 

stiffness of the mounting extension,  

• taking into account the nonlinear behavior of concrete, slightly lower shear stiffness 

of the precast column extension is obtained in comparison to the case when concrete 

is treated as a linear elastic material, 

• the bending stiffness of the mounting extension significantly depends on the 

magnitude of the normal force in the column, 

• values of the oscillation period are slightly higher in the cases of mounting extension 

of the columns compared to the continuous columns, 
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• slightly higher values of the period of oscillation were obtained in the cases of 

mounting extensions of the columns above the floor structure compared to the 

mounting extension at the half story height, 

• the analysis of the dynamic response of the structure to the effects of the earthquake 

shows that in all cases of column extension have a similar response like the 

constructions with the continuous columns, which is following the conclusions of 

other researchers [10]. It should be noted that the condition for the structure with the 

extended columns to have satisfactory dynamic characteristics is that the prefabricated 

mounting extension has a satisfactory stiffness and load-bearing capacity. 

Further research should include experimental research for the purpose of verifying numerical 

model, as well as analyzing different disposition of mounting extension of the precast columns. 
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SOFTVERSKA IMPLEMENTACIJA PRORAČUNA KLASE I 

NOSIVOSTI ČELIČNIH PRESEKA ZA OPŠTI SLUČAJ UTICAJA 

Rezime:  

U radu su predstavljeni izazovi koji prate implementaciju određivanja klase preseka prema 

Evrokodu, posebno za klase 1 i 2, čeličnih preseka za proizvoljno opterećene preseke. Kako 

Evrokod predviđa potpunu plastifikaciju preseka bez ograničenja maksimalnih dilatacija u 

preseku, to je neophodno pronađi položaj plastične neutralne ose za granično stanje nosivosti 

preseka. Međutim, za određivanje graničnog stanja ne mogu se koristiti Evrokodovi 

aproksimativni izrazi. Pored ovoga prikazana su i rešenja koja su iskorišćena u modulu za 

dimenzionisanje čeličnih konstrukcija u akademskom softveru za analizu konstrukcija 

Matrix3D.  

Ključne reči: Evrokod, akademski softver, interkacione površi preseka, pplastična nosivost 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION CLASS AND 

RESISTANCE CALCULATION FOR GENERAL LOADING CASE 

Summary:  

In this paper, the problems arising in implementation of the cross-section class and resistance 

according to Eurocode, especially for classes 1 and 2 of the steel sections, are presented for 

general loading case. As Eurocode assumes full plastification of the section, regardless of 

corresponding strain in the material, it is inevitable to find the position of the plastic neutral axis 

for ultimate limit state of the section. But, for this purpose, one cannot use the Eurocode’s 

expressions for section resistance. Moreover, solution and strategies used in the steel design 

module of the Matrix 3D are presented in the paper. 

Key words: Eurocode, academic software, interaction surface of section, plastic resistance  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Trends in modern technical regulations, to which Eurocode belongs, are certainly on the side 

of almost complete automation of the calculations in the appropriate software. Unfortunately, 

many of the commercial software don’t follow the rules and logic of regulations to their full 

extent, either due to the complexity of the necessary algorithms or their cumbersome change, 

frequent changes in regulations, or often insufficient analysis and knowledge of the regulations 

themselves. In Serbia, in addition to one widespread commercial software, there have been a 

couple of attempts to develop smaller academic software to the level of comprehensiveness of 

complete structural calculation with design, but no such project has been completed. At the 

Faculty of Technical Sciences, the academic software Matrix 3D [5] [6] [7] is being developed, 

which implements a module for dimensioning steel elements according to Eurocode. The initial 

problem that arises in this kind of code is described here in more detail and a solution is proposed, 

mostly for the purpose of encouraging and assisting other similar endeavors. Another reason is 

that the literature related to this particular problem is scarce, mostly because it is considered as 

an elementary problem. Furthermore, Eurocode does not give its equations for the resistance of 

the “U” cross-section, and the assumptions made by [2] [3] papers, regarding the position of the 

neutral axis, have been proven wrong in this paper. The strategy used in Matrix 3D to efficiently 

calculate the cross section class but also the resistant surface of the cross section is presented in 

following chapters, along with the assumptions made during the solution process. It is well 

documented [2] [3] [4] that the Eurocode expressions for cross section resistance are not very 

precise, hence there is a justification to use as simple method as possible. Surely, a more precise 

solutions are possible, but for the price of more time-consuming computational effort. 

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION  

During the design of each steel element, according to Eurocode, it is first necessary to 

determine the class of the cross-section, and then the resistance of the cross-section. The class of 

the cross section depends on the stress distribution in each individual part of the cross-section. 

For classes 1 and 2, it is necessary to find the position of the plastic neutral axis for each load 

combination. To do this, it is necessary to know the limit strain state in order to extrapolate 

strains due to the design values of internal forces. Considering that Eurocode allows for the total 

plastification of cross-section it is impossible to know the strain state. It is illogical because it is 

implicitly allowed for strain to reach infinity. This is why the stress state must be found, without 

firm theoretical background. In other words, it is necessary to know the actual cross-section 

plastic resistance to determine the position of the plastic neutral axis.  

2.1. RESISTANCE OF CROSS-SECTION DUE TO BENDING AND AXIAL FORCE 

ACCORDING TO EN 1993 

In order to determine the plastic limit state of the section due to biaxial bending and axial 

force, Eurocode 3 provides expressions in EN 1993-1-1 [1]. The parameters α and β are included 

in this approximate expression, which represent the influence of the type of cross section (U, I, 

L etc.). Based on the expression, an interaction surface that represents the cross-sections plastic 
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resistance, can be created (Figure 1).  The surface defined by Eurocode does not match the real 

surface because it is a simplified one. Another problem is that there are only expressions for “I” 

sections and hollow sections, but not for “U” sections. 

 

Figure 1- Biaxial bending and axial force interaction surface (EC3) for IPE300 cross-section 

at axial load levels n=NEd/NRd  

Anyhow, the internal forces in the section for a given load combination can assume one of 

the three different position in the force space: 1) inside the resistance surface, 2) on the resistance 

surface or 3) outside the surface. The case when the point on N-Mz-My diagram is outside 

resistance surface means that this forces cannot be transmitted by the given section, hence there 

is no need to continue with the classification of the section. The case when it is exactly on the 

surface is practically almost impossible, but it is trivial to determine the plastic neutral axis in 

this case. In most of the cases, the point (NEd, MyEd, MzEd) is somewhere inside the surface. In this 

case, it is necessary to reach the ultimate state by scaling some (or all, or some ratio) of the 

internal forces. It is not specified which ratio, nor in Eurocode or similar documents. There are 

several different strategies, and some of the software, such are Dlubal RFEM [8] or SOFISTIK 

[9] explain their strategies, while majority of others do not mention the problem in their theory 

reference. 

2.2. NEUTRAL AXIS POSITION FOR BIAXIAL BENDING WITH AXIAL FORCE 

The papers [2] [3] show the cross-section resistances due to biaxial bending with the axial 

force. However, they are calculated on the assumption that in the case of biaxial bending with 

axial force neutral axis preserve its incline independent of the intensity of the axial force. 

In general, when a cross-section which is subjected to a bending moment which does not 

coincide with the cross-sectional main axes, the neutral axis does not coincide with the angle of 

the bending axis nor with one of the main axes. Moreover, the neutral axis rotates from the 

bending axis towards the weaker axis with an increase of the axial force. Hence, when the axial 

force increases retaining the same bending moment, the plastic neutral axis gains a certain 

movement, but also the shift of the angle towards the weaker axis of cross section. 
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3. METHOD 

In order to design the cross-section, it is necessary to define the conditions when the cross 

section is in the ultimate limit state. The conditions can be set according to the ultimate strain 

(as it is case for reinforced concrete sections), but the problem with the steel sections defined as 

they are in EN 1993-1-1 [1] is that the ultimate strain for plastic analysis is not limited. That is 

why it is necessary to define the ultimate limit state of the cross section using static equilibrium 

conditions. For creating interaction surfaces, variables n, mz and my, are needed. n represents the 

ratio of the applied axial load and axial capacity and my and mz represent the ratios of the applied 

bending moments with the corresponding plastic moment capacities. In order to determine the 

ultimate limit state, it is necessary to keep one value, the axial force or the ratio between bending 

moments My and Mz fixed, and increase the other until the ultimate limit state is reached. 

Considering this, there are two different strategies to determine the current cross-section state. 

The first one is to keep the axial force fixed (point 1 in Figure 2), while the second one is to 

preserve the ratio between axial force and bending moment vectors (point 2 in Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2- Two strategies to determine the current cross-section state  

2.3. SECTION RESISTANCE CALCULATION IN MATRIX3D 

In this research, the interaction surface is calculated by keeping the axial force fixed. This 

means that for given axial force the horizontal section of the resistance surface is calculated, but 

due to the symmetry of the standardized steel cross sections, only a quarter or the half of this 

section needs to be found. Still, it is impossible to find the correct point on this section in the 

first iteration, because the angle of the neutral axis is not known apriori. There is a possibility to 

search for the point 1 in the Figure 2 by some sort of numerical strategy, such as halfing method, 

or to calculate the whole curve (section of the surface) rigorously, and then to find the point that 

corresponds to the desired ratio between bending moments around My and Mz. Since this 

calculation should be done for each loading combination, and each member, it is desirable to use 

simplified representation of the section in order to make the computational process less 

time-consuming. Hence, the usual steel cross sections are represented with the straight lines and 
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the transition zones between web and flanges are disregarded. This does not introduce significant 

error since the main goal is only to determine the class of the section. 

To determine the actual position of the plastic neutral axis for certain internal forces, it is 

chosen to firstly determine the actual interaction diagram for the cross-section subjected to 

biaxial bending and given intensity of the axial force. 

As mentioned, the simplified line representation of cross-sections was chosen to simplify the 

determination of the border cases of the position of the plastic neutral axis. Furthermore, the 

more precise method approaches the fiber beam element [4], and fiber beam-column elements 

are already implemented in Matrix 3D, and used for materially and geometrically nonlinear 

analysis [7]. 

Therefore, the problem consists of calculating two unknowns, the angle of the neutral axis 

(α) and its position along the z axis (Δ) using three static equilibrium conditions.  

The algorithm for determining an actual interaction surface in MATLAB is described through 

the following steps:  

 

1. The first control is to ensure that the cross-section area is sufficient to transmit the axial 

force, that is, is the condition NEd / fy < A met, if not, the calculation is abandoned. 

2. If the condition is met, a control whether the surface of the web itself is sufficient to 

transmit the axial force or whether it is necessary to include the surface of the flange is 

performed, depending on that, the expressions for determining the limit values (α1 α2 

α3) differ as do their corresponding limit positions of the plastic neutral axis along the 

z axis (Δ). 

3. A loop is used to variate the angle α from 0° till 90°, with an appropriate step, in an apt 

segment. 

4. For a single value of α, its corresponding Δ is calculated analytically from the expression 

obtained from the condition that the difference of the tension and compression areas is 

sufficient to transmit the axial force. 

5. For one value of α and its corresponding Δ bending moments around the main axes are 

calculated. These moments correlate to one NEd, one α, and its corresponding Δ, and 

represent one point on the interaction surface. 

 

In the next part the limit values (α1 α2 α3) on the example of a “I” section and rectangular 

hollow section are explained. 

The area required to transmit the axial force for “I” section NEd/fy can be found in the 

following intervals: NEd/fy < A, Aweb < NEd/fy < Aweb+Aflange and Aweb+Aflange < NEd/fy < A 

When calculating the whole interaction curve for a given normal force, it is necessary to 

algorithmically cover all situations that occur for all angles of the plastic neutral axis, and in 

parallel, to optimize the calculation time. Therefore, the first step in the algorithm is to divide 

the cases into those when the normal force can be transmitted by the web, when the web is not 

enough to transmit the normal force and when the sum of the flange and the web is not enough 

to transmit the normal force. 

This is all necessary in order to analytically write formulas for determining Δ, for different 

ranges of α. So, while α varies according to the adopted step, Δ is calculated analytically. This is 

possible because the stress diagram is very simple - a block diagram. In concrete cross-sections, 
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this is impossible to perform analytically, the position of the neutral axis, Δ, is found iteratively 

in an inner loop, as described in [10]. 

For a situation where the web can transmit a normal force in the cross-section, there are three 

limit values for the angle of the plastic neutral axis as shown in Figure 3. For angles less than 

α1, it makes no sense to calculate Δ or divide that interval, because in the whole interval has the 

same values and they represent a segment of the curve on the My axis. 

 

   

Figure 3-  Limit values for the angle of the plastic neutral axis when the web area is sufficient 

to transmit the axial force for I section 

When the area required to transmit the axial force is greater than the area of the web but 

smaller than the sum of the areas of the web and flange, that is, when the condition 

Aweb<NEd/fy<Aweb+Aflange is satisfied the plastic neutral axis for the value of the angle α=0 lies in 

the flange. In this case the angle α variates between the angle α3 and 90°, where the angle α3 

represents the angle of the plastic neutral axis when the plastic neutral axis intersects the lower 

flange. In this case as appose to the previous one the plastic neutral axis for the angle of 90° exits 

the area of the web (Figure 4). 

   

Figure 4-  Limit values for the angle of the plastic neutral axis when the web area isn’t 

sufficient to transmit the axial force for I section 

In the last case, the sum of the areas of the flange and web is not sufficient to transmit the 

axial force. Then, just like in the last case, the plastic neutral axis exits the area of the web but 

the difference being that the plastic neutral axis is located in the upper half of the flange for the 
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value of the angle α=0.  By variating the value of the angle α from α3 till 90° the bending 

moments resistances MRdy and MRdz are calculated (Figure 4). 

Also by a similar procedure to the previous example, the limit values (α1 α2 α3) and limit 

areas for rectangular hollow section are determined and shown in Figure 5. With the difference 

being that in the case of a hollow cross-section, the third case, when the sum of areas of the web 

and two flanges is not sufficient to transmit the axial force, is not defined, because in that case, 

the plastic neutral axis varies in the flange for small values of the angle, and for larger values of 

the angle it varies in the web of the cross-section. 

 

Figure 5-  Limit values for the angle of the plastic neutral axis for hollow sections 

4. RESULTS 

The interaction curves for the cross-section IPE 300 made from steel S355 are presented in 

Fig. 5 and 6. By variating different levels of the axial load, a series of parallel sections of the 

interaction surface is calculated. 

In Figure 5 normalized axial force n=0.4 corresponds to the case when the web area is 

sufficient to transmit the axial force (Figure 3). The value for n=0.6 correspond to the case when 

it is needed more than the area of the web to transmit the axial force but less than the sum of the 

areas of the web and flange (the first and second case in Figure 4). Lastly the value n=0.8 

represent the case when is needed more than the sum of the areas of the web and flange to 

transmit the axial force (the third and fourth cases in Figure 4). Hence, each of these 3 curves 

was calculated according to a different case shown in Figures 3 and 4. 

The Figure 5 also shows curves calculated by an expression given in EN 1993 [1], for the 

analyzed section IPE 300. As can be seen from the Figure 5, Eurocodes interaction curve matches 

the curve obtained by the presented procedure quite well, with some small deviations. The values 

of bending moment resistances around the stronger axis coincide with the moment resistances 

calculated by an expression given in Eurocode, while the differences are observed in the bending 

moment resistances around the weaker axis. The deviations are consequence of the approximate 

representation of the cross-section with straight lines.  

Obtained by the same procedure as the I section, the interaction curves for hollow section 

RHS 100x100x4 are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5-  Biaxial bending and axial force interaction curve for IPE300 cross-section at axial 

load levels n=NEd/NRd  

   

Figure 6-  Biaxial bending and axial force interaction curve for RHS 100x100x4 cross-section 

at axial load levels n=NEd/NRd  
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The problem with the resistances calculated with the expressions obtained from Eurocode is 

that the position of the plastic neutral axis cannot be determined. Therefore, the plastic neutral 

axis can only be determined for an interaction surface that is obtained by the same method that 

is used to determine the position of the plastic neutral axis. 

 

Figure 7-  Biaxial bending and axial force interaction curve for IPE 300 cross-section for the 

angle 84° 

Figure 7 presents different values of normalized bending resistances (my and mz) for different 

values of normalized axial force (n) and with the same inclination of the plastic neutral axis 

(α=84°). It is evident that this red curve in Fig. 7 in not a meridian of the resistance surface. This 

means that by increasing the axial load, the inclination of plastic neutral axis will not be the same 

for the same direction of applied bending moment. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The majority of challenges of implementation of the steel section design in software are revisited 

in this papers. Some of the more involving issues are out of the scope of the paper, such are thin-

walled sections and types of buckling there are prone to, or sections loaded by bimoment. Still, 

even for usual rolled sections, Eurocode tacitly implies that the ultimate resistance for each 

loading combination should be found in order to determine the class of the cross-section. This 

can easily become overly time-consuming task, or inadequately solved. It is shown in the paper 

that for different levels of axial force, the inclination of the plastic neutral axis could not be 

known a priori. Hence, the algorithm for I and RHS//SHS sections is presented. Further, the 

approximate resistances of section resistance given in EN 1993-1-1 [1] are compared to ones 

obtained by this simple algorithm.   
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STATIČKI I DINAMIČKI PRISTUP ANALIZI DEJSTVA NALETA 

VETRA NA PRIMERU TORNJA H=110 M 

Rezime: 

Čelični rešetkasti tornjevi imaju veliku primenu u praćenju meteoroloških podataka i redovno su 

izloženi opterećenjima koja je veoma teško pouzdano odrediti. Ovde spada dejstvo vetra i leda, 

a posebno naleti vetra i vibracije koje se tom prilikom javljaju. Standard EN 1993-3-1 tretira ovu 

vrstu konstrukcija i predviđa proveru ovih vibracija, ali ne daje detaljnije podatke o metodologiji 

analize, niti dopuštene vrednosti deformacija i vibracija. U radu je prikazana analiza tornja visine 

110 m primenom Metode konačnih elemenata (MKE) za slučaj dejstva naleta vetra, i to na 

zaleđenu i nezaleđenu konstrukciju. Analiza je urađena najpre statičkim, a zatim i dinamičkim 

metodama. Rezultati dvaju analiza su upoređeni i date preporuke za budući tretman ovako 

osetljivih konstrukcija. 

Ključne reči:  čelični tornjevi, Evrokod, MKE, nalet vetra, dinamička analiza 

STATIC AND DYNAMIC APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF WIND 

GUSTS IN CASE OF A TOWER H=110 M 

Summary: 

Steel lattice towers have large application in meteorology, and are regularly exposed to loads 

difficult to determine reliably, like wind and ice, and especially wind gusts and accompanied 

structural vibrations. EN 1993-3-1 treats such structures and requires checking of vibrations, but 

does not supply methodology for it, neither allowed values for deformation and vibrations. The 

paper presents analysis of a tower 110 m high using the Finite Element Method (FEM), in case 

of wind gust, for iced and non-iced structure, both statically and dynamically. The results were 

compared and recommendations for future treatment of such sensitive structures were given. 

Key words: steel towers, Eurocode, FEM, wind gusts, dynamic analysis 
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1. THE METEOROLOGICAL TOWER STRUCTURE 

The analysed structure is a triangular lattice tower with total height of 110 m, and base length 

of 4.40 m (Fig. 1). The location of the tower is Vršac, Serbia, a region with severe winds. The 

structural and load data are taken from the expertise [2].  

   

Figure 1 - Tower geometry; a) global view; b) bottom part - detail; c) top part - detail  

2. WIND AND ICE LOADS ON TOWERS 

In this analysis, attention is paid to loads dominant for this type of structure: self-weight and 

wind action. Wind action is often associated with icing, which increases the self-weight and 

aerodynamic drag. Besides, the wind action itself is a highly stochastic phenomenon. Usually it 

consists of some steady air stream, known as “wind mean action” (WM), and intermittent wind 

gusts (WG), which can cause significant vibrations of the structure. Both components are 

commonly calculated using static analysis, and superimposed.  

The standard [4] requires that towers and masts be examined for gust induced vibrations in 

the wind direction. However, it does not specify the methodology for such checking.  

The idea of this investigation was to compare structural behaviour of a realistic sample 

structure applying two different approaches: 
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1. Analysis of the load case self-weight + wind mean action + wind gust (G+WM+WG) using 

FEM static analysis. 

2. Analysis of the load case self-weight + wind mean action (G+WM) using static approach, 

and then applying the wind gust load (WG) on such deformed structure, using FEM dynamic 

time-history analysis (Specific details of the methodology used for this approach are given in 

further text).  

Both approaches are conducted for ice-free and for iced tower, in order to investigate the 

influence of icing on the structure. The ice loading was taken from the expertise [2], with adopted 

ice density of ρ=900 kg/m3, as the most unfavourable value. Modelling of the iced tower showed 

significant mass increase. Namely, the structural mass was 18270 kg, mass of the ice 8960 kg, 

(additional 46%), and total mass 27230 kg. Ice also affects the natural frequency of the structure, 

altering it from f1=0.5012 Hz (ice-free) to f1=0.3869 Hz (iced).  

3. FE ANALYSIS OF THE TOWER 

3.1. FE MODELLING AND ANALYSIS PARAMETERS 

The tower structure model is based on the model analysed in [5], and using the standard [1]. 

The adopted FE mesh was obtained by division of every structural member into eight FE.  

The dynamic analyses were conducted for a series of ten load frequency values, ranging from 

10 % of the resonant frequency (K = 0.1) up to 100 % of the resonant frequency (K = 1.0), see 

Table 2, 3. The idea was to investigate the influence of different excitation frequencies, including 

the resonant one, on behaviour of the structure and on its serviceability and strength.  

The overall structural damping factor (G) is calculated based on the relationship between the 

structural damping coefficient (G) and the relative damping (ξ): 

2
2

G
G =  =                            (1) 

Based on the equation (1) and adopted relative damping ξ = 0.05, recommended for steel 

structures, the overall structural damping factor is calculated as G = 0.10. The system damping 

frequency (denoted as W3 in [6]) was adopted based on the frequency of the 1st mode of 

oscillation, that is, W3 = 0.5013 Hz (ice-free tower), and W3 = 0.3869 Hz (iced tower). 

As mentioned, the main idea was to superimpose the dynamic action of the wind gust on the 

tower structure that is already statically deformed by the basic load case (G+WM). For that 

purpose, a set of two load functions were created. The first function, simulating static G+WM 

action was defined as time-dependent, using bilinear function. According to this, the load rises 

linearly from zero to full value in a relatively short period, t=5 s, and from then on holds this 

steady value. The time interval between t1=5 s and t2=20 s is intended for damping of the 

oscillations which unavoidably arise by applying this part of the load. Consequently, the G+WM 

load function is formally a dynamic one, although its action on the structure has static character. 

For the purpose of clarity, we denoted it as quasi-static (Table 3, 4). The second function that 

simulates the gust wind action is a sine function, and has a zero value from t0=0 s to t2=20 s. At 

t2=20 s starts the sine function and lasts for one oscillation period (Tc). Lasting time of this period 

varies depending on the excitation frequency of the wind gust, which was varied as described 
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above. After one sine period, the wind gust function takes zero value in order to enable damping 

of the structure, and it ends at t3=60 s. The complete loading process is presented on diagrams in 

Figures 2 and 3. 

 

Figure 2 - Ice-free tower: load factor vs. time 

 

Figure 3 - Iced tower: load factor vs. time 
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3.2. FEM ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The structural displacements of the top of the tower in the wind direction (Z) were selected 

as main serviceability value, and the max. and min. stresses were taken as strength check data. 

Characteristic input and output analysis data are presented in the Tables 1 and 2 and on 

diagrams in Fig. 4 and 5.  

Table 1 - Ice-free tower - static and dynamic analysis; f1=0.5013 Hz; G=0.1; W3=0.5013 Hz 

Model 
Load freq. 

factor K [-] 

Total load 

duration ts [s] 

No. of steps             

n [-] 

Zmax                      

[m] 

Smax                  

[MPa] 

Smin                  

[MPa] 

M601 1.00 60 600 6.203 211 -412 

M611 0.90 60 600 6.345 219 -426 

M621 0.80 60 600 6.293 217 -423 

M631 0.70 60 600 5.735 197 -383 

M641 0.60 60 600 4.970 162 -316 

M651 0.50 60 600 4.907 157 -307 

M661 0.40 60 600 4.740 150 -292 

M671 0.30 60 600 4.432 138 -270 

M681 0.20 60 600 3.918 121 -238 

M691 0.10 60 600 3.887 120 -235 

M600 G+WM STATIC 1 2.176 79 -157 

M600 G+WM+WG STATIC 1 3.816 135 -263 

 G= Self-weight; WM= Wind mean value; WG= Wind gust 

 

Figure 4 - Ice-free tower: displacements of the top of the tower  
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Table 2 - Iced tower - static and dynamic analysis; f1=0.3869 Hz; G=0.1; W3=0.3869Hz 

Model 
Load freq. 

factor K [-] 

Total load 

duration ts [s] 

No. of steps             

n [-] 

Zmax                      

[m] 

Smax                  

[MPa] 

Smin                  

[MPa] 

M601L 1.00 60 600 7.810 277 -542 

M611L 0.90 60 600 7.970 286 -559 

M621L 0.80 60 600 7.893 284 -555 

M631L 0.70 60 600 7.337 262 -514 

M641L 0.60 60 600 6.532 223 -437 

M651L 0.50 60 600 6.452 217 -427 

M661L 0.40 60 600 6.267 209 -411 

M671L 0.30 60 600 5.931 196 -387 

M681L 0.20 60 600 5.398 179 -353 

M691L 0.10 60 600 5.393 178 -350 

M600L G+WM  STATIC  1 3.624 143 -285 

M600L G+WM+WG STATIC 1 5.266 202 -389 

G= Self-weight; WM= Wind mean value; WG= Wind gust 

 

Figure 5 - Iced tower: displacements of the top of the tower 

Based on the obtained analysis results presented in tables 1 and 2 and in figures 4 and 5 a 

comparison was done, separately for the ice-free and the iced tower (Table 3 and 4). For 

comparison extreme values of displacements and stresses were taken. The load case G+WM, 

analysed statically, was adopted as a starting point, and its results were declared as 100 % value. 

In the second step, the wind gust was added, and this load case (G+WM+WG) was again 

analysed statically. The third step in fact represents the focal point of this paper. Here the wind 

gust was analysed using dynamic time-history analysis.   
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Table 3 - Ice-free tower – comparison of results 

Load and analysis method 
Zmax                      

[m] 

Zmax                      

[%] 

Smax                  

[MPa] 

Smax                  

[%] 

Smin                  

[MPa] 

Smin                  

[%] 

G+WM (STATIC) 2.176 100 79 100 -157 100 

G+WM+WG (STATIC) 3.816 175 135 171 -263 168 

G+WM(QUASI-STATIC) + WG(DYNAMIC) 6.345 192 219 277 -426 271 

Table 4 - Iced tower – comparison of results 

Load and analysis method 
Zmax                      

[m] 

Zmax                      

[%] 

Smax                  

[MPa] 

Smax                  

[%] 

Smin                  

[MPa] 

Smin                  

[%] 

G+WM (STATIC) 3.624 100 143 100 -285 100 

G+WM+WG (STATIC) 5.266 145 202 141 -389 136 

G+WM (QUASI-STATIC ) + WG (DYNAMIC) 7.970 220 286 200 -559 196 

 

The first observation is that wind gust, even taken as a static load, increases all relevant output 

data, e.g., displacements rise for 75 % (ice-free tower) and 45 % (iced tower). The stresses were 

also significantly higher (see Table 3 and 4). That points to a strong recommendation that such 

high and slender structures should be obligatory checked under gust action, according to the 

standards [3].  

However, the third analysis step, with the dynamic approach to gust action shows further 

considerable increase in displacements and stresses. This poses a very important question: is 

static analysis of wind actions satisfying for towers and similar structures? The obtained results 

obviously show that the answer is – no. Here must be noticed that Tables 3 and 4 present the 

most unfavourable results, which arise at frequencies of the gust excitation close to the resonant 

ones. But, a close look into the output data given in Tables 1 and 2 shows that displacements 

start to rise even if the gust excitation is only 10 % of the resonant frequency, compared to the 

static approach to gust action. 

The results of the dynamic analysis are expected, but with one unexpected anomaly – the 

maximal displacements do not occur for the excitation frequency (K=1.0), but for a little lower 

value (K=0.9). This can be ascribed to some numerical error of the software, and certainly 

indicates that smaller frequency increments around resonance should be applied in the analysis, 

which will be the subject of the further investigations. 

General view on the analysis results, especially the stresses, show that the selected structure 

could not satisfy criteria for safety and strength. Regardless of that, it was used for demonstration 

purposes of the importance of appropriate structural analysis method. Also, it must be noted that 

all analyses were done as linear, meaning that stability problems were nor treated. By all means, 

including of nonlinearity would be the next step of this research. It is reasonable to expect that 

noticed differences between the static and dynamic approach be even higher. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the presented research, the following conclusions are drawn: 

- Towers, masts, and similar structures are exposed to severe meteorological loads, and the 

most critical are wind, ice, and wind gust; 
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- Eurocode standards provide checking of towers and masts on wind gust induced vibrations 

in the wind direction, but do not supply concrete procedures for this; 

- In this paper is developed an FEM model and load functions that enable a dynamic analysis 

of the wind gust, combined with the static action related to self-weight of the structure and wind 

mean action; 

- The proposed method showed that application of dynamic analysis of the wind gust is 

strongly justified, because it showed significantly higher values of displacements and stresses 

compared to static wind gust analysis, mostly in the resonant domain, but also out of it; 

- The FEM and application of advanced engineering software are a powerful tool for more 

reliable analysis of sensitive classes of structures like towers and masts, and make the 

approximate methods like the quasi-static method unjustified. 
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ПАРАМЕТАРСКА АНАЛИЗА ПОЖАРНЕ ОТПОРНОСТИ 

СЛОБОДНО ОСЛОЊЕНИХ АБ ПЛОЧА НОСИВИХ У ЈЕДАН 

ПРАВАЦ  

Rezime:  

Предмет истраживања у овом раду је понашање слободно ослоњених армирано-бетонских 

плоча у пожарним условима и утицај одређених параметара на њихову пожарну 

отпорност. Анализиран је утицај спречавање аксиалних дилатации на понашање слободно 

ослоњених армирано-бетонских плоча у пожарним условима. Анализиран је и пожарно 

сценарио. Све анализиране плоче изложене су стандардном пожару ISO 834. Анализа се 

врши коришћењем програма SAFIR2016. За нумеричку анализу користе се два приступа: 

2D-анализа, када се дискретизација врши гредним елементима и 3D-анализа, када се 

дискретизација врши љускaстим елементима.  

Ključne reči:  АБ плоче; пожарна отпорност; Аксиално ограничење; SAFIR  

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS ON FIRE RESISTANCE OF ONE WAY 

SIMPLY SUPPORTED REINFORCED CONCRETE SLABS  

Summary: 

The subject of research in this paper is the behavior of simply supported reinforced concrete 

slabs in fire conditions and the influence of certain parameters on their fire resistance. The 

influence of axial restraint on fire-exposed reinforced concrete of one way simply supported slab 

is analysed. The influence of fire-scenario is analyzed too. All analyzed slabs are exposed to 

standard ISO 834 fire. The analysis are conducted by using the computer program SAFIR2016. 

For the numerical analysis, two approaches are used: 2D-analysis, when the discretization is 

performed with beam elements and 3D-analysis, when the discretization is performed with shell 

elements.  

Key words: RC slab; Fire resistance; Axial Restraint; SAFIR 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The fire resistance of building members is an important part of any structural and fire safety 

design. Floor slabs, as horizontal elements, have a very important role in providing bearing 

capacity, usability and stability of the building as a whole. Their proper selection and design, 

when they are exposed to different types of loads (mainly: permanent and variable), should 

provide stable and safe structure during the exploitation period.  

In case of fire floor slabs do not have only load bearing function. In most cases they are used 

as elements for separating the fire compartment. Where compartmentation is required, the 

elements forming the boundaries of the fire compartment, including joints, shall be designed and 

constructed in such a way that they maintain their separating function during the relevant fire 

exposure [1]. This shall ensure, where relevant, that integrity failure does not occur, insulation 

failure does not occur, thermal radiation from the unexposed side is limited. 

Does the floor structure meet the required fire resistance criteria mainly depends on: 

mechanical and thermal characteristics of the materials used for the construction; initial loading 

level; support conditions; dimensions of the cross section; steel ratio; concrete cover thickness 

and fire scenario. 

A durable structure shall meet the requirements of serviceability, strength and stability 

throughout its design life, without significant loss of utility or excessive unforeseen maintenance. 

In fire conditions, as a result of a large number of real fire tests and corresponding numerical 

analyzes, it was found out that the moment of failure of the floor structure is always followed by 

significant deformation (deflection). If the structure is close to the limit state, after the cooling 

phase the residual deflections are so great that it cannot be used without significant rehabilitation. 

For these reasons, during the fire action, the deformation (deflection) of the slab is limited to 

prescribed value. According to the ISO standard [2], this limit value is L/30 (L is the span of the 

slab) [3]. 

2. THERMAL ANALYSIS 

Static analysis of the slabs at each time interval uses the output data from the thermal analysis 

of the fire exposed elements, so it should be performed for a compatible finite element mesh, 

which means to perform 2D or 3D thermal analysis, respectively. 

Considering that in reinforced concrete slabs the temperature is changed only in direction of 

thickness, the cross section is discretized with rectangular elements with a width equal to the 

cross section of the slab. The results for the temperature distribution in the cross section of the 

slab are equal in case of 2D or 3D thermal analysis. Figure 1 shows the discretization of the slab 

cross section in 2D thermal analysis. The width of the cross section is b = 12.5 cm, and the 

thickness of the slab is h = 16 cm. In Figure 2 the temperature distribution in the cross section 

of the slab for moment t=3600 sec.=60 min. is presented. 

Temperatures at the bottom side, in the middle plane and at the top side of the slab, during 

action of ISO 834 fire cure, are presented in Figure 3.  

When simplified calculation method, given in EN 1992-1-2, is used, the temperature profile 

in the slab may be defined by formula given in literature [3,6]. The Standard fire curve ISO834 

is given by Eq. 1, the surface temperature by Eq. 2, while the temperature at distance d from the 

slab surface is defined by Eq. 3. 
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Figure 1 - Discretization of the slab cross section in 2D thermal analysis 

       

Figure 2 - Temperature distribution in the cross section of the slab for moment t=60 min. 

3. STATIC ANALYSIS 

The purpose of the analysis is to define the influence of axial restraint on fire-exposed 

reinforced concrete of one way simply supported slab. The influence of fire-scenario is analyzed 

too. For the numerical analysis, two approaches are used: 2D-analysis, when the discretization 

is performed with beam elements and 3D-analysis, when the discretization is performed with 
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shell elements. The 3D-analysis are performed for the real width of the slabs. The width of the 

slabs is adopted to be the same with the span.  

The design actions for fire situation are defined according to recommendations given in EN 

1992-1-2 [5]. The temperature dependent physical and mechanical properties of the siliceous 

aggregate concrete (compressive strength fck=30Mpa) and the reinforcement (yield strength 

fyk=500Mpa) were assumed according to EN 1992-1-2 [5].  

Dead load G1=5.5 kN/m2 (self weight is included); Live load Q=4.0 kN/m2, y2,1=0.6 

The adopted main reinforcement area and the reinforcement schema for the one way simply 

supported slab is shown in Table 1, respectively Figure 5. 

Table 1 - Adopted main reinforcement area in case of different slab spans 

Slab span, L (m) 4 5 6 

Adopted reinforcement are, Asl,req (cm2) 4.831 7.778 11.668 

 

Figure 3 - 2D model and boundary conditions of one way simply supported slab: a) axially 

unrestraint; b) axially restraint 
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Figure 4 - 3D model and boundary conditions of one way simply supported slab: a) axially 

unrestraint; b) axially restraint  

 

Figure 5 - Reinforcement schema for the one way simply supported slab, in case of 3D analysis 
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3.1. SLABS EXPOSED TO FIRE FROM THE BOTTOM SIDE  

 

Figure 6 - Simply supported slab exposed to fire from the bottom side: a) axially unrestrained; 

b) axially restrained 

In the Figure 7 are shown the vertical displacement of the slabs, obtained by 3D analysis. 

There is shown comparation of the vertical displacement of the slabs when they are axially 

unrestrained, respectively axially restraint. It is evident that prevented axial restraint significantly 

increases the fire resistance of one-way simply supported reinforced concrete slabs and reduces 

vertical displacements..  

From the aspect of the criteria  of allowed displacements, the axially restraint slabs reach the 

displacement limit value which in case of fire is L/30 for a period of 10 minutes earlier than the 

axially unrestraint slabs. In the first minutes, due to axial restraint the vertical displacements are 

higher, but than comes to the activation of membrane tensile forces, which contribute to the 

reduction of vertical displacements, and at the same time increase the fire resistance of the slabs. 

In addition to higher fire resistance, time-displacement curves for axially restraint slabs differ 

from those for axially unrestraint slabs. In axially unrestraint slabs the asymptote of time-

displacement curves at failure is vertical, while in axially restraint slabs the asymptote of time-

displacement curves tends to become horizontal (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7 - Comparison of the vertical displacements in the midspan of slabs, axially restrained 

and axially unrestrained, obtained by 3D analysis 
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Table 2 shows the results of the conducted analysis for the fire resistance of one-way simply 

supported reinforced concrete slabs axially restrained, respectively axially unrestrained, for 

various spans. From the obtained results it can be concluded that axial restraint increases the fire 

resistance of the one-way simply supported reinforced concrete slabs. According to the load-

bearing criteria, all the analyzed axially restraint slabs have shown fire resistance greater than 10 

hours. Regarding the criterion for allowable displacements L / 30, it should be noted that the 

slenderness ratio of the slabs L / h has a certain effect. Slabs with the higher slenderness ration 

reach earlier allowable displacement L/30. 

Table 2 - The impact of slab span and axial restraint in fire resistance of one way simply 

supported slabs exposed to fire from bottom side, according to failure criteria and allowable 

deflection criteria L/30  

Fire resistance (min.) 

Span 

(m) 

Axially unrestrained slabs Axially restrained slabs 

Failure Deflection L/30 Failure Deflection L/30 

4 114 43 >600 15 

5 114 32 >600 31 

6 116 26 >600 35 

 

3.2. SLABS EXPOSED TO FIRE FROM THE TOP SIDE  

 

Figure 8 - Simply supported slab exposed to fire from the top side: a) axially unrestrained; b) 

axially restrained 

In practice, two scenarios are possible for slabs exposed to fire: the fire acts from the bottom 

or from the top side. The option for the fire to act on both sides has not been considered because 

according to the recommendations given in the Eurocodes, the fire acts only in one fire 

compartment. 

To explain the impact of the fire scenario, slabs with different spans were analyzed: l=4m, 

l=5 m, l=6m, when concrete cover in both the upper and lower side is co=2.0cm. 

When simply supported one way axially unrestrained slabs are exposed to fire from top side, 

fire resistance is greater than 10 hours ( Figure 9). 

The fire resistance of all three analyzed slabs is greater than 10 hours. This is due to the fact 

that even after 10 hours of fire from the upper side, the temperature in the main reinforcement in 

the lower zone rises slightly and does not exceed 400°C, that is does not undergo reduction, so 

the slabs can resist external loads. 
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Figure 9 - Vertical displacements in the midspan of axially unrestrained slabs exposed to fire 

from the top side, with concrete cover co = 2.0 cm 

In case of axially restrained slabs, the initiated axial compressive forces increase the 

compressive stress in the upper heated zone where both external loads and temperature cause 

compressive stresses, which leads to crushing of concrete which due to high temperatures has 

reduced compressive strength and the slab failure much earlier than axially unrestrained slabs. 

Table 3 shows the results of the conducted analyzes for the fire resistance of one-way simply 

supported  axially unrestrained slabs axially for various spans, respectively axially restrained 

slabs for span L=5m. 

Table 3 - The impact of slab span and axial restraint in fire resistance of one way simply 

supported slabs exposed to fire from the top side, according to failure criteria 

Fire resistance (min.) 

Span 

(m) 

Axially unrestrained slabs Axially restrained slabs 

Failure Failure 

4 >600 - 

5 >600 339 

6 >600 - 

 

Figure 10 compares the vertical displacements of a one-way simply supported reinforced 

concrete slab, with a span of l=5m and a concrete cover of c0=2cm, axially restrained, 

respectively unrestrained. It is evident that axial restrain reduces the fire resistance of the slabs 

when they are exposed to fire from the upper side, which is not the case when they are exposed 

from bottom side. 
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Figure 10 –  Comparison of vertical displacements in the midspan of slabs with span l = 5m, 

axially restrained and axially unrestrained, for different fire scenarios, obtained by 3D 

analysis 

4. CONSLUSIONS 

One way simply supported axially unrestrained slabs exposed to fire from top side have much 

greater fire resistance than slabs exposed to fire from bottom side, because the main 

reinforcement is unexposed to higher temperatures. 

Axial restraint increases significantly fire resistance of one way simply supported slabs 

exposed to fire from bottom side and decreases vertical displacements. That is due to activation 

of membrane tensile forces in the span of the slab and compression forces in peripheral parts of 

the slab. 

When the slabs are exposed to fire from top side, axial restrain decreases the fire resistance 

of the slabs. In case of axially restrained slabs, the initiated axial compressive forces increase the 

compressive stress in the upper heated zone where both external loads and temperature cause 

compressive stresses, which leads to crushing of concrete which due to high temperatures has 

reduced compressive strength and the slab failure much earlier than axially unrestrained slabs.  

The behavior of RC slabs in fire conditions largely depends on the degree of axial restraint. 

When the slabs are analyzed as a separate element, it is impossible to predict the degree of real 

prevention of thermal dilation. It depends on the position of the slab in the structure, the rigidity 

of the surrounding elements and the fire scenario. Therefore, the best results would be obtained 

when these elements would be analyzed as part of a complete structure, but for that purpose 

computer programs are needed that enable spatial analysis. The SAFIR2016 program provides 

such opportunities and opens the door for further research. 
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NUMERIČKO ISTRAŽIVANJE HLADNO-OBLIKOVANIH ČELIČNIH 

STUBOVA SA I BEZ PERFORACIJA 

Rezime: 

U ovom radu su prikazane numeričke analize geometrijski nesavršenih hladno-oblikovanih 

čeličnih stubova. Ispitani stubovi su uklješteni na dnu i oslonjeni po slabijoj osi i torziono 

uklješteni na vrhu. Za svaki razmatrani oblik imperfekcije je određena maksimalna aksijalna sila 

pritiska koju stub može da prihvati. Numeričkom analizom je ispitivan uticaj ekscentričnog 

pritiska. Proučeno je i upoređeno ponašanje perforiranih i neperforiranih elemenata. Prikazane 

su dobijene interakcione krive i upoređene sa onima dobijenih za savršeno prave elemente. 

Numeričko istraživanje je sprovedeno u ABAQUS softveru. 

Key words: Perforirani HOP čelični stubovi, geometrijske imperfekcije, tankozidni elementi 

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF CFS BEAM-COLUMNS WITH 

AND WITHOUT PERFORATIONS 

Summary: 

In this paper the numerical analyses of the geometrically imperfect CFS beam-columns were 

presented. The examined beam-columns were propped. The maximum axial compression load 

of the column was determined for each case. Each analysis was conducted in two steps: in the 

first step the gravitational load was applied, while in the second the horizontal displacement at 

the column’s top was introduced. The behaviour of the perforated and non-perforated members 

was studied and compared. The obtained interaction curves are presented and compared with the 

ones of the perfectly straight members. The numerical investigation was carried out using the 

ABAQUS software. 

Key words: Perforated cold-formed steel column, geometric imperfection, thin-walled members 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The expansion of the use of the cold-formed steel (CFS) structures has been recognized in 

the course of the past decades, due to its cost-effective advantages, structural efficiency, 

practicality, etc. [1]. During the fast manufacturing process and on-site installation of the CFS 

members, it is highly unlikely to achieve their relatively straight position. Geometrical 

imperfections can have a significant influence on the behaviour of structural systems consisting 

of the thin-walled CFS members since, upon reaching the ultimate resistance, their behaviour is 

usually dictated by buckling effects. Therefore, the design is turned out to be an important step 

in the overall process of production of CFS structures such as storage racks, industrial halls, etc. 

The initial geometrically imperfect shape of the thin-walled structures is incorporated in the 

current leading design codes in seemingly different manner. European design code EN1993-1-1 

[2] suggests that imperfections should be taken into account as global imperfections for frames 

and bracing systems and local imperfections for the individual members. The shape of the global 

and local imperfections may be assumed to coincide with the elastic buckling mode shapes. 

Additionally, the geometric imperfection may also be taken into account in the form of the initial 

sway imperfection and individual bow imperfections of members. The global initial sway 

imperfections are computed as a function of the number of stories and the number of participating 

columns in the resisting plane, whereas for the members the relative initial bow imperfection are 

calculated in respect to the length of the member. The effects of local bow imperfections of 

members are taken into account for the buckling resistance calculation as the function of the 

relevant buckling curve. According to AISI [3], the effects of the geometric imperfections on the 

stability of the structural systems should be considered at the points of the member intersection, 

but it is not obligatory to consider initial imperfections of points along the member. Two means 

of consideration of initial imperfections are recognised in the US design code: (1) Direct 

consideration, in which the structure is to be analysed with points of members’ intersection 

displaced from their nominal locations and (2) Consideration through the application of the 

notational loads, in which the lateral loads are to be applied at all levels. A thorough investigation 

was carried out by Bernuzzi [4] and Bernuzzi et al [5] in order to summarise the main design 

requirements currently adopted in Europe and the United States for steel storage pallet racks. In 

this two-part research the methods of incorporation of geometrical imperfections were addressed 

in detail. 

Previous studies have been focused mainly on the instability effects of the geometrically non-

perfect CFS columns subjected to the pure compression [6]–[10] or pure bending [11], while a 

quite frequent case of combined compression and bending of CFS columns have not yet drawn 

interest in large extent. The most employed modelling procedure for the imperfect shape is the 

traditional modal approach where imperfections are implemented as one of the elastic buckling 

mode shapes [5, 7]. The question of the determination of the appropriate initial imperfection 

magnitude was not addressed often. However, a comprehensive research in regard to initial 

imperfection magnitude have been provided by Pastor et al [9]. In addition, only a few of them 

deals with the perforated members [6, 7]. Consequently, design methods for perforated CFS 

sections have not yet been included in the leading design codes. 

The purpose of the presented numerical analyses is to investigate the influence of the 

geometrical imperfections on the behaviour of the CFS beam-columns, as well as to compare the 

behaviour of the non-perforated with perforated members. Furthermore, the comparison between 
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the two different imperfection magnitudes was made. The examined beam-columns were of the 

propped static system, and were loaded with variable compression load and steadily increased 

horizontal load about major axis. The obtained interaction curves are presented and compared 

with the ones of the perfectly straight members. The numerical investigation was carried out 

using the ABAQUS [12] software. 

2. GEOMETRIC IMPERFECTIONS 

Geometric imperfections are the deviation of the geometry of a structure or an element from 

the designed one. In the field of steel structures, it is almost impossible to achieve the ideally 

straight element geometry due to manufacturing processes and on-site installation conditions. 

However, deviations from the ideal position and shape are allowed if they are within the 

prescribed production and installation tolerances, defined by the appropriate standards. Design 

codes for steel structures recognize two groups of imperfections: (1) local and (2) global 

imperfections. Local imperfections are used in the analyses of an individual elements, while 

global imperfections are used in the analyses of a complete structure or a part of it such as frames 

or bracing systems. Imperfections of the individual element can also be classified into two 

groups: 

- imperfections formed by the deviation of the axis of the element from its designed position 

(global) and 

- imperfections of the shape of the cross-section (local cross-section sheet bending, as well 

as cross-sectional distortion combined with sheet bending). 

3. NUMERICAL MODELS 

With the intention to examine the influence of the geometrical imperfections on the behaviour 

of the thin-walled CFS column, numerical models of the single non-perforated and perforated 

columns were presented and analysed. The height of all columns was 2000 mm, while the cross-

section geometry was adopted as in [1]. The static system of the considered member and it’s 

cross-section are depicted in the Fig. 1. 

Trilinear material model of the steel was used, with Young’s modulus E = 200,000 N/mm2, 

Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3, shear modulus G = 76,923 N/mm2, yield stress fy = 275 N/mm2 and 

ultimate stress fu = 510 N/mm2. 

The software ABAQUS was employed for the purposes of the investigation of the FEM 

analyses. The FEM models of the columns were based on the four-node S4R shell elements with 

reduced integration and hourglass control. In order to properly capture the local and the 

distortional instabilities inside the acceptable computational time, as well as to limit the 

hourglass modes, the size of finite elements used in the presented numerical simulations was 

10 mm in average. The selected mesh density resulted in 42222 DOFs in regard to non-perforated 

column and 109998 DOFs in regard to the perforated one. The total of 16 numerical models were 

considered, each comprising of 11 analyses, resulting in 176 numerical analyses in total. 

The columns were fixed at the bottom, whereas at the top, the weak axis bending and torsion 

were constrained. The analysis was conducted in two steps: in the first step the gravitational load 
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was applied, while the horizontal displacement of 200 mm at the column’s top was introduced 

in the second. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 1 - Static system of the 

considered member and the geometry of 

the cross-section [1] 

Figure 2 - Buckling mode shapes used to 

describe the initial geometrical imperfections: 

a) global, b) distortional and c) local 

The imperfect shape of the column was assumed to correspond to the elastic buckling mode 

shapes. Four configurations of the geometric imperfections’ shape were used for both non-

perforated and perforated column: (1) global (flexural) mode shape, (2) distortional mode shape, 

(3) local mode shape and (4) the combination of all three. Two different imperfection amplitudes 

were considered. The first one was defined in relation to the plate thickness as 1.0·t in accordance 

with [9], which was equal to 2.0 mm and was predominantly intended to describe local and 

distortional imperfections. The second one was determined in relation to the member's span as 

L/200, in compliance with [2], which was equal to 10.0 mm and is aimed to describe the global 

imperfections. The first three buckling mode shapes used as an initial geometric imperfection 

shapes are given in Fig. 2. In this figure, the elastic buckling mode shapes are presented only for 

the non-perforated column, since the buckling mode shapes for perforated columns are of the 

same character. 

For each configuration of the column with geometric imperfections the maximal axial 

compression load (Nmax) was determined by the application of the nonlinear analysis. The 

investigated configurations and maximum compression forces for each one are given in the Table 
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1. Configurations A-1 to A-4 are referred to the non-perforated column, while B-1 to B-4 are 

referred to the perforated one. 

Table 1 - Summary of the configurations and the maximum compression load for each 

Configuration 
Imperfection 

magnitude 
Imperfection shape Nmax [kN] 

A [1] - - 170.67 

A1-2 2 mm Global 97.38 

A2-2 2 mm Distortional 136.73 

A3-2 2 mm Local 129.74 

A4-2 2 mm Combination of three modes  95.17 

A1-10 10 mm Global 76.56 

A2-10 10 mm Distortional 98.17 

A3-10 10 mm Local 100.87 

A4-10 10 mm Combination of three modes  61.03 

B [1] - - 132.86 

B1-2 2 mm Global 90.16 

B2-2 2 mm Distortional 119.02 

B3-2 2 mm Local 99.70 

B4-2 2 mm Combination of three modes  89.92 

B1-10 10 mm Global 67.28 

B2-10 10 mm Distortional 82.06 

B3-10 10 mm Local 81.74 

B4-10 10 mm Combination of three modes  63.83 

 

Numerical modelling technique and the solution scheme of the considered models is the same 

to the one described in [1]. 

4. ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The geometrical and material nonlinear analyses were used in order to study the behaviour 

of the thin-walled CFS column with geometric imperfections due to the simultaneous action of 

compression and major axis bending. The major axis bending was induced by applying 

horizontal displacement of the top of the column, equal to 200 mm. Bending resistance was 

investigated for different levels of the axial compression. In each subsequent analysis the 

gravitational load was increased by 10% of the Nmax. 

The N-M interaction diagrams for different imperfection shapes for both non-perforated and 

perforated column and both considered imperfection amplitudes are given in Fig. 3-6. Also, the 

N-M interaction curves for perfectly straight column obtained in [1] are given in each relevant 

diagram for the purposes of the comparison. 

For the 2 mm imperfection magnitude the reduction in moment resistance in the function of 

the compression force is more notable for the first mode imperfect shape and the combination of 

three mode shapes. As expected, the imperfect shape corresponding to the combination of three 

modes leads to the lowest resistance of the column. The distortional imperfect shape (in both 
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non-perforated and perforated columns) had the lowest influence on the member’s resistance. 

For all imperfection shapes and 2 mm imperfection magnitude, the moment resistance decrease 

is negligible for axial loads smaller than 0.5·Nmax. 

 

Figure 3 - N-M interaction for different imperfection shapes 

for non-perforated column (2 mm imperfection) 

 

Figure 4 - N-M interaction for different imperfection shapes 

for perforated column (2 mm imperfection) 

For the value of the imperfection amplitude of 10 mm the M-N curve is significantly lower 

than for the “perfect” column. As in previous cases, the global buckling mode influences the 

resistance decrease the most. The highest resistance among columns with geometric 

imperfections appeared in cases with distortional and local imperfect mode shapes for non-

perforated and perforated column respectively. The significant resistance decrease arises when 

combined imperfection shape is introduced for both non-perforated and perforated columns. As 

noticed in Figures 4 and 6, the more pronounced influence of geometric imperfections is in the 
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domain between the 0.5·Nmax and 1.0·Nmax. In the case of the non-perforated column, the highest 

influence on the resistance decrease in this zone is due to the local imperfect shape, while in the 

case of the perforated one all modes demonstrate the same behaviour regarding the reduction in 

resistance. 

 

Figure 5 - N-M interaction for different imperfection shapes 

for non-perforated column (10 mm imperfection) 

 

Figure 6 - N-M interaction for different imperfection shapes 

for perforated column (10 mm imperfection) 

However, as imperfection magnitude of 2 mm is associated with the imperfections of the of 

the cross-section, in this case the greater attention should be given to the distortional and local 

modes. Local cross-section wall bending and cross-sectional distortion combined with sheet 

bending have a greater influence on the reduction in resistance when axial compression force 

reaches 70% of Nmax, although this decrease is more pronounced for local imperfect shape. In 

the contrary, imperfection magnitude of 10 mm is related to the imperfections formed by the 
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deviation of the axis of the element from its designed position. Here, an emphasis should be put 

on the imperfection shape derived from the global one. The global buckling mode shape 

contributes to the reduction in member’s resistance in a much greater extent than the local and 

distortional ones. In this regard, the moment resistance decreases rapidly with the increase of the 

compression load and cuts in more than a half when it comes to the maximum axial compression 

load. 

In Fig 7 the deformed shapes of the columns in a near-collapse state for the axial compression 

load equal to 0.6·Nmax are given. Figures a) to c) display the non-perforated member, while 

figures d) to f) display the perforated one. For the global imperfect shapes, the sample of the 

imperfection amplitude (i.a.) amounted to 10 mm is showed, while for the distortional and local 

ones the 2 mm imperfection amplitude specimen is displayed. The deformed buckling shape of 

the members in Figures a) and d) are mainly of local nature in the lower part of the column, 

which emphasise the influence of the simultaneous action of the compression and major-axis 

bending. In other cases, the deformed buckling shape predominantly takes the distortional 

character. 

 

      
 a) b) c) d) e) f) 

Figure 7 - Deformed shapes of the columns for the compression load amounted to 0.6Nmax: 

a) non-perforated, global imperfect shape (i.a. = 10 mm), b) non-perforated, distortional 

imperfect shape (i.a. = 2 mm), c) non-perforated, local imperfect shape (i.a. = 2 mm), d) 

perforated, global imperfect shape (i.a. = 10 mm), e) perforated, distortional imperfect 

shape (i.a. = 2 mm) and f) perforated, local imperfect shape (i.a. = 2 mm) 
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5. CONCLUSION 

Nonlinear shell FE analyses of the geometrically imperfect non-perforated and perforated 

columns subjected to combined compression and major-axis bending were demonstrated. The 

geometric imperfections were introduced with use of three elastic buckling mode shapes: local, 

distortional and global mode shape and the combinations of all as the fourth as well. Two 

imperfection amplitudes were analysed: 2.0 mm, which was mainly intended to address the local 

and distortional imperfections and 10.0 mm, aimed to represent the global imperfections. 

Results show that distortional imperfections with the amplitude of 2 mm do not have 

significant influence on the member’s resistance. However, imperfections derived from the local 

bucking mode result in a more rapid resistance decrease, while the influence of the global 

imperfections is most evident. For axial compression values lower than 50% of the member’s 

resistance (with and without perforations) the notable resistance decrease for all initial geometric 

imperfection shapes was not documented (not greater than 5%). 

As for the imperfection amplitude of 10 mm, the decrease in member’s resistance is steeper. 

The relevance of the modal shapes on the member’s resistance is the same as for the lower 

imperfection amplitude, i.e. the resistance decrease is more distinctive for the global buckling 

shape rather than for the distortional and local ones. In this case, the attention should be paid to 

the imperfection shape derived from the global mode. The decrease of the resistance in case of 

non-perforated column becomes evident for axial loads higher than 60% of Nmax, while in the 

case of the perforated member the decrease is noticeable for all levels of axial load. 
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UTICAJ PODLIVKE NA PONAŠANJE SMIČUĆE VEZE SA 

ANKERIMA   

Summary:  

Montažna gradnja i zahtevi za ponovnom upotrebom pojedinih elemenata konstrukcije 

podrazumevaju primenu  oslonačkih veza ostvarenih ankerima. Pored demontažnog karaktera, 

veza sa ankerima mora da zadovolji i sve proračunom usvojene granične uslove po pomeranjima. 

U radu je opisano ponašenje smičuće veze ostvarene ankerima. Analizirana je deformabilnost 

veze u zavisnosti od kvaliteta i debljine podlivke. U programskom paketu Abaqus sprovedena je 

parametrska analiza sa ciljem da se definiše zavisnost između debljine i mehaničkih svojstava 

podlivke i deformacije klizanja spoja za nivo opterećenja koji odgovara graničnim stanjima 

upotrebljivosti.   

Ključne reči: ankeri, smičući spoj, podlivka, deformacija klizanja 

GROUT EFFECT ON THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE ANCHOR SHEAR 

CONNECTION   

Summary:  

Prefabricated construction and requirements for reusing the particular structural element, request 

the application of a support joint realized with anchors. Besides demountability, the connection 

detail realized with anchors needs to satisfy all support conditions adopted during the structure 

design. This paper describes the behaviour of anchor shear connection. The connection slip was 

analysed concerning the grout material properties and the grout thickness. The parametric study 

was performed using Abaqus software to define the relationship between grout properties and 

thickness and the slip deformation for load levels corresponding to serviceability limit states.  

Key words: anchor, shear connection, grout, slip 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The structural design of connection details for a steel structure with a reinforced concrete 

supporting structure must meet the boundary conditions adopted in the numerical calculation at 

the position of the supports. The connection must satisfy adopted criteria for load-bearing 

capacity and deformability. The anchors which are positioned between the steel structure and the 

reinforced concrete foundations can be cast-in-place or post-installed. For the shear force transfer 

in the base plate of steel column bases, the common practice, that can be met in structural design, 

comprise an additional element. This additional element is a shear key which is often constructed 

as group of elastic headed studs or as a rigid block element, as presented in Figure 1b and 1c. 

Without a shear key, the shear force transfer can be obtained by anchors or/and by friction in the 

contact surface. This type of column base is presented in Figure 1a. 

   
a) anchors b) headed studs c) shear key 

Figure 1 - Characteristic column bases detailing  

Shear resistance verification of the connection between steel column and concrete 

foundations is defined in two parts of the Eurocode standards: SRPS EN 1993-1-8 [1] and SRPS 

EN 1992-4 [2]. The aforementioned parts of Eurocode present distinct design concepts: the "steel 

concept" vs. the "concrete/fastener concept". SRPS EN 1993-1-8 limits the application of 

anchors with strength classes up to 8.8, including this strength class. The calculation procedure 

is based on the research conducted by Gresnigt et al. [3] and it covers the application of cast-in-

place long anchors. However, the concept of calculating the load capacity of column base plate 

connection with anchors, presented in SRPS EN 1992-4, defines the area of application in more 

detail, but also permits the usage of all anchors strength class, including strength class 10.9. Also, 

design procedure in SRPS EN 1992-4 allows application of cast-in-place and post-installed 

anchors. The standard SRPS EN 1992-4 defines the shear capacity of anchors by applying the 

CEB model which is also presented in the Technical Specification and Guideline for European 

technical approval of metal anchors for use in concrete preceding Eurocode 2 part 4.  

Some of the most important differences between the two design concepts are: 

 - plastic design in SRPS EN 1993-1-8 [1] vs. elastic design in SRPS EN 1992-4 [2],   

 - equilibrium condition and flexible base plate in SRPS EN 1993-1-8 vs. compatibility 

conditions and rigid base plate in SRPS EN 1992-4.   

Many authors agree that in future editions of Eurocode standards for structural design, 

harmonization of these two different design concepts is required. In anticipation of new editions 

of Eurocodes, some open issues should be highlighted: 
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- Column bases realized with the cast-in-place anchors, implies the common practice that 

provides larger holes in the base plate for the accuracy of construction and welding of the 

thick washers after fitting of geometry. The transfer of horizontal force between the 

column and the anchor is performed via the additional washer. This case is not included 

in the current edition of Eurocode. 

- Eurocode does not contain any information about bond strength and anchoring conditions 

for threaded rods, which are extensively used in engineering practice for cast-in anchors.   

- Anchor material limitation fy<300 MPa for anchors with a hook [1] is not completely 

clear.  

- Serviceability limit states are not covered in detail by the actual part of Eurocode.      

1.1. SHEAR RESISTANCE OF CAST-IN-PLACE ANCHORS 

 In this paper, analysis of column base with small compression force or with total exception 

of compression force is presented. Connections to the foundations of engineering structures, such 

as lattice antenna towers, usually need to be designed through interaction of shear and axial 

tension forces. This design situation of column base, with shear force or interaction of shear force 

and axial tension force, is also relevant for columns which are part of the steel building bracing 

systems, such as ground-floor buildings.     

 Transfer of shear force in column base could be realized with one of the following models:  

 - friction resistance of the base plate, in contact with a concrete supporting structure,   

 - shear resistance of the anchors,   

 - bending moment resistance of the anchors.  

 Friction resistance of the base plate in contact with a concrete foundation can be included in 

the calculation of shear resistance in cases where a pressure force is obtained in the support. The 

friction coefficient depends on the properties of the grout material, so SRPS EN 1993-1-8 [1] 

prescribes a value of the coefficient of friction of 0.2 for grouts based on sand-cement mortars. 

For other types of grout materials, it is necessary to determine the friction coefficient based on 

the technical specifications of the material. In the working document of the new edition of 

Eurocode 3 part 1-8 (prEN 1993-1-8:2020) [4], the 0.3 friction coefficient is prescribed. Friction 

in the calculation procedures defined by SRPS EN 1992-4 [2] for shear resistance calculation is 

not used. Additionally, recent discussions analyse models of shear force transfer by friction in a 

joint resulting from a bending moment that can occur in the support structures such as column 

bases.  

 Shear resistance of anchor is function of anchor diameter and material properties. Table 1 

presents the expressions for determination the shear resistance of anchors. EN 1992-4 [2]   

defines two values of shear load capacity when the joint is constructed with grout (with lever 

arm) and when the anchor plate is directly supported on concrete without grout layer (without 

lever arm). The area of application of expression defined in EN 1993-1-8 [1] is for anchor classes 

lower than or equal to 8.8, while the procedure defined in the EN 1992-4 [3] can be used also for 

anchors with 10.9 strength class. With certain limitations, the expression provided in the standard 

EN 1992-4 [3] for the bearing capacity of anchor without grout can also be used for determination 

of the shear resistance of anchors with a grout having thickness tgrout < min (40 mm, 4d). Certain 

limitations are:  

 - the anchors are not stressed by the bending moment or axial tensile force, 
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 - the connection needs to be realized with more than one anchor in line in the shear force 

direction.   

Table 1 - Anchor shear resistance 

SRPS EN 1993-1-8 [1] 
bc ub s

2,vb,Rd bc yb

M2

   with   0,44 0,0003





 
= = −

f A
F f  

SRPS EN 1992-4 [2]   

grout  < 0,5  t d   Rk,s grout 6 7 s uk(1 0,01 )  = −     V t k k A f  

SRPS EN 1992-4 [2]  

with grout 
grout  > 0,5  t d  

M

Rk,s,M Rk,s

a

 M   


=V
l

 

ybf    yield strength of the anchor bolt 

ubf   ultimate tensile strength of the anchor bolt 

ukf   characteristic steel ultimate tensile strength  

ykf   characteristic steel yield strength 

sA   stressed cross section of anchor   

el  W elastic section modulus calculated from the stressed cross section  

grout  t thickness of grout layer  

al    effective lever arm  

7 1,0 or 0,8 =k   

6 uk 6 uk0,5 for 500 MPa; 0,6 for 500 MPa <  1000 MPa=  = k f k f  

* Characteristic bending resistance of the single anchor can be calculated according: 

Rk,s el uk Rk,s el ykM 1,2  ili  M 1,5=   =  W f W f  

** Value for coefficient k6 is not harmonized with value of coefficient v in SRPS EN 1993-1-8 [1]  

 
Figure 2 - Shear resistance of the single anchor for different strength classes 
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Figure 2 shows a comparative analysis of shear resistance for 16 mm anchors diameter, with 

different strength classes, using expressions presented in Table 1. Considerable differences in 

the calculated values of anchor shear resistance according to the above expressions are observed. 

To investigate the influence of the grout on the behaviour of the anchors in shear connection, a 

pilot experimental test and advanced numerical simulation are made.  

 The FE analyses of column base were performed, using the software package ABAQUS 6.14 

[5], in order to analyse the behaviour of the shear connection. The values of the deformation for 

service loads are not defined in standards. Deformations of the joint can be significant in the case 

with a greater thickness of the grout layer.      

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH   

The bearing capacity of the column base realized with two anchors with a 16 mm diameter 

made of threaded rods was determined experimentally. The post-installed anchors were made 

without tightening after grouting. A push-out test of samples formed with two reinforced 

concrete slabs, 30 mm thick anchor plate, two anchors and 25.0 mm thick grout was performed. 

Specimen layout is presented in Figure 3. The strength of the grout was varied. Specimens with 

the grout characteristic compressive strength of 20 MPa and 70 MPa were examined. A cement-

based material with reduced shrinkage values, non-shrinking mortar, was used for the grout. The 

strength of the used grout according to the Technical Specifications of the Manufacturer (SIKA) 

is fck >70 MPa seven days after casting. The first sample was tested after seven days when the 

grout reached the expected strength. The second sample was tested after 28 hours when the grout 

reached the strength fck > 20 MPa. Determination of mechanical properties of the grout was 

performed through examination of standard prisms. Prisms were tested for bending and pressure. 

The standard coupon tensile tests of anchors were performed to determine material properties of 

the anchor steel. The obtained values of yield strength and ultimate tensile strength correspond 

to the anchor with strength class 5.6. 

  
a) slip - total force of specimens b) anchor strains – total force 

Figure 3 - Experimental results for two grout strengths 
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 During the examination, the values of the applied force and slip deformation of the specimen 

were collected using HBM acquisition system. The obtained values of the specimen ultimate 

shear capacity Pu are the same regardless of the characteristic strength of the grout material, as 

shown in Figure 3a. The axial tensile force in the anchor was monitored by placing strain gauges 

on the anchors. According to the strain measurements, the loading step when the tensile force 

occurs in the anchors was defined, see Figure 3b. The measured values of total slip and the value 

of shear force, which correspond to the axial tensile force that occurs in the anchor, indicate 

considerable differences in the behaviour of joints made with grouts of different compressive 

strengths. The specimen ultimate shear capacity Pu is the same despite of the grout strength which 

is the result of the interaction of the shear and tensile force in anchors. Using a lower grout 

strength, the onset of significant deformations occurs at strength forces of 0.10-0.15Pu compared 

to a specimen made with a higher grout strength where considerable connection deformation 

occurs at the shear force corresponding to the 0.3Pu. 

The experimental results are compared with the characteristic loads obtained according to the 

design procedures described in Table 1. The best prediction of the results is given by the 

procedure defined in SRPS EN 1993-1-8 [1]. SRPS EN 1992-4 [2] gives underestimated or even 

overestimated strength values depending on whether a model with no grout/small thickness grout 

is used tgrout<0,5d or a model with grout. Result recapitulation is presented in Table 2.   

Table 2 - Experimental vs calculated results per one anchor 

Grout 
EXPSLS 

Pu [kN] 

EXPULS  

Pu [kN] 

EN 1993-1-8 [1] 

PRk [kN] 

EXPSLS / PRk 

[-] 

EXPULS /PRk 

[-] 

 20 MPa 4.50 42.0  25.4 0.17 1.65 

 70 MPa 20.7  37.5  25.4 0.82 1.47 

Grout 
EXPSLS 

Pu [kN] 

EXPSLS 

Pu [kN] 

EN 1992-4 [3] 

PRk [kN]  tgrout=0  

EXPSLS / PRk 

[-] 

EXPULS /PRk 

[-] 

 20 MPa 4.50 42.0  36.2 0.12 1.16 

 70 MPa 20.7 37.5  36.2 0.57 1.03 

Grout 
EXPSLS 

Pu [kN] 

EXPSLS 

Pu [kN] 

EN 1992-4 [3] 

PRk [kN]  tgrout0 

EXPSLS / PRk 

[-] 

EXPULS /PRk 

[-] 

 20 MPa 4.50 42.0  8.4 0.38 5.00 

 70 MPa 20.7  37.5  8.4 2.46 4.46 

3. PARAMETRIC STUDY  

In order to analyse the behaviour of anchors in shear connections, a FE model was realized. 

The ABAQUS 6.14 [5] software package was used. The model defines column base and the 

connection of the column with the concrete foundation. Parameters of analysis are the 

compressive strength of grout, grout thickness, and number of anchors in the joint. The anchor 

used in the experiment and numerical analysis is an anchor of strength class 5.6. The anchor 

material model is based on the stress-strain results obtained in the coupon test. The procedure 

described by Pavlović et al. [7] was used to define the damage parameter for the anchor material. 

A concrete damage plasticity model was used for the grout material. For the nonlinear behaviour 

of the grout, a nonlinear diagram of stress dilatations for concrete was used, applying the 
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appropriate model matching the grout strength. For the part of the diagram up to the value of 

dilatation εcu, a nonlinear diagram defined by SRPS EN 1992-1-1 [6] was used. The descending 

part of the diagram for values of dilatation higher than εcu was defined following Pavlović et al. 

[8]. The connection behaviour is also influenced by the tensile strength of the grout as well as 

the onset and propagation of cracks in the grout. The nonlinear behaviour of concrete is described 

by a stress-displacement curve. The displacement at which a crack occurs in concrete was 

determined according to the recommendations given in the FIB Model Code 2010 [8]. 

 Fracture energy of concrete GF [N/m] is defined as the energy required to propagate a tensile 

crack, as presented in Eq. 1. Fracture energy is equal to the area below the descending part of 

the stress-displacement curve and presented with Eq. 2. The displacement corresponding to the 

onset of a crack in the grout was determined based on default recommendations given in Abaqus 

[5], and given with Eq. 3. Concrete tension damage parameter is defined according to Birtel and 

Mark [9]. The descending part of the stress-displacement curve which was used in the material 

model of the grout was defined by Hordijk [10] as given with Eq. 4. 

GF = 78 · fcm
0,18                       (1) 

0
( )= 

cw

cGF w dw                      (2) 

wc =2 · GF / fct                       (3) 

( ) ( )
2

2
3 3

t ct 1 c 1 1 2( ) 1 / 1    3,0   =6,93  
− 

−
   =  +   −  +  =  
  

c

w
c

w c

c

w
w f c w w e c e c c

w
         (4) 

 
 

a) specimen layout b) FE mesh  

Figure 4 - FE model  

FE model of the column base developed in Abaqus software [5] is presented in Figure 4. In 

FE modelling of the column base, tie constrain was applied as contact between nuts and anchors 

and embedded region contact for reinforcement in the concrete foundation. For all other contacts 

in FE model General contact with normal-hard contact and tangent behaviour was adopted. The 

applied value of the friction coefficient in the whole FE model is 0.3.  

The parametric analysis included the thickness of the grout and the compressive strength of 

the grout, as well as the number of anchors in the connection. The analysis of the characteristic 

detail of the pillar support was conducted. The hot-rolled profile HEA 240 was adopted for the 

cross-section of the column. Table 3 gives an overview of the analysed parameters and obtained 

U1[mm]
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results through parametric analysis. Presented results are ultimate shear resistance per one anchor 

Pu and slip corresponding to the ultimate shear resistance δ.    

Table 3 - Analysed parameters and results of parametric study   

Model 
Grout 

material 

Grout 

thickness 

Number of 

anchors  
Pu [kN]  [mm] 

G20T25 C20/25 25 mm 2 in row 40.1 8.2 

G70T25 C70/85 25 mm 2 in row  41.9 8.5 

G20T50 C20/25 50 mm 2 in row 34.0 16.3 

G70T50 C70/85 50 mm 2 in row  37.3 14.5 

G20T50 1 anchor  C20/25 50 mm 1 in row  30.2 15.1 

Analysing the presented results, it can be concluded that parameter of significance for shear 

resistance of anchors is grout thickness. When the grout thickness exceeds the value of anchor 

diameter, it is necessary to account the shear resistance of anchors with lever arm with the 

appropriate design procedure.  

  
a) influence of grout strength a) influence of grout strength and thickness 

Figure 5 - Force – displacement curves per one anchor 

The grout material properties have a negligible influence on shear resistance for connections 

with grout thickness up to the anchors diameter, as presented in Figure 5a. Differences in shear 

resistance are within the limit of 3%. For larger grout thicknesses, the lower value of the 

characteristic compressive strength of grout material could reduce shear resistance for more than 

15 %. Nevertheless, the considered pars of Eurocode do not consider the positive influence of 

grout, enhancing the shear strength of the connection. SRPS EN 1992-4 [2] considers the effect 

of the bending length of the anchor by calculating the moment capacity of the anchor (threaded 

rod). The number of anchors in the row in the force direction has an impact on the resistance of 

the connection, as shown in Figure 5b. According to Figure 6, the compression strut in grout is 

formed for the level of shear force up to the grout crack initiation load value. For the higher value 

of shear force, the crack propagation in grout and the large increment of joint deformation is 

observed on the slip-force curves presented in Figure 5b, for various grout strengths and grout 

thickness of 50 mm.   
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a) Two anchor in force direction   

 

 
b) One anchor in force direction   

 

Figure 6 - Compression strut in grout material  

 Existing concepts in various standards of Eurocodes for structures give a well prediction of 

the column base joint shear resistance. Nevertheless, the shear limits which corresponding to the 

serviceability load level is not defined. The latest experimental research performed by Shaheen 

et al. [11] deals with the serviceability limit state of column base joint realized by grout thickness 

up to 80 mm. Further research and a new revision of Eurocodes need to give answers on the slip 

values corresponding to serviceability shear resistance, which is of particular interest for 

common engineering practice.   

Plastic hinge in anchor   

Compression strut in grout  

Plastic hinge in anchor   

Compression strut in grout  
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4. CONCLUSION    

The determination of the anchor shear resistance should be done according to both parts of 

Eurocode SRPS EN 1993-1-8 and SRPS EN 1992-4. It is necessary to analyse and choose the 

right approach which is appropriate for every single connection. Depending on the type of 

construction and internal forces that occur at the position of the analysed connection, the 

calculation model should be selected. Based on performed analysis and results presented in this 

paper, it is clear that the behaviour of anchors in shear connections depend on the properties and 

thickness of the grout. Friction as a model for shear resistance should be included in the 

connection resistance calculation. Friction as a shear load transfer model guarantees the minimal 

slip values of the connection. The deformations of the connection realized with anchors, which 

correspond to the anchors shear resistance, are not defined in the current editions of Eurocodes. 

There are significant differences, with more than 50%, in the anchors shear resistance depending 

on the used calculation model. In the case of connections without axial compression force or 

with axial tensile force, the additional analyses should be done in order to consider the slip in the 

connection. 
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POŽARNA OTPORNOST NEZAŠTIĆENIH I ZAŠTIĆENIH ČELIČNIH 

NOSAČA U OBJEKTU PORODIČNOG STANOVANJA 

Rezime: 

Požarno dejstvo može se odrediti na osnovu standardnih, parametarskih i zonskih modela, koji 

pružaju različite nivoe tačnosti i neizvesnosti. Razvoj temperature u toku vremena, koji odgovara 

proračunskom požarnom scenariju, koristi se kao ulaz za analizu požarne otpornosti. Čelični 

elementi su najčešće zaštićeni specijalnim premazima ili oblogama, čija je uloga termo 

izolacione barijere između plamena toplog gasa i čeličnog materijala. Debljina zaštitnog sloja 

zavisi od zahtevane požarne otpornosti. U ovom radu, analizirana je stambena jedinica kako bi 

se utvrdili potencijalni modeli požara. Za slučaj slobodno oslonjene čelične grede, sračunata je 

potrebna debljina zaštitne obloge od gips ploča, koristeći računarski program OZone. 

Ključne reči: modeli požara, požarna otpornost čelika, OZone program 

FIRE RESISTANCE OF UNPROTECTED AND PROTECTED STEEL 

MEMBERS IN A DWELLING COMPARTMENT 

Summary: 

Fire action can be determined based on standard, parametric or zone models, providing different 

levels of accuracy and uncertainty. Temperature evolution in time, corresponding to a design fire 

scenario, is used as an input for a fire resistance analysis. Steel members are usually protected 

by fire resistance coatings or encasements, acting as an insulation barrier between the hot gas 

flames and steel material. The thickness of the protective layer depends on the required fire 

resistance. In this paper, a dwelling compartment is analysed to determine potential fire models. 

For the case of a simply supported steel beam, the required thickness of the protective 

encasement made of gypsum boards is calculated, using computer software OZone. 

Key words: fire models, steel fire resistance, OZone software 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A structural fire design should prove the adequate fire resistance of all members contributing 

to fire safety. Depending on their function and topology, members are designed to fulfil the load 

bearing function (R), integrity (E) and/or insulation function (I), for a specified period of 

standards fire exposure [1]. However, if parametric fire exposure is considered, the structure 

should be able to withstand the fire action for the whole duration of the fire. Load bearing and 

integrity function can only be assessed through thermal stress analysis and/or experimental tests. 

The insulation function, on the other hand, can be determined simply by heat transfer analysis. 

Usually, the insulation criteria is assumed to be satisfied if the average temperature rise over the 

whole of the non-exposed surface is limited to 140°C and the maximum temperature rise at any 

point of that surface does not exceed 180°C. The insulation criteria should prevent spontaneous 

ignition of the fuel load outside the fire compartment, preventing the fire spread to neighbouring 

structures and compartments, thus complying with the safety requirements for the limitation of 

fire risks [2]. 

Although use of nominal fire curves provides comparable solution for the fire resistance 

classification of members, a large deviation of the temperature-time evolution in comparison 

with real fires can be observed depending on the size of compartment, amount of fire load 

available, etc. For a more detailed assessment of a fire that could develop in a specific fire 

compartment, parametric fire curves could be used, taking into account real geometric and 

material properties of the compartment, as well as ventilation conditions. Parametric fire curves, 

unlike standard curves, also include a cooling phase, providing temperature-time evolution 

during the whole course of fire. In the design procedure, when using parametric fire curves, it is 

necessary to prove that the structure possesses an adequate fire resistance during the entire 

duration of the fire, including the cooling phase, as well as the phase after the fire is completely 

extinguished. The latter, depending on the primary structural material, can be of crucial 

importance, since for materials with large thermal inertia, peak temperatures in members, due to 

transient heat transfer effects, may occur when the fire is completely put out. This could be very 

important for the fire fighters, rescue service and first responders entering the building 

immediately after the event. 

In case a more accurate assessment of temperature development within specific fire sector is 

needed, zone models, based on mass and energy conservation laws can also be applied. Due to 

the complexity of the numerical calculation, iterative procedure is needed, conditioning the use 

of these models to specialized computer software, such as OZone [3, 4]. 

As opposed to concrete and wood, steel has relatively high thermal conductivity, leading to 

a fast heat transfer through the entire cross section and sudden turning point in terms of 

mechanical degradation of load bearing capacity. In order to postpone the temperature rise in 

steel during fire, assuring the desired fire resistance time, members are usually protected by 

adding additional insulation materials (rock wool, plaster boards) or epoxy-based fire resistant 

coatings, rather than providing resistance by adopting additional core material. 

EN 1993-1-2 [5] provides a simplified calculation method to design unprotected and 

protected steel members, incorporated in the OZone software. An arbitrary dwelling 

compartment is considered for the development of the design fire and the structural fire design 

of a steel member is conducted in order to obtain the necessary thickness of the protection 

insulation material to meet the desired fire resistance criterion. 
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2. FIRE COMPARTMENT AND FIRE MODELS 

A fire compartment can be analysed using different fire models, depending on the analysis 

objective and the level of uncertainty in case a fire occurs. An example of a residential dwelling 

under consideration is presented in Figure 1. A three-room family apartment is considered as one 

fire compartment, where the geometry, layout, openings and the layers of enclosure are well 

defined (Table 1). 

Table 1 - Layers of the compartment enclosure 

 
Material 

 

Thickness 

[cm] 

Unit mass 

[kg/m3] 

Conductivity 

[W/mK] 

Specific heat 

[J/kgK] 

Floor Ceramic tiles 1 2300 1.28 920 

 
Concrete 

screed 
5 2200 1.40 1050 

 Rock wool 15 60 0.037 1030 

 Concrete 20 2300 1.60 1000 

Ceiling Mortar 1 1700 0.85 1050 

 Concrete 20 2300 1.60 1000 

 Rock wool 25 60 0.037 1030 

 
Concrete 

screed 
5 2200 1.40 1050 

Wall Mortar 1 1700 0.85 1050 

 Thermo-block 25 1400 0.61 920 

 Rock wool 15 60 0.037 1030 

 Mortar 1 1700 0.85 1050 

 

Temperature-time curves developed for this particular compartment are presented in 

Figure 2. As previously described, different fire curves can be utilized, from simple (ISO 834 

[6]), parametric (defined according to Annex A of EN 1991-1-2) to more complex, such as zone 

model. It is important to outline that standard and parametric fire curves are post-flashover fires, 

which do not account for the duration of the growth phase following the ignition (stage “I”). If a 

simple comparison of the developed temperatures is needed, the origin of standard and 

parametric fire should be transferred to the time of flashover (stage “II”), determined based on 

the zone model, developed in OZone. Standard fire curve, besides stage “I” and “II”, also does 

not consider the decay phase of the fire (stage “IV”). 
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a) 

 
b) 

Figure 1 - Geometry, openings definition and boundary layers of analysed compartment 
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Figure 2 - Temperature-time curves corresponding to analysed compartment 

Once a temperature evolution of the hot gas in the compartment is determined, it can be used 

as an input to determine heat penetration inside structural members in time. The thermal analysis 

outcome should provide temperature profiles in a space and time manner. Depending on the 

analysis goal, different fire resistance criteria can be assessed and the 

member/substructure/global structure fire resistance can be determined. 

Required functions and levels of performance can be specified either in terms of nominal 

(standard) fire resistance rating, generally given in national fire regulations or, where allowed by 

national fire regulations, by referring to fire safety engineering for assessing passive and active 

measures. 

3. UNPROTECTED AND PROTECTED STEEL MEMBERS IN FIRE 

Fire resistance of structural steel members is a function of the size of the section, its degree 

of exposure to the fire and the load that it carries. The strength of hot rolled structural steel 

decreases with temperature. For small, fully loaded hot rolled sections, exposed on all four sides, 

the inherent fire resistance without added protection can even be below 10 minutes. For very 

large sections, lightly loaded and with some partial protection from concrete floor slabs on the 

upper flange, this can be as high as 50 minutes, which is considerably less compared to reinforced 

concrete structures. 

Specialized software OZone, previously used to calculate gas temperature evolution, can also 

consider fire resistance of structural steel members, based on a standard fire exposure or hot zone 

temperature evolution. In addition, the member can be exposed on three or all four sides and can 

be considered as unprotected or protected by the additional insulation material. 

Considering a simply supported steel beam (Class 1, span length 6 m) and taking into account 

permanent and variable uniform distributed load in the design at ambient temperature 

(qfi,d = 10kN/m), IPE 220 steel section has been adopted. For the fire analysis, the member is 

assumed to be exposed on three sides, being protected from the top, or on all four sides. Fire 
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resistance is then calculated considering nominal standard (ISO 834 and ASTM E119 [7]) and 

zone model exposure, previously determined for that particular compartment. If the fire 

resistance of such unprotected member does not meet the desired requirements, improvements 

are made by encasing the member with gypsum boards, acting as a protection. The standard 

thickness of the boards is adopted, ranging from 6.4 to 25.4 mm, and the analysis is repeated. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Influence of the hollow encasement protection with gypsum boards on fire resistance is 

presented in Table 2. Considering the key differences in fire models, simple comparison of fire 

resistance would not be appropriate. Compared to the standard fires, zone model results in longer 

fire resistance, given that it considers all stages of fire. Also, as expected, members exposed from 

three sides are more resistant compared to ones exposed from all four sides. For standard fires, 

this difference is about 32% for unprotected members. For protected members, the difference 

ranges from 24% for 6.4 mm boards, to 18% for 25.4 mm boards, decreasing as the thickness of 

the insulation increases. In case of zone model, members exposed on three sides have 12% longer 

resistance if not protected, and around 17% if protected, regardless of the boards’ thickness. Fire 

resistance calculated for ISO 834 and ASTM E119 fire curve is practically the same, given the 

similar temperature-time definition. 

Table 2 - Fire resistance of a simply supported steel beam and the influence of protection 

gypsum boards 

IPE 220 

Protection 

thickness 

[mm] 

Exposed on Four Sides Exposed on Three Sides 

Fire 

Resistance 

[min] 

 
Zone 

model 
ISO 834 

ASTM 

E119 

Zone 

model 
ISO 834 

ASTM 

E119 

Unprotected n/a 20.55 9.36 9.78 22.97 12.38 12.07 

Protected 

(hollow 

encasement) 

6.4 31.43 20.69 21.02 36.67 25.59 25.80 

7.9 35.54 24.57 24.91 41.70 30.26 30.56 

9.5 40.06 28.74 29.18 47.13 35.26 35.71 

12.7 49.52 37.4 38.07 58.25 45.50 46.31 

15.9 59.33 46.58 47.40 69.83 56.20 57.31 

19.0 68.82 55.92 56.77 > 120 66.97 68.29 

25.4 > 120 77.02 78.16 > 120 90.62 92.74 

 

To meet the expected fire resistance criteria, thickness of the insulation layer in these cases 

can be obtained from the graph in Figure 3. For a specified fire resistance, minimum thickness 

can be determined, ultimately leading to the adoption of the first larger thickness available. If, 

for example, R60 is needed (fire resistance of 60 minutes for standard fire exposure), the 

thickness of the protection layer needs to be at least 20 mm and 16.5 mm, in case where four and 

three sides of the member are exposed to fire, respectively. 
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a) beam exposed on four sides 

 
b) beam exposed on three sides 

Figure 3 - Fire resistance of the structural steel member depending on the protection layer 

thickness 

5. CONCLUSION 

Structural fire safety in practice is generally determined by assessing each structural member 

individually and comparing the actual fire resistance to the required fire resistance, usually in 

terms of standard fire exposure. Such simplified approach, neglecting the potential fire 

development in the specific fire compartment, must satisfy prescriptive design rules, often seen 

as too restrictive and not applicable to specific architectural forms. The alternative approach 
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utilizes performance based design (PBD), analysing the potential fire hazard in a specific 

compartment and assuring the fire resistance during the entire fire incident. 

Steel structures, as being very sensitive to direct fire exposure, are often protected by non-

combustible encasement of proper thickness. The thickness is determined based on the required 

standard fire resistance, or as the minimum thickness that would assure members’ fire function 

to be enabled during the entire fire incident. 

Comparison of PBD and standardised approach is presented on an arbitrary compartment, by 

comparing potential fire models: standard, parametric and zone model. Further, the thickness of 

the protective gypsum board encasement is varied to determine the fire resistance of a load 

bearing simply supported steel beam, using software OZone. For a standard fire exposure, fire 

resistance is almost a linear function of the encasement thickness. Depending if the exposure is 

on four or three sides, fire resistance of the analysed beam is prolonged by approximately 2.7 

and 3.3 minutes per additional millimetre of insulation thickness. Using zone model temperature 

evolution, lower thickness of encasement is calculated for the same fire resistance, at the expense 

of additional efforts being made regarding the definition of the potential fire occurring in a 

specific environment. 
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STANDARD EN 1993-1-14: PROJEKTOVANJE ČELIČNIH 

KONSTRUKCIJA PODRŽANO MKE NA PRIMERU TORNJA H=110M 

Rezime: 

U familiji Evrokodova za čelične konstrukcije u pripremi je novi standard EN 1993-1-14 - 

Projektovanje podržano analizom putem Metode konačnih elemenata (MKE). Uz Standard se 

predviđa i Tehnički izveštaj sa bližim uputstvima za primenu. U radu je dat deo statičke analize 

meteorološkog tornja visine 110 m primenom MKE, kao doprinos tumačenju budućeg 

Standarda. Rad obuhvata analizu senzitivnosti mreže KE, kao i uporednu analizu rezultata za sve 

nivoe analize predviđene Standardom (linearna, linearno izvijanje, nelinearna materijalno i/ili 

geometrijski, sa i bez imperfekcija). 

Ključne reči:  čelične konstrukcije, Evrokod, MKE, toranjske konstrukcije 

STANDARD EN 1993-1-14: DESIGN OF STEEL STRUCTURES 

ASSISTED BY FEM IN CASE OF A TOWER H=110 M 

Summary: 

In the Eurocode family for steel structures a new standard EN 1993-1-14 – Design of steel 

structures assisted by FEA is in preparation. The standard preparation also covers a Technical 

Report, with closer guidelines for its application. The paper presents a part of the static analysis 

of a meteorological tower with height of 110 m using the FEA, as a contribution to the 

interpretation of the forthcoming standard. The paper encompasses the sensitivity analysis of the 

FE mesh, as well as the comparative analysis of the the results for all analysis levels given in the 

Standard (linear, linear buckling, nonlinear materially and/or geometrically, with, and w/o 

imperfections).  
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1. THE NEW PROPOSED STANDARD EN 1993-1-14 

The title of the proposed standard is Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures - Part 1-14: 

Design assisted by finite element analysis. As it is said in the draft material, “it gives rules for 

the use of numerical methods in the design of steel structures, more specifically for the ultimate 

limit state (including fatigue) and serviceability limit state verifications. The standard also gives 

rules for the application of advanced finite element and similar modelling techniques” [1]. In the 

family of Eurocodes, this will be the first document fully dedicated to the design methodology 

based on Finite Element Method (FEM) and similar methods. Indeed, the FEM is mentioned in 

some standards treating steel structures, but only marginally. 

The new standard encompasses all crucial aspects of the design process: modelling of 

geometry, supports, load, material, and imperfections, the analysis process, the validation and 

verification of the analysis, and the design methodology.  

2. THE APPLICATION ASPECTS OF THE STANDARD EN 1993-1-14 

The standard preparation also covers a Technical Report, with closer guidelines for its 

application. This paper presents a part of the static analysis of a meteorological tower with height 

of 110 m using the FEA, as an example of the application and interpretation of the EN 1993-1-

14.  

One of the central points of this standard are the provided analysis types, that is, possible 

levels of structural analysis (Table 1) [1]. It is obvious just from this table that the possibilities 

for analysis using FEM far surpass the classic methods. Illustration of the importance of those 

possibilities will be shown on the concrete example of the meteorological tower. 

Table 1 - Types of FEM analyses covered by EN 1993-1-14 
 

Type of analysis Deformations Material law Geometry 

Linear elastic analysis (LA)  linear linear elastic perfect 

Linear bifurcation (eigenvalue) analysis (LBA) bifurcation linear elastic perfect 

Materially non-linear analysis (MNA) linear elastic-plastic perfect 

Geometrically non-linear analysis (GNA) non-linear linear elastic perfect 

Geometrically and materially non-linear 

analysis (GMNA) 
non-linear non-linear perfect 

Geometrically non-linear elastic analysis with 

imperfections (GNIA) 
non-linear linear elastic imperfect 

Geometrically and materially non-linear 

analysis with imperfections (GMNIA) 
non-linear non-linear imperfect 
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3. THE METEOROLOGICAL TOWER STRUCTURE 

The analysed structure is intended for collecting meteorological data. In static sense, it is a 

triangular lattice tower with total height of 110 m, and edge length at the base 4.40 m (Figure 1). 

The location of the tower is supposed to be in Serbia, near Vršac, in a region known of severe 

winds. The structural and load data are taken from the expertise [2].  

 

   

Figure 1 – Tower geometry; a) global view; b) bottom part - detail; c) top part - detail  

4. FE ANALYSIS OF THE TOWER 

4.1. FE MODELLING AND MESHING 

The tower structure is modelled using line finite elements of BEAM type, with properties 

taken from [2]. Most of the elements were of circular hollow section (CHS), with dimensions 

ranging from Ø33.7x3.2 mm to Ø244.5x12 mm. The meshing process was done in two stages: 

the first model series was meshed dividing every lattice member into four FE, and the second 

one dividing them into eight FE (Figure 2). That way, the mesh sensitivity was checked, and the 

results are given in further text. 
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Figure 2 – FE mesh; a) 4 FE per member; b) 8 FE per member 

4.2. LOAD MODELLING 

Towers are regularly exposed to different loads. In this analysis, attention has been paid to 

some of them that were dominant: selfweight, as obligatory, and wind action. However, beside 

the wind action, tower structures are highly prone to icing, which results in increase of the 

member area exposed to wind, and consequently to higher wind load. Thus, the conducted 

analyses encompassed two characteristic load cases: selfweight + wind action on ice-free 

structure, and selfweight + wind action on iced structure. 

Ice loading was taken from the expertise [2], and it was assumed that the radial ice thickness 

was 20 mm, both in the absence of wind and in conjunction with the wind. The weight density 

of ice was adopted as ρ = 900 kg/m3. Ice load was applied in the software as a nonstructural mass 

per unit length of all members. Wind forces acting upon the iced tower were obtained in the same 

way as for the ice-free tower. The only difference is in the values of the force coefficients Cf. 

Basic wind velocity was 24 m/s, and the wind loading on the structure was calculated in 

accordance with Eurocode [3] and [4]. 

It is obvious that the iced structure was exposed to higher wind pressure (Figure 3), and in 

the further text, it will be shown how it reflects on the structure behaviour. 

    

Figure 3 – Wind load [N/m], detail of tower top; a) ice-free tower; b) iced tower 
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4.3. ANALYSIS TYPES 

As it is presented in Table 1, the standard EN 1993-1-14 gives the designer an opportunity to 

conduct static analyses ranging from the simplest level (LA) to the most sophisticated (GMNIA). 

In this research, all available types of analyses were done, in order to compare the results between 

the levels, and to determine the appropriate analysis level.  

As shown in Figure 2, two mesh densities were applied for all analyses, and they resulted 

with FE lengths ranging from 62 to 276 mm. Besides that, all nonlinear analyses were done using 

10 and 100 load increment substeps respectively, in order to check the solution convergence. 

Where the material nonlinearity should be involved, it was modelled using elasto-plastic 

bilinear kinematic material model with tangent modulus Et = 0.01E, and with Mises yield 

criterion, fy = 355 MPa. This is in concordance with the recommendations given in the proposed 

Standard (Figure 4). 

    

Figure 4 – nonlinear material model 

   

Figure 5 – Model M204-LBA a) global deformation shape;  

b) max. local deformation used for calculation of imperfections  
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Including the imperfections into analysis was based on the results of the LBA analysis. Since 

such analysis produces only relative displacements of the structure, a special procedure available 

in the used software [5] was conducted to obtain real magnitudes of displacements. Using the 

recommendations given in [4], a value of L/500 was adopted for bow imperfection, where L 

stands for member length. Based on this, we calculated a factor by which the relative 

displacements obtained by LBA should be multiplied in order to get an initial imperfect structure. 

The calculation was based on the maximal registered local displacement (Figure 5). After that, 

the required load case was applied on such deformed structure. 

Beside the analyses provided by the new standard, an analysis of the natural frequency was 

done, and its value was f1 = 0.387 Hz, for the first mode of oscillation. 

4.4. FEA RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Characteristic input and output analysis data are presented in the following tables.  

Table 2 shows data for the load case consisting of selfweight+wind action (ice-free tower) 

both for low (models Mxx4) and high density mesh (models Mxx8). It may be seen from the 

results that mesh density had negligible influence on displacements and stresses. Slight increase 

occurred at GMNIA analysis with 100 substeps, where compressive stress rose by 5.2 % 

compared to the GNIA analysis. Although the difference was small, this could be a signal that 

the more complex analysis might reveal potentially dangerous situation for the structure. 

Comparing the results obtained for low and high substep number showed good solution 

convergence. 

The result of the LBA analysis is a single parameter that shows the minimal load multiplier 

needed to achieve critical state of the structure. Here too, mesh density had minor influence. 

Table 2 – I/O data for load case: selfweight+wind (ice-free), for low and high mesh density 

Model &  

Analysis type 

Substeps    

[-] 

Dmax,L     

[mm] 

Dmax,H     

[mm] 

Smax,L 

[MPa] 

Smax,H 

[MPa] 

Smin,L  

[MPa] 

Smin,H  

[MPa] 

Pmin,L  

[-] 

Pmin,H  

[-] 

M104/108-LA / 1855 1869 61 61 -122 -124 / / 

M204/208-LBA / 552 554 / / / / 3.357 3.295 

M404/408-GNA 10 1886 1900 / / / / / / 
M404/408-GNA 100 1897 1911 62 63 -124 -125 / / 
M504/508-MNA 10 1855 1869 63 64 -125 -126 / / 
M604/608-GMNA 10 1886 1900 61 61 -122 -124 / / 
M704/708-GNIA 10 1887 1912 62 63 -124 -125 / / 
M704/708-GNIA 100 1898 1912 62 64 -124 -127 / / 
M804/808-GMNIA 10 1887 1898 63 64 -126 -127 / / 
M804/808-GMNIA 100 1898 1916 62 64 -124 -134 / / 

Legend: Dmax,L/H = max. displacement for low/high mesh density; Smax,L/H, Smin,L/H = max./min. 

stress for low/high mesh density; Pmin,L/,H = min. load factor for low/high mesh density; 

Table 3 shows data for the load case consisting of selfweight+wind action on iced tower, 

again for low and high-density mesh. This load case produced far higher values of displacements 

and stresses, as expected, and it confirmed the significance of thorough approach to the influence 

of the loads with meteorological origin on sensitive structures like towers. At this point, it should 

be remarked that the focus of the paper was the analysis methodology covered by the proposed 

standard EN 1993-1-14, and the analysed structure was used as a sample taken from practice. 

Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that results obtained for this concrete structure, especially 
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regarding displacements, are disputable. Namely, although Eurocode leaves the displacement 

limits to the agreement of the user and the designer, basic engineering judgement leads to the 

conclusion that in this case displacements were not acceptable. That was the main reason for 

issuing of the special expertise [2]. 

Table 3 – I/O data for load case: selfweight+wind (iced tower), for low and high mesh density  

Model & 

Analysis type 

Substeps    

[-] 

Dmax,L     

[mm] 

Dmax,H     

[mm] 

Smax,L 

[MPa] 

Smax,H 

[MPa] 

Smin,L  

[MPa] 

Smin,H  

[MPa] 

Pmin,L  

[-] 

Pmin,H  

[-] 

M104L/108L-LA / 3837 3829 
 

138 
137 -274 -273 / / 

M204L/208L-LBA / 559 558 / / / / 1.477 1.486 

M404L/408L-GNA 10 3976 3967 149 148 -282 -281 / / 
M404L/408L-GNA 100 3975 3967 149 148 -281 -281 / / 
M504L/508L-MNA 10 3837 3829 138 137 -274 -273 / / 
M604L/608L-GMNA 100 3975 3967 149 148 -281 -281 / / 
M704L/708L-GNIA 10 3986 3978 165 168 -324 -325 / / 
M704L/708L-GNIA 100 3985 3977 164 167 -322 -325 / / 
M804L/808L-GMNIA 10 4017 3978 328 168 -504 -325 / / 

M804L/808L-GMNIA 100 4014 3977 325 167 -498 -325 / / 

Legend: Dmax,L/H = max. displacement for low/high mesh density; Smax,L/H, Smin,L/H = max./min. 

stress for low/high mesh density; Pmin,L/,H = min. load factor for low/high mesh density. 

   

Figure 6 – Model M808L-GMNIA (high mesh density);  

a) Total displacements [m], global view; b) Min. combined stresses [Pa], upper part of tower 
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Beside the higher values and stresses in absolute sense, the iced structure has shown 

following facts in its behaviour: 

- The displacements decreased negligibly for higher mesh density (under 1 %); 

- The displacements decreased negligibly for smaller load increments (under 0.1 %); 

- The displacements remained almost unchanged throughout all analysis types; slight 

increase occurred for the ''highest'' type (GMNIA), and it happened for the low mesh density;  

- Tension stresses remained almost unchanged for all analysis cases, except for the ''highest'' 

type (GMNIA), and for the low mesh density, where the increase was even 238 %, compared 

to the LA analysis. 

- Compression stresses behaved similarly, and here the increase was even 184 %.  

- Importance of the appropriate mesh density was revealed not until the application of the 

fully nonlinear analysis (both geometrically and materially).  

Based on the previous notices, the representative model and its characteristic analysis results 

are presented in Figure 6. 

4.5. FEA RESULTS THROUGH THE PRISM OF THE PROPOSED STANDARD         

EN 1993-1-14 

As it is mentioned in Section 1, the standard EN 1993-1-14 provides ground for structural 

analysis of steel structures using FEM. Within the standard, every stage of the FE analysis 

process is accompanied with guidelines, as generally, as well as specifically, by treating some 

particular class of problem or structure type. However, being a regulatory document, it cannot 

encompass the vast variety of design cases from everyday practice. In this paper, one such case 

was taken as an example. To analyze it, the design engineer should naturally consult the relevant 

standard for towers and masts [4], and if the selected design method would be the FEM, the 

instructions given in EN 1993-1-14, should be followed. Solved cases like the one shortly 

presented in this paper can serve as a link between the two documents. 

The presented analyses showed that, using the FEM, an engineer has almost no limitation in 

describing the behaviour of the structure, and the material used to make it. Moreover, the process 

of determination of deformations, stresses, and stability can be solved through one integral task. 

The evaluation of the analysed structure has an important place in design, and so it is in the 

EN 1993-1-14. Due to the limited space, the complete procedure of evaluation cannot be 

presented. Here it will be only stressed out that all levels of analysis are covered, and depending 

on the level (type) of analysis, an appropriate parameter is crucial for evaluation (stress, strain, 

load-displacement path, relative slenderness, etc.). 

The FE analysis is a numerical method, implying that it provides an approximate solution. 

That is the reason for its careful and proper use, following the guidelines given in the proposed 

standard, and comparing the results with available solutions, like this one. 

Complexity of the problem will dictate the complexity of the analyses needed. This requires 

a thorough approach, because a seemingly simple behaviour of some structure may turn into a 

complex one just by applying higher loads. That was the case with the analysed tower, where 

iced structure showed doubtful results when modelling was not sufficiently precise, that is, the 

mesh density was not dense enough (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 – Model M808L-GMNIA, min. combined stresses [Pa]  

a) low mesh-density; b) high mesh-density 

FE analyses, especially for large models, numerous load cases, and highly nonlinear 

behaviour, produce bulk data that far surpass the results obtained by classic calculation methods, 

and they may easily trick the designer. Just because of that, relevant validation and verification 

data should be available to the designer. This is also pointed out in the EN 1993-1-14, and 

following verification checks are provided [1]: 

- sensitivity check of input parameters, 

- engineering judgement of the calculation results,  

- discretization error check (mesh density, convergence check), 

- imperfection sensitivity analysis (if relevant), 

- comparison to benchmark cases.  

  The analysis given in this paper presented some of the mentioned verification checks that 

may serve as a useful support to the user of the Standard. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Design of steel structures using FEM as a powerful tool now gets a chance to become 

established and supported by EC regulations. By our opinion, it happens with substantial delay 

regarding the vast progress in the field of engineering software.  

Creating a new standard is a tedious and complex process that takes years. In case of the the 

EN 1993-1-14 discussed here, the difficulties are specific, and not necessarily related to the 

engineering problematics only. We would mention a few: 

- the methodology is numerical, meaning that it produces approximate results; 

- the methodology considerably relies on selected engineering software and its capacity; 

- the opportunities regarding modelling and analysis types are far higher than in the classic 

methodology, which may even mislead the designer; 

- quantity of the result data may be vast and it may pose problems to filter the essential ones; 

- numerous complex problems cannot be easily, if at all, verified by classical methods; 

- analyses done by FEM may reveal “hidden” phenomena not visible or intentionally 

neglected in classical methods (e.g., stress concentrations, second-order theory effects, etc.); 

- great part of the engineering public possesses considerable inertia towards the application 

of FEM and engineering software. 

No mentioned facts should divert engineers from using this advanced design methodology, 

because its advantages make it superior over classic methods: 

- no modelling limits regarding shape, complexity, or overall dimension of a structure; 
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- analysis levels are not limited to linear and buckling, like in most classic approaches; 

- a single structure model may serve to determine its complete behaviour (deformations, 

stresses, stability, etc.); 

- special issues, potentially dangerous for the structure can be also checked (contact 

problems, impact loads, material flaws and geometric imperfections); 

- simulating of real structural behaviour in a way that cedes only to experimental methods, 

but without considerable financing and limits to structure dimensions. 

The new proposed standard EN 1993-1-14 requires thorough knowledge of the FEM and 

considerable skills in software use, things not very common among engineers, and not regular in 

university curricula worldwide. Because of that, supplementary material like this analysis of a 

meteorological tower can boost the application of this methodology, and to prevent it to become 

a hermetic document.  
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PARCIJALNI KOEFICIJENTI SIGURNOSTI U ZAVISNOSTI OD 

INDEKSA POUZDANOSTI 

Rezime:  

U ovom radu prikazan je postupak određivanja parcijalnih koeficijenata sigurnosti za svojstvo 

materijala u zavisnosti od indeksa pouzdanosti. Opisane su klase pouzdanosti konstrukcija i 

pojam indeksa pouzdanosti. Na osnovu analitičkih izraza iz EN 1990 izračunati su parcijalni 

koeficijenti za konvencionalne materijale, kao i mogučnost određivanja parcijalnog koeficijenta 

za GFRP armaturu. Predstavljena je zavisnost parcijalnih koeficijenata za svojstvo materijala i 

indeksa pouzdanosti za različite koeficijente varijacije kada je nosivost normalno i lognormalno 

raspodeljena. 

Ključne reči:  pouzdanost, indeks pouzdanosti, parcijalni koeficijenti 

PARTIAL FACTORS ACCORDING TO RELIABILITY INDEX 

Summary:  

This paper presents the procedure for determining partial factors for material properties 

depending on the reliability index. Structural reliability classes and the concept of reliability 

index are described. Based on the analytical terms from EN 1990, the partial coefficients for 

conventional materials were calculated, as well as the possibility of determining the partial 

coefficient for GFRP reinforcement. The dependence of the partial factors for the material 

property and the reliability index for different coefficients of variation when the load capacity is 

normally and lognormally distributed is presented.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The reliability of a structure is the ability of the structure, or its element, to meet the 

prescribed requirements, including the prescribed service life, for which they have been 

designed. In quantitative terms, reliability can be defined as the complement to the probability 

of failure [8]. Reliability is expressed in probabilistic terms. It covers safety, serviceability 

(functionality) and durability of the structure (Figure 1) [2]. 

Safety - a structure with an appropriate degree of safety must be able to sustain all loads that 

will occur during its life (load-bearing capacity, stability control, ...) - ULS; 

Functionality - the structure must facilitate the normal functioning of the building according 

to its purpose (deformation and vibration control) - SLS; 

Durability - factors of influence are: choice and quality of materials, quality of construction 

works, construction design, level of maintenance of the facility [7]. 

 

Figure 1 – Definition of reliability according to [2] 

EN 1990 [1] sets out the principles and requirements for the safety, serviceability and 

durability of structures. The basics for their calculation with budgetary evidence are provided 

and instructions for the relevant aspects of structural reliability are presented. 

Different levels of reliability can be adopted, among other things, for the load-bearing 

capacity of the structure and for serviceability. The choice of a reliability level, for the observed 

construction, should take into account the relevant factors, which include: 

-  possible cause and/or manner of reaching the limit state, 

-  possible consequences of a failure, which would endanger human lives and economic losses, 

-  public aversion to failure, 

-  necessary costs and procedures to reduce the risk of failure [1]. 

The levels of reliability, which should be applied to a particular structure, can be prescribed 

through the classification of the structure as a whole and/or the classification of its elements. 

The classification according to reliability can be represented by reliability indices  , which 

serve to take into account the adopted or assumed statistical variability of the impacts and bearing 

capacity actions, as well as the unreliability of the model.  
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2. STRUCTURE CATEGORIES ACCORDING TO THE FAILURE 

EFFECTS  

Based on the consideration of the effects on human life and health, as well as the economic 

factors that cause the collapse of the structure or the poor functioning of the structure, according 

to [1], classes according to the effects of CC were introduced. According to [5] the classes 

according to the effects are determined on the basis of an appropriate number of people who are 

at risk due to structural failure. The classes are shown in Table 1. According to the effects, three 

reliability classes RC1, RC2 and RC3 can be defined via the reliability index   (Table 2). 

Table 1 – Definition of classes according to effects  

Class 

according to 

effects  

Description 
Examples of buildings 

and other structures  

Parameter 


 

CC3 

Severe effects on the loss of 

human lives, or very severe 

economic social environmental 

effects  

Spectator stands,  public 

buildings, where the effects of 

the failure are considerable 

(eg concert hall) 

10    

CC2 

Medium effects on the loss of 

human lives, considerable 

economic, social or 

environmental effects  

Housing and administrative 

buildings, public buildings 

with medium failure effects 

(eg. Administrative buildings, 

industrial buildings) 

5    

CC1 
Minor effects on the loss of 

human lives, or minor economic 

social environmental effects 

Agricultural buildings not 

normally visited by people 

(storage facilities, 

glasshouses, silos, masts  

   

Table 2 - Recommended minimal values for the  reliability index (ultimate limit states), 

according to [1] 

Class according to 

reliability  

Minimal values for reliability index   

Reference  period of 1 year  Reference period of 50 years  

RC3 5,2 4,3 

RC2 4,7 3,8 

RC1 4,2 3,3 

There are also structures, or structural elements (eg lighting poles, mast, etc.), which are 

classified in category RC1 for economic reasons, but such structures are subject to stricter levels 

of design revision and supervision. 

Another type of division of structures into classes according to the effects of failure can be 

based on determining the parameter  which according to [3] is defined as the ratio of the total 

cost of construction (sum of construction costs and costs of its removal due to failure) and 

construction costs (Table 1). 
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3. RELIABILITY INDEX  

The proof of structural reliability which is most often implemented in practice is conducted 

using the operative value of failure probability fP  which is called the reliability index  . The 

proof of reliability in this case according to [2] is: 

rač zaht                                 (1) 

where: 

rač  - is the reliability index, calculated for a structure, 

zaht  - is the reliability index which is norm adjusted for a specific class of structural failure 

effects (table 2). 

Failure probability can be expressed through the reliability index β defined by the expression: 
1( )U fP                                 (2) 

where: 
1

U

  - is an inverse standardized function of normal distribution. 

Table 3 – Dependence of failure probability and reliability index  according to [8] 

fP  110  210  310  410  510  610  710  

  1,28 2,32 3,09  3,72  4,27  4,75 5,2 

Failure probability and reliability index are used to quantify the same thing – reliability of 

the structure [8]. Table 3 shows the connection between   and fP . Also, for all types of 

structures the reliability class RC2 and service life of 50 years are provided. This refers to 

„ordinary“ structures, because of the reliability indices β = 3,8 (ultimate limit state) and β=1,5 

(limit state of serviceability) partial factors are recommended in the norm. In case of 

„extraordinary“ structures which are classified as RC3, the reliability index β = 4,3 (GSN) is 

adopted. The code does not define which values of partial factors are to be adopted for the design 

of such structures [2]. 

4. RELIABILITY INDEX  

4.1. RELIABILITY METHODS  

By using partial safety coefficients and   coefficients for basic variables, such as actions, 

geometrical properties of an element etc, in the partial coefficient methods are obtained the 

design values. It is also necessary to conduct a calculation proof to prove that no limit state (ULS 

and SLS) has been exceeded. 
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Deterministic methods  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – Review of the reliability methods, according to [1] 

Numerical values of partial factors and   coefficients according to [1] can be determined: 

- Based on the calibration (based on experience in construction, the leading approach in 

Eurocodes) and 

- Field observations and statistical estimates of experimental research (it is necessary that the 

levels of reliability for representative constructions be as close as possible to the target reliability 

index). 

Based on the scheme in Figure 2, probabilistic calibration procedures can be divided into: 

- Fully probabilistic methods - level III (rarely used in regulations for the calculation of 

structures), 

- First order reliability methods FORM - level II (accurate enough for most applications on 

structures). 

Eurocodes (EN 1990 to EN 1999) were originally based on the method A. The probability 

that the structure will not fail, with which a certain measure of reliability should be determined, 

is represented by the expression: 

1s fP P                                   (3)  

where: 

 fP  - is the probability of structural failure. 

Therefore, based on the expression (3) it can be considered that the value 
sP  is actually the 

structural reliability. In the engineering practice, it is common to look for the value of failure 

probability [2]. 

Historical methods 

Empirical methods 

 

Probabilistic methods 

FORM 

Level II 

Full probabilistic 

Level III 

Calibration Calibration Calibration 

Semi-probabilistic methods 

Level I 

Partial factor design 

Method a 
Method b 

Method c 
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4.2. CALCULATION POINT OF THE ULTIMATE STATE FUNCTION  

The operational application of the proof of reliability with Eurocode is based on the method 

of partial factors. Theoretical bases of reliability engineering are used to determine partial factors 

i  , reduction coefficients i , rules for combined actions etc. The failure probability  fP can be 

presented using expression (4) via the behavior function g. If 0g   the structure will survive, 

and if 0g  it will fail, whereby the failure point is defined for 0g  . 

g R E                                   (4) 

 

 

Figure 3 – Theoretical basics of reliability engineering for determination of calculation point, 

[2] 

  

Figure 3 shows the function of the limit state R - E = 0 by two random variables, namely the 

influence of the action E and the bearing capacity R. Accordingly, it follows that the failure limit 

is R=E. Furthermore, on the basis of that, it follows that R E  , that is, that the standard 

deviation of the bearing capacity and the standard deviation of the effects are from actions of the 

same magnitude. Figure 3 shows that the reliability zone is below the failure limit. This is not a 

good starting point for proof of reliability. In the case of proof of structural reliability, 

theoretically each point is in the direction of the failure limit R - E = 0. However, for the proof 

of reliability, the point at which the probability of failure is the highest is adopted. This point has 

coordinates ( , )d d

R E

R E
P
 

, and in reliability theory it is called a calculation point. If it is: 

g

g





                              (5) 
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where: 

g - is the mean value for g, 

g - is its standard deviation, 

So that: 

0g g                                (6) 

From figure 3, coordinates of the calculation point can be written in the following form: 

;d R

R d R R R

R R

R
R


     

 
         AND 

;d E

E d E E E

E E

E
E


     

 
                           (7) 

Where: 

R - is the mean bearing capacity value, 

E - is the mean action effect value, 

R - is the vulnerability coefficient, for action effects, by the first order reliability method 

FORM, ( 0,8R  ) 

E - is the vulnerability coefficient, for bearing capacity, by the first order reliability method 

FORM 

( 0,7E   ). 

The values for R and E are valid only inside the range 0,16 7,6E

R




  . 

4.3. PARTIAL FACTORS FOR MATERIAL PROPERITES  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – Relation between individual partial factors, according to [1] 

Unreliability of representative values of actions 

Unreliability of actions and impacts of actions  

Unreliability of structure bearing capacity model 

Unreliability of material properties  

f   

Sd   

Rd   

m   

F   

M   
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According to [1] and [2] partial factors for material properties are determined as relation of 

the characteristic value of material bearing capacity kR  and the design bearing capacity dR  : 

k

M

d

R

R
                         (8) 

kR based on what was shown in [4], [2] and [1] can be defined using the expression: 

k R p RR u                        (9) 

Where: 

pu  - is the fractil of standardized random variable with normal distribution,  

( 1,645pu   ), 

R R RV   , 

RV  - variation coefficient. 

All random variables (actions, material properties, geometric characteristics ...) are 

introduced into the calculation via characteristic values. They are determined on the basis of the 

Gaussian distribution curve. 95% of fractils are adopted for the characteristic values of the effects 

on the structure. 5% fractils are adopted for characteristic bearing capacity values [7]. 

Therefore, the value for pu  is defined for the normal distribution of probability 0,05p  , 

which is usually implemented for determination of characteristic values of material properties 

(concrete strength, steel yield point, masonry wall strength) [4], [6]. 

From the previous statements, expression (9) can further be written as: 

1,645 (1 1,645 )k R p R R R R R RR u V V                           (10) 

The design value of bearing capacity is defined by expression: 

d R R RR                               (11) 

Expression (11) based on the previous formulations can be written as: 

(1 )d R R R R R R R R R RR V V                                   (12) 

Further, if the function of probabilistic distribution is adopted as normal, expression (8) can 

be written as: 

(1 1,645 )

(1 )

R R

M

R R R

V

V




  

  


   
                     (13) 

If the assumption is that the function of probabilistic distribution is adopted as lognormal 

expression (8) is: 

exp( 1,645 )

exp( )

R R

M

R R R

V

V




  

  


   
                     (14) 

Since the bearing capacity is considered as a base variable that cannot take negative values, 

for further considerations of bearing capacity, a lognormal distribution was adopted for the 

calculation of partial factors for the property of materials adopted in Eurocode. 
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4.3.1. Partial factor for structural steel  

For adopted values 3,8  ; 0,8R  ; 0,03RV   partial coefficient M  has a value  

exp( 1,645 ) exp( 1,645 0,03)
1,0

exp( ) exp( 0,8 3,8 0,03)

R

M

R R

V

V


 

   
  

     
 

For structural steel, exactly this value is adopted in EN 1993-1-1. 

4.3.2. Partial factor for reinforcment  

For adopted values 3,8  ; 0,8R  ; 0,08RV   the partial coefficient a  has the value: 

exp( 1,645 ) exp( 1,645 0,08)
1,15

exp( ) exp( 0,8 3,8 0,08)

R

M

R R

V

V


 

   
  

     
 

For reinforcement in concrete, exactly this value is adopted in EN 1992-1-1. 

4.3.3. Partialn factor for concrete  

For adopted values 3,8  ; 0,8R  ; 0, 2RV   the partial coefficient c  has the value: 

exp( 1,645 ) exp( 1,645 0,2)
1,15 1,15 1,32 1,50

exp( ) exp( 0,8 3,8 0,2)

R

c

R R

V

V
 

 

   
     

     
 

  - takes into account between the results obtained on a test sample and on the structure. 

For concrete, exactly this value is adopted in EN 1992-1-1. 

4.3.4. Potential for determining partial factors for GFRP reinforcement  

The calculated value of the ultimate deformation (strain) of composite GFRP reinforcement, 

and based on that the maximum calculated value of stress in that reinforcement, can be adopted 

on the basis of a similar consideration as in the case of rebars for prestressed concrete. It can be 

considered that the composite reinforcement in terms of tensile stress can be "used" only up to 

the limit cca 0,75 fyk = 0,75 · 1100 = 825 MPa. This further means that this stress is corresponded 

by the calculation parameter of ultimate deformation (strain) εk,1 = 825/55000 = 0,015 = 1,50 

%. From this follows that the partial factor for this material is γGFRP = 1100/825 = 1,333 [10]. 

For the adopted values 3,8  ; 0,8R  ; 1,333GFRP   the variation coefficient RV  as 

the value: 

- for normal distribution: 

(1 1,645 ) 1 1,645 1 1,645
;1,333 ;

(1 ) 1 0,8 3,8 1 3,04

1 1,645 1,333 4,05232 ;4,05232 1,645 1,333 1;

2,40732 0,333; 0,13833.

R R R R

M

R R R R R

R R R R

R R

V V V

V V V

V V V V

V V




  

      
  

        

         

   

 

- for lognormal distribution: 
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exp( 1,645 ) exp( 1,645 ) exp( 1,645 )
;1,333 ;1,333 ;

exp( ) exp( 0,8 3,8 ) exp( 3,04 )

0,20622.

R R R R

M

R R R R R

R

V V V

V V V

V




  

      
  

        

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Dependence of partial factors for the material property 
M  and reliability index 

for different coefficients of variation 
RV   characteristic of steel, reinforcement, concrete and 

composite reinforcement, a) for normal distribution and b) for lognormal distribution 

a) 

b) 
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5. CONCLUSION 

The paper briefly presents the concept of structural reliability, and refers to the control of 

load - bearing capacity, serviceability and durability of the structure. Therefore, different 

reliability modalities can be defined for different categories of structures in different ways. One 

of the most convenient ways to represent reliability is through the reliability index  . 

EN 1990 establishes principles and requirements in terms of safety and reliability of 

structures used on all other Eurocodes. Their assessment of reliability and durability is based on 

the principle of ultimate states in combination with safety coefficients. 

This paper presents the procedures and expressions that define the safety coefficients in 

Eurocode. An unavoidable parameter in determining them is certainly the reliability index. In 

Eurocodes, the target value 3,8   of the reliability index for common constructions was used 

for safety factors. Conventional constructions, regardless of material and static system, are 

classified in reliability class 2 (RC2). Also, the paper analyzes the relationship between different 

values of the reliability index and safety coefficients for the properties of steel, reinforcement, 

concrete, composite GFRP reinforcement. For the needs of the analysis of the ratio of partial 

factors and reliability indices, the adopted coefficients of variation and sensitivity coefficients

E and
R were used. In addition, variation coefficients for GFRP reinforcement, for normal and 

lognormal distribution, were investigated and proposed. 
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ISPITIVANJE MOŽDANIKA ZA SPREZANJE ČELIKA I UNAKRSNO 

LAMELIRANOG DRVETA ASIMETRIČNIM TESTOM SMICANJA 

Rezime: 

Pored važnosti karakteristika materijala od kojih se izrađuje spregnuta konstrukcija, bitan je i 

način povezivanja. U svrhu ispitivanja moždanika za sprezanje čeličnog nosača i ploče od 

unakrsno lameliranog drveta (ULD) testom smicanja, izrađen je asimetrični model. Nedostatak 

asimetričnih modela je pojava normalnih napona u smičućoj ravni, i prividno povećanje 

nosivosti veze usled trenja. Intenzitet sile trenja zavisi od dispozicije eksperimenta i 

koeficijenta trenja. Povećanje nosivosti kod ispitivanog modela je određeno pomoću MKE, uz 

prethodno ispitan koeficijent trenja između čelika i ULD-a. Na osnovu dobijenih rezultata, 

izrađen je model za eksperimentalnu analizu.  

Ključne reči: spregnute konstrukcije, čelik, unakrsno lamelirano drvo, moždanik 

TESTING OF STEEL-CROSS LAMINATED TIMBER CONNECTORS 

BY ASYMMETRICAL PUSH-OUT TEST 

Summary: 

In composite structures, the method of connecting the two materials is as important as the 

material characteristics. In order to examine the shear connector for coupling a steel girder and 

a cross-laminated timber (CLT), an asymmetrical model was created. Disadvantage of the 

asymmetrical models is occurring of normal stresses in the shear surface and fictive increase of 

strength of the connection due to the friction. The magnitude of the friction force depends on 

the test setting, and on the friction coefficient. The strength increase was determined using 

FEM for the tested model, with previously examined coefficient of friction between steel and 

CLT. Based on the obtained results, a model for experimental testing was created. 

Key words: composite structures, steel, cross-laminated timber, shear connector 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Connection of the two materials at composite structures must possess required strength and 

stiffness to achieve a certain degree of composite action. If joining is supposed to be done 

using discrete elements - shear connectors, their number should be the least possible so the 

system could be cost-effective [1]. The stiffness of the connectors has a great influence on 

static and dynamic behaviour of the complete structure, and because of that the calculation 

mostly requires analysis of slip which occurs at the joint of the two materials, too [2]. 

Strength calculation methods of some connector types are given in the Eurocode standard: 

- connections steel-steel [3], 

- connections timber-timber and steel-timber [4], 

- connections timber-concrete [5]. 

However, in great number of cases it is not possible to determine their characteristics using 

available standards, so it is necessary for them to determine using laboratory tests. 

Determination of the stiffness parameters and bearing capacity is performed by push-out tests. 

Eurocode for composite structures of steel-concrete type [6] proposes the method for testing of 

connectors used in such structures. Testing is most often used on symmetrical specimens 

presented in Figure 1a, and they consist of two concrete slabs, a steel profile, and shear 

connectors. The specimen is convenient for use, because the direction of the applied force 

coincides with the axis of symmetry, so there is no eccentricity. Problem occurs during 

producing of the specimens if the slabs are made of reinforced concrete, because concreting 

both slabs simultaneously in horizontal position is not possible. This can be resolved in the way 

that before concreting, the steel profile web is cut longitudinally, and after hardening of the 

concrete, the profile is joined together by welding [7] (Figure 2a). Beside the inconvenient 

production, it often happens that during testing failure of the connectors do not occur 

simultaneously, and that one slab is being separated from the steel profile, while the others 

have not suffered failure yet (Figure 2a). On the load-slip diagram it is manifested by sudden 

drops of load [8]. For the purpose of testing of the connections between steel profiles and 

timber-based slabs, several researchers have used the symmetrical test [9, 10]. Contrary to the 

structures with concrete slabs, behaviour of the steel-timber connections is ductile in general. 

a)  b)  c)  

Figure 1 – a) Specimen for the standard push-out test according to Eurocode 4 [6], 

b) specimen after failure [7], c) specimen of steel profile and timber panel [9] 
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Slipping at the symmetrical test is measured by four displacement gauges (two along each 

of the both joining planes). The force measured during symmetrical test is the total force by 

which the press acts on the specimen. It is supposed that all connectors are equally loaded, 

which is not the case in practice. 

Disadvantages of the symmetrical push-out test can be avoided using the asymmetrical test. 

Asymmetrical specimens possess only one joining plane, lower mass, they are cheaper, and can 

be produced faster than the symmetrical [1, 2, 11, 12, 13]. The convenience is that it is possible 

to determine characteristics of only one shear connector, and only two gauges are needed. In all 

cited papers the researchers applied the asymmetrical test for investigating the characteristics 

of the connections between timber and concrete, and it is not known that they are used for the 

steel-timber connections. 

During acting of the applying force on the asymmetrical specimen, a tendency to 

overturning of the specimen is occurring. To prevent this, it is necessary to restrain the 

specimen laterally. It can be achieved by supporting the moving part of the specimen by rollers 

(Figure 2a), or by supporting the immovable part, the slab (Figure 2b). In both cases occur 

lateral forces which produce compressive stresses and friction in the joining plane. Because of 

that, the asymmetrical test gives slightly higher values of strength and stiffness compared to the 

symmetrical tests [14]. Based on the dispositions of performed experiments on timber-concrete 

connections, the intensity of the normal force in the joining plane is calculated as one sixth of 

the intensity of the applied force. Assuming that the friction coefficient between timber and 

concrete is μ = 0.62, the measured values of the force on the press overestimate the real values 

of strength and stiffness for about 10 % [2, 15]. Beside the increase of strength and stiffness, 

shortcoming of the asymmetrical test is the need for a stand which stabilizes the specimen 

during the test. 

a)  b)  c)  

Figure 2 – Asymmetrical push-out test:  

a) with rollers [2], b) with lateral support of the slab [11], c) with oblique joining plane [16] 

The need for a stand can be eliminated if the joining plane is not parallel with the direction 

of the applied force (oblique asymmetrical push-out test, Figure 2c) [16], because in that case 

lateral restraint is not needed. Normal compressive stresses in the joining plane exist here, too. 

Essential shortcoming of the oblique test is that it can be applied only for testing of the joints 

with brittle behaviour, like glued joints, while it is not applicable for testing of bolted 

connections. 
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The friction force can be decreased by decreasing of the friction coefficient between the 

elements in the joint, and by decreasing of the intensity of the normal force in joining plane. 

Decreasing of the friction coefficient can be achieved by surface processing of the material in 

the contact zones. Intensity of the normal force is decreased by increasing of the height of the 

specimen or by decreasing of the eccentricity of the applied force, and both parameters depend 

on dimensions of the laboratory press and technical facilities. Beside the tests with vertical 

joining plane, tests with horizontal joining plane have been also performed [17]. Asymmetrical 

push-out tests in horizontal position are suitable for testing of larger and heavier specimens, 

which mostly include concrete as one of the materials. The specimens may have considerably 

greater length than the specimens tested in vertical position, and because of that the parasite 

normal force in the joining plane is proportionally lower, but the dimensions of the sample 

make the testing process difficult. 

In this paper is applied the asymmetrical push-out test for investigating of characteristics of 

the bolted connections between steel profiles and panels of cross-laminated timber (CLT). A 

test with lateral restraint of the immovable part is adopted, and the dimensions of the specimen 

are defined. The FEM analysis is used for investigating the most favourable eccentricity of the 

applied force. Based on that, specimens for determining of the connection characteristics are 

made, and the increase of the bearing capacity due to friction is estimated. 

2. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM AND SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS 

A steel cold-formed profile 80×40 mm is formed by bending of plate 4 mm thick. The 

profile is joined with a CLT panel with dimensions 300×300×100 mm using bolt with diameter 

of 10 mm and length of 120 mm. The nut is on the side against to the steel profile, so the bolt is 

not loaded by shear in the thread zone. The nut compresses the CLT plate over a broad washer 

with diameter of 30 mm. Applied load acts on the steel profile over an end plate with 

dimensions of 100×100×10 mm. Central axis of the profile is at distance of 12 mm from the 

joining plane, and applied force is at distance e from the profile axis. The CLT panel should 

stand still during the test, so it is restrained from below and laterally. 

 

Figure 3 – Adopted dimensions of the specimen with lateral restraint of the CLT panel 
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Laboratory press intended for testing acts on the specimen over a piston moving vertically. 

In order to minimize the lateral parasite forces acting on the piston and prevent damaging of 

the press, it is necessary that the end plate too remains in the same vertical axis during the test. 

The steel profile, the bolt, and the CLT panel are not stiff: the profile is bending, and the bolt 

pulls out from the panel, which leads to the conclusion that generally the end plate has complex 

trajectory. Because of that, it is necessary to determine the load position (eccentricity e) for 

which the end plate will move only vertically. 

3. DETERMINATION OF THE MOST FAVOURABLE LOAD 

ECCENTRICITY 

The most favourable position of the applied force is determined from the condition of the 

minimal displacement of the end plate. A nonlinear static analysis of the connection model is 

done using the FEMAP with NX NASTRAN software [18, 19]. The steel profile is modelled 

using beam finite elements with axial and bending stiffness, and the bolt is modelled using 

ROD elements with axial stiffness only (Figure 4a). Influence of the timber deformation is 

taken into account using an approximate method. It was supposed that normal stresses 

propagate at angle of 45° through the CLT panel, and that deformation of panel is equal to the 

deformation of the cone (Figure 4b) if it is assumed as a member of variable cross-section. 

According to that, horizontal displacement of the bolt head at axial force acting is equal to the 

sum of the elongation of the bolt and shortening of the timber cone. 

a)  b)  

Figure 4 – a) Simplified model of the specimen used in the analysis, 

 b) assumed zone of stress propagation in the panel 

In order for the elements to take appropriate position in space and their system axes 

coincide, rigid elements are used. For modelling the contact between the steel profile and the 

CLT panel, GAP elements set on mutual distance of 30 mm are applied. They possess high 

compressive stiffness (C = 100 MPa/m), but no tension stiffness. Values of the elasticity 

modulus of steel (Esteel = 200 GPa), and timber perpendicular to the grain (E90,mean = 0.37 GPa) 
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are adopted from the standards [20, 21], with timber class C24 assumed. Load intensity is 

assumed based on the highest expected bearing capacity of the tested connections. Load is 

applied on the rigid element at the top of the profile. There are seven different positions of the 

applied force. Eccentricity of the force with respect to the system axis of the profile is varied 

ranging e = 0÷12 mm, with increment of 2 mm. In the Figure 5 are presented results of the 

analyses. for clarity, the supports and the CLT element are omitted. 

 

Figure 5 – Horizontal displacements for different values of the eccentricity of the applied force 

 

Figure 6 – Dependence of the horizontal displacement of the end plate  

on the eccentricity of the applied force 
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Based on the Figures 5 and 6, it can be concluded that a part of the upper half of the steel 

profile separates from the CLT panel if the eccentricity is equal to 6 mm or less, and the 

contact exists only on the bottom part of the profile. If the eccentricity is equal to 8 mm or 

more, contact exists both on the top and on the bottom part of the steel profile. For further work 

the value e = 6 mm is adopted, and the specimens are made based on that. The end plate is 

welded to the profile in a way that the press acts in the centroid of the plate. Lateral supports 

are made of profile UNP 100 and welded to the 20 mm thick base support plate. There is a hole 

in the base support plate for the entry of the bottom part of the steel profile during the test. 

 

Figure 7 – Designed asymmetrical push-out specimen during the test 

4. ESTIMATION OF THE CONNECTION PROPERTIES INCREASE 

DUE TO THE CONTACT FRICTION 

For the adopted eccentricity, an analysis of the influence of friction on increase of the 

connection bearing capacity is performed. In Figure 8 is presented diagram of the compressive 

forces in the contact GAP elements between the profile and the CLT panel, and the tension 

force in the bolt. There is no stress in the GAP elements except in the three lowest, so it can be 

concluded that there is a zone in the bottom part of the panel in which contact is realized, while 

in the remained parts separation of the profile from the plate occurs. 

Intensity of the tension force in the bolt is equal to the sum of intensities of the compression 

forces in the GAP elements: 

T = ΣC = 2188 N                     (1) 

where: 

T is intensity of the axial tension force in the bolt, 

ΣC is the sum of intensities of the compression forces in the GAP elements. 
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a)  b)  

Figure 8 – a) Distribution of the contact pressure forces in the GAP elements and tension 

forces in the bolt (absolute values) for eccentricity e = 6 mm, b) friction coefficient test 

Friction coefficient between the steel profile and the CLT panel is measured, and its mean 

value is μ = 0.35. Surfaces of the CLT panel and the steel profile are previously polished, and 

the profiles are painted and polished again. Intensity of the friction force is: 

Ffr = μ ΣC = 766 N                    (2) 

which with respect to the intensity of the applied force F is: 

Ffr/F = 766/50000 = 1.53 %                 (3) 

5. CONCLUSION 

Considering the presented problem and the applied methodology, it can be concluded that 

the asymmetrical push-out test is not used frequently enough for testing the characteristics of 

shear connections, especially of steel-timber type. Its application was until now limited due to 

the common opinion that the influence of the friction on bearing capacity is significant at the 

asymmetrical test, and that its results cannot match those of the symmetrical test. To predict 

behaviour of the asymmetrical specimen, a simple FEM model is created. The influence of 

deformation of timber is modelled by line element with variable stiffness along it. The 

assumption of the active zone of the CLT panel, though very rough, enabled the creation of a 

model that requires modest computer resources, and produces satisfying results. 

In accordance with the results of the FEM analysis, the position of the applied force during 

the asymmetrical test is determined. The most favourable behaviour of the analysed specimen 

is achieved if the eccentricity of the applied force is 6 mm, and according to that the specimens 

are made and the test was conducted. 

Based on the percentage of the friction force intensity in the bearing capacity (1.53 %), it 

can be concluded that the influence of the friction on results is negligibly small and it is not 

necessary to be taken into account. This is significantly less value compared to the literature 
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data. One must also bear in mind that hitherto investigations using the asymmetrical push-out 

test were done for steel-concrete and timber-concrete connections. Using the research 

experiences of the connections involving concrete researchers reject in advance the possibility 

of the asymmetrical tests, not taking into account that in steel-timber connection specimens can 

be improved and reduce the parasite influences to a minimum. 

The increase of the strength due to the friction in the asymmetrical push-out test is 

determined for the case that bolt tension and bearing capacity increase due to the rope effect 

will not occur. However, if the failure mode involved the occurring of the plastic hinges, 

normal compressive stresses exist in the joining plane, and eccentricity of the applied force 

affects its distribution only. In that case, the results obtained using the asymmetrical and 

symmetrical test should be identical, and it should be checked in further investigations. 
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Rezime:  

U ovom radu sprovedena je analiza inicijacije loma laminatne kompozitne ploče, koristeći 

slojeviti konačni element zasnovan na Redijevoj slojevitoj teoriji ploča. Sračunato je granično 

opterećenje na osnovu nekoliko različitih kriterijuma loma koji su implementirani u 

proračunski model. U radu je izvršena probabilistička analiza loma, u kojoj su materijalne 

karakteristike i čvrstoća lamine usvojene kao slučajno promenljive veličine. Cilj analize, 

zasnovane na Monte Karlo metodi, je sračunavanje statističkih parametara graničnog 

opterećenja kompozitnog laminata. Na osnovu sprovedene analize izvedeni su odgovarajući 

zaključci.  
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Summary:  

The paper deals with the first-ply failure analysis of laminated composite plates using a layered 

finite element model based on the Full layerwise theory of Reddy (FLWT). Several 

macroscopic failure criteria have been incorporated into computational model and used to 

compute the limit load. Since almost no parameter in failure analysis is deterministic, 

probability prediction of limit load, considering the lamina elastic material properties and 

strength as random variables is developed. The aim of analysis, based on Monte Carlo Method, 

is to calculate statistical parameters of the limit load of composite laminate. Appropriate 

conclusions have been derived based on the conducted analysis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Due to their outstanding strength and stiffness, low maintenance costs and corrosion 

resistance properties, laminated composite materials have been widely used in the construction 

of mechanical, aerospace, marine and automotive structures which, in general, require high 

reliability levels. Failure of a structural element occurs when it cannot perform its intended 

function. Due to their complex kinematics, laminar composite may fail by several scenarios: 

fiber yielding, matrix yielding, fiber breakage, delamination of layer, or fracture. It is difficult 

to incorporate these modes of failure into design of composite structures [1]. A simpler way is 

to use empirical criteria, similar to the failure criteria used in steel design, but customized for 

composites. The most common criteria to predict failure of a single ply, as discussed by Soni 

[2], are maximum stress criterion, maximum strain criterion and quadratic polynomial criteria 

such as the Tsai-Wu [3], Hoffman [4] and the Tsai-Hill criteria [5]. The maximum stress or 

strain criteria are defined as those having no interactions between the stress or strain 

components and they are therefore called independent failure mode criteria. The failure 

surfaces for these criteria are rectangular in stress and strain space, respectively. Quadratic 

polynomial criteria involve interactions between stress and strain components and they are in 

fact polynomials based on curve-fitting data from composite material tests. The failure surface 

for the quadratic polynomial criteria is of ellipsoidal shape.  

Determination of first-ply failure (FPF) load is essential in understanding the failure 

process as well as the reliability of composite laminates. The first series of analytical solutions 

for the FPF load were presented by Turvey [6, 7], for both symmetric and anti-symmetric 

simply supported composite laminates based on the classical lamination theory [8]. Reddy and 

his associates [9, 10] used the finite element method, which is formulated on the basis of the 

first order shear deformation theory [11], to calculate the linear and nonlinear FPF load of 

composite laminates subjected to transverse and in-plane (tensile) loading. Kam et al. 

investigated the FPF probability considering the elastic properties of the material, the fiber 

orientation and the lamina thickness as random variables [12, 13]. 

In the case when equivalent-single-layer (ESL) theories are used, interlaminar stress fields 

are not represented accurately. However, the interlaminar stress fields play an important role 

on the prediction of FPF load in thick composite laminates subjected to transverse loads [14], 

so the use of refined laminate theories is recommended [15]. The computational model based 

on the Full layerwise plate theory (FLWT) [16] is applied, because it is capable to represent the 

complete 3D stress state of composite laminates with savings in computational time. 

In the paper, a layered finite element model based on the FLWT [17] is presented for FPF 

analysis of laminated composite plates. The model is implemented using object-oriented 

MATLAB [18] code, while the GUI for pre- and post-processing is developed using GiD [19]. 

Several quadratic polynomial criteria have been incorporated into computational model and 

used to compute the FPF load. The presented approach is validated against the available data in 

the literature. Because of significance of failure criteria in a structural design, for a better 

confidence in the predicted strength of the laminar composite, it is of great importance to 

undertake probabilistic studies. Probability prediction of FPF load, considering the lamina 

elastic material properties and strength as random variables is conducted. Analysis based on 

Monte Carlo simulation has been performed and appropriate conclusions have been derived.     
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2. A REVIEW OF POLYNOMIAL FAILURE CRITERIA 

The most general polynomial failure criterion for composite materials is the tensor 

polynomial criterion proposed by Tsai [20]. All other polynomial failure criteria are degenerate 

cases of this criterion. In index notation the tensor polynomial failure criterion is expressed as: 

... 1i i ij i i ijk i i kF F F                                     (1) 

where: 

i   are the stress tensor components in the material coordinates, 

Fi, Fij and Fijk are the components of the strength tensors. All components are referred to the 

material principal axes 1, 2 and 3 of the single lamina. 

One problem in applying the tensor polynomial criterion is the determination of the 

parameter F12. The value of F12 is not unique and can vary from a negative value to a positive 

one. Different quadratic polynomial criteria differ in the way polynomial constants are 

determined [20]. 

1.1. THE TSAI-WU CRITERION 

The Tsai-Wu criterion is given by: 
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where:  

X, Y and Z are the longitudinal strengths in the 1, 2 and 3 directions, 

subscripts T and C represent tensile and compressive quantities, 

R, S and T represent shear strengths in the 23, 13 and 12 planes, respectively. 

Directions 1, 2 and 3 represent: the fiber direction, the direction transverse to the fiber but 

in the plane of the laminate, and the direction transverse to the fiber and to the laminate, 

respectively. The coefficients F1, F2, F3 correspond to the linear stress terms and F11, F12, F33, 

F44, F55, F66 correspond to the quadratic stress terms. F12, F13, F23 are the coefficients which 

take into account the interaction effect of various normal stress components. 
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Terms associated with 4, 5 and 6 which are F4, F5, and F6 are taken to be zero, since 

shear strengths are the same for positive and negative shear stress. It is also assumed that there 

is no interaction between shear stresses and normal stresses, thus F16, F26 etc. become zero. 

1.2. HOFFMAN’S CRITERION 

Hoffman’s criterion is a special case of the tensor polynomial criterion for the following 

choice of the parameters Fi and Fij: 
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       (4) 

Other strength parameters are the same as in Tsai-Wu criterion explained before. 

1.3. THE TSAI-HILL CRITERION 

In Hill’s criterion, the stress terms do not appear as linear terms, therefore, the F1, F2 and F3 

terms are zero. The values of X, Y, Z are taken as either XT, YT, ZT, or as XC, YC, ZC, depending 

upon the sign of 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Strength tensors for this criterion are: 
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3. THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 

BASED ON THE FULL LAYERWISE PLATE THEORY 

In the paper, a laminated composite plate made of n orthotropic layers is considered (Figure 

1, left). The total plate thickness is denoted as h, while the thickness of the kth lamina is 

denoted as hk. The plate is supported along the portion Гu of the boundary Г and loaded with 

loadings qt(x,y) and qb(x,y) acting to either top or the bottom surface of the plate (St or Sb). 

In the FLWT, piece-wise linear variation of all three displacement components is imposed, 

leading to the 3-D stress description of all material layers. The displacement field (u, v, w) of 

an arbitrary point (x,y,z) of the laminate is given as: 
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In Eq. 6, N is the number of numerical layers, UI(x,y), VI(x,y) and WI(x,y) are the 

displacement components in the Ith numerical layer of the plate in directions x, y and z, 

respectively, ФI(z) are selected to be linear layerwise continuous functions of the z-coordinate, 

and they are given in [11]. 

 

Figure 1 – left: Laminated composite plate with n material layers and N numerical 

interfaces; right: Quadratic serendipity Q8 layered element with linear layerwise interpolation 

through the thickness and corresponding Gauss quadrature points for the reduced integration. 

The linear strain field associated with the previously shown displacement field can be found 

in [17]. To reduce the 3D model to the 2D one, the z-coordinate is eliminated by the explicit 

integration of stress components multiplied with the corresponding functions ФI(z), introducing 

the constitutive relations of the laminate which can be found in [17]. The system of 3N Euler-

Lagrange governing equations of motion of the FLWT can then be derived using the 

Hamilton's principle (strong form), and they are given in [17]. 

The finite element discretization is derived by introducing an assumed interpolation of the 

displacement field into the weak form of the FLWT. All displacement components are 

interpolated as: 
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where: 

m is the number of nodes per 2-D element, 

, ,I I I

j j jU V W are the nodal values of displacements UI, VI and WI in the jth element node 

representing the behaviour of the laminated composite plate in the Ith numerical interface, 

j(x,y) are 2D Lagrange interpolation polynomials associated with the jth element node. 

The matrix form of the FE model is obtained as: 

   IJ I IK F                             (8) 

where: 

[KIJ] is the element stiffness matrix, 

{I} is the element displacement vector, 

{FJ} is the element force vector. 
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[KIJ] is computed from the weak form using 2D Gauss-Legendre quadrature quadrilateral 

domains. The layered finite elements require only C0 continuity of the generalized 

displacements along element boundaries, because only translational displacement components 

are adopted as the nodal degrees of freedom. Quadratic serendipity Q8 layered quadrilateral 

element has been considered (Figure 1, right). To avoid shear locking, reduced integration is 

used when evaluating the element stiffness matrix.  

After the derivation of characteristic element matrices, the assembly procedure is done in a 

usual manner. Once the nodal displacements are obtained the stresses are evaluated from the 

well-known lamina 3D constitutive equation in the Gauss points at the top (t) and bottom (b) 

interfaces of the considered lamina and they are given in [17]. The stresses are calculated both 

in the laminate (xyz) and the local lamina (123) coordinate systems. This is crucial in the 

failure analysis, since the failure criteria described earlier require the stresses in the lamina 

coordinate system. 

Since the interlaminar stresses calculated in this way does not satisfy continuous 

distribution through the laminate thickness, they are post-processed by assuming the quadratic 

distribution within each layer for every stress component. The procedure for post-computation 

stresses is in detail described [16]. 

4. PROCEDURE FOR FIRST-PLY FAILURE 

The first-ply failure analysis is based on the assumption that a given ply would fail if the 

failure index (left-hand side of equation (2)) at any point within the ply reaches a value of 1. 

The procedure of first-ply failure load calculation requires solving the stress problem for an 

initial load. The lamina stresses in the lamina coordinate system are then used in a chosen 

failure criterion to calculate the maximum failure index Φ and check whether the laminate has 

failed or not. The laminate failure is checked by comparing the absolute of (Φ-1) against δ, 

where δ is a predetermined value of maximum tolerable error of the failure index (1% in the 

present study). If the absolute value of (Φ-1) is less than δ, then the first ply within the laminate 

has failed. If not, the initial load is increased or decreased by a predetermined percentage (10% 

in the present study) of the initial load and the procedure is repeated until the laminate fails. 

The maximum failure index is determined by carrying out a sequential search in the 

following way: the failure index of the considered element is calculated in every Gauss point at 

the bottom and top interfaces of each lamina and the maximum value is stored as well as the 

element number, Gaussian point number, lamina number and interface location. The search is 

continued until all layered finite elements are searched for the maximum failure index. 

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

First example deals with the first-ply analysis of rectangular clamped laminated composite 

plate of dimensions a  b = 0.2286  0.127m. The plate consists of 3 orthotropic material 

layers in angle-ply stacking sequence (45/-45/45) and it is loaded by transverse distribution of 

constant pressure at the top surface of the plate, qt(x,y) = qt. Each layer of thickness 0.127mm is 

modeled as a T300/5208 graphite/epoxy unidirectional lamina, with the material properties 

given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 – Material properties of T300/5208 graphite/epoxy material 

Properties Values Properties Values 

E1 132.5 GPa XT 1515 MPa 

E2 = E3 10.8 GPa XC 1697 MPa 

G12 = G13 5.7 GPa YT = ZT 43.8 MPa 

G23 3.4 GPa YC = ZC 43.8 MPa 

ν12 = ν13 0.24 R 67.6 MPa 

ν23 0.49 S = T 86.9 MPa 

The first-ply load and failure location are evaluated using Tsai-Wu, Hoffman and Tsai-Hill 

failure criteria, respectively. Dimensionless first-ply failure load has been considered: 

4
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t
t

q a
q

E h

 
  

 
                         (9) 

The present study is performed using 9x5 mesh of quadratic Q8 layered quadrilateral 

element with reduced integration, Figure 2. A comparison is made against the results obtained 

in [10], using first-order shear deformation theory. The results are elaborated in Table 2. The 

average relative differences Δ = (result – reference) / reference [%] are also calculated and 

given in Table 2: 

 

Figure 2: Detail of finite element mesh for laminated composite plate (9 x 5 mesh of 

quadratic Q8 layered quadrilateral elements). 

The results presented in Table 2 indicate that the proposed model predict almost the same 

FPF load as Mindlin plate model of the angle-ply laminated composite plate [10]. Failure 

location is the same for all failure criteria and both numerical models Failure occurs in 3rd 

Gauss point of the 42nd element, at the bottom surface of the 1st layer (see Figure 2). 

After the proposed model has been validated and its accuracy was demonstrated through the 

comparison against the FSDT, probabilistic study accounting for the uncertain nature of 

mechanical parameters has been conducted. Material parameters considered as uncertain are 

elastic moduli E1, E2 and strengths XT, XC, YT, YC and T. All uncertain parameters follow 

normal distribution, with the mean values given in Table 1, while the coefficient of variation 

(COV) is assumed to be 10%. Remaining material parameters are considered as deterministic. 

Latin Hypercube sampling technique has been applied to generate input values of material 

variables, used to perform 3,000 Monte Carlo simulations for each considered failure criterion. 
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Table 2 – Dimensionless first-ply failure load considering different failure criteria and 

different numerical models 

Source 
Failure criteria 

Tsai-Wu Hoffman Tsai-Hill 

Present  80206.6 72240.6 72947.9 

FSDT [10] 79809.2 75597.4 76509.7 

Δ [%] 0.50 4.44 4.66 

The results in terms of matching distributions, mean values and COVs of FPF load are 

elaborated in Table 3. Corresponding probability density functions (PDF) are presented in 

Figure 3. Normal distributed input parameters resulted in three different distribution types of 

the FPF load, for three failure criteria, respectively. Lognormal, gamma and Gumbel 

distributions correspond to the Tsai-Wu, Hoffman’s and Tsai-Hill failure criteria, respectively. 

Difference between corresponding COVs is significant. FPF load calculated by Tsai-Wu 

criterion showed the smallest variation compared to other two criteria. With COVs of 31.1% 

and 25.3%, Hoffman’s and Tsai-Hill criteria revealed great unreliability in calculating FPF 

load of the out-of-plane loaded laminated composite plate.   

 

 

Figure 3 – FPF load histograms and distributions considering 

different failure criteria 
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Table 3 – Distribution types, dimensionless mean values and COVs of first-ply failure load of 

laminated composite plate, considering different failure criteria 

Failure criteria Distribution type Mean value  COV [%] 

Tsai-Wu Lognormal 76867.6 13.4 

Hoffman Gamma 73357.9 31.1 

Tsai-Hill Gumbel 58449.5 25.3 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper, a layered finite element model based on the FLWT is re-called and used for 

the FPF analysis of laminated composite plate. The computational model is implemented using 

the original object-oriented MATLAB code, while the GUI for pre- and post-processing is 

developed using GiD. Several quadratic polynomial criteria, such as the Tsai-Wu, Hoffman’s 

and the Tsai-Hill’s, have been incorporated into the computational model and used to compute 

the FPF load. The presented approach is validated against the available numerical data in the 

literature, confirming the high accuracy of the presented procedure.  

Normal distributions and the COVs of 10% for seven considered material parameters 

resulted in three different distributions of FPF load for three failure criteria. The FPF load 

calculated by Tsai-Wu criterion showed the greatest mean value and the lowest COV. 

Hoffman’s and Tsai-Hill criteria showed smaller mean values. Comparing only mean values of 

FPF load determined from these three criteria, Tsai-Hill criterion could be considered as the 

most conservative when composite laminated plate is designed. However, the great COV of the 

corresponding distribution indicates that the calculated limit load is less reliable compared to 

the least conservative limit load calculated by Tsai-Wu criterion. Significant dissipation of the 

results when Hoffman’s and Tsai-Hill criteria are used causes high unreliability in predicting 

FPF load. More experimental results in terms of FPF load are required so that the most 

convenient failure criterion for composite laminated plates design is determined.       

Future work includes the implementation of some failure criteria for cross-laminated timber 

CLT panels in the presented framework. The progressive failure analysis will be conducted 

using the above method.  
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NUMERIČKA ANALIZA PONAŠANJA SMIČUĆEG SPOJA 

OSTVARENOG SA ZAVRTNJEVIMA I MOŽDANICIMA S GLAVOM 

Rezime: 

Prethodnih decenija intenzivno su ispitivana nova rešenja spojnih sredstava u smičućim 

spojevima spregnutih greda od čelika i betona. U ovom radu analiziran je montažno-demontažni 

podužni smičući spoj konstrukcionog čelika i pune armiranobetonske ploče, ostvaren pomoću 

zavrtnjeva i elastičnih moždanika s glavom. Ovakav spoj odlikuje se indirektnim prenosom sile 

smicanja kroz dodatni element, čelični lim, između betonske ploče i gornje nožice grede. 

Formiran je numerički model testa smicanja prema dostupnim prethodnim eksperimentalnim 

ispitivanjima. Model je iskorišćen za detaljnu analizu ponašanja podužnog smičućeg spoja, kao 

i za parametarsku analizu. Ispitivan je uticaj prečnika zavrtnja i prečnika rupe na ponašanje spoja 

pri smičućem opterećenju. 

Ključne reči:  spregnute grede od čelika i betona, demontažna veza, moždanici s glavom, 

zavrtnjevi, test smicanja 

NUMERICAL STUDY ON THE COMPOSITE SHEAR CONNECTION 

WITH BOLTS AND WELDED HEADED STUDS  

Summary: 

In the past decades, many novel shear connectors for implementation in steel-concrete composite 

beams have been investigated. In this paper, a demountable shear connection between a structural 

steel beam and a solid concrete deck, consisting of bolts and welded headed studs, is analysed. 

This system features the indirect shear force transfer through the additional element, a steel plate 

that is placed between a concrete deck and a top flange. Following the experimental results of 

previously conducted push-out tests, a numerical model has been developed. The model is used 

for a detailed analysis of the system behaviour as well as for the parametric study. Influence of 

a bolt diameter and a bolt hole diameter on shear behaviour of the connection has been discussed. 

Key words: steel-concrete composite beams, demountable connection, welded headed studs, 

bolts, push-out test 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Steel-concrete composite floor framing systems are commonly used in construction 

nowadays, as they enable the most efficient use of two materials. A concrete slab is implemented 

in one of two ways: as a solid slab or as a composite slab cast in profiled steel sheeting. For 

joining a steel beam and a concrete slab, to prevent vertical separation and enable shear force 

transfer, shear connectors should be used. In the past decades, besides the most often applied 

welded headed studs, many novel shear connectors have been investigated. Some of the 

suggested solutions are perfobond rib connectors, channel shear connectors, various connectors 

with pins, etc. Contrary to all the mentioned connectors that are non-demountable, many 

attention has been paid to the development of various shear connectors that enable structure 

demountability.  

Demountability is the important advantage of steel structures, that is also desired in the case 

when composite steel-concrete systems are used. Following the world trend towards sustainable 

development, recycling and reuse of building materials, the interest towards developing the most 

efficient demountable shear connector could be understood. The environmental benefits of 

deconstructable steel-concrete floor systems during their production, serviceability life and 

reconstruction have been proven [1]. 

Different solutions regarding demountable connectors have been proposed by now. 

Commonly investigated are friction-grip bolted shear connectors [2–5], which transfer shear 

force through friction on the contact between a steel flange and a concrete slab. The main 

shortcoming of this connectors is attributed to the sudden slip which happens after friction force 

is overcome, leading to the additional deflections of the composite beam. By threading the body 

of a headed stud, a demountable connector similar to bolts could be produced [6]. However, this 

connector features difficulty in mounting before concrete casting and lower initial stiffness 

comparing to welded headed studs. The application of bolts with embedded nuts in a concrete 

slab, makes the process of bolt placing easier and partly increases the initial stiffness of 

connection. But, it still leads to the additional slip in the initial stage influenced by bolt-to-hole 

gaps, necessary from the point of execution [7]. To enable relatively easy replacement of bolts, 

some authors suggested the use of a bolted coupler system [5], which behaves similarly to bolts 

with embedded nuts. To prevent the initial slip of bolts, which induces additional deflections and 

stresses in a steel beam, it was suggested to inject epoxy resing in bolt holes, though it increases 

the time of the execution process. Two types of blind bolts were investigated in the purpose of 

making the process of bolt mounting easier and faster, as they enable installation from one side 

a workpiece [8]. The innovative design of demountable connectors was suggested including 

preloaded bolts and clamps [9], but further modifications are required to accomplish the proper 

strength and ductility of the system.  

A possible connection layout that almost has not been investigated until today is a 

demountable shear connection consisting of both welded headed studs and bolts. Going through 

the wide literature research of demountable solutions, the authors of this paper came to the only 

one report dealing with this system [10]. The experimental study was conducted over 15 years 

ago, through the project “Composite bridge design for small and medium spans”, founded by the 

European Commission. Several solutions for prefabricated steel-concrete composite bridges 

were analysed, including high-strength bolts with embedded nuts, partially and fully 
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prefabricated slabs with welded headed studs and combination of bolts and welded studs. Push-

out tests were conducted under static and fatigue loads and results were compared to some 

analytical expressions, partly explaining the behaviour of the system. A limited number of tests 

was not sufficient for developing detailed design rules. 

To get a deeper understanding of this shear connection, consisting of both welded headed 

studs and bolts, a numerical analysis based on the mentioned experimental results [10] is 

conducted in this study. After model verification, the system shear response is investigated 

through numerically obtained data, followed by further parametric analyses. Conclusions and 

comments on possible connection modifications are given in the end.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

The shear connection layout is presented in Figure 1.a. A solid concrete slab is prefabricated 

and a steel plate is embedded in concrete. Headed studs are welded to the steel plate, while bolts 

are mounted in holes predrilled in the plate. In that way, both headed studs and bolt nuts are 

embedded in concrete. On the construction site, the prefabricated slab should be connected to 

the top flange of a steel girder via bolts. In the case of deconstruction, bolts could be easily 

unfastened and the concrete slab would be separated from the girder.  

In this connection, the longitudinal shear force between a concrete slab and a steel girder is 

indirectly transferred, through the additional steel plate. There are two active shear planes: the 

surface between the slab and the plate and the surface between the steel plate and the beam 

flange. 

 

Figure 1 – (a) Connection layout, (b) Push-out test set-up [10] 

Push-out tests were conducted at the University of Wuppertal, Germany, including two static 

and one fatigue test of the connection with welded headed studs and bolts, all according to the 

set-up presented in Figure 1.b [10]. Applied high-strength bolts were M20 of the grade 10.9, 

while headed studs were of the diameter Ø25 mm, with yielding strength of 420 MPa and tensile 

strength of 465 MPa. The steel plate was 25 mm thick, while the concrete slab depth was 150 

mm. The load was applied on the steel profile HEA 300. 
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In both static push-out tests, the observed failure mode was labelled as a shear failure of bolts 

in the interface between the steel section and the additional steel plate. The visual assessment 

showed a distribution of cracks in the concrete slab. The recorded ultimate loads and 

corresponding displacements were:  

- Pu = 1740 kN, δu = 1.81 mm; 

- Pu = 1810 kN, δu = 2.70 mm. 

3. NUMERICAL MODELLING 

The numerical model of the push-out test was developed in the finite-element software 

package Abaqus [11]. The quasi-static analysis was performed through the solver Abaqus 

Explicit, including both geometrical and material nonlinearities. 

The geometry of all elements was applied according to the experimental set-up. Due to 

double symmetry of the tested specimens, one-quarter of the specimen was modelled and 

appropriate symmetric boundary conditions were applied. The developed model is shown in 

Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 – Finite-element model 

Between elements, interaction and constrain conditions were assigned. Welded studs were 

tied to the steel plate. On the contact surfaces between steel elements, the friction coefficient of 

0.2 was adopted, while on the contact between steel and concrete parts, it was set to 0.3. To the 

reinforcement bars, which were modelled as truss parts, the embedded constraint was applied. 

Boundary conditions were defined on the bottom of the concrete deck, constraining all 

displacements at the reference point and connecting all nodes of the bottom surface to that point 

by a coupling constraint. Similarly, on the top of the steel profile, a vertical displacement is 

applied.    

Material properties were assigned to the model according to the measured data given in the 

report of the experimental research [10]. For the steel profile, steel plate, reinforcement bars and 

headed studs, simplified linear models were defined. Considering that damage of bolts was 

recorder during the experiment, nonlinear stress-strain plastic curve and ductile damage 
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evolution were added to the material model. Concrete tensile and compressive behaviour was 

defined all according to the model given by Pavlović et al. [7], setting the modulus of elasticity 

to 34.52 GPa and concrete cylinder strength to 49.1 MPa, as it had been experimentally 

determined.  

To get the appropriate model response simulating a quasi-static experiment, a target time 

increment for appropriate mass scaling was obtained through the result convergence study. 

Similarly, the optimized mesh was set according to the mesh convergence study. For solid parts, 

the applied finite elements were tetrahedral C3D10M and hexagonal elements with reduced 

integration C3D8R. Size of elements was varied trough the model, with the smallest size of 5 

mm applied on headed studs and bolted connectors and the steel and concrete parts in their 

surroundings. The biggest elements of the size 15 mm and 20 mm were set to the perimeter areas 

where plastic deformations and failure are not expected.  

The numerical model was verified through comparison with experimental results. 

Experimentally and numerically obtained load-slip curves are given in Figure 3. As it could be 

observed, a very good agreement is accomplished between the numerical model response and 

one recorded experimental curve. Unfortunately, possible reasons for a divergence in the 

response of two tested specimens were not mentioned in the report [10].  

The developed model was used for the study of the connection behaviour, including 

parametric analysis, all described in further. 

 

Figure 3 – Load-slip curves 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

According to the numerical model, the ultimate load of Pu = 1828 kN happens at the slip of 

3.00 mm. The slip capacity corresponding to 0.9Pu in the post-ultimate region is 4.30 mm, 

implying that according to Eurocode 4 [12], this connection cannot be classified as ductile. The 

connection ductility is directly affected by the occurred failure mode due to exceeding of the bolt 

shear resistance.  

Taking into account that the analysed connection features two shear planes, a comparison of 

a slip between the profile flange and the steel plate and a slip between the steel plate and the 

concrete deck is made. A vertical displacement of the steel profile, marked as a total slip, is 
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plotted in Figure 4, as well as a vertical displacement of the steel plate, marked as a plate slip. It 

could be observed how two slip values change during loading time. At the point when the 

ultimate load is reached, the slip between the flange and the plate is almost doubled compared to 

the slip between the plate and the deck. In further, this difference is increasing simultaneously 

with bolt failure and large deformations. At the same time, the slip between the concrete deck 

and the plate remains almost constant.  

 

Figure 4 – Comparison of profile (total) and plate vertical displacement 

Deformed shapes of shear connectors at the point of ultimate load are shown in Figure 5.a. 

The bolt deformation due to shear is noticeable, in the opposite to the headed stud deformation 

which is rather insignificant. According to design rules given in Eurocode 3 [13] and Eurocode 

4 [12], accounting the connection geometry and material properties, the resistance of headed 

studs in composite shear-concrete connection and the resistance of bolts in steel shear connection 

are similar. At first glance, it seems that design predictions are in disagreement with experimental 

and numerical results. However, there is a parameter that has not been taken into account in the 

calculation, as explained in the following.  

 

Figure 5 – (a) Deformed shapes of connectors, (b) Concrete cracks 
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Concrete cracks due to exceeding of the concrete compressive and tensile strength, at the 

point of reaching Pu, are given in Figure 5.b. Significant crack distribution is observed nearby 

both welded headed studs and embedded bolt nuts, implying that nuts have a certain bearing 

contribution in the composite connection. According to the numerical model, the shear force that 

is transferred by a nut is approximately 20% of the force in a headed stud.  

Two additional models were developed to compare the connection response with the 

equivalent connection where shear force is only transferred on the surface between the concrete 

slab and the plate, i.e. the plate and the profile flange. To accomplish this, artificial constraints 

were added to the model without making any other modifications. The comparison of models’ 

behaviour at serviceability loads is given in Figure 6. The stiffness of each model is calculated 

as the ratio between 0.7Pu load and corresponding slip. As could be observed from the absolute 

and relative results given in Table 1, the stiffness varies for three cases. When shear force is only 

transferred on the surface between the steel plate and the profile flange, the increase of stiffness 

is almost 50% compared to the analysed demountable connection. When slip only happens in 

the plane between the concrete slab and the steel plate, the stiffness is nearly doubled than in the 

original connection. It could be concluded that by the development of a demountable connection 

with indirect shear force transfer and two active shear planes, the initial stiffness is smaller 

comparing to the equivalent non-demountable connection with welded headed studs. 

 

Table 1 – Stiffness at serviceability loads 

 

Stiffness, 

kSLS 

[kN/mm] 

kSLS / 

kSLS,dem. 

[-] 

demountable connect. 

with two shear planes 1191 1.00 

shear between plate 

and flange 1773 1.49 

shear between slab 

and plate 2336 1.96 
 

Figure 6 – Load-slip curves 

In further, it was analysed how the increase of the bolt diameter influences the load-slip 

response. The obtained force-slip curves for models with bolts of the diameter 18, 20, 22 and 24 

mm are presented in Figure 7, while properties of each connection are summarized in Table 2. 

Shapes of load-slip curves for models with bolts M18 and M20 correspond to each other: the 

stiffness is almost the same in serviceability domain, the ultimate load levels are proportional to 

bolt cross-sectional area and ductility is increasing with bolt diameter. In both cases, the failure 

due to bolt shear happened. However, for larger bolts, this trend is not present. The difference in 

the ultimate load for specimens with bolts M22 and M24 is not significant, because of the 

concrete failure that is characteristic for both models. The increase in stiffness at serviceability 

loads of 6% and 15% is present for models with bolts M22 and M24, comparing to the original 

connection with bolts M20. The slip at 0.9Pu in the post-ultimate region decreases with the bolt 
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diameter increase. Slip capacity of the connection with bolts M24 is nearly 40% lower than for 

the original connection with M20. 

 

Table 2 – Stiffness at serviceability 

loads, ultimate load and slip capacity 

for varied bolt diameter 

Bolt 

 

 

Stiffness, 

kSLS 

[N/mm] 

Ultimate 

load, Pu 

[kN] 

Slip,  

δ0.9Pu 

[mm] 

M18 1208 1508 3.03 

M20 1191 1828 4.30 

M22 1265 2036 3.56 

M24 1373 2067 2.72 
 

Figure 7 – Load-slip curves for varied bolt 

diameter 

In the developed model calibrated to the experimental results, bolts M20 were placed in the 

holes so that bolt to hole clearance was voided before loading in the push-out test. However, in 

real structures, the additional slip of the connection induced by the existence of bolt to hole gaps 

is present and it should be considered during composite beam design. This initial slip affects the 

structural response of the connection and might induce additional deflections of the steel beam. 

In Figure 8, there are presented load-slip curves when holes of the diameter 20 mm, 21 mm 

and 22 mm were cut through the flange and the plate and when bolts were placed centrally inside 

the holes. Two cases are analysed: preloaded and non-preloaded bolts. Due to the same bolt 

diameter and material strength, all presented solutions show the same ultimate load level. 

However, shapes of curves are different implying that bolt-hole clearance influences the stiffness 

and slip capacity of the connection. A solution with preloaded bolts leads to the sudden slip after 

friction forces are overcome when a gap between a bolt and a flange hole is annulled. In the case 

of bolts without the applied pretension force, a bolt-hole gap is voided it the initial stage of 

loading for low load levels.  

 

Figure 8 – Load-slip curves for varied hole diameter for: 

(a) preloaded bolts, (b) non-preloaded bolts 
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However, in both mentioned cases it is important to underline that this slip is smaller than 

the slip of composite shear connections achieved only with bolted connectors, e.g. friction-grip 

bolts [2] or bolts with embedded nuts [14]. Smaller bolt-hole gaps in a connection with welded 

headed studs and bolts are influenced by smaller execution tolerances when connecting two steel 

elements, than when connecting a concrete and a steel part. During the production of 

prefabricated concrete decks with embedded bolted connectors, a precision of bolt placing is 

questionable. On the other hand, in the connection analysed in this paper, the application of the 

additional steel plate simplifies the execution, as before concrete casting bolts are easily set in 

the right position defined by holes, predrilled in the steel plate. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

At the time when significant efforts are put into the research of demountable composite steel-

concrete connections, especially applicable in floor design, a certain contribution is given 

through this paper. The connection with welded headed studs and bolts, as a solution that has 

been mostly neglected by researchers, is analysed. Shear force transfer is accomplished through 

the additional steel plate on the contact between a concrete deck and a steel beam. As nowadays 

numerical analysis is a powerful tool that helps in phenomena and process understanding, it is 

applied in this study of the shear connection. After the numerical model verification against the 

experimental data of push-out tests [10], it is used for deeper study of the connection and further 

parametric analyses.  

Considering all the results presented in the paper regarding the connection response to shear, 

some conclusions could be drawn. Bearing elements against shear are bolts on the plate-flange 

surface and welded headed studs and bolt nuts on the plate-deck surface. The presence of two 

shear planes, which enables deconstruction of the system, leads to the smaller initial stiffness of 

the connection comparing to the equivalent non-demountable connection with welded headed 

studs. 

In the analysed connection, the observed failure mode is bolt shear. Increasing the bolt size, 

this failure could be avoided and critical points could be transferred to headed studs and adjacent 

concrete. In this way, load-slip response closer to the behaviour of non-demountable connections 

with welded headed studs could be achieved. 

For the adopted bolt size, the appropriate hole diameter should be selected considering 

standard fabrication tolerances in steel manufacturing. The influence of the initial slip due to bolt 

movement should be considered in a beam design, whether bolts are preloaded or not. 

Even though this connection has been initially developed for application in composite bridge 

design, it may be also considered for application in floor systems, including some geometry 

modifications and further studies to choose the optimal connection layout. The influence of a 

steel plate thickness could be discussed and application of a much thinner element than 25 mm 

may be considered. In order to investigate the possible application of this connection in building 

design, further simulations of connection shear response should be conducted including headed 

studs of a diameter Ø16mm, Ø19mm and Ø20mm, commonly present in composite floor 

structures. Additionally, the analogous system where the solid concrete slab is replaced by the 

composite slab with profiled steel sheeting could be developed and investigated. 
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ELASTIČNA KRITIČNA SILA REBRA I-NOSAČA OPTEREĆENIH 

LOKALIZOVANIM OPTEREĆENJEM 

Rezime:  

U radu se razmatra elastična kritična sila rebra čeličnih I nosača pod dejstvom lokalizovanog 

opterećenja u ravni rebra. Izvršena je analiza uticaja dužine opterećenja i debljine pojasa na 

elastičnu kritičnu silu kod nosača bez poprečnih i podužnih ukrućenja u zoni unošenja 

opterećenja. Određeni su koeficijenti izbočavanja za rebra I nosača i upoređeni su sa vrednostima 

koeficijenta izbočavanja izolovanih uklještenih ploča. Dat je predlog za poboljšanje  proračuna 

granične nosivosti prema Evrokodu EN1993-1-5. 

Ključne reči: elastična kritična sila, koeficijent izbočavanja, lokalizovano opterećenje 

ELASTIC CRITICAL LOAD OF THE WEB OF I-GIRDERS 

SUBJECTED TO PATCH LOADING 

Summary:  

The paper considers the elastic critical (buckling) load of steel I-girders subjected to patch 

loading in the plane of the web. The analysis of the influence of the load length and thickness of 

the flange on the elastic critical load of the girder without transverse and longitudinal stiffeners 

in the load application zone was performed. The buckling coefficients for the web of the I-girders 

were determined and compared with the values of the buckling coefficient of isolated clamped 

plates. Suggestions for improving the EN1993-1-5 patch loading resistance model are given. 

Key words: elastic critical load, buckling coefficient, patch loading 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A particular problem of the stability and ultimate load behavior of steel plate girders, which 

has been attracting attention in recent decades, relates to the behavior of I-girders under a 

localized load on the flange in the plane of web. The influence of the patch load (or partially 

distributed load) on the behavior of I-girders without vertical stiffener in the zone of load 

introduction was intensively investigated. This problem has got the importance with a general 

trend to avoid vertical stiffeners, except at supports and also in the case of moving loads, e.g., 

crane girders loaded by crane wheels and launching phase of multi-span steel plate girder bridges 

during construction over temporary or permanent supports.  

In order to describe the behavior of patch loaded girders, it is necessary to determine the 

distribution of the local direct stresses under the load in the web, elastic critical load of the web 

panel, and the ultimate load of the girder. No complete insight into the solution to the problem 

has been provided. The development of this field has increased sharply with the improvement of 

computer programs based on the finite element method, which has enabled a wide range of 

numerical experiments necessary to link a large number of variables. 

The development of  Eurocodes for the design of civil engineering structures has brought a 

new approach to harmonize solutions to the problem of patch load with other stability problems. 

The main points in determining the ultimate load are elastic critical load, yield load, and 

resistance function. The determination of the elastic critical (buckling) load got the importance 

again, as it is needed to determine the slenderness parameter. 

The results for the ultimate load given in Eurocode EN1993-1-5 [1] are significantly 

conservative compared to the results obtained experimentally [2]. An attempt is made in this 

paper to give some improvements to that procedure. Eurocode EN1993-1-5 [1] provides a 

simplified expression for the calculation of the buckling coefficient. For a plate girder under 

patch load applied on the top flange, between two vertical stiffeners on a distance a, the buckling 

coefficient should be obtained using Eq. (1): 
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6 2 w
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h
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                                       (1) 

     As it could be observed, the given expression in Eq. (1) does not take into account the length 

of an applied patch load. This expression for the determination of the buckling coefficient is 

adopted by simplifying the expression proposed by Lagerqvist [3]: 
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                 (2) 

The following notations are used in this paper to describe the problem of patch loading, 

compare the results, and derive conclusions: hw – web depth, tw – web thickness, tf – flange 

thickness, bf – flange width, a – distance of vertical stiffeners, ss – patch load length, ν – Poisson’s 

ratio, E –  modulus of elasticity, kF – buckling coefficient, which can be seen in Fig. 1. 

     Unlike Eq. (1), expression (2) includes the ratio between the flange and web stiffness and a 

ratio between the load length and the web depth. 
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The results and conclusions given in the paper are a continuation of the previous research [4]. 

Influence of the patch load length was investigated. The buckling coefficients of I-girders were 

determined and compared with the corresponding buckling coefficients of the isolated web of 

the girder by varying boundary conditions [4]. It was concluded that the behavior of I-girders 

best corresponds to the behavior of clamped plates. The results were compared with the 

expressions of Eurocode EN1993-1-5. Suggestions for improving existing terms were given.  

 Influence of the patch load length and flange thickness is investigated in this paper. Following 

numerical analysis is based on the finite element method. The commercial software Abaqus [5] 

was used in this research as the most popular computation tool for application in this field. 

2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 

The purpose of this paper is the determination of the critical loads of an I-girder and its 

comparison with the elastic critical loads of an isolated web plate (that was modeled as a plate 

clamped along all edges), using FE analysis. The plate and I-girder with a web panel aspect ratio 

a/hw = 1 and plate (web) thickness 4 mm (schematically presented in Fig. 1), were investigated. 

Patch load length ss and flange thickness tf were varied. The boundary conditions for the plate 

were set according to the clamped plate – that is, degrees of freedom 2 and 5 are only constrained 

in the vertical edges, degree of freedom 4 in the horizontal edges, while degree of freedom 3 is 

constrained in all edges. 

Figure 1 – (a) Plate under patch load; (b) I-girders under patch load 

 For the I-girder considered, the flange width was set to 120 mm, while the flange thickness 

was set to 8, 16, and 24 mm. The considered material was homogenous with an elastic modulus 

of 205 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. 

 For the FE analysis, a general-purpose four-node quadrilateral shell element with reduced 

integration and six degrees of freedom per node (S4R) from the Abaqus element library was 

used.  Finite element size of 5 mm was adopted for all numerical runs. 
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3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of numerical analysis in the form of buckling coefficients for the I-girder are 

given in this chapter and compared to the buckling coefficients for the clamped plate. Previously 

derived expressions in [4] are now associated with another variable – tf. In that way, the influence 

of the flange on the calculation of the elastic critical buckling force is taken into account. New 

expressions for determining the buckling coefficient, as a function of patch load length and 

flange thickness, are presented. The purpose of the proposed expressions is to improve the 

ultimate load calculated using the procedure given in Eurocode EN1993-1-5.  

3.1. BUCKLING COEFFICIENT OF THE I-GIRDER AS A FUNCTION OF PATCH 

LOAD LENGTH AND FLANGE THICKNESS  

Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 show a comparison summary of the buckling coefficient 

obtained by numerical analysis, by Eurocode EN1993-1-5 - Eq. (1), and according to 

Lagerqvist’s expression - Eq. (2), for various flange thicknesses. The analysis of clamped plate 

(hereinafter referred to as CC plates) was chosen because it has been shown that the buckling 

coefficient for CC plates corresponds better to the buckling coefficient of I-girders than the 

buckling coefficients obtained varying boundary conditions of plates, e.g., simply supported 

plates and plates simply supported on the vertical and clamped on the horizontal edges [6]. 

Table 1 – Buckling coefficient for flange thickness 8 mm 

 
 

A graphical representation of the results is shown in Fig. 2. There are significant differences 

between the results obtained according to Eurocode EN1993-1-5 and those obtained numerically 

for I-girders. They are more noticeable for large values of ss. It could be observed in Fig. 2 that 

the Eurocode expression gives constant values of the buckling coefficient (i.e., independent of 

the flange thickness and patch load length), while Lagerqvist’s expression has a linear trend line. 

However, the proposed Eq. (2) does not give a good fit to the numerically obtained results for  

I-girders. 

s s 

[mm] CC I-girder EC3 Lagerqvist

0 0.00 8.00 8.98 8.00 7.67

25 0.05 8.02 9.06 8.00 7.86

50 0.10 8.10 9.23 8.00 8.05

75 0.15 8.20 9.44 8.00 8.25

100 0.20 8.35 9.70 8.00 8.44

125 0.25 8.52 10.01 8.00 8.63

150 0.30 8.74 10.37 8.00 8.82

200 0.40 8.97 11.25 8.00 9.21

250 0.50 9.26 12.37 8.00 9.59

s/h w

k F
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Table 2 – Buckling coefficient for flange thickness 16 mm 

 

Table 3 – Buckling coefficient for flange thickness 24 mm 

 
 

As Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) have obvious shortcomings for predicting the buckling coefficient for 

the analyzed I-girder models, they need to be corrected. 

The expression for the buckling coefficient as a function of patch load length - Eq. (3) is 

defined in earlier research to fit the obtained discrete values of kF for the I-girders with a constant 

flange thickness [4]. In the attached Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3, it can be оbserved that the 

buckling coefficient depends not only on the patch load length ss, but also on the flange thickness. 

Accordingly, the correction of Eq. (3) was performed by introducing the influence of the flange 

thickness on the buckling coefficient of the I-girder, given in Eq. (4). A similar form of the 

previously derived equation is retained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

s s 

[mm] CC I-girder EC3 Lagerqvist

0 0.00 8.00 10.10 8.00 7.99

25 0.05 8.02 10.19 8.00 8.19

50 0.10 8.10 10.40 8.00 8.39

75 0.15 8.20 10.68 8.00 8.59

100 0.20 8.35 11.01 8.00 8.79

125 0.25 8.52 11.40 8.00 8.99

150 0.30 8.74 11.86 8.00 9.19

200 0.40 8.97 13.00 8.00 9.59

250 0.50 9.26 14.52 8.00 9.99

s/h w

k F

s s 

[mm] CC I-girder EC3 Lagerqvist

0 0.00 8.00 11.00 8.00 8.27

25 0.05 8.02 11.09 8.00 8.48

50 0.10 8.10 11.34 8.00 8.69

75 0.15 8.20 11.69 8.00 8.89

100 0.20 8.35 12.11 8.00 9.10

125 0.25 8.52 12.60 8.00 9.31

150 0.30 8.74 13.18 8.00 9.51

200 0.40 8.97 14.65 8.00 9.93

250 0.50 9.26 16.68 8.00 10.34

k F
s/h w
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a)                                                                    b) 

      
 

                                       c) 

                                         

         Figure 2 – Comparison of the buckling coefficient for flange thickness (a) tf= 8 mm; 

(b) tf= 16; mm (c) tf= 24 mm 

 

         

Figure 3 – kF  values for I-girders obtained in Abaqus and using the proposed expression (4) 
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5 2 34.7 10 2 10 8.7F s sk s s     

                                                                                        (3)   

0.21 5 2 3(3.1 10 1.32 10 5.74)      F f s sk t s s                                                                        (4)  

The correlation between the buckling coefficient of the I-girder and the coefficient 

approximated by the proposed expressions is shown in Fig. 3, for all flange thickness analyzed. 

All derived conclusions are determined only for the cases of the analyzed geometry. A detailed 

parametric study is necessary to obtain a unique general expression also as a function of other 

geometric parameters. 

3.2. COMPARISON OF THE BUCKLING COEFFICIENT OF THE I-GIRDER WITH 

THE BUCKLING COEFFICIENT OF AN ISOLATED CLAMPED WEB PLATE 

Further analysis aims to find the relationship between the buckling coefficient for I-girders 

and CC plates. It has been numerically shown, that the buckling coefficient of I-girders can be 

represented by the expression for a CC plates, if the fact is taken into account that the flange 

plate enables spreading the loading length into the web [4]. On girders, the patch load is 

introduced on the flange plate, and the angle of stress distribution through the flange is defined 

in the design standard as 45˚ [1]. As kF values for the I-girder are larger than kF values for the 

CC plate for the same patch load length, it is believed that this difference comes as a result of 

load distribution. If the stress distribution with a slope in the function of flange thickness is 

assumed instead of the defined slope 1:1, the corresponding distributed stress length is ss’.  

 

Table 4 – Relation between the buckling coefficient for CC plates and I-girders for tf = 8 mm 

 

s s k F k F  ( s s ) k F  ( s s' ) k F

[mm] CC Eq. (5) Eq. (6) I-girder

0 0.00 8.00 8.00 128.00 8.49 8.98 1.06

25 0.05 8.02 8.02 153.00 8.70 9.06 1.04

50 0.10 8.10 8.08 178.00 8.95 9.23 1.03

75 0.15 8.20 8.17 203.00 9.24 9.44 1.02

100 0.20 8.35 8.30 228.00 9.56 9.70 1.02

125 0.25 8.52 8.47 253.00 9.92 10.01 1.01

150 0.30 8.74 8.68 278.00 10.32 10.37 1.01

200 0.40 8.97 9.20 328.00 11.23 11.25 1.00

250 0.50 9.26 9.88 378.00 12.29 12.37 1.01

s s '=s s+2 ·8 t f

 [mm]
s/h w

 k F  (I-girder) /

k F  (s s')-Eq. (6)
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Table 5  – Relation between the buckling coefficient for CC plates and I-girders for tf =16 mm 

 
 

Table 6  – Relation between the buckling coefficient for CC plates and I-girders for tf = 24 mm 

 
 

The buckling behavior of the CC plate with an applied load length ss’, gives a very good 

match with the behavior of the I-girder with an applied load length ss. The corresponding 

distributed stress length ss’ could be calculated as: 2 (9 0.125 )s f fs t t    . 

5 23 10 8F sk s                                                                                                                   (5) 

 
2

58 3 10 2 9 0.125F s f fk s t t        
 

                                                                            (6) 

This is presented in Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6 (for various flange thicknesses), where for 

calculation of kF for the CC plate with an applied load length ss’, previously given in Eq. (5) is 

used. The presented values can be compared to the kF values for I-girder, which are obtained in 

numerical simulation. Based on the values shown, it is noticed that the length of the distribution 

depends on the flange thickness and it varies as a function of tf. Eq. (6) is proposed for the 

s s k F k F  ( s s ) k F  ( s s' ) k F

[mm] CC Eq. (5) Eq. (6) I-girder

0 0.00 8.00 8.00 224.00 9.51 10.10 1.06

25 0.05 8.02 8.02 249.00 9.86 10.19 1.03

50 0.10 8.10 8.08 274.00 10.25 10.40 1.01

75 0.15 8.20 8.17 299.00 10.68 10.68 1.00

100 0.20 8.35 8.30 324.00 11.15 11.01 0.99

125 0.25 8.52 8.47 349.00 11.65 11.40 0.98

150 0.30 8.74 8.68 374.00 12.20 11.86 0.97

200 0.40 8.97 9.20 424.00 13.39 13.00 0.97

250 0.50 9.26 9.88 474.00 14.74 14.52 0.98

s/h w

s s '=s s+2 ·7 t f

 [mm]

 k F  (I-girder) /

k F  (s s')-Eq. (6)

s s k F k F  ( s s ) k F  ( s s' ) k F

[mm] CC Eq. (5) Eq. (6) I-girder

0 0.00 8.00 8.00 288.00 10.49 11.00 1.05

25 0.05 8.02 8.02 313.00 10.94 11.09 1.01

50 0.10 8.10 8.08 338.00 11.43 11.34 0.99

75 0.15 8.20 8.17 363.00 11.95 11.69 0.98

100 0.20 8.35 8.30 388.00 12.52 12.11 0.97

125 0.25 8.52 8.47 413.00 13.12 12.60 0.96

150 0.30 8.74 8.68 438.00 13.76 13.18 0.96

200 0.40 8.97 9.20 488.00 15.14 14.65 0.97

250 0.50 9.26 9.88 538.00 16.68 16.68 1.00

s/h w

s s '=s s+2 ·6 t f

 [mm]

 k F  (I-girder) /

k F  (s s')-Eq. (6)
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calculation of the buckling coefficient, obtained by a comparative analysis of the behavior of the 

clamped plate and the girder of the varied flange thickness. The ratio of the buckling coefficient 

derived by numerical models and using the proposed equation is given in Table 4, Table 5, and 

Table 6 within the last column. 

3.3. COMPARISON OF THE ULTIMATE LOADS NUMERICALLY OBTAINED AND 

FROM EUROCODE  

Values of some characteristic numerically obtained ultimate loads Fu
FEA from [6] and the 

corresponding ultimate loads according to the procedure applied in Eurocode EN1993-1-5 (using 

values for the buckling coefficient given in Eurocode Fu
EC and using the proposed values in this 

paper Fu
EC p – Eq. (4)) are compared in Table 7. Fig. 4 shows a case for flange thickness tf = 16 

mm. 

Table 7 – Comparison of the ultimate loads for various approaches 

 

       It can be concluded that the proposed expression for the buckling coefficient Eq. (4) 

improves results for the ultimate load obtained with Eurocode EN1993-1-5, especially with the 

increased load length and flange thickness. The results could be improved up to 27% for the 

cases considered. 

 

 Figure 4 – Comparison of the ultimate loads for various approaches 

t f s s F u
EC

F u
EC p

F u
FEA

[mm] [mm] [kN] [kN] [kN]

0 105.47 111.14 128.94 0.82 1.05

100 131.25 143.53 203.05 0.65 1.09

200 152.74 180.81 263.25 0.58 1.18

0 125.23 141.93 196.55 0.64 1.13

100 147.60 173.59 251.93 0.59 1.18

200 167.00 212.61 308.60 0.54 1.27

0 145.34 171.88 254.93 0.57 1.18

100 165.01 202.51 308.00 0.54 1.23

200 174.68 222.04 401.17 0.44 1.27

F u
EC p

 / F u
EC

8

16

24

F u
EC

 / F u
FEA
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The elastic critical load of I-girders under patch loading is considered in this paper. The 

expression for the buckling coefficients of I-girders as a function of patch load length and flange 

thickness is proposed – Eq. (4). 

The buckling coefficients of I-girders and isolated plate corresponding to the web of I-girders 

are compared for various patch load lengths and flange thicknesses. It was found that the flange 

enables spreading the loading into the web of I-girder as a function of flange thickness, and 

independent of loading length.  

Comparison of the ultimate loads determined (a) numerically, and according to Eurocode 

EN1993-1-5 (using (b) values for kF given in EN1993-1-5 and (c) values for kF proposed in this 

paper) is made. The present Eurocode EN1993-1-5 gives rather conservative values for the 

ultimate loads, but significant improvement can be obtained by application of the here proposed 

expression for buckling coefficients kF .  

The presented results and conclusions referred to the concrete geometry of the girder and 

observed variables. There are a need and a lot of space for further research on this topic. For a 

complete analysis, various parameters describing their buckling behavior must be taken into 

account, as the web thickness, web depth, web and flange slenderness, length zone between 

vertical stiffeners as well as different relationships of the mentioned quantities (for example, the 

ratio of web and flange thickness). The presented results enable a valuable background for the 

continuation of parametric analysis, where a significant amount of numerical tests is necessary 

to draw comprehensive conclusions. 
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UTICAJ NEPOUZDANOSTI MATERIJALA NA VIBRACIJE 

TAVANICA OD UNAKRSNO LAMELIRANOG DRVETA  

Rezime:  

Raznolikost u vrstama drveta, kao i kompleksnost njegove strukture otežava pouzdanu procenu 

materijalnih karakteristika elemenata od unakrsno lameliranog drveta (CLT), što dovodi do 

nedovoljno tačnog predviđanja njihovog ponašanja. Problem koji se neretko javlja i narušava 

funkcionalnost CLT tavanica su vibracije. U ovom radu je izvršena analiza uticaja nepouzdanosti 

materijalnih karakteristika na vibracije CLT tavanica. Sprovedena je analiza zasnovana na Monte 

Karlo simulacijama, gde su karakteristike materijala usvojene kao slučajno promenljive veličine. 

Na osnovu dobijenih rezultata izvedeni su odgovarajući zaključci.  

Ključne reči:  CLT tavanice, vibracije, nepouzdanosti materijala, Monte Karlo simulacija 

EFFECTS OF MATERIAL UNCERTAINTIES ON VIBRATION 

PERFORMANCE OF CROSS LAMINATED TIMBER FLOORS  

Summary:  

Variety of wood species and complexity of their structure make the reliable material properties 

of cross-laminated timber (CLT) difficult to obtain, which can lead to inaccurate prediction of 

CLT behavior. Due to high stiffness-to-weight ratio, CLT floors can suffer from vibration 

serviceability issues. This paper aims to quantify the uncertainties induced by material properties 

and investigate their effect on vibration performance of CLT floors. Analysis based on Monte 

Carlo simulations, considering material properties as random variables, is developed. Based on 

the conducted analysis, appropriate conclusions have been derived. 

Key words: CLT floors, vibration analysis, material uncertainties, Monte Carlo simulation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the 20th century, reinforced concrete was found to be the most economical and thus 

the most commonly used construction material in civil engineering. At the end of the century, as 

environmental awareness was growing, new materials with low carbon footprint that could be 

competitive with mineral based materials were needed. This led to renaissance of timber as 

construction material and development of a novel wood engineering product: cross-laminated 

timber (CLT). It is a plate-like product, composed of several wooden layers bonded together in 

a crosswise manner. Modern manufacturing techniques and high structural strength of timber 

make CLT an element with great stiffness properties and unique aesthetic appeal. CLT structures 

are characterized by high level of prefabrication, fast and simple transport and assembly, good 

fire resistance, thermal insulation capacity and ability to tolerate chemically aggressive 

environments. All these facts increased global interest in CLT and led to many projects on 

research and development of CLT products [1-2]. 

One of the main advantages of CLT compared to reinforced concrete is high stiffness-to-

weight ratio, which enables large span lightweight floors to be designed. However, CLT floors 

under human-induced dynamic load may exhibit vibration serviceability issues such as human 

discomfort and malfunction of vibration sensitive equipment. Consequently, accurate and 

reliable prediction of dynamic properties of CLT floors is required [3-4]. 

Variety of wood species and complexity of its structure make the reliable material properties 

of cross-laminated timber (CLT) difficult to obtain. Effects of annual ring patterns on material 

properties of wood have been studied by Labonnote et al. [5]. Material uncertainty, as well as 

uncertainties in boundary conditions and pedestrian dynamic load can lead to inaccurate 

prediction of dynamic response of CLT floors [6].  

Research in order to quantify the effect of material uncertainty on modal properties of 

wooden floors has been conducted by Persson el al. [7] and Lim & Manuel [8]. Vibroacoustic 

response of wooden and CLT floors with material parameter variability has been studied by 

Persson & Floden [9] and Qian [10]. All analyses demonstrated great influence of material 

uncertainties on the natural frequencies and acoustic performance of investigated wooden floors. 

Currently, material properties of CLT are differently regulated in technical approvals [11], 

which might lead to significant differences between the actual mechanical properties and those 

defined in the design guidelines and recommendations. Material properties depend on the 

strength class of CLT as well as the strength class of the base material. 

The aim of this paper is to quantify the uncertainties induced by material properties and 

investigate their effect on vibration performance of CLT floors. Material properties, in terms of 

mass density, elastic modulus EL and shear moduli GLT and GRT are considered as random 

variables, while other properties as deterministic. Two different sampling techniques to generate 

random variables have been applied and analysis based on Monte Carlo (MC) simulation has 

been carried out.  Numerical modelling and analysis of the investigated CLT floor have been 

performed using the finite element (FE) models in Abaqus CAE software package [12]. Models 

have been automatically generated using the Python scripting. Obtained results are statistically 

analyzed and conclusions have been derived. 
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2. MODAL ANALYSIS OF CLT FLOOR 

2.1. CLT PROPERTIES AND NUMERICAL MODEL 

 Wood is an orthotropic material with three principal material axes: the longitudinal axe is 

aligned with the fiber direction (L), while the radial (R) and tangential (T) axes are orthogonal to 

annual rings (Figure 1a). Each layer (k) of CLT panel exhibits elastic orthotropic material 

behavior defined as: 
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where EL, ET and ER are elastic moduli in the longitudinal, transverse, and radial direction, 

respectively, νij are the Poisson’s ratios, and Gij are the shear moduli. CLT floor panel used in 

the analysis is presented in Figure 1b. Panel’s dimensions are 4x8m, and it is composed of 5 

layers, bonded in crosswise manner, with stacking sequence (0/90/0/90/0). Height of each layer 

is 0.03m. Such panel can be used as floor structure in common residential or commercial 

building. Material properties for C24 timber class [11] are applied (Table 1). The outer layers of 

CLT panel are oriented in the span direction (L = 4m). 

 

Figure 1 – (a) Principal material axes, (b) Layout of CLT floor  

Finite element-based model has been created using Abaqus CAE software package. The finite 

element mesh consists of 800 S4R shell elements (quadrilateral 4-node shell element with 

reduced integration) with assigned composite cross section.  

Table 1 – Mean values of material properties for C24 timber class of CLT panel 

ρ 

[kg/m3] 

EL  

[MPa] 

ER=ET 

[MPa] 

GLR=GLT  

[MPa] 

GRT  

[MPa] 
νLT νLR νRT 

450 11000 370 690 69 0.49 0.39 0.64 

Simply supported boundary conditions have been assigned to the two longer floor edges, 

while the other two remained free. Material axes of the layers are oriented by angle 0o or 90o 
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with respect to the laminate coordinates. Thus, the constitutive relations given in Eq. (1) must be 

transformed from the material to the global coordinate system, using the well-known 

transformation matrix. 

2.2. FREE VIBRATION ANALYSIS 

Based on the material properties given in Table 1, dynamic properties of CLT floor panel 

have been determined. Natural frequencies and modal masses of the first five and the twelfth 

mode, respectively, have been calculated and elaborated in Table 2. First five modes are the 

bending modes, while the twelfth mode corresponds to the first shear mode. Mode shapes are 

shown in Figure 2. Calculated modal masses correspond to the unity scaled mode shapes.  

Table 2 – Dynamic properties of the considered 5-layer CLT floor (4 x 8 m) 

Mode No. Mode type Natural frequency [Hz] Modal mass [kg] 

1 1st bending 18.06 968.62 

2 2nd bending 18.73 403.23 

3 3rd bending 21.48 315.45 

4 4th bending 28.13 285.69 

5 5th bending 39.74 284.05 

12 1st shear 77.43 1078.3 

 
Figure 2 – Mode shapes of the considered 5-layer CLT floor (4 x 8 m) 

3. MATERIAL UNCERTAINTY 

3.1. LOCAL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

In order to determine the sensitivity of natural frequencies to random changes in material 

properties, local sensitivity analysis has been performed. For that purpose, one individual 

material parameter has been considered as random and all the remaining as deterministic. Normal 

distribution for four material parameters: mass density ρ, longitudinal elastic modulus EL, and 

shear moduli GLT and GRT, respectively, was assumed, with mean values defined in Table 1. 

Coefficient of variation (COV) of random variables has been increased up to 20% and COVs of 
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the five bending and first shear natural frequencies were calculated. The results after 2,000 

conducted MC simulations are presented in Figure 3. Natural frequencies are affected the most 

by the variability of the mass density. Moreover, it can be noticed that all modes are affected 

equally by the random change of this parameter. Influence of modulus EL on the bending modes 

is significant. The highest influence of EL is observed in the first mode and it decreases with 

higher bending modes, while the shear mode has found to be unaffected. On the other hand, 

variation of the shear modulus GLT has strong impact on the first shear mode and low impact on 

the natural frequencies of bending modes. The change in the shear modulus GRT induces small 

change in bending modes, and no change in the natural frequency of the first shear mode. 

 

Figure 3 – Variation of natural frequency COV with individual change of random variables  

3.2. GLOBAL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

In the global sensitivity analysis, four material parameters, namely ρ, EL, GLT and GRT, are 

simultaneously treated as random variables. It is assumed that all parameters follow the normal 

distribution, with mean values given in Table 1 and COVs of 10%. Two different sampling 

techniques have been used: pseudo-random and Latin hypercube. After generating samples of 

the uncertain parameters, 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations have been performed. 

Generation of Abaqus input files with different set of mechanical parameters has been carried 

out using Python scripting. After the calculation of the natural frequencies, modal masses and 

(unity scaled) mode shapes, they have been automatically collected from the output files created 

by Abaqus.  

The results of the statistical analysis of the dynamic properties of CLT floor are presented in 

Figures 4 and 5. COV of 10% for the four input mechanical parameters resulted in the COVs of 

6.91%, 6.68%, 6.26%, 6.07% and 6.02% for the natural frequencies of the first five bending 

modes, respectively, and 7.26% for the first shear mode, following the lognormal distribution 

when the input parameters are generated by using pseudo-random sampling technique. When 

Latin hypercube sampling technique is applied, the calculated COVs for the investigated natural 

frequencies are 6.79%, 6.57%, 6.16%, 5.97%, 5.94% and 7.21%. The average difference in the 

natural frequencies COVs between two sampling techniques is 1.5%. Variations of input 
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parameters resulted in modal masses following the normal distribution, with the COV of 10.27% 

(pseudo-random) and 10.03% (Latin hypercube).  

 

Figure 4 – Statistical properties of natural frequencies of CLT floor, considering different 

sampling techniques  

 

Figure 5 – Statistical properties of modal masses of CLT floor, considering different sampling 

techniques 

In addition, the influence of number of simulations on the statistical results for both sampling 

techniques has been investigated. Mean values and COVs of the natural frequencies regarding 

the number of simulations are presented in Figure 6 (pseudo-random) and Figure 7 (Latin 

hypercube). Mean values of the investigated natural frequencies, for both sampling techniques, 

are nearly constant. The average difference in mean values while comparing 100 and 10,000 

simulations is below 1%. The Latin hypercube technique resulted in adequately determined 

COVs of all investigated natural frequencies after 2,000 simulations. 

 

Figure 6 – Statistical properties of natural frequencies in regard to number of simulations 

generated by pseudo-random sampling techique 
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Figure 7 – Statistical properties of natural frequencies in regard to number of simulations 

generated by Latin hypercube sampling technique 

The difference between COVs calculated after 2,000 and 10,000 simulations is less than 

0.5%. When pseudo-random sampling is used, slight decrease of natural frequencies COVs after 

2,000 up to 10,000 simulations is noticeable.  

Modal masses of all modes are affected equally by the random changes in material properties. 

In Figure 8 the mean value and COV of modal mass of the first mode against the number of 

simulations for both sampling techniques are presented. If less than 2,000 simulations are 

performed, the differences in mean values and COVs calculated by using two sampling 

techniques are significant. When number of simulations is greater than 2,000, both techniques 

resulted in similar statistical parameters.  

 

Figure 8 – Statistical properties of modal mass of the first mode in regard to number of 

simulations 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The influence of material uncertainty on the dynamic properties of CLT floor has been 

investigated numerically. Four material parameters, mass density ρ, longitudinal elastic modulus 

EL, and shear moduli GLT and GRT, respectively, are considered as random variables, and the 

remaining parameters as deterministic. Uncertainty quantification analysis based on Monte Carlo 

simulations had been performed and the following conclusions were derived: 

- Natural frequencies are most affected by the changes in mass density and all modes are 

equally affected. The longitudinal elastic modulus EL has great impact on the natural 

frequencies of bending modes, while the changes in the shear modulus GLT affect only the 

natural frequency of shear mode. 
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- Normal distributed uncertain material parameters with 10% COVs resulted in the 

lognormal distributed natural frequencies and normal distributed modal masses for both 

sampling techniques. When pseudo-random sampling is used, COVs of natural frequencies 

are insignificantly higher compared to the Latin hypercube technique. In both cases, COVs 

are approximately 6-7% for bending modes and 7.2% for the shear mode. COVs of modal 

masses are also similar for both sampling techniques, about 10%. 

- Mean values of natural frequencies can be accurately calculated after 100 simulations, 

while 2,000 simulations are needed for adequately determination of COVs when both 

sampling techniques are applied.     
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PRIMENA ARDUINO PLATFORME ZA MERENJE MEHANIČKIH 

VIBRACIJA 

Rezime: 

U ovom radu prikazana je primena softvera i hardvera otvorenog koda za merenje mehaničkih 

vibracija. Objašnjen je postupak izrade akvizicionog sistema za merenje vibracija sačinjenog 

od Arduino UNO R3 ATmega328P mikrokontrolera i Analog Devices ADXL335 

akcelerometra. Program za prikupljanje podataka napisan je u programskom jeziku C++, dok je 

za obradu signala korišćen programski jezik Python. Vibracije su merene na čeličnoj gredi sa 

prepustima. Dobijeni rezultati upoređeni su sa rezultatima izmerenim pomoću akvizicionog 

sistema MGCplus i akcelerometra Silicon Design 2240-002. 

Ključne reči: Arduino, merenje vibracija, otvoreni kod, C++, Python, obrada signala 

APPLICATION OF ARDUINO PLATFORM FOR MEASURING 

MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS 

Summary: 

This paper presents the usage of open source hardware and software for measuring mechanical 

vibrations. The process of constructing the vibration measurement system including the 

Arduino UNO R3 ATmega328P microcontroller and Analog Devices ADXL335 accelerometer 

is described. The program for data acquisition is written in C++. The program for signal 

processing is written in Python. Vibrations are measured on the steel beam with overhangs. 

The obtained results are compared with the results measured with the MGCplus data 

acquisition system and Silicon Design 2240-002 accelerometer. 

Key words: Arduino, vibration measurement, open source, C++, Python, signal processing
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of technological gadgets led to development of sensors intended for every 

day use. A single smartphone could be observed as a box of sensors including humidity sensor, 

thermometer, barometer, touchscreen sensor, ambient light sensor, proximity sensor, 

magnetometer, gyroscope, and accelerometer. Needless to say, these kind of devices are made 

to be affordable for personal usage. 

The beginning of Arduino [1], an open-source hardware and software company, starts with 

the beginning of the 21st century. The main idea was to make an easy-to-use hardware and 

software aimed at students without a background in electronics and programming. Today there 

is a worldwide community of Arduino users including students, artists, programmers, 

engineers, either hobbyist or professionals. Arduino platform could be used as a 

microcontroller [2, 3] as well as a data acquisition system. Among other electronic devices, 

Arduino board could be paired with accelerometers in order to detect and measure vibrations. 

Varanis et al [4] assembled a signals acquisition system for mechanical vibrations teaching 

purposes involving Arduino and sensors as accelerometer, gyroscope and ultrasound. Ribeiro 

and Lameiras performed a study of using low-cost MEMS accelerometers for structural health 

monitoring [5]. 

In this paper, we are building the vibration measurement system using Arduino UNO R3 

board [6] as a data acquisition system and Analog Devices ADXL335 accelerometer [7]. It is 

an open source system affortable for personal usage what makes it a great tool for teaching and 

learning, but it could be also used in practice. The performance of the system is measured on 

the simply supported steel beam with overhangs. At the same time, we measured the vibrations 

of the beam using MGCplus data acquisition system [8] with Silicon Design 2240-002 

accelerometer [9]. The natural frequencies of the beam are derived from the power spectral 

density of the signals and the results are compared. 

2. THE VIBRATION MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

The vibration measurement system (VMS) described in this paper in detail is built with two 

major units: Arduino UNO R3 board [6] and Analog Devices ADXL335 accelerometer [7]. 

The ADXL335, shown in Figure 1, is an accelerometer with micro-electro-mechanical 

system (MEMS) technology. It has mechanical elements of microelectronics scale. It is a 

capacitive type of accelerometer. It measures the change in voltage caused by a change in the 

capacitance of a capacitor. The capacitor plates are made of fixed and movable 

micromechanical beams. The movable plate is sensitive to external accelerations and oscillates 

relatively to the fixed part, causing the change of the capacity and therefore, the voltage in the 

circuit. ADXL335 measures acceleration with a range of ±3g. The bandwidth of the 

accelerometer could be altered using the capacitors at the Xout, Yout and Zout pins. The 

bandwidth limits are 0.5 Hz and 1600 Hz for X and Y axes, and 0.5 Hz and 550 Hz for Z axis. 

Arduino UNO R3 is a microcontroller board shown in Figure 2. It is known as an 

affordable yet powerful tool for quick assemble and test of electronic systems prototypes. UNO 

R3 is equipped with ATmega328P microcontroller, 14 digital Input/Output pins of which 6 
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provide Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) output and 6 analog input pins. It could be powered 

via USB port or by an external power source. 

 

 
 

 
 

For this experiment we used the UNO board connected to the computer as a data 

acquisition system. The circuit of the system is shown on Figure 3. The board analog pins A0, 

A1 and A3 are connected with the Xout, Yout and Zout pins of the accelerometer. The 

accelerometer is powered using Arduino 3.3V output pin. The UNO board is powered using the 

USB cable, which is at the same time used for the data transmission between the UNO board 

and the computer. As soon as we plug in the board, it starts the serial connection with the 

computer and forwards the data that accelerometer sends to analog pins.  

 

Figure 2 – Arduino UNO R3 microcontroller board [7] 

 
Figure 1 – Analog Devices ADXL335 accelerometer [6] 
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3. EXPERIMENT 

The experiment is performed on the simply supported steel beam with overhangs. The 

disposition of the beam and its properties are shown in Figure 4. The additional mass at the 

ends of both overhangs is provided in order to alter the natural frequencies of the beam. The 

mass is equally placed on both overhangs. 

 

 
 

The ADXL335 accelerometer is placed on the top face of the left overhang, as shown in 

Figure 5. The Analog Devices does not provide the housing for the accelerometer. Therefore, 

the accelerometer is screwed to the plastic box which is glued to the beam. The X axis of the 

accelerator is parallel to the vertical vibrations of the beam. The Silicon Design 2240-002 

accelerometer is glued to the bottom face of the beam, below the ADXL335 accelerometer. 

Figure 4 – Disposition of the steel beam with overhangs 

 
Figure 3 – Vibration measurement system circuit diagram created using Fritzing 

[10] 
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Prior to gluing, both accelerometers are calibrated on the reference table. The Silicon Design 

2240-002 accelerometer is calibrated using the software provided by the MGCplus data 

acquisition system. The calibration of the ADXL335 accelerometer is performed by altering 

the UNO board program written in Arduino programming language based on C++ [11]. The 

raw data accelerator sends to the board is the circuit voltage in terms of mV. Since the 

accelerometer is powered by 3.3V, it is expected to return integer values around 330. Once the 

minimal and the maximal voltage at rest are obtained, the UNO board program is updated to 

map the voltage values to acceleration values between -9.81 m/s and +9.81 m/s. The signals are 

visualized in real time and recorded using Serialplot [12]. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The steel beam with overhangs, shown in Figure 4, is excited by introducing the initial 

velocity at the end of the beam, by simply knocking the beam with the finger. Four cases are 

considered:  

- the beam with no additional mass (M0),  

- the beam with mass hangers that weights 1.08kg each (MH),  

- the beam with 2kg weights (M2) and  

- the beam with 7kg weights (M7).  

The signals are measured using the sampling frequency of 500 Hz. Figure 6 shows the 

accelerations of the beam measured using the Silicon Design 2240-002 accelerometer.  

 

Figure 5 – The accelerometers on the beam: ADXL335 (top) and 

Silicon Design 2240-002 (bottom)  
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The postprocessing of the measured signals is done by using the Python [13] script that 

relies on numpy [14], scipy [15] and matplotlib [16] libraries. The power spectral density of the 

response is calculated using the scipy periodogram routine that considers Dirichlet window. 

The resulting power spectral densities are shown in Figure 7. The first two natural frequencies 

of the beam, F1 and F2, are extracted from the power spectral densities and shown in Table 1. 

Prefix AD implies the usage of ADXL335. Prefix SD implies the usage of Silicon Design 

2240-002. The percent error is calculated relative to the SD values. While the accuracy is high 

in terms of frequency, Figure 7 shows visible discrepancies of power values. Several reasons 

could lead to that behaviour. The detail analysis of the measured signals showed that the USB 

cable cannot provide the reliable sampling rate of 500 Hz. Figure 8 shows the measured signal 

for the case of the beam with 7kg weights by using AD and SD accelerometers. The resolution 

of the measured signal is much lower when using the AD accelerometer. Possible 

improvements are given in Conclusions. 

Table 1 – The first two natural frequencies of the beam obtained by using ADXL335 (AD) and 

Silicon Design 2240-002 (SD) accelerometers and percentage error relative to SD values 

 AD F1 SD F1 Error AD F2 SD F2 Error 

M0 12.12 12.14 0.16% 21.44 21.31 -0.61% 

MH 9.07 9.06 -0.11% 13.99 14.06 0.50% 

M2 6.60 6.64 0.60% 9.81 9.84 0.30% 

M7 4.79 4.89 2.04% 6.62 6.63 0.15% 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 – Accelerations of the beam measured using  

Silicon Design 2240-002 accelerometer 
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Figure 7 – The power spectral density of the beam (M0), the beam with mass hangers (MH), 

the beam with 2kg weights (M2) and the beam with 7kg weights (M7)  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper analyses the performance of the vibrations measurement system (VMS) built 

with Arduino UNO R3 with ATmega328P microcontroller and Analog Devices ADXL335 

accelerometer (AD). The system is open source, hardware and software wise, so it gives a clear 

insight into the physics of the problem. It is also very affordable for personal usage, what  

undoubtedly makes it a great tool for teaching and learning. In order to investigate how well 

the proposed VMS behaves in engineering practice, its performance is compared with the 

performance of the MGCplus data acquisition system and Silicon Design 2240-002 

accelerometer (SD). The measurements are obtained on the simply supported steel beam with 

overhangs. Additional mass is added to the beam in order to vary the natural frequencies of the 

system. 

The results of the analysis are given in terms of power spectral densities of the measured 

signals, from which the first two natural frequencies of the system are extracted. The natural 

frequencies varies from 4.79 Hz to 21.44 Hz. The percentage error between two different 

VMS, calculated with respect to the one with the SD accelerometer, is 2.04% at most. 

However, the power values of the signals of two different systems mismatch. The analysis of 

the measured signals indicated possible problems of the low performance of the proposed 

VMS.  

The data transmission over the USB cable cannot be done reliably with the sampling rate of 

500 Hz. The sampling rate could be improved, considering both the stability and the speed, by 

using the UNO board internal memory or an additional memory card connected directly to the 

UNO board. The chunks of data could be collected in memory and transferred in to the 

computer. 

The signal measured with the proposed VMS has poor resolution comparing to the signal 

measured with SD accelerometer. This could be improved by introducing an operational 

amplifier to the circuit. The amplifier would take advantage of the ADXL335 ±3g range that is 

not fully utilized in the experiment. 

Figure 8 – Measured signal resolution for the beam with 7 kg weights 
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The modularity of the proposed VMS should be mentioned. The Arduino board could be 

used as a data acquisition system for other devices. Besides its small size, it could be coupled 

with WiFi module and memory card what makes it a portable and easy to install device. 

Future research regarding this project would include implementation of proposed 

improvements as well as testing the performance of other sensors, such as gyroscopes and 

ultrasound sensors, on measuring mechanical vibrations. 
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NOVE KRIVE IZVIJANJA ZA HLADNOOBLIKOVANE STUBOVE 

RAVNOKRAKOG L PRESEKA OD NERĐAJUĆEG ČELIKA  

Rezime:  

Pravila za proračun centrično pritisnutih elemenata ravnokrakog L poprečnog preseka od 

nerđajućeg čelika nisu eksplicitno definisana u važećem evropskom standardu SRPS EN 1993-

1-4. Ovaj rad ukratko prikazuje rezultate opsežnog istraživanja sprovedenog na ovom tipu 

konstruktivnih elemenata sa ciljem definisanja preporuka za njihov proračun. Na osnovu 

sistematičnog eksperimentalnog istraživanja, sprovedena je detaljna numerička analiza i 

definisana baza podataka graničnih nosivosti stubova. Materijalna i geometrijska nelinerana 

analiza obuhvatila je tri ključne legure nerđajućeg čelika, austenitnu, feritnu i dupleks leguru. 
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STEEL EQUAL-LEG ANGLE COLUMNS 

Summary:  

The design rules for centrically compressed stainless steel equal-leg angle members are not 

explicitly stated in the current European standard SRPS EN 1993-1-4. This paper summarizes 

the results of extensive research conducted on this type of structural elements aiming to define 

recommendations for their design. Based on a systematic experimental investigation, a detailed 

numerical analysis was performed, and a database of columns’ resistances were defined. Material 

and geometric nonlinear analysis included three key stainless steel alloys, austenitic, ferritic and 

duplex. The design curves for flexural and flexural–torsional buckling check have been proposed 

in accordance with European codified procedures.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The compression capacity of the angle column is strongly affected by its geometry. The non-

coincidence of the shear centre with the section’s centroid and its location at the intersection of 

angle legs imply a low torsional stiffness and, therefore, a high susceptibility to instability 

phenomena involving torsion and flexural buckling about major principal axis, namely flexural–

torsional buckling (FTB). Since the FTB deformations exhibited by equal-leg angle columns in 

the intermediate slenderness domain are very similar to local deformations, these members have 

been also said to fail in “local-global interactive modes”. Besides, the short equal-leg angle 

columns could be susceptible to the torsional buckling (TB) mode whose failure shape 

corresponds to the cross-section local buckling (LB). However, the slender equal-leg angle 

columns will fail due to flexural buckling (FB) mode about minor principal axis of the cross-

section.  

The difficulty in assessing stability of equal-leg angle columns is especially noticeable in the 

case of slender, thin-walled sections. The deformation and stress redistribution upon the elastic 

LB of angle legs reduce effective section properties and cause the effective centroid to shift along 

the axis of symmetry towards the corner, which, in turn, results in an interaction between the 

axial load and additional bending. Furthermore, the inevitable presence of initial imperfections 

and end eccentricity of loading acting in combination with the effective centroid shift 

additionally affects the occurrence of buckling and subsequent failure. As the cross-section is 

asymmetric, distribution of axial stresses in the cross-section strongly depends on the direction 

of total eccentricity along the axis of symmetry—towards the tips of the legs or to the corner 

(one causing compressive yielding of the leg tips, the other causing compressive yielding of the 

section corner). Besides, an increase of the leg width-to-thickness ratio increases the tendency 

of the angle to rotate and increase possibility for FTB failure in the entire global column 

slenderness range [1], [2].  

This paper briefly present key results of a scientific research addressing cold-formed stainless 

steel equal-leg angle columns with pin-ended boundary conditions, conducted at the University 

of Belgrade, Faculty of Civil Engineering, aiming to propose procedures for their design taking 

into account the cross-section slenderness, material non-linearity and initial structural 

imperfections caused by particular production process. The analytical background, state of art, 

experimental procedures, numerical studies and used methodologies are described in detail in 

recently published papers [1], [2].  

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 

The experimental programme was performed on press-braked stainless steel equal-leg angle 

sections with nominal dimensions of 80 × 80 × 4 mm and nominal internal corner radius of 12 

mm, and involved material testing, initial imperfection measurements and stub column tests and 

global buckling tests. The basic material of all tested angle columns was lean-duplex stainless 

steel grade EN 1.4162 (UNS S32101) with the steel name X2CrMnNiN21-5-1. The lengths of 

specimens were selected to cover a wide-ranging set of global column slenderness: elastic LB of 

short specimens, coupled FTB–LB and FB-LB failure modes for the intermediate and long length 
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specimens, respectively. In order to capture material nonlinearity, the tensile tests were 

performed on coupons extracted from the final press-braked angle sections under strain-control 

according to the requirements of EN ISO 6892-1 [3]. Two coupons were longitudinally cut from 

the middle of a leg, and two from the corner regions, to account for the strength enhancement 

caused by cold-working. Table 1 lists the average values of key mechanical properties, in which 

fy is yield strength taken as the 0.2% proof stress, fu is the ultimate tensile strength, εu is the strain 

corresponding to the ultimate tensile strength, εf is the total strain at fracture, E is the modulus 

of elasticity, and n and m are the strain hardening parameters utilised in the Ramberg–Osgood 

material model for nonlinear metallic materials [4]. It was found that press-braking method 

significantly improves material strength in the corner regions — the yield strength is about 38% 

greater than the yield strength of the flat angle section legs. 

Table 1 - Average measured key material properties obtained from tensile coupon tests [1] 

Coupon   fy 

(N/mm2) 

fu 

(N/mm2) 

E 

(N/mm2) 

εu 

(%) 

εf 

(%) 

Strain hardening 

parameters 

n m 

Flat leg coupons  517 768 197445 31 45 7.9 3.0 

Corner coupons 703 823 199905 17 33 11.0 13.1 

 

The cross-section ultimate resistance and deformation capacity were quantified by stub 

column tests. A total of three repeated stub column tests were performed under pure axial 

compression. The nominal length of specimens of 240 mm meets requirements in Clause A.3.2.1 

of EN 1993-1-3 [5]. The ends of each specimen were machined flat by a water jet cutter, 

perpendicular to their longitudinal axes to ensure a uniform distribution of loading during testing. 

The parallel end plates of the testing machine were fixed against rotations and twist about any 

axis to achieve fixed boundary conditions. The failure of specimens was governed by local 

buckling, localised in the middle part of the specimen’s height, and characterised by torsional 

deformations of both angle legs (see Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 2 - Typical stub column failure mode [1] 
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The key experimental results are summarised in Table 2, in which Pc,u is the ultimate buckling 

load, δu is the end shortening at ultimate load, σlb is the LB stress obtained as the ultimate load-

to-measured cross-section area ratio of each specimen and fya is an enhanced average yield 

strength which accounts for cold working in press-braked sections.  

Table 2 - Stub column test results [1] 

Specimen Pc,u (kN) δu (mm) σlb (N/mm2) fya (N/mm2) σlb / fya 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 240 – 1 199.0 1.21 327.7 544.1 0.60 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 240 – 2 198.2 1.17 320.2 544.2 0.59 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 240 – 3 203.7 0.83 328.7 544.2 0.60 

 

Having established the basic material and cross-sectional response, global buckling tests 

were carried out on pin-ended angle columns to obtain their compressive resistances and identify 

key predictors for critical failure modes. The specimens were divided into two test series with 

nominal lengths of 1000 and 2000 mm and four repeated tests in each of these series. 

Measurements of specimen geometry and initial global imperfections were performed before 

tests. A hydraulic testing machine was employed to apply monotonic compression loading to 

each column specimens. The load was applied through end plates attached to hardened steel 

knife-edge devices designed to replicate pinned end conditions, allowing rotations about the 

minor-axis, while restraining major-axis rotations as well as twist rotations and warping. A data 

acquisition system was used to record the applied load, lateral displacements (measured by linear 

variable displacement transducers) and axial strains (measured by strain gauges) during the tests. 

Table 3 provides relevant data obtained for all tested specimen; Pb,u,exp is the maximum axial load 

capacity of the specimens (compressive column’s resistance), du,v and du,u are respectively the 

mid-height lateral deflections about minor and major principal axes, and φu is the mid-height 

torsional rotation, all corresponding to the maximum load. 

Table 3 - Global buckling test results [1] 

Specimen Pb,u,exp (kN) du,u (mm) du,v (mm) φu (deg) 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 1000 – 1 132.5 +0.335 +0.339 -8.013 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 1000 – 2 139.5 -0.156 +8.149 -0.613 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 1000 – 3 136.6 -0.468 +1.471 -6.234 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 1000 – 4 135.5 -0.288 +0.846 -8.060 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 2000 – 1 44.3 -0.053 +31.487 -0.103 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 2000 – 2 45.8 +0.229 +23.948 -0.274 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 2000 – 3 46.8 -1.132 +29.094 +0.987 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 2000 – 4 45.5 -0.023 +21.972 -0.204 

 

Based on experimental data obtained for global buckling tests, it was conclude following: 

-  In the intermediate slenderness domain, three repeated specimens failed in an almost 

identical mode, exhibiting dominant major-axis flexural-torsional deformations, coupled 

with minor-axis FB and LB, as displayed in Figure 2a. However, the failure of specimen 

ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 1000 – 2 was governed by interaction of minor-axis flexural instability 
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FB and local cross-section buckling mode accompanied by significant lateral minor-axis 

displacements and negligible torsional rotations and major-axis bending (see Table 3). 

- As shown in Figure 2b, a dominant failure mode of the long length specimens was global 

minor-axis FB. The failure pattern involves notable lateral deflections in plane 

perpendicular to the minor principal axis and negligible twisting in combination with 

major-axis bending (see Table 3), indicating that the high slenderness specimens are less 

prone to cross-section LB. 

 

 
 

(a) ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 1000 – 4 (b) ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 2000 – 3 

Figure 2 - Typical failure modes of intermediate and long length specimens [1] 

3. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING AND PARAMETRIC STUDY 

The advanced and realistic numerical simulations of the experiments involved cold-formed 

equal-leg angle columns were performed using the ABAQUS FE software package [7]. The 

geometrically and materially non-linear analysis (GMNIA) was developed as quasi-static with 

the dynamic explicit solver and the variable non-uniform mass scaling technique. The S4R shell 

elements were used to model the measured geometry of tested columns, as is customary for 

modelling thin-walled structures. To replicate the realistic pin-ended supporting conditions in 

global buckling tests, the measured geometry of hardened steel knife-edge devices attached to 

steel loading plates, together with top and bottom adjustable clamps were additionally modelled 
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using four hexahedral solid elements C3D8R. A linear elastic–perfectly plastic material model 

with a nominal plateau slope was used to model material properties of steel end adjustable clamps 

(S275JR) and the hardened steel knife-edges (S355N). The measured stress–strain curves 

obtained via flat and corner tensile coupon tests on the lean duplex stainless steel grade EN 

1.4162 were used to develop the material models of section’ flat legs and corner, respectively. 

The initial geometric imperfections were explicitly modelled by using lowest local (twist 

imperfection ─ local/torsional mode) and global (bow imperfection about the minor-principal 

axis) buckling modes obtained via Linear Buckling Analysis (LBA) performed on equivalent FE 

models with the same mesh. The imperfection amplitudes matched the measured ones. 

The qualitative comparisons of the failure modes of the intermediate length specimens 

occurred in the and the FE modelling are presented in Figure 3. 

 

  

 
(b) Load vs. lateral deflection 

 
(a) FTB mode ACF 80 × 80 × 4 – 1000 (c) Load vs. axial strains 

Figure 3 - FE model and experimental buckling mode of intermediate length specimens [2] 
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Experimentally verified nonlinear FE modelling was used to perform an extensive FE 

parametric study aiming to thoroughly examine the structural responses of cold-formed equal-

leg angle columns and develop a database for their reliability-based design. The wide range of 

columns’ global slenderness was considered in the study to investigate LB, major-axis FTB and 

minor-axis FB resistances. Furthermore, 27 different equal-leg angle sections were selected 

providing both slender and non-slender cross-sectional behaviour. The influence of material 

nonlinearity on column ultimate strength was thoroughly analysed for three primary alloys —  

austenitic, ferritic and duplex stainless steel using collected data from literature [1], [8], [9], [10].  

4. BUCKLING CURVE PROPOSAL AND RELIABLITY ASSESMENT 

This section addresses the comparison of the generated experimental [1] and FE data [2] with 

the design buckling predictions determined in accordance with the procedures described in SRPS 

EN 1993-1-4 [6] and SRPS EN 1993-1-1 [11]. Figures 4 shows the graphical comparisons of the 

different European buckling with the FE and test ultimate loads normalised by the cross-section 

yield loads for dominant minor-axis FB. The new buckling curve with the imperfection factor α 

= 0.92 and non-dimensional limiting slenderness 𝜆0 = 0.15 for austenitic data set is also depicted 

in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4 - Comparison between normalised FE & test results and European buckling curves 

for minor-axis FB [2] 

Table 4 provides a statistical appraisal of the accuracy of the mentioned procedures 

considering the mean values of FE & test-to-predicted ratios Nb,u/Nb,u,pred and the corresponded 

coefficient of variations (CoVs) per stainless steel grade and per cross-section class. The design 

predictions of columns with slender angle sections (Class 4) were obtained using interaction 
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equation 5.15 of SRPS EN 1993-1-4 [6], to evaluate the influence of the neutral axis shifting 

along the major principal axis toward the section corner.  

The procedure outlined in Annex D of EN 1990 [12] and the methodology described by 

Afshan et al. [13] were subsequently performed to assess the reliability of the proposed buckling 

curves for the cold-formed equal-leg angle columns and calculate the values of the partial factors 

for member resistance γM1 [6]. The key results of the reliability analysis are also shown in Table 

4. 

Table 4 - Comparison between FE & test data and design data and the partial factors for 

member resistance γM1 obtained in reliability analysis [2] 

Grade 

Cross-

section 

slenderness 

Code 
Data no. 

𝜆0 > 0.2 

Nb,u /Nb,u,pred 

Mean 
CoV 

(%) 
γM1 

EN 1993-1-4 / minor-axis FB (& minor-axis bending)  

Austenitic  

Class 3  = 0.76  𝜆0 = 0.2 98 1.181 27.1 1.21 

Class 4 
 = 0.76  𝜆0 = 0.2 & 

Eq. 5.15 
193 1.910 40.6 1.21 

Class 3  = 0.92  𝜆0 = 0.15 98 1.198 19.4 1.10 

Class 4 
 = 0.92  𝜆0 = 0.15 

& Eq. 5.15 
193 2.001 39.8 1.08 

Duplex 

Class 3  = 0.49  𝜆0 = 0.2 21 1.007 2.6 1.09 

Class 4 
 = 0.49  𝜆0 = 0.2 & 

Eq. 5.15 
119 2.054 39.2 1.03 

Ferritic 

Class 3  = 0.49  𝜆0 = 0.2 49 1.159 21.1 1.09 

Class 4 
 = 0.49  𝜆0 = 0.2 & 

Eq. 5.15 
85 1.953 38.4 1.09 

EN 1993-1-4 / FTB & minor-axis bending  

Austenitic Class 4 
 = 0.34  𝜆0 = 0.2 & 

Eq. 5.15 
212 2.892 32.7 1.09 

Duplex Class 4 
 = 0.34  𝜆0 = 0.2 & 

Eq. 5.15 
104 3.779 28.2 0.67 

Ferritic  Class 4 
 = 0.34  𝜆0 = 0.2 & 

Eq. 5.15 
104 3.373 29.7 0.83 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A comprehensive investigation of the structural behaviour of cold-formed equal-leg angle 

columns members under pure compression, including experiments [1] and qualitative and 

quantitative numerical studies [2], was carried out with the aim of acquiring a valuable database 

that enabled the development of an accurate and reliable design method. The following 

conclusions are drawn from this investigation: 
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- The failure mode of the short equal-leg angle specimens was governed by elastic local 

buckling akin to TB, occurring at a stress value that is 40% lower than the measured average 

yield strength. Elastic FTB coupled with LB and minor-axis FB was the dominant failure 

mode for specimens in the intermediate slenderness domain. In the high slenderness 

domain, the failure mode of all specimens was minor-axis FB. The test results also indicate 

that the long length specimens were not prone to LB. 

- Considering the austenitic dataset, comparisons of the test & FE resistances with design 

predictions obtained for buckling curve d ( = 0.76  λ0 = 0.2), demonstrate that the 

European design method may be either conservative for slender sections (Class 4) or even 

excessively unconservative, particularly for non-slender sections (Class 3). The unsafe 

predictions are more significant for columns made from austenitic hot-rolled strips which 

have noticeably lower structural responses in comparison with their counterparts produced 

from cold-rolled austenitic strips. Thus, the buckling curve d offer unsatisfactory design 

predictions with the safety factors γM1 significantly higher than the currently adopted value 

of 1.10.  

- The proposed buckling curve ( = 0.92  λ0 = 0.15) offers improved fit to available data, 

providing a higher average ratio of the test & FE resistance-to-design resistance and less 

scatter across the austenitic datasets both for slender and non-slender angle sections, in 

comparison with the Eurocode buckling curve d. The safety factors γM1 are equal to 1.10 

and 1.09 for non-slender (Class 3) and slender (Class 4) angle sections, respectively. 

- In contrast to austenitic grade, the predictive curve c ( = 0.49  λ0 = 0.2) is in good 

agreement with FE & test data for duplex and ferritic grades. The safety factors γM1 are 

lower than 1.10 for all cross-section classes. 

- The FTB response of cold-formed equal-leg angles is strongly associated with their cross-

section dimensions. The increasing of the leg slenderness leads to appearing of elastic local 

buckling accompanied by the torsional rotations of angle section. The comparative analysis 

shows that the European design method covering the interaction of FTB and uniaxial 

minor-axis moment gives safe but significantly conservative predictions and safety factors 

lower than 1.10 for all three stainless steel grades. 
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ANALIZA MODALNIH KARAKTERISTIKA DVE NOMINALNO 

IDENTIČNE KONSTRUKCIJE TURBO STOLA  

Rezime:  

U radu je prezentovana identifikacija modalnih parametara konstrukcija dva turbo stola blokova 

A1 i A2 u Termoelektrani Nikola Tesla –A u Obrenovcu – Republika Srbija, a na bazi merenja 

ambijentalnih vibracija. Merenje vibracija konstrukcija sprovedeno je u dve kampanje merenja 

pod ambijentalnom pobudom, oba puta na bloku koji je bio van pogona. Modalne frekvencije i 

modalni oblici ekstrahovani su koristeći tehniku dekompozicije frekventnog domena (Frequency 

Domain Decomposition – FDD) na osnovu registrovanih ubrzanja. Sprovedenom numeričkom 

analizom ustanovljene su dinamičke karakteristike analiziranih konstrukcija turbo-stolova 

adekvatne eksperimentalno utvrđenim.  

Ključne reči:  Ambijentalna modalna analiza, Ambijentalne vibracije, Modalni parametri, 

Dekompozicija frekventnog domena, Turbo sto 

ANALYSIS OF MODAL PROPERTIES OF TWO NOMINALLY 

IDENTICAL TURBINE SUPPORTING STRUCTURES 

Summary: 

The paper presents study of modal parameters identification of two turbine supporting structures 

of unit-A1 and unit-A2 in Power Plant Nikola Tesla – A in Obrenovac – Republic of Serbia, based 

on ambient vibration measurements. Vibration response measurements of structures were carried 

out in two measurement campaigns under ambient excitation, each time on unit which was out 

of operation. Modal frequencies and mode shapes were extracted using Frequency Domain 

Decomposition (FDD) technique according to recorded acceleration data. The performed 

numerical analysis established the dynamic characteristics of the analysed table-top foundation 

structure adequate to the experimentally determined ones. 

Key words: Ambient Modal Identification, Ambient vibrations, Modal Parameters, Frequency 

Domain Decomposition, Turbine foundation 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The study presents analysis of dynamic properties of two turbine and turbogenerator 

supporting structures, so-called table-top supporting foundation structures in Thermal Power 

Plant Nikola Tesla - A in Obrenovac (Republic of Serbia), which includes experimental ambient 

vibration analysis as well as numerical computation of dynamic properties.   

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – Plan view and cross section of table-top turbogenerator supporting structure 

(original design documentation)  
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Structures were designed by the company Energoprojekt – Belgrade in 1967 according to 

strict requirements for such types of structures. Numerical computation carried out according to 

actual practice on that time, and computational possibilities before 55 years for quite complicated 

geometry of turbine supporting structures.  

As a part of structural condition assessment of table-top foundation supporting structures of 

unit-A1 and unit-A2, estimation of modal frequencies and mode shapes was carried out [1]. In 

order to identify dynamic properties of structure, measurements of structural vibration response 

under ambient excitation and ambient modal identification were performed.   

Table-top foundation supporting structures of unit-A1 and unit-A2 are placed in main 

machine room of Thermal Power Plant Nikola Tesla – A. Two, practically identical structures 

are designed as frame reinforced concrete structures, with the top level at elevation of +9.00m.  

Units were out of operation during 2020. Experimental analysis of unit-A2 was performed 

with presence of all masses (turbines, turbogenerator, etc.), while during execution of 

measurements on unit-A1 a part of machinery (masses) was removed from foundation supporting 

structures. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL IDENTIFICATION OF MODAL PROPERTIES 

Measurements of vibration response of structures were carried out under ambient excitation 

in two measurement campaigns. During each campaign measurement was performed on unit that 

was out of operation while surrounding machinery (other units and equipment) was operational. 

In order to estimate modal parameters based on registered ambient vibrations, ambient modal 

identification was carried out. As parameters were estimated from measured response without 

knowing or controlling the input loading force, this method is also known as output-only modal 

analysis [3]. 

2.1. MEASUREMENT SETUP 

Ambient vibration measurements were conducted with the same arrangement of measuring 

points given for both structures. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – Layout of measuring points in ambient vibration tests 
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Measurement was conducted in 7 measuring cross-sections to a total of 13 measuring points 

on the top face of upper slab. At each measuring point, the measurement was performed in 3 

directions - in the direction of the longitudinal (X) and transverse (Y) axes of structure and in a 

vertical direction (Z). 

Vibration response carried out using Multiple Test Setups measurement procedure – sensors 

were moved from one set of positions to another. There were a total of six measurement test 

setups, each comprising of tree measurement points – moving sensors were located at two 

locations, while the reference sensors were kept fixed at point MP-13 in all swaps. 

As sensors, high-sensitive accelerometers were used, Silicon Designs model-2240, with 

measuring range ± 2g. Data acquisition was performed with HBM’s multichannel measuring 

system QuantumX MX840A with 24-bit resolution and simultaneously sampling at 600 Hz 

during time period of 15 minutes for each setup. 

2.2. DATA PROCESSING 

After conducted measurement of acceleration under ambient excitation at set of points on the 

upper slab of the structure, a detailed analysis of the test results using modern techniques was 

performed. Modal parameter identification based on output-only measurements was carried out. 

Preliminary analysis of the structural response showed that the vibration level in the vertical 

direction is far less than the vibration level in two horizontal orthogonal directions and, due to 

small levels of signals, it was not possible to distinguish vertical vibration modes. Therefore, 

further analysis included only the identification of modes with dominant movement in the 

horizontal plane (XY) – separate and simultaneous analysis of recorded acceleration data in 

longitudinal and transverse direction. Throughout this stage of analysis, proved sufficient to limit 

the frequency range of interest up to 15 Hz in order to identify main structural vibration modes. 

The extraction of modal frequencies and shapes was performed using Frequency Domain 

Decomposition (FDD) and Enhanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD). As a post-

processing step, correlation analysis between estimated mode shapes was performed by Modal 

Assurance Criterion (MAC) procedure [2]. Mode shape similarity is represented by the MAC 

value – approaching zero indicates no similarity, while approaching one indicates high similarity 

[3,4]. 

3. ESTIMATION OF MODAL PROPERTIES 

Based on ambient vibration measurement data recorded in two measurement campaigns, 

modal identification of two table-top foundation supporting structures was performed.  Modal 

frequencies and corresponding shapes were extracted in the frequency range of interest via FDD 

and EFDD techniques. Based on manual as well as automatic frequency domain peak-picking, 

in case of both structures, four structural modes were identified. For validation of the obtained 

results, Modal Assurance Criterion was used. Consistency of estimated mode shapes is presented 

in form of MAC matrix. As the diagonal elements of the matrix are a comparison of each mode 

shape with itself, their value is "1". Ideally, each mode should have a different shape than the 

other modes. The off-diagonal elements have very low values, which implies that modes are 

uniquely observed.  
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In total, four modes of vibration were extracted: translational modes in longitudinal and 

transverse direction, first torsional and first bending mode. Due to the asymmetry of the 

structures respect to the Y-axis, obtained mode shapes have torsion admixtures. 

3.1. EXTRACTED MODAL PROPERTIES OF unit-A1 

The results obtained in analysis of ambient vibration data of unit-A1 structure, suggest the 

existence of structural modes at 4.2 Hz (mainly translational mode in the transverse direction), 

4.7 Hz (mainly translational mode in the longitudinal direction), 5.4 Hz (mainly torsional) and 

9.7 Hz (mode with significant bending of table top in horizontal plane).  

 

 
4.2 Hz 

 
4.7 Hz 

 
5.4 Hz 

 
 

9.7 Hz 

 

Figure 3 – Estimated mode shape based on ambient vibration measurement and identification 

by application of FDD-method – unit-A1 

 

Off-diagonal MAC values are quite small (up to value 0.21), which is satisfying taking into 

the account unfavorable conditions for performing measurements which results in a certain level 

of complexity of extracted modes. 

 

Table 1 – MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion) matrix of extracted mode shapes of unit-A1 

Mode frequency 4.2 Hz 4.7 Hz 5.4 Hz 9.7 Hz 

4.2 Hz 1.00 0.09 0.01 0.21 

4.7 Hz 0.09 1.00 0.04 0.04 

5.4 Hz 0.01 0.04 1.00 0.08 

9.7 Hz 0.21 0.04 0.08 1.00 
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3.2. EXTRACTED MODAL PROPERTIES OF unit-A2 

The analysis of recorded ambient vibration data of unit-A2, with applied the same 

measurement setup as in the case of unit-A1, showed similar results. It was expected because the 

structures are practically identical. Four modes were estimated with slightly different frequencies 

- at 3.9 Hz (translational mode in the transverse direction), 4.4 Hz (translational mode in the 

longitudinal direction), 5.4 Hz (torsional motion in horizontal plane) and 10.0 Hz (motion with 

significant bending of table-top slab in horizontal plane). 

 

 
Mode-1: 3.9 Hz 

 
Mode-2: 4.4 Hz 

 
Mode-3: 5.4 Hz 

 
Mode-4: 10.0 Hz 

 

Figure 4 – Estimated mode shape based on ambient vibration measurements and identification 

by application of FDD-method – unit-A2 

Similar level of complexity of extracted modes was established, which is represented by off-

diagonal MAC values, with maximal value 0.20. Also, this fact could be considered satisfying 

taking into the account unfavorable conditions for performing measurements which results in a 

certain level of complexity of extracted modes. 

 

Table 2 –MAC (Modal Assurance Criterion) matrix of extracted mode shapes of unit-A2 

Mode frequency  3.9 Hz 4.4 Hz 5.4 Hz 10.0 Hz 

3.9 Hz 1.00 0.03 0.19 0.20 

4.4 Hz 0.03 1.00 0.02 0.02 

5.4 Hz 0.19 0.02 1.00 0.02 

10.0 Hz 0.20 0.02 0.02 1.00 
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4. NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF MODAL PROPERTIES 

For this purpose, a detailed 3D FEM numerical model was developed in software package 

ROBOT - Structural Analysis Professional software, which included all details of complicated 

geometry of structure (longitudinal and cross beams, soil stiffness, masses of equipment, etc.), 

Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5 – Developed 3D FEM model of turbine supporting structure for modal analysis 

According to conducted computations, modal properties of unit-A1 and unit-A2 table-top 

turbine supporting structures were predicted. In Figure 6 are showed first four mode shapes and 

corresponding frequencies of predicted modes.   

 
Mode – 1: 3.90 Hz 

 

 
Mode – 2: 4.47 Hz 

 

 
Mode – 2: 5.04 Hz 

 
Mode – 4: 8.83 Hz 

Figure 6 – Numerically predicted mode shapes by developed 3D FEM model of the structure 
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5. CONCLUSION 

An ambient vibration modal identification of two, nominally identical, table-top foundation 

structures was performed, based on the Frequency Domain Decomposition technique and 

Multiple Test Setups Measurement Procedure. Experimentally estimated modal properties, for 

both nominally identical table-top turbine supporting structures, are quite similar in the sense of 

order of types of motion in consequent modes which represent similar behavior of both tested 

structures. Also, closed values of modal frequencies and similar mode shapes were estimated in 

both cases, unit-A1 and unit-A2. A slightly higher modal frequencies were estimated in the case 

of unit-A1, which is consequence of lower mass presence on the turbine supporting structure slab 

during testing. It should be noted that, beside main RC structural elements, on the lower slab, 

between concrete beams, exist secondary steel supporting elements for machinery/pipe-lines 

equipment where were placed accelerometers, which produced some level of complexity of 

extracted mode shapes.   

Conducted FEM numerical prediction of mode shapes showed good agreement with 

experimentally results in the sense of mode shapes and frequencies, which indicates that the 

developed model should be used for further assessment of response of turbine supporting 

structures, for example in operational conditions. 
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RUDARSKO-TOPIONIČARSKI BASEN BOR: STRUČNI NADZOR  

NAD IZGRADNJOM GRAĐEVINSKIH KONSTRUKCIJA 

Rezime: 

Preduzeće “Serbia Zijin Bor Copper doo”, odskora većinski vlasnik “Rudarsko-topioničarskog 

basena Bor” (RTB Bor), otpočelo je izgradnju novih objekata (topionica u Boru, rudnik 

“Čukaru Peki”, flotacija u Majdanpeku) i rekonstrukciju postojećih (infrastruktura, građevine, 

postrojenja). Svojevrsnost tog obimnog posla jeste da investitor, projektant i izvođač su 

kineski, a nadzor je srpski. Stručni nadzor nad izgradnjom utvrđen je ugovorom, čije odredbe 

prate srpsku reguilativu, međunarodne uslove izvođenja građevinskih radova u rudarstvu i 

kineske standarde. Ovaj rad prikazuje stručni nadzor nad izgradnjom građevinskih konstrukcija 

u kompleksu Bor i sažeto opisuje praćenje i kontrolu radova. Sprovedeni nadzor na gradilištu 

potvrdio je značaj poznavanja specifičnosti građevinskih konstrukcija u rudarstvu.   

Ključne reči:  izgradnja, nadzor, konstrukcije, rudarstvo, Bor  

MINING AND SMELTING COMPLEX BOR: EXPERT SUPERVISION  

OF BUILDING STRUCTURES CONSTRUCTION 

Summary: 

Corporation “Serbia Zijin Bor Copper doo”, recently the majority owner of “Mining and 

Smelting Basin Bor”, has started construction of new facilities (smelter in Bor, Čukaru Peki 

mine, flotation in Majdanpek) and reconstruction of the existing ones (infrastructure, buildings, 

plants). The peculiarity of this extensive construction work is that investor, designer and 

contractor are Chinese and supervision is Serbian. The expert supervision of the construction is 

stipulated in the contract, where provisions follow Serbian regulations, international conditions 

for construction works in mining and Chinese standards. This paper presents expert supervision 

of the building structures construction in the Bor complex and describes concisely monitoring 

and controlling of the works. Conducted site supervision confirmed the importance of knowing 

the specifics of building structures in mining.  

Keywords: construction, supervision, structures, mining, Bor 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

China's long history explains today's rise of this populous country. Chinese civilization, 

circa 5 millennia old, has given humanity many discoveries (compass, gunpowder, printing, 

silk, and others). At the time of communist countries transition, densely inhabited China 

retained communism and introduced capitalism, becoming "one country - with two systems". 

The creator of Chinese economic reform (Deng Xiaoping), used the slogan: "it does not matter 

whether a cat is black or white, if it hunts mice" [1]. 

Modern China is one of the world's leading economies. Chinese products, both dumping 

and quality ones, are cheaper than the competition and have flooded world markets. With the 

"Silk Road" to Southern Europe renewing, China is becoming attracted to invest in Serbia. In 

last decades, Chinese companies are established in Serbia and they started to participate 

significantly in domestic construction works. 

Two following facts gave impetus to creation of this paper. First, mining plants are 

technologically complex facilities. Buildings of mining plants, with structures made of 

concrete and steel, represent special task for designers and contractors. Supervision of mining 

plants civil engineering structures, however, is not frequently discussed in references. Second, 

the building of new facilities and reconstruction of existing ones in Bor Mines, where the 

investor, designer and contractor are Chinese and, on the other side, supervisor is Serbian, is 

not common case in engineering practice. Therefore, practical experience obtained deserves 

recording.  

2. RTB BOR: MINING AND SMELTING COMPLEX BOR 

Bor is 150 km air distance and 250 km away by road from Belgrade.The first geological 

exploration of copper ore in Bor was conducted in 1897, and George Weifert founded the 

French Society of Bor Mines (based in Paris), which began operations in 1904. French capital 

remained in Bor until the Second World War. The Bor Mines became state-owned in 1951. 

Over time, the company changed its name several times (Rudnik Bor, RTB Bor, RTB Bor 

Group) [2]. 

Table 1 – Serbian acronyms used in English by Chinese 

No Acronym Serbian English  

1 RTB Bor Rudarsko-topioničarski basen Bor Mining and Smelting Basin Bor 

2 RBB Rudnici bakra Bor Copper Mines Bor 

3 RBM Rudnik bakra Majdanpek Copper Mine Majdanpek 

4 TIR Bor Topionica i rafinacija Bor Smelter and Refinery Bor 

 

RTB Bor Group, leading producer of copper, silver and gold in Serbia, was holding (RTB 

Bor) with 3 subsidiaries (RBB, RBM, TIR Bor). RBB has two copper mines with surface 

exploitation ("Veliki Krivelj" and "Cerovo"), one mine with underground exploitation 
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("Jama"), two flotation plants for the preparation of mineral raw materials ("Veliki Krivelj" and 

"TIR Bor"), non-metal mine (Zagrađe), and an investigation plant.  

RTB Bor Group was bought by the Chinese company in December 2018 and today operates 

under the name: Serbia Zijin Bor Copper [2].  

3. CHINESE-SERBIAN COOPERATION IN RTB BOR 

Serbia Zijin Bor Copper has started reconstruction and construction works in RTB Bor. 

Civil engineering works in Bor are very large and complex, what contracts and project 

documentation well illustrate. For instance, design digital record has 850 MB. Parts of the 

project documentation are translated into English and Serbian.  

Chinese are investor (Serbia Zijin Copper), designer (China Nerin Engineering Co) and 

contractor (Jinshan Construction). On the other side, Serbian is expert supervisor (University 

of Belgrade – Faculty of Civil Engineering, and CPM Consulting Belgrade).  

Chinese-Serbian cooperation in RTB Bor has difficulties which are mutually resolved. Few 

examples are described below. 

Chinese engineers adopt Serbian acronyms (Table 1), but are surprised that Serbian Law [3] 

had 13 amendments in 12 years (2009-2020) (vide reference [3]), what in average is more than 

one amendment per year! Also, it has to be explained that instead of 3 usual types of design 

(conceptual, main, as-built state), 6 types are identified in Serbia (Table 2) ([3], article 116). 

Table 2 – Design types in Serbian Law [3] 

No Acronym Serbian Name English  

1 GP Generalni Projekat General design 

2 IDR IDejno Rešenje Conceptual solution 

3 IDP IDejni Projekat Conceptual design 

4 PGD Projekat za Građevinsku Dozvolu Design for building permit 

5 PZI Projekat Za Izvođenje Project execution design 

6 PIO Projekat Izvedenog Objekta As-built design of facility 

 

Serbian supervision devoted a lot of effort and time to get to know the Chinese designs and 

execution methods. The Chinese use Guobiao (GB) standards for site tolerances and day-to-

day practice. Chinese detail designs are confirmed (Mining and Metallurgy Institute Bor, and 

Ludan Engineering Belgrade) and followed by expert supervisor during site execution. Instead 

of speaking, communication with Chinese is by mobile phone messages in English which are 

translated into Chinese by conversion program. 

4. EXPERT SUPERVISION  

Expert supervision of civil engineering construction works in RTB Bor is determined with 

Serbian laws [3,5], bylaw [4], international practice (FIDIC) [6], and construction contract. 

Essential tasks of Expert supervision are summarized in Table 3. 
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Expert supervision over construction of mining and civil engineering structures in Bor and 

Majdanpek is a set of monitoring and control processes, where not only Serbian building and 

mining regulations are applied, but also Chinese requirements that are stricter than Serbian.  

The author of this paper, who has both civil engineering licenses (designer 310, contractor 

410, geotechnics 316, organization GP04-04) and mining civil engineering structures license 

(design and construction 7343/R), has joined the team of Faculty of Civil Engineering in 

Belgrade in consortium with CPM Consulting Belgrade and conducts expert supervision over 

structures building in RTB Bor since 2020.  

Table 3 – Expert supervision tasks 

No SUPERVISION TASK 

1 Control of building according to the building permit 

2 Control of building quality and codes and standards application 

3 Control and approval of executed works quantity 

4 Checking of proofs on materials, equipment and installations  

5 Control and check of executed hidden works quality 

6 Verification of quality proofs of materials and building products used 

7 Verification of quality proofs of equipment and plants installed 

8 Giving necessary instructions to the contractor 

9 Regular monitoring of building construction schedule  

10 Cooperation with designer in building concept realization 

11 Cooperation with contractor in the building project execution  

12 Resolving other issues that arise during construction 

5. CONTROL FLOWCHARTS 

Project management covers planning, scheduling and controlling [7]. Quality control (QC) 

is a process by which entities review the quality of all factors involved in production. 

Therefore, QC is method of inspection and rejection of the products and works. In civil 

engineering quality control is crucial both in design as well as in construction of structures. 

Four fundaments of quality are requirement, planning, performance, and measure. The aim 

is quality, which is conformity to requirements. The method is management, which allows 

improvement and corrections. The result is assurance, which is demonstration that conformity 

to requirements has occurred. The mechanism is control, which ensures that assurance can 

always occur. The improvement objective is achieved by methods of audit, review and 

feedback. 

The author of this paper has, in own professional practice, considered quality control 

permanently since 2004 and presented quality system [8], nonconformities and quality control 

in buildings (GTC Apartments [9], GTC Square [10,11]) and in bridges (Pirot-Dimitrovgrad 

[12,13], Beska [13]), construction supervision [13], and thermal power plant construction [14]. 
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For civil engineering works execution supervision, the author has, on the basis of personal 

experience acquired in different sites [9-14], created 4 flowcharts (Figures 1-4), where 

supervision, earthworks, concrete, and steel control procedures are briefly presented. These 

flowcharts, previously already used in own practice, currently are used by the author in expert 

supervision of RTB Bor reconstruction and construction. 

Control in each flowchart is quite self-explanatory. We need to emphasize that 

geotechnical, concrete and steel structures must be constantly controlled in execution phase 

and repetitively compared to designed geometry, technical specifications and method 

statements for their execution. When working under pressure with tight deadlines, the as-built 

structure does not occasionally match the designed structure in all criteria.  

The supervisor must control main structural works activities on site in order to have safe 

and durable structures. Unless all activities are carefully monitored through site supervision 

procedures, designed life cycle of 50 years will not be achieved, because Chinese construction 

practice is very fast.  

Steel processing and assembling controls demand special attention. Firstly, majority of 

industrial civil engineering structures in Serbia Zijin Copper Bor sites are made of structural 

steel. Secondly, steel production is, in accordance with workshop drawings, mainly tailored of 

steel sheets imported from different countries (Ukraine, Macedonia, Bulgaria, etc.). 

Steel structure concrete foundation control is very important, because wrong anchors 

positions in concrete of foundation prevent correct fitting and adjustments of steel structure 

elements. Survey measurement records and geometrical tolerance fulfilment according to detail 

execution designs are imperative for structure stability, security and fitness for use. 

Controls need to be more frequent in winter working conditions, due to the fact that frost 

resistant concrete mixtures are used, outdoor welding has special methodology, and low 

temperatures impact the workmanship. 

As output of the quality control procedure, the supervisor collects different sets of records 

for diverse structures.  

Records for earthworks are reports of accredited laboratories and investigation institutes, 

compaction modules, different soil tests, etc.  

Records for concrete structures are reports of accredited state bodies on concrete strength, 

where cubes tested precise evaluation with statistical proofing according to valid Serbian 

regulations is given. Certificates of aggregate, water and additives are mandatory for successful 

concrete preparation. Calibration of scales used for concrete mixture is also necessary. 

Steel structures have output reports on visual controls, non-destructive tests, different forms 

of welding mistakes and their corrections. 

Organized form management is necessary for scrutiny by quality control managers. 

Thousands of filled forms are evidence that structures have been built according to detail 

execution designs. All of these forms and reports are evidence for the Technical Acceptance 

Committee which checks all structural and operational aspect of the built facilities. 

Component materials manufactures certificates are necessary for all structures. In process 

of controlling, engineer in charge needs to use common sense before he applies procedures. For 

example, as in situ and laboratory testing take time, an experienced engineer has to find 

adequate borrow pit for replacing material in certain embankment, before he implements all 

soil controls and tests.  
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6. TIR BOR RECONSTRUCTION CASE 

Reconstruction of TIR Bor (Smelter and Refinery Bor), which is ongoing, is concisely 

presented now as a case study. TIR Bor plan is shown in Figure 5, where Majdanpek and Bor 

districts in Serbia are indicated on map beneath the plan. Road distances are: Beograd-Bor (via 

Paraćin) 244 km, Bor-Majdanpek 73 km, Majdanpek-Beograd (via Požarevac) 182 km. 

The smelter reconstruction will increase the capacity to 200.000 tons per year. In addition, 

the smelter with upgraded equipment will improve environment protection. The smelter plan is 

divided into six system areas. Normal life span of the buildings in TIR complex is around 50 

years. Architectural design follows technology, economy, reliability and practicability. Civil 

engineering requirements are fulfilled using appropriate structural forms and materials.  

TIR site photographs are given in Figures 6 – 11.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 – Supervision control flowchart Figure 2 – Earthworks control flowchart 
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Figure 3 – Concrete control flowchart Figure 4 – Steel control flowchart 
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Figure 5 – Plan of Smelter and refinery Bor (TIR Bor)  
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Figure 6 – Grinding plant 

 

Figure 7 – Slag filtration facility 

 

  

Figure 8 – Retaining wall casting 

 

Figure 9 – Laboratory for RC  

 

 

 

Figure 10 – Structural steel processing plant 

 

Figure 11 – Structural steel sorting yard 

 

[Figs. 6 – 11: Photos shot by the author in 2020] 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

Good engineering judgement is always the first step in choosing suitable site solution like 

appropriate borrow pit area, reliable concrete batching plant, and close structural steel 

manufacturer. Site engineers like to say: “If you choose a wrong train, all next stations will be 

wrong.”  

Lesson learned in practice is that information continual updating and interchanging among 

participants in the project helps open issues closing and fitting design to its purpose. All 

engineers involved mutual cooperation is necessary in every day construction site work. 
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